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The thesis examines the monuments of Seti 1. Various epigraphic, art historical, 

iconographical and historical criteria are used to analyze his afi and architecture, especidy 

monumental reliefs, to elucidate a number of chronological and historicd issues, including the 

probiem of the hypothetical coregencies of the early Nineteenth Dynasty, the accession dates 

of the first three Rarnessides and the length of Seti 1's reign. 

In chapter one, a number of iconographic, epigraphic and art historicai characteristics 

of Seti's monuments usefùl for dating monuments within the reign and for distinguishing his 

work bom that of h i s  imediate predecessor and successor are identifid, an important point 

since both Seti 1 and Ramesses ii dedicated monuments in mernory of their deceased fathers. 

Chapter two cataiogs Seti 1's alterations and restorations of existing monuments, in 

panicular, his repairs to monumental reliefs vandaiized by Akhenaten and his treatrnent of 

restorations previously made by Tutankhamen. The intmt is to diagnose the scope of this 

policy to gain a better undentandhg of its ideoiogical ends. 

Chapter three catalogs origuial monuments of the king throughout Egypt, Western 

Asia and Nubia. Discussion focuses on art histoncal, epigraphic and iconographic questions. 

Extended discussions of the Baugeschchte and chronology of decoration of Seîi's temples at 

Abydos, Kamak and Gumah are given here. 

Chapter four examines chronological and hiaorical issues of Seti's reign. A 

reappraisal of the accession dates of the nrst three N i n e t h  Dynasty pharaohs supports the 

dates of III fmw 24 for Seti 1 and III .fmw 27 for Ramesses. Eleven years is the most 

plausible length for the reign. A new examination of the hypothetical coregencies of Seti 1 

with Ramesses 1 and Rarnesses If indicates that there was no coregency in either case. In 



partiçular. Ramessrs II  remained crown prince until the death of his father. and thni relief 

decoration at Karnak, Gumah and Abydos previously taken as evidenci: of a coregency are 

posr monem Seti 1. Chapter five diagnoses the scope of Seti's building program and its state 

at his death at various sites in Egypt. Western Asia and Nubia. 
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B. Ramesses II receives & s d s  from Theban Triad and deified S a i  1. Relief of Ramesses 
II from the vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite in Gumah temple. 

72A. Poahumous scene of Seti 1 Grom a relief of Ramesses IT on the gateway leading into the 
chapel of  Ramesses 1 in Gurnah temple. 

B. Ramesses il offering to Amen-Re and deified king. Relief of Ramesses If in the 
vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite in Gumah temple. 

73A. Deified kamesses 1 and Amen-Re. Relief of Ramesses II in the vestibuie of the 
Ramesses 1 suite in Gurnah temple. 

B. Ramesses iI ninning before Osiris and deified Seti 1. Relief of Ramesses iI form the 
vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite in Gurnah temple. 

74A. Posthumous scene of Seti 1 alongside scene of Ramesses n in Room 34 in Gurnah 
temple. 

B. Incomplete reliefs of Ramesses Ii in Room 26 in Gumah temple. 



75A. Port Said Museum P. 4035 Head of Amen-Re from Medinet Habu (side view) 
B. Port Said Museum P. 4035. Front view. 

76 Louvre B 6 1/E. 1292 1 Relief of Seti I fiorn Elephantine. 
77 Pennsylvania University Museum E 10988. Srnaller year one stela of Seti 1 from 

Buhen. 
78. Prince Ramesses pours libation. Relief of Seti 1 fiom the Gallery of the Kings in his 

temple at Abydos. 
79. Detaii of prince Ramesses' sash with pendant bearing his cartouches. 
80 Deified Seti 1. Relief of Ramesses Il in staircase Y' in the temple of Seti I in Abydos. 
8 1 .  Ramesses II offers to deified Seti 1. Relief of Ramesses II in staircase Y' in the temple 

of Seti I in Abydos. 
82. Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re on the east tower of the 8" Pylon at Karnak. 

Relief of Tutankhamen usurped by Seti 1. 
83 Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re on the nonh wall of the Kmak Hypostyle Hall 

at Karnak, east wing. Relief of S a i  1. 
84. Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re on the north wall of the Kmak Hypostyle Hall 

at Karnak. West wing. Relief of Seti 1. 
85A. Cabin shnne of the barque of Amen-Re in the sanctuary of Amen-Re in Gumah temple, 

north wall. 
B. View of the barque of Amen-Re in the sanctuary of Amen-Re in Gumah temple. nonh 

wall. 
86A. Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re in the sanctuary of Amen-Re in Gumah temple. 

south wall. 
B. Foward hdf  of the barque of Amen-Re in the sanctuary of Amen-Re in Gurnah temple, 

south wdl. 
87. Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re on the south wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, 

West wing. Relief of Rarnesses II. 
88A. Cabin shrine of  the barque of Amen-Re on the south wall of the Karnak Hypostyle 

Hall, east wing. Relief of Ramesses 11. 
B. Billow of the veil on the barque of Amen-Re on the south wall of the Kamak Hypostyle 

Hall. Reiief of Ramesses II. 
89. Cabin shnne of the barque of Amen-Re on the west wall of the Triple Shrine in Luxor 

temple, relief of Ramesses il. 
90A. Cabin shrine of the barque of Amen-Re on the West wall of the barque sanctuary of 

Seti II at Karnak. 
B. Unrestored relief vandalized by Akhenaten on pillar 14 on the façade of the edifice of 

Amenhotep Il at Karnak. 
9 1 . Brussels E. 5300. Stela of Miya 6om Abydos. 
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CHAPTER i 
METHODOLOCICAL APPROACHES 

1.1 introduction 

Through the use of a multi-disciplinary approach to the evidence. it is hoped that a 

clearer understanding of Seti 1's building program and of a number of pertinent historical 

issues can be achieved. The prirnary focus of this study will be monumental reliefs. These 

4! !e e x s ~ i z d  f;û;il a number of perspectives: epigraphic. art histoticai. iconogaphic and 

philologicai. Ali these methodologies are useful in dating reliefs and monuments, and in 

arriving at a more precise intemal chronology for individuai monuments within the reip. and 

in elucidating the Buugeschhrchfr of buildings such as the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. It is also 

hoped that a rnulti-discipiinary approach can bridge the gap between art hisronans and 

philologists. who are often at odds. In particular, there is a great deal of scepticism arnong 

philologists towards an hiaorical analysis and the conclusions reached by this method. ' By 

applying a number of methodologies to the study of individual monuments. it will be s h o w  

that wholly independent criteria developed from a number of disciplines can be marshaied in 

support of similar conclusions regarding individual monuments, and chat conclusions reached 

t hrough the simultaneous application of a number of different methodologies are more reliable 

than those achieved through the use of only one. 

'Historical conclusions reached through the sole use of art historical criteria have ofien 
been discounted, even by other art hiaorians. Thus recently I. F. Romano has challenged 
W.R. Johnson's arguments in favor of the alieged coregency of Amenhotep III and 
Akhenaten. See Johnson," Images of Arnenhotep III in Thebes: Styles and Intentions," 7he 
Art of Amenhotep 111: An Historicaf Amlysis, ed. by L. Bernian., (Cleveland, 1990), 2646; 
and Romano's rejoinder in lbid., 55-64. 

Yet ancient texts, often both hgmentary and highiy hetorical. are fkquentiy as 
unreiiable as prima fucîe evidence. Afier many years of scholady m g h g  over the 
Arnenhotep IIYMenaten coregency. most of which centered on art hiaorical evidence. 
textual evidence was recently put forward as "proof' of this theory only to be retracted soon 
thereafter. See .J. P. Men, "Further Evidence for the Coregency of Amenhotep III and IV?," 
GM 140 ( 1994). 7-8. Several views, including Allen's were given in "Fÿrther Evidence for the 
Coregency of Arnenhotep III and IV?: Three Views, " Amarna Lefters 3 ( 1994). 26-30. Allen 
then retracted his views in an addendum to Ibid.. Am- Let~ers 3.  1 52. 



Ultimately, the goal of this examination of Seti's monuments is historical. A cornmon 

pitfall of much Egyptological analysis of monumental reliefs and inscriptions, regardless of the 

methodology employed. (art historical. philological, epigraphic). is the tendency to focus too 

closely on a small sample of the available material that seems to be rnost relevant to the 

histoncal issue at hand. A good example of this is the question of the earliest decoration in 

the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and the issue of Ramesses 1's involvement in it. Previous 

discussion of this topic has focused exclusively on a handful of reliefs naming h m  intermixed 

with ihose featuring Seti 1. yet the precise dating and hinorical significance of these reliefs has 

remained elusive.' As we shall see, a hofistic approach to al1 the reliefs in the building naming 

both Ramesses I and Seti 1 clearly establishes the sequence of its earliest decoration and 

Ramesses' role in this. 

Too often such narrow, problem-based approaches to the study of monumental reiiefs 

have led to erroneous or inconclusive results. A holistic examination of the entire decorative 

program of a monument. and not just those items that seem most interesting and historicaiiy 

significant, tends to establish better, more firmly demonstrable wnclusions. When seen wit hin 

the wider context of the whole decorative program, those more salient reliefs and inscriptions 

often mm out to have a different chronological or histoncal irnpon than they seemed to have 

when examined in isolation. 

The sarne holistic approach is dso useful for exarnining recurrent patterns in the 

reliefs. At times it is necessary to examine individual iconographic or textual criteria not just 

from the period and venue of interest to the historian, but from a broader sequence of such 

ihemes encornpassing ewmples that lie outside the time and place where they seem g m a n e  

to the issue at hand. An example of this is the question of rebus decoration on the canopy of 

the sacred barque of Amen-Re at Thebes under Ramesses II and its potential relevance to the 

question of the hypothetical coregency between him and his father Seti 1.' Cornparison with 

both contemporary examples as well as with others dating to before and afier the eariy 

'On this problem see itr/a 3 69.3 2. 

'See ty?a 4 6ff 



Nineteenth Dynasty. suggest a much different interpretation should be placed on this rvidence 

than has been offered by scholars who have focused on only the handfùl of examples bearing 

directly on the issue of the coregency itself.' 

The present chapter is designed to outline various epigraphic. iconographic. and art 

historical cnteria observable in monumental reliefs of the eariy Nineteenth Dynasty. These 

were chosen because they are comrnonly round in reliefs of this time and seemed useful for 

dating reliefs within the reign of Seti and for distinguishing them from ones made before and 

after him by Rarnesses 1 and Ramesses II. The ability to distinguish more precisely reliefs of 

Seti fiom those of his immediate predecessor and successor is of paramount importance in 

understanding the chronology of the early Nineteenth Dynasty because Seti 1 dedicated a 

nurnber of monuments to his father &er the latter'q death and because in tum Rarnesses II 

completed a number of large buildings lefi unfinished at Seti's death. Findy, the question of 

whether Seti was alive or d a d  when Ramesses il began decorating monuments. and whether 

some reliefs featuring Seti I were posthumous, is vital to elucidating the problem of their 

hypot hetical coregency . 

1.2 Art Historieal and Iconogrrphical Criteria 

1.2.1 The Relief Style in the E d i a t  Ymn of Seti 1 

Recently, Sourouzian has show that the earliest sculpture in the round of Seti 1 was 

executed in a post-Amama style.' But what of the monumental reliefs Frorn this tirne? In his 

important study of New Kingdom reliefs, MySliwiec detected wo stylistic phases in reliefs of 

Seti L6 These, he believed, corresponded to the eartier part of his reign when the chape1 for 

'H. Sourouzian, "Statues et représentations de statues royales sous Séthi 1.'' M M K  
49 (i993), 239-257. 

'K. MySIiwiec, Le porrrair ro-vui h le bas-relief du Nmvel Empire. ( Warsaw. 
1976). 96R 



Ramesses 1 at Abydos was being decorated, and a later one towards the end of Seti's iife 

during his aileged coregency with Rarnesses U. 

Mydiwiec's treatment of Seti's later relief style. found at Abydos. G u M  KV 17 and 

the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. is mastemil, but his dating of what he believed were the king's 

earliest reliefs, exemplifieci by the Ramesses I chapel. is less clear While these were made 

before the others, they were not, however, the earliest examples from the reign, and Mysliwiec 

perhaps werstates their affinity with post-Arnama examples, including those made by 

Rarnesses 1. 

In his catalog, MySliwiec overlooked a sizable quantity of examples. Most of these are 

restorations that Seti 1 made to existing monuments vandalized under Akhenaten, and 

additions he made to extant buildings. As we shaii see in this chapter. many such reliefs can 

be dated to the earliea part of the reign based on epigraphic and other criteria wt'olly 

independent of stylistic analysis. This earlier corpus inciudes various reaorations, wall reliefs 

From the southern portion of the Colonnade Hall at Luxor and his decoration of the Speos 

Memidos. Although Myiliwiec lists some of these sources, he does not treat any of them in 

detail. 

The earliest reliefs to be considered in this midy are those which can be confidently 

assigned to Ramesses 1's brief reign.' These are found on the intenor nifaces of the vestibule 

of the Second Pylon at Kamak (PLATE lB).' Badly darnaged and largely neglected by 

Egyptologists, only nvo of the bea preserved exarnples have been p~blished.~ They both 

share a strong aflhty with the an of Ramesses' irnmediate predecessors (PLATE IA).'" The 

eye is large and almond-shaped and is tilted siightly downwards toward the front. A crease 

where the eyeball mets the ridge of the eye socket is treated both plasticaiiy and with an 

7 Mydiwiec, Le portrait royal, 93 -94. 

'PM LI2. 39 (144- 145); Nelson, Key P f m  KA 178-188 & 207-217. 

?Legrain, Les temples de Karnak, figs. 89-90. 

10 Cf M@liwiec. Le pornair ruval. figs 186 (Tutankhamen). 189 (Ay). and 200 
(Horemheb). 



incised line that traces the edge of the socket. The lower edge of the eye socket is more 

subtly rnodeled. while the eyebrow is highly modeled and naturalistic. taking the form of a 

symmetncal. gadually cuMng arch. The bridge of the nose is straight. while its tip curves 

around and dopes down at a diagonal to the base of the nostnl at its junction with the 

philtmm. The forehead appears straight and is only slightly convex, with the change in ande 

14so i! mmtç t k hridge of the nose being very subtle. This gives the overd profile between 

the hairline and the tip of the nose a faintiy concave appearance. Ramesses' mouth is Full. 

with thick lips that bulge at the front before they narrow dramaticdy near the corner of the 

mouth. The corner of the mouth itself is a srnail. deepiy incised dot fiom which a iightly 

modeled depression curves down ana towards the back of the head to denote the cheek The 

ear is similar to exarnples current since the reign of Arnenhotep [n in having a back-curving 

tragus. " As in other post-hama reliefs, the earlobe is also pierced, a cuaom arnong male 

royalty in the Amarna period that continued weil into the Ramesside era. 

Another. as yet unpublished relief Born the Second Pylon that adjoins the present 

exarnples depias the god Atum. " .Uthough contemporary with those just described, it 

nevertheless differs in a nwnber of ways. The nose is more aquiline and Atum's eye and 

eyebrow have the traditional thck cosmetic bands. Still, it is in essentially the sarne mode. 

and such rninor variations in detds of a relief are not unusual. AU Rarnesses 1's reliefs fiom 

the vestibule of the Second Pylon dSer measurably from those of Seti I in the latter's temples 

at Karnak, Gumah and Abydos. This includes a number of tableaux on the West  wall of the 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall that depia the elder monarch dongside his son carved in the mature 

Rarnesside style current towards the end of Seti's reign (PUTE 8 ~ ) ~ "  

The reliefs from the Abydos chape1 of Rarnesses 1 made unda Seti 1, whkh MySliwiec 

dates to the earliest part of the latter's reigq du, deviate significantly kom the style of the 

" ~ n t i l  the late in the reign of Arnenhotep III the tragus was always straight. thereafter 
it was depicted curving bachard into the ear. Wfiarn Mumane by penonai communication. 
Cf MySliwiec. Leportrait royal. p s i m .  

"~eison, Key P l m .  KA 187 

"on the date of these reliefs see  afiu 3 69.3 2.  



Second Pylon reliefs (PLATE 3)"  At first &ince. the Abydos chapel's decoration appears 

almost identical in style to that fiom the q;estibule of the Second Pylon at Kamak.15 The 

mouth is forrned in a similar manner on both monuments while. in the mature Ramesside stvte. 

the lips are less rounded, more wedge-shaped and narrow more evenly towards the corner of 

the r n ~ u t h . ' ~  The nose is more aquiline, a variant attested on the Second Pylon. but less so 

than in some later reliefs of Seti from Abydos and elsewhere. The modeled brow with its deep 

crease between the brow and upper eyelid is mother extension of the port-Amama style 

Despite these afhities, there is one important difference: the shape of the eye itself 

In the mature Ramesside style found on Seti's most imponant monuments, the eye is 

no longer symmetrical and aimond-shaped but. as MySliwiec points out. is more rhomboidal 

(PLATE 5B) l 7  In particular, the lower eyelid is asymmetrical and its shape differs from the 

upper lid unlike almond-shaped eyes. The base of its curve is behind the venical axis of the 

eye, towards the outer canthus. This asymnretrical shape was often fûrther enhanced by 

giving the lower eyelid a more dramatic bulge and by m a h g  the h e  comecting this bulge to 

the dom-tumed imer canthus more concave. 

A relief thought to be fiom the Ramesses I chapel, Ny Carlsberg AEIN 42,'' is a yood 

example of this Ramesside treatrnent of the eye and is similar to other reliefs fiom the chapel 

now in New York (PATE 3).19 On the whole, these reliefs are closer in style to those of Seti 

"H. Winlock, Bas-Relirjsfrom rhe Temple of Ramses I ot Abydos, (New York. 
1921). 

''Cf Myiliwiec, Le portrait royal, figs. 205-206 with Legrain, Les temples k Kaniak. 
figs. 89-90. 

I6Ibid.. MySLiwiec, 100- 10 1 & figs. 209, 2 1 I & 2 13. 

"lbid.. 100-101 & fig. 209 

"lbid.. fig. 205. 

"~bid., figs. 204 & 206; H. Winlock Bas-Reliefsfr«m rhr Temple of Ramses I at 
r l ~ d u s ,  pls lff  



I in his own Abydos temple than they are «, examples of Ramesses 1 fiom the vestibule of the 

Karnak Second Pylon 

A broad sample of Seti 1's reliefs cm be found that are closer in style to the post- 

. b a r n a  reliefs of his immediate predecessors than they are to his own decoration in the 

mature Ramesside style used later in his reign. Aithough the exarnples in question al1 display 

traits that may be deemed post-Amam, there does not seem to have been a single 

predominant school of reliefs early in the reign. For example. on the two great obelisks of 

Hatshepsut from the wj&-HaU at Kamak, one finds more aquiline noses on some of the 

t h e n  figures restored by Seti, alongside longer. straighter ones on others also made by him 

(PLATE LA). Both these types occur in examples h m  the reign of Horemheb, for instance 

on the granite jambs of the Tenth Pylon (PLATE IA)." The longer nose is smailer at the . 
nostnls, while the aquiline one is thicker at the bottom., with larger nostnis. 

Other reliefs of Seti fiom monuments he restored at Karnak dso bear various post- 

h a r n a  traits found in the work of Horemheb. In reliefs Seti added to the rebuilt edifice of 

Amenhotep II in the coun between the Ninth and Tenth Pyions. the eye is often slightly tilted. 

while the line between the front of the uFper eyelid and the inner canthus is drawn with a 

b u l g  as on the Tenth Pylon reliefs (PLATE 2B). This convex shape is even more dramatic on 

exarnples hom the east tower of the Eighth Pylon where the upper lid takes the fom of a 

lopsided arch which curves down at a steep angle toward the inner canthus (PLATES 4A & 

SA). By contrast in Thutrnoside exarnples, this line was concave." This shape also differs 

From the alrnond-shaped eyes found under Amenhotep UI, Akhenaten and the post-Amarna 

pharaohs." Proportionally, this late post-Amarna eye is massive and bulky conipred both to 

the more slender rendition that preceded it and the Ramesside f o m  that appeared 

su bsequently . 

"PM 11'. 188- 189 (585a-0; J .  LaufFray, Karnak J 'l&ypfe: Domaine rfu divrrz, (Paris. 
1979). 140, fig. 1 10. 

''cf Mysliwiec, Le portrait royal, figs. 39, 68, 73, 83 & 109. 



On the Eighth Pylon, the two large Amen figures on the nonh face of the east tower 

lack the deep creases between the upper eyelid and brow. their noses are also straiyhter and 

less aquiline ( P U T E  JA-B). The image of Seti opposite Anen on the lower register has a 

more prominent aquiline nose and a large eye. which is shoner and thicker than the more 

slender eyes of the two Amens (PLATE SA). The pharaoh's eye is aiso more tilted and the 

crease above the upper eyelid is indicated by an deeply incised groove. Yet ail these examples 

are in keeping with the buiky eyes found on the Tenth Pylon jambs (CF. P U T E S  LA, 4A & 

SA). The lips on al1 these figures resemble examples of Ramesses 1 from the vestibule of the 

Second Pylon, being thick and rounded, almost pum, at the Front and narrowing suddenly 

towards the corner of the mouth. 

These and sirnilar variants cm be found on many of the reliefs that Seti restored in his 

earliest years. They also occur in his decoration of the Memphite chape1 of the Speos 

hemidos2* and in the south part of the Colonnade Hall at Luxor temple." No one stylistic 

canon seems to have been in use at this tirne; rather, variations on themes found in the reliefs 

of Horemheb and Ramesses 1 were followed. The evolution toward the mature Ramesside 

style seems to have begun by regnal year four, as seen on a stela of that year fiom Kurkur 

Later in the reign, when decoration of ths d e r ' s  greatest projects was undenvay at 

Karnak, Gurnah and Abydos, reliefs in the mature Ramesside style were produced under the 

direction of a small group of rnaster crafben and sculpton. The result was a large corpus of 

more stylistically uniform reliefs executed d e r  the new Ramesside style had b e n  M y  

established. By contriut, the smaiîer. more scanered body of examples carved in a stylistic 

"Sourouzian, MLIAIK 49 ( 1993). pl. 48b. 

'"S. Bickel & L L .  Chappaz, BSEG 12 ( 1988), 2 1 Here the tiited, alrnond-shaped eye 
has been retained. 

-1 --Epigraphic Survey. Thr Festivd Procession of O ~ Z ,  pls. 53-55, 56 & 60. 



tradition inherited from the late Eighteenth Dynasty has not been weli understood by art 

histonans. 

1.2.2 Posture of the King's Figure 

In New Kingdom ritual scenes. the royal image is portrayed in a variety of stances. 

Most cornrnonly. pharaoh stands fully erect while performing a ritual act, for example while 

offering incense or a libation (PLATE 7) The second most common pose feanires him 

kneeiing with his knees together. ûther postures were also appropriate in rinial episodes, but 

are less often encountered. Standing royal figures are shown leaning forward or stooping, 

while a kneeling king may be semi prostrate with his knees spread apart or have his torso 

inclined forward. 

There is a striking feature of ritual scenes dating to the reign of Seti I .  frequently the 

king is depicted standing or kneeiing with his torm inclined fonuard (PLATE 6A-B) One 

also finds rarer examples of Seti crouched down or prostrate in abject humility before the gods 

(PLATE 12B). Seti's nooped posture is interesting not only fiom a religious or 

iconographical perspective. but also as an indicator of chronology because this pose, cornrnon 

during his reigh is not found under Ramesses 1 and it disappears almost immediateiy d e r  the 

accession of Ramesses 11. It can thus serve to diainguish reliefs actually dating to the reigns 

of Ramesses I and Seti 1 from ponhumous ones carved on iheû behalfby their respective 

successors. 

It should be noted that the human figure is often portrayed with a stooped posture in 

reliefs and painting throughout Egyptian history. This mode of representation showed non- 

royal individuals engaged in various activities of everyday life and to express their respect to 

the sovereign, the gods and to their social betters. During the Amarna paiod. cornmoners. 

foreigners and even high officiais were seen to double over or prostrate themselves in 

exaggerated poses to show their devotion to ~khenaten." In the post- Amarna period, a 

renewed sense of piety and religious fervor towards the traditionai pantheon d e s t e c i  itself. 

among other means, through the porirayal of non-royal individuals paying obeisance to the 

3- Eg., R. W. Smith & D. B. Redford, The Akhenaten Temple Projecl voi. I : Inrnal 
Discorrries, (Warminster, 1976), passim. 



gods with a bowed posture (PLATE 91)" This study. however. is strictly a discussion of the 

iconography of the royal effiay in Xew Kingdom rituai scenes and the observations and 

conclusions presented do not necessady apply to representations of non-rcyals. or of pharaoh 

himself in any other context? 

1.2.3 Standing Figures that Bow or  Stoop 

Bowing figures in two dimensional representatims in Egyptian art can be defined LW u 
iris the Egyptian proportional canon. Nomally, the human image is ponrayed as standing 

h l l y  erect. When the standard grid used to align the figure to the artistic canon of proportions 

is applied, the venical axis of those standing (defined by the mid-point between the two 

shoulders), interseas the car? In New Kingdom representational art, this same venical line 

mets the intersection of the interior lines of the two legs at the groin." A hlfy erect figure, 

then, may be defined as one where a vertical line intercepts both the groin and the ear " 
When a vertical line is plotted on a bowing figure so that it interseas the groin. the ear 

and rnid point of the shoulders are generally found to be substantially fonvard of this a i s .  Bv 

applyng the proportional grid to bowing figures, one often h d s  that the outer edge of the 

rear shoulder lies on or forward of the verticai line that intersects the rear of the calf on the 

 or example the lunette scenes of the two stelae fiom the Memphite tomh of 
Horemheb depicting him bent forward in adoration of the gods (British Museum EA 55 1 & 
S t . Petersburg 1 O6 1 ). CE G. Marth 7he Memphite Tomb of Grnerai Horemheb, 
Commm>der-in43ief of Tu-un vol. 1, (London, 1 989). pls . 24-25. The same pose can 
be found on rnany private fuaerary stelae of the poa-Amania era. 

Lg~uch  as the traditional smiting scene where the king's tors0 is inclined fonvard :O 

srnite the enemy, or in other vigorous stances found in battle reliefs. 

3 0 ~ .  Robins, Proportion and Style in Ancient E e m  Art, (Austin, 1994), 94. & figs. 
5.1-5.2, 5.4 & 5.6. 

3 1 As defined with examples kom the reign of Seti in E. Iversen. (bzon of Proportrom 

a t  Egyptza11 Art, (Wamiinaer, 1975), pls. 13- 14. This central axis is defined by Iversen's 
vertical line "M. " 



hindmost leg." In  an erect figure. the edge of the back shoulder lies between one-hdf to one 

complete square behind the edge of the calf Y 

In most cases the inclination of stooped figures is dramatic enough so that it is quite 

obvious, and is at times so extreme that the king seerns alrnost ready to fdl over There are 

some representations, however, in which the stance seems to be inclined forward. but where 

the pose barely satisfies the metrologicd cntena specified above. This is so in a number of 

royal figures from Seti 1's Karnak battle reliefs. wherein he appears to be genuflecting slightly 

while presenting captives and war booty to the Theban tnad (PLATES 8A & 9 ~ ) . "  

However, when the proportional gnd is applied to these figures, one finds that the tip of the 

back shoulder lines up with the calf. but the ear lies only slightly fonvard of the venical line 

intersecting the groin. Ln these cases, the desired impression was achieved by making the rear 

shoulder slightly longer than the fonvard one, a digression fiom the standard canon, wherein 

the shoulders were of the same width? The effect was further heightened by making the line 

of the back between the shoulder and the buttocks more venical than in the n o d  canon 

while making the iine of the chest more oblique. The overali impression was more subtle t han 

that of more dramaticaliy tilted figures whose eus were set funher ahead of the central a i s  

ûther deviations fiom the canon found with NO-dimensional representations of Seti include 

examples where his head is cocked so that he looks up ~lightly,~' or where the monarch's 

shoulders are uneven, witb the fonvard one being lower than the one behind and the upper 

edge of the shoulder consisting of a diagonal Line slopins down toward the tiont. l8 ~ h s  final 

"Ibid., figs. 5.5, 8.4& 8.7. 

YCf. ibid., p s i m .  

35~pigraphc Survey, 7he Banle Reliefs of Khg Sey I, Reliefs and Inscriptions at 
Karnak vol. 4, OP 107, (Chicago, 1985), pis. 8, 14, 32 & 36. 

36Cf Ibid.. pis. 8, 32 & 36. 

" ~ . g . ,  column 132 in Hypostyle Hall face a. CE Epigraphic Survey, fie Battle Reliefs 
of King Sety I. pl. 14. 

3 !3 E g. on a votive stela of Seti 1 From Saqqara. See r@a 3 3 7  



class of figures has no characteristics in common with stooped ones, and may be defined as 

erect 

1.2.4 Functional Venus Honorific Bowing 

The bowing pose is most mmoniy found in ritual scenes of the king making an 

offering to a deity A closer inspection of these vignettes reveals that in some cases he bends 

d o m  because of the nature of the ritual act he is performing; that is to say he is compelled to 

stoop over sornewhat to cornplete his task (PLATE 6B). In tableaux where this is not the 

case, the bowing must be for honorific reasons vis à vis the god. 

A survey of ritual scenes from before and &er Seti indicates that the majority of 

bowing royal figures that occur in these episodes belong to the category of functional bowing 

Two episodes from the foundation ceremony required this posture In two panels fiom the - 
south haff of the west wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, Rarnesses II is show hacking the 

earth with a manock and forming a brick in a mold that sits upon a low table." Other 

exampies of these ceremonies depia the same posture. In a scene kom one of the side rooms 

to the nonh of the Middle Kingdom court at Karnak, Thutmose III 1s show bent over as he 

hacks the earth with a mattock. A kneeling Ggure of the monarch is also inclined forward as 

he forms a brick? In a scrne from the Eighteenth Dynasty temple at Medinet Habu, the same 

ruier is shown perforrning these two episodes of the foundation ceremony, but with a very 

prcncunced aoop as he hacks the e a ~ t h . ~ '  Here again, he leans fonvard as he kneels to form 

the first brick." Another class of scene in which pharaoh is often seen bowing shows him 

*Both scenes are found on the south wall of Room 42. PM 11'. 125; Schwaller de 
Lubicz, Les remples Je K i r r d  II, pl. 174. 

"PM 11. 168 (42); Nelson, Key P l m .  MHB 159; W. J.  Mumane. United with 
Erernrp: .A Concise Guide to the Monumett~s of hfedi~ret Habu. (Cairo, 1 980 1, 78. fig. 64. 



laying hands on or embracing the figure of a yod (PLATE 39~)" Likewise. he bends 

forward to place a collar around Amen's n e ~ k , ~  In some offering scenes the king mua bend 

over because the offenng table used in the ritual is quite low (PLATES 6B & 10A). An 

actual siiver exarnple from the tomb of Psusennes 1 measured only 59 5 cm tall." Thus when 

he lays hands on the altarVa roasts a spit duck, or fans the tlarnes, he is often obliged to lean 

forward. " 

Even before the reign of Seti 1, however, one can find a few examples in which the 

sovereign seems to bow for hononfic reasons At Luxor temple, Amenhotep 111 bows while 

censing and libating to the sacred barque of Amen-Re in two vignettes f?om the barque 

sanctuary (PLATE 1 IA). '~ Similarly, he bends honorifically while pouring water to puri@ 

'3Thutmose II:  E. Naville, 73e Temple ofDeir el Bahan, pt. 1 ,  (London. 1895), pl. 
18; Hatshepsut: ~*hoprlle rutige, P. Lacau & H. Chevrier, IJne chapelle d'Hatshtpsoirt à 
k'ar~uk II, (Cairo, 1979), pl. 10, nos. 1 5  and 156, pl. 15, no. 14; Amenhotep nI: A. Gayet. Le 
ter& de Louxor, (Paris, 1 894), fig. 46; H. Brumer, Die sidlichen h u m e  des Tempeis vu~t 
Luxor, (Mainz, 1977). pls. 129, 1 50, 1 53. 15 5- 1 5 7. One particular version of thrs type of 
ritual episode showing the king embracing the figure of the god Kamutet is found aiready in 
the Middle Kingdom. P. Lacau and H. Chevrier, Une chapelle cie Sisosiris I ù Karnak, 
(Cairo. 1956), scenes 5 ,  6. and 2 1 

UPM 11'. 3 24 ( 13 8); Abdel-Raziq, D m  Sankruar Amenophis 111. (Tokyo, 1 986). 94- 
95. 

"&ta E. Freed, Ramesses the Great, (Memphis, 1987), cat. 23. 

'6Thutmose III: Naville, Deir e l  Bahart, pl. 16; Hatshepsut: Lacau, Une chapellr 
d 'Hatshepsout, pl. 1 5 ,  no. 308, Amenhotep III: B r u ~ e r .  Die stidlichen Ruurne. pl. 1 02; Seti 
1: Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 145. 

'iAmenhotcp III: Ibid., Brumer, Die nidlichen Ra~me,  pis. 140- 14 1 

"PM 11'. 324 ( 138). Mahmud Abdel-Raziq, Dus Sanktzm Amenophs 111, 53 and I O  1 
The figure may have been recut in the post-Amama era. B. Bryan in Ewpt Ir Dadinp Sun, 90 
& fig. IV. 13. This recutting dates to the reign of Seti I according to Christian Loeben 
(personal communication). It is likely that the figure was s h o w  bowing to some extent in 
Amenhotep 111's original version. 



the statues of Amen and  ut.'^ The monarch also leans fonvard while shaking a pair of 

sistrqfO offering papyrus staiks and libating ~rnen," and while offering flowers he has just 

plucked kom the rnarshe~.'~ It must be noted that, in the rnajority of cases, for tableaux in 

which the king bows, for honorific and sometimes even for practical reasons, ihere are 

parallels in which he stands erect while performing the same a d  Only a handful of scenes 

seem to have required a bowing stance at al1 times. " Late in the reign of Amenhotep II 1 a 

new style of relief had corne into use. It was characterized by high relief and baroque 

icon~grap hy t hat emp hasized p haraoh' s divine aspect. " In many cases Amenhotep is 

portrayed bowing for no practical reason in ritual scenes dating to this penod." It is not clear. 

however, what relationship, if any, the pose bears to the elaborate "defication iconography" 

found with it. 

'91bid., Abdel-Raziq, Dar Sanhar Amenoph~s 111, 85. Again, both the king's figures 
seerns to have been adjusted. 

"Gayet, Temple, fig. 124. 

"PM II, 320 ( 1 1 8): Gayet, Temple, fig. 67. Personal observation of the scene revealed 
that the king is definitely bowing here. Gayet's rendition not ody fails to show the king 
bowing, but depicts him with an open palm while in r d t y  he hotds a bunch of lotus flo~ers 

"PM II, 328 ( 156); Nelson. Key Pians LE 156-258 

" ~ h u s  the king can be shown in a hlly erect posture while purifjmg the god's statue. 
laying hands on the god, placing a pectoral around his ne& embracing h h  or placing his 
hands ou an altar stand. CE Bninner, Die sridiichen Raumr, pls. 52-53, 127, 134-135, 16 1-  
162. 

"So the king always leans fonvard during the foundation ceremony, when he hacks the 
earth or makes the first brick; also when he embraces Kamutef or when he must reach down 
towards a low offenng table. 

"W. Raymond Johnson, "Images of Amenhotep 11I in Thebes: Styles and Intentions," 
in Berman (ed. ), Thr Art of Amrtthoiep 111. 34ff 

'6E.s, figures in the large barque scene on the east face of the nonh wing of the Thrd 
Pylon at Karnak: PM il', 6 1 (183): Nelson. Key P h s  KC 104; Kozloff (ed.), b&pt'.s 
Dazziing Sim. 98. fig. IV 20. Likewise blocks From a granary of Amenhotep III. still largely 
unpublished see Ibid.. Kodoff (ed. ), 102, fig. IV  23. 



From the above, it is apparent that in ritual scenes before the reign of Seti I, other than 

a concentration of images dating t o  the latest part of Amenhotep 111's reign, pharaoh was 

seldom portrayed with an inclined torso. Although this posture is known as early as the 

Middle Kingdom. it is largely confined to contexts in which the king is required to bend 

forward to accomplish the appointed task, with only a handful of instances in which he does 

so out of reverence. 

1.2.5 Distribution o f  Bowing Figum Under Scti 

None of the small corpus of reliefs contemporary with Ramesses I. such as those inside 

the vestibule of the Second Pylon at Kamak, show him inclined fonvard for honorific 

reasons." He is shown in this manner in a number of posthumous reliefs in the Abydos chapel 

dedicated to him by his son and on the west wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hail that can be . 
dated after his death on independent grounds (PLATE 81B).18 

During much of Seti 1's reign however, he was often depicted bowing in the presence 

of the gods on various monuments. Although a number of examples may be assigned to the 

category of knctional bowing,s9 (PLATE 6B & 67A), in the vast majority of cases there is no 

apparent need for Seti to lean forward, and we may conclude that he is intentionally humbling 

himself before the gods and is not bending down out of necessity (PLATE 6A). This stance 

is very common, although not universal, in his Abydos templeYa but it is nearly ubiquitous in 

" ~ f  Phi II', 39, ( 144- 145); Nelson, Key f h s ,  KA 178- 188 & 207-2 1 7. Only one 
inclined figure of Ramesses I ir found on the vestibule of the Second Pylon where he is 
depicted embracing Amen-Kamutef PM 11'. 39 ( 144) second register, scene 1 (= Nelson. Key 
Piam. KA 179). 

"~bydos: H.E. Winlock, Bas-Reiiefsfrom rhe lhtp le  ojRamses I at Ahjdos. (New 
York. 192 1). pl. 4; Karnak: Nelson, GHHK I. 1. pis. 1.3, 13 1, 133 & 138. On the date of the 
Abydos and Karnak reliefs see infa 3.5 3 & 3.69.3.2. 

hO Calverley & Broome, .;lhydo.s I-IV, passim 



reliefs carved for Seti in the Great Hypostyle Hdl  at Karnakb' and in his speos at Kanais At 

Gumah, moreover, it is found in roorns where the decoration is done in the name of Seti I 

aione. (PLATES 67A-B & 68A), whereas in areas where the tableaux name Seti and 

Rarnesses I I .  both mlers stand fully erect (PLATES 698  & 70~-B) ."  

On many dateable stelae frorn throughout the reign, we find that lunette panels can 

show the king either bowing or standing erect. Whle some stelae have double vignettes. both 

postures are never used on the çame one. AH the stelae before year four of Seti's reign show 

him standing fiilly upright in ritual contexts (PLATES 65B & 6 6 ~ - B ) . ~  Some undated stelae 

that seem to date by style to the middle or later years of the reign aiso show him standiny 

erect."' The earliest datable attestation of this iconography is found on a stela from the region 

of Kurkur oasis dated to year four." The bowing posture is most common in vignettes on 

stela datable from year four and laterY6' but, again, it is not universai even then?' 

"Except for a purification scene on the West wall, (Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pl. 148), and 
scenes on the nonhern piers of the clereaory. 

630n the scope and chronological ssgnificance of this phenomenon see infra 3.83 3 I - 
3.82.3.3. 

1 : larger Beth Shan nela, (rnfa 3.4); Karnak, Ptah temple stela (infra 3 7 1 ). 
Karnak "alabaster aela," ( i n f a  3.70); larger Buhen steia, (infa 3.139); srnalier Buhen stela 
(infra 3 .  I J O ) .  Year 4: Nauri stela (;,>fa 3.150). Likewise a pair of undated stelae dateable to 
the earlier part of the reign based on ot her criteria: TeU es-S hihab aela (infu 3.3); 
"Nilometer" stela from Aswan datable to the earlier part of the reign (infra 3.1 14). 

6 5 ~ ~ o  Wadi Hammamat rock inscriptions, nos. 2 13-2 14, ( in fa  3.122 & 3 123); Tell 
Nebi Mendu stela (infa 3.1 ); Gebel Doscha rock gela ( infa  3.146). 

67~erhaps from the middle yean of the reign is a votive stela from Edfu (infa 3 1 13). 
Year 9: two Aswan stelae (infra 3.1 19-3.120). Aiso probably h m  year nine or so the stela of 
Panub (ir~fro 3.127). A group of four votive steiae frorn Gumah are also probably quite late 
(43.83). 

68 Year 8: Sinai steia no. 247 (aifra 3 6);  year 1 I : Gebel Barka1 stela (infra 3 15 1 ). 



From the above evidence. it would seem that the bowing posture was not adopted 

until around year four. I t  was then used simultaneously with the conventional stance dunng 

the rniddle and later years of the reign. It became predominant dunng the later pan  of the 

rei y especiallv in the decoration of Seti's major temple projects at Abydos and Kam& and 

late in the reign at Gurnah. The fact that his last dated monument, the year eleven steia corn 

Gebel Barkal, features him standing erect need not be taken as proof that he revened to the 

traditionai pose at the end of his reign since his latest work at both Abydos and Karnak 

features the bowing Moreover, he employed both modes of representing himself at 

Gurnah and Abydos ;Mth the stooped figures predominating, while in the Karnak Hypostyle 

and Kanais shrine bowing figures occur almost to the total exclusion of upnght ones. 

1.2.6 Bowing Kings after Seti I 

With the accession of Ramesses II. the traditional erea posture seems to have 

reappeared almost immediately. With the exception of a number of exarnples in the southern 

half of the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak and others that Ramesses U completed in his 

father's Abydos temple, very few reliefs carved during Ramesses' reign feature hm bowing in 

veneration of the god, and in most such cases he seems to have been completing decoration 

laid out in paint for Seti (PLATE 12)." Only a handful of  reliefs can be found in one of his 

own monuments dating to the earliest years of his reign." At Beit el-Wali. we find this pose 

in only a few episodes Ramesses had carved in bas relief in the two inner rooms of the 

temple? Thereafler, he is almost never ponrayed stooped in adoration of the gods in rihiai 

690n the problem of dating the precise extent of Seti's work in the Gurnah temple. 
See infa 3.83.3ff 

"~ .g ,  in the Karnak Hypostyle: cf Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pis. 7, 34. 53, 55-57, 59-6 1, 
75-76. Some of these were laid out by Seti, in particular the scenes on the south gateway. 
others were solely the work of Ramesses. In Seti's Abydos temple reliefs in the first hypostyle 
hall and the south wing of the temple consisting largely of reliefs laid out in paint under Seti. 

"H. Fùcke & G R. Hughes, The Bei t -4  Wulî Temple of Rumesses I l ,  (Chicago. 
1967). pls 19(C-D). 22. 29 3 1, X(C-F). 33 and 44. 



scenes. Thus he seems to have made a conscious effort to differentiate himseff fiom his father 

in this regard. 

In later reigns, the stooped posture reappears in selected offering scenes. especially in 

monuments at Karnak near to the Hypostyle Hall. So, for example. Ramesses III employs this 

iconoyraphy in a number of tableaux in the temple he built in the First Court. Although some 

of these feahire him adoring the barque of ~ m e n - ~ e , ' ~  where this stance had becorne 

traditional, he bows honorifically in severai others." Ramesses IV was inspired to employ this 

pose widely in the rituai episodes he added to most of the columns in the Karnak Hypostyle. 

Aithough he appears upright in a number of cases. the majority of these scenes portray him 

bowing, the latter pose occumng in almost al1 his wail decoration in the Khonsu temple." 

Finally, Ramesses VI1 is represented in a similar manner In his t ~ r n b . ' ~  There are other 

exarnples in reliefs fiom throughout the Ramesside period, but these are more isolated and it is 

beyond the scope of the present study to catalog them d l .  It is ciear, however. t h ,  with the 

exception of Ramesses IV. none of Seti 1's descendants employed the bowing posture in ritual 

reliefs on as large a scale as he had done, and such figures appear in only a tiny fraction of the 

ritual scenes in Ramesside temple reliefs fiom the t h e  of Ramesses iI on. 

The bowing posture was quickly abandoned after Ramesses II's accession, suggestiny 

that it was meant to show royal deference to the gods by a fonn of self-abasement usually 

expected of non-royal individuals towards their social betters. With royalty, this pose occurs 

only sporadically before and afler Seti's reign, and it seems to have hecome the predomùiant 

method of depicting this king staning from about four years afler his accession. in adopting 

this pose in religious art, Seti may have extended to the monarch the same idea of pious 

' ' ~ ~ i g r a ~ h i c  Survey, Ramses Ill 's Temple within the Great Enclosure of Amon, part 
1. R K  1, (Chicago, 1936). pls. 57-58. 

'%id.. pis. 8, 10- 1 1, 24, 45 

"cf Schwaller de Lubicz, Les temples de Kmak  II, pls. 260-262. 264-265, 267 

'VM i.2'. 495497. An onsite inspection of the tomb by theauthor in 1995 revealed 
that this iconography was common in its wall scenes. 



humility towards the gods comrnonly found among private individuals in the post-hama era. 

w ho are oflen depicted bowing in adoration of the gods on their funerary stela. 

1.2.7 Kneefiag Figures with Knees together 

In most cases where the pharaoh is s h o w  kneeling before the god in ritual scenes. he 

does so with tus knees together and his torso erect. This pose is known from sculpture in the 

round and for hundreds of years before the advent of the Nineteenth ~ynasty." Reliefs 

depicring pharaoh in this manner are also cornmon in the T hutmoside period." As with 

standing figures, there are occasional examples in which a kneeling king is s h o w  inclining 

forward. Here again, one finds instances where he lems forward to complete ihe assigned 

ritual task, as with two examples where Thutmose III kneels while making a brick." 1n other 

cases he bends down while kneeling for apparently honorific reasons. especiaily in coronation 

episodes. but these are isolated instances" and the vast majonty of kneeling royal figures have 

erect torsos in the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

*- 
"There are many kneding Thutmoside statues and statuettes, which are oflen depicted 

presenting nw-jars or offering tables, including several colossal statues of Hatshepsut from 
Deir el-Bahari (Hayes, Sceprer U, 95-96 wi fig. 53; a statuette of Thutmose III offenng m.- 
jars (M. Saleh & H. Sourouzian, Oflcial Cafalogirr of fie Eapticur Museum Cajro, [Mainz. 
19871, cat. 13 5 ) ;  and Cairo CG 42073 a Life sized statue of Amenhotep U kneeling with an 
offering table ( V  Soiia, "A Group of Royal Sculptures from Abydos, JARCE 29 [1992], 1 19. 
fig. 24). For a history of the kneeling statue type see E. Russmann, "The Statue of 
Arnenemope-em-har," MUI 8 (1 973). 103- 104. 

" ~ . g .  Lacau & Chevrier, Une chqelie d'Hatshepsout, pl. 3, block no. 233, pl 1 1, 
nos. 23, 95, 1 14, 145, 172, 26 1 & 233. pl. 20, nos. 260 & 275. 

'%amak room 42: PM II', 125 (455); Nelson, Key P l m ,  KD 524; Schwalier de 
Lubicz, Kamak II. pl. 174. Medinet Habu, Eighteenth Dynasty Temple: PM 11'. 468. (12); 
Netsoc Key Plam MHB 1 59- 160. 

'%.g, a figure of Amenhotep III before Atum on a small faience cup. Eopt  '.r Dnza'trig 
.%in. 104. cat. 106 & 4 15. pl. 5 5 .  Likewise he kneels facing Amen-Re in an investiture scene 
from Luxor temple. Gayet. Temple. fis. 98. 



Under Seti 1. however. there is a hi& incidence of kneeling figures with inclined 

torsos. They are especially common in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak." Seti is often depicted 

this way elsewhere: in reliefs at ~umah." (PLATES 1OB & 13A), ~bydos," and on 

numerous other monuments such as stelae, naoi, obelisks, doo rjambs, lintels and offering 

tables. Seti's torso is occasionaily ponrayed fùlly erectVu (PLATE 9A). but more often he is 

tilted fonvard. with the inclination varying from a slight to a dramatic angle. Even when it is 

slight, it contrasts with kneeling figures of other pharaohs ponrayed fully upright, with npid 

torsos. 

1.2.8 Kneeling Figures with Splayed Knees 

In a variant of the kneeling pose the king is depicted with his knees spread apart. Here 

bis torso is always show inclined fonvard ( P U T E S  12B & 438). The same is iargely true 

of rnost representations before and &er Seti's reign, and may be due to the nature of the 

posture. It is quite possible to kneel this way. although holding the torso hliy upright puts 

pressure on the small of the back. It rnay have been more comfonable to lean fonvard 

slightly. 

Examples of the splayed-knee pose are less common before the reign of Seti 1. Most 

exarnples in relief do not show the monarch himsef this way in reliefs, but as a statuette. In 

the four-coiumned hall at Luxor temple, he is show consecrating a series of elaborate 

ointment jar hoiders." These jars take the fom of a long base supponing a statuette of  the 

king kneeling with knees splayed, and grasping an ointment jar with his hands. The shoulders 

g'E.g.. Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pls. 135. 189-192. 200, 218. 

" ~ . g .  Calverley & Broorne, Abydos 1, pis. 4 & 13, vol. IV, pls. 50-5 1 .  These are 
panicularly common in the chape1 of Re although the inclination is often slight. Cf Ibid.. pls. 
13-19. 

''E.g. on a granite lintel h m  Abydos. See infra 3.60. 

"PM 11'. 32 1-32?, (26); Nelson. Key Plmrs. LE 1 7 1 - 1 72; Gayet. Temple. figs. 12% 
i 30. 



are rendered in profile as is common with moa Egyptian two-dimensional representations of 

~tatuary,'~ and the torso is inclined forward at a sharp angle, although other examples show 

both shoulders (PLATE I l  B). Pharaoh himself is show in this pose at least once on a block 

from a granas, Amenhotep III dedicated at Karnak late in his reign." After Seti's reign. 

splayed-knee kneeling figures are rare (PLATE 1 4 4 .  '" 
Under Seti, the splayed-knee pose is used more fkquently in ritual contexts. The 

sovereign may assume it while making a variety of offerings such as trays of offerings, 

ointment jars and the like. He also kneels this way to be invested with hb-sd emblems 

(PLATE 13B)." Although found occasionally in wall reliefs," it is perhaps more common in 

panels decorating offenng tables (PLATE 12B). 

1.2.9 Prostrate Figures 

There is a final variant of the kneeling posture, showing prostrate and semi-prostrate 

royal figures. They are generaiiy known fiom statuettes or representations of statuettes. The 

steatite statuette of Amenhotep KI (New York MMA 66.99.29) is an example of a semi- 

prostrate figure.'' Three statuenes frorn early in the reign of Rarnesses II are more fully 

prostrate? In each example he kneels with his legs spread apart, but his arms are stretched 

fonvard. nearly touching the ground while grasping an offenng table, and his tono is almost 

parallei to  the ground. Fuily prostrate figures are very rare in reliefs. The only exarnples 

g 6 ~ .  Sourouzian, MDAIK 49 ( 1 993), 23 9tf 

87 k;jgpr 's D d i n g  Sun, 3 39, fig . XI. 1 O. 

"E.g, Ramesses III in a decorative window grill from above a doonvay in the mode1 
palace at Medinet Habu. U. Holscher, The Excavation of Medinet Habu 3, pt. 1, pl. 36b, 

%elson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 192. 

UCf Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 143. 192, 194 & 2 15; Cdverley & Broorne, Abydos 1. 
pls. 

''WA 66.9928: RMMA 25 (March, 1967), 

''~airo CG 42 142, 42 143 & 42 144. G.  Legain, Statues c f  stuhette.r II. pls. 4-6. R E  
Freed. Ramesses the Grrat. (Memphis, 1987). cat. 5 (= Cairo CG 41 142). 



known to me corne from two votive temple models of Seti 1. On the celebrated temple model 

fiom Brooklyn. eiyht figures of the d e r  are show prostrating themselves. with their knees 

splayed and their heads arched up at an uncornfortable angle. looking f ~ r w a r d . ~ ~  They 

manage to hold trays of offerings or jars of incense or wine alofi as well. These poses are 

close to those of the semi-prostrate statuette of Amenhotep III and the prostrate statuettes of 

Ramesses II .  Two Fragments of a similar model from Thebes b a r  figures in a similar pose but 

not crouchng as low as those on the Brooklyn model? 

1.2.10 The Long Wig Associateci with Seti 1 

During the early Nineteenth Dynasty the king is oflen shown wearing a type of long 

wig not previously seen in royal iconogaphy (PLATE 15). It is distinguished by its long 

lappets and is composed of individual tendrils of wavy hair?' These tendrils are gathered - 
together in tight braids near the ends, the braided portions more narrower? ln many 

representations, the individual tendrils of hair are ofien show as undorm grands that do not 

')A. Badawy & E. Riefstahl, "A Monumental Gateway of Sety 1 - An Ancient Model 
Restored," as a seperatum and in Miscelkmea Wiibouriana 1 ( 1972). 5. figs. 3-5. 

94 Ibid., 11, figs 15-16; D. Berg, S M  17 (1990), figs. 13-15. 

9 s ~  g, Cairo CG 75 1, a statuette of Seti 1. L. Borchardt, Statuen III, 74 & p l  139 

%Cf a statuette and statue of the king from Abydos in Cairo CG 75 1, ( L  Borchardt, 
Statuen III. 74 & pl. 139), and Viema AS 59 10, (E. Rogge, CAA. Statuetz &s Neum Rrichrs 
irnd der Drrtten Zwischrrzzeit. Kunsthistorisches Museum. Wien 6,  mnz, 19901, 67-73 ). 
This is similar to the enveloping wig wom by high rankmg women in the later half of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty , e. g the statue fragment of the wife of generd Nakhrmin, Cairo CG 
7798. E. Russrnam. Eppt~cui kw'prurr (lufru und Luxor. (Austin, 1989). 137. 



narrow toward the end.?' especially in reliefs." The ends themselves are occasionally 

ponrayed as tightly spiraled curls." 

In royal examples. the suands at the back and sides of the wig are aiways shown as 

falling to just above the top of the shoulders. becoming dramatically and progressively longer 

towards the fiont where they fa11 over the front of the shoulders as lappets that cover the ears. 

The strands over the brow do not fa11 below the hairline. 

Three versions of ths wig c m  be distinguished. The e s t  of these. type A is by Far the 

most common (PLATES 15A & 60). With we exemplified by Cairo CG 75 1, the length 

of the braided portions near the end of the strands are uniform. With type B. the ends of the 

strands are arranged in a tiered pattern of three or more layers (PLATE 15B). '" The 

difference in the length of each successive layer of strands increases 6om the forehead to the 

side of the wiy. This is surely not the Nubian wig worn by Amenhotep iI, and later in the 

h a m a  period by Nefertiti, as the Nubian wig has no lappets.'O1 Finaily with type C, such as 

Viema AS 591 0. the braided portions becorne progressively longer fiom the side of the wig to 

the inner edge of the lappets where they touch the sides of the face (PLATE 15C). In relief 

ths feanire is represented by a convex the that runs down fiom the cheek bone to the 

shoulder. 'O2  

97Cairo CG 4 1  150 a statuette of Ramesses III. See l. P. Coneggiani, Ïhe E@pt of* 
Phoruohs. (Paris, 1 986), cat. 89, 1 39- 140; M. Saieh & H. Sourouzia 7hr Egyptrmi hfu.wrm 
Cairo, cat. 225. 

 ouvre 8 7  fiom the tomb of Seti 1. MyStiwiec, Le portrait royal. fig. 2 13. 

99 Cf a relief of general Arnenerninet from the late Eighteenth Dynasty with an example 
fiom Seti's Abydos temple: H. Stierllli, Les pharaons batisacrs, (Paris, 1992). 1 25 & 1 47. 

IwCf a relief fiom the tomb of Seti I now in Florence, no. 2468 (MySliwiec, Le 
pormir royal, fig. t 1 ) with Cairo CG 42 1 50 (Coneggiani, The E ~ p r  of the Pharaoh, 1 40). 

'''CE Myiliwiec, Le po-t royal, figs. 10 1 - 1 O4 & 163 with infa plate 1 SB.. 

'"E. y, in a relief from Maya's tomb. Martin. The Hidden Tombs oofA4emphi~. 158. pl 
8. 



Once it was adopted as royal headgear. the long wig was embellished with a uraeus 

placed at the center of the forehead, its tail coiled up and over the top of the head, and 

a pair of cnmped red streamers was attached to the wig at the nape of the neck The wig 

seems to have becorne part of the royal coiffire with the accession of Ramesses 1. but only 

one exarnple conternporary with his reign is knowda It is also attested fiom the beginning of 

Seti's reign on the larger year one stela from Buhen,lN and on the Alabaster stela of year one 

from ~ a r n a k . ~ "  Seti is portrayed wearing it in every possible context: in war. civil 

cerem~nies '~ and ritual episodes of every kind. In the Karnak war reliefs, he sports it in 

about half the episodes; and has the blue crown in the other half. 'O7 The wig is also found in 

wall reliefs fiom this monarch's temples at Gurnah, Abydos and Kanais, in the Karnak 

Hypostyle Hall and in his tomb in the Valley of the Kings.lo8 It also occurs in vignettes fiom 

both royal and private stelae. 

Mer Seti's death, the wig fell into relative disuse under Ramesses II. Most exarnples 

date to the earlier part of his reign where ir was already far less common than under Seti I lU9 

'O3 W. van Haarlem, CAA. Sefections from h e  CMecnon: -4 [lord Prerson Museum 
;Irn.ster& i, (Mainz, 1 986), 93 52. 

'"'British Museum 1 189, the larger Buhen Stela of year 1 . See ;*a 3 1 39 

1U6Lo~vre C2 1 3 : MySliwiec, Le pornair royal, fig. 2 1 5 

'07~mong the better preserved exarnples are Epigraphic Survey, The Battk Reliefs of 
King Sety I,  pls. 3. 6, 12, 29,34 and 3 5 .  

"%O, for example, in the Kamak Hypostyle (cf Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pls. 149, 1 54, 
163, 1 66. & 178) and the Abydos temple (Calverley & Broome, Abydos I-IV, passim). 

'%.g, in reliefs in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and in the battle reliefs on the south 
exterior wall of that building. Nelsoa GHHK 1.1, pls. 7. 57, 62. 93, 106, 1 1 1.  The baale 
reliefs on the south wall are to be published by the K a m a  Hypostyle Hall Project of the 
University of Memphis. William J .  Mumane, Director. PM II', 57-58 ( 1 7 1 - 1 73). 



and it soon disappeared altogether for the balance of his tenure. '1° With the accession of 

Merenptah, it came back into regular use and representations of pharach wearing this wiy in 

two- and three-dimensional representational an remain common until the end of the 

Rarnesside age 

The long wig's origins as a piece of royal headgear may be traced to the pre-royal 

careers of both Ramesses I and Seti 1. During the late Eighteenth dynasty, a bewildenng arrav 

of wigs came into fashion.ll' Some can be associated with different social ranks and with 

professions, including styles employed in the military.'" An exact parailel to type 4 the most 

cornmon variant of Seti's wig, occurs in severai reliefs fiom the Memphite tomb of a General 

Ameneminet. "' It was also wom by other high officiais both military and non-rnilitary "' 
Type A is less cornmon than types B and C in late Eighteenth Dynasty private examples. Type 

C was commonly wom by high officials; among them General ~orernheb,"~ Maya"' and 

'lUSo it is not found in any of the reliefs comrnemorating the battle of Kadesh where 
Ramesses II always sports the Khepresh headdress. 

"'As illustrated in G. T. Martin's Corpus, Memphite Tomb ofHorernheh, & HIdrlr~i 
Tom bs of hlemphrs, p~rrirn. 

'"Such as another distinctive wig with long lappets found in depictions of Horemheb 
during his pre-royal career. CE his statue New York MMA 23.101 with reliefs in the tomb. 
Cf Manin, The Mmphite Tomb of Horemheb. pls. 106-107 & pls M A - C .  

'"G. Martin, Chpus of Reliefi of the New Kingdom from the Memphite Necrupolis 
and Lower Egvpt 1, (London, 1 987). no. 1 a-b. 2, 4; J. Y oyotte, Lrs nesurs des pharaom, 
(Geneva. 1968), 133; H. Stierh, Lesphraom batisseurs, 125. 

'"Cf a relief fiorn the tomb of Maya: G. Martin, 7he Hidden Tmbs of Memphis. 
(London 199 1 ), 18 1 & a relief of Amenrnose in the Louvre: C. Desroches-Noblecourt, 
Ancrent Empt: n e  ~VW Kitlgdorn anri the Amamo Period. Acanthus History of Sculpture. 
(London, 1960). pl. 5. 

115 In relief and naniary. G. Martin, 77w Memphite Tom& offforemheb. C'ommunder- 
rri4hrefof Tutunkharnun, passim. 

"bMaya's Memphite tomb: Manin, Hictir~r Tomhs, 158. 163. 174 fig. 1 10 



others "' Type B is also connected with high officials of the period including general 

Horemheb ' 1 8  The classic type A seems to be most closely associated with very high-ranking 

rnilitary officers, such as General benexninet. It may have been adopted by the first two 

sovereigns of the Nineteenth Dynasty as a way to emphasize their rnilitary credentials Later. 

Rarnesses II may have rejected it because it was a reminder of his family's non-royal ongins 

1.3 Epigraphic and Phüological Criteria 

1.3.1 Alteration of Existing Reliefs 

One of the prirnary methodological approaches used throughout this work is the 

epigraphic analysis of monumental reliefs associated with Seti 1. A common phenomenon 

associated with royal reliefs in the New Kingdom is the aiteration. termed recutting, of a relief 

subsequent to its completion. Today, it might appear to us that the aenhetic integity of 

reworked reliefs was a low priority, but this is because the plaster masking and paint 

commonly used to complete, and to-mask, these alteragions has largely disappeared."' It is 

the very absence of these finishing touches that allows us to study the phenomenon of 

recutting and to ascertain the reascns for which the Egyptians altered existing monuments 

1.3.2 Cosmetic Adjustmenti 

In most cases, Egyptian reliefs seem to have been executed more or less as desired the 

first tirne. Occasionally, however, one does fuid evidence of minor alterations. generally 

taking the fomt of one or more secondary cut lines on a relief Such recutting may be called 

cosmetic because the primaiy consideration seems to have been aesthetic. It was generally 

airned at refining the proportions of anthropomorphic figures. Features such as the profile. 

ske of the head or headdress, proponions of the limbs, hands and feet may display evidence of 

modifications (PLATES 13B & 14B). Other cosmetic adjustments Uicluded minor changes in 

the king's coshime, wch as the royal kilt, or the proportions of inanimate objects. During the 

ll'E.g, a chef of bowmen and overseer of horses Ry. Martin, (opus ,  no. 42. 

" 8 ~ m i n .  The Memphire Tomb of Horemheb. pls. 22, 24-25, 36-39, 52, 54, 56-57 

'I9ln fact, the restorations would have been largely invisible once they were piastered 
and painted. 



early Ninetenth Dynasty, such cosmetic recutting is found in the Great Hypostyle Hall a1 

Karnak, particularly on the nonh interior wall and the battle reliefs on its exterior. This 

retouching was more or less contemporary with the initial production of the reliefs, 

representing final corrections to the design. Cosmetic adjustments were aiso made in 

conjunction with rnany repairs made by Seti to monuments vandalized in the Amarna 

penod. "O 

1.3.3 Major Alterations 

At times, secondary alterations to existing reliefs were not shply minor tinkenng with 

details. but constituted more drastic changes. Among these are outright defacements for any 

of several reasons: adaptation and reuse of the relief both through erasure, addition or 

suppression., and through replacement of individual elements, such as the names and figures of' 

individual gods and rulen. Regardless of the motives that inspired then these were not minoi 

cosmetic adjustments, rather they substantially changed the appearance, iconography, texts or 

style of the reiiefs in question. 

1.3.4 Defacemen t 

Most large Egyptian monuments, temple buildings in particular, have been subjected to 

some degree of intentional defacement of their reliefs over the course of their long histories. 

Defacement was visited upon them for a number of different reasons over the intervening 

miilennia but in each case, the perpetrators sought to destroy images. human, animal and 

divine, because of some hostility towards the images themselves or the beings represented by 

them. In some cases, this practice enended to the people and animals represented in the 

hieroglyphic script itseif 

1.3.5 D(111~tatl.0 Memoriae 

In the pharaonic era the most wrnrnon form of defacement was cia7nmtio memoriae 

(PLATE MA). "' This widespread practice was aimed at ~ppressing the rnemory, even the 

"OSee infa chapter 2, passim. 

'"Sec A Schulrnan "Sorne Remarks on the Alleged 'fall' of Senrnut," J A R ï E  3 
( 1969-1970), 36-37 



vev existence. of private"' and royal individuals. '" During the Amama period. the largest 

single instance of Ctammiio rnrrnoriae was visited upon the gods themselves, and Amen-Re in 

particular by .4khenaten. Subsequently the heretic. dong with his three imrnediate successors, 

was made anathema by Horemheb and the Ramessides and the former's buildings were razed 

to their foundations. In çome cases monuments of a proscribed individual were usurped rather 

t han defaced. '" 
1 J.6 Iconoclasm 

Stnctly speaking, menaten's  vendetta against Amen-Re and other deities constituted 

a huge program of iconoclasm. In most other cases. however, the iconoclasts who targeted 

the monuments lived in the Coptic and Islamic periods (PLATES 37A & 39A). Generally. 

they held representations of h u m a  divine and animal figures to be anathema. Closely related 

to the more onhodox iconoclasm of the Christian and Islamic faiths are instances motivated by 

sympathetic magic. Here representations of living beings were targeted because they were 

considered magically to be a threat. This type of vandaiism even extended to humans and 

animals represented by hieroglyphs. The so-cded "fertility gouges," observable on countless 

Theban monuments and elsewhere, are a second type of defacernent (PLATE 8A). 

However, they seem to have been made without refaence to the texts and images on the walls 

 or example two Viceroys of Kush of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Usersatet and 
Nalditmin, (Ibid., Schuhaq JARCE 8. 36 W. n. 68). but apparently not, as has ofien been 
maintained, Hatshepsut ' s Favorite Senenmut. Ibid., 36ff, P. Dorman, nie Monuments of 
Senenmur, 158. There are nurnerous others in the Theban necropolis aione, including the well 
known examples of Rekhmire and Menna. 

"E. g, with Hatshepsut late in the reign of Thutmose In. Ibid., Doman, 46ff 
Likewise Ay under Horemheb. O. Schaden, "Clearance of the Tomb of King Ay (WV 23), 
JARc% 2 1 ( l984), 60-62. Horemheb's attitude towards Tutankhamen seerns more ambiguous 
and evolved in any case. See Cbid., Schaden, 6 1-62; idem, "Report on the 1978 Season at 
Kami&'* IVARCE 127 (Fall, 1984), 44-64. 

'"E.Q. the Colonnade Hall at Luxor decorated by Tutankhamen and Ay and the two 
obelisks of Hatshepsut in the wkiyr-Hall at Karnak. 



themselves A final type of iconoclasm associated with monuments of Seti 1 is the frequent 

defacement of the -glyph in his nomen cartouche, a result of his demonisation in the Late 

Period. i25 

1.3.7 Usurpation 

Usurpation may be defined as one individual supplanting the name of a predecessor 

with his own on an insmibed monument. This practice was especially common amony New 

Kingdom pharaohs. Usurpation was generally effécted by replacing the narnes and titles of the 

owner with those of the usurper. At times stylistic changes were also made to the facial 

features of both the two- and three-dimensionai sculptures'" being expropriated. With reliefs, 

the process of replacing a predecessor's titulary required the caretil erasure of the appropriate 

text rather than the violent hacking associated with instances of h n d o  memoncae. "' 
When usurping royal cartouches, the usual method to deal with raised relief was to 

shave off the original Qlyphs and to replace thern with incised text (PLATES 57 & 65A). 

When the original medium was sunk relief. it was simply fiiied in with plaster and recut in sunk 

relief. Fortunately for historians, both methods have tended to lave traces of the original, 

which can be ascertained through epigraphic analysis. Raised relief ofien leaves an incised 

outline eut deeper than the surroundhg background surface."' One may also find substantial 

traces of the r a i d  version intact even afier usurpation." These outlines oflen survive in part 

or in whole even after the raised portion of the relief is shaved down and usurped. wth sunk 

125~elde, Herman Te, "Seth, (iod ~ f ( ~ ~ o n f u i o n ,  (Leiden, 1977). 138- 15 1, especially 
146- 147. 

'16~.g, statuary of Amenhotep III usurped by Ramesses n. See Bryan in E't 's 
Dmzfing Sun, cat. 14, 172- 174. 

'"On this distinction see Schulrnan, JARCE 8, 37 

'"So with cartouches of Ramesses I usurped by Ramesses II at the eastem end of the 
passage through the Second Pylon at Karnak. See W. J Mumane, "Egyptian Monuments and 
Historical Memory," KMT (Fall: 1994), 15-24. 88. 

"'So cartouches Ramesses 11 usurped from Horemheb on the Second Pylon. Seele. 
( 'orrgenqv. 8. fig . 3 . 



relief. the loss of the plaster masking leaves the original version exposed. although it must be 

unscrarnbled from the subsequent version. This is especially cornplicated when the relief has 

yone through more than one subsequent edition.13' 

Modem scholars have ofien deemed instances of usurpation as evidence of an 

antagonistic attitude towards an earlier king. This is surely the case with Horemheb's 

usurping of monuments of Tutankhamen and Ay that were reused and not merely dismantled. 

such as the Colonnade Hall in Luxor temple."' the Restoration Stela of Tutankhamen13' and 

colossi from Ay's mernorial temple in western ~hebes . ' ' ~  In proscribing Hatshepsut's 

memory, Thutmose III some times usurped his aunt's monuments, and at othei. times defaced 

them by removing her figure and protocol without adding his own. 

The largest program of usurpation was that of Ramesses II. It seems, however, that 

he was not motivated by antipathy for any of the numerous predecessors whose monuments 

he appropriated. Surely Ramesses could not have borne ill-will towards so many 

predecessors, including his own father and grandfather, in usurping their monuments. Instead 

he did so to acclaim his own authority as pharaoh over the course of his extraordinarilv long 

reign. At least one scholar has objecteci to the terrn usurpation in this context because its 

pejorative connotation fails to describe accurately Ramesses' motives for surcharging 

monuments. 13' 

"'cf reliefs of Horemheb on the Second Pyion at Karnak usurped in tum by Ramesses 
i and Il, (Seele, Coregenq, 8, fig. 1 ), and large cartouches of Rarnesses IV on the large 
columns in the nearby Hypostyle Hall that he subsequently altered and which Ramesses VI 
later usurped. 

"'~pigrap hic Survey, The Festival Procession of Opet in the C o l o d e  Hd, Reliefs 
and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple vol. 1, OP 1 12, (Chicago, 1994), xvii. 

 ennet net, John. "The Restoration Inscription of Tutanichamun." JÇL 25 ( 1939). 8- 1 5 ;  
M. Gabolde, "Ay, Toutankhamon et les martelages de la stèle de la restoration de Karnak 
(Cairo CG 34 183)," BSEG 1 1 (1 987), 37-6 1. 

"'Li. Holscher. nie &avatitron of Medinet Habu 2, 102-105. 

"'V. Rondot, The Great Hyposyie Hufi ur Kmak:  Les urchrnmvs. Forthcornino 



1.3.8 Use of the Term j!i in the Reign of Seti 1 

Several temple foundations built dunng the reign of Seti I had officia1 names 

incorporating the tem *.1'5 Three of these were pattemed on the formula 3 h  SQ-Mr-n-Prh ni 

pr yod N. A third. the Osireion at .Abydos, was cailed jb Mn-niTi-Rr n Wvir For many years 

now. the tem @ in these names has been translated either as "glonous" or "beneficial" 

The use of this term was not, however. Iimited to the names of temple foundations 

during Seti's reign. In fact, it was quite comrnoniy employed in rhetorical texts of the 

~ e r i 0 d . l ~ ~  Thus it is often found in dedication texts inscribed on the architraves and other 

architectural elements of various temples, within both the encomium and main narratives of 

royal stelae and in the captions of ritual scenes on temple walls. Essentiaily an adjective, r ! ~  is 

attested as an adjectivai verb. as a substantive by itself or as the object of verbs like iri. 

Friedman has argued that the root meaning of the term rh is "effèctiveness." 

Although it may have acquired the nuance of "luminosity," this was a secondary rneaning 

arising fiom and strictly lirnited to its use in funerary contexts."' In the sphere of the living. it 

described actions, oflen of a quiclpro quo nature, taken by sociai inferiors on behalf of social 

superiors and vice versa.l3' The king, in particular, was # for the gods, and occasionally for a 

royal ancestor. The gods. in turn, were # for l~irn."~ In both royal and private contem. rhis 

quidpro quo nature of performing <h was ofien explicitly stated. Although Friedman prefers 

the translation "@-effective," words like "beneficial" and "seMceable" convey the essential 

nuance of the expression. 

- - -  

"'Sec infra 5.1 1. 

13qhe use of 3b was not troubling to the orthodoxy of Seti's time despite the use of 
the tenn in Akhenaten's nomen. In a similar fashion the very 7tn itself appears in officid texts 
of his reign. See. J. Yoyotte, "Les grands dieux et la religion officielle sous Séti 1" et 
Rameses II," BSFE 3 ( 1 %O), 19. 

"%id., 39; F. Friedman, "Review of G.  Englund, Akh - Une nonon refigreuse dms 
1 ' E ~ p f r  phmaunique, (Uppsala, l978)," JARCE 19 ( 1982). 145- 147. 



Under Seti 1, 3h can be used to describe the king himself or his actions When 

describing the royal persoR it is commonly used as a rnodimng adjective. Generaily, the 

context describes the sovereign as being Ih on behalf of one or more deities or in tems of his 

actions towards them (see table 1 ). 

Tabh 1: @ Used as an Adjective to Dacnbe the King 

KRI I Transliterat ion Translation 

11 3 9 4  1 tir nt 7tm 1 beneficial image of . A t m  II 
36: 10 

76: 1 

1 18.10- 1 1 

121: 12 

i 1 I 

p r t r h t n n b t j b r  

121: 14 

153: 15 

1 Son of Re. beneficiai for the Emead II 

beneficialseedoftheLordoftheHoly 

Land 

tt itf 

Mn-tnJCr-RC i!l mnw 

rn 7 ~ ~ n w  

n!r-nfr jh n ir.f 

nmv-hip @ n m.$ sw 

In descnbing the king's actions, jb can be used nominaiiy as the object of a participial 

fonn of the verb iri. The whoie phrase serves adjectivally to rnodiQ the sovereign in terms of 

his actions. again usudy on behalfof the gods. Thus he may be termed "the efficient king 

who d e s  benefactions for his father," or the like (see table 2). Here he is nirely being 

described as effectiveheneficial on behalf of the gods. Although in sorne of these examples 3h 
could be translated as "giorious," with n being taken as a genitive, in other cases n mua be 

dative, as it rnakes little sense for the monarch to be "glorious on behalf of his father god W' 

in these contexts, while %eneficial" or the like works in every case. Similarly. it is unclear 

beneficial for his father 

Menmaatre beneficial of monuments in 

Heliopolis 

Good god beneficial for his father 

prt <h tt k$ Iwnw 

nlr-nfi id % mi Hr 

King of Upper and Lower Egypt, beneficial 

for the one who bore him 

beneficial seed of the Bull of Heliopolis 

Good god, beneficent heir like Horus 



just what iri @ taken as "making ylonficationsiilluminations" would mean. Cenainly iri th 

expresses a more concrete, practical act . '" 

Table 2: the phrase ir fb useâ to Dc~cnbe the King 

KRI I Transliteration Translation 

1 2 : 3  1 n.w rr-tp ir &vt 1 vigilant king who rnakes benefactions 

Good god who makes benefactions [for 

the Helio]politan 

King of Upper and Lower Egypt who 

makes benefactions 
- - 

great of monuments who makes 

benefactions for the Ennead 

nsw-biiy ir jhwt n r p w  

nb-Thvy ir @wr n it .f Wsir 

King of Upper and Lower Egypt who 

makes benefactions for the gods 

Lord of the Two Lands who makes 

benefactions for his father Osiris 

1 Good god who makes benefactions for 

1 the Lord of Tmth 

King of Upper and Lower Eeypt who 

rnakes benefactions for his father 

1 Son of Re who rnakes benefactions 

Pharaoh is often described as "seeking out benefactions"(hhy 3Svt).  Indeed he ofien 

fails to sleep at night because of this, remaining ever vigilant (rs-tp) whde engaged in his task. 

'% the larger year nine stela of Seti 1 describing a quarrying mission led by the future 
Ramesses iï while he was crown prince, the officiais are described as "hastening (the work) 
dong," while "the king's eldea son was before them doing <h for His Maje*' hr irt i!i n 
m Ramesses' task here was clearly practical, to oversee the production of colossi and 
obelisks. Therefore jh must connote "beneficial" or "effective" not "glorious." 



This rhetonc first appears in architraves fiom the Solar Coun of henhotep 111 in Luxor 

temple."' Despite its analogous use by Seti in some of the dedication texrs on the architraves 

of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, it is also found in other texts as early as year one on stelae and 

in the Speos Memidos inscriptions: 

Larger Buhen stela 
iswr hm.f hr hby jhw r ir(t).fi* n ir.f Mnw-7mn 

"Now His Majesty sought out benefactions in order to do them for his 
fither Min-Amen" (KRI 1, 38:% 10). 

Speos Arternidos Great Inscription 
i.sr .m.f hr hhy jht n m w .  f Phr nbr Snv 
"Now His Majesty sought out benefactions for his rnother Pakhet Lady of 
Shero" ( KRI 1. 42 : 1 6 ) .  "' 
Quarry inscription, East Silsila year 6 
ist hm .f c.w.s m niwt rsyt hr kt hsy sw it f 7mn-Rr nsw-n~rw .&.(w) rc-rp 
hr hhy jhw n n p w  nbw TI-mry 

"Now His Majesty, L.P.H. was in the Southem City doing what pleased 
tUs father Amen-Re Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands when he lay 
awake seeking out benefactions for al1 the gods of Egypt" (KRI 1, 60:8- 
9). 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall. architrave inscription 
isr ir np-nfi w j h  ib r irt mnw .s&.(w) rs.(w) n rr.n.fm hhy ir 3ht in hrn.f 
dd tp-rd .rfm k J w  m mnwf 

"Now as for the Good god whose heart is set on making monuments 
while lying awake unable to sleep while seeking to perform benefactions; 

111 E.g, twice with @: 7mn-htp-hkj-Wbt rs-ip n m hhy in Jbt m 7pr-rsyr (Urk. IV, 
1690: 16- 17); s&.(w) hr hhy Ibwr n it.f 7mn-RC (Urk. IV, 170 1 : 14- 15). The verb hhy is aiso 
used with sp nb mnh, "every excellent action," and sp ikr "excellent action." Cf. Urk. IV. 
16898 & 1697: 12- 13. In only two of these exarnples is he described as lying awake when 
conternplating these actions. Since Amenhotep's building projects at Luxor on behalf of 
.ben-Re are being described, it seems certain that @ means "effective," or "beneficial," 
especiaily as a pardel to the tems rnnh and ikr. 

'"Elsewhere in the rext Seti is called "the king who is awake making benefactions" 
nsw TT-tp irr jlw { H U  I. 423). 



indeed. it was His Majesty who gave the instructions. who pided work 
on his monument" (KRI 1. 2024-5). 

Karnak Hypostyle Hail. architrave inscription 
isr hm.f nl Y <  1rir.f hr h& . p v  n @w n Iris sw 

"Now His Majesty was a loving son who sought out actions of 
beneficence for the one who bore him" (KRI 1, 4 14: 15- 16) 

From these examples, it is clear that Seti is searching for a specific a a  or aas  to 

perform, and that these acts are comected with the building or refùrbishment of monuments. 

Here jh makes better sense if it connotes "berieficent," "effective" or "usefùl" action rather 

than "glory" or "luminosity." In particular, @ is used norninally here, not adjectivally."' and 

translations like "seeking out glorifications" are unconvincing. 

The texts oflen describe how his actions are beneficid for the gods. These ofien have 

to do with his building activities on their behalf, including his deceased father Rarnesses I. 

Moreover, the monuments themseives are fiequently described as being jh for the gods: 

Qantara monument for M e s s e s  1 
ir.n.frn mnwfn it.fHr nb Msn rnst sfmw.f m bi?t rn kjr mnh nt dt 
rn ir s j  ir <&+Y 

"It is his monument that he madeiu for his father Horus of Mesen the 
formidable of ann, fashioning his image in bihtone, in excellent and 
everlasting workmanship as a son who does what-is-beneficial" (HU 1. 
1 06: 8-9). 

'"So even in KM 1, 4 14: 14, spw n ibwt where an indirect genitive is used so that @»Y 
c a ~ o t  possibly be mistaken for a modifier. 

IU So not "he made it as his monument." See E. W Cade.  "The Dedication Fomuia 
ir.n.f rn rnnw.f" .JE4 79 ( 1993). 99- 120. 



Abydos chape! of Rarnesses I 
iw ir.n.i @wr 4r.k &di n.k hw ri kj .k 

"1 have made benefactions for you since 1 have built for you a mansion for 
your ka" (KRI 1, 109: 1 5). 

Abydos temple of Seti 1 dedication text 
rip-nfr iwr jb mi Hr ir mnw m tj-wr 

"The Good yod, beneficent heir like Horus who makes monuments in the 
Great Land" (KR/ 1, 152: 15). 

Abydos temple dedication text 
ir .nfrn nrrrwf n irf Wsir-hg-ib hwt-Mn-mFt-Rr irt n.f hwt-nr nfir wrbt 

mnbr 

"It is his monument that he made for his father Osiris who is in the 
Mansion of Menmaatre, making for him a perfect, pure, beneficial and 
excellent temple" (WU 1, 156: 8-9). 

Abydos temple dedication text 
irt nfhw-nrr  rn r n h t  hr sr <hr n & i r fdi  5th 

"Making for him a temple anew in the beneficial place for eternity that he 
might make 'gwen life"' (kW 1, 16644). 

Abydos temple dedication t e a  
ir.n.fm rnnw.fn itf ~.~ir-flry-ib hwt rnn-m$Ct-Rr irt n.f '!i ww rrm sl irt 3bwt 
irfrli 'nh mi RC 

"It is his monument that he made for his father Osiris who is in the 
Mansion of Menrnaatre, making for hm a great palace in the place of 
making benefactions that he might make 'given life"' (KRI 1. 169: 1-2). 

Kamak Hypostyle Hall dedication text 
nsw nbt ir 3hwr n i t . fw-n-pw @pr.fsrnnb hwt-npfm k3wt m@r nr hh 
sM.n.fwb3 fpps m mnw nfnv w n v  w?dw /Ut 

"The rnighty king who makes benefactions for his father the King of the 
gods, who builds his domain and elabrates his temple with the excelent 
workmanship of eteniity. He has illuminated the Augua ~all '" with 

%b4 generally refers to the area in fiont of a temple. but in the case of the Karnak 
Hypostyle. it seems to refer to the building itself Spencer, & Egyptian Tmple. 9 & 13 This 



perfect and great monuments (consisting of) columns . " (HU 1, 20 1 14- 
15).  

The ytcidpm quo nature of @-actions can be seen in one last example from yet another 

architrave text in the Karnak Hypostyle: 

Speech of Amen-Re to the gods 
nr$$.rn m m *  pn  nfi ~ 9 %  md ir.n n.i s3.i n &.i rnry.(i) nh-Th? nh irr 
W.~r-m~~t-RC.rrp-n-R~ rnn.i rrz kt r irt n.(i)  jhwt n.i r-pr.i ....! inm.tn rw m 
'n/z w<.s rtp.m sLrn hLf .sn.sn.(w) .SN* wnnfrn-di.!n 3b.fmi %.ln r nid n1.f 
nzift rn.ln r &+' hh mi kd.n.f rpt-.swt m mhvt rn inr &j nj? r& di.n.f jw 
w.rbf n iwyf.i rn h j w  ir.n &iw 

You have seen this perfect, pure and durable monument which my 
beloved bodily son has made for me. (narnely) the Lord of the Two 
Lands. Lord of the ritual ~semaatre-Setepenre'" whom 1 reared from 
the womb in order that he might rnake benefactions for my temple.. rnay 
you endow hirn with life, dominion, rnay you set your protection behind 
him and be brotherly to him while he exias with you. Let him be 
beneficent as you are beneficent in order that his name might endure, just 
like your names. to the boundary of eternity in as much as he has built for 
me Karnak anew in fine, hard white sandstone. He has given length and 
width to my sanctuary in excess of what the ancestors did (KM 1. 203% 
5 ). 

This and aii the other dedication texts from the Karnak Hypostyle. as well as the other 

examples given above. make it ciear that the meanire of Seti's #-effectiveness. to b o m w  

Friedman's tem. was the magnitude of his building program. Thus it is unlikely that I!z is to 

be translated as "glorious" in any of the instances where it occurs in teas of Seti 1. lest  of al1 

in the names of the great temple foundations whose names are compounded with it. The 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall, dong with parallel foundations at Gumah, Memphis and Abydos were 

is perhaps due to the fact that although the Hypostyle Hall was considered a hwr-np itselt it 
was also seen as being in front of (-fi-.) the 7pt -nvf  proper, 

'*The cartouches on many of these architrave texts have been usurped by Ramesses II 
from Seti 1. See L A .  Christophe, "La face sud des architraves sumontant les colonnes 74- 
80 de la grande salle hypostyle de Karnak," BIFA0 60 ( 1960). 69-82. 



clearly testaments to Seti's devotion to his gods wit hin their respective domains. and their 

v e q  names expressed tus matenal beneficence to them. 

1.4 Criteria for Dating Reliefs dunng the Early Nineteentb Dynasty 

1.4.1 Raised and Sunk Relief of Seti I 

Most of the relief decoration of Seti 1 conforms to the generd practice of earlier 

pharaohs who tended to decorate interior wall surfaces with raised relief and enenors in sunk 

relief Of the few exceptions to this practice dateable to his reign, the speos at Kanais is the 

most significant, being decorated in sunk relief throughout. "' 
Seti's reliefs are justly famous for their finesse and intricacy. This is particularly true 

of those in his Abydos temple where the fine grain of the limeaone allowed the sculptors to 

came exquisite deiails normally rendered only in paint (PLATES 53A-B Cf. PLATE 50).'*' 

Even in the coarser, medium of sandstone, bas reliefs from the interior walls of the Karnak 

Hypostyle Haii and in the barque sancniaries of the Theban Triad and chape1 of Ramesses I at 

Gurnah temple &en have elaborately carved details, such as the monarch's long pleated 

gments  (PLATES 68A). 

Seti's raised relief tends to be higher than the low relief favored by his post-Amarna 

predecessors and many rulers of the earlier Eighteenth ûynasty. They are closer to the high, 

baroque style favored late in the reign of Amenhotep III.'49 Hallmarks of this style include 

sensitive modeling and the overlay of highly rnodeled details, such as the ann where it passes 

over the body (PLATE 14B). h o n g  the more striking exampies of this mode are the 

hieroglyphic texts and the rarn-headed prows of the sacred barques of Amen-Re gracing the 

nonh interior wall of the Karnak Hypostyle (PLATE 16B). These tend to stand out against 

la Calverley and Broome. Abydos 1-IV, passim, See ùtpa 3.46.4. 

"%. Johnson in L. Berman (ed), n e  Art ofAmenhotep 111: Art Hirrorica/Ana!y.s~s. 
31-36. 



the surrounding relief. and they were not merely outlined or cut into the backyround surface. 

two practices commonly found in low relief. Even in sandstone, where extensive detailing 

was still the exception rather than the iule, Seti demanded a high standard fiom his artisans 

and attnbutes such as facial r'eatures tend to be cnsp and sensitively modeled. The transition 

to higher bas relief is apparent at the outset of the reign when Seti completed the decoration in 

the southemmost portions of the Colonnade Hall at Luxor. where reliefs are more highly 

modeled than the relatively flat caMngs of Tutankhamen. [" Sunk reliefs dating to Seti's reign 

exhibit the same care and attention to detail as his bas reliefs. Although they are generally not 

as carefully embellished 2s his bas reliefs, his sunk reliefs are, nevenheless, often far supenor 

to the work of his successord5' 

1.42 Raised and Suak Relief of Ramesses II 

At the outset of his reign, Ramesses II continuai the practice of employing raised 

relief to decorate the interior surfaces of his buildings. Within a year or so of his accession. 

however, he began instead to employ sunk relief almost to the total exclusion of bas relief for 

the rest of his almoa seven-decade tenure of the throne (PLATE 12A). 

Even for the brief time during which he employed raiseci relief as a medium of 

decoration, the qudity and level of detaiting seerns to have deciined markedly fiom the 

standard set by his father. This is nowhere more apparent than in the earliest decoration in his 

own temple at Abydos, where the work is decidedly iderior to tînt in Seti's nearby temple. 

Ramesses had abandoned the laborious process practiced by his father of cutting intncate 

detailing into bas relief Moreaver, his sculptors were not as carefL1 in finishing them. Only 

the most basic elements, such as facial features, were incised, and even these often iack the 

sensitive modehg and crisp features of Seti's work. The quality of the sculpter's output 

seems to have deciined as the reign progressed, as did the overall qudity of the monuments 

'"Epigrap hic Survey, 7he Festival Procession of Oper in the Colonna& Haif, uvii . 

'5'Cf. Karnak battle reliefs (Epigraphic Survey, 7he Battle Reliefs of King Se'; I ,  
pu-mm), a siliceous sandstone doo jamb fiom Heliopolis and now Alexandna ( infa 3 19). a 
blacli yranodiorite lintel From Heliopolis (I@u 3.23). 



they embellished "' One has ody to compare earlier examples such as reliefs inside the 

Ramesside coun ar Luxor. which are arnong the finest produced during the entire reign. with 

reliefs added years later to his father's mernorial temple at Gumah to see the two extremes of 

this trend? To be fair to Rarnesses. however. it should be noted that the minimal level of 

detailing beyond facial features was ameliorated by the use of paint.I5" 

Scholars have long speculated what rnotivated Ramesses to abandon the use of raised 

relief altogether. The most frequently cited reason is speed, as presumably there was a 

significant amount of time saved in not cutting away al1 the background surface. Ramesses is 

ofien descnbed as having been impatient.I5' It is impossible to judge his motivations 

accurately in adopting the exclusive use of sunk relief. but its speed of execution may have 

been a factor. 

1.43 Variant Orthographies in the Cartouches of the F h t  Three Nineteenth ûynasty 
Pharaohs 

1 .  Ramesses 1 

Although he mled for less than two years, Rarnesses 1's cartouches display a surprisîng 

number of variant orthographies. E-iis nornen is wit ten both as RC-ms-sw. (-2- 

"IR. S t a d e l m  "Die Lange Regiening Rames' II," MDAK 37 ( 1979), 457-463 

'13CCE C. Kuentz, La face suddu mrrss>fest chc pylone de Ramsis à Lotrxor, (Cairo, 
1 97 1 ), passim wi th I. Osing, Der % m p l  Sethos ' 1. : Die Reliefs und I~uchr~fkn vol. 1, 
(Main* 1982), passim. 

I5"Even the most crude Rarnesside reliefs were ofien rninutely detailed in paint. Yhus 
at Medinet Habu surviving painted decoration is ofken breathtaking in its intncacy despite the 
fact that the reliefs themselves are unremarkable in their sophistication. Such examples may 
belie the notion of universal carelessness in Ramesside art. E.g. Epigraphic Survey, MeMnei 
Huh I. frontispiece, pls. 19, 20. 24-26; II, frontispiece, pls. 63-65, 97, 124. 

"'~itchen, Pharaoh Triirmpha~: Thr Lifr alid Times of Rumesses II. ( Warminst er. 
1982). 37 



which is by far the most comrnon form. and occasionally Rem-.Y. 

onhoyraphy of the nomen was generally the same, and epithets are rarely suffixed to it "' 

Ramesses adopted the prenomen Mn-phry-RC doubtless on the mode1 of the founder 

of the Eighteenth Dynasty Ahrnose's Nb-ph--RC. Like Ahmose. Ramesses' whole titular). is 

quite plain, lacking the additional epithets and elaborate titles accumulated by the rulers of the 

later Eighteent h Dynasty. 15' Several variant orthographies of Rarnesses 1's prenomen are 

attested in most cases the 
rzl 

-si@ is in the middle position with 9 coming last The 

C s  , . ,-sign is often accompanied by the phonetic complement .lS9 (sometimes 

in horirantally arranged cano~ches ) .~~  although sometimes ody (-, is written. 

Heretofore Egyptian rulers generaily adopted simple prenomens consisting of three elements 

written with the same number of signs where possible. Cenainly in view of the prenomens of 

Thutmose III and IV. the phonetic complement - was unnecessary in conjunction uith 

the , , , , - s i p .  - 
The term p h q .  meaning "strength," could be written a number of ways. The simplest 

onhography was .16' The p&y was occasionally ueated as a fdse dud in the Egyptian 9 
writing systen and a number of variant orthographies found their way into the king's 

"'J . von Beckerath, Haruiouch der agyptisckn Kunigmmen, U S  20. (Munich. 
1984). 88 & 234. 

'"Statue base Louvre E.7690. KRI 1, 3:8 & 3: 12. 

'''K. A. Kitchen "The Titularies of the Ramesside Kings as Expression of their Ideal 
Kingship." ASAE 7 1 ( 1987). 132. 

"9Sinai 245 K R i  1. 1 : 15); Buhen stela, Louvre C57 (KRl 1, 2:6); Louvre 7690 (KRI 1, 
3 - 8 & 3 10); and Viema 8953 (1. Hein. "Ein Stelenfragment Rarnses' 1 ." U S  1 16 ( 1989). 38 

'"Cf Sinai 2-15 (KRI 1, 1 15. 2 6 ) ;  Louvre C 57 (LW 1. 2: 10, 2 :  13. 3 .  I ). 



prenomen Thus we also find B) 9 '" Other variants appear in posthumous monuments 
U 

made in his name by Seti L I 6 '  

There are several exarnples of the prenomen vintten with the [-, -siyn on the 
164 bottom. without a con!plementary ,, . most of them on monuments associated witli Seti 

1 and dating after the elder sovereign's death. when the onhography of Ramesses' cartouche 

seems to have been influenced by the standard writing for his Other clearly 

posthumous monuments display variants with the 
I- sign in the middle position. Epithets 

are occasionally attached to the prenomen, including tir-RC and i d - R I ' "  alrnost always when 

it is arranged hori~ontally.'~' As a dating critenon, exarnples of the simple fom where the 

= -sign is on the bonom are more likely to be pusi murrem Ramesses, although the reverse 

is not necessarily the case as other clearly posthumous exampies feature onhographies found * 

duriny his lifetime. 

l6?So. Sinai 244 = Bmssels 2 17 1 (KM 1, 1 : 12); Louvre 7690 (KR/ 1, 3 : 10 & 3: 17); 
votive stela in Amsterdam (W. van Haarlem, C ' f i .  Sefectiomfrom the Collecflot~, ;Iffard 
Piersot~ Miseiirn A m s f r r h  1 [Mainr, 19861, sheet 9352). 

103 - - on the west wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall (Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pis 138. 

1-10- 142). -: . is found in the Ramesses 1 mite at Gurnah temple (KRI 1, 1 15- 1 16) On a 

statue basefrorn Qantara dedicated to Horus of Mesen and Ramesses : occurs (KM 1. 

105- 12). 

"E-g, a donation stela, Strasbourg 1378 (KRI 1, 3 : 15 & 4: 1 ); another donation stela 
from Karnak (KRI 1,4:9 Sr 4: 1 1 ) ;  and Amsterdam APM 9352 (van Haarlem, Sviectiowfrom 
rhe Collection. sheet 93 5 2). 

16'E.g, the Abydos chapel of Ramesses 1. CE Osirian statue of Ramesses 1 ( k W  1. 
1085 & 108:7) with the main facade of the chapel (KRI 1. 10993 & 109: 10) and its wail reliefs 
(H. Winlock, Bar-Reliefs from rhe Temple o f h s e s  lut Abydos, m e w  York 19211, pls. 1. 
5-6 & 9) .  

'66Cf. an obelisk fragment, Copenhagen 468 (KM 1, 5 :4) and an offering table from the 
chapel of Ramesses 1 at Abydos (A. El-Khatib, "A Recently Discovered Offering Slab from 
the Reign of Seti 1," GA4 133 [1993], 67-77. figs 1- 10). 



1.4.5 Seti I 

Variant orthographies of Seti 1's nornen have often been cornmented on. in particular 

those where the -animal has been replaced by a figure of Osiris and a -amulet to write !fi ii 
the name cryptoyraphically on monuments associated with the god Osiris includiny ail those 

from Abydos and in his tomb at Thebes written c m ] .  The standard f o n  

of the nornen. spelled with the -&ph, is Sg-mr-n-Prh which cm be written a number of 
L 

ways. Variant epithets naming other deities are found in specific locales as with Sty-tnr-rt- 

7ntn in the Karnak Hypostyle ~a11 , "~  and at least once at Heliopolis where mir-11-RC appears "' 
Variant orthographies of the prenomen have not elicited comment, but they may be 

more diagnostic for chronological purposes. Although rare. they occur on both horizontal and 

venically arranged cartouches. The standard arrangement, a , (fig I A). Y u 

repeated endlessly on monuments dating from the first regnJ year on, fe&res the - s i g  

at the end of the cartouche (see fig. 1 A). At times this is reversed so that the goddess is found 

' 6 8 ~ .  El-Sawi, "Some Variations of Writing of the Narnes of Sety 1 at Abydos." .-fSAE 
.wpplL;rnetit Vol. 70 1984- 1985, (Cairo, l987), 5 5-60. 

169C. Loeben, "A propos de la graphie du nom de Séthi 1 a Karnak," Kantak 8. (Paris. 
1987). 225-238. 



in the final position (fig. I B). A number of such variants can be securelv dated to the first 

reynal year.'" oflen in conjunction with other stylistic traits consistent with a date early in the 

reign. 17' A less cornmon variant. (-y, features the phonetic complement ,, 
lx- 

* 173 appended to the r c . .  . . , - s ip .  T& m~t-fi~ur$s used alone."' Another rare variant. 
L 

is found only on sume of the architrave inscriptions in the Luxor Colonnade 

Hall. where it is juxtaposed with the standard form. The early variant 

reflect the influence of the most comrnon form employed during his 

A B C D E  
Fig. 1. Variant orthographies of Seti 1's 

prenomen arranged verticaiiy 

even From the beginning of the former's reim on the earliest dateable monuments. the 

standard form, ( fig. 1 A), is by far the most common onhography. 17' 

171~rooklyn 69.1 16.1. See I&I 3 .42.  

'?'An exceptional variant with MjCt Anen phonetically seems to have been an emor 
perpetrated by a draftsrnan transfemng a hieratic text onto a smail votive stela. See infra 
3.1 13.  

IT'There are scattered examples of this orthography that cannot date to his earliest 
years E g among architrave teas  in his Abydos temple where this variant appean a few times 
amon3 nurnerous examples of the standard fom. KRI 1. 1294. l Z 3 .  134 15: 136 7 



Seti occasionally appended epithets to his prenornen. as some of his predecessors had 

done; in particular Thutmose III and Amenhotep III. These include rit-Rr. i d - R r .  i r y - r d C  

and srp-ri-RC "' During the New Kingdom. epithets are generally found in cartouches 

arranged h o r i ~ o n t a l l ~ , ~ ~ ~  and are rarely appended to venicd prenomen canouches ''' 
Presumably in most cases the latter arrangement was considered aesthetically incompatible 

with the standard elements of Seti 1's prenomen, in particular the ta11 mFr-figure. This tends 

to be confirmed by exceptional examples featunng the epithet hkI-W<.sr, (fig. 1C). in which 

these tall, narrow siyns flank the rnT~-fi~ure' '~ Only two other examples of a vertically 

arranged cartouche with an additional epithet are attested. One cornes from Scti's smaller 

year nine stela from Aswan, recording the production of a number of granite colossi (fig. 1 D). 

Here the epithet hkj-T?wy is appended to the unusually large, vertical cartouche behind the 

king in the lunette scene. This anomaly is explaineci by the fact chat the epithet represents the 

name of one of the projected c o l o ~ s i . ' ~ ~  A second one. (fig. 1 E). found on a lintel at the 

Gurnah temple, bears the epithet mr-7mn in an arrangement chat anticipates the onhography 

of Ramesses II ' s nomen. '" 

'"J. von Beckerath, Han&uch der tigyptischen Kcinigmmen. 89 & 236 

'".4s with the architraves in the solar court of Arnenhotep III in Luxor temple ( i 'rk. 
IV, 1682- 1705, passim). The same is tme for the architraves in the @-rnnw of Thutmose III 
at Karnak (Urk .  IV, 855-857. 861:4 & 863:4) and in the Eighteenth Dynasty temple at 
Medinet Habu (CTrk. IV, 88 1 :7 & 16). 

%g, prenomen cmouches of ïhutmose 1 on his standing obelisk at Karnak Urk. IV. 
93-94). Likewise with the prenomen of Thutmose III in a nurnber of wall scenes in the 
Eighteenth Dynasty temple at Medinet Habu (ex: PM II', 468, (4 1 ); Nelson. Key Plans, 
Medinet Habu B 166- 1 68). 

17%.g. in the Karnak Hypostyle (GHHK 1.1, pls. 1 9 1 - 193. 197. 199-200). Similar 
exarnple are found under Horemheb in various locations. 

'"Sec P. Brand, The 'Lost' Obelisks and Colossi of Seti 1," JARCE 34 ( 1997). 1 I 2 
See rrrfra 3.1  19. 



Just as prenomens with suffixed epithets are most cornmon with horizontally arranged 

cartouches. the latter are often found in texts on architectural elements of larye buildings such 

as their architraves, soffits and abaci. This is especially true in the Karnak Hypostyle "' 
Again Seti is irnitating his Favored role rnodels Thutmose III and Amenhotep III They are 

also commonly found on offering  table^.'^' Otherwise. such variants are generally found in the 

honzontally arranged texts of royal stelae. A panicularly large m p l e  of dated exarnples is 

clustered in texts fiorn the first year or so of the rei(yi.lu A couple of others rnay also be 

dated to the vicinity of the firn year, based on independent criteria."' The use of this 

phenornenon as a dating criterion for officid tems is complicated by the occurrence of t\\o 

other examples securely dated to the later years of the reign.'" Still. these epithets may be of 

use in conjunction with other cnteria for relative dating of stelae where the dateline is lost 

dthough the standard onhography for Seti's prenomen, fodrrr, seerns to 

have been the most commonly used pne fiom the very beginning -*riant writin~s 

are found and tend to be dateable to his earliest years.18' This seerns to be analogous to the 

nurnerous variants found in the first two years of bnesses I and Ramesses II. when multiple 

orthographies were used and then abniptly disappeared for the rest of the second Ramesses7s 

"IV. Rondot, The Great Hyposiyk Holl al Kmnak: Les architraves, Fon hcoming 

"'Cf. Cairo CG 23090 (KiU 1, 1 2 1 : 1 3, 1 2 1 : 1 5); Copenhagen, N y  Carisberg A E b  11 
(KRI I: 235: 16 &236:2); Abydos chape1 of Ramesses I (A. El-Khatib, GM 133 (1993), fiys I - 
1 O). 

'"~arger Beth Shan stela (KRI 1, 1 1: 16); smaller Beth Shan stela (KRI 1. 16:3 & 
16: 16); Alabaster Stela Cairo CG 34501 (KRI 1, 39:3. 3918, 39: 12); Karnak Ptah temple stela 
(KM I, 4011 1. 

l"'Nilometer'*stela fiom Elephantine (KRI 1. 97:7 & 985); West Silsila Inundation 
stela (KRI 1, 89: 13). 

Ig6E.g, two stelae fiom Sai and Amara West recording the king's year eight campaign 
against Irem (KRI MI. 9:4, 1 1 : 12- 13). 

ls7Sesebi reliefs suppressing those of Menaten (See infu 2.75): Tell es-Shihab stela 
(kïU 1. 17 5 ) .  a head of a limestone statuette of . b e n  in a unmistakably post-.-\marna style 
used early in t h e  reiyn (See o@a 3.100). 



(-1 of SetYs prenornen was possibly influenced by the long reign The writing 
U 

standard arrangement em$oyed by highther Later the reverse situation obtained when 

posthumous monuments dedicated by Seti 1 and Rarnesses II to Ramesses 1 feature an 

onhography. (=y, reflecting Seti's cmouche Less secure for dating purposes are 
-1 

horizontally arranged cartouches with additional epithets. Although a cluster of examples is 

found in earlier stelae texts, several other are securely dated later 

1.4.6 Ramesses II 

[t has long been noted that Rarnesses II employed several variant onhographies of his 

prenomen with and without the addition of various epithets, and that these c m  be usefùl in 

dating monuments from early in his reign."' Reliefs carved during the first year or so of the 

reign can be dated by the f o n  of the prenomen. At some undetermined point. but by III fmw - 
day 26 at the end of his second regnai year, Ramesses had adopted the final fom of his 

prenomen, Wsr-m<'t-RC-.stp-n-RC, (-],the standard fom ured until the end of 

the reign. la9 Thus monuments bearing the shon forrn of the prenomen. 

without the epithet rrp-n-Rr, must date to the first and much of the second regnal year "' 
During the first two years he sporadically appended various epithets to his prenomen, 

including ri[-RC. iwr-RC and r n r y - ~ ~ ' ~ '  These epithets were used during the same penod the 

simplex Wrr-rnFt-RC was in u d 9 '  Although the apparent unpredictability of the use of these 

epithets has given rise to some confusion arnong sch~lars,'~' it seems likely that before the 

permanent adoption of the final f om with srp-n-Rr Ramesses ernployed prenomen epithets in 

'% Sethe, "Die Jahresrechnung under Ramses II. und der Namenswechsel dieses 
Konigs," 62 (1927), 110-1 14; Seele, Corcgency, passim. 

l g 9 K R i  II. 344-345; Murnane, JNES 34, 16 1 . 

190 ibid., LMurnane, 158- 16 1. 

i9'Seele, Coregeticy, 27-3 1 

""lbid.. 79ff (iwitra Sethe, ZiS, 62. 1 O f f  

""lbid . Seele, 30-39 



the same manner his father had, i e  they were used alrnost exclusively in horizontally arranyed 

cartouches decoraiing elements such as the lintels of doo rjambs.'- architraves and the like. IR' 

and not in vertically arranged cartouches in wall de~orat ion. '~  The onhography of the shon 

form of Ramesses' cartouche seems to have varied widely during the time it was in use 19' 

Once the long fonn had been adopted, few variant onhographies occurred, and most of these 

seem to date to the earlier years of the reign. '" 
Variants of his nomen are also found during the first regnai year or so. .4 variety of 

spellings of two forms of the nomen, Rcrns-.w and Rems-s occur. Iw R%s-s seems to have 

become the standard form at the same tirne the final. long form of the prenomen was adopted. 

It remained so until about year 20-21 when RC-ms-.w was adopted and used invariably for the 

duration of the  reign? This phenornenon is ody securely attested in Upper Egypt. 

'94E.g, on a doorway at Gumah: ibid., Seele, 3 1, fig. 10. The epithet i d - R C  was used 
on the lintel, but the prenomen cartouche on the jamb lacks an epithet. 

"%g, on some architraves and ceiling bandeaux in the Gurnah temple: KRI II. 638: 12 
& 15, 639.2 & 64 1.6-7. 

'P6Througho~t the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, epithets are never appended to canouches 
in the wall scenes carved before the adoption of s~p-n-RC.  CE Nelson, GHHK I I ,  p s i m .  

'"CE Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 64-85 passim. 

"'Eg, in the large temple at Abu Simbel ( E l  and ( e l  occur. 

'%elson. GHHK I l .  pls. i 2, 18-2 1. 26, 28-30. 39-40. 63-86,90-93, 96- 100, 1 OS- 
1 06 p s s m .  

Ir(. A. Kitc hen, "Aspects of Ramesside Egypt," Actes c h 4  premier corqris 
r~wnairio~iul J'Gapiol(+@. 1- 10 octobre f 9'6. ed. by W. F Reineke. Schrifien zur 
Geschichte und Kulture des M e n  Orients vol. 14, (Berlin, 1979), 3 3 - 3 7  



t.J.7 Three Phases in Relief Decoration from the Fimt Two Years of Ramesses Il's 
Reign 

During the earliest years of his reign Rarnesses II employed both raised and su& relief. 

.Mer year two. however. he employed sunk relief on both interior and extenor wall surfaces 

to the alrnost complete exclusion of raised relief Three phases of his earliest relief decoration 

cm be distinguished, hencefo~h denoted by the abbreviations R1. R' and R3 During the 

earliest penod, RI, the simple f o m  of the prenomen, Wsr-mFt-RC was used in conjunction 

with raised relief on intenor wall surfaces for most if not al1 of year one. R' appeared when 

raised relief was abandoned but while the shon form of the prenomen was still in use until 

sometime in year two. The appearance of R3 coincides with the adoption of the long fom of 

the prenomen and was used for the balance of the reign. 

During his earliest years. Rarnesses completed the decoration of a number of his 

father's monuments. At Gurnah in particular, sunk reliefs narning Ramesses I and Seti 1 

appear on some interior walls of the temple, while most others naming these two kings are in 

raised relief These sunk reliefs either narne Rarnesses II as well, or they are adjacent to 

others that do. Sunk reliefs naming Rarnesses 1 will be termed R 1'. whiie those featuring Seti 

will be S' Raised reliefs of Seti may be denoted as S'. 

1.4.8 Surnrnary of the Criteria Used to Date Royal Reliefs During the First Three 
Decades of the Nineteenth Dynasty 

1.4.9 Ramesses I 
Monuments dating to the bief  reign of Ramesses 1 may be diainguished from 

poahumous ones made in his honor by his successors based on a number of features. When 

decorated with human figures, these will be in keeping with the post-Amama style. 

Monuments dedicated by Seti 1 tend to be in the mature Ramesside style common later in 

Seti's reign. The orthography of Rarnesses 1's prenomen oflen varied, but it was most 

commoniy written with the c 3  -si@ in the middle position. ûuring Seti's reign the "II- 
sign is oeen in the finai position, especially later in the reign. In ritual scenes, one expects 

Ramesses to be depicted standing with his torso erect. Seti 1 does not seem to have been 

ponrayed bowing until the founh year of his reign. Bowing figures of Rarnesses 1 on 



monuments that also feature Seti 1 are likely to date to afler the former's death By applying 

these criteria, it should be possible to determine wtuch monuments were made in Ramesses' 

lifetime and which are mernoriais. 

1.4.10 Seti 1 

It is well known that Seti was not able to complete a number of his own monumenrs, 

and that it fell to Ramesses 11 to accomplish this. What is less clear is the exact status of the 

elder pharaoh in reliefs juxtaposed with others narning his son. A number of criteria chat 

appear to distinguish reliefs of Seti fiom those of Ramesses II .  Another problem is the lack of 

dated monuments within the reign. 

Seti I tended to employ raised relief on interior surfaces, according to the standard 

practice of his predecessors, and tus decoration consistentiy exhibits a high degree of finesse 

and detailing. There is a substantial corpus of these in keeping with post-harna stylistic 

trends. A handful can be dated to his earliest years, while others lack a date. Variant 

orthographies of his prenomen also coincide with an early date in a number of examples 

Prenomen cartouches with additional epithets are also common in the texts of stelae fiom his 

first years. but. since they also occur on later stelae. this criterion is not reliable in itself 

Beginning as early as year four. dated reliefs exhibit the mature Ramesside style of 

relief Then too. royal figures with inciined torsos make their first appearance as a recurrent 

motif in Seti's reliefs. This method of depicting the king remains current until the end of the 

reign Nthough the more conventional. erect stance is still found, it is not as cornrnon as the 

inclined pose. 

1.411 Ramessts II 

Dunng the fira year on the throne. Ramesses IT followed his predecessor's example in 

using raised relief on the interior surfaces of the temples he decorated, but he was quicker to 

abandon Seti's practice of depicting the royal figure bowing in ntual xenes. Aside fiom those 

reliefs on Seti's monuments that Ramesses was completing, there are only a few tableaux in 

his own temple at Beit el-Wdi depicting him in this manner. It was also dunng his first two 

years that Ramesses employed variant forms of his nomen and prenomen. By the end of the 

second vear he had adopted the long fom of his prenomen with the epithet srp-n-Rr. and had 



standardized his nornen as Rc-rns-S. the form in which it remained until about year 2 1 

Ramesses employed raised relief on the intenor surfaces of his buildings before switching to 

sunk relief This changeover took place before the end of year two Three phases of his 

decoration in the first two years can thus be distinguished, R' raised relief with the short 

prenomen, R' sunk relief. short prenomen, and R' sunk relief and long prenomen. 

CarefUl examination of ail these critena for each of the first three mlers of the 

Nineteenth ûynasty should make it possible to provide a more accurate chronologicai 

stmcture for the royal monuments of this penod and at the m e  time to elucidate its political 

history, in particular the length of Seti 1's reign and the royal succession at the beginning of 

the Ramesside age. 



CHAPI'ER 2 
CATALOG OF RESTORATIONS, ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS MADE BY 

SET1 1 TO EXISTING MONUMENTS 

Repairs made by the pharaohs of the late Eighteenth Dynasty to monuments 

vandalized by the agents of Menaten are well documented. Surprisingly. however, little 

effort has b e n  made to understand the technical features of these restorations, and historians 

have largely taken the whole process for granted. They have mostly focused on a handful of 

ancient texts commenting on the restoration period.' including Tutankhamen's Restoration 

Inscription found in the Karnak Hypostyle ~ a l l , '  and another stela of Tutankhamen, similar 

content, also unearthed thereJ 

Beginning with Tutankharnen, one also finds a scattering of restoration fomulae 

employing the phrase .rnijwy-mmv, "renewal of monuments," but they are relaiively scarce 

during the reigns of ~utankhamen,' ~f and Horemheb, and there was no standardized 

E. g, R. J. Leprohon, "The Re ip  of Akhenaten seen through the Later Royal 
Decrees," hlda11ges Gomal W i r r  Mokhfar II, (Cairo, 1985), 93- 103. 

'PM II', 53-53; Urk. IV, 2025-2032; J. Bennett, "The Restoration Inscription of 
Tutankharnun, "JCI 25 ( 1939), 8- 1 5  CE a new translation by W. J Murnane, Textsfrom lltr 
..lmurrru Prricxi in Eapr ,  (Atlanta, 1995). 2 12-2 14. Two fiagrnents of a duplicate stela were 
unearthed in the foundations of the Monthu temple: -4. Varille. Karrzak 1, 18, pl. 52; R. Hari. 
Horemheb et fa Reine iMoutne<iiemrt, (Geneva, 1964), 128- 13 5 ,  fig. 44-45, p l  22. See PM 
II'. 10 for fùrther references. 

'PM II', 53; Urk. IV, 2034: 1 0-2036; Murnane, Textsfrom the rlmurtm P e r t d  in 
E'g)pt. 215. 

'Tutankhamen's restoration inscriptions oflen name a previous king as the beneficiary 
of the restoration. E.g., for .benhotep nI at Luxor (Epigraphic Survey, 77w Festival 
Processiou of Opet in the Colonnale Hall, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple vol. 1, 
[Chicago, 19943, 1. 43, ph. 3, 1 19) and at Soleb (1. E. S. Edwards, "The Prudhoe Lions," 
.tAA 26 [1939], 3-9). 

' E  g, on a doorpost from Luxor temple. PM IIL, 3 2 1 ( 124a-b); (irk. I V, 2 106: 8; 
Gayet, Tempk, pl. 22. fig. 79. Following the king's titulary ir.nfrn nrnwfn i t . f ? m t  !iri~--iprf 



formula at this tirne? Others allude. dl too bnefly, to the repair of damaged monuments. as in 

a text of Ay fiom his speos at Alchmin' and by Horemheb in his Coronation Inscription.' 

These documents either make only generalized staternents about the restoration of the temples 

or. if they go into any detail. focus on the replacement of the most costly and prestigious sorts 

of cult equipment, including sacred barques and cult statues made of precious materials They 

never treat the rehabilitation of stone monuments in any detail. 

Little attention has been paid to the largest task that faced the champions of 

onhodoxy, namely the repair of darnaged reliefs featuring Amen-Re and other yods on 

monuments throughout the land. Between the accession of Tutankhamen and that of Seti 1. at 

least 25 to 30 years had elapsed dunng which vandalized reliefs were being restored. 

Extensive repairs to reliefs that Akhenaten's partisans had destroyed were made under 

Tutankhamen, Ay and Horemheb at Karnak, Luxor and elsewhere in the Theban region and 

throughout Egypt and Nubia. 

lt is Seti 1, however, who is perhaps best known as a restorer of darnaged temple 

reliefs because he frequently marked these repairs with a rrnjwy-mnw formula. These texts 

are generally found in conspicuous locations: dong processional ways. on monumental 

gateways, the lunettes of stelae and the façades of pylons. They are seldom found in the dark 

recesses and side rooms of the temples. Given that repairs to damaged reliefs had b e n  

undeway for some two or three decades before Seti's accession, one rnay question whether 

such a large quantity of monumental reliefs rernained unrestored at his accession, especiaily in 

rrnrwy nfsb3fr? fps. "He has made (it) as his monument for his father Amen-Pre-eminent- 
in-his-Harem, renewing for hirn his great and August pond." 

'E.g.. Deir el-Bahari: Urk. W. 2 134:2O-2 1 35 :3 and the Eighteenth Dyr sty temple at 
Medinet Habu: ex. ibid.. 2 135:6; PM II', 468 (42); Nelson, Key Pfm, MHI3 16 1. See Hui. 
Horemheb et la Reine .bfuumediemet, 3 89-3 94 & pl. 60. 

'Urk IV, 2 107: 1-3. The statement is quite vague with regard to restoration work. 
The key tem is smnh rather than smh7y.  On this monument see K.P Kuhlmann. "Der 
Felstempel des Eje bei Actunim" M M K  3 5 ( 1979). 1 65- 1 88 & pls. 48-56 

' i  kk. IV, 21 19.13-17. 



such prominent locations, as Seti's renewal inscriptions seem to attest. It is becoming 

increasingly apparent that many of the restorations made under both Horemheb and Seti I 

were in fact secondary alterations to ones first made under ~utankhamen.~ it is well known 

that Horemheb usurped many of Tutankhamen's monuments and suppressed his memory. 

This policy, it now seems, extended to his restorations. These usurpations have generally 

passed unnoticed because Tutankharnen and Horernheb employed renewal texts only 

sporadically (PLATE 17A). '' 
This chapter will catalog restorations and additions that Seti 1 made to existing 

monuments, with particular attention to the epigraptuc features of these reliefs, and will 

include transliterations of the srnhvy-mnw fom!ae added to the monuments. I t  is likely that 

many temple reliefs were restored by Seti without the addition of smhvy-mnw formula. 

Unless these have renewal texts themselves, however, or are associated with other reliefs that 

do, they will not be dealt with here. Such reliefs could only be distinguished from other 

restorations made by one of Seti's post-Amama predecessors on art historical/ iconograptuc 

grounds. Such anepigraphic restorations are beyond the scope of the present study. 

Earlier post-Arnama renewal texts often varied in their composition. Under Seti I, 

such inscriptions were standardized. His sm3wy-mmu formula is quite araightfoward. It 

This phenomenon has been noticed before, but its full implications or wide scale have 
largely escaped notice. W. J. Murnane, "Tutanlchamun on the Eighth Pylon at Ka&" b;1 I 
( 1985). 59-68; S. Bickel, "Blocs d'Amenhotep rkmployls dans le temple de Merenptah a 
Gouma," BiFAO 92 ( 1992), 1- 13, esp. 1 1 - 12 & n. 20; H. Jaritz & S. Bickel "Une pone 
monumentale d'Amenhotep III. Second rapport preliminaire nrr les blocs rCemployes dans le 
temple de Merenptah a Gouma," BIFAO 94 ( 1994), 277-285, esp. 284-285. L am grateful to 
W. R. Johnson for stimulating discussions on this topic that led me to a number of examples of 
this phenomenon. 

''An exception includes two restored figures of Amen-Re on the east face of the Sixth 
Pylon at Karnak that are accompanied by renewal texts of Tutankhamen, his atouche having 
been usurped by Horemheb. The restored image of the god on the south tower shows traces 
of an eariier, smaller version embedded in the later figure. These traces do not, however. 
belong to the pre-Amama o r i p d ,  but to the on@ restoration of Tutankhamen. Nelson 
Key P/an.s, pl. 6, (= Karnak D). 160a-b, 1 5 ;  PA4 11'. 89-90 (240-24 1.245); Schwaller de 
Lubicz, Lrs ternpies de Kamak 11, pi. 140. 



consists of a direct genitivd construction of the idnitive of the verb smiwy" "to make new" 

with the noun mnw "monument." This was followed by a s&.n.fpast relative form ernploying 

the verb iri "rnakddo" followed by the king's prenomen or nomen plus appropriate titles and 

epithets in any number of combinations or variations. The prenomen was the mon comrnonly 

used name, while the nomen rarely occurs unless it is in parallel with a renewal formula 

containing the prenomen. The formula closed with a prepos~tional phrase: either m pr (it.f) 

Divine Name (+ epithets), "in the domain of (his father) Divine Name," or n (kf) Divine 

Name (+ epithets), "forion behaifof (his father) Divine Name." 

These renewal fonnulae make it clear that the prime beneficias, of Seti's efforts were 

the gods whose images had been chiseled out, since, as a rule, they end with the phrase "in the 

domain of Divine Narne," or "on behalfof Divine Name." In apparent contrast, many of the 

renewal aatements of Tutankhamen name Amenhotep iII as beneficiary, but these are few and 

" Wb. IV. 126. See. G. Bjorkrnan, Kings ut K d :  A StuQ rn the Treahneni of ihe 
Mommmts of Royal Predecessors In the h i j  New K~ngdom, (Uppsala, 197 1 ), 32-33. 47- 
48. 



seem to be completions of the latter's monuments by the former." The srnjwy-mnw formula 

also appears with a handfùl of restorations made by Horemheb." 

In addition to repaïring damaged monuments and reworking rnany previcus 

restorations. Seti cornpleted severd existing monuments that had either been undertaken by 

various predecessors and lefi unfinished, or that he decided to renovate or enlarge." At 

Karnak he added reliefs tu a few previously undecorated surfaces." At Soleb in Nubia he 

convened the Aten temple of Akhenaten into an Amen temple by suppressing his discredited 

"See note 5 above. The handfùl of restoration texts known for Horemheb name 
respectively both previous iungs and the gods as beneficiaries, at times even in the same 
inscription. Thus at Deir el-Bahari the inscriptions reads "His son, his beloved, has made it for 
him, (narnely) Djeserkhepunire-Setepenre as a renewal of monuments anew, for his fat her and 
for his ancestor the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Menkheperre ////." Han, Horemheb rr la 
reine Mmme&tet, 393 & pl. 60. Another text that seerns to mention Thutmose III reads 
mnw n irfMn-/ / I f -RC l l / / / / / /  rnpr-bbr 20(?) M 3(?). This text most likely belongs to 
Horemheb, and not Seti 1, as Hari posits. Ibid., 392493. Bjorkrnan contends that it could 
have been made by Amenhotep II.  Khgs ut Kuma&, 47-48, n. 4. If the reading rnpr-kbt 20 
be accepta it cannot belong to Seti. But the sarne difndty  wouid present itself for 
Horemheb if he ruled for l e s  than twenty years (See Mumane, Textsfrorn t k  Amumu P e r d  
in E w t ,  234-235; J .  van Dijk, "Maya's Chief Sculptor Userhat-May with a note on the 
Length of the Reign of Horemheb," GM 148 [1995], 29-34, esp. 34 & n. 25). Still, the length 
of Horemheb's reign is highly controversiaf and may well have been longer: see J. von 
Beckerath, Chronofo~e des ~gypischen Neuen Reiches, (Hildesheim, 1994); idem, "Das 
Problem der Regienuigsdauer Harernhabs," SAK 22 ( 1995), 3 7-4 1. 

13Kamak: PM II2, 89-90 (240-241, 245). Medi.net Habu, 18th Dynasty temple: PM 11'. 
468-478 (39-44.49-50), passim. See Han, Horemheb et la reine Moumt#etnet, pl. 60. 
These are the ody group of standardized renewal f o r d a e  used before Seti 1. Surpnwigly 
they name both Horemheb and Thutmose III as the restorer! The formula used is smhvy-mnw 
ir.n R.SW biry PN n irf Imn. 

l4E.g.. the Speos Artexnidos of Hatshepsut and reliefs in the south part of the 
Colonnade Hall at Luxor and wall reliefs in the rebdt ediice of Amenhotep LI at Karnak. See 
inpa 2.7, 2.25 & 2.38. 

"On the south gate of the w<dybyt-hall. north-east jamb and in Room XV. See rtifa 2 9 
& 2.17. 



predecessor's reliefs and adding his own. Finally, Seti also made renovations to a small 

nurnber of existing monuments. l6 

Lower Egypt 

Teii al-Maskhuta 

2.1 Hyksos Monument 
Limestone: H. 34 cm, W. 39.5 
E. Naville, 7hr Sfore-Clty of Pithom and fhe Rmte of ihe Fxochrs, (London, 1885)- 15, pl. 6. 
G. Daressy, AS4L 1 5 ( 19 1 5) ,  259-272. 

This peculiar monument seems to have been something akin to a small steia. Its main 

face is shaped like a truncated triangle. the uppenost portion having been broken off at some 

point. It is inscribed on its fiont and two sides with sunk relief The main face bars an 

offering scene ponrayng the king standing before Atum. On the sides. the king is shown 

facing towards the fiont of the object holding weaponry, and in one case grasping a prisorter. 

Even a cursory inspection of the monument reveals that it is a palimpsest, al1 four 

figures having been extensively reworked in antiquity. Naville cüscovered it at Tell el- 

Masichuta in 1883, and wrongly attributed it to the Twentieth Dynasty.17 M e r  wetùl study, 

its true nature was determinecl." 

In its original state, the main face depicted a royal figure standing before the falcon- 

headed Horus-Soped, guardian of the Twentieth nomr of Lower Egypt.I9 The mpplicant had 

a shaved pate and wore a kilt with a long dagger attached to the belt. He heid what seerns to 

have been an oar in his îight hand and a tall, narrow object that flares out at either end, 

perhaps a srnd brazier or altar stand. The wo figures on the side panels were dressed and 

I6E.g., he apparently rebuilt two doorways in the s p h  temple of Amenhotep [I at 
Giza. See rnfia 2.4-2.5. 

"E. Naville, 7he SioreChy of Pathom and the Route of the Exocfus, (London, 18 85 ). 
15. pl. 6. 

I8G. Daressy. "Un monument du temps des Hyksos," ASAE 15 (19 1 3 ,  259-266. 



coiEed in a simila. rnanner to the one on the front. The figure on the right side held a prisoner 

by the hair dong with a stat f  

The object was extensively reworked under Seti 1, whose cartouches suMve on its 

main face? 90th figures on the fiont have been dtered. The deity is now a human-headed 

figure of Ahim with a tripartite wig surmounted by the double crown." The king's kilt has 

been altered and a bull's taii added, wMe the dagger has been suppressed. The original anns 

and the objects they once carried have aiso been suppressed and replaced. The new right arm 

is raiseci in adoration while the left now holds a lotus blossom aloft. The king's visage has 

been reworked and his headgear changed. He now wears a long military wig with uraeus 

commonly found in representations of Seti 1." An offering stand sumounted by a nmcr-jar 

and lotus blossom has been inserted between the two figures. 

On the left face, the skuii cap was converteci into a Nemes-headdress, and the staff'into 

a mace, while the dagger was suppressed. A fonnulaic inscription "rnay al1 He and protection 

be behind him ldce Re forever and ever" was inserted behind the figure. On the right side, the 

kilt now has a triangular projection. The right a m  was extended downwatd and the object it 

once held replaced with an axe. The headdress is now a Khat-wig wirh uraeus. The lefl arm 

and prisoner have not been aitered. Traces of the boaom of a cartouche with the epithet w<s 

& remain in front of the king's face while the formula "may al1 life and protection be b e h d  

hm Iike Re forever and evw" has been i n ~ e d  behind hun. On both sides the legs were made 

more slender, whiie the back kg has been advanced slightly and a buii's tad added. 

According to Daressy, the object may onginafly have corne fiom Saft el-He~eh, site 

of the ancieat Twentieth Lower Egyptian nome? He attributed it to a Hyksos king.'* The 

"Daressy's drawing shows this wig with a flat bottom, but the photo seems to show a 
bash in the stone where the lappet of the wig should be. Cf. ibid., 262, fig. 2 with pi. 1. 



original iconography of the piece is unusual and might support a Second Intemediate Period 

date, but this is by no means certain. Eventually. it was transponed to Tell el-Maskuta. 

Tell el-Basta 

2.2 Liotel of Amenhotep U, British Museum EA 1103 
Red Granite: H. 88.5 cm, W. 200 cm 
PM IV, 30; E. Naville, Bubustu (I8874889, EES Memou 8, (London, 1890), 3 1 pl. 3 5D; 
Bierbrier, BMHT 1 O, 1 1 & pl. 12; KRi 1, 227 $98 a i; RITA 1. 196 $98, a, i; RITAM' 1, 149 
$98 a, i. 

Restoration formula: 

This lintel is carved in sunk relief with pendant scenes of Amenhotep 11 offering to the 

enthroned Amen-Re. On the lefi, the king proaers two - -jars whiie on the right his figure is 

entirely loa except for traces of the licrepresh-crown. In the center are two colurnns bearing 

restoration texts of Seti i .  

The restorers shaved down the entire surface of the lintel and re-inscribed it for 

Amenhotep U while repiacing the fomulaic texts in the centrai columns with a smhvy-mnw 

text. The surface is uniformly even wîthout a depression around the two divine figures. The 

paleography of the glyphs in the two scenes matches those in the renewal texts. 

Substantial traces of the earlier version of the ~o Amen figures are presemed . On the 

right, the upper line of the original ami holding the -scepter b a t s  above the secondary a 
versio~ which was shifted dom. Other traces of the on@ include part of the wria and 

hand of the other arm, the leading edge of the âont plume of the god' s crown and the tops of 

both plumes. F i i y ,  traces of the onguial calf and heel are preserved. 

in the lefi-hand sane, a cut iine fkom the original lap sunives above the secondary 

version. The earlier fia of the left arm was larger, but was in essentially the same position. As 

a result. the space for the held in the other am is cramped and the sign is crooked. f 



Recutting is also evidem dong the outer edges of both of the god's plumes. pan of the earlier 

foot, the calf and chest. 

The suMvinp, royal figure lacks widence of such recutting since the sculptor used the 

existing outiines of the orignal figures and text as a guide when he reworked the piece. By 

contras. damage to the Amen figures may have obscured these lines. As a result. the bases of 

some cut lines fiom the original figure surviveci, but were not aligned with the restored figure. 

The left column of the renewai text is incomplete. A blank space follows the phrase 

mnw n. Immediately below this is a blank space followed by a trace suggesting the bonorn half 

of a --basket or an -. with a larger blank space below that." In the right column. 

faint traces of 3 can be made out consisting of the 7 and the right end of the ,- 
w 

sign. These traces could represent either parts of the original text or an unfuiished portion of 

the restoration text. The former possibility seems more likely, but that stiii leaves the renewal 

text incomplete in the lefi mlumn where one would expect the name of the god to follow the 

preposition - . 
There are few examples of restorations made by Set, in Lower Egypt. Akhenaten 

seems not to have persenited the cults of other deities as severely as he did k e n ' s .  Far 

example a stela of Thutrnose III fi-om Buto feaniring the goddess Wadjet was not 

 fan ,, , it could indiate pr "temple/estate," although the standard restoration 
formula is m pr "in the house of' god X. There are exampies of srn3w-y-mnw n god X, but not 
of n pr of god X. 

"1 am gratefui to Donald B. Redford who showed me a photograph ofthis stela. CE 
s u ~ v a l s  of other gods not associated with Amen in reliefs outside Thebes, such as Monthu at 
Tod and Khnum and his tnad at Aman ( in ja  2.70-2.7 1, 2.73-2.75). 



Memphis and Environs 

Mit Rahineh 

2.3 tlistorical Steia of Amenhotep iI (Cairo JdE 86763) 
Siiiceous sandstone: H. 285 cm, W. 44 cm 
PM 111.2. 846; A. Badawi, ASAE42 (1943). 91-1 13 & pl. 1; E. Edei, ZDPÇ'69 (1953). pis. 3- 
5; K. Myiiiwiec, Le porrrait roycil. fig. 100; (PLATE 17B). 

Restoration formula: i - Hr &-nhr sCr&Thvy nsw-bity Mn-MFI-RC s M r  Sry-mr-n-Pt4 
srn3wy-mnw rn pr Irnn 

Seti added a restoration formula to the side of the aeia instead of in the space between 

the two divine figures on the lunette where it is usuaily found. The entire surface of the 

lunette below the winged disk was recarved. in the process, much of the horizontal text 

divider above the first Line of text was erased, leaving the figures in the scene without a 

ground line. Remnants of the eariiq version of both divine figures survive. This is mon 

apparent with the Amen figure, which has been shified slightly to the left. Part of its original 

right shoulder, smaiI of the back the back of his lefi Ieg dong with instep and the line of his 

buaocks persia. The original Ptah figure is attested by the nit lines of his chest and profile 

The royal figures were aiso recarved but. as their outliaes were not obscured by hacking, so 

the restorers used the h e s  of the o n g d  as a guide in reworking them. On the lefi. only the 

outlhe of the king's right calf s u ~ v e s  koom the o n w  edition. 

Giza 

Sphinx Temple of Amenhotep U 

2.4 Main Gateway, Jambr of Seti I 
PM III: 1: 39; S. Hassan, G i a  WU, (Cairo, 1953), 106107, figs. 76-77; KRI 1, 78 (=set ii), 
$40; RITA I, 06-67, $40; RITANC I, 66-67. 940. 

These doo jambs were either newly placed by Seti in the sphinx temple of Amenhotep 

II at Giza or were found as yet uninscribed by him. There is no aidence that he usurped any 

earlier decoration on them. The thicknesses of both jambs b a r  conventionai scenes of the 

king embracing a deity, Re-Horakhty on one and isis on the other. The fionts of the jarnbs 



were laser usurped by ~erenptah." The iconographv of the scenes is entirely conventional as 

are the texts, which give the king's cartouches with epithets.lg 

2.5 South West Room, Jambs o f  Seti I 
PM 111: 1'. 39, 1; S .  Hassan, Ciiza VIII, (Cairo, 1953), 38. 106, pls. 5Oa-b; C. M. Zivie. ( i i ~ a  
ou druxième mrllénuire, (Cairo, 1976), 1 17- 1 18, pl. 6a; KRI 1. 77-78 (=set i), $40; N T A  1, 
66-67, $40; RITRNC' 1, 66-67, $40. 

These two doo jambs are inscribed on their fronts and thicknesses with the protocol of 

Seti I fofiowed by ir.n.frn mnw.f fomulae refening to the gods Hwl and Horakhty, both 

idectified with the Great S p h .  The jambs were apparently uninscribecl before Seti, and 

were. perhaps, installed, dong with the jambs of the main enuance, during some renovation in 

his time. 

Abu Sir 

2.6 Pyramid Compkx of Sahure, Fragment From the New Kingdom Sakhmet 
Sanctua y 

Limestone: H. 28 cm, W. 28 cm 
PA4 1II.1'. 333; L. Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmaf des XMgs Srdhu-ReC. vol. 1. 
(Leipzig: 19 IO), 103- 104. 

Restoration formula: - 1 /il// [Mn]-MICf-RC r'&mnw /////// Sry-[ml-n-[Pth] Mwt-Qmt-Bjst 
/ i !  

Borchardt never published the actual relief fiagrnent with this renewal formula. The 

text is highly u n u s a  employing the tenn sc--mmv rather than sm3wy-mnw . One would also 

expect mry after the name of the compound goddess Mut-Sakhmet-Bastet. 

"PM UI: 1 ', 39; S. Hassan, Gira VIII. (Cairo. 1953). 106- 107. figs. 76-77. 

"KH/ I, 78 (=set ii), $40; RlTA 1, 66-67, $40; RITANC 1, 66-67, $40. 



Middle Egypt 

Batn el-Baqara near &ni Hasan 

2.7 Speos Artemidos 
PM IV, 164; H. W. Fairman & B. Grdseloff. JE4 33 (1947). 12-33; S. Bickelt 3 . L  
Chappaz, BSLti 12 ( l988), 9-24; J.-L. Chappaz, A&prische Tempe1 - Strukrur. fiùr~ktiun 
undProgamm. HAB 37 (Hildesheim, 1994), 23-32. 

Situated in the muth of the Batn el-Baqara, some 2.5 km south of the Middle 

Kingdom tombs at Beni Hasan, the Speos Artemidos was a rock-cut shrine dedicateâ to the 

local lion-goddess Pakhet. Hatshepsut may have been responsible for excavating only the 

pronaos arm which she partially decorated? With her dishonoring late in the reign of 

Thutmose ii1, her name and images were expunged h m  the temple? Later still. the 

phsans of Akhenaten hacked out the name and figure of Amen where they occurred in the 

pronaos. " 

It was probably left to Seti I to came out the san- and passageway. since he was 

the fira to decorate them. In the sanctuary, decaration was limitai to dedication texts on the 

fiame around the statue niche.32 On the jambs of the entrance to the sanmary, twin figures of 

-%atshepsut ody decorated some of the pronaos, leaving open the possibility that 
construction of the monument may not have been completed und the reign of Seti 1. J.-L. 
Chappar. "Recherches au Spéos hémidos: Fonction et programme 'décoratif d'un temple 
nipestre," in A&mi~che rernpel- Struktur, FunRnon und Progrmm, HÀB 37 (Hildesheim 
1994), 23-25; S. Bickel & J.-L. Chappaz, "Missions épigraphiques du Fond de ~'Ég~ptolo~ie 
de Genève au Spéos Anémidos," BSEG 12 ( 1988), 24. 

q h a t  Hatshepsut's penecution did not begin unhl late in the reign of Thutmose III 
now seems beyond question. Sa. Peter F. Dorrnan, n e  Monuments of Senenmut: Problems 
in Hisrorical Methodology, (New York, l988), 46-65; Charles C. Van S i c l a  "The Date of 
the Granite Bark Shnne of Tuthmosis III," GM 79 (1984), 53; Idem, "New Data on the Date 
of the Defacement of Katshepsut's Name snd image on the Chapelle Rouge," GM 107 
( l989), 85-86. 

3'~bid.. Bickel & Chappar, BSEG 12, 19 

"PM IV. 163, (20-2 1); H. W. Fairman & B. Grdseloff. "Texts of Hatshepsut and 
Sethos I inside Speos Anemidos." JE4 33. pl. 6. 



the king are show entering the shnne while two pendant scenes of the king mnning a ritual 

course decorate the linteLJ3 Two scenes were carved at the south end of the passageway 

Ieading into the sanctuary. On the east waii Seti offers wine to Pakhet and, on the West wall, 

a water c l ~ c k . ~  

A long restoration text dating to Seti's year one was ùiscnbed on the rniddle of the 

east wall of the passage." This date has been called fictive by Chappaz, but he offers no 

support for this notion." In faa, the original reliefs of Seti in the temple display traits of a 

post- Arnama style of relief, arnong them slightly protmding bellies and dom-tumed eyes," 

thus suggesting an early date. 

On the pronaos, Seti made various texnial and iconographie alterations to the NO 

scenes of Hatshepsut at the east end of the south wall." The figure of the queen kneeling 

before Amen in scene four had faced away kom thfi: god, as was conventional in such tableaux 

dunng the Thutmoside era. Mer  Thutmose III vandaiized the figure, it was recarved under 

Seti 1 in his own name, now tunied so to face the go4 while he places a hnw-crown on the 

king's head." The figure of Amen was likewise restored as indicated by a smdwy-mnw text 

' j P M  IV, 164, 14- 16; ibid., Fairman & Grciseloff, JEA 33, pl. 5 

"PM IV, 164, ( 18- 19); ibid., Fairman & Grdseloff. JEA 33, pl. 6; for a photo of the 
latter see Bickei & Chappaz, BSEG 12,23. 

3 5 Ibid., Fairman and Grdseloff, JEA 33, pl. 7; KRI i ,4  1-43, $2 1 ; RlTA 1, 34-36, $2 1 ; 
RITANC I., 45-47, 92 1; 2. Davidog "La grande inscription de Séthi I au Spéos Artémidos," 
unpublished essay deposited at the University of Geneva, (Geneva, 1985). 

"~ickel& Chappaz, BSEG 12,2 1 & 23. 

 or the texnial alterations see Fairman and Grdseloff. JEA 33, 15-1 7. The xenes on 
the doonway and t hose to the right of it were neva inscribed for Hatshepsut . So conna 
Fairman & Grdseloff, fiid., 1 7ff. 

'%ickel& Chappaz, BSEG 12, 17. 



behind him. An earlier version of one of his arms is visible dong with other traces.' In scene 

three, a figure of the 7wn-mwtf-priest was replaced with that of Thoth, his name rendered in 

sunk relief" Bickel and Chappaz attribute this change to the intluence of the nearby cult of 

Thoth at Hermopolis, but the god's role as a subaitute for the Twn-mwt f during Seti's reign is 

dm attested in the royal chapels of Seti's temples at Gurnah and ~ b y d o s . " ~  On the West hdf 

of the south wall, Seti added three scenes that expand on the thematic program of coronation 

in the reliefs of Hatshepsut to the east of the doorway ." No evidence of usurpation or 

reworkmg was found, contrary to the view expressed by Fairman and Grdseloff that Seti had 

usurped these reliefs fiom ~atshepsut." Seti was also responsible for some of the decoration 

on the piiiars of the façade, that othenvise bear a number of cartouches of Thutmose III. An 

epigraphic study failed to turn up any signs of reworking or ~surpation.~' 

T o r  further epigraphic 

"lbid., 17. 

details of scenes 3 and 4 see Ibid., 12, 1 6-20. 

'*Gurnah: Rwms II-III, Thoth with piest in Room II, PM 11~. 4 1 1 ,(38); Thoth with 
the barque of Seti, Room III, PM II', 4 1 1, (4 1 ). At Abydos, Thoth accompanies or substitutes 
for the priest in several instances: Calverley & Broome, Abydos iI, pls. 30. 35. Elsewhere only 
the pnea is shown presiding over the king's cuit. See ibid., pis. 32, & 36. where Thoth 
substitutes for Seth as a tituiary deity alongside Homs. 

'3Chappaz in ~ ~ p t i s c h e  Tempei, 25; PM IV, 164, (5-7); Fairman & Grdseloff, JEA 
33, pl. 4. 

%id., Fairman & Grdseloff, 13, 1 7E 

"Bickel & Chappaz, BSMI 12, 16. 



Thebes 

Karnak 
2.8 F o u ~ h  Pylon, North Tower, East Face 
PM 11' 79, (202,l); Nelson, Key P ï m ,  KC 1 18- 1 19; P. Barguet. i'kmple. pl. 13; R.A. 
Schwaller de Lubicz, K a m d  II, pl. 1 14; (PLATE 18B). 

Rest oration formula: - ////////////////////////// Mn-M 39-R 
.SM?' Sry-rnr-n-Pfh m pr iîf7mn-RC nsw-n-pw 

This scene, located on the south corner of the east face of the north tower, is executed 

in sunk relief and preserves the lower torço and legs of a seated goddess. Behind her stands a 

minor deity carryuig a tray. Both the goddess and the deity have been recut, indicating that 

Seti had reworked an earlier poa-Amama restoration of this scene. Traces of an earlier 

version of the goddess' buttocks extend dong the base of the throne to the s d  of her back. 

Likewise her arm and the back of her throne bave also b e n  reworked. Fewer adjuaments 

were made to the minor deity. These included reworking of his buttocks and back of his lefl 

calf. The left halfof the scene, which presumably included a figure of the king, has been 

entirely lost. Few traces of hacking rernain on the figure of the goddess. By contrast, 

extensive hacking remains dong the base of the scene and on the minor deity 

Seti also added a restoration text in a bandeau under the scene. Although it is 

othenvise conventional, the spebg of the king's prenomen, (y], Q irunusual ~ u c h  

variants of Seti's prenomem are most comrnon early in the reign. 



2.9 South Gate o f  the woyt-Hall, North-East Doojamb 
PM 11'. 8 1. (2 1 Oa); Neiso~ Key Pfmrc, KC 34; C. Loeben, Kmnak 8. (Paris, 1 %7), 209. pl. 
5 a. 

Restoration fonnulae: none 

Seti's decoration of the interior jambs of the south gate of the w<&r-hall is a virtual 

copy of Amenhotep II's reliefs on the conespondhg jambs of the western gate of the wuth 

half of the same edifice." Only a raiseci relief on the eastern jamb is preserved. The king 

rnakes a gesture of saiute with one hand while holding a staff  in the other. There is no 

indication that he suppressed an earlier relief 

2.10 South Mf of the w3byr-tiall, East Gate, West Jambs 
PM II', 8 1. (2 1 2a-b); Nelson, Key Plans. KC 3 5-36; C. Loeben. K m k  8, (Paris. 1 987). 
207-223; (PLATE I8A). 

Restoration formufae: 
North larnb: - i sm3wy-mnw ir.n nb-Thvy Mn-MTr-RC m pr i i . f Imn 
South Jamb: 1 - identical 

On the jambs of this doonvay, Amenhotep U rnakes a gesture of salute with one hand 

and holds a staff in the other. P-estomion fomulae below the king's outaretched arm are 

rendered in crude sunk relief4' Seti's renovation of ths  doonuay seems to have included 

repair to the darnaged names and epithets of Amen and repainting of the scenes." 

According to Loeben, the Atenists overlooked two occurrences of Amen's narne on 

the south jarnb; in Amenhotep U's nomen mouche and in the caption describing his ritual 

aa." In the caption, his narne sunives in very low. rather crude, raised relief, in contrast to 

17C. Loeben, "La port sud-est de la salie-wjdjr," Krrntak 8. (Paris, 1987), 209 & pl. 
Va. 

"Ibid., 220 pl. 3a-b. 

'"Ibid., 208, n. 10. 



the rest of the original text. while the area where tus epithets occurred is deeply pitted with 

hacking marks. This was Ued in with plaster, with the epithets being rendered in this medium 

alone. Elsewhere on both jambs, the narnes and epithets of the god were severely hacked, and 

plaster was used liberally to fin in deep gouges. To varyhg degrees on both jambs. the 

restord glyphs were rendered partially or largely in plaster. " 

2.11 Obdhks "Ew and "F" of Hatsbepsut from the woyt-Hail 

Nonh obeiisk "E" of Hatshepsut. nonh half of the wjdyt-Hall 
PM II', 8 1-2, (E); Nelson, Key Piam. KC 129; W i i I ,  22-23; R.A. Schwaller de Lubicz, 
Kantak i, 135. figs. 60-61, 11, pls. 100-101, 108; 1. Lauffiay, Kumak d'kgypte: Domaine du 
divin, (Paris, 1979), 27, fig. 1 2; (PLATES 19-20). 

South obelisk "F" of Hatshepsut, Upper half of the sh&, (fallen), originally from south half of 
the wMyr-hall 
PM 11' 82-83. (F); Nelsoh Key P l m ,  KC 4 1; LD 1I1,24; R.A. Schwailer de Lubicr K m M k  
1, 19 1 .  fig. 1 15. LI, pl. 1 19 (=pyramidion). 

Restoration formulae 
Nonh Obeiisk "En: 

West face, fiflh scene ffom the top: 
Restoration formula: i - smhy-mnw ir.n nb SCw Sty-mr-n-irnn 

south face, 6flfth scene fiom the top: 
Restoration formula: i - s j  RC Sry-mr-n-Prh sm3wy-mnw irf7mn-RC nb pr 

South Obeiisk "F": 

Face a: 
Second scene kom top: 
Restoration f o d a :  in fiont of king i - sm3wy-mnw ir.n Mn-M3Ci-RC n irf  

Third scene tiom top: 
Restoration formula: in fiont of Amen, - i smiwy-mnw ir.n nvw-b* Mn-M3Cr-RC 

Founh scene from top: 
Restoration formula: in front of Amen, - 1 smhvy-mnw ir.n nb T?wy Mn-M3%RC n it.f Imn 

"Cf ibid.. pl. 3a-b. 



Face c: 
F o ~ n h  scene from top: 
Restoration formula: in tiont of Amen, 1 - rmjwy-mnw ir.n nb-T3wy Mn-MgCr-RC m pr ir.f Imn 

The upper halves both obelisks were decorated vith offering scenes flanking the main 

dedication texts running down the middle of each face of their shafis (PLATE 19A). The 

names of both Katshepsut and Thutmose III occur in these scenes, with those of the queen 

predominating. Al1 four faces of their pyrarnidions received scenes portraying Hatshepsut 

kneeling before Amen-Re. Ln every instance, the deity's figure was expunged by the Atenists 

and later repaireci. Restoration formulae are scattered in a few scenes on both obelisks. On 

the northern rnonolith, these were placed midway up the shafl on the south and West faces 

and would have been visible fiom the main axis. 

Few if any traces of an earlier version can be observed on any of the restored figures, 

and these could as  easily represent survivais of the expunged on@ as they muid a previous 

re~toration.'~ It is clear that the first aiteration to the fden obelisk occurred late in the reign 

of Thutmose II1 when he usurped the tstulary of his aunt on two faces of the upper reaches of 

the shaft, whch was then exposed above the top of a gateway that partially sheathed them. j3 

On the lower halfof the monument, the name of Amen in the main texts was hidden behind 

the masonry sheath erected by Thutmose III. Being inaccessible during the reign of 

Akhenaten., they were not attackedY His usurpations were lilnited to oniy some of the 

centrai texts, wMe the queen's cartouches in the scenes on the exposed upper pomons of the 

shaft and pyramidion were left alone. Even on the shafts, his usurpations were oniy sporadic. 

The surfaces of the exposed central texts were shaved down to erase Hatshepsut's protocol 

"On the upper scene of the east face of obelisk "F." a trace of the eariier kneecap and 
shin of Amen's lefi leg can be made out. A. Roccati, Eg)ipt Classicul An Tours: Kamak und 
Luxor, ( N o v m  no date given), 3 5.  

"E-g.. on the north and West faces of the nonhern obelisk. Cf. ibid.. pls. 1 O 1 and 1 08. 



and those of Thutmose were inserted. Even here, the queen's Homs narne was not 

suppressed. 

In restoring the obeiisks, Seti 1 was obliged to ait down the surface of the upper shatts 

on the sides bearing figures of Amen to the right of the central column of text. Moreover, he 

was compelled m e r  to shave back the surface of the main text, bearing the name of Amen- 

Re, had previously been reworked by Thutmose III (PLATES 19B &  OB)." ln so doing, he 

partidy erased the revised text of Thutmose so that even the latter's cartouches were left fauit 

(PLATE LOB)? The roughly finished, recut portions of the surfaces of these obelisks would 

have contrasted sharply with the pristine and highly polished surfaces bearing the royal figures 

to the left of the central text, which neither Thutmose nor Akhenaten had altered. To 

ameliorate ths, Seti cut back the surfaces around the royal figures without altering the figures 

themselves (PLATE 19B). Stylisticaiiy, these are Thutrnoside and differ from the poa- 

Amarna style of the repaired Amen figures (PLATE ZOA). Moreover the relief is more 

shallow because the background surface was lowered without altering the figures themselves. 

Seti ofken used this opportunity to substitute his own tituiary in some of the reworked 

scenes. 57 

'IE-g., on west face of the north obelisk: J. Lautfiay, Kamclk d  te: Domaine ciL 
&vin, (Paris, 1979)- 27, fig. 12. 

%LD 111. 24 u & c. This rnight have been mitigated by painting the insaiptions. Cf the 
yeiiow timing of the black granite reliefs on the Iowa portions of Hatshepsut's chupelle 
rouge. 

"0n the south obelisk the whole airface surroundhg the king was nit back and the 
earlier cartouches replaced with those of Seti in the lower two scenes preserved on face r LD 
III, 24; Schwaller de Lubic~  KmMR 1, 1 9 1, fig. 1 15. Seti Uiserted his canouches in the fifih 
scene tiom the top on the south face of the 1101th obelisk. LD UI, 23 Thutmose LI1 never 
erased the figures and cartouches of Hatshepsut on these obelisks. 



2.12 North Part of the wj&-Ba& North Face of Gateway of Thutrnosc III 
Enshrouding the Nonhem Obelisk *Ew of Eiatshepsut 

Nelson, kéy Pians, KC 126; Schwaller de Lubicz, Kcnnak II, pl. 109. 

Restoration formula: : - ////////////////////// n it.f 7mn-Rc nsw-npw 

In this scene, only the lower ponions of the king and Amen, standing face-to-face, are 

preserved. The restored Amen figure has been recut. Lt sits in a depression and no traces of 

Amama hacking remain. Both legs show evidence of reworking. A previous tad can also be 

made out, which was slightly longer, and farther to the lefi. These alterations are consistent 

with cosmetic adjustments of a previously restored relief'. By adding a smjwy-mnw 

inscription, Seti 1 identifid himself as being responsible for the h a 1  version. 

2.13 North Part of the wjdyt-Hail, East Wdi, Between Second and Third "Ogirb 
Pülin" North of the North-East Dwrway 

Nelson, Key Plans, KC 123. 

Restoration formula: - 1 /////////////////// Mn-M$[%Rq m pr 7mn 

Only the lower part of a scene of a king and Amen standing face-to-face is presemed 

The restoration formula runs venically behind the god's caif The name of Amen is partially 

eraseû. The renewai formula is cut in sunk relief, whde there is no recutting to the figure. 

This mi& suggest that Seti merely added the text here to a previously restored figure without 

altering it. 



2.14 Court Between Fiîth and Sùth Pyloas, Enclosure of Thutmo~e Ill, East Gate, 
North and South Jambs 

PM 11' 86. (223-224); Nelson, Key Plans, KC 145-146.48; (PLATE 21A). 

Restoration formdae: 

nonh jamb: bottom register (=KC 146) - i sm3wy-mnw ir.n nsw-biry nb-Tjwy Mn-M<Ct-RC m 
pr it.f 7mn-RC nb n , w t  T3wy irfdi Cnh 

south jamb: bottom register (=KC 48c) - i sm3wy-mnw ir.n nsw-biry nb-Tjwy Mn-MFc-RC m 
pr irf7rnn-Rr nb pt di 

The granite jambs of this gate bore at least three regiaers of scenes ponraying the king 

led by another deity before Amen-Re. The renewal texts occur on the lowennost regiaers of - 
both jambs. The background was nit  d o m  leaving no traces of hacking, and the figure of 

Amen dong with his name and epithets were recut in sunk reiief. This was carefùlly done, u, 

that the depression of the surface is practically imperceptible without close inspection. The 

figures of Amen were rendered in a style consistent with reliefs of Tutankhamen, and there is 

no indication that these Amen figures have been restored more than once. It is kely that Seti 

merely added a renewal text to the two lowermoa scenes on both jambs without fbnher 

alterations to any of the divine effigies. 



2.15 Passage Through the Sirth Pylon, North Thicknas 
PM II', 89 ( 2 3 9 ~ ) ;  Nelson, Key Plans, KD 149. 

restoration formula: / / / l l l l / /  n nb T<wy / / I  I I / /  

Linle more than the legs of a god leading a king are preserved in this granite relief 

decorating the thickness of the passage through the Sixth Pylon. B ~ e e n  them is a much 

damaged renewd text . 

2.16 WiU Fragment from the Destroyeâ Granite Barque Shrine of Tbutmose U1 
PM LI'. 95, 98-99 (275); Nelson Key Plris,  KD 28 

Restoration formula: - i sm3wy-mnw ir.n nsw-bity nb T3wy Mn-MTt-RC n i1.f Imn-RC nnv- 
r rlrw 

A large section of one of the w d s  of this monument preserves a scene of the king 

consecrathg offerings to the ithyphalic fonn of Arne~~-Re.'~ A renewal text has been insened 

in front of the god. No traces of hacking or of any earlier version survive. Stylistically, the 

restored figure is consistent with others made by Seti. 

2.1 7 Room XV, North-Eut Doorjamb 
PM u', 1 O3 (308); P. Barguet, Temple, 2 10, n. 1 ; C. Loeben, K m k  8, (Paris, 1987). 233- 
243. 

Restoration formula: none 

This scene was carved on the thickness of the doonvay leading into a magazine of 

Thutmose m. It depias the Lang malang libation and thwifylng before Amen and the deified 

queen ~hmose-~efertari.'~ The figure of the queen is exeaited in bas relief, wMe those of 

the god and iung are in nink relief The royal image was recut so that it now leans fonvard 

59C. Loeben, "Amon a la place d'Aménophis 1: le relief de la porte des magasins nord 
de Thoutmosis III, Kan& 8, (Paris, 1987), 233-243. 



very slightly. The legs have been shifted fonvard, dong with the upper pan of the chest. The 

head and Khepresh-crown were also moved fonvard, the crown being enlarged slightly in the 

process. Traces of the earlier back of the crown dong with fainter ones of the original profile 

and eye can be made out " The nomen cartouche has b e n  usurped. Barguet asserted that 

this was a case of Seti II usurping Ramesses but Loeben argues that the relief origndly 

belonged to Seti I and was usurped by Ramesses II." 

Loeben also claims that the figure of Amen replaced an earlier one of the deined 

Arnenhotep 1. The image of the god was carved on blocks of alabaster, of which only the 

lowermost one remains. The surrounding biocks, on which the representations of the queen 

and the officiant king are inscribed, are sandstone. Loeben maintains that Ramesses LI was 

responsible for replacing Arnenhotep 1 with Amen and that he usurped the cartouche at this 

point."-' By contrast, he would assign the alteration to the officiant king's pose to Seti's reign, 

by cornparison with altered reliefs of Seti in the northem part of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall." 

2.18 Room X M  Lcft Doo rjam b 
PM II? 104 (3  13); Nelson, Key Pians, KD 196. 

Reaoration formula: smhvy-mnw [nj Mn-mFt-RC 

This granite doonvay in the north-east corner of rwm XVI of the p h s  dir Moot is 

badly damaged with linle more than the renewal texts on its base preserved. It is not clear 

what other repairs Seti rnay have efiécted in this portion of the temple. 

Ybid., 234-235 with fig. 1, & 242, pi. 2A. 

"Barguet, Temple, 2 10. n. 1 . 

6'Loeben, K& 8, (Paris, 1987), 23 5-236 with fig. 2. 

631bid., 237K 

'&Ibid.. 234 & n. t O. 



2.19 Seventh Pyloa, South Face, Granite Jambs of Gatmay 
(East jamb) PM 1 1 ~ .  169- 170 (498.e); Nelson, Key P f m ,  KG 86; R.A. Schwdler de Lubicz. 
Karnak II, pl. 369; (PLATE 22A). 

Restoration formulae: 
East: - i smdwy-mnw ir.n nw-bity Mn-MfdV m pr it.f Imn-RC 
West: 1 - identicai 

Only the lowennost scenes on both of the southem jambs of the Seventh Pylons are 

intact. They feature Thutmose III before Amen-Re with a renewal text of Seti 1 occupying the 

space between them. No remnants of hacking or recutting are aident and the surface is 

uniformiy even. The jambs must have been entirely smoothed down and recut under Seti. 

including the bandeau text at the base recording the name of the doorway compounded with 

the name of Thutmose III The surfaces of these jambs are concave dong their venical axes. 

2.20 SteIa of Tbutmose RI (Cairo CG 3401 1) 
Grey granite: H. 110 cm, W. 95 cm 
PM H2, 1 7 1 ; P. Lacau, Stèles, 2 1-22; (PLATE 2 1 B). 

Restoration formula: r - srn9wy-mnw ir.n nsw biry Mn-MFt-RC n irflmn-RC nb nswt T h y  

Much of the main text of this stela is los, while its lunette is intact. The surface is 

uniformiy flat, without paMing towards the center where the divine figures had been hacked 

out. Stylistidy, d~ fàces are in keeping with the poa- Amama mode, with tilted, almond 

shaped eyes and stightly diaendeci paunches. 

Recutting is confineci to the ovo divine figures. On the left side, the calf of his forward 

leg was thickened as was the shin of his back 1% from the kneecap to the instep. On the right, 

the proponions of his fonvard ami were augmented dong its bottom with a secondary cut 

line extending from armpit to wia. No other trace of reworking is to be found anywhere on 

the steia. 

These final alterations do not appear to be evidence of a secondary reaoration. Since 

the surface is unifom Seti could have added a sm3wy-mnw text ody in the unlikely event that 



an earlier reaorer had lefl the space blank. Neither do the traces of recutting appear to 

correspond to multiple versions; rather, they are cosmetic. The width of the reworked arms 

and legs on both figures is equal to the unretoucheci version on the opposite figure in each 

instance. Before this, the proportions of the amis and legs were ~neven.~' 

2.21 Eighth Pylon, North Face 
PM II2, 174- 175 ( 5  17-5 19); Nelson, Key Plans, KG 102- 1 13; kïU 1, 228 (98, b, iv); R A  
Schwaiier de Lubicz, Kumuk II, pls. 380-381; W. I. Murnane, bA 1 (1985). 59-68. 

East Tower 
PM111 174 (517-518); Nelson, KeyPians, KG 102-105. 

2.21.1 KG 104: Thutmose U Led by Went-bekau to Hathor Making nyny. With 
Barque of  Amen Camed by Priats Bebind the King 

The king in this s m e  is Thutmose II and both h s  figure and cmouches are orignal 

Thutmoside reliefs. By contrast, the barque of Amen and the figures of the two goddesses 

were attackeû by the Atenists and have been reworked (PLATES 22B & UA-%). In an 

article deaihg with the two barque s m e s  on the north face of the pylon, Mumane has show 

that Tutankhamen was responsibie for the earliest restoration of the pyion in the wake of the 

Amarna icono~lasts.~~ Both the western and eastem barque çcenes were subsequently 

reworked by Horemheb6' and Seti 1 respectively. On the canopy and veil of the eastern 

barque.' Tutankhamen's decorative scheme is largeiy intact, Seti having merely wppressed 

the winged beetle and --basket of Tutadchamen's prenomm rebus between the wings of 

bsl am gratefid to William Mumane who Ied me to this conclusion in a discussion in 
fiont of the stela in Cairo. 

"W. I. Munane, "Tutankfiamun on the Eighth won at Karnak," VA 1 ( 1985). 5968.  

"~orernheb seems merely to have usurped the rebus decuraîion on the veil of the 
barque of Amen on the west wing of the pylon, without any other alterations to 
Turadchamen's reliefs whatsoever. See infa 2.2 1.5. 

aSee also Claude Traunecker et. ai., Ln chpelle d 'Achbr~s à Kmnak I .  (Pais, 1 98 1 ), 
pl. 33 (1). The barque is dixussed by Traunecker. vol. 11. 78 no 100. 



the two goddesses and replaced them with , y -sign and Mdc?-figures while retaining the 
1 

earlier sun disk (PLATE 82).69 Thus Se th  prenomen has replaced Tutankhamwi's in rebus 

form. On the billow of the veil. Seti erased the rebus of Tutankhamen's prenomen as weil as a 

section of cobra tileze, cartouches and winged beetles mnning dong the base of the veil. 

Traces of this tiieze and the prenomen rebus remain visible." 

Seti made other rninor alterations to the barque of Amen: the plumed staff in front of 

the cabin was shfted to the right; part of the eulier one is aiii visible. The bonom of the veil, 

which droops down over the middle of the hufl of the barque, was dso recut. Finally, Seti 

enlarged a portion of the huU of the barque in its aft  portion." The bottom line of the huli 

shows two versions, while the surface of the deck was raised so that it now dopes up at a 

more dramatic angle toward the aegis at the stem. Traces of the earlier deck rernain in the aft - 
portion of the huil near the cabin. The priests carrying the barque have also been restored 

dong with the carrying pole, which is now shorter. This, however, may be Tutankhamen's 

work. Tutankhamen was also responsible for adding the jf-crowns atop the ram headed 

aegises. These crowd the original Thutmoside text, especially on the back. " 

Both goddesses in this scene have been restored in the post-Amam period, ( P U T E  

228). but while the figure of Weret-hekau exhibits littîe evidence of recuning, that of Hathor 

shows extensive reworking. Wext-hekau's figure Lies in a depression, and scanered remnants 

of Amama hacking remain in and around her. The ody vestiges of the earlier relief are the 

upper ponion of the eariier sun disk on the goddess' head and a portion of her ankle and heel 

of her left foot. The traces of the wn disk are probably the base of a cut line from the 

6%4umane, VA 1, 61-63, fig. 2. 

'Olbid., 62-63, fig. 2. 

"This enlargement of the more slender fore and aft portions of barques of the poa- 
Amama period under Seti can also be observed at Luxor. Sec infra 2.3 8.1 & 2.10. 

'2Cf. the 3rf-crowns on the barque h m  the West tower that was restored by 
Tutankhamen and never aitered by Tutankhamen. See infa 2.2 1.5. 3rJ-cowns make their 
first appearance on the processional barque of Amen-Re in Tutankhamen's reliefs fiom the 
Colonnade Hall at Luxor. 



Thutmoside original. while the earlier left heei could be the sarne or a cosmetic adjuament 

made under Tutankhamen. There is no evidence that Seti reworked the figure. 

Hathor3 figure was. however. extensively reworked by Seti. More traces of Atenist 

hacking surround her. some of which were filled in with plrister. Remnants of Tutankhamen's 

original restoration can be found al! over her figure. Her earlier nose. mouth and chin float 

slightly below and to the right of Seti's version. Tutankhamen's shoner version of the cow's 

homs on her head can aiso be seen. The eariier arms and hands were located süghtly to the 

left of the presenr ones. with the previous lefi hand and nght wrist and the left ,, -sign 

remainine visible. Other s u ~ v a l s  include the cal€ of the left le& the breast and the inside of 

the right arm down to the elbow . The preservation of these eariier traces of the figure 

contrat sharply with the paucity of Amania hacking in the area. Moreover, the figure of the 

goddess lies in a depression, (the face is in an especially deep depression), so these traces of 

the previous version cannot belong to the pre-Amarna edition of the scenes; rather they mua 

belong to an earlier pst-Amarna restoration of the figure. 

The dichotomy between Seti's reworkmg of Tutankhamen's Hathor figure and his 

deference to his predecessor's version of the Weret-hekau figure may perhaps be explaineci by 

the notion that the human face of the former bore the features of the now discredited 

Tutankhamen, where as the latter, haWig the head of a lioness, did not. 

2.2l.2 KG 102: Seti 1 Before Amen with the Lesser Eatlcad 

Speech of Amen-Re acknowledging Seti's restorations: 
1 - gki mdw in 7mn-RC nb nswt TIwy &tfy 7pf-swt: s3.(i) mr.(i) nb T3wy Mn-MFt- 
RC sm3wy.n.k r-pr.i m m3wt m sny r jbt nt pl ib.i 3w n rnnvt.k hrwy.k(wy) m nfnu-k 
di.n.(i> n.k 5& w3s nb 

" Words spoken by Amen-Re lord of the thrones of the Two Lands forernost of 
Karnak: '(my) beloved son, lord of the Two Lands Mewnaatre, you have restored 
my temple anew as what surpasses the horizon of heaven. My hem is joyfid 
through love of you being exultant at your perfection. I give to you ail Me and 
dominion. ' " 

The royal figure clearly dates to the post-Amama penod (PLATE24). Only the 

mouth and ear are preserved of the face, but the shape of his rnouth confoms stylisticaily to 



post-hama relief. as does the ear, which is pierced with an inward cuMng tragus. Both 

these fianires are characteristic of post-Amarna and Rarnesside depictions of the m.'' Traces 

of the earlier figure are found on the ankle and heel and instep of the back foot, the tie of the 

belt, and the base of the tiont thigh. A white crown in the final edition has replaced a double 

crown that was somewhat iarger; parts of this remain above the crown. 

Seti's prenomen mouche occurs twice in the text ofthe scene, while the speech of 

Amen is obviously a post-Amarna composition. Lt is strange, then, that mon recutting is 

found among the names and titles of Amen and in the epithds surrounding the king's 

cartouches. The first of four columns of Amen's speech contains his name and titles. These 

glyphs sit in a Iowa depression than the surrounding relief, as they would have been the only 

part of the original text to be vandalized. Rernnms of an earlier post-Arnarna restoration of 

the god's protocol were evidently suppressed (PLATE 24A-B). The protocol itself remained 

unchangeû, but the orthography was altered by Seti. Vestiges of a squatting divine figure can 

be seen under the - , and stroke of lmn-RC in the final version. Beiow this. remnants 

of the rniddle sign of nnu, which is lower than in the h a i  version, can be seen under the final 

. Traces of the earlier , which were also lower than in the fmai version, can be 

seen above the final m. Extensive traces of an earlier &y 7pt-nur can be seen under the 

final version. These traces seem to belong to TutanWiamen's restoration. Elsewhere in the 

main text, a few stray signs betray an earlier version, including a --basket, ar a srnailer 

d e ,  that intersects the tip of Amen's leading plume ( P U T E  27A). Partially erased giyphs 

of the goup 3 and pm of a curved s i p  behind the upper portion of the god's lefl plume 
T 

could belong to the pre- Amarna version of the scene. Under the double cartouches of the 

royal figure, traces of a -beetle can be seen within the loop of the in the di mi RC 

formula correspondhg to ihe prenornen of Thutmose iI in the ThutmGide edition (PLATE 

24). 

Tutankhamen's restoration of the figure of Amen was entirely reworked by Seti i. As 

is found eisewhere, a hallmark of this revision was the adjustment of the angle of the god8s 

"sec supra 1.2 1 .  



plumes so that they nse at a steeper agie (PLATE 25A) The head of the god has been set 

to the lefi somewhat, and traces of the earlier plumes, neckline, and profile. (PLATE 35B), 

cm be made out. Other remnants include the inside of Amen's right am, portions of the 

ribbon danghg from his modius c r o m  part of his left arm and the he grasps. the knee ? 
and shin of his left leg and the thigh and calf of his right leg. in restoring the figure. extensive 

use was made of plaster, both to fil1 in survivhg traces of A m m  hacking and also to 

suppress the cut lines of Tutankhamen's version. The reaiaining darnage was particularly 

severe in front of his face, shoulders and upper ami. and much of the outer cut line of the su& 

relief dong the shoulder and a m  was done in plaster. Where this has fdlen away dong the 

arm, a few segments of the Thutmoside relief survive. These are severely darnaged and much 

shallower than either the fid version or the earlier restoration of Tutankhamen. 

The recut lefl phime of the god intersects the --basket at the end of his speech. 

The plumes of the earlier figure were not as  long as in Seti's version and would not have 

interfered with dus sign. This sign has been filled in with plaster, part of which has falien 

away. The new fonvard plume also intersects a --basket, but this glyph was partially 

erased. Both sigm are smaller than those of the new text, and therefore belong to the 

Thutmoside edition. Other vestiges of the origuial text, including the group , were not a 
completely erased and can be seen behind Amen's plumes. It is ciear that the god's speech is 

a post-Arnama composition and that the figure of the god and his protocol have been restored 

twice in this penod. Seti aitered the figure of the god and his protocol in the first column of 

his speech as restored by Tutankhamen, but whereas the latter had respected the Thutmoside 

edition of Amen-Re's oration, Seti erased it and placed new words in the god's mouth 

praising his own restoration work. 

Behind the large scene are three wbregisten with five gods each (PLATE 27A). 

Except for Aîum, the second deity in the top subregister, a i i  the figures of the Lesser Ennead 

were obliterated by Akhenaten's agents. Plaster masking used to conceal vestigiai hacking 



has largely fdlen away. Most of the images bear signs of reworiung, indicating that they have 

been restored twice. 

2-21.3 KG 103: Seti Onen Wine to Amen-Re with the Great Ennead 

Restoration formula: - i snijwy-mnw ir.n nw-biry nb Tjwy Mn-MFt-RC rn pr ir . f / / / / / /  

Speech of Amen acknowledging Seti's restorations: 
i - &i Mdw n 7nin-Rr nb nmlt T h q  nb pl mm n-m.  s$.( i )  mr.(i) nb T h y  Mn-M<?- 
RC ib.(i) M m  wrt md.(i) n . . k  srnhvy.n.k hwi-np.i rn MIwr m sny r #r nt pt 
di.n.(i) n.k ChC n Rr rnpwt nt Itm 

"Words spoken by Amen-Re Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, Lord of 
Heaven. King of the Gods: 'my beloved son, lord of the Two Lands. Menmaatre. 
my hem is greatly contmted when (1) see your perfection, you having restored my 
temple anew as that which surpasses the horizon of heaven. 1 give to you the 
lifetime of Re and the years of Atum. ' " 

The figure of the king in this scene is the work of Seti 1 (PLATE 25B). The nose is 

prominent and aquihe, and the eye is rhomboidal in shape, with a dom-tumed UIner canthus 

in keeping with reliefs of Horemheb (PLATE SA)? The ear of the figure is hidden by a wig. 

whde the mouth and chin have mody been destroyed. Stylisticdy, the figure does not 

resemble the two royal figures of Thutmose 1 and II on the same wall, whch are Thutmoside 

origuials, or that of any known &y Eighteenth Dynasty reliefs. Moreover it does not 

conforrn to reliefs of Tutankhamen. There are depressions of the surface surroundhg the 

royal figure, but there are no signs of recutting of an eariier version. Seti must have erased 

the original and replaceci it wiîh his own. 

As witb the scene above, the names and titles of Amen have been recut in the firn line 

of the text; S& having reworked Tutankhamen's edition (PLATE ZSB). Here, too, the 

speech of the god de& wÎth the restoration of 2ir: reliefs and was composeci under Seti, 

Tutankhamen having respected the onguial Eighteenth Dynesty ten. 

Extensive remuants of an earlier version of the Amen figure indicate that it underwent 

nvo restorations in the post-Arnarna era. Traces of the leading edge of both earlier plumes 

:1 See supra 1.2.1. 



can be observed siightly to the right of the final versians dong with the upper Front corner of 

the modius. The original ribbon dangling tiom the back of the modius is also preserved above 

the shoulder. The anils, especiaily the left one. have b a n  reworked. The lefl forearm has 

been shifled to the nght and is longer than the eariier one. Traces of the earlier wia, and fist 

grasping an y are clearly risible (PLATE 26). The firn can be seen above and to the lefi -P 
of the later one. Earlier versions of the kneecaps and upper s h  ofboth legs also survive. 

The right ann has been raised slightiy higher t han in the original restoration, and traces of the 

eariier version are evident. Here the fist was largely cut in plaster that has fdlen away and 

much of it is now 10s. 

In various areas around the figure of Amen, plaster, now discolored, has been added." 

Patches can be seen along the edge of the lefi arm from the biceps to the wrist, and along the - 
Iine of the chest. This plaster is found around 0 t h  pans of the figure, especiaiiy in front of 

the top of the modius crown and chin. Patches of it can be seen elsewhere in and around the 

figure and in a few other places in the scene as a whole. It seems to have been used primarily 

to mask evidence of the secondary restoration of Amen's figure. On the left ann, a ponion of 

the patch, which extendeci fiom the bicqs to the end of the fist, has fden  out, exposing a 

deep cut iine of the earlier fia. More plaster has fden out around the front shoulder of the 

god, revealing a broken surface underneath. The fiont of the previous neck is also apparent. 

The plasta in front of the god's face and crown now masks the earlier profile (PLATE 4A). 

Close inspection of this area revealed distinct traces of the earlier tip of the nose and nostril as 

well as the Lips and upper chin of the pre\lous dition. The plaster also served to fom an 

even background surfàce in the area immediately wrounding the relief whae this had become 

broken and hegular as a result of the vandalism to and multiple restorations of the figure. As 

with the Amen in KG 102 above, this medium was also employed to mold a new outer cut iine 

for the deep swik relief around the god's shoulder, but here it has largely fden away whaeas 

it is still largely intact along the outer edge of his left m. 

'51n Jme 1997 1 was able to inspect these reliefs with a d o i d .  Dusting off these 
discolored patches reveaied the brilliantly white plaster. 



Behind the main scene, in three subregisters, figures of the Great Ennead show signs 

of severe Arnarna hacking and nuo restorations in the post-Arnama p e r d  (P W T E  27B). 

Extensive reworiung is visible on al1 of the figures. Signincant for dating both extant versions 

of ail the reliefs on the pylon are the eastemmost figures on the lower two subregisters of ths 

scene. M e r  the original Eighteenth Dynasty version of these reliefs had been completed, 

Thutmose III added a wall between the Seventh and Eighth pylons, which obscured the 

Ieflmost edges of these subreginm. The lower courses of ths waU are nill intact, whde the 

upper pan is gone. but one can trace its batta where it once covered the edge of the pylon in 

the form of an engraved guideline. The original relief is intact where this w d  once covered it, 

including portions of the figures the two eastemmost gods on the Iowa two subregisters and 

the large 1-septer that fiamed the s m e  On the lown subregioter, Qeûehsenuef has bem 

hacked out and restored, but the back of his head, which was once covered by the wall, was 

never attacked. The sarne is tme of the figure of Nemty at the end of the subregiaer 

irnmediately above (PLATE 28A). Here part of an eariier figure covered by the wall is intact 

while the rest of  it was hacked. In restoring this, Tutanichamen sMed and replaced the entire 

figure, which was then reworked by Sai. Here, then, is incontrovertible proof that the eariier 

versions of many of the figures or. the pylon do not correspond to the Thumoside original, 

but to Tutankhamen's initial restoration of the m e ,  which were finally suppressed and 

reworked by Seti 1. 

2.21.4 KG 105: Thutmosc I Before the Theban Triad 

The figures of the Theban uiad within a large canopy have clearly bem restored in the 

post-Amarna era (PLATE 48). The d a c e  around thern has clearly beea a i t  baclg whde the 

long text and figure of Thunnose 1 was not recut. Styiistically, the figures of the gods are 

rendered in a post-Arnama style that contrasts sharply with the Thutrnoside feanires of the 

king. There are, however, no traces of secondary rectoration of any of the deities. The 

background surface of the relief is fairiy even with the exception of the area around Amen's 

name and titles, probably because the hacking was quite deep here. UnWte the other two 

scenes on the east tower, however, it too lacks evidence of a secondary restoration. 



It is likely that the present version does not correspond to the onguial version of 

Hatshepsut. This "family portrait" of the Theban uiad together is othenvise not found before 

the post-Amama era." The original scene. whch had Thutmose 1 standing before a long text 

dexribing Hatshepsut 's fictitious accoum of her coronation, would presumably have featured 

Amen crowing the kneeling Hatshepsut, possibly in the presence of Weret-hekau. This 

eariier version may have been restored by Tutankhamen but was erased by Seti who replaced 

it with Amen-Re's "family poruait." Close inspection of the wd reveais that the background 

surface around these gods is deeper than the pristine surface of  the Eighteenth dynasty text to 

its right and of the deepest hieroglyphs carved there." Presumably. then, the earlier vignette 

couid have been erased by Seti without leaving any sign of its presence, thus accounting for 

the lack of recutting. Stylisticaüy, the faces of these gods are in keeping with Seti's work on 

the rest of the pylon. The dense composition did not lave room for him to add a renewal 

text. 

2.21.5 KG 107: Barque of Amen Carricd by Pricsts 
West Tower: PM u', 174- 175 (5 19); Nelson, Key P h s ,  KG 107- 1 13. 

Mumane has dernonstrated that this scene was first restored by Tutankhamen." 

Horemheb subsequently reworked the rebus decoration of the v d  and canopy of the barque 

shruie, which o n @ d y  bore Tutankhamen's titulary in rebus fonn, to reflect his own titulary 

The cartouches of Thutmose II in the main text above the prow of the barque are of the 

Eighteenth Dynasty, but were usurped from Hatshepsut. Amen-Re's name and protocois in 

"William J. Mumane by personal communication. This anomaly was originally 
pointed out to him by H e m  Te Velde. 

n~h i s  same vignette is repeated on the upper right corner of the West tower of the 
Eighth Pyion and on numerous blocks nom the chapeIfe rouge. CE inra 2.2 1.7 & Lacau & 
Chevrier, Une chapele d'Hatshepsout, passim. 

''1 am gratefbl to William I. Murnane who took measurements of these reliefs for 
access to his notes on the subject. 

'W. J Murnane, CA 1 ( 1985)' 60.63-65 & 6 1. fig. 1 .  



the first column of text has been restored twice, by Tutankharnen and Horemheb. There is no 

evidence that Seti ever altered the scene. 

2.21.6 KG 108: Seti I Leâ by Monthu 
Restoration formula: i - srnhvy-rnnw ir.n w - b i t y  Mn-M $9-Rc  [rn pr) itf Imn-RC 

Seti I has inserted his canouches and Homs name into this scene (PLATE 29). 

Traces of the earlier version of the Homs narne can be made out (PLATE 28B). These show 

a 9 and a 4 -sign. corresponding to the Homs name of Thutmose II. K3-nhl-wsr-php. whose 
l 

prenomen is attested throughout the scenes on the upper regsers of both wings of the nonh 

face of the pylon. Traces of an earlier ,, and of Thutrnose' prenomen C<-hpr-n-RC 8 
can be made out in the prenomen cartouche of ~et i :  This suggests, perhaps, that he also 

reworked the royal figure in a style contemporary with his reign. The type of the royal kilt he 

wears is not known from the Thutmoside era, indicating that the figure is the work of Seti." 

The figure of Monthu was obliterated under Akhenaten and restored in the post- 

Amama age, undoubtedly by Tutankhamen. There is Littie evidence to suggea it was 

subsequently re-restored. The ody signs of reworking are found on the calfand ankle of the 

nght leg. This lone trace is more hkely to be a cosmetic adjustment made to the original 

restoration than evidence of secondary reworking of Tutankhamen's work. HaWig the head 

of a falcon, Monthu's figure never bore the featues of Tutankhamen, so Seti would have had 

linle cause to rework it. He contemed hirnself with adding a restoration inscription and 

usurping the ritulary of Thutmose 11 and reworking the figure of the king in a contemporary 

styIe.. 

'('This kilt, with an uneven hem iine that slants down towards the back, first rnakes its 
appearance later in the reign of Amenhotep W. W. Raymond Johnson by personal 
communication. 



2.21.7 KG 109: Thutmose LI Presented by Weret-hckau to Amen-Re and Khonsu, 
While Thotb Enurnerata Rcgnd Yean for the King 

Restoration fomula: i - smjwy-mnw ir-n w - b i g  Mn-MICt-R' m pr i t f  Imn-Rr s j  RC SN-mr- 
n-Prh 

The first Thutmoside edition of this scene featured Hatshepsut kneehg before the 

throne of Amen-Re, facing the goddess Weret-hekau (PLATES 29 & JOB). This was later 

altered to narne Thutmose 11. Faint traces of the king's lap and knee can be made out. At 

some point, the figure was suppressed and replaced with a standing one. 

The figures of Amen, Weret-hekau and Thoth were al vandalized and restored but. as 

with the other animal headed deities, Thoth and Weret-hekau were probably restored only 

once. Stili, a few earlier traces rernain, inciuding the lower torso and front of Thoth's kilt and 

fainter traces on his left shin and dong the boaom of his lefi ann and wrist. The only remnant 

of the earlier figure of the goddess is her eariier right arm, that was crooked slightly lower and 

once touched the top of the kneeling king's crown. Traces of an original iower am and hand 

of the Thutmoside Amen are ais0 preserveâ, both of which overlap the figure of the king. 

Thus it is apparent that the goddess was restored only once. 

The figure of Amen has been restored twice, as recutting around his lower torso. 

elbow of his right am, the small of his back and buttocks attests (PLATE 306). The figure 

of Khonsu, unlike the other deities, seems to have been a post-Amanur addition. Traces of a 

wppressed inscription caa be seen in the middle of the god's figure. Two giyphs, including a 

8-sim can be seen to the Ieft of his buttocks, while thre other horizontal signs intersect the 

upper back of bis thigh. 

Seti's only alteration to these texts was the addition of a restoration formula. The 

prenomen cartouche of Thutmose II can PU be seen in what is preserved of the main text of 

the scene. There is no indication of recutting of the king's figure, as is indicated by the 

preservation of the Thutmoside version of Amen's m. 



2.22 Eighth Pylon, South Face 
PM II', 175- 176, ( 5 5  1-522); Nelson, Kgv Wans. KG 143, 145; KRI 1.228 (98, b, M. 0). (98. 
b, v); W. Wreszinski, Atlas II, pl. l84a. 

Restoration forrnulae: 
East tower: i - srnh~y-mnw ir.n sMCSry-mr-n-Pth m pr it.fImn 
West tower: - 1 srnjwy-mnw [ir].n m - b i r y  Mn-MjCt-RC di rd 

The two huge scenes on the south face of the pylon' s towers depia Amenhotep II 

smiting prisoners before much srnaller figures of Amen-Re. The figures of Amen, dong with 

rnuch of the tcxt recording the speech of the god in fiont of each figure, were expunged by the 

Atenists (PLATES Ma & 31A). 

The Amen figures have ben  restored on two occasions in the post-Amarna period, the* 

second of these dating to the reign of Seti I as indicated by the restoration texts of this h g  

that accompany the final version. The Amen figures and the renewal texts Lie in deeper 

depressions than the rea of the surroundhg wdl  surface. Still, these areas are peppered with 

deep chisel marks. Numerous traces of the earlier restoration surround the two figures. 

These traces are as deep as or deeper than the scatterd hack marks, indicating that the traces 

do not belong to the pre-Amarna on@. 

On the east tower, traces of the previous restoration include the upper part of the 

god's bard and lower profile (PLATE 30A). The on@ version of the a m  holding the - I 
scepter was slightly higher and the back of the upper arrn at the arm pit can be seen dong with 

the upper foream, wria and part of the fia. The original forward leg overlaps the secondary 

one. The secondary back kg was set fwther back than in the first restoration, and the back of 

the previous c a l f a n  be seen hide the kg, dong with the shins. The earlier version of the arm 

holding the y was shorter and its fia and the loop of the Brst is evident within the fin and ? 
loop of Seti's revisions. Traces of the eariier tonvard edge of the god's fiont plume can also 

be made out. 

On the West  tower. the previous restoration of the plumes was set at a steeper angle 

(PLATE 31A). The fonvard edge of the fiont plumes of the earlier version lie in the middle 

of the finai one. The back and top of the rear plumes remain behind the h a î  one, with the cut 



line enending d o m  to thc back of the modius of the cro-vin and the nape of the god's neck. 

The length of the ami holding the was equal in both versions, but the earlier one overiaps ? 
the final version slightly to the left. The wune is true tor the back leg and tail of the god, with 

the former visible from the kneecap down to the base of the shin. ûther traces include the 

base of the thigh on the fonvard leg and the front of the heard between the chin and shoulder. 

Lt seems that plaster was used monly to fiil in the pitting over the surface on whch the 

Amen figures were carved. On the east tower, the name and epithets of Amen in lus speech 

were deeply hacked and plaster would have been used in tneir restoration. 

2.23 Steta "R" of Amcohotep II from Eighth 4.100, South Face, East Tower 
Rose granite 
PM 112, 177 (R); Nelson, Key Plans, KG 154; E. Edel. U)PC.'69 ( 1953), pi. 1; (PLATES 31B 
& 32A). 

Restoration formula: [/////////] ir.n m-biry Mn-M?Ct-RC m pr it.f 7mn nb pt 

The scene on this sela was entirely recut by Seti 1. It now sits m a square depression 

cut into the original surface of the stela. This uniform depression is less than a cemimeter 

deep. There are no traces of Atenist chisel marks and the workmanship is excellent. 

The glyphs on the steia are also of high quality and similar paieography. Moreover, 

there is no evidence of damage to the names and epithets of Amen in the body of the main 

text. We may conclude, therefore, that Seti had the gela entirely reait.  Its whole surface was 

smoothed d o m  to remove dl traces of even the deepea hacking rnarks in the body of the 

text, and this became the new surfiace of the stela. The area of the m e  was M e r  cut d o m  

to remove the deepest hackuig of the Amen figures in the scaie itself with only faim traces of 

the original &ont tono of the Amen figure on the left side h g  preserved. As a r d t ,  the 

whole scene was recut in a uniform deprrssion. The final appearance of the reaored steia was 

pristine, if unusual. 



Stda "Qn of Amenhotep il from Eighth Pylon, South Face, West Tower 
granite: H. 230 cm, W. 115 cm 

1'. 1 77, (Q); Nelson, Key Plans, KG 1 50; Pillet. ASAE 24, ( 1 924). pl. 9; (PLATE 3LB).  

Restoration formula: - i smhvy-mnw ir.n m - b i g  Mn-MF?-RC l / / l i / / / / /  Tjwy 

The entire surface of this nela was cut back when it was repaired. As a result, no 

traces of hacking or an earlier version are evident. Its present battered condition is largely a 

result of erosion that has utteriy dearoyed most of the tes. 

2.25 Edifice of Amenhotep II 
PM 11' 186, (527); KG fig. 3; C. Van Siclen, VA 6 (1990), 75-90; Idem, VA 6 (1990), 169- 
176; (PLATES 33A, 34A &35A). 

Restoration form~iae:~' 

Pillar 3 1 :sm<wy-mnw ir.n rd RC SN-mr-n-pth m pr irf7rnn-RC 

Pillar 32:smh.y-mnw ir-n nsw-bity Mn-mTt-RC rn pr itJ7mn-RC 

PiUar 36:srnhvy-mnw ir.n m-b i t y  Mn-rn f t - R C  m pr il./ 7mn-RC 

Pillar 37:smhy-rnnw ir.n s3 RC Spmr-n-pth rn pr it.f 7mn-RC 

Scene 46: ////// [m-bdty  Mn-mft-RC ////////// SQ-m{rl-n-pth n ir f /////// w-nfit lnv] 

This building was originally erected by Amenhotep II in front of the Eighth Pylon, 

where it stood umil the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Ir was vandalized by the partisans of 

Akhenaten and later restored by Tutankhamen. '* It seems to have been dismantled by 

Horemheb, who re-erected it as an emirely new building of a radicaily Werent design using 

material from the eulier monument. This new edifice was set up on the east side of the court 

between the Ninth and Tenth Pyions, and predates a curtain wall also erected by Horemheb." 

"C. Van Siclen, "Preluninary Report on Epigraphic Work Done in the Edifice of 
Amenhotep LI, Seasom of 1988-89 and 1989-90," FA 6 ( 1990), 75-90. 



Square pillan of the building already bore the original decoration of Amenhotep II as 

restored by Tutankhamen. Seti added renewal inscriptions to four of the pillars in the main 

hall of the structure. These are inscribecl on the bases of the square pillars on the sides 

fronting the central axis (PLATES 33A & 34A). The Amen figures on these piers have been 

reworked on two occasions in the post-Arnarna erq presumably by Tutankhamen and Seti I? 

Examination of dl these pillar scenes has reveaied that in rnost cases the divine figures have 

ken reworked after the initial post- Amarna repairs had been made. Recuning can be found 

on nearly every pan of their bodies, especiaiiy on the h b s ,  faces, modius crowns, belts, necks 

and shoulders, and constitutes cosmetic adjustments to the figures, since it never aiters their 

pose or iconography, but ody slightly modifies their proportions. 

Many of the pillars 60m the original edifice of Amenhotep 11 were not r ebuilt as such 

at the new site. Rather their sections were reused to form the wails of the new structure. The 

sides of one of these w d  blocks is exposed, revealing that what is now the waîl surface with a 

bas relief, was orighally the upper surface of one of these pillar sections. The decoration of 

one of the origuial faces of this section is exposed reveaiing the head and t o m  of an Amen 

figure that has been restored in the post- Amama period. Unlike the rebuilt piHars in the 

edifice, however, it does not exhibit recutting. This represents M e r  evidence that these 

alterations date to Seti's reign, after the initial post-Arnama restoration of the original building 

under Tutankhamen. 

AU of the waii decoration apparently postdates Horemheb's re-erection of the 

monument. Presumably the original w d  reliefs were deemed unsuitable to its new 

architectural format. Seti i is the latest king whose name appuirs on the monument, while 

Horemheb's never appears. Otherwise, the oniy king named in the wall scenes is Amenhotep 

U. Seti was responsible for many if not al1 of the waii reliefs, eWdy those in the northern 

"According to Charles Van Siclem, the columns were restored by Tutankhamen while 
the building nood in its original location in front of the Eighth Pylm and were reworked d e r  
the building was re-erected as a result of damage sustained in moving them. Charles Van 
Siclen by personal communication. 



suite where he inscribed a tifth renewal text on the north walLU5 This and the other wall 

scenes were new compositions, not repairs of darnaged Eighteenth Dywty compositions. 

Thus the restored piilar section referred to earlier bears part of a wall relief on the upper 

surface of the section, which would have had another block resting on it when the relief was 

repaired. Ail the divine figures in the wall scenes were originals made by Seti, with no 

epigraphc evidence of reaoration. Stylistically, ail these reliefs bear markers of post-Arnama 

art in representations of both iungs and gods. These include protmding beilies, slightly tilted 

eyes and slender limbs (PLATE 2B). The faces compare favorably with examples under 

Horemheb and Rarnesses I as weil as those known to date to Seti's earliest years. It is 

apparent, then, that upon his accession Seti I found this edifice rebuilt by Horemheb with its 

new decorative program incomplete. He reworked the divine figures originally repaired by 

Tutankhamen and added four renewai texts on the fint two pairs of pillars dong the main 

axis. He is also responsible for some if not al of the wall scenes on the stnicture, which are 

entirely new post-Amarna compositions. 

2.26 Contnt Temple of Amen-RcLlorakhty 
PM LIZ. 216 (6); Nelson, Key Plans, Ki 112-1 13; A. Varille, ASAE 50 (1950). 152-153. 
pl. 17.1. 

Restoration formulae: 
Pillas 3 : Dearoyed except for traces of prenomen cartouche 
Pillar 4: - [srnhyl-mnw ir.n nsw-bity Mn-M3't-RC rn pr it.f 7mn-RC 

Seti carved restoration fomulae on the west faces of the nvo central pillars on the 

façade of the b~ilding.~ The West faces of al1 these pillars are carved in bas relief with scenes 

of Amen ernbracing the king." The north and south faces have identical scenes in sunk 

"Scene 46: Nelson, Key P M ,  KG 2 6 .  

n 6 ~ .  Vade, "Description somaaire du sanctuaire oriental d' Amon-Rè a Karnak," 
ASAE 50 (1950). 153, pillars 3-4. Only traces of Sai 1's cartouche are prexrved on piilar 
t h m .  

"lbid,. 153 & pls. 17.1 and 18 



relief." 8 of whch were restored by Seti 1. In every case, traces of  hacking remaineci &er 

these reliefs were mut ,  with plaster being used to fll in the remaining pits. 

Seti was also responsible for repairs inside the building. Here. the surfaces were cut 

back so that the figures of Amen could be recut in very low reiiefs. with the deepest traces of 

hacking filled in with plaster." Ail the scenes appear to have been reszored ody once in the 

poa-Amarna era presumably by Seti 1. There are no signs of recurting, whde the figures of 

Amen are executed in a style consistent with his earliest years? 

2.27 Obelisk Fragments of Hatshepsut fmm Contra Temple 
PM Il2. 2 18 (32-33); A. Varille, ASAE 50 ( 1950), 140-2, fig. 1 & pl. 6; Ch. Kuentz, 
Obihspes .  20-24, pis. 7-9; R. Hamann, Agyptische K u m :  Wesen und Geschtchre, (Berliq 
1944), 222, abb. 238. 

Fragment of the shaft of one of these obelisks. 

Restoration formula: - ! smhvy-mnw ir////// 

This fiagrnent preserves the heads and upper torsos of the king offering to the 

ithyphaiic fom of Amen-Re. The figure of Amen has been reworked in a pst-Amama style.'" 

Another fragment of one of these obelisks bears a figure of the god fiaished in a more 

conservative style. in keeping with the early Rarnesside age.92 Although the name of the king 

in the reaoration formula is los, there is no need to assign the reaoration to Ramesses LI as 

''Ibid., 153 & pl. 17.2. 

"Ibid., pis. 14- 15. 

ybid . ,  pl. 18. 

9'VarilIe, A U E  50 (1950), 140, fig. 1. 

"R. Hamann, Â~pt i sche  Kunst: Wesen und Cieschichte, (Berlin, 1944), 222. abb 
238. Cf. figures of Amen from the pyramidion of one of these obelisks: Ch. Kuentz, 
Obdisques, pls. 7-9. 



Varille doe~.~' Whle it is tme that Rarnesses added marginal texts to this and other obelisks 

at Karnak and elsewhere, none of these has ever been associated with a restoration formula. 

Seti 1, on the other hand, was responsible for restorations in the contra temple in whch these 

obeiisks were set up and of other standing obeiisks at Karnak. 

Pyramidion of southem obelisk (Cairo CG 170 12)% 

The onguial composition of the scenes on this pyramidion depicted Hatshepsut 

kneeiing before the enthroned Amen-Re. At some point, the figure of the queen on each face 

was suppressed and replaced by a pair of o f f e ~ g  stands with lotus flowers. This probably 

dates to the later reign of Thutmose Ili, rather than to Seti 1's. The figures of Amen were 

entireiy recut by Seti in a style reminiscent of Thutmoside an. No traces of an eariier 

restoration of the Amen figure or of Atenist vandahm are evident. 

2.28 Steîa of Thutmose U1 (Cairo CG 34013) fmm Ptab Temple 
PM II2, 198 (6); P. Lacau, Stèles 27, pl. 9; (PLATE 33B). 

Restoration formula: 1 - smjwy-mnw ir.n nsw-bity Mn-MjCt-RC m pr it.fPth nb-MjCr 

The recutting on this stela is largely co&ned to the scene on the lunette. These areas 

of recuning are easiiy distinguished fkom the original surface by their lighter color and rougher 

finish. The nirface of the entire lunette has been shaved down excluding oniy the wings and 

disk of the Behdetite and the body and space b e h d  a figure of a queen on the right side. 

Traces of a cut he behind the divine figure on the left defines the back of the original figure 

fiom the buttocks to the heel. Likewise, portions of the god's arms and two segments of his 

1-septa includuig iti prong are evident. From al1 this it is clear that the figures of Ptah were 

considerably smaller in the orignal version than in the h a l  one. On the ri& the cut line of 

Ptah's onguial back is preserved f?om above the buttocks to the heel. Two lies of his arms 

can also be made out. 

9 3 ~ .  Vade,  A U E  50 ( 195O), 142. fig. i . Restoration inscriptions of Etamesses U are 
quite rare. especially at Karnak. 

%Ch. Kuentz, Obélisques, 20-24, pls. 7-9 



The areas around the figures of Thutmose III have been cut back, but not as deepiy as 

around those of Amen. Unlike other restorations where the whole lunette was shaved down, 

the two royai figures on Cairo CG 340 13 were not reworked following the cut lines of the 

original version. On the nght hand scene. traces of the king's back k g  remain, as does the 

shin of the forward kg. These are very faint. having been almoa completely erased. As with 

the deity, the earlier images of Thutmose 1LI were unde r  than in Seti's restored version. 

Ln the body of the text, several areas have b e n  shaved down for the restoration of 

Amen's narne. The largest of these occupies the k s t  seven lines on the lefl side of the steia. 

Other, irregular patches of the surface have also been shaved down amund ocamences of the 

god's name, with the surface area encompassing two or three groups of signs to either side 

and above and below the name being shaved down. There is no evidence of a secondary 

restoration anywhere on the aela including the sm3wy-mnw formula naming Seti 1. We may 

conclude. therefore, that he was responsible for repairing it. 

2.29 Steia Fragment from Temple J 
D.B. Redford, Orientalia 55 ( 1986), 2 & n. 10. 

In 197 1, Redford noted the existence of a kagrnent of a stela bearing a restoration tm 

of Seti 1. tt has since disappeared." 

2.30 Loose BIock Usarped fmm fforembeb 
unpu blished 

Restoration formuia(?) : //////// ir.n w-b i ty  if / Mn-m3'r-[RY n it.f [imn-R 7 &y 7bt-swt ] 

This sandstone block was deposited in the biockyard south of the Fim Court and 

Hypostyle Hall at Karnak and r d s  unpublished. Finished in fine low relief, it ba r s  part of 

a text suggestive of a renewai formula. Most interestingly the cartouche has been usurped. 

Beneath the m$ct-figitre and a -sign of Seti's prenomen traces of /Il/-hprfw-Rq-stp-n-RC 

can easily be made out. It is not clear where the block cornes fiom or why Seti usurpai it. 

"Redford, "New Light on Temple J at Karnak," Orrentafia 55 ,  ( 1986), 2 & n. 10. 



2.3 1 Block of  Amenhotep III with Cartouche of Seti 1 

Unpublished. (PLATE 348). 

This block ir inscribed in mediocre sunk relief of -4menhotep I l i  osering a pot of 

incense. Only his head and protocol, including his cartouches, are intact. On the leît edge of 

the text is a third cmouche giving the prenornen of Seti 1. Above this is part of the title nb 

T h y .  Traces of recutting are apparent underlying this, proving the text is a later addition. 

These include an earlier reed leafintersecting the upper nght ponion of the cmouche and a 

horizontal line bisecting the MFt-figure just below her chin. Presumably Seti restored the 

divine figure in this scene and replaced a portion of the stereotyped text with a sm9wy-mnw 

formula. " 

2.32 Reused Blocks from the Monthu Precinct 
PM 11'. 7; A. Varilie, Karnak Nord 1, (Cairo, 1 943 ), 10- 1 1. tig. 2; C. Robichon et. al.. Kania& 
rVurd IV. 1, (Cairo. 1954), 63 (20-22). figs. 95-97. 

Blocks with renewal texts of Seti l from the Monthu Precinct: 

Block T 46: Sandstone9' 

Only the base of a raised relief cartouche with c3 -sign is preserved. 

Block E 162: Sand~tone'~ 

Renewal formula: i - [smjwy-mn] w ir.n mu-biry [Mn]-M3Cc-Rr 

The lefl side of this raised relief block preserves the nght side of the torso and arm of a 

male deity holding an . The figure has been restored, despite heavy hacking on the am and f 
the torso above the waist. Plaster mua have been used liberdy to complete the restoration. 

To the right is part of a reaewal formula in raised relief The relief is of high quality. 

*CE renewd text he added to the obelisks of Hatshepnit f?om the wMyt-Hall, supra 
2.1 1. 

"'A. Varille. Karnak Nord IV. 1. (Cairo. 1954). 63 (20) & fig. 95. 

'"lbid.. 63 ( 2  1 ) & %g. 96. 



Block E 16 1 : SandstoneC* 

Renewal formula: - 1 sm3wy-m[nw ., . 

This biock b a r s  pan of a renewd formula insened into the upper portion of a scene. 

Above the text is the lower part of the wing of a fdcon or vulture. The text is capped by a 

r--sign. Only the lefi half of the colurnn of text is prese~ed. To the left of the inscription 

is a venical border element. The extreme left edge of the block is rough, but there is no 

indication of hacking. AU three blocks may corne fkom one or more doorways. 

2.33 Temple of  Maat, Fint  Hypostyle (= 11) 
A. Varille, Km& 1, 10- 1 1, fig. 2, face B. 

Seti 1 seems to have erected, or simply decorated, a pair of iimestone columns in hall 11 

of the temple of Maat within the Monthu precinct.lm The columns were engaged to the east 

and West interior waiis of the chamber. The western pillar was decorated with the cartouches 

and epithets of Seti 1, which are o d y  partidy preserved. Both Ramesses U and iU 

subsequently added marginal inscriptions to the sides of the column. The eastem column must 

also have been decorated for Seti. but all rhat remaùls of its decoration is part of a marginal 

inscription of Ramesses UI. 

2.34 So-calieâ Gateway of Thutmose 1 North of the Monthu Preciact 
PM 11'. 16 (63); Nelson, Key Pimis, KO 1 17- 122; A. Varille, K m k  Nord 1, pl. 98; L. 
Christophe, K& Nord III, 76-77; C Van Siclen, GM 80 ( 1984), 83. 

Recewai formula: i - //ll//l Mn-M3Cr-Rr s M C  rrb hrw [Sv]-mr-n-7mn [di 'nh] 

On the wea waii of the passage of this gateway, a relief depicts a king king led by 

Amen. At some point a srnaller figure of a second king offering an image of Maat to the god 

was inserted. Seti had been credited with decorating the West w d  of the passage of t h i s  

gateway, with the smder king being taken as the work of some later k g .  Mer re- 

r'lbid.. 63 (22) & fig. 97. 

lU>Varille, K a d  1. 10- 1 1, fig. 2 âcing 1 O 



exarnining the reliefs. Van Siclen pointed out that Seti was responsible for the renoration of 

the Amen figure alone. with his narne only occumng in the renewal f~rnrila.'~" 

2.35 Kamutef Chapel 
PM II', 275-276; H. Ricke. L)ar Kamlef-Herligtum rn K m a k ,  BABA 3.2. (Caire. 1954). 4. 
fig. 1 .  45 n. 1 1 ; pls. 10 [cl. 

There are only two fragments that cm be assigned to Seti 1 f?om this smicnire. One, a 

fragment of the boaom of a mouche with a -c3 sign and the lower portions of a Mdc[- 

figure, certainly belongs to Seti. Ricke's reconstniction of the scene in which this fragment 

occurs 1s not clear, although it might be an offering formula.i02 

A second fragment, bearing the Horus name KI-r@r hr-rn- W W  cut over that of 

Hatshepnit, perhaps makes baer  sense as that of Thutmose 111 and not Seti 1, since the 

former was responsible for suppressing the queen's memory late in his reign."' 

Luxor Tempk 
2.36 Stcla of Thutmose IV, Year 1 
Black granite: H. 160 cm, W. 1 10 cm 
El Say ed Higazy, Dossiers histoire et mchéoIope: Emre 1 0 1 (January 1 986), 20; El Sayed 
H e g q  and B. Bryan, VA 2 ( 1986), 93- 100; B. Bryan, fie Reign of ïhmrose IC: 1 84- 186 
( 14.2) and pl. 22. fig. 32. 

Restoration formula: 

Lefl column: i - smhy-mnw ir.n m.-bi ïy Mn-MFt-RC rn pr ir.f7mn-Rc 
Right column: - 1 Irnn-RC nb R n v r  Tjnb pt s j  RC nb hCw Sty-mr-n-Pth di 'nh mi RC & 

1°'C. Van Siclen, "The So-called Gateway of Tuthmosis I at Karnak," GM 80, (1984), 
83. 

'"H. Ricke. Dar Kmmrtef-Heiligturn in Kanrak, BABA 3.2, (Cairo, 1954), 4 fig. 1 
with n. 1 1 .  If 90, the t behind &+ could be the remains of a wom sun disk of r i  Re. The 

traces below the cartouche wouid make better sense as n if .  f imn. 

'O3( 'ot~tra Rjcke, Ibid.. pl. 4 & 45, n. 1 1.  



This stela was recently found in front of the Ramesside py10n.'~ Its entire surface was 

shaved d o m  by Seti 1 leaving a raised lip around its outer edges."' As Hegazy and Bryan 

have noted, its figures and text were rem following the lines of the original. The paleography 

of the signs in the restoration text is the same as in the rest of the text, while no damage to 

Amen's name rernain~.'~ The surface around the divine figures in the center of the lunette has 

been cut down slightly more than on the rest of the steia to remove the deepest hack marks 

when the figures were recut. There is no evidence of a secondary restoration. 

2.37 Fragmentary Steia of Thutmose IV with hY Mother and Wife 
Black granite: H. 70 cm, W. 110 cm 
PM 11'. 538; M. Abdul-Qader Muhammad. AME 60 ( 1968). 248-249, 27 1 (XYV) & pl. 25. 
B. Bryan, fie Helgn of ïInrtntose I F ,  183 ( 14.1). 

Restoration formula: i - smhy-mnw ir n nsw-bis, [Mn]-MFr-RC I I / / / /  

Ody the upper portion of this sela is preserved, inciuding mon of the lunette scene. 

None of its main text survives. The restoration formula in the center of the scene is tlanked by 

two figures of Amen. Lt appears that the entire lunette has been reworked below the winged 

disk at the top.'07 

' ' ~ 1  Sayed Higazy, "Découverte d'une stkle de Thoutmosis IV sur le paMs du temple 
de Louqsor," Dossiers histoire et archéologie: Egypte 10 1 (January 1986). 20. 

'"S. Hegazy and B. Bryan, "A New Stela of Thutmose IV ffom Luxor Temple," CA 2. 
94. pl. 1. 

"'AS noted by Bryan lhe Herp of htrnose 11: 23 1. n. 245. 



2.38 Colonnade HaU of Amenhotep LU and Tutankhamen 
PM 11'. 3 12-3 16: Epigraphic Survey. 7he Festzval Prucess~on of Opet rn the (OlonMde Ha//. 
Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple vol. 1. OP 1 12. (Chicago, 1994). pls. 43-49. 5 1-67; 
Idem, Reliefs and iwripnons ar Luxor 7emple. vol. 2, fonhcorning; Idem Reliefs and 
lmcr~ptiorrr ut L m r  ICmpie, vol. 3, forthcorning . 

The Colonnade Hall in Luxor temple was construaed late in the reign of Amenhotep 

111, but its decoration was largely forestaled by his death and the ensuing Arnarna inturlude '" 
Decoration comrnenced in eamest under Tutankhamen. By the end of his reign, decoration of 

dl but the southernrnost portions of the hall was complete. The unity of the composition of 

the tableaux suggeas that Tutankhamen was aiso responsible for laying out the decoration of 

the entire Colonnade Hall in cartoon forrn.Iw 

2.38.1 The Festival Procession of Opct Reliefs 

Although the southem third of the Colonnade Hall remaineci uncarved when 

Tutankhamen die& Horemheb never sculpteci these scenes and seems to have contentai 

himself with usurping the cartouches of Tutankhamen and Ay in the complaed decoration 

He did revise the cartoon of the large barque scenes at the southem end of the ha& changiny 

the rebus decoration of the veil and canopy of  the barque to reflect his own titulary. l lu 

The tradition of incorporating elements of the reignuig king's titulary into the 

decoration of the canopy of sacred barques in rebus form seems to have begun with 

Tutankhamen."' Now too, depidons of such iconography in relief becarne the object of the 

'*Several scenes on the exterior and interior façade of the building seem to have been 
laid out in cartoon form late in Amenhotep Ill's reign Raymond W. Johnson, in L. Beman, 
The An of Amenhoiep Ill: Ari His~orical Amlysis, 29-3 1 ,  drawing 3 ; Idem., "Hononfic 
Figures of Amenhotep ilI in the Luxor Temple Colonnade Hail," For His Ka: Essays Offered 
in hfemory of Klarr Baer, SAOC 55, (Chicago, 1994), 133- 134. Hereafter Fs. Kfms Boer. 

'('%pigraphic Survey, nie Festiwi Procession of Opet in the C'olonnrde Hail, xvii, 
xix & n. 15. 

"OIbid., pis. 43 50 & 58. The billow of this veil may have been partially carved by 
Tutankhamen and usurped by Horemheb. ibid., 23 & n. 70 (= epigraphic commentary on pi. 
58). 

" 'Mumane, 1.2 1, 67-68. 



usurper's chisel. At Lwor and elsewhere, Horemheb often suppressed such rebus decoration 

of Tutankhamen in existing representations of the barque of Amen-Re."' while in other scenes 

in the northem portion of the Colonnade Hail, he unaccountably lefi them done.'" 

It was not until Seti 1 came to the throne that the decoration in the southenvnost 

ponion of the Colonnade Hall was finally carved in relief The presence of unaltered 

cartouches of Seti in the texts of these scenes pegs hm as responsible for cawing them.'" 

Seti introduced a few changes of his own beyond those Horemheb had made to the cartoon. 

He seems to have respecteci Horemheb's iconographic changes to the veil of the barque of 

Amen-Re, but altered the decoration of the exposed upper cabin to reflect his own 

prenomen. "' This combination of rebus decoration of two different kings on the veil and 

cabin of the barque is pardleled in the nonhern part of the Colonnade Hall where 

Tutankhamen is named on the veil and Amenhotep III on the upper portion of the cabin. 

There Tutankhamen, like Sai, had sought to associate himself with a predecessor.'16 This is, 

perhaps, indicative of an eariy date for the reliefs."' 

%.g, on the eaa interior wall of the Luxor sun court and on the Eighth Pylon at 
Karnak. See nipu 2.21.5 & infra 2.41E. 

"'In the Colonnade Hall: Epigraphic Survey. n e  Festivaf hucession of Opet. pis. 
1104 I l .  

' "Epigraphic Survey, 7he Festzval Procession of Upet, xvii. 

1 1 s  For the veil see: Epigraphic Survey, me Fesrivaf Procession of Opet, 22-23, pl. 58. 

Only one Fragment of the upper cabin survives, preserving a standing MF[-figure standing on 
a -sign as found on other examples fiorn Seti's reign. ibid., 2 1 (iwnographic comments) &m. fiagrnent 1 0 1 7. Compare the barque of Amen fiom the Karnak Hypostyle Hd for 
which see Neison, GHHK 1.1, pls. 53 and 76. 

%id., Epigraphic Survey, 23 (iconographic comments) and pl. 1 1 1. 

' " ~ h e  only other monument of the early Nineteenth Dynasty that seerns to honor 
Horemheb3 memory is a srnail obelisk of Ramesses 1. C. Aldred, JEA 54 ( 1968). 100- 103, 
fis. 1-4, pl. 1711; M \ l I ,  6. 



Seti made other changes to representations of the barques. The hull was thckened at 

the prow and stem and the collars of the aegides were enlarged. ' These enlarged features 

are characteristic of exarnples of divine barques made under Seti 1,'l9 and can be observed in 

alterations he made to the extant barque mnes carved for Tutankhamen on east tower of the 

Eighth Pylon at Karnak and the east wall of the sun court at Luxor. Cenainiy Horemheb was 

not responsible for augmenthg the proportions of the barque as cm be seen Grom original 

examples from his reign,'" and the lack of such alterations to examples he usurped fiorn 

Tu tankhamen. 

2.38.2 The Columns, U p ~ r  Registen and Clemtory 

Seti was also responsible for the carved decoration on the NO pairs of columns at the 

southern end of the hall. '" These reliefs are unremarkable, although Seti does seem to have 

abandoneci a scheme for the posthumous honoring of Amenhotep III adopted by 

Tutankhamen in the decoration of the columns, since he alone is the officiant in these offering 

scenes. l x  

Only fragments of the upper portions of the building have s u ~ v e d .  Its upper two- 

thirds were Iargely quamed away in the medieval period, and only a small portion of the 

original wail surfice has been preserved. Above the Opet regiaer, a series of tableaux 

representing the Min festival was laid out, while the uppermost register and the spaces 

between the vindow grills bore stereotyped offenng scenes. '= Fragments of this register 

' "Epigraphic Survey, The Festival Procession of Opet in the Coionnd Hall, 1 9-20 
with pls. 43 and 56. CE the much more slender prow and stem of the barques carved under 
Tutankhamen. Ibid., pls. 7 and 1 10. 

'19See ibid., 19, n. 63 for references. 

'"Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs dmdflscriptiom al Luxor Teniple, vol. 2, forthcoming. 

"-W. Raymond Johnson in Fs. Klaus Baer, 1 36. 

13Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs d Inscrrptionr at Luxor Temple, vol. 3. fonhcoming. 
For a preliminary schematic drawing of the West w d  at the south end see L. Betl in 3.  



fiom the south West interior wail of the building have been reassembled, revealing three scenes 

carved for Seii 1. The quaiity of the carving is infenor to the reliefs h m  the Opet register 12' 

Seti also completed a Fneze of aereotyped decoration benveen the upper register and 

the cornice supponing the clerestory. Under tu tank ha me^ this had consisted of the king's 

nomen resting on --baskets altemathg with 1argt:f prenomens of Amenhotep III without 

cartouches. Seti altered the pattern, his nomen cartouche now ~ r m o u n t i n g  the - - 
basket and alternathg with his prenomen without cartouche. 

In general, the reliefs of Seti from the Colonnade Hall are easily distinguished from 

those of Tutankhamen by their high, rounded relief and careful fuushing of details and 

background surfaces."' Stylistically, the large figures of the king and deities are comparable 

to reliefs from the reign of Horemheb.'" Here the nose is not as aquiline as in other reliefs 

dating to the earlier part of Seti's reign, but the sli&tly pot beliy, also characteristic of post- 

Amama relief. i s  retained." These features point to an eariy date for the reliefs.IW 

in complethg the decoration of the Colonnade Hall, Seti was cleariy follawing a 

pattern laid out in cartoon by Tutankhamen and Horemheb. He made only slight alterations to 

the cartoon, such as augmenting the proportions of the sacred barques and M n g  bis 

Assrnann et. al. (eds. ), Prodlems and Prrorines in Egyptian A rchaeology, (New York 1 987), 
pl. SB. 

'"Peter D o m  by personal communication. 

' ?ohnson in Fs. KKIPiLs Boer, 1 4 1 . 

12%id., 140- 14 1 .  Beli in Problems and Pnonties in Egyptxm ArckeoIqp, pl. 5B. 

"'E pigraphic Survey, 7ne Festival Procession of Opet in the C ù l o d  Haif, xvü. 

128Prenirnabiy Tutankhamen's cartoon was altered before the relief was carved to 
reflect the royd profile m e n t  at the very end of the Eighteenth Dynasty, which differed 
markedly f?om the style of Tutankhamen's reign. Epigraphic survey, The Festtvai Processian 
of Oper in the Colonnu& Hull, pls. 53-54. 

'"Ibid.. Epigraphic Survey. pls. 5 1 -52. 



titulary into the cartouches, stereotyped decoration of Friezes on the w d s  and columns and 

the alteration of the rebus decoration of the upper pan of the cabin of the sacred barque of 

Amen-Re, while p r e s e ~ n g  Horemheb's decoration on the veil. Stylistic and iconographie 

features of the reliefs point to an early date in the reign for completion of the Colonnade Hall 

reliefs. The project formed part of his overaii restoration program aimed at putting his stamp 

on Egypt's monuments as quickly as p~ssible.'~' 

Solar Court of Amenhotep UI 

2.39 North WaU, Amenhotep III Lcd by a God and Goddas 
PM 11'. 3 17 (93-94); Nelson, Key Plans, LC 109; Gayet, rempie, pl. 1, figs. 3-4 

Restoration text: 1 - / / / / / / /Mn-MTr-RC rn pr it.f 7mn-RC 

Only the lower half of this scene is preserved. Lt depicts the king being led by a god 

and goddess. Both deities exhbit recutting, especially the male one. His arm, chest, back 

foot and legs have been reworked. The rear fwt was sMed furrher to the lefi, making his 

stride longer. ûnîy parts of the nght am,  back and buttocks of the goddess were adjusted. 

Al1 this recutting is consistent with secondacy retouching of a previously restored relief 

2.40 East Waii, North End, Barque of Amen-Re 
PM II' 3 1 7 (9 5 ); W. R. Johnson in L. Berman (ed. ), The Art of Amenhotep lil: Art Hisrorka1 
Amfysis, (Cleveland, 1990). 30, drawing 2 .  

Restoration formula: 1 - srnj[wy]-mnw ir-n w b i t y  Mn-MWRC rn Ipr-rsyi 

This scene ponrays the barque of Amen-Re resùng on a socle in fiont of an array of 

ofTerings and accompanied by a statue of Amenhotep IU and his Ka. The decoration on the 

canopy contains Horemheb's nomen arranged in a rebus pattern."* According to Johnson., 

"'Perhaps the reliefs were completed in preparation for Seti's fim visit to Thebes as 
king. Alternatively, their completion might have been ordered wMe he inspected the temple 
during that fira visit. 

"'A s i d a  design for the canopy can be found in waiI scenes in the southem thrd of 
the Colonnade Hall at Luxor and on a barque scene usurped from T utankhamen on the east 



this scene was later modifieci by Seti 1. His alterations were focused on enlarging the hull of 

the barque. and on the proportions of its aegises.'" 

Horemheb had previousîy usurped the decoration of the canopy of the barque as i5.r~ 

restored under Tutankhamen. He enlarged the space for the rebus decoration on the canopy 

by pushing back the kneeling MIr[-figures to make space for his rebus and by eliminating 

border elements behind the goddesses' backs. Although no direct evidence for the original 

presence of Tutankhamen's titulary in the rebus decoration is preserved, the adjuments made 

by Horemheb to this scene correspond to his usurpation of a similar barque scene of 

Tutankhamen on the Eighth pylon at Karnak. 'y 

The aiterations of both Horemheb and Seti 1 are in keeping with their treatment of 

Tutankhamen's restoration work. Horemheb's alterations suppressed his predecessor's 

titulary in the rebus decoration on the barque. As he did elsewhere, Seti augmented the 

proportions of the crafl and added a renewai tea to the modifieci relief 

Elsewhere in the solar CO< only the lower portions of the figures on the bottorn 

regiaer of scenes remain dong the east interior wall. none being preserved above the waist 

Al1 of the deiaes exhibit retouching of their proportions. Taken in conjunction with the 

evidence discussed above, it is clear that Seti revised T utadchamen's restorations throughout 

the solar court, adding renewal texts intermittdy. 

tower of the Eigtnh Pylon at Karnak. CE Epigraphic Survey, ï k  Festiwl Procession of Opet 
in the Colonnode Hall, pl. 58; Mumane, FA i, 60 & fig. 1. 

lY W. R. Johnson by personal communication. Murnane. VA 1-60. fig. I . At Karnak 
the kneeling M3rt-figures were enlarged without suppressing the border elements at the edges 
of the canopy. The two secondary figures were not the same sise, however, the figure at the 
back being somewhat larger. 



Hypostyle Hall Adjoining the Solar Court 

2 .4  East Interior Wall 
PM 11" 18 ( 102) registen 1-111; Nelson, Key Plans. LD 3 1-46; Gayet, ïemple, pls. 2, fig. 7 & 
pl. 8, fig. 47-pl. 16, fig. 60. 

Three registen of scenes on this wall had ken  restored at some point prior to Seti's 

reigh moa likely under Tutankhamen. Seti then recut rnany of the divine figures and added 

restoration inscriptions to some of the scenes, mostfy those on the lowermost register. 

The scenes on this wall are in low, raiseci relief in sandstone. As a result of the original 

restoration, m o a  traces of hacking seern to have been eliminated without cutting down the 

origuial surface in a dramatic fashion. The transition between the orignal background and 

that in which the figures of the deities were uinteû is often quite nibtle. In general, Little 

plaster was needeû to f i l  in the few remaining hack marks. In the Coptic period, the faces, 

bands, feet and other portions of the figures of the gods and h g  on the lower registers were 

thoroughly bashed out, and s e v d  Coptic crosses were engraveû on some of the m e s .  

Reghter 1 (= top) 

None of the scenes on the top register of this wall bear restoration formulae, although 

in every scene the figures of Amen and other deities have been altered after their initial 

restoration. N o  Coptic iconoclasm is evident on this levei, presumabiy because they were too 

high off the ground. 

2.42 (1.1) Amenhotep III with Onering-bwcr Libating Beforc Amen and Amcact 
Making nyny 

PM II', 3 18 (102). 1.1; Nelson, Key Plans, LD 35-36; Gayet, Temple, pl. 8, fig. 47; (PLATE 
37B). 

Here Amenhotep UI pours a libation while a minor deity bars  a tray of ofTerings to 

Amen-Re. At some point after the initial restoration parts of the Amen figure were retouched. 

This is apparent on the forward shoulder and top of the arm, on the beard and dong the whole 

front from armpit down the t o m  and legs to the instep and toe of the advancing foot. Sunilar 

adjunments can aiso be found on the minor deity. 



2.43 (L2) Amenhotep lU Otfcring Mük to Amen 

PM 112, 3 18 (102). 1.2; Nelson, Key P h ,  LD 34; Gayet. Temple. pl. 9, figs. 48-49. 

Scattered remnants of Amania vandalism s-ve in the fosm of light pitting of the 

surface. Again there is evidence of two successive restorations of the divine figure. the 

second one amounting to super6cia.l tinkering. H i s  bard was adjusted, as were his modius 

crown, the fiont of his kilt and his taii. 

2.44 (U) Amenhotep 1l1 Slays an Oryx Before Amen 

PM Il2, 3 18 ( 1 OZ), 1.3; Nelson, Key P h ,  LLD 32-33; Gayet, Temple, pl. 10, fig. 50. 

In this scene, the ithyphalic figure of Amen-Re displays evidence of two restorations. 

Ln the case of the second one, the fiont of the god's kg as well as his arm and upper back 

have been shifted slightly. The epithet "Lord of Heaven" following his name has also been 

r e m  with a filier writing. 

2.45 (L4) Amenhotep iiI Poun Ointment O v a  Amen 
PM LI' 3 18 ( LOZ), 1.4; Nelson, Key Plwts, LD 3 I ; Gayet, Tempe, pl. 10, fig. 5 1 to pl. 1 1, fig. 
52; (PLATE 368). 

The figure of Amen, sitting enthroned on a hi@ plinth, has been entirely recut by Set i  

1. Extensive traces of this can be found on al1 parts of the figure, the object of which seems to 

have b e n  to shift the figure to the lefl slightS. A series of hacking patterns arrangeci in Lines 

and set at various angles occur here, king espociaiiy nurnerous around his plumes and on and 

behind his modius crown. The arrangement of these marks indicates that they were oot meant 

to obliterate Amen's facial fatures or other attributes, and they are consistent with neither 

Amarna nor Coptic iconoclasrn. Instead, they seem to be extensive keying for a layer of 

plaster used for repairs. To the lefi of the king, an image of Horus bearing a tray of ointment- 

jars has also been expunged and restored on two separate occasions, and the later version has 

been shifted slightly to the right. 



Register U (= middle) 

2.46 (ILI) Amenhotep LiI with Mnce and hk3-scepter Before Asen  
PM 11' 3 18 ( 102). II. 1 ; hielelson, Key P lm, Li3 40; Gayet, Temple, pl. I 1, fig. 53. 

Restoration formula: 1 - smlwy-mnw ir.n m - b i t y  Mn-MFt-RC m pr it.f 7mn-Rr 

Coptic iconoclasts attacked the face and limbs of the figures in this episode. 

Secondary adjustments of the restored Amen-figure are found on his beard, front torso and 

shoulder. hem of his kilt and the caif and imer thigh of his forward Ieg. 

2.47 (iI.2) Amenhotep iLI &Con Amcm with Foundation-ritual Text 
PM t12 3 18 ( 102), I1,2; Nelson, Key Plans. LD 39; Gayet, Temple, pl. 12, fig. 54. 

There is no indication that the Copts disfigured this scene. Chisel marks around the 

top of Amen's plumes are consistent with kqing for plaster employed by the restorers. 

Subsequemly the beard, ne& modius crown and front shoulder were revised under Seti 1. 

2.48 (IU) Amcnhotep III M o r e  Amen with Litany 
PM 11' 3 1 8 ( 1 OZ), II,3 ; Nelson, Key Plmrr, LD 3 8; Gayet, Temple, pl. 1 3, fig. 5 5 .  

The figures of both the king and Amen-Re were subjected to hacking at some point in 

post-antiquity. The representation of Ameo has suffered badly fkom Coptic defacement and 

natural erosion of the aone. From what remains, it is apparent that it was restored on two 

occasions like others on this wd. Thus the secondary version of his toe and instep can be 

seen, these having been enlarged dramatically. 

2.49 (114) Amcnhotep III &fore Amen Consecrating Ontrings 
PM II2 3 18 ( 1 OZ), H,2; Nelson, Key P h ,  LD 37; Gayet, Temple, pl. 14, fig. 56. 

Here the seated figure of Amen-Re has been adjusted under Seti 1. Both legs and his 

fonvard am holding the -scepter show evidence of two separate restorations. The face was 1 
also reworked, traces of the previous beard being evident. The extant hacking seems to be 

traces of the iconoclast's chsel and k e p g  by the reaoren. The Copts do not seem to have 

vandatized this relief. 



2.50 (ILI. 1) Amenhotep III Driving the Cilva Before Amen 
PM 11' 3 18 ( 102); Nelson, Key Plans, LD 44; Gayet, Ièmple, pl. 15, fig. 57; (PLATE 37A). 

Restoration formula: 1 - srnhvy-mnw ir.n Mn-MTt-RC [n] i tf7mn 

In this scene, the figure of Amen has b a n  bashed in the Christian erq when a Coptic 

cross was engraved between the god's legs. The hacking was directeci at the arms, belt buckle 

and face of the goâ, the arms, face, buckle and legs of the king and the faces and legs of three 

of the four cakes. Because of hs damage, it is not clear what alterations Mght have been 

made to Amen's &ce. Oiherwise Amen's figure was extensively rnodified by Seti i. His front 

shoulder, the lower cae thigh, kneecap and ankle of the back leg along with the modius of his 

headdress and hem of his kilt bave al1 been reworked. These adjustments seem to have been 

designed to enlarge the figure slightiy. 

2.51 (W.2) Amenhotep LU Consccrating Four mrr-boxa Befon Amen 
PM II2 3 18 ( 102); Nelson, Key Plans, LD 43; Gayet, Temple, pl. 15, fig. 58. 

Again, the figure of the deity was reworked subsequent to the initial poa-.hama 

restoration of this scene with augmentation of its proportions king the apparent object. 

These modifications included the front shoulder, biceps and forearm, the fiont leg from the 

kneecap along the shins to the instep of the advancing foot and on the back leg the kneecap, 

caif and ankle. 

2.52 (UU) Amenhotep Lü Erectîog the shm-pole for Amen 
PM II2 3 18 ( 102); Nelson, Key Planr, LD 42; Gayet, Temple, pl. 16, fig. 59; (PLATE 36A). 

Restoration formula: 1 - smjwy-mnw ir.n w b i t y  Mn-MFt-RC m pr it.f7mn s$ Rf [Szyl-mr- 
n-P th 

The figure of Amen in this scene has been vandalueci in the Coptic period; the face, 

phallus, plumes and upraised arm of the god being the target of this iconoclasm. Seti has once 

again aitered a restoration made prior to his reign. in this case, the knees, shin and innep of 

the god's leg and foot were modified. His chea and back have aiso been adjusted and 



recutting is evident on the leading edge of the tonuard plume of his headdress and on the 

straps crossing his chest. The face dso seems to have been altered, but only changes to the tip 

of the bard have survived the Christian iconoclasts. 

2.53 (111.4) Amenhotep III Embraced by Seated Amen 
PM 11' 3 18 ( 102); Nelson, Key Plms, LD 4 1 ; Gayet, ïèmpie, pl. 16, fig. 60; (P W T E  38A). 

Restoration formula: i - [smlwy-mnw ir. n ]  nov-big nb hCw mry n m v  (Sol-mr-n-Prh m 
pr it.f 7mn-RC nb nswt T3wy 

In this scene. Amen sits enthroned on a high plirnh touching an to the king's nose. ? 
Because portions of the two figures overlap, the legs and left am of the king had to be 

partidly recarved dong with the entire figure of Amen when the xene was fïrsf restored prior 

to Seti's reign. The faces of both figures have been hacked by the early Copts. 

Here too Seti made mhor adjustments to the proportions of the divine figure as in 

other scenes on this wall. These included reworking his iower torso and slight alteration to 

the angle of his plumes. The god's head and neck have also been shifted fonvard slightly as a 

result of changes to the angle of the plumes, and his arms have also been altered. Originally. 

his left a m ,  which holds an up to the king's nose. was higher. Amen's right am now ? 
reaches back behind the king's torso with the hand touching the nape of his neck. In the 

eariier reaoration, this arm reached across in front of the king's chest and held a flail. Traces 

of the god's fist and the Bail can be seen at the lefi side of the scene above the king's shoulder. 

2.54 Su bregister Fecundity Figures 
PM II', 3 1 8 ( 104); Nelson, Key Planr, LD 45-46; Gayet, Temple, pl. 2, fig. 7; (PLATE 398). 

Restoration formula: 1 - sm3wy-mnw ir.n nrw-biry Mn-MFt-RC rn pr rit1.f [ijrnn-RC s j  RC 
[Sry ] -mr-n-Pr4 

Here Seti added a restoration inscription in fiont of the fin of a series of fecundity 

figures arranged dong the subregister. Most of these &bit various adjustments to their 

arms, buttocks, feet and legs. Again these are consistent witb a secondq restoration. 



2.55 East Doomry Lintel Scene: Amenhotep LLI Accompmicd by Fecundity Figures 
Offers Flowtn to Amen 

PM 11' 3 18 (105a-b); Nelson, Key Play LD 30; Gayet, Temple, pl. 16, figs 62-63; (PLATE 
38B). 

Both of the Amen figures, and the two fecundity figures. have been reaored twice. 

That on the left was shified to the lefi slightly with recutting being evident throughout. The 

rninor deity on the lefi has also been shuted. Again on the right, both deities were reworkeo, 

with Amen being sMed to the right. 

2.56 Püaster Adjoining the North-East Corner of the Hypostyîe 

Overail, the divine effigies exhibit only minor amounts of reworking, and doubtless 

owing to the confined space in these tableaux none has been sMed as some on the adjoining 

wail have b e n .  

North Face 
2.57 (1) Amenhotep UI Receiving Lif'e fmm Mootbu 
PM 11'. 3 17 (98% 1); Nelson Key Pl-, LC 80; Gayet. Tempfe. pl. 8, fig. 40. 

Recuning in this scene is confined to Momhu's legs and back. 

2.58 (LI) Amenhotep il3 and Amen Holding Eands 
PM II', 3 17 (984 II); Nelson, Key Plans, LD 8 1; Gayet, Temple, pl. 8, fig. 46. 

Here the legs, amis and tail of the deity have been reworked. 

2.59 (MI) Amenhotep UI with Mut Ertending MeM-necklace 
PM IF. 3 17 (98% [II); Nelson, Key Plans, LD 82; Gayet. Iémple. pl. 8. fig. 46. 

Coptic hacking occurs on the faces and limbs of both figures. Mut's legs, crown and 

buttocks exhibit recutting, the upraised arm holding the Menut-necklace has been shifted 

higher in the final version Keying for plaster can be seen on and in Eont of her legs. 



East Face 
2.60 (1) Amenhotep U1 Receiving Lire from Amen 
PM II', 3 17 (98b. 1); Nelson, Key Plmis. LD 48; Gayet, Ièmpfe. pl. 8. tig. 46. 

Only Amen's modius crown, the nape of his neck and his beUy have been adjusted 

after the initial restoration. 

2.61 (LI) Amenhotep UI with Weret-Hekau Extending Mena?-necklice 
PM II', 3 17 (98b, II); Nelson, Key Plans, LD 49; Gayet, Temple, pl. 8, fig. 46. 

The haclung visible in this scene d&ves fiom a number of sources. Coptic hacking is 

found on the face and limbs of the figure, while traces of Amama vandalism s u ~ v e d  the 

restoration process. Long strings of gougiag on Weret-hekau's body are characteristic of 

keyng for plaster used in the restoration process, so the damage to her figure mua have been 

particulariy severe. Recutthg ocairs dong the front of her body Çrom the breast to her shins, 

on the top of her upraised forearm, as weU as traces dong the front lappet and the back of her 

wig, al1 of whch are indicative of a secondary restoration. 

2.62 (UI) Amenhotep UI Embmciog Amen-Kamutcf 
PM II2, 3 17 (98b. III); Nelson, Key Pi'îms, LD 50; Gayet, Temple, pl. 8, fig. 46; (PLATE 
39A). 

Restoration formula: - i srnhvy-mnw ir.n rzsw-bi'y nb T W y  Mn-M$Ct-Rr rn pr itf7mn-RC 

Despite Coptic vandalisrn to the face and iimbs of Amen-Kamutef. recuning of his 

image is evident on the neckline and down the front of the leg nom the thigh to the shin. 



2.63 W a t  Gateway, East Jambs 
PM 11'. 3 18 ( 106a); Nelson, Key Pions, LD 2; Gayet, îemple. pl. 18. fig. 66 (= 106b). 

Restoration formulac: 
South Jamb: - [slrnjwy-mnw ir.n Mn-MFr-RC ll///l.f [7m]n 
Nonh Jamb: - ll//lil/ii///ll//Mn-M~]Cf-Rr m l l / i / / i l i /  

The scenes above these much darnaged renewal text feature figures of a king, perhaps 

Amenhotep 111, k i n g  the portal with one arm r a k d  in saiute and the other holding a long 

staff They are simiiar tu scenes on the jambs of two gateways in the southern pan of the 

wjdyt-Hall at Karnak, also restored by Seti."' 

2.64 Luxor Temple Summary 

Early in his reigrs Seti 1 undertwk extensive renovati ,ons in Luxor Temple. 1 .n the 

Colonnade Hall, he completed reliefs lefi unfinished by Tutankhamen and his successors at the 

south end of the building. Seti aisa made extensive modifications to reliefs restored by 

Tutankhamen in the mlar court and adjouiing hypostyle hall. in moa instances, these 

constituted minor retouching of the divine figures. in panidar,  many effigies of Amen-Re 

were enlargeci slightly by augmenthg the profle of their, faces h b s  and the konts of their 

torsos. In such cases there was Little reworking dong their hind ponions. The position of the 

leading a m  of the god holding the -scepter was in some instances sMed as weli. Althouoh 1 
the only well preserved examples are those on the nearly intact interior east w d  of the 

hypostyle, figures on the now much denuded w d s  of the solar coun were also revamped, 

apparently in loto. Prior to Seti's modifications, Horemheb had usurped a barque scene bom 

the solar corn that had been restored by Tut-en so that his tituiary was reflected iri the 

rebus decoration of the veil screening the canopy. From this we rnay conclude that 

Tutankhamen was responsible for initidiy repairhg the mutilated tableaux in the solar coun 

and hypostyle, Horemheb' s contribution being resvicted to eliminating his predecessor ' s name 

where it occurred in rebus form, whiie leaving the bulk of Tutankhamen's work done. 

Finally, Seti altered the restored images of the gods throughout this part of the temple, 

135 See supra 2.9 



intennittently adding renewal texts to scenes on the lower courses of the walls. There is no 

evidence that Seti was involved in repairs to the south of the solar coun hypostyle. 

Thebes West Bank 

~Memoriil Temple of Ameahutep LU 

2.65 Tnumpbal Stela of Amenhotep UI (Cairo CG 34026) 
Painted Limestone H. 206.5 cm, W. 1 10 cm 
PM II', 448; W. M. F .  Petrie. S ~ X  Templesa? Thebes, pl. 10; P. Lacau, Stdes. 59-60. pl. 20. 

Restoration formula: - smjwy-mnw ir.n . r j  RC Sry-mr-n-Pth n irf Irnn-Rr 

On the upper register of this triurnphal nela of Amenhotep UI, two figures o f  Amen- 

Re standing back-to-back were restored by shaving down the surface around the figures, 

including the name and epithet of the god in front of h s  plumes of the crowns of both figures. 

Onginally, the offering formulae in Front of the two kings, as weii as the forward hand on the 

right figure were also shaved down and reworked to make the transition between the original 

surface around the h g  and the lower one around the god more subtle, thus rendering a more 

aesthetidy pleming result once the divine figures were restored in bas-relief. Once this 

process was complete, there were relatively few deep hack marks and little piaster patchng 

was required, this being confined mostiy to the chests of both Amen figures. 

A sm<~y-mnw formula and two o f f e ~ g  formulae were etched in sunk relief by the 

same hand. This restoration foxmula is wedged between the nght side figure of Amen and his 

')scepter. Stylinicdy, the restored figures are done in a Ramesride style. the aquiline nose 

being especiaiiy prominent on the right-hand Amen figure. The restored figures are executed 

in a much flatter relief than the ren of the siela which was carved in a particiilarly higb relief 

current late in Amenhotep HI'S reign." 

136 Johnson in L. Berman (ed. ), n e  Art of Amenhotep llk Art His~oricai Attu&s~s. 34- 
36. 



2.66 Ceremonid Steli of Amenhotep UI (Cairo CG 34025) 
Grey Granite: H. 318 cm, W. 163 cm 
PM II2. 447t W. M. F. Petne, Six Tempies, pl. I 1 ; P. Lacau Stèles. 47 & pl. 1 5 ;  KW 1, 229. 
$98, c, ii; HL4 1, 197. $98, c, ii; RI7ANï  1, 150, $98, c, ü. 

Restoration formula: i - smjwy-mnw ir.n w-biry  Mn-MFt -Rc  n itf7rnn-RC n.w-qm nbw 

A large part of the original surface of the lunette scene was shaved down between the 

front edges of the two royal figures. Above. the area of the caption text was shaved down 

and reworked, ait hou& the reaoren were able to foUow the original tex1 as a guide except 

for the name and epithets of Amen. The wings and titles of the Behdetite were left alone, as 

were the two uraei and prenornen cartouche dangiing from its sun disk. The surface beanng 

the f k t  2 1 lines of the main text has aiso been shaved d o m  while the amount of ravtting 

decreases steadily from lines 22 to 27. The 1st four lines are in priaine condition except for 

the protocol of Amen. 

Bell has noted the presence of traces of triangular projection kilts on the two earlier 

divine figures and traces of a uraeus on the forehead of the efsgy of the god on the left-hand 

side."' Bickel points out that these conform to alterations made by Akhenaten who converted 

figures of Amen in his father's memorial temple into those of the deified Amenhotep III. 13' 

Other signs of reworking include traces of the original prongs of the -scepter and the a 
corner where the shin meets the instep of the god' s foot on both sides of the scene. Bickel has 

poimed out that Akhenaten convmed rnany Amen figures in reliefs from Amenhotep UI's 

"'H. Jaritz and S. Bickel, "Une port monumentale dlArnenhotep 111. second rapport 
préliminaire sur les blocs réemployés dans le temple de Merenptah à Gouma," BiFAO 94, 
( 1994), 282-284. CE Cairo CG 34025 with a relief f?om the temple [Ibid., 283, fig. 21, and 
another stela of Amenhotep HI from bis mernorial temple [G. Hamy, et. al.. Untersuchungen 
im Totentemprl Arnenophis ' M., BABA i 1. [Wiesbaden, 198 11, pl. 5). in each case. the 
figure of Amen has been convened to that of the deif id  Nebrnaatre and then restored as 
Amen. 



memorial temple to images of the latter as a god."' The s u ~ v i n g  traces of an earlier version 

presumably stem from just such a modification. Apart from 

reinscribing the narne of Amen within the text and the protocol of Amenhotep LI 1, Seti's 

irnmediate predecessors seem to have left the iconography of the sela has they found it. their 

being no indication of a secondary reaoration on Seti's part. 

2.67 Reused Biocks from the Mernoriai Temple of Merenptah 
S. Bickel, BIFAO 92 (1992), 1-13; H. Jaritz and S. Bickel, BIhXO 94 (1994), 277-285. 

Restoration formulae: vatious. lu] 

From a group of reused blocks of Amenhotep III recently discovered in the 

foundations of the mernoriai temple of Merenptah, it would seem that Tutankhamen was 

responsible for the initial restoration of Amenhotep's memorial temple. '" A pair of blocks 

have corne to tight bearing traces of Tutankhamen's cartouche in a restoration formula that 

was subsequently usurped by Seti 1. 

The figures of Amen on these blocks have b e n  retoucheci by Seti without being recut 

entirely. These modifications were confineci largely to adjusting the god's crown and beard 

and to changing proportions of his limbs. lu The inclination of the plumes was altered, the 

height of the modius crown was changed, and the bard was lengthened?' The proportions 

of the god were made more svelte by narrowing his shoulders and making his legs more 

siender. 145 

-- - 

"%ickel, BIFAO 94 ( 1994), 282-284. 

'%ickel, BlFAO 92, 1 1 ; Jaritz and Bickel, BIFAO 94, 284. 

1411bid., Bickel, 1- 13; Ibid.. Jaritz and Bickel. 277-285. 

'4LIbid., Jaritz and Bickel, BlFAO 94, 284. 

L"Ibid.. 284-285. 

luBickel. BIFAO 92, 1 1. 12. fig. 6 .  



iMemorial Temple of Thutmose LU 

2.68 Stela of Thutmose iU ( C a b  CG 34015) 
PM II', 428; Lacau, Sfifes, 3 1 .  

Restoration formula: - i sfrnj] wy-mn[ w ]  ir.n mw-[biry ] //!// 

This steia bears a damaged renewal text, which despite the lack of a royal name is 

surely that of Seti 1 as no other h g  is known to have lefi such texts on restored stelae. The 

pizce was unavailable for examination in Cairo and no photo has been published. It appears to 

be highly tiagmentary in any case. " 

Medamud 

2.69 Liotel Fragment (Inv. 4980) 
Pink granite: H. 43 cm, W. 70 cm 
F. Bisson de  la Roque, Rapport sur les fouilies& Mehnoud (1930). 65, fig. 42. 

Restoration formula: i - . . .[Mn]-MF t-RC n ir.fMnLnv] ... 
This fragment preserves Monthu's throae and a king's left foot on the right haüof a 

lintel, as well as part of the central band of text and the back cushion of the god's throne on 

the right. it was found in the foundations of the Monthu temple between two doo jambs of a 

gateway of Amenhotep LI. This and the phrase "for his father Mon[thu] suggests that it 

constitutes evidence of Seti 1's reaoration of the earlier king's gateway. 



Tod 

2.70 Barque Station o f  Thutmose U l  
J. Vercoutter. BIFAO 50, pls. 4-5; P. Barguet. B I H O  5 1 ( 1952), 96-97 & pis. 2b. 3a-b. sa-b. 

Restoration formolae: 

Door into chapel 
West doo jamb: i - smhyrnnw ir.n sl Rc Sty-mr-ri-Prh 
East doo rjarnb: - i sm3wy-mnw ir.n ww-bity Mn-M9rt-RCiwC-RC 

South entrance of penstyle. pillars flanking entrana 
West pillar. east face: - smjwy-mnw ir.n sj RC Sty-mr-n-Ptb 
East pillar. W e s t  face: - srnjwy-mnw ir.n w - b i r y  Mn-MFt-Rr 

South balustrade. east end - sni9wy-mnw [ir.n] nsw-biry Mn-MFt-RC-iwC-RC mry Mnp  th 

o r v  

Little can be said about the restoration of the divine figures in the barque chapel of 

Thutmose il1 at Tod because only the lower ponions of the figures remain, nothing being 

preserved above the waias of any o f  them. The names and images of Amen, but not those of 

Monthu, seem to have been the targets of the Ateni~ts.'~' A similar phenomenon is found at 

Aswan. ' '' 

'"The ideogram representing Monthu in the royal epithet "beloved of Monthu" was 
not hacked out where it occwed in the texts of Thuunose IIi on the s h ~ e .  Vercoutter, 
L3IL40 50. pl. IV, fig. 2; P. Barguet, .'TÔd, rappon de fouilla de la saison février-avril 1950." 
BIFAO 51. pl. V. b. 



2.71 Block of Thutmose IV 
C. Desroches-Noblecoun, B K 4 0  84 ( 1984). 97-98, pl. 34a. 

Restoration formula: - 1 smj[wy ji~lll 

This sandstone block features the shodder of an enthroned Amen-Re with the head 

and part of the torso of a goddess seated behmd him. She was never attacked, whle Amen 

has been restored. "' Between the two figures is part of a renewal text. 

El Kab 

2.72 Desert Temple o f  Amenhotep UI 
PM V, 1 89, (7 )  and ( 1 1 ); 1.UT IV, 45(a-b); U )  111, 1 38g; J. 1. Tylor & S. Clarke, Wall 
Drawtngs ami Monuments of U Kab: i7ie Temple of Amenhotep III, (London, 1898). pls. 1, 
3 & 1 5  KRI 1, 229-230, $98, d, ii, ah; HITA 1, 198, $98, d, ii. ah; RITANC' 1, 150, $98, d. il, 

a/b 

Restoration fomulae 
Lintel over façade: i - / l / / / l / / / / / / / /  ir.n nsw-bity Mn-MFr-Rr 

Doorway into the shrine 
Right: - i srnlwy-mnw ir.n n w - b i ~  Mn-MFt-RC s3 RC Sv-mr-n-Prh m pr rnw.fNbbt nbr pl 

Left: i - same 

This small desen shnne of Amenhotep III seems to have fia been restored under Seti 

1. The figures of Nekhbet as weil as those of Amen were vandalized by the agents of 

Akhenaten. The m e s  and images of the gods were carefully restored and repainted by Seti 1 

who also addeâ renewal texts to the jambs of the doorway leading into the shnnelw and on the 

lintel surrnounting the façade of the building."' There is no indication of secondary 

restoration. 

''There is no indication that the surface was reworked around the anonymous 
goddess, whde the god's shoulder has clearly been r a t .  Her face is treated in a style 
consistent with the mid Eighteenth Dynasty and other blocks at Tod attest to building activity 
by Amenhotep II there. 

lWJ. J .  Tylor & S. Clarke, Wall Drawings andMonuments of El Kab: Ïhe Temple of 
rimerihotep 111. (London, 1898). pl. 3 & 15 top. 

15'1bid.. pl. I & 15 bonom. 



2.73 Aswan 

The island of Elephantine was the site of extensive building projects during rnuch of 

the Eighteenth Dynasty . l s2  Here, Amen-Re seems to have been associated wit h the local triad 

of Khnum, Satet and Anukis. Akhenaten's agents vandalked the protocols and images of 

Amen-Re on the standing monuments in Elephnntine, whiie those of Khnum and his triad were 

iefi untouched. l S 3  

2.74 Destroyed Penpteral Temple of  Amenhotep U1 
PM V, 228; L. Borchardt & H. Ricke, ' ~ n s c h e  Tempe/ mil Umgang, BABA 2 (Cairo. 
1938), 96, abb. 28; KHI 1, 230, $98, d, üi; RiTA 1, 198, $98, d, iii; XITAN(' I 150, $98. d, iii. 

Façade 
Restoration formula: (Balustrade) - smjwy-mnw ir.n nsw-biry Mn-MF[-R'iwCRC m pr it.f 
Hnmw 

The only record of this peripteral shrine is an illustration of Nestor l'Hôte showing a 

general view of the building.lY A restoration inscription of Seti can be made out clearly on 

the balustrade of the temple. It is also apparent that the w d s  and pillars of the temple had 

reliefs pomaying both Khnum and Amen-Re. Of these, oniy figures of Amen would have 

been suppressed in the Amama paiod, since figures of Khnum and his triad were not anacked 

in the Aswan region. Seti presumably restored other pans of this temple, and added at least 

one other restoration inscription to the temple. on the extenor waii of the sanctuary."' 

"'F. Junge, Elephtine XI: Furide und Bouteiie, (M& 1987). Eighteenth Dynasty 
kings aneaed here include Thutmose II, Hatshepsut, Thunose III, Amenhotep II. Thutmose 
IV and Amenhotep HI. 

1s3Numerous reliefs depicting member of the Elephantk triad are preserved. none of 
them having been attacked, nor are any other gods but Amen. CE ex. C . Desroches 
noble cou^ Un szècle d e s f i l l e s  Françaises en &ypte 1880 - 1980, (Paris, 198 1), cat 
nos. 258,258 bis, 260-261; H. Ricke and S. Sauneron, Die Tempel Nekzanebos' II. i~n 
Eiephantine und ihre Enveirenrngen, BÀBA 6, (Cairo, 1 96O), pl. 2 1 a; F. Junge, Liephrine  
XI, pls. 6a-b, 10% 1 lc, 13, 1 4 ~ 4 ,  1%-d, 17a & c. 

'"L. Borchardt & H. Ricke, Â ~ t z s c h e  Tempe! mit Urngang B&A 2 (Cairo, 1938). 
96. abb. 28. 



2.75 Temple of Satet a< Elephantine 
W. Kaiser. MDAK 26 ( 1970) pl. 42a; idem MDAIK 2 i  2 ( 197 1 ). 196, no. 46, pl. 48a; R. 
Drenkhh  "Elephantine," Li ,  127 1 - 1275. 

The Eighteenth Dynasty temple of Satet on Elephantine island was built and decorated 

under Thutmose III. Here again, only images of Amen-Re were expunged during the rimania 

period. 

2.75.1 Block with Amen-Kamutef (Louvre B73, E 12921 bis 0) 
Sandstone: W. 72.5 cm, W. 82.5 cm 
C. Desroches Noblecoun et. al., Un siecle de foudlesfrançaises en &gypte 18.40 - IYHO, 
(Paris, 198 1 ), 242 cat. no. 262 with color plate on 23 1 .  

Restoration formula: i - smhvy-mn[w]. . . ..s3 RC.. . . 
This biock portrays the head and upper torso of Amen-Kamutef with the ann of a king 

holding up a s d  pot of incense. Part of a restoration formula is also preserved. The 

medium is bas relief in sandstone. 

The figure of the deity has been m u t  in a shallow trou& and some hacking remains. 

This is most severe around his collar, plumes and modius. Darnage to the face, however, is 

only evident on the cheek and lower neck of the figure. Remnants of an earlier version of the 

god's 6ont shoulder and his armpit are also preserved, dong with faint traces of an earlier 

version of the back of his modius crown 

Stylistically, the facial features are rendered in a rnanner consistent with the early 

Nineteenth Dpasty. '% The aquiline nose, small mouth with symrnetrical upper and lower lips 

and the eye with its d o m  m e d  imer canthi can be found in other reliefs dated to Sai 1's 

reign. Thus we may conclude that this restoration is his work. It is not clear whether traces 

of recutting an earLier version belong to the Thutmoside original or previous restoration. 

%AS noted by E. Delange in Desroches-Noblecourt et. al., U n  siL;ch de fouriles. 242 



2.75.2 Block with Thutmose 111 and Amen-Re 
W .  Kaiser et. al., MDAK 27.2 ( 197 1 ), 196, pi. 48a. 

According to the excavator. this block came 60m a temple relief restored by Seti I .  '" 
It ponrays Thutmose III and Amen-Re embracing each other. Both of their heads and upper 

torsos are preserved on the block. The figure of the god ts surrounded by a narrow trough 

into which it has b e n  recut. Traces of hacking remain on the modius of Amen's crown, the 

nbbon danghng from the back of the crown and on his shoulders and m. The space around 

of his face and plumes have been cut down further than other panions of  the relief Despite 

ths. the surface of the plumes 1s very uneven. It is likely that the hacking was particularly 

severe here. Amen's face has been cut down funher to eliminate neariy al1 traces of hacking. 

The area of his eye being particularly depressed. Traces of hacking are found around the 

god's eyebrow and neckiine. 

Stylistically. the present block resembles Louvre B 73. The eyes and iips are rendered 

in the same rnanner, while the nose, although not as prominent as on the Louvre relief, is none 

the less aquiline.15Vhe only evidence of what may be an earlier version of the relief is found 

dong the profile of the face and the back of the modius crown. Part of what appears to be the 

earlier nose are consistent in fonn wah the king's profiie on the same block which is 

Thunoside, and there is no indication that this relief was restored before Seti I's reign. 

'"W. Kaiser et. al. "Stadt und Tempe! von Elephantine: Zweiter Grabungsbencht," 
MDAIK 27.2 ( 1971). 196, n. 46. 

"8Cf Kaiser el. al., MUAIK 27.2, pl. 18a with Desroches Noblecoun, Un srdcfe de 
fourifes. 23 1, fig. 262. 



Amada 
2.76 i8th Dynasty Temple 
Doo jambs of main entrance, thicknesses: PM V U ,  67 (34); Centre of Documentation, Le 
rempie d'Am&, (.'aiver II. (Cairo, 1967). BSB6; Cahier III. 85-86; Càhrer IV. BS, B6. 
Door into vestibule, doo jambs, thicknesses: PA4 WI, 69 (30-3 1 ); Le temple d ilmada. G7. 
G8; <k~hter 1, pl. XL; Cahier HI, 23; Cahrer IV, G7-G 1 I ; k W  1, 230. $98 e, i-ii; RlTA 1. 198. 
498. e. i-ü; KI1;LNC' 1, i 50. $98, e; 1. Hein, Die Hamess~diische Btkratigkrr in Nubrrn. 
(Wiesbaden, 199 1 ), 2 1 .  

Restoration fomulae: 

G8 - i [sm3wy-mnw n it.f w - b i t y  Mn-M3't-RC] sl [RC Stly-mr-n-Pth mry Hr-jhry hry-ih [ r  l <  
Kjhr di [%hl 

The Arnada temple was dedicated to both Amen-Re and Re-Horakhty by Thutmose 11 I 

and Amenhotep II. Throughout the edifice, the names and figures of Amen have been hacked 

out. whde those of le-Horakhty were respected by the Atenists. The temple's reliefs had 

apparently been entirely restored by an eariier post-Amarna king prior to Seti. Under Seti 

some of the previously restored Amen figures were reworked. In most cases, such 

adjustments were rninor and cosmetic, fmsing largeiy on the crown, amis and legs of the 

god.'l9 In one case, however, Amen's figure was entirely recut, and shifted backwards nom 

its original position, extensive traces of the earlier figure are preserved, while another was 

entirely recut ln situ. '60 The reliefs were repainted afler their restoration, and in most cases 

IsgCentre of Documentation, Le rempie d'Am&, Cahier II & IV, F 22. L 4-5, L 16- 
17, P2, PL2, R 3  andR 12. 

I6<'Ibid., 11 & IV, C 3b and C 32-33. the latter was reworked with a slender waia. and 
the front leg was shifted to the right. Evidence of recuning occur on the back leg the crown. 
the back of the head and the nbbon dangling from its modius. 



this is still preserved?" Although this paint may have obscured evidence of such reworking in 

many cases, traces of recutting are stiii visible in several instances. Most of these are 

consistent with cosmetic adjustments to selected Amen figures. The vast rnajority of the 

Amen figures, whch display no traces of reworking. were probably le& untouched by Seti's 

artisans. Lt is not clear how the sculptors chose which figures to rework since they are spread 

throughout the entire temple. Moreover, they represent oniy a fiaction of the god's images 

withn the shrine. 

It remains possible that the temple was not restored until Seti's time, and that the 

recutting evident on these figures mereiy corresponds to cosmetic adjustments made during 

this process. Still one would have to admit that the temple rernained in a state of disrepair for 

some two decades or more d e r  Akhenaten's death. Gven Tutankfiamen's interest in Nubia - 
and Seti's proclivity for usurping restoration of the former, however, it seems more likely that 

the Amada temple is another example of this phenomenon. 

Sesebi 

2.77 Temple of Akhenaten, Usurped by Seti 1 
PM W. 172- 173; LD III, 14 ln; J. H. Breasted, AJSLL 25 (1908), 60. 62-64, 66, 70-77. figs. 
3643, 45-46, p. 62, fig. a-c, e-h., p. 66. fig. d; A. M. Blackmaq JEA 23 (1937), pl. 1 Ic; i .  
Hein, Die Rmnesnci~sche Bmrcihgkeir in Nubien, 6 1. 

Located in the remote Nubian site of Sesebi, this temple was dedicated to the cuit of 

the Aten during Akhenaten's reign.162 Dunng his nirvey of Nubia at the turn of the 1st 

century, Breasted had only one full day of the site to make epigraphic observations on the 

temple, and his work was hampered by fierce sand stoms.'" Moreover, ail that remained 

I6'tbid., Cahier III, passim. 

lb21 .  Hein, Die Hamemdische Bmtcitigkeri in Nubien, (Wiesbaden, 1991). 61. 

'"J. H. Breasted. "Second Preliminary Report of the Egyptian Expedition," iIJSLL 25 
( 1908- l9O9), 53-57. 



standing were three columns." Still, he was able to uncover evidence of the temple's unique 

history. 

The decoration of each of the three columns was a paiimpsest. Akhenaten was 

responsibie for building the stmcture,IbS and he decorated the columns with scenes of himseif 

and Nefertiti making offerings to the Aten. l M  Seti later suppressed Akhenaten's reliefs and 

replaced them with ones of himself making offerings to the Theban triad. 16' 

It seems likely that plaster was used on a wide scaie when the secondary reliefs of Seti 

were carved, since the surface was not cut down enough to remove the deepest traces of the 

sunk reliefs of Akhenaten. l" In decorating the columns. Seti empioyed raised relief or lightly 

incised sunk relief!" In one scene. where a figure of Seti was supenmposed over one of 

Akhenaten, extensive traces of  the latter's figure remain. The only ponions of Seti's relief 

that survive are those that do not overlap with the earlier one. This arongly cuggests that the 

finai version was largely carved in plaster used to rnask the remains of Akhenaten's edition. 

Two features of  the suMWig reliefs of Seti pehps  suggea an early date in his reign 

for the reworkmg of the Sesebi temple. The figure of Amen-Re f?om the rnidde coiumn 

displays the slightly protniding belly characteristic of the post-Amama relief style. 17' The 

second is the onhography of Seti's vertical prenomen cartouche which Ui two examples is 

written with the sign in the central position and the MFt-figure on the bottom. This is 

lalbid., figs. 32, 34. 

lM1bid., figs. 4 1-43. 45-46. 

16'1bid., 60n figs., 3840, 42, 45; Hein, Die Ramesidische Buutatigkit in Nubien, 
6 1. 

laThe large sun disks in the original reliefs of Akhenaten have been noted since 
Lepsius' day. LD 111. 141x1; Breasted AJSLL 25,  62, fig. a. 65, fig. 38, 67, Bg. 39. 

'"Qreasted does not record which type of relief was used, nor is this clear Born his 
photos. 



the reverse of the standard arrangement for the his canouche that was aiready predorninant in 

the king's Brst regnal year'" Thus it seems likely that the conversion of the Sesebi temple 

into a sanctuary of Amen took place very early in Seti's reign, probably during his first regnal 

year. 

CHAPTER U CONCLUSIONS 

It is apparent from the foregoing analysis that rnany, though cenainly not dl, of the 

monumental reliefs vandaiked at the behest of Akhenaten had already been restored pnor to 

the accession of Seti 1. Conidering the highly prominent locations in which this king's 

renewal texts cm be found, it would be an odd state of &airs indeed if so many such 

important monuments had actually languished in ruin for the three decades or more that 

elapsed between Akhenaten's death and Seti's accession, a t h e  when the post-Amma kings, 

by their own declaration, were actively engaged in rectdjmg the desecration perpetrated by 

the heretic. And while there certainly were a significant number of monuments that had not 

yet been restored at Seti's accession, mrely few of these were found dong the main 

processional axes of Kmak temple and in other nich prominent venues. Comprehensive 

epigraphic analysis of Seti's restorations has shown that he altered many of the restorations 

effected by his predecessors, in pmicular those of Tutankhamen. Moreover, in so doing he 

was merely engaging, on a much larger d e ,  in a policy fira adopted by Horemheb. But 

whereas his predecessor had re-restored only a s m d  number of reliefs. Seti reworked large 

numbers of them. 

Moreover, Seti's restoration program is to be diainguished fkom those of any of his 

poa-Amama predecesson by the wide scale employment of the smhvy-mnw fonnula as 

compared to the relative paucity of nich texts before his reign. Furthemore, he standardized 

its phraseology, whereas earlier kings had used various locutions with little or no observable 

consistency fiom monument to monument. 

Seti 1's restoration program can be dated to early in his reign based on a number of 

criteria. His great renewai text in the Speos Anemidos is dated to year one. It accompanies 

"'See supra 1 . 4 5  



reliefs that may be dated to early in the king's reign on stylistic and iconographie criteria that 

indicate that they were finished in a post-Amarna style. Ln fact, many of the anthropomorphic 

images of deities restored by the king exhibit post-Amarna styiistic traits that contrast sharply 

with the mature Rarnesside style found in h s  later reliefs. 

As to what motivated Seti to undenake such a program of restoratio~ one can 

imagine a number of political windfalls such a policy might bring. For a new king, the use of 

the srnhvy-mnw fornula in conjunction with hs repair work would have k e n  an efficient way 

to stamp his narne on a large number of highiy visible monuments in a shon time. In so doing, 

the king was widely expanding a practice used only sporadicaily by his irnmediate 

predecessors. In altering reliefs that had b e n  repaired by tu tank ha me^ Seti was again 

following the iead of Horemheb on a much larger scale. The phenornenon of secondary 

restorations in the later pon-Amama epoch is undoubtedly related to the official ~ I U I ~ I U  

mernorme of Tutankhamen and Ay. Despite the faa that the vast majority of Tutankhamen's 

restorations lacked inscriptions idenufjmg them as his own work, they were nevenheless 

often targeted by Seti. Presumably it was the resemblance of the anthropomorphic deities in 

the young sovereign's restorations that was considered objectionable. in mon cases. 

Tutankhamen served as a convenient, if techmcaily anonymous, scapegoat for Seti since 

Horemheb had largely eiiminated occurrences of Tutankhamen's protocol in both the latter's 

original monuments and in the few scanered restorations that narned him. Thus Seti used his 

predecessor as a convenient Naw man to demonstrate his orthodoxy at a M i e  when his own 

legitimacy as  the new scion of a dynarty scarcely two years old at his father's death was, 

perhaps, open to question. 

Seti's restoration prograxq uicluding additions and renovations to exining monuments 

that were not associateci with repair of Akhenaten's icoaoclaun, may be characterized as an 

effort on Seti's part quickiy to imprinr his name on a large number of monuments in a short 

t h e .  His resumption of the ongoing process of putting aright the damage wrought by the 

chisels of the heretic's agents encompassed not jun reliefs tbat were sa unrepaired, but dm 

many others in prominent locations to which he could atnx a sm3w-y-mnw text in his  own name 

while suppressing the likeness of his now illegiùmate poa-Amam predecessors through 



secondary reworkmg of previously restored reliefs By this twofold approach. he sought to 

establish himself as the definitive champion of onhodoxy and to close the final chapter of the 

post-hama era. 



CHAPTER 3 
CATALOG OF THE MONUMENTS OF SET1 1 

Seti 1. one of the more prolific builders in Egyptian hnory. letf a huge corpus of 

monumental art and architecture. The present chapter will catalog his original monuments 

known both for their grandeur and the high quality of their achieverneat. They are found over 

a wide area encompassing Western Asia and the whole of the Nile valley fiom the Delta to 

Gebel Barkal. This catalog aims at being comprehensive if not exhaustive: no doubt sorne 

monuments will be overlooked, whiie others await future discovery. Most of the inscribed 

royal monuments of the reign will be inciuded here. dong with severai private ones with 

decoration featuring the king. Minor an objects, tomb funiishings, scarabs and the like, will 

not be treated. It will be arranged from Syria in the north to Nubia in the south. 

Here again, epigraphic, iconographie and art hinorical anaiysis of the monuments will 

be the primary methodologies applied to the king's work in paniniiar his reliefs. Texhial 

analysis of the inscriptions will be limited to those relevant to the building histories of his 

monuments, those chronological and hstorical issues to be disnissed in chapter four and a 

handfùi of new and unpubiished texts. Although inscriptions of the reign form a nch corpus 

of information on many other historicai, religious and cultural issues, they have largely been 

published with translation and îornrnentary.' They must, therefore. lie beyond the scope of 

the present work. Thus anyone seeking analysis of the texts of the larger Beth Shan or the 

year one Alabaster stela of the king, for example, will have to look elsewhere, although the 

stelae themselves will be cataloged and examuied from an epigraphic and art hinon~al 

perspective. 

Each item wdi have a reference number and a bibliography foiiowed by commentary. 

Although rnany of these pieces do not lend themselves to extensive discussio~ entries on 

othen, such as the h g ' s  major constructions at Abydos, Gurnah and Karnak will take the 

'E.g, Kitchen's KRI 1. R K A  I and MTANC 1. There is, in addition. a huge literature of 
interpretation of the more important texts. 



fom of long essays focusing on their tiuugeschichte and the chronology of their decoration 

during the king's reign and those of his successors. Although a sumrnary and conclusions 

will be given at the end of these sections. an overai! veatment of the scope and ultimate state 

of the king3 building program wiU be included in a synthesis in chapter four. 

Watern Asia 
Kadesh, Tell Nebi Mendu 

3.1 Stela Fragment of Seti 1 (Aleppo 384) 
Basalt: H. 45 cm; W. 70 cm 
PM VI1. 392; M. Pezard, S J T ~ ~  3 ( l9ZZ), 108- 1 10 & pl. 22; idem Qadesh. missron a ïkll 
iVrbi Met&, (Paris, 193 1 ), pl. 28; A. Loukianoff, Anciew Egypt ( 192445). 10 1-8; k W  1, 25. 
$9; RMA 1, 20, $9; RITANC' 1. 26, 59. 

This basalt stela was discovered in 1921 at the site of Tell Nebi Mendu, ancient 

~ a d e s h . ~  Only the upper two thirds of the lunette are preserved. The stela is round topped at 

the &ont, but the preserved upper right corner is squared off at the back of  irs thickness and 

its upper left comer has broken away.' 

The scene portrays Seti 1 standing before a row of four deities Ied by Amen-Re. who 

proffers a hpr$-word to the king. Loukianoff cieared up several epigraphic points about the 

stela's decoration misunderstood by its original editor.' Seti wears a Nemrs-headdress 

surmounted by an 3rf£own consisting of long r a d s  homs supposting a sun disk fianked by a 

pair of tail plumes. Accordhg to hùn, the king once proffered an image of Maat or a similar 

offering to the god, but no trace of this is preserved.' 

Behind Amen stands a form of the god Seth wearhg Syrian garb. This particular fom 

of the god is known from the Nineteenth Dynasty. particulariy from the "400-y&' stela of 

'M. Pezard, "Mission archéologique a TeU Nebi Mend ( 192 1 )," Svna 3 ( 1922). 1 OS- 
110. 

'~bid.. pl. 22. 

*Loukianoff , "Stèle du pharaon Seti 1" trouvée a Tell-Nebi-Mendou en Syne." 
-4ncient fimi ( 1925). 10 1- 108. 

'Ibid., 102. 



Ramesses II, when he seerns to have been worshiped both in Egypt and abroad." His name 

here is aven as Sw&Great of Strength..' The nature of the object that he holds dofi is 

unclear. By cornparison with the two deities to either side of hm, one would expea that it is 

some kind of weapon. 

The third deity is the fdcon-headed Monthu holding a rnace with an ax blade. He is 

titled Monthu-"Lord of Thebes." Behind him, only the headdress and back of the wig of a 

founh deity is preserved dong with a staff srnounteci by a lotus blossorn. This is encugh to 

identify Hathor, a goddess often associated with foreign countnes, especially in Asia and 

Sinai. No trace of her titles are preserved. 

The workmanship of ths stela is cnide. The figures and glyphs have been etched in 

sunk relief, with only the barest suggestion of rnodeling, whde interior details are few, and are 

haphazardly indicated if at ail. According to tus Karnak war reliefs, Seti 1 captureci Kadesh.' 

His campaign has been dated to the later half of the reign by ~umane. '  It is unforninate that 

the main tea. which presumably would have included a date, is los .  

The cnideness of this monument is stnking, especiaiiy considering the impon of the 

event it cornmernorates. Kadesh had been a thom in Egypt's side since the t h e  of Thutmose 

III. and its possession desired by every pharaoh since. How, then, is the stela's mean 

workmanship to be explaineci? It could have been made by Syrian craftsmen unfanutiar with 

Egyptian anistic standards, but this seems unlikely. More plausible is the notion that it was 

made on-the-spot immediately a e r  the capture of Kadesh in order that it might be dedicated 

6H. Te Velde, Seth God of Confsion, (Leiden, 1977), 1 24ff 

'~pigraphic S w e y ,  n e  Battie Reliefs of King Sery 1, pls. 22-26. For the most recent 
discussion with references see W. J. Mumane, R d  to K d s h Z ,  SAOC 42, (Chicago, 1990). 
52-58. 

'Mer year five Ibid., 64. Spalinger would place it between years three and five, base. 
partly on the notion that, siince the king's [rem campaign of year eight was not included in the 
Karnak reliefs, the campaigns depicted there mua have occurred before this t h e .  "The 
Nonhem Wars of Seti 1: an Integrative Study," JARCE 16 (1979). 42-43. This is a weak 
argument, however. since the hem campaign was a s m d  aEair and the king himseifdid not 
participate in it. 



by pharaoh hmself before he lett As such, it would have served as an important talisman of 

Synan fealty to Egypt. Cenainly the materid, basait was local, for it occurs in Syna-Palestine. 

but not in Egypt, and was used in other West Asian stelae of the king." 

Kadesh, along with Amunu, returned to the Hittite fold soon &er Seti's campaign, 

and was already the object of a failed invasion in year five of Ramesses 1 I less than a decade or 

so afler Seti's victory there. Despite ths. it may be that the chefs of Kadesh carefully 

preserved the stela, even after h a h g  dismounted it, as proof of their ersrwhile "ioyalty" io 

Egypt should Pharaoh's amies ever retake the city.'' Both its poor workmanship. and the 

lack of more substantial or carefully finished Egyptian monuments of ths time at Kadesh 

probably lends weight to the notion that the Egyptians left behind. at most, only a smdl 

garrison at Kadesh when Seti's amies returned to Egypt. 

Ty re 
3.2 Rhetoricai Steh of Seti 1 
M. Chehab, Llulletit~ rhr MusL'e de B e ~ ~ m t h  22 ( 1969-7 1 ), 32. pl. 8 :3; HU 1, 1 1 7. $56; IUïA 
i, 98-99, $56; RITANC* L, 96, (356. 

The upper and lower portions of ths fbgmentary stela are now lost along with much 

of the first line of the text which would have included a date, and the lower portions which 

recorded the event that it commemorated." What is preserved comprises only the titulary of 

Seti and a poetical encornium on him. l2 

A scene from his Karnak banle reliefs show the chiefs of Lebanon cutting d o m  cedars 

for the rnonarch and payîng him homage." This episode probably cornmernorates pan of the 

p- -- -- 

%ose at Tel es-Shihab and Beth Shan See infra 3.4-3.5. 

"M. Chehab, "Noms de personnalités egyptie~es découverts au Liban" Bulleriri chr 
Musee Je Beyrourh 22 (1969-71). 32. pl. 8:3. 

"Epigraphic Survey. fie Huitle Reliefs of Kirtg ,Se@ 1. 28-34 & pl. 10. 



Asiatic campaign in his first regnal year that was in pan a tour of inspection designed to assen 

the new sovereign's sovereignty over his Palestinian and Lebanese vassals. '* 
A prenomen cartouche on the founh line of the aela inciudes the epithet tir Rr. 

Various epithets were occasionally appended to Seti's prenomen on monuments, but these are 

particularly common in his first regnal year.lS This would be in keeping with the traditional 

year one date for the king's inspection tour in Lebanon, and a tentative date in year one is 

suggested for this monument. 

3.3 Stda Fragment of Seti 1 (Istanbul 10942) 
Basalt: H. ca. 100 cm; W. ca. 100 cmib 
PM VII, 383; G. A. Smith, PA!@ 33 (1901). 347; L. Vincent, C Ù m  d'qrès i *expioratro~r 
r6cente. (Paris, 1907). 452 & fig. 304; W. M. Muller. PEQ 36 (1904). 78-80; WU 1. 17, $ 5 ,  
W1A 1. 14, $ 5 ;  HlïilNC' 1, 21-22, $5 .  

Only the upper two thirds of the lunette scene on this stela is preserved. It depicrs Seti 

offering two mv-jars to Amen-Re and Mut." A prenomen cartouche flanked by uraei hangs 

suspended f?om the winged disk at the top of the lunette. Both the draftsrnanship and caning 

of the aela are poor. The figures are diainguished by odd proportions and overly slender 

limbs. Mut's double crown is rendered ineptly. interaal detds are executed in a haphazard 

fashion =ch as Amen's fin holding the -scepter or the facial features of the figures. L+ hile 1 
many details are missing entirely: viz. the coliars and bracelets on al three figures. 

''Much ink has been spüied over this and other aspects of the campaign of year one. 
On this scene see most recently Spalhger, JARCE 26, 32; Mumane, R d  to Kadesh-. 43. 

15 See supra 1.4.3. 

' 6 " ~ b o u t  3 feet high and 3 feet wide." George A. Smith, "Notes of a Joumey through 
Hauran with Inscriptions found by the Way." PEQ 33 ( 190 1 ). 348. 

"L. Vincent. ('a~wm daprPs I 'expIuraim~ récente. (Paris, 1907). 452 & tig. 304 



The stela was apparently found at Tell es-Shihab, which Mght correspond to Qiriat- 

Anab '* Kitchen suggests that the present monument was erected at a control post that the 

monarch established in a crossroads area where the routes east fiom the Yenoarn ford to the 

Jordan river met the route mnning to Darnascus and Upe From Transjordan." He notes that 

the toponym Qiriat-'Anab is included in a topographical list at Abydos containing other 

toponyms comected with Seti's year one campaign? A case for the stela's connection with 

the year one campaign might be supported by evidence from the stela itself whch bears an 

unusual fom of the iung's prenomen. 

In both cases where it appears. the venical cartouche of Seti's prenomen is manged 

wit h the . . . , -sign in the middle position and the rn ft-figure on the bottom, the reverse of - 
the standard form. Although the more usual fom with the D -sign on the bottom was - 
widely used beginning already in year one, variant orthographies of the prenomen are found 

most cornrnonly in the earliest part of the reign." Al1 this would suggest an earlier date for 

the stela, probably contemporary with the year one campaign. Styiistically, the maladroit 

draflsmanship and carving of the stela is useless for dating purposes. The poor workmanship 

suggests that the monument could have been made on-the-spot by craflsmen traveling with 

the army before it rnoved on. 

luMTANC I, 35, $65 with references. 

"KUi L, 3 1 tj 12. The ody other mentions of this place in Egyptian texts occurs in the 
eastem topographical list fiom the battle reliefs of Ramesses LI on the south exterior waU of 
the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. HU LI, 1 53 :4 1 ; J .  I. Simons, Handbook for the smdy of Egypnm 
iropographicical Lists re lating ro Western A s a  (Leiden, 1 93 7). XXV: 4 1 . 

" See szrpro 1 4 5 



Beth Shan 
3.4 Larger Steia of Seti 1 (Jerusalem 5.884) 
Basalt 
PM VI 1. 3 80; A. Rowe, PUMJ 20 ( 1 !ID), 88-93; idem., fie Iopography and Hlstory of Herh- 
Shi. (Philadelphia, 1930), 24-29, fig. 5 & pis. 41. 47:3; J.-M. Knichten, A1YHO.S 26 ( 1982). 
2 1-62 & iiiustration facing 32; A. Mazar, "Beth-Shq" fie New Encyclopedia of 
Archaeologicai~cmatiom rn the Hoi,v Lard 1. (Jerudenq 1993). 2 14-223 wi  photo on p 
219: KRI1. 11-12, 92;RITA 1, 9-10, $2; RITANC'I, 17-19, $2. 

This celebrated monument is one of the best known and studied documents of the 

reign. '' Although found broken in severd pieces, it has been preserved intact. It takes the 

t o n  of a tall. round topped rnonolith of basait. The vignette ponrays Seti 1 offerhg two rw- 

jars to Re-Horakhty. An offering stand bearing a ~rmsr-jar and lotus blossom stands bmeen 

the- whde the winged disk of the Behdetite hovers above. 

The workmanship of ths stela is very fine. The signs are carefully incised and highly 

legible. The figures on the lunette are weii drawn and modeleci, including the wings of the 

Behdetite, whose feathers are individudy delineated. The two figures are rendered with wide 

shoulders, long legs, wasp-waias and flat bellies, al1 marking a rejecrion of the post-Amarna 

styie, whch was thus not the universal mode of relief in the earliest years of Seti's reign. The 

nose is decidedly araight, and lacks the distinctive aquiline curve that marks the developed 

Ramesside style found later in the reign. The epithet ir.n RC has been appended to the 

prenomen in the main body of the tes, but in only one of the two instances where it occurs3 

Beth Shan had a major Egyptian garrison during the New Kingdom While the king 

does not seem to have visited the town in year one, dispatching his army to capture it, the 

reconquest of Beth Shan warranted its cornmernoration with two stela. The larger one, being 

of panicularly fine workmanship, wes certainly not h a d y  erected afler the battle in a locale 

17 

- S e  most recently J.-M. Knichten, "Convention et innovation dans un texte royal du 
début de l'époque ramesside: la stèle de l'an 4 de Séthi Ia découverte a Bah-Shan," AIPHOS 
26 ( 1982). 2 1-62. A treatment of the text and its historical implications lies beyond the scope 
of this study. 



that was not heavily occupied by Egyptian forces,:' but instead was a permanent memorial to 

Egyptian hegemony in Palestine set up in one of the primary ganisons in that temtory. 

3.5 Srnalier Steia of Seti 1 (Jerusalem S.885NB) 
Basalt 
Phf VI 1. 3 80; B. Grdseloff. L k  srde scyrhopoliza~ne ûu roi Suthos Y, (Cairo, 1949); W F. 
Aibright. BASOH 125 ( 1952); A. Mazar, "Beth-Shean" fie New Liicyclopd~a of 
Archaeolugcal &cmations in the Holy Land 1, w/ photo on p. 2 19; rW 1. 15- 16. $4; NIA 
1, 12-13, $4; WÏANC'I, 20-21, $4. 

This srnalier stela apparently cornmanorates the same event as its larger cornpanion, 

the recapture of Beth Shan during the king's Syro-Palestinian carnpaign of year one. 25 About 

a founh of the letl side of the aela is broken off. dong with al1 but the boaom of the scene? 

The preserved section is also somewhat eroded, making some passages of the text partly or 

wholly illegible. The double scene had a figure of pharaoh on either side offering to two back- 

to-back figures of some mummiform god or gods standing on ,-plinths. Only the legs of 

the two divine figures and of the royal one on the right side are preserved. 

Sinai 
Serabit el-Khadim 

3.6 Stela of Ashahebused, Year 8 (No. 247) 
PM VII, 348. nos. 247 + 248; A. H. Gardiner, Peet & J .  Cerny. inscriptions of J'irtui', E E S  
Memoir 55, (London, 1955). vol. 2, 175- 176, vol. 1, pl. 68; HU 1, 62-63, 928; RI 72 1. 53- 
54, $28; RfirANC' 1, 58, $28. 

This large, free-standing stela was set up on the approach to the Hathor shnne at 

Serabit el-Khadim. It was inscribed on both its nonh and south faces, in the eighth year of 

"CE supra 3.1. Seti's crude stela found at Kadesh (Tell Nebi Mendu), a site of qua1 if 
not greater strategic importance to Bah  Shan, but m e  which probabiy lacked an Egyptian 
gan-ison. 

"B. Grciseloff; Une stèle scyfhopohtaine du roi Sethos r', (Cairo, 1949). KRi 1. 
16:8ff CE the larger stela's text. HU L 12: 7ff 

%. Mazar, 7ïle New Ençvciopdia of Archaeologxal Excavations rn the H& Lalui. 
(Jenisalem 1993). photo on 219. 



Seti 1.'' It was made under the supervision of an otficial named Ashahebused. who led several 

expeditions to the Turquoise mines in Sinai during the later years of Seti I and eariier reign of 

Rarnesses II." An officiai named Amenernhet later added an inscription to the wea face 

during the reign of Rarnesses II." 

The nonh face is capped by a vignette ponraying the king offering two mu-jars to Re- 

Horakhty . Below this is a bnef rhetoricai text that follows his full titulary dated to year eight. 

1 prt 2. Below the text is a figure of Ashahebused adoring the royal cartouches. The 

otficial text of the expedition, inscribed on the wuth face,'" is badly eroded and mostly lost. 

This was dated to  year eight, and probably to the same day as the nonh face." Seti offers a 

conical loaf of bread to Hathor-Lady of Turquoise in the lunette xene. The text seems to 

have included an encomium to the sovereign, presumably foiiowed by an official account of 

the expedition. 

3.7 Stela of Ashahebused with Seti I and Ramtssts U (No. 250) 
PM VII, 363, no. 250; A. H. Gardiner, T. E. P e t ,  J .  cemy. Imcripfior~s ofSinui'. Vol 2. 
176-177, Vol. 1, pl. 71; KRI 1. 63. 529; RITA 1. 55.  $29; RITANCI, 59, $29. 

This inscription has long been wnsidered snong evidence in favor of the hypothetical 

coregency between Seti I and Rarnesses LI." The stela is divided into two registers. In the 

"Gardiner, Peet & Cerny, 
68, no. 347, n. and S. faces. 

"Cf Sinai 250, (see inpa 
IX. 1.  

EES Memoir 55, (London. 1955). pl. 

34 1 :9, and KRI III, 203-204, fj 1 14, 

"Ibid., Gardiner. Peet Br cemv. Inscr@fiort.. of SM', pl. 68. no. 247. W. face. It is 
not contemporary with the nela. See M m e .  Coregenczes, 87. 

'"Compare the official record and expedition leader's report of an expedition to Wadi 
Hammamat under Nebtawyre-Menthuhotep IV. J. Couyat & P. Montet. IHHOH, (Cairo. 
1912-13), nos. 113 & 192. 



upper panel. two standing figures wearing kilts and buii's tails face each other across an 

offering stand bearing a mt-jar and a lotus blossom. Only the legs and the hems of rheir kilts 

survive. Below, a figure of the troop ommander and royal butler Ashahebused stands with his 

m s  raised in adoration of the king. In front of him, on the lefl half of the stela, a text gives 

his speech in praise of pharaoh: 

"Gtving Praise to your Ka.. . . .multiti idinous of chariotry, excellent 
o f  [King of Cpper and Lower Egypt, Menmaatre] son of Re, Seti- 
Merenptah and his royal son Userrnaatre.. . . . with Hathor, Lady of 
turquoise, Lord of crowns. Ramessu-Miamen, given life like Re.. . . . . " 

The two figures in the upper scene are cenainly Seti f and Ramesses II show with t he  

hl1 trappings of kingship. The figure on the left is the object of worshp from both the figure 

on the right and from Ashahebused below, who faces to the lefi." 

Neither one cm be Re-Horakhty as Helck suggests. The kilt of the figure on the top lei? has 

the sloping hem line of a type of royal kilt that first came Uito use under Amenhotep 111." 

whle that of the figure on the right wears a kilt with a triangular projection long associated 

with royalty. The upper regiaer may then be reconstruaed as a tableau depiaing Ramesses I I  

in the f u U  regdia of kuigship o f f e ~ g  to his royal. delfieci father. Aithough this monument has 

been cited as evidence of a coregency, there is really no reason it could not date to the 

independent reign of Ramesses U. It may very weU have been dedicated in the firn year after 

Seti's death, when Ramesses actively associated himself with his deceased father's rnernoq '" 

'qhe tops of the two lotus stalks also bend to the lefl. indicating that the blossoms 
faced towards the recipient of the cult on the lefi. Gardiner, Peet & Cemy, Inscriptrons of 
S ~ n d ,  I, pl. 71, no. 250. 

YW. Helck, "Probleme der Konigsfolge in der übergangzeit von 1 8. m 19. Dyn. ." 
MLIRIK 37 (1981), 212-213. 

W. Raymond Johnson by personal communication. 



3.8 Relief Fragment of Seti 1 (No. 249) 
LimestonH?): H. JO cm; W. 49 cm 
P M  VII. 350. no. 149: A. H. Gardiner. T E P e t .  J .  Cerny. Inscriptzom ofSimi  2. 176. vol 
1, pi. 69; k W  1.64, (j30A, NIA 1. 5 5 .  $30& RIMNC'I, 59, (j30A. 

'This relief Gagment, split into two pieces, was found in roorn .4 of the shnne of 

Hathor at Serabit el-Khadim." lt depicts Seti 1 oflering two rw-jars to Ptah. " It appears to 

be a wail relief 

Lower Egypt 

Qantara 

3.9 ~Monumeot of Seti I for Rarnesses 1 
Red siliceous sandstone: H. (maximum) 2.1 2 m; W. of sides of base: east, 1 .O 7m; south ( = 
front), 70 cm; West, 8 1 cm; north (= back), 78 cm 
PM IV. 6-7; S. Sauneron, BuIIerzn, SociLitk Li'Lmdes uk I 'Isthme cle S u c  5 ( 1954). 45-58. pis. 
1-5; M I  105- 107, 5 5  1 ; RITA I 88-89, $5 1 ; RITANC' 1,gO-g 1, $5 I ; (PLATE 40A). 

This monument takes the fom of a uuncated obeiisk once surmounted by a cavetto 

comice upon which rested a statue of Horus of Mesen in the guise of a At present. 

ody the lower part of the shaft is preserved. its upper part, including the comice. was seen on 

a number of occasions in the Nineteenth Century, but has since disappearedw The main shatt 

rests on a siightiy wider base, the whole unit reswibling the - -sip. It was origindly 
3 

decorated by Seti 1 on three of its four sides. Subsequentiy, Ramesses 11 decorated the founh 

side that had been lefl bl& apparently because it rested againa a wall. He also added 

marginal inscriptions to ail four sides of the pedestal. 

"W. M. F. Petrie, Resemches in Sinui, (New York, l9O6), 76. 

'8Gardiner. Peet & Cerny. Inscriptions ofS& 1, pi. 69, no. 249. 

"F. LI. Griffith in W. M. F. Petrie, T ' s  I l ,  Nebesheh (Am) und Defenneh 
I'lahpnhesr). EEF Memoir 4, (London, 1888). 103- 104 & pl. 5 L . 

10 S. Sauneron, "Le prétendu 'pyramidion' du jardin des stèles a Ismaïla," Birlktrtl, 
Soc~ite d'kitirdes de I 'Isthme de Suez 5 ( 1 95 4). 45-38. 



The sides of the shafi are decorated with incised reliefs and texts that iocludd a ritual 

scene with columns of texts arranged below them. The episode on the fiont of the objest had 

Seti 1 kneeiing before the fdcon-headed Horus "Lord of Mesen" who stands on a - - 
piinth. The d e r  offers two mv-jars to the deity. A dedication formula records that Seti made 

the monument for Horus of Mesen to foster the memory of his father Rarnesses 1." 

The two vignettes on the sides feature Seti 1 (west)" and Ramesses 1 (east)" kneeling 

before the throne of the Heliopolitan sun god Re or ~tum," while Homs of Mesen extends 

the rnpt-staff to the sovereign and touches his crown. Behind Horus stands a goddess; 

Wadjet on the West face and presumabty Nekhbet on the east side, although her name is lost. 

The texts again state that Seti made the monument for Horus of Mesen in memory of 

Ramesses 1. 45 

Ramesses il's addition to the origindy blank north side is an offenng scene identical 

to the one on the south side. Only traces of the episode, whch had the king kneeling befcre 

the deity, is preserved. According to the inxiption, Ramesses motivation was to "restore the 

monument," srn3~y-rnnw. of tus father Seti I...and to perpetuate the name of his grandfather 

Ramesses 1.. .in the temple of Horus." In the margnal inscriptions he claims to have "made" 

and "ereneâ" the monument, but elsewhere the texts suggest that he merely rehabilitated the 

pedestal after finding that it had fden over." 

It may be the case that this pedestai dates ro the eariiea part of Seti's reign. The 

onhogaphy of his prenomen feanires the r 3  -sign in the middle position, while that of his 

"Sauneron, Bulletin, Société d 'Etudes de 1 'Isthme de Suez 5 ,  pl. 2. 

"lbid., pl. 3. 

UThese two gods are narned in the inscriptions below the scenes, but in both cases 
they are almost totdy lost. Only the legs and the base of the god's throne is preserved on the 
West face. KHI 1, 106: 13- 16. 



father has three variants. Variation in the onhography of his prenomen was common during 

Ramesses' brief tenure, but the m- sign was always placed in the middle." This seems to 

have influenced the onhography of Seti's prenomen in the first year or so of his reign. By 

contrast, during the reign of Ramesses II, writings of his grandfather's prenomen seems to 

have been intluenced by that of Seti's, with the r3 -sign being placed on the bonom of ,Mn- 

phq-RC. It is likely then, that Seti dedicated ths monument to his father withn a year or so of 

having succeeded hm. 

Qatana-Qantir (Avaris) 

3.10 IndustriPVMüitary Site 
E. B. Pusch, "Pi-Rmesse-geliebt-von-Amun, Hauptquartier deiner Streitwagen-truppen: 
Agypter und Hethitier in der Delta-Residenz der Ramessiden," in Antike Welt im Peiitaeus- 
rMusrurn: Die ~&ptische Sammlung, Arne Eggebrcxht & Matthias Seidel, ( eds. ), ( Mainz, 
1993), 126- 143. fig. 128; idem, in E. Bieiberg and R.E. Freed (eds.), "Recent Work at 
Non hem Piramesse," t. iagmrnts of a Shattered C Imge: Proceedings of the I niernationai 
Symposium on Rmnesses the Great, (Memphis, 1993). 20 1-203. 

Recenr excavations by Pusch at Qantir have yielded new insights into Seti 1's building 

aaivity there.'* Puxh has identified a site used for large-scale metalworking industry 

adjacent to a series of workshops at his stratum B3 dating to the late Eighteenth and eariy 

Nineteenth ~ynasties." Nonh of a 2.5 m thick enclosure wall of mud brick, he uncovered 

seven long "melting channels" and a series of cross-shaped fimaces. It is estimated that 

severai hundred people would have been needed to work the foot bellows of blast pipes 

47 See supra 1.4.5. 

"E. B. Pusch, "Pi-Ramesse-getiebt-von-- Hauptquher deiner Streitwagen- 
tmppen: Agypter und Hethiter in der Delta-Residenz der Ramessiden," in Antike Welt im 
Peiizeus-.Museum: Die Agptzsche Sammiung, A. Eggebrecht & M. Seidel, (eds.), (Mainz. 
i w ) ,  126-143, ng. 128. 

'% . Pusch, "Recent Work at Nonhern Piramesse," Frupen~s  of a Shonered 1 )sage: 
Pr0çeeding.s of zk Irrternutio~I Symposium on HPmes.ses the Great, E. Bleiberg & R. Freed 
(eds. ), (Memphis, 199 1 ). 20 1-202. 



A senes of rooms were excavated south of the enclosure wall. These cornpnsed a row 

of multi-functional workshops for hot and cold metalworking. and for work in other organic 

and inorganic materials including wood, leather and Stone. This seems to have been a large 

scale production line where every stage in manufacture can be identified fiom smelting to final 

produaion. 

The next level, 83 ,  dates ro the reigns of Seti 1 and Ramesses LI. Here the multi- 

functionai workshops continued to function, while the metalworks to the nonh of the 

enclosure wall were abandoneû and leveled? They were replaced by a large 

rnilitary/adrninistrative building descnbed as "a vast courtyard lined with limestone columns. 

octagonal in section., and inscribed with the protocol of Ramesses II." The columns seem to 

have been about 7 cubits high or about 3.6 meters. AU of them had onginally been inscribed 

with the titulary of Seti I before Ramases usurped them." Ernbedded in the iloor of the 

building, the excavators found hundreds of pieces of chariot hardware including yoke saddle- 

knobs, yoke knobs, decorative discs, as weU as a cornpiete horse-bit and many fragments of 

the same. " The chariot hall seems to have been in use well into the reign of Ramesses II 

Here too were found molds for the manufacture of Hittite shields that Pusch dates to the time 

after Ramesses U's diplomatic marriage with the Hittite emperor Hamisdi's eldesr daughter in 

year 34. '' This exciting discovery, and the large amount of material evidence. pottery, etc.. 

%~arge scale maalwork may have continued nearby. Hamza identified blast pipes, 
presumably for similar melting channels, at a site 200 meters nonheast of Pusch's excavations. 
M. Hamza, "Excavations of the Department of Antiquitia at Qantir (Fa& Disuia)," AML 
30 (1930), 62f 

51Pusch in Fragments of a Sttat~ertrd blszge. 202-203; 1. Leclant, "Fouilles et travaux 
en Égypte et au Soudan, 1980-8 1 ," Orientaita 53 ( l982), fig. 1 1. Seti's protocol does survive 
on some of these columns. See. hsch in Anrike Wei! im Pelizwus-Museum, fig. 128. 

"lbid., 203-204. The Hittite c&sman could have aiready k e n  in Egypt before the 
treaty of year 34. It now seems likely that enclaves of foreign merchants and crafksrnen 
reguiarly senled in Egypt to conduct uade. Such sdements cenainly existeci in Egypt 
throughout the New Kingdom, and there is no reason to doubt that Hittites could have arrived 
before the peace treaty. John Holladay. personal communication. 



that Pusch dates to Ramesses' reign, has tended to overshadow Seti's role as the apparent 

founder of the chariot haii. 

The inrensive and la rge-4e  metalworking industry, combined with the multipurpose 

workshops. strongly suggests that it was an arms factory. One cm easily imagine the 

production of large amounts of weaponry including chariots at this site in the late Eighteenth 

and early Nineteenth Dynasty. Unfomuiateiy, the stratum below this, C/D 1, which is datable 

to the earlier Eighteenth Dynasty by poaery and a scarab of Amenhotep II, was too destroyed 

for the excavators to establish its %naion.'" 

Seti was certainly responsible for establishing the chariot hall as indicated by the 

occurrence of his protocol on the colwnns. We also know that he embarked on a series of 

military carnpaigns into Western Asia on a scale not seen since the Thutmoside era. Athouyh 

they rnay have existed earlier, perhaps the most logical point for the establishment of the 

metalworking industry at the site was dunng the reigns of Ramesses 1 and Seti 1." 

3.1 1 Faience Inlays from Paiace Doorivays of Seti I 
PM IV, 9; M. Hamza, ASA5 30 (1930), 41-42; L. Habachi, a S  100 (1974), 10 1- 102. pi 6. 
E. Uphill, JNkJIi 28 ( 1969). 22. 

These tiles came into the possession of the Louvre Ma an antiquities dealer who 

claimed they were fforn Qantir? This daim was proved accurate by the discovery of sirnilar 

"Sei was already campaigning in Djahy dunng his father's brief reign. Before this. no 
major campaign seems to have been undertaken in Asia since the later reign of Tutankhamen 
to early Horemheb. KRI 1, 1 1 1 : 10- 14. See most recently Mumane, R d  to Kacies#, 48-49. 
On Tutankhamen's Asiatic campaign see D. B. Redford, Akhenuten ihe Heretic King, 
(Princeton., l984), 2 1 2-2 15. A fiagmentary series of reliefs f k a t u ~ g  an Asiatic campaign of 
Tutankhamen has been reconstmcted by W.R. Johnson, "An Asiatic Battle Scene of 
Tutankhamun From Thebes: A Late Amarna Antecedent of the Ramesside Battie-Narrative 
Tradition," Ph. D. Dissertation, (University of Chicago, 1992). M u m e  expresses doubts 
about Horemheb's rnilitary activity there. Ibid., 30-3 1. Horemheb did, however. decorate his 
mernorial temple with battle reliefs. Johnson, op. cit., 120n. 

'<'L Habachi. "Sethos 1's Devotion to Seth and Avaris," U S  100 ( 1974), 10 1 



tiles. and a factory for the production of tàience at Qantir, ail datinp to Seti's reign. '' The 

Louvre tiles belonged to more than one doonvay. Those from the lintel are decorated wit h 

stars and with Seti's Horus narne. The plaques of the doorposts are embellished with the five- 

fold royal titulary and the heraldic plants of Upper and Lower Egypt? From the tiles and the 

tàaory used to produce them we ma? conclude that Seti founded an official residence at 

Qantir as pan of a major developrnent at the site that foreshadowed the capital Pi-ramesses 

established by tus son. '' 

3.12 Barque Socle o f  Seth (Former Vienoa Kunsthistorisches Museum) 
Siliceous sandstone: H. 98 cm; W. 1 14 (at base). 1 10 (at top) 
E. Bergmann. R 7' 12 ( 1882). 46; L Habachi, US 100 ( 1974),95- 102. tigs. 1-2. pl. 5a-b; 
KRI I, 232-234, tj 1 02; W U  1, 200-20 1, 9; 102; R I T K  1. 153, cj 102. 

This monument takes the form of a pedestal with battered sides that support a toms 

molding and cavetto cornice. Made of siliceous sandstone, it is decorated on the front and 

back sides with vignettes of two royal figures performing the SM<-T3wy ritual, and on the 

"~abachi, ZAS 100, pl. 6. 

sYRamesses states that he returned 60m Abydos to Pi-ramesses in year one, but this 
daim is contained in the Abydos Dedicatory inscription. Redford caüed the date anachronistic 
since the inscription was not made until sometime after the first regnaî year. Uphdi maintains 
that the capital was founded by Seti and may have been called "Per-Setï* but he offers no 
clear evidence for this. D.B. Redford, "The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of 
the Ramesside Coun at Luxor," JEA 57 (1971), 1 12, n. 3; E. Uphdi. "Pithom and Raarnses: 
t heir Location and Significance," JNW' 2 8 ( 1 %9), 22. Clearly , a royal residence existai there 
by the end of Seti's reign. Moreover, further evidence that Pi-Ramesses was established early 
in Ramesses' reign may now be forthcoming. Among the misceiianies included in papyrus 
Anastasi U is a praise of the Delta residence of the Ramessides there. The prenomen of  
Ramesses II is given twice, both times as Wsr-MTt-R? A. H. Gardiner, Late-Egwnan 
Miscehies, (Brussels, 1937), 13: l & 4. The onhography for mFc is to be expected in 
hieratic, more telling is the absence of the epitha srp-n-RC that was invariably appended to his 
prenomen fiom about year two (e.g. ibid., Gardiner, 97: 17, 983, 132: 16; 135: 10). Its 
absence here suggests. that the copyia was transcribing an onguial wntten in Ramesses' year 
one. The papyrus has been dated to the reign of Merenptah, ( Ibid., Gardiner. xiv), so the king 
retèrred to must be Ramesses 11. 



remaining sides with four royal figures with upraised hands supponing a L-4-sign." 

Habachi was the first to identify this object as a barque socle called a s& in Egyptian. The 

motif of the four kings supponing heaven is weii known from Ramesside reliefs depicting 

barque socles '' The name and epithets of Seth on the monument have been hacked out. but 

Habachi was able to read the darnaged epithet as "Lord of Avaris" thcreby establistung the 

monument's likely provenance." 

Tell Birka 
3.13 BIock of Seti 1 
PM IV, 9; E. Naville, 7he Shrit~e of Sofr rCHenneh and the Lad of Goshen, EEF Memoir 4. 
(Londoh 1887). 21. p1.9D; KRI I, 117. $57; HITA 1. 99 $57; WTAM' 1. 96-97. $57. 

This block was found by Naville at Birka close by the site of Avaris in a paved area 

adjoining six colurnn bases.63 Its decoration consists of the double cartouches of Seti 1. It  

ma); have corne from either a temple or civil building wch as the palace the pharaoh built at 

Qantir .a 

Kom Sbcik Rnziq 
3.14 2 Blocks (Doorjambs) 
PM IV. 10; C. C. Edgar, ASAE 13 (19 l4), 279; KHI 1, 1 17, 957; MT4 1, 99 $57; NIAM' 1. 
96-97, $57. 

These two block probably derive fiom a minor structure Seti built at Avaris. The site 

o f  Kom Sheik Raziq is close t o  that of Avaris fiom which the blocks were probably bro~ght. '~ 

'*2. Habachi, Zh 100 ( 1974). figs 1-2, pl. 5 .  

61E.g., Calverley and Broome, Abydos II, pls. 10- 1 1. 

"E. Naville, The Shrrne ofSefr el-Hemeh a d  Ihe Land of Goshen, EEF Memoir 4, 
(London. 1887). 2 1 ,  p1.9D. 

aHIïANC' 1. 97, $57 (ai). 



Their decoration consists of the nomen and prenomen of Seti 1 with titles and epithets 

arranged in opposite directions. which suggests that they were doorpo~t s .~  

ELMineiar 
3.15 Block of Seti 1 
Limestone: H. 170 cm; W. 60 cm 
S. Ad= ASAL 55  (1958). 306-7, 3 15, pl. 26a; KRI 1, 117, $57; RITA 1.99 $57; Ri ïAIVC 1. 
96-97, 957. 

This block apparently derives from a doo rjamb of a destroyed temple at the site of El- 

~ineiar?' Adam tound an area hl1 of limestone chips. indicative of a building ihat had been 

dismantled and bumed for lime. Other blocks of Ramesses il and Merenptah are perhaps 

suggestive of a tempie site. Kitchen posits that El-Mineiar may have been a seltlernent or 

staging-post on the route between Heliopolis and   va ris-pi-Rarnesses.' 

Heliopolis 

3.16 Flaminian Obelisk 
Pink granite: H. 23.20 rn 
PM W, 409; O. Manicchi, Gli Obelischi egztiani d, Roma, (Rome, 1868). pls. 3-4; P. Brand, 
JARLX 31 ( 1997). 102, figs. 1-2; KRI 1, 118-120, $58; KITA 1, 99-100, $58; HIï;LNC' 1 97- 
98, $58; (PLATE 42). 

This monument is also known as the Popolo obelisk after the Piazza del Popolo in 

Rome where it now stands.69 It is decorated on t h e  sides with texts and scenes naming Seti 

1. Its forth side is inscribeci for Ramesses II. Rarnesses also added marginal inscriptions to 

either side of the main text on al1 four sides of the shaft. At the base of the shaft on each facet 

66C. C. Edgar, ASAE 13 (1914). 279. 

"S. Adam, "Recent Discoveries in the Eastern Deltq" A S ' ' -  55 (1958). 306-307 & pl. 
26a. 

"O Mamcchi, Gli Obelischr egtzrcuir d Roma. (Rome. 1868). pls. 3-4 



1s a picture of the king kneeling before a standing figure of either Re-Horakhty or Atum. 

Corresponâing tableaux at the top of the shafl. just below the pyramidioa feature h m  

kneeling before the same god who is now seated. Finaily. neariy identical scenes grace each 

facet of the pyrarnidion ths time he is represented as a sphinx with human arms sining atop a 

pyloo-shaped plinth raising up an offering to the enthroned solar deity. 

The early history of this monolith is now better underaood than heretofore. The 

Flaminian is one of a pair of obelisk that Seti meant to erect in front of the pylon gateway he 

added to the temple of Re in Heliopolis, which is depicted in a votive temple mode1 found ar 

Tell el-~ahudia. It now seems likeiy that the obelisk is one of several such pairs that the 

sovereign cornmissioned in his year nine." It reniaineci unfuushed at his death and was later 

erected by Ramesses 11. Presumably it was moved to Heliopolis and decorated on three of its 

sides as it lay on the ground near the end of Seti's r e ig~ . '~  

The obelisk may have lain &shed and abandoneci for more than two decades afler 

Seti's death before Ramesses II  completed its decoration and erected it. The orthography of 

''A. Badawy, "A Monumental Gateway of Sety 1," as a separatum an in ~Miscrlkutru 
Wlbour~una 1 ( 1972), 3. See infia 3.29. 

"L. Habachi, "The Two Rock-Stelae of Sethos 1 in the Cataraa Area Speaking of 
Huge Statues and Obelisks," BiFAO 73 (1973), 113-125. P. J .  Brand, "The 'Lon' Obelisks 
and Colossi of Seti 1," JARCE 34 ( 1997), 10 i - 1 i 4. See i ~ ~ f i u  3.1 19 and 3.120. 

.Cf the history of the great Lateran obeiisk of Thutmose II1 whose decoration was 
completed by hs grandson Thutmose IV. According to the latter king: "Now His Majesty 
completed the very great sole obelisk f?om what his ancestor the King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt Menkheperre brought afler His Majesty found this obelisk havhg Iain for a total of 35 
years on its side in the possession of the craftsrnen on the south side of Karnak." L i k .  IV. 
1540:3-7. lbid., Brand, 1 10. 



Ramesses' nomen on the monument was current only &er his twenty-first year " Its mate 

has not yet been identified with certainty. '' 

3.17 Obelisk Fragment of Seti 1 (Inv. 30 12) 
Black Granodiorite: H. 144 cm. W. faces: A 73.5 cm, B 70 cm, C 74 cm, D 67 cm 
J .  -Y. Empereur, K~yptian Arciaaeology 8 ( 1 9%), 7 w/ fig; W. La Riche, Alemdr~a: I ï i e  
Sunken City, (London, 1996), 59; N. Grimai, BIFAO 96 ( 1996). 564; (PLATES JOB, 41 & 
43A). 

In 1994, a French expedition working in the harbor of Aiexandria near the Qaitbay fort 

discovered thousands of pharaonic sculptures. architectural Fragments and other monuments in 

a submerged area of some 2.25 hectares. Among these were hgments of obelisks of Seti 1. 

Only a couple of preliminary reports on these discovenes have been published to date. '' One 

of the Seti fragments belong to the uppennost shaft of a medium sized obeiisk which is 

unusual in being made of black granodiorite." The pyramidion is missing, but the offenng 

scenes at the top of the SM are presemed (PLATES 41 & 43A ). These farare the king as 

a sphinx before two enthroned manifestations of the Heliopolitan solar deities. Most 

remarkable are nvo vignettes in which the sphinx representing Seti 1 has the head of the Seth 

animal (PLATE 40). A srnaller fiagrnent denves from a corner of the lower shaft . " 

"K. A. Kitchen, "Aspects of Ramesside Egypt, " Actes du premier sot~gr& 
»iieniationd d 'iaprologie. 2-10 octobre 1976, W .F. Reineke (ed.), S c M e n  zur Geschchre 
und Kulture des Men Orients 14, (Berh, 1979). 383-387. Although Kitchen notes that ths 
phenornenon is only consistent in Upper Egypt, the marguial texts, by cornparison with those 
on the Luxor obelisks, would have b e n  added sometime after year one, perhaps during the 
first jubile. 

cannot have been the fiagmentary obelisk found in the quarry at Aswan as Kit chen 
suggests. RITANC I, 97, cj 1 86. See Brand, JARCE 34,lO 1 - 1 M. See in* 3.1 2 1. 

"J. -Y. Empereur, "Alexandria: The Underwater Site near Qaitbay Fort," Ewnmt  
Archueology 8 ( 1 W6), 7- 10; idem, "Raishg Statues and Blocks fkom the Sea at Alexandria," 
Egpptiun Archaeology 9 ( 1996). 1 9-22. 

"lbid., E~pt i rm Archoeology 8. 8 & fig. on 7; W. La Riche, Ale&;a: The Sutlker~ 
Ciy, (London, 1996), 59. 



One would expect from t h  iconography that the obelisk derived from ancient 

Heliopolis. Many pharaonic monuments were removed ftom that site to Aiexandna in late 

antiquity, including several belonging to Seti I. The onguial monolith was considerably 

smaller than the Flaminian obelisk. Moreover it was. remarkably for an obelisk made of biack 

gsnodiorite and lacks marginal texts to either side of the main inscription on its sh& a s  on 

the Flaminian. We must take al1 the more seriously Seti's claiin to have "fiiied Heliopolis with 

obelisks. " 

3.18 T h m  Obelisk Fragments of Seti 1 (Inv. LOO1 & 2026 NB) 
Siliceous sandstone: (Block 202 1 ) H. 190 cm; W. 83 cm: (Block 2026 NB) H. 1 16 cm; W. 
66 cm 
W. La Riche, Aiexa~tcfr~a: fie Smkn Ciy. 75; Gnmal, BIFA0 96 ( 1996). 564 ( P U T E  
4 4 4 .  

This fiagrnent stems f?om the upper s h A  of an obelisk of Seti 1. His prenomen can be 

made out on a cartouche fiom one of the Gagmentary offering scenes at the top of the sh&. 

The main text consists of a single venical column that begins with variants of his Homs name. 

This monolith appears to be of roughly the same magnitude of a broken obeiisk 

fragment of the king kom the Gebel Gulab quarry near Aswan which had its own mate7"t is 

more likely that the present obelisk was quarried at Gebel Ahmar near Heiiopolis. The 

siliceous sandstone there is of supenor quality than ~swan."  

"Brand, JAXC'E 34, 10 1 - 104. See rt,fra 3.12 1 

"ID D. Klemm. et. al. "Die pharaonischen Steinbrüche des Silifizienen Sandsteins in 
Agypren und die Herkunfl der Memnon-Kolosse," h.IUAiK J O  ( 1984), 207-220. 



3.19 Sandstone Doorjamb (Alexandria 420) 
Yellow siiiceous sandstone: H. 234 cm, W. 62 cm, D. 58.8 cm 
Ph1 IV. 5; G.  Daressy. ASAE 5 ( 1304). 120- 1. $iaiii, no. 2 i ; H U  1. 120- 12 1. $59 (with 
corrections, KW VIII, 427-28); KITA I, 102, $59; I - U Ï M '  i, 98, 959 (PLATES 4%-B & 
46A). 

This rather srnail doo rjamb is decorated with scenes of the king before Re-Horakhty 

and Atum and as a sphinx (PLATES 45A & 4 6 ~ ) . ~  Mysliwiec dates it to the later part of 

Seti's reign on styiistic criteria (PLATE 45B)." This jamb once fonned part of a smdi 

gateway. and surely did not belong to the pylon gateway Seti appears to have erected at 

Heliopolis. '' 

3.20 Offering Table for Atum-Khepri (Cauo CG 23090) 
Black granochorite: L. 89 cm; W. 45 cm; H. 15 cm 
PM IV. 70; A. Kamal, ASA6 2 ( 1 90 1 ), 95-96; idem, làbles d  ka^^ (Cairo. 1 9O9), 73 - 
74, pl. 19; KRï 1, 10 1, $60; R K A  I, 103, $60; RITANc I, 98, $60. 

This ofliering table was found reused in a house near the Bab el-fetwa in Cairo. The 

spout has been broken off. m&ng the representations on the front side in the process." The 

decoration of the table top is severely abraded, but traces remain. This area was Framed by an 

uninscribed border 6 cm wide on the leading and sides edgw of the upper surface." Such 

border elements were often insaibed, but on this table, and another of the reign dedicated to 

Homs, (see next entry), the space was intentionally lefi biank. Onginaiiy the back edge of the 

table top would have had a representation of a reed mat in the f o m  of a -sign, but this 

is now mostly erased. Kamal noted that oniy a pair of round loaves can be discemeci in the 

'OG. Daressy, "Inscriptions hiéroglyphiques du musée d'Alexandrie," ASAE 5 ( 1904). 
120-121, tjxxiii, no. 21. 

" MySliwiec. Le portrmr royal, 102- 1 O3 & figs. 2 18 & 220. 

"~ontra  the present author's suggestion in JARCL 34, 101 & n. 8. See rrtfa 3.29. 

"A. Kamal. "Une nouvelle Table d'ofiandes de Séthi Ia." ASAE 2 ( 190 1 ), 95-96 



surviving decoration of the top, but there must have been at least a few jars of wine and beer 

and perhaps other offerings before the surface was mutilated. 

On the Front side of the table, removal of the spout has damaged the two scenes to 

either side? Both are rendered in sunk relief and portray pharaoh kneeling wilh his torso 

inclined forward as he offers to Atum-Khepn. in both instances he wears a kilt and the K h -  

wig. In the lefi panel he proffers two milk jugs to Ahim-Khepri. H i s  legs are lost in a break 

but the cut line of his lap and part of his knee remains. On the right, Seti holds up a pair of 

mu-jars to the god. In the captions of both episodes, only one of the royal cartouches, 

arranged horizontally, is given, with the nomen on the lefi and the prenomen on the right. The 

latter is written with the phonetic complement ,, -sign below the --sip. The 

compound god Arum-Khepri is depicted as a man sitting on a block throne, wearing a long 

tripartite wig holding a ? -rcepter and an ?-sigi. 
A 

A double bandeau text runs Corn the outer edges of the front side dong the other 

three sides of the table. It consists of a series of descriptive phrases and epithets centered on 

the niler's nomen and prenomen. hlthough the standard dedicatory formula 1s not present, 

the bandeau texts do refer to the king's building activity on behalfof Aturn-Khepri. In the 

right bandeau Seti is called "the perfect god who is beneficial for h s  father, great of 

monuments." In the lefi bandeau he is "the effective, (@), offspring of the Buil of Heliopolis." 

The notion that Seti is the o f f s p ~ g  of Anim-Khepn is funher stated in the two prenomen 

cartouches where the epithet i w W C  is appended in both cases. 

3.21 Offerhg Table for Horus-in-thcGreat-Mansion (Ny Carisberg Glyptotek E. 
1 15/AEiN 44/A 742) 

Black granodiorite: L. 105 cm; W. 5 1 cm, H. 15 cm 
M. Mogensen, La Gbptotheque Ny Carisberg: la collection égptienne, (C openhagea 193 O), 
vol. 1, 102, vol. 2, pi. 110; KRIL, 235-236, 9104; RITA 1.202, $104; RITANC I, 154, $104 
(PLATES 12B, 46B & 47A-Bj. 

This rnamcent offerhg table was acquired by the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in Egypt 

in 1892, and is of an unknown provenance. The piece is generdy in good condition ( P U T E  



468). The main part of the table is broken into three pieces, and the spout on the front has 

been neatly broken off and is now missing.' I t  is otherwise practically intact. The removal of 

the spout seems consistent with reuse of the monument as a building block. 

The surface of the table is weU preserved and is carved in low relief with 

representations of various loaves of bread and jars of wine and beer resting on a mat. ih 

undecorated border eiement mns dong the side and front edges of the upper surface which, 

like a sunilar table dedicated to A m  is uninscribed. A uiangular-shaped depression with 

rounded corners occupies the center fiont portion of the table top. It was presumably meant 

as a catch basin to collect libations and direct them to Bow out via the now missing spout. 

On the 6ont side of the table, a pair of tableaux in sunk relief fiank the emplacement 

for the spout (PLATES L2B & 47A). These depict Seti kneeling with h s  knees splayed out 

and his torso inclined forward dramatically as he offers to the falcon-headed Horus On the 

lefi-hand scene the king, wearing a Nemes-headdress, offers a jar of ointment. In the right- 

hand vignette, he sports a KImat-wig and holds up a jar similas to a m r - j a r .  except that it 

lacks a lid and spout. In both episodes. pharaoh wears only a Shendyt-kilt, the plats of which 

are engraved on the right, while they are missing on the lefi. 

Two bandeau teas with two sets of the full royal tituiary occupy the outer edges of 

the fiont side and the whole of the other three sides of the table (PLATE 47B). The glyphs 

are rendered in an admirable style, many of them beamg fine detculing. In both instances, the 

standard form of the tihilary is used. Epithets have been appended to the prenomen in both 

texts. On the tight side this is iwC-RC while on the lefi it is srp-n-RC. 

Kitchen has pointed out that this table may have been set up in a cuit chape1 dedicated 

to the god Horus within the main temple complex at ~eliopolis.~' The Great Mansion is a 

"he removal of the spout was neatly done without funher damage to the monument. 
in contrast to the offering table for Atum-Khepn, (see previous entry), which received much 
rougher veaunent in the hands of the Medieval builders of Cairo. This apparert respect for 
the table suggests it was reused in pharaonic times or late antiquity. 



term for part of the main temple in ~eliopolis. '' ."Homs-who-is-in-the-Great-Mansion" mav 

be the name for a specific form of the god resident in this temple. 

3.22 Grottaferrata Statue Fragment o f  Seti 1 
Black granodiorite: H. 44 cm; W. 3 1 cm; D. 56 cm 
PM VII, 4 17; S. Bosticco. Ae~prz i s  36 ( 1956), 18-23, pis. 1-41 KW 1. 122, $6 1 ; W 12 1. 103. 
$6 1 ; R(1ANCV 1, 98-99, 96 1. 

This badly darnaged fragment was once part of a seated black granodiorite statue of 

Seti 1. Al1 that remains is the lower part of the torço and much of the king's legs dong with 

the upper halfof his block-throne." The figure is garbed in the same long, pleated garment 

represented on Turin 1380. the celebrated statue of Ramesses II dating to the earliest years of 

his reign."' Another statue of Seti 1, Viema AS 59 10 wears the sarne garment as Turin 1 3 80 

and the Grottaferrata statue. Oniy the upper torso and part of the head of Vienna AS 59 I O  

survives. but like the Tufin statue it bears the -scepter in its right har~d.~' 7 
A fragmentary inscription on the dorsal pdlar describes pharaoh as "one who enlarges 

the House of Re who bore him." This would tend to indicate a Heliopoiîtan provenance for 

the statue. There are a couple of reamns for assigning the Gronderrata statue a reiatively late 

date. Sourouian has also shown that most of the srnail corpus of Seti 1's statuary dates io the 

later half of his reign? Moreover, he made a large addition to the temple of Re at Heliopolis 

d 8 ~ .  Kakosy, "Heliopolis," LA 2, 1 1 1 1 .  

"S. Bosticco, "Frammento di statua di Sethos 1 a Grottaferrata," A e ~ p t r r s  36 ( 19%). 
18-23 W/ pis. 1-4. 

%ylistically, Turin 1380, (S. Curto, L 'antico Eetto ne/ Museo E&io 1 ÏOririo. 
[Turin, 19841, 146), closely resembles statuaq fkom later in Seti's reign and was thought by 
some to have been usurpecl by Ramesses f?om his father. This is not the case, but the earlien 
sculpture of Ramesses ii was in the same style employed late in Seti's reign. See M. Eaton- 
Krauss, ' Ramesses who creates the Gods," Fragmeriis of a Shanered C ïsage, 1 6- 1 7 Compare 
it with New York M ' A  22.2.2 1, Dalias Museum of Art 1984.50 and Vienna, AS 59 10. Al1 
of these corne fiom the king's temple in Abydos. See infa 3.47 & 3.48. 

'W Sourouzian. i t fDAfK 49 ( 1993). 243. 



that included a pylon gateway and perhaps a court." Presumably the Grortaferrata statue was 

arnong the furnishings that were being installed after constniction had been completed on the 

Heiiopoiitan building(s) late in the reign. 

3.23 Liorel of Seti I (Former Brussehi E. 407) 
Black granodiorite: W. 248 cm; H. 108 cm 
PM IV, 64, Gardiner, J U  36 (1950). 35. pl. 1; B. Van de W d e .  in Musée Royaux d ' . M  et 
d'Histoire, La colfrcrio~z i~prreruie: les I t q e s  t n w w ~ t e s  de son clrwloppeme~rt, (Bmssels. 
1980). 23-25 W/ fig. 6 (PLATES 7 & 48). 

This beautitùl lintel of Seti I was unfonunately destroyed in a fire in 1946% The 

workmanship of the piece is very the. Lt is sculpted in sunk relief with a number of figures of 

Seti I and various gods. In the center of the lintel the mowch stands between Homs and 

Seth who pu@ him ( P U T E  48). On the left side. Seti offers two mv-jars to the falcon- 

headed Re-Horakhty, (PLATE 7). and the same o f f e ~ g  to Atum on the right end. The texts 

are almost entirely conventional, except for the epithet Mry-RC which is attached to Seti's 

nomen cartouche in each instance. 

There is no evidence for the exact provenance of this object or for the nature of the 

building to which it once belonged. It was given to the Musée de Brussels on behalf of king 

Leopold ii in 1900. Previously it had served as a lintel in a house in Alexandria. Many 

Heliopolitan monumems of Seti I had been removed to Aiexandria in lare antiquity. The 

figures are rendered in the manue Ramesside style favored by Seti's artisans in the rniddle and 

later years of his reign. The outlines and intemal details of the figure as weii as the 

heroglyphs are rendered with the precise elegance characteristic of Seti's best  relief^.^' 

%P. Gilbert, "Nouveiies. Bnissels," CciE 2 1 ( 1 %6), 23 1 ; B. Van de Waiie, "La 
collection egyptie~e depuis ses origines jusqu'a la mon de Jean Capart ( 1835- 1947)," 
Musées royaux d'an et d'histoire, La C~oilecrion égyptienne: les e q s  marquantes & wrr 
diwloppment, (Bmssels, 1 %O), 25, n. 53. 

"Cf su& reliefs of Seti's reign fiom Heliopolis. Mysliwiec, Le portrail royal, 102- 
1 O3 W I  figs 2 17-2 18 & 220. 



3.24 Frsgmentary Naos of Seti I 
Red granite & black granodiorite: H. 102 cm; W. 1 13 cm; D. 13 1 cm 
S. Cuno, Orrem il~ztlquus 13 ( 1974). 40, pls. 1-11; A. Roccati, ]?te L ~ p t i a t ~  il.fuseum Iùrrn. 
(Rome, 199 1 ), 22-23. 

This kagmentary naos was made from a single block of stone. The upper part of the 

block contained a vein of red granite while the lower part is of black g~anodiorite.'~ The outer 

walis of the s h e  are decorated with kneeling figures of Seti, his torso inclined forward 

slightly. interspersed with rihial teas  dedicated to the Heliopoiitan solar cult. The upper two 

registers are carved in red granite, whde the iower one corresponds to the vein of black 

granodiorite." 

3.25 Naos Fragment of Seti 1 (Berlin 16782) 
Granite (?): W. 23 cm 
G. Roeder, Argyptische ImhrIften a s  den koniglrschen Museen ,u B e r h  2, (Leipzig, 19 1 3- 
1924), 214; KHI 1, 236, $105; HITA 1,202-203, $105; KITNK 1, 154, $105. 

This fragment denves fiorn the upper right-hand corner of the front of a small naos.'" 

I t  is dedicated to the cult of Re. This naos is, perhaps, similar to another fiagmentary example 

in Turin (see previous entry). 

CURO, ''Scavi ne1 Museo di Torino: 1. Un naos di Sethi 1," Urkm Antiquus 13 
( 1974), 40 & pis. 1-2. Near the end of his reign, Seti dso commissioned some monolithic 
colossi with red granite crows and black granodiorite bodies. See Brand, J ' E  34, 1 12- 
113 &infra 3 . 1  19. 

"~bid., Cuno, pi. 2. Fragments in the lower portion of the shrine display patches of 
white stone among the black rnatrix which are characteristic af granadiorite. 



3.26 Octagonal Pillar of Seti I (Beriin 2888) 
Sandstone: U. 132 cm 
G. Roeder. Arg)pnschr lmchrrfrrn kfuseen ,u Berlin 2, 322; KHI 1, 236. tj 105, H l l A  1, 202- 
203, $105; HIIANC 1, 154, 5105. 

This octagonal piiiar is decorated on four sides with stereotyped texts and 

decoration." At the top of each column of text is a figure of the king as a sphinx and a 

canouche. The texts consist of the king's Horus name, nomen and prenomen followed by the 

phrase "beloved of Atum or Re-Horakhty." 

Sirmlar pillars of Seti I were found at Qantir where they fonned part of a chanot 

halLiW It is likely that the Berlin piliar once supponed the roof of some mud brick 

constmction of the d e r  at Heliopolis, such as an administrative building a palace or a 

storehouse. 

3.27 Block of Seti 1 (Alexandria 26290) 
Sihceous sandstone: H. 112 cm, W. 73 cm, D. 26 cm 
K. Mysliwiec, 6iu~tc.s et Ï icnaur 8 ( 1 973, 1 1 3- 1 16; idem Le portrait royai. fig. 2 1 7. 

This block is of unknown provenance but has been assigned to "an atelier in the 

Eastern Delta.. .perhaps Heliopoh" by iMySliwiec. 'O' The onguial top and bottom of the biock 

seem to be preserved. The left edge, where the god Seth occurs, may have been broken otf. 

othenMse it could represent a somewhat damaged block line. The even surface of the right 

hand side is indicative of a block iine. Thus the original scene, parts of which are missing to 

either side, must have been completed on other blocks. The block itself then, cannot have 

been pan of a lintel which would have been a monolith. Stiii, the scale of the figures is 

relatively small and they are in sunk relief. The block, then, probably does not derive tiom 

reliefs inside a large building. It rnight, however, belong to a s d e r  building or fiom a 

picture arranged on a gateway. 

100 See supra 3.10. 

'"K. Myiliwiec, T h e  Purification of Sethos I - a New Scene,"  rudes et Travaux 8 
( 1975), 116. 



3.28 Block from an Obelisk Soc% of Seti 1 (lov. 2260) 
Siiiceous Sandstone: H. 109 cm; W. 12 1 cm; D. 78 cm 
I . -Y.  Empereur. f$~ptlcur rlrchaeofogy 9 ( 1 996), 22; W. La Riche. Afexa~uha: 7he S u ~ r k r ~  
C'iw, 10- 1 1, 57 & 104- 105; (PLATES 43B & 44B). 

This block, describeci as one corner of an obelisk socle. was among those recently 

found in the harbor of Alexandria near the Ton of QaitbayI0' It is dmrated with part of a 

vignene in swik relief depicting Seti kneeling with h s  knees splayed in a semi-prostrate 

attitude before a low o f f e ~ g  table bearing whaî appear to be jar stands (PLATE J3B). A 

portion of a similar vignette is found on an adjoining side (PLATE 4JB) The king wears a 

tight fitting round wig and a Shen&-kilt. The vulture goddess Nekhbet hovers above him. 

He proffers a tray of offerings, now rnuch destroyed, to some desty not preserved on this 

biock. A speech of Atum, recipient of the king's generosity, occupies the right side of the 

block's main face. 

3.29 Votive TempleModel (Brooklyn 49.1û3 166.229 1) 
Red Siliceous Sandstone: H. 28 cm, W. 87.5 cm; D. 1 12 cm 
PM IV, 5 7; E. Brugsch, R ir 8 ( 1 886), 8-9, pl. 4; A. Badawy & E. Riefstahi, 1i4iscelfcu~~a 
Wilbouriaw 1 (1972), 1-23; KRI 1, 122- 124, $62; R K A  1, 103-105, $62; HITANC 499- 100. 
$62. 

This celebrated piece is the base of the "rnodel" temple of Seti I fiom Heliopolis. It 

was found at Tell el-Yahudia by fellahin sometime before 1875 and was eventually acquired 

by the Brooklyn Museum.lW Only the base of the model is preserved which bears sockets that 

once held now missing elements of a gateway with statuary and obelisks for a pylon gateway 

of Seti 1. Badawy developed a largely plausible reconstmction of these lost architectural 

elements. '04 

.. 
l0'J.-Y. Empereur, "Raishg Statues and Blocks from the Sea at Alexandna," Egyprrcur 

Archaeofogy 9 ( 1996), 19-22; N. Griml, "Travaw de l'institut Français d'Archéologie 
Onentaie en 1995- 1996," BIFA0 96 (1996), 566. 

"'On the early history of the mode1 see E. Riefstahl in "A Monumental Gateway for a 
Temple of King Sety 1 - An Ancient Model Restoreci," as a seperanim and in h.liscellm~ea 
Cfiibourimia 1 (1972). 20-23 and the references cited there. 

"YIbid., Badawy, Frontispiece, 1 - 1 .  



One problem with h s  reconstruction, however, may lie in his insistence ihat the 

proportions of the mode( correspond to those of the actual building Seti constructed at 

Heliopolis. The proportions of the sockets vis a vis the width of the doonvay on the model 

led Badawy to conclude that it represents "a monumental gateway rather than a typical pylon 

which would show much more elongated towen and a narrower doonvay.. . the span of the 

doorway is too large for a continuous lintel, and only a so-cded broken lintel of the type used 

a: h a m a  and taken over in Ramesside and later portals can be surmised." 

While Badawy is quite right that the portai of the mual temple, like his reconstruction 

of the model. would have had a broken lintel,''' this does not prove that the actuai building 

would have been a monumental gateway as opposed to a pylon gateway. The term b h n ~  is 

used to describe the monument in an inscription on the base. This term refers to a pylon 

gaieway with twin towers. '06 Thus the model undoubtedly represents a conventional pylon. 'O7 

As for the notion that the model's proportions reflected those of the a d  building, this 

seems unlikely. The individual towers of pylon gateways were much wider than their ponds. 

yet in a relief depicting the Second Pyion at Kmak, this difference in s d e  is reduced.'"' 

Funhermore, had the width of the sockets for the pylon towers accurately reflected the 

""Broken lintels were conunoniy used on the doonvays of Ramesside pylons. A 
depiction of the façade of the Second Pylon in a relief from the first court of the temple of 
Khonsu shows the pylon's gateway with a full Lintel and with a doonvay only half its height 
nested inside it. This smaller doorway has a broken lintel surmounted by a cornice decorated 
with a frieze of uraei and a pair of sphhes. Epigraphic Survey, Tempfe of Khotm 1, pl. 52 
For this and other f e u e s  of the Second and Third Pylons (see Epigraphic S w e y ,  The 
Festival Procession of Ope! in fhe C T o i o ~  Huii, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple 
1. OP 1 12 [Chicago, 19941, pis 15-16), at Kaniak see G. Haeny, h i f i k a l e  Ankugen, 3 2 1  1 
W/ figs. 14 & 16. 

IMP. Spencer. The Egyprim rempie, 192- 1 96. 

'"Spencer cites only two cases where b&u seems to refer to a large gateway b d t  into 
the bnck temenos wall of a temple precinct, and these are both quite lare. The u s 4  term for 
such a gateway is a sbd 7. Ibid., 196. 

""Epigraphic Survey, fie BattIe Reiitifs of King Sefy 1. Reliefs and inscriptions at 
Karnak 4, OiP 107. (Chicago, 1985), pl. 52. 



dimensions of the actual monument. the model would have been considerably iarger, making it 

unwieldy in both size and weight. 

A few other corrections to Badawy's reconstmction of the model can be made. 

Having show that it represents a building with a monumental pylon gateway, it is probable 

that it would have inciuded at least two flagstaves per tower, for a total of four, whereas his 

reconstruction has oniy one per tower. If the d e  of the monument approached that of the 

Kamak Second Pylon, it rnay have had as many as four per tower. Finally, Berg has cailed 

into serious question Badawy's conclusions regardhg this object's purpose. It does not seem 

to have been used in the founàation fitual. as Badawy had thought. Aithough it obviously had 

some kmd of rituai or votive significance and doesn't seem to have been an architect's model, 

its precise hnction remains unclear. '09 

The side waiis at the back of the mode1 may represent a cout similar to the Ramesside 

court at Luxor temple. in faa, the building represented by the Brooklyn model is strikingiy 

close in design to that of the Lwor forecoun. This is perhaps more signincant now that the 

latter monument seems to have been planned and partiaily constructeci iate in Seti 1's reign.''O 

It is unforninate that the texts on the model's base nowhere give the officiai name of 

the proposed structure. ln fact, the bandeau texts are somewhat vague in describing it. The 

text on its nght side does list the individual elements of the model, but only so as to catalog 

the materials of which its various parts, and not the actual building, were made of "' The lett 

bandeau text describes the monument as an "Augua sanctuary," shrn Spss. which seems to be 

a generic t erm meanhg " s hrindsanctuary . " "' 

'9. Berg, "Some Ramesside Fragments," SAK 1 7 ( 1990). 103- 105; corlira Badawy, 
Misce llmea Wilbouriana 1, 7- 1 0. 

"9. I. Brand, MRCE 34 (1997). 107K 



Only one part of Seti's projected pylon gateway and forecoun c m  be identified aith 

any degree of certainty, namely the Flaminian obelisk. As of yet. no trace of the pylon itself. 

or of colossal statues or sphuixes ihat might have stood in front of it, have been found. 

3.30 Fragment with Decoration of  Scti I 
W. M. F. Petrie, Heliupolis, Kafi, Ammm di Shurah, (London, 19 15). 7, pl. 8. 

This fragment bears a ponion of the royal titulary, [nrw-bitjy Mn-mlC[-RC-tir-R[7, in a 

horizontal inscription bordered by a pair of register lines. There is no indication of decoration 

in the space above or below the line of text. Petrie gave no specific measurements, but the 

fragment a p p a s  quite small. The s d  size of the ûagment, the horizontal arrangement of 

the text and the presence of the epithet rit-RC appended to the mouche, might suggest that it 

came from an offering table, perhaps dedicated to Re-Horakhty. Seti dedicated at least two 

other offering tables to Heliopolitan deities; one to Atum-Khepri and another to Horus-who- 

is-in-the-Great-Mansion. ' '' 

3.31 Temple of  Seti 

Foundation deposits 
H. Brugsch Ïhesauru~ lmcriptiomrm Aegyptiacarum V ,  (Graz, 1 968), 1 223 ; idem 
Dicfron~ulire gc'ogrc;rghiïpe & I'anc~eme Égype, (New York, 1 879). 23 5; W.C. Hayes, 
Scrpfer 2, (New York, 1990), 332b; K. A. Kitchen, in E. Bleiberg and R.E. Freed (eds.), 
Fragmetits of a Shatrered Cisage: Prxeedings of the Inte1704tionai Symposiium on Ramrsses 
the Great, (Memphis, 1993), 87- 104; KM 1, 124, $63 ah; R K A  1, 105, $63 db; RITANC' 1, 
100-101, $63 a h .  

These two small objects, a scarab and a glazed faience plaque, are ail that is known of 

a major building of Seti I in Memphis. The scarab is said to derive fiom Mit Rahineh, site of 

the ancient city of Memphis and the great temple of Ptah. The site of the "new" temple of 



Ptah. built by Amenhotep UI, Lies severai hundred meters to the West of the Jubilee Hall of 

Ramesses 11. ' '' 
The narne of the temple, "Beneficial (jb) is Seti-Merenptah in the Domain of Ptah," 

exactly parallels ihat of his Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. This, as Kitchen points out, is 

cleariy deliberate.'" They are just two of a wholc series of temple Foundations bearing similar 

names. Two others are the king's mernorial temple at Gu& in western Thebes and the 

Osireion in Abydos. " Kitchen posits that the Memphite building was a large Hypostyle Hall 

like that at ~ a m a k . " ~  As with the Theban monument, the building was probably incomplete 

in some way upon Seti's death.'" Ramesses apparently finished it and certainly usurped it. 

renaming it "the Temple Beneficial is Rarnesses-Menarnen in the Domain of Ptah" as recorded 

on a papynis dated to his year 43.'" As with the Karnak Hypostyle Hall Seti's Memphite 

building was considered a temple (hwr-n~r)  by it~elf."~ Being constructecl of limestone, it was 

almost cenainiy dismantled and reused for building material or bumt for lime at some point in 

post-antiquity. 

'"K. A. Kitchen "Towards a Reconstniction of Ramesside Memphis," in E. Heiberg 
and R. E. Freed (eds. ), Fragments of o Shat~ered 1 Ïsage: Proceedings of fhe infenroriowl 
Svmposium o ~ t  Hamesses the Great, (Memphis, 1 993), 88-89. 

' ' Kitc hen in Fragments of a Shttered C ?sage, 89 

'16See supra 1.3.8. 

' "~itchen in Fragments of a S h t e r e d  kisge,  89. 

"?P. Bulaq 19 (Cairo GC 580%). KRI VI1 102: 15. 103:9 

"%. Stadelmann, "Tempe1 und Tempeinamen in Theben-Ost und -West," hfDAIK 34 
( 1978), 1 7 5 8  P. Spencer, fie Egvprkm Temple: A Lrxicographical Sm&, (London, 1984). 
50. 



3.32 Statue of Seti (Cairo CG 1293) 
Black granodiorite: H. 103 cm; W. 3 6  cm; D. 85.5 cm 
PM l11:2', 863; H. Bnigsch îhexzums V, 1 O66 [9 1; L. Borchardt, Sfaruerr IV, 1 50-5 1 ,  B. 
H o m e v  T y p  of Aricirr~f E$yptian Staiuary IV. (Co penhagen, 1 95 1 - 1 969). pl. 1 1 2 7, KRI 
1, 124, 564; WÏA i, 105, $64; W7Mci,  101, 964. 

This broken statue represents Seti kneehg before the enthroned Atum. Kitchen 

wggests that the Heliopolitan Amm may have had an official cult center in Memphis.'" 

Lrnfonunately the head is gone, making it impossible to date the piece on stylistic growids. 

3.33 Lintel of Seti 1 
Lirnestone: W. 140.5 cni; H. 54 cm 
PM 111.2', 846; A. Badawi, ASAE54 (1956). 161, pl. 5,  H U 1  124125, $65; W U  1, 105, 
965; RlTlNC' 1, 1 O 1 - 102, 965. 

Finished in high raised reiief, this lintel was found reused in the tomb of Shoshenq D, 

son of Osorkon 11 who was High Pnest of Ptah in Memphis. '" It is inscribed with a double 

scene of the rnonarch running before some unidentified goddess. Only the lower half of the 

king's nomen cartouche, on the right hand panel susvives, giving [qry- [ml -n- [ f rh] . ' "  

According to Kitchen, the lintel may have derived kom a chapei simrlar to the one Seti 

dedicated to Ptah and two Memphite godde~ses."~ but the style of relief is quite different, 

casting doubt on this assrssment. 

'"A. Badawi. "Das Grab des KFonprinzen Scheschonk, Sohnes Osorkons II und 
Hohenpriester von Memphis," . 4 S U  54 ( 1 %6), 16 1 & pl. 5. 

" ' R 1 7 A K  I. 102, $65. See jt,fa next entry. 



3.34 Ptah Chape1 of Seti I 
PM 111.2', 843; 1. Berlandini, in A.-P. Zivie (ed.), Memphis rr ses riecropolrs au ~zouvrl 
empare, (Paris, 1988), 35-36 & pl. 3; idem, BSFE 99 (1984), 28-49, pl. 1-3; J .  Leclant. 
Orietiralio 20 ( 195 1 ), pl. 33-34; H. Sourouzian, M D A K  49 ( 1993). 247-249 & pls.46-48; 
(PLATE 51B). 

Built of iimestone, this small chapel was dedicated by Seti i to Ptah and a pair of 

~oddesses narned Mn-* and Tsm who persmifieci the city of Memphis itself '" lnside its 

single chamber were three elegant limestone statues.'26 The central one represents Ptah 

enthroned. It is weii preserved Save only for the head which is missing. His torso is well 

detailed, the broad collar and rishi-feather pattern of his cloak behg particularly striking. "' 
The surface decoration of the lower portions of the statue is largely eroded. 

Ptah is flanked by stanies of two goddesses, Mn-nfi on his left and rsmr on his right. 

Borh are double statues, each having a figure of Seti as a child sitting on her knee. They wear 

a long shifi and an enveloping wig surmounted by a modius. Both royal statues Wear a 

pleated kilt, sandals and aKhepresh-crown and each holds a -scepter in his right hand." 1 
Sowouzian has demomtrated that the statuary fiom the chape1 dates to quite early in 

Seti's reign. The feanires of the heads are rendered in a post-Amarna style.13 The same 

appears to be true of the reliefs on the side walls of the chapel. The only face preserved is ~hat 

"'J. Berlandhi, "La chapelle de Séthi 1 nouvelles découvertes: les déesses Tsmt et Mn-  
Nfi," BSFE 99 ( 19&), 28-49 & pls. 2-3 ; J. Berlandm, "Problématiqué des monuments de la 
chapelle de Séthi 1 a Memphis," in A.-P. Zivie (ed.), Memphs et ses necropolrs ou rrouvel 
empire, (Paris, 1988), 35-36. 

Sourouzian, "Statues et représentations de statues royales sous Séthi 1," MOAIK 
49 ( 1993)- 247-249 & PIS. 46-48. 

"'Ibid., pl. 47b. 

12'These statue groups reproduce in three dimensions a type of scene often found in 
relief during this time. Reliefs of the king as a child sitting on the goddessesl lap are found on 
the side walls of this chapel and in Seti's temples at Gurnah and Abydos. CE Sourouziw 
MDAIK 49 ( 1993). pl. 48a Calverley and Broome. A b y h  IV. pl. 20 

"'Ibid., Sourouzian, 247-248. 



of the kneeling king on the nonh wall. '" The eye is rendered with a natural, modeleci brow 

without cosmetic line, and with a crase that nins halfway between the eyebrow and the 

eyelid. 1 3 '  The eyeball itseif is almond-shaped. This face bears a striking resemblance to a 

relief of Ramesses 1 on the nonh interior w d  of the vestibule of the Second Fylon at 

Karnak, 13' and to ot her post A m m a  reliefs. '" The bellies of the figure on the nonh wall of 

the chapel, and another from the south wall of the chapel depicting the d e r  sittuig on the lap 

of the goddess Dm, protrude siightly in the manner of pst-i\mama art. ' '" It is likely, then, 

that the chapel was dedicated in the eariiest years of Seti's reign. 

3.35 Lintel of Seti I (Peoosylvanh University Museum E. 13573) 
Limestone: K. 69 cm, W. 170 cm 
PM 111.2', 860; Pe~jnsylvarria Museum Bulletin 1 5 ,  (November, 1 WO), 1 5 [2-31; ( P W TE - 
49). 

This lintel was found in the vicinity of the palace of Merenptah in Memphis."' 

Sumounting the lintel proper is a toms molding and cavetto cornice. Two round holes have 

been bored into the sides of the htei to either side of the beam of the lintel. The piece is 

inscribed in lightly incised sunk reliec the workmanship being quite elegant. Its decoration 

consists of a winged sun disk the Behdetite, whose narne is inscribed at either end of the ~ i n g  

"'lbid., pl. 48b. 

" ' ~ h i s  feature is often found in h a m a  and post-Arnama relief CE K. Myiliwiec, Le 
Portrait Royal, 78 & 83 w/ figs. 157-200, passim. On the post-Amarna style used during the 
earîiest part of Seti's reign see nrpra 1.2.1. 

I3'PM II', 39 ( 144); Nelson, Key P h ,  18% 188; G. Legrain, Les Temples dr K a r d ,  
89. 

"'E. g., MySliwiec, Le portrait royal, Tutankhamen: figs. 1 86- 1 87; Horemheb: fig. 
200. 

'"lbid., pl. J9a-b. 

H Ranke. "The Egyptian Collections of the University Museum" Pztrrfiyhatira 
i i l iversip LWstum Buifetin 1 5 (November, 1 %O), 1 5 [2-31. 



tips. Below this is a doubk inscription beamg the cartouches of Seti 1. The lefb hand text 

rads: m - b i t y  Mn-mFr-Rr mr 7mn "Live the King of Upper and Lower Egypt. 

Menrnaatre beloved of Amen." On the right is r@ sj RC Sty-mr-n-Ptb mr Mwr "Live the son 

of Re, Seti-Merenptah, beloved of Mut." It is apparent that the piece stems £îom some 

Memphite chape1 or shrine dedicated to these Theban gods. It is possible. too. that this 

monument dates to quite early in the reign. The prenomen mouche is arranged so that the 

c3 -sign is in the centrai position. Such an arrangement is more ofien found on monuments 

dating to the first year or so of the reign. I M  

3.36 Cornice of Seti I 
Limestone: L. 66 cm; H. 38 cm, D. 37 cm 
A. Mahmoud Moussa, A U E  68 ( 1992), 1 15- 1 18 & pl. 2. 

This limestone block represents the lefl corner of a cavetto cornice. "' The cornice 

does not continue on the side of the block, instesd the Çont surface of the block was cut back 

slightly deeper beyond the edge of the bont corner of the coniice and left rough. The gont of 

the cornice is decorated with alterna@ nomen and prenomen cartouches of Seti I with each 

cartouche resùng on a gold sign and surmounted by double plumes and a wn disk. The block 

was found near the srnail chape1 the sovereign dedicated to Ptah early in his reign fiom which 

it may have corne. IJ8 

"'A. Mahmoud Moussa, "Two Blocks Bearing a Celebration of a lubi!ee Festival and 
a Part of Comice Inscribed with Cartouches of Sety 1 from Memphis," ASAE 68 ( 1992). 1 15- 
1 18. pl. 2. 



Saqqara 

3.37 Steln of Seti 1 for Renenwetet (Leiden V.16 Lav. #AP 61) 
Limestone: H. 88 cm, W. 58 cm; D. 1 1 cm 
P. A. Boeser , Bechrribu~ig, Ag lp t i . de  Sommlung &s Nie&rlai&schtin Hr~chvntrwums Jrr 
Alfertümer il1 Lrrditt IV, (Hague, 19 13)- 12, pl. 24, no. 44; H. D. Schneider and M. S. Rave% 
Llr Epprische Ou&eid, (Leiden, 198 1 ), 109, no. 107; KRI 1,232. 8 10 1 ; HI12 1, 199. tj 10 1, 
I U Ï A N c  1, 152. $10 1; ( P U T E  50). 

This elegant votive stela is preserved nearly intact save oniy for severe abrasion near 

the top of the lunette, which obscures the facial features of Seti and the goddess along with 

most of their names and titles, and a bash in the lower nght corner of the p i e ~ e . " ~  The 

decoration consists of a scene in which Seti offers two mu-jars to the goddess Renenwetet. 

Between them is an offerhg stand bearing a nmsf-jar and a bouquet of Ionises. Seti is cloaked 

in a long pleated garment beneath which he wears a long skirt. He wears the Khepresh-crown 

with streamers falling down his back along with a pair of bracelets, a broad coilar and an 

apron hanging from the fiont of bis belt. 

Renenwetet is garbed in a long, tigbt-fitting shift with bracelets, anklets and a broad 

collar. She has the head of a cobra to which is anachad a tripartite wig. She holds an 

y in one hand and a -scepter and a shcaf of wheat in the other. a 
The figures are rendered in the mature Ramesside style cwent in middle and later 

years o f  the reign. The h g ' s  shoulders are broad, but the fonvard one dopes down towards 

the eont. His torso has a flat belly and a wasp-like waist, and the legs are long. The c h  is 

square and the mouth has smd, full iips with chiseled edges. The nose is large and aquiline. 

The res of the face has been damagai. The interior details of the relief. in pmicular the 

king's long gamient, are rendered with detailed precision. Overaii, the relief compares 

favorably with those fiom Seti's temple at Abydos. The text feahires a hymn praising the 

"9. A. Boeser, fi.schrerbutag. &pischz hrnIuttg des Niederk&dischen 
Rzrchrnuseums der Alteriumer ai Lrr&i IV, (Hague, 19 13 ), 12. pl. 24, no. 44; H. D. 
Schneider and M. S. Raven, Ut. Lgvprische Ouheid, (Leiden, 198 1 ), 109. no. 107. 



monarch as a favorite of various harvest deities and as a provider of apculturaî abundance 

hirnself '*' 

3.38 Tomb Relief of Amenwahsu and Tiya (Chicago 10507) 
Limestone: 
L. Habachi. H& 2 1 ( 1969). 2747.  G. T. Martin, C'urpus of Reliefs of ilte 1Vm1 kingdom frum 
dw hfemphm N~cropoi~.~ ami Lower k&pf 1, (London, L987), 30-3 1 & pl. 27, MI. 320, 
$126.1. WÏA 1, 260, $126.1, K I I 2 N c  1, 212-213, 9126.1. 

This relief depicts the table scribe Amenwahsu and his associate the royal scribe Tiya 

paying homage to the deified Seti ï and crown prince Ramesses. Ramesses is entitled "King's 

son of his body, his beloved, Ramessu." Seti is described as an Osiris-king The iconography 

of the relief portrays the monarch as deified, for he holds the crook and tlail in one hand and a 

mace in the other Behind him prince Ramesses holds aloft a -fan behind his father. This B 
emblem serves both as a mark of Ramesses' starus as a royal son and a mark of Seti's 

divinity '" The divine iconography used here is appropnate both for living and deceased 

pharaohs. and the image might represent Seti as a cult statue as on two boundary stelae from 

his earliest years. "' If his exact status is ambiguous, so is his son's. Prince Ramesxs is 

shown holding an . Among the living, this mulet is normally borne only bv deified nilers P 
whether dead or aiive. From an iconographical perspective. the& Ramesses' status, living or 

dead, is as ambiguous as his father's. Since he mus1 have b e n  alive when the piece was 

made, however, it seerns rnost plausible that the piece was made during h i s  father's reign 

before his own accession. The relief attests, then, to Ramesses' tenure as crown prince before 

his fat her' s deat h. '"' 

'"On the significance of the h wi-fan as a mark of divinity see L. Bell, "Aspects of the 
Cuit of the Deified Tutankharnun." 12.iilanges Gama1 Ecidin LMoWifor 1, (Cairo, 985). 3 1-60. 

"'Murriane. < 7 ~ ~ m k ~ ,  60. ( b). 



Giza 
3.39 Stela of Hatiay (Cairo JdE 72269) 
Limestone: H. 32.5 cm 
PM 11 1 : 1 ,  3 S.  Hassan, 7k Great Sphrm a d  its Secrets, Excavations at Giza 8, (Cairo. 
1953). 263. frg. 199 (no. 2 1 ); idem, ïk Sphiau, (Cairo. 1949). fig. 36; C.M. Zivie, (;ka o u  
clruxithr rndk~iarre, (Cairo, 1976). 189- 19 1 . NE 5 1 ; KKI 1, 78, $4 1 ; HIA 1, 67, $4 1, 
/U l(AVCV 1, 67-68, $4 1. 

This smaii stela is of rather cnide workmanship. It is divided into two registers, the 

upper one depicting Seti I kneeiing before the compound god Hwl-Horemakhet in the guise 

of the Great Sphim to whom he proffers two IUW-jars. Pharaoh's head is bowed and hs 

torso inclined fonvard slightly. He is garbed in a kilt wirh bull's tail. His crown consists of a 

Nemes surmounted by rm's  horns holding a sun disk with tail plumes and uraei. 

In the register below, the "Chef Sculptor of the Lord of the Two Lands" Hatiay 

kneels in adoration of the Sphinx. This Hatiay has been idenuneci as an official narned 

Userhat-Hatiay, also known as Penya, fiom this reign.lu More recently, van Dijk has 

identified this man with a certain üserhar who serveci as Maya's chef sculptor during the 

reign of Horemheb.14' If this is one and the wime man, he had a very long career and seems to 

have suMved on at l e s t  until the sUaeenth year of Ramesses U and perhaps as late as year 

thiny.la ln contras1 to the elegant reliefs attnbuted to Maya's chef sculptor, this stela is of 

fairly cade workmanship. Given the high quality of reliefs under Seti 1, the cnideness of the 

piece 1s hard to understand, even more so as it was cornrnissioned by the chief royal sculptor 

himself Presumably he did not make it himseüi 

IuH. Guksch. " Wsr-h3r u d  tijtjtjj zur Zeit Sethos I .." GM 64 ( 1983 ), 23-24. 

"9. van Dijk, "Maya's Chief Sculptor Liserhat-Hatiay with a Note on the Length of 
the Reign of Horemheb." Ghf 148 ( 1995). 29-34. 



3.40 Huntsman Stela of Seti 1 (Cairo JdE 72269) 
Limestone. H. 120 cm, W. 80 cm 
PM I I I  1'. 39; S Hassan, Ihe (ireut Sphim a d i f s  Secrets. G i a  8. 104-105. figs 74-75 (no 
80). idem Ihe Sphuu, fig. 42. C.M. Zivie. G i z  a u  ikuxrirnr mdlitwîre. 189- 189 NE 50. 
HU 1. 76-77, $39, IUlA I, 65-66, $39; K / I A V C 1  1, 66, $39 

This stela is badly eroded and broken off at the top. Originally it had two relysters of 

tableaux with a main text below Unfionunately. only the lower scene and the text remain. and 

these are severely wom in several places. The text accompanying the hunting episode 

describes how pharaoh slew a lion in the presence of his courtiers, while the scene depicts him 

shooting arrows at a herd of gazelles. '*7 The forma1 text below makes reference to the 

construction of some kind of shrine dedicated to Hwl-Horemakhet at whch cornmoners could 

worship. This was followed by an encomium lauding the monarch's prowess as a military 

leader I4Vhe monument here referred to may correspond to the additions and renovations 

Seti made to the Sphinx temple of Amenhotep 11.149 

Fay um 

3.41 Boundary Stela of Seti 1, Year 2 (Cairo CG 34502) 
Sandstone: M. 10 1 cm; W. 52 cm; D 22 cm 
PM IV. 10.1, G. Daressy, KI '  14 ( 18%). 38 t j l v i ;  KRI 1, 45, $23, W IA 1, 38, 923, W ï ; I M  ' 1. 
37-48. $23, (PLATE 51A). 

This boundary stela is sirnilar to one from year one set up in Kom el-Lufi and now in 

Brooklyn (see next entry). It was cornmissioned as the result of a land survey. The tableau 

that dominates the stela bars a single figure of the king holding a staff and an . He wears a ? 
shrtdy-kilt and on his head the white crown. As on the Brooklyn stela the image represents 

"'Hassan, Ihe Great Sphirur and ifs Secrets, Excavations at Gtza 8, (Cairo, 1953). 
figs. 74-75; idem, fie Sphinx: ILS Hïsfory i t ~  the Light of Recent EKcuva~~onî, (Cairo, 1949). 
fig. 42. 



a cult statue of the deified r~ler.'~'' The workmanship is mediocre sunk relief The face is 

relatively astylistic save only for the eye whch is sJumoio 

Lrpper Egypt 
Kom el-Lufi (Mioya) 

3.42 Boundary Stela of Seti 1, Year 1 (Brooklyn 69.1 16.1) 
Limestone: H. 120 cm; W. 42 cm 
D Kessler. SAK 10 ( 1982), 1 1 5-220, pl. 4a; R. Fazzini, Art of il~rcrrrit &p~: .A SeI~~cno~i 

/rom rhr Brookly,, ilfuseum, Exhibition Catalog: Emily Lowe Gallery. Hofstra University. 
(Hempstead New York, 197 1 ), no. 1 7; KHI 1. 23 1. 9: 100; W ï A  1, 199. 9 100; MIAM' 1. 152. 
9 100, (PLATE 52). 

This round-topped stela was discovered at the West bank site of Kom el-Luti. 4.5 km 

south of Samaiut and 17 km north of Minieh in Middle Egypt. 1 5 '  It once had a large blank 

area about 55 cm deep below the bottom line of the tem."' This was removed pnor to its 

acquisition by the BrooWyn museum. Kitchen notes that it is not a donation stela, as Kessler 

had asserted,15' but a boundary marker on the border of two estates.'" Its text describes it as 

having been positioned "south of the domain of Re and nonh of the middle of Nacho.""' 

The vignette is camed in sunk relief with a figure of Seti I .  He holds a s t a f f  in his right 

hand and an in his l e f i  Behind the king a !-fan sits in a 0-sign with a half ,7J-sign and 

a second 0 below it. Bel has shown that the figure on the stela porvays a royal cult statue 

that was apparently the beneficiary of a foundation. 156 

I5'L. Bell. bfPIangesMoW1tur 1, 36 & 53, M. 149-150. 

l S L  D. Kessler, "Eine Stele Sethos I .  aus Kom el-Lufi (Minia)," SAK 10 ( 1982). 2 1 5-  
216. 



The main tea. dated to year one, exhibits an early variant of the prenomen cartouche. 

arranged horizontaüy, in which the 3 -sign cornes before the rtiFt-figure. This variaïnt can 

be found in other early monuments. "' By contrast. a vertically arrangeci cartouche in the 

lunette scene e-dubits the standard onnography with the m -sign on the bottom. 

Hermopolis 
3.43 Decree of Seti 1 
Sandstone 
H. Brumer. MDIK 8 ( 1939), 16 14. pl. 23; KKI 1. 125- 126. $67 (with corrections. HU VI 1. 
428:3-7); KI72 1, 106, $67; N T W C  1, 102- 103. $67. 

Only the bottom right-hand portion of this stela is preserved. Much of the main 

text. dong with the scene at the top, is missing. Athough no part of Seti's prorocol sunibes 

in the text. both its rhetoric and subject rnatter pardlels that of the Nauri decree? The roval 

herald Nedjem, who is narned in the text, is also aitested in the Memphite palace accounts 

tiom the early part of the reign. '* 

3.44 Fragment of a Doorjamb 
Limestone: H. 23 cm; W. 5 1 cm 
G. Roeder, Hermopolis 1929-1939. (Hildesheim, 1959). 296, IX 95, pl. 6 1c. 

Roeder published ths fragment of what appears IO have been part of a doo jamb The 

decoration is engraved and arranged verticaîiy. Ody the lower two giyphs of S e t h  prenomen 

157 See supra 1.4.5. 

"8H. B m e r ,  "Das Fragment eines Schutzâekreten aus dem Neuen Reich. " h f D K  8 
(1939), 161-164 & pl. 23. 

'59RITANC' 1, 1 02, 920 1 . On the text of Nauri Decree and its legal implications, see: 
F. LI. Griffith "The Abydos Decree of Seti 1 at Nauri," JEA 13 (1927). 193-208; W.F. 
Edyerton, "The Nauri Decree of Seti 1 A Translation and Analysis of the Legai Portion," 
JNES 6 ( 1947). 2 19-230; A. H. Gardiner. "Sorne Reflections on the N u i  Decree," J U  3 8 
(1952). 24-33. 



are preserved. No funher information on the monument from which the block may have 

sternrned is fonhcoming. 

Girga 
3.45 Building Cramp of Seti i 
Grey granite 
fit/ V. 39; Ci. Bouriant, RI' 9 ( 1887). 89 (641. 

This small "block" inscribed for Seti 1 was found at Girga in the last century '" By its 

shape as recorded by Bouriant, it must be a building cramp. It is sinuiar to cramps found in 

the Osireion by Frankfon.'"' and probably came tiom this or some other Abydene building of 

the king. No other trace of  S e t h  building activity at Girga is fonhcorning. 

Abydos 

3.46 TempteofSetil 
Reliefs of Seti i 

Phf VI, 1-27, A. Mariette, Abydm: clt!scr@tion clrs fôuilles &;curies JW I 'rmpi'ucmer~r & 
crrte wlle, vol. I , Lllk Antique - ïkmpk clu Seti 1.. (Paris, 1 869); A. St. G. Caul feild. Ihr 
Temple of the Kitigs at Aby&s (Sep 1). (London, 1 902); J. Capart, Abydos, le implr de Sdhr 
Pr: tituclr gt'tikraie, (Bmssels, 19 12); E. Zippen, Der Grrlachmisrempl Sethos 1. :u rlb~dvs, 
( Berlin. 193 i ); A. M. Calverley & M. F. Broome, Tlw Temple of King Serhos i ut Abydus. 4 
vols., (London, 1933- 1958); R. David, A Guide ro Hrligiuus Rirual ut Abydos. (Warminster. 
198 1 ); Omm Sety & H. el-Zeini, &yhs: Ho& Cily ofAr~ciettf E'pf, (Los Angeles, 198 1 ); 
(PLATES 53A-B, 78-81). 

The celebrated temple of Seti I at Abydos could seme as the topic of a dissertation in 

itselt and indeed it has several times.'" dong with specific aspects of it? It is beyond the  

I6'U. Bouriant, "Petits monuments et petits textes recueillis en Égypte." R 7' 9 ( 1 88 7). 
89 [Ml. 

'"'H. Frankfort et. al., %hz Ceno~aph of Set/ I ut A b y h  2, (Londoc 1 93 3 ), pl. 8. 

'" J . Capan, Abydos, Ir temple Je S M  P: du& générale, (Bnissels, 1 9 1 2);  E. 
Zi p pen, Llrr (irctachn~~strmprl bkthus 1. :u A bydos, ( Berh, 1 93 1 ) . 



scope of the present work, then, to consider or even review aspects of this temple beyond 

evidence for the history of its construction and decoration. 

3.46.1 Outer Courts and Pylons 

The temple is b d t  primarily of hestone, although sandstone was used in various 

areas throughout. The two courts, each fionted by a pylon. are now much destroyed. These 

were decorated entirely by Ramesses LI sometime afler the adoption of the final form of his 

prenomen. The pylons and two courts are much desuoyed, with only the iower courses of 

stonework remaining. There is some evidence that Seti rnay have completed parts of these 

couns and their pylons. His cartouches were found in a number of instances. including one 

inscribed on a block found below the pavement level on the façade of the first pylon.'" David 

notes that his name also occurs twice on the West wall of the Brst court, which mi& suggest 

that Seti built the wall separating the two courts.'" Other cartouches of Seti occur, however, 

in dedication texts that are undoubtedly the work of Ramesses LX, casting Mme doubt on this 

assessrnent . '" 

3.46.2 The Portico in the Second Court 

By contrast to the destruction of the pylons and fist  two courts, the middle and rear 

portions of the temple are wel  preserved. The middle section consists of two hypostyle halls. 

The façade of the outer hypostyle, at the back of the second court, consists of a portico 

16'E. B. Ghazouli, "The Palace and Magazines attached to the Temple of Seti 1 at 
Abydos." ASAE 58 (1954), 167-169 dr pl. 24B. 

'%avid, A Gui& to Refigous Rituai ut Abydos, 1 1. Foliowing A. Mariette, Abydos: 
dkscrrprion &s fouilles ext!'ciriers sur 1 'empkacement uk cette ville I, Ville Antique - Temple 
de Seti I, (Paris, 1869)- 10- 1 1. 

'"E. y, in a scene depicting a row of Ramesses' daughters from this same wall. Ibid., 
pl. 3 .  Omm Sety & H. el-Zeini, A bydos: Ho& Ciry of dricient Eapt ,  (Los Angeles, 1 98 1 ), 5 8. 
fig. 6- 1 1; PM M, 3 ( 13- 18). So too in the procession of his sons on the south and West walls. 
PM W. 1 & 3 (7- 1 1 ); Lbid., Omrn Sety & H. el-Zeini, 57, fig. 6-9. Seti's name occurs in 
seirral dedication texts carved for Ramesses LI in the fint and second courts where it is yiven 
as part of the name of the temple. Lefebvre. ASA5 13, 2 12-2 i l ,  fig. 2. pi. i [Z]. 



supponed by twelve square piliars of hes tone .  The wdl behind it was also iimestone and 

was oriyindy pierced by seven doon*ays. rU1 but the central one of these were later plugged 

up with sandstone blocks by Ramesses LI so that the w d  could be inscribed with his 

i)ucriptror~ &diCaiorre. According to David, the façade itself. i.e. the w d  behmd the ponico, 

was constructeci by Seti, but the pillars were erected by Rarnes~es.'~' She notes that the 

interior Lintels of the original doonuays leading to the 5rst hypostyle hall, dong with other 

ponions of the outer hypostyle hall, were panially decorated by Seti at the end of his reiyn. 16'' 

Surely the interior surfaces of this wali could not have been decorated before the wall itselc 

and the ponico that adjoins it, were consuucted. Since the roof and side wails of the ponico 

were comected to the fkst hypostyle Ml, ir would have been more economicd to build thern 

at the sarne time as the first hypostyle hall. The walls of the second court, which was 

unroofed, could have been built at a later stage.''' Mumane argueci that Ramesses claimed to 

have built this portico in the i~iscripfim Jtdicatoire where in describiag the state in whch he 

found the temple after his father's death he daims: "lts architecturai elements (mnw) had not 

been completed; the pdars had not been erected on its terrace.. ." Murnane believed this to be 

a description of the ponico at the West end of the second coun,"' but it is more likely that 

Ramesses was referring to an identical, and now much destroyed portico at the West end of 

'"David, A Gui& to Rriigious Ritual ut Abydos, 1 1 . 

17'CE the structure of the Gumah mernorial temple of Seti I where the roofed ponico, 
at the back of the second court is integrai t o  the rear portions of the temple, which are built of 
stone. The side wails of both courts, dong with the two pylons were added separately. These 
outer ponions were largely budt of mud brick at Gumah. w M e  those at Abydos are of stone. 
Stili, comp~son of the two structures is instructive in understanding the building histoq of 
the Abydos temple. 



the tirst court, of which only the pedestals and lowest courses of the pillars remain. '-' As in 

the second court, these lie on a low terrace about a meter above the tloor ofthe court ' Y  

3.46.3 First Hypostyie Hall 

The walls of the first hypostyle are largely of mdstone excrpt for a lirnestone veneer 

placed over the nonh w d .  The columns are dso of sandstone. At Seti's death, some of 

those in the hs t  hypostyle had already been inscribed. He also partly decorated the seven 

doorways in the West wall leading through to the inner hypostyle."' Traces of his original 

decoration remain in a few instances, but these reliefs were largely replaced by those of his 

son. "' Sirnilar palimpsests are found in the scenes between the doonvays. especially on the 

upper registers. "' Seti also seerns to have decorated the lintels of rnost of the doonvays 

through the east wall of the î h t  hypostyle leadmg into the second court, where traces of 

raised relief bearing his name were f 0 ~ n d . I ~ ~  

No further decoration of Seti is to be found in the &st hypostyle hall, and Ramesses 

later usurped ail the reliefs his father had completed here. often replacing them with new 

compositions of his own. It is likely, however, that many if not ail of the tableaux in the outer 

hypostyle had been laid out under Seti. The royal figures in these episodes are oHen shown 

bowing, a practice weii attested under Seti here and elsewhere, but one quickly rejected by 

Ramesses upon his accession."' From elsewhere in this temple cornes unequivocal evidence 

172Calverley & Broome, Abyclos IV, pl. 3 

'73David, A Gui& 10 Religmus Ritual ai Abydos, 1 1 .  

"'~eti's work suMves in a few instances. Omrn Sety & H. elleini, Abydos: Hofy 
City of Anclelif E w p ~ ,  79. 



that Seti laid out large areas of w d  decoration in paint that were not camed until atter his 

lifetime."' In convening these to relief. Ramesses 11's sculptors irnrnortdized the now 

obsolete iconography of the painted version. "" Another feature that betrays the fact that Seti 

composed the decorative program in the first hypostyle is the survival of his name on the 

shrine of Wepwawet in a panel from the nonh ~ a l l . " ~  

It is apparent that Seti had laid out the decoraiion of the first hypostyle hall in 

polychrome before his death, and that the first stages of convening these into relief were then 

undenvay. Ramesses, hding the relief largely unfinished, completed them in his own narne 

while usurping those completeà by his father. This is precisely the same pattern found in the 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall. ib David has noted, far fiom piously completing the work of his 

father. Ramesses adapted the decoration of this charnber to suit his own design. ' *' ln many 

cases when he erased extant reliefs of his father, he replaced them with entirely new designs of 

his own. '" By contrast to the canpons of Seti completed by Ramesses, in which the king's 

torso is often bent fonvard, the reliefs laid out by Ramesses hirnself show him My upright In 

ths respect, the history of the decoration diaers fiom that of the Karnai Hypostyle Hall 

where Rarnesses usurped the cartouches of his father, but merely convend the extant 

tableaux ftom r a i d  to sunk relief '*' 

' 'VJ .  Baines et. al., "Techniques of Decoration in the H a l  of Barques in the Temple of 
Sethos 1 at Abydos," JE4 75 ( 1989), 13-30. 

"'PM VI, 5 (58); David, A Gui& tu Religrous Rituai al Abydos, 2 1 & pl. 6. Such 
accidentai survivais of Seti's narne in murais and reliefs carved or usurped by his successors is 
also known f h m  the Kamak Hypostyle Hall and the Osireion. M m e .  JA!ES 34 ( 1975). 
180; Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pl. 33. On HiMvals of Seti's name in painted decoration usurped by 
Merenptah in the Osireion see @?a 3.52. 

%id., David. 20ff 



3.46.4 Second Hypostyle Clail 

The walls of the second hypostyle are limestone throughout, and are embellished with 

magnificent bas reliefs for which Seti's temple is famous. I ts columns are of sandstone I n 5  By 

h s  death, ail the reliefs in the second hypostyle were carved. Those on the west hail had also 

b e n  colored'" and the painters had just begun to tint reliefs on the nonh wall '" Athouyh 

the scenes on the west wall proper had been painted by the end of the reign. those on the 

dooways leading to the seven chapels had not. in fact, the sculptors had not yet applied the 

finishing details to them. They lack the intncate detailing fourtd on other reliefs in the hall. but 

upon closer examination it is apparent ihat the process of finishing them was undenvay at 

Seti's death. There are extensive traces of detaiis rendered in paint but not yet carved on tne 

reliefs on most of these doonvays."' In a number of instances, the process of caming these 

details had just begun on the lowermost regsters of the dooways when the projeci was 

abandoned . ' 
On the east wail, the representations above and between the ponds leadmg to the first 

hypostyle hali yeneraiiy lack the extensive detaiimg found elsewhere in the king's reliefs in the 

building."" In particular, none of the scenes dong the top register have been embellished. and 

no traces of painted guidelines are evident. A similar phenomenon seems to occur on some of 

"'Calverley & Broome, AbyJos IV, pls. 4-5 & 57 with drawings of the scenes pis. 67- 
78. 

"%id., Caiverley & Broome, Abydos IV. pls. 13- 14, 16- 17. 19-20, 22-23, 25-26. 30- 
3 1 & 35.  

189 Ibid.. pl. 15, (=dooway into Isis chapel), the reed mats uipporting the god and 
yoddess on the right jamb and the navel of the goddess on the lefi jamb. Cf the lowermost 
regsters on the other doorways where the reed mats have often been detailed. Ibid. pls. 18. 
23. 32. 

l'A!ibid.. pls. 45-52. 



the column panels that have been carved but not detailed.'Y' Traces of painted guidelines for 

t heir embellishment are found on a number of t hem. 19' 

From the above we rnay conclude that the sculptors carved the reliefs in two stages. 

Mer converthg the painted cartoon into bas relief, inuicate detailing was laid out on the 

reliefs and then engraved by the sculptors. N o d y .  such rninutiae was rendered in painted 

outline as part of the coloring of the reliefs by the painters. Even the seemingly cnide reliefs 

of Seti's Ramesside successors were oflen intricately detailed in paint although the carved 

reliefs themselves were alrnost completely lacking in engraved fuiishing. In fact, the highiy 

detailed reliefs at Abydos were exceptional even in the corpus of Seti's own work. No 

comparable level of ernbeilishment is found in either the monarch's decoration in the Gu& 

memonai temple or in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Lt is true that the sandstone medium found 

at Thebes was not as conducive to such fietwork as the fuie grained limestone used at 

Abydos, but even the Ramesses 1 chapel, dso made of limestone, lacks a comparable level of 

embelli~hment.'~' Thus at the end of the reign, the sculptors had completed the first stage of 

cutting the bas relief and were in the process of engraving the fier detailing where this had 

been laid out in paint. At the king's death, many of the panels on the east and north walls had 

been detailed and the painters were in the process of c o l o ~ g  them. Aithough Seti's 

successors respected his reliefs in the second hypostyle, none bothered to thsb  painting them. 

3.46.5 The Seven Chapeis aad Osiris Suite 

It is apparent from their state of completion that the seven main chapels were among 

the first areas of the temple to be decorated, with both the initial sculpting and finai detailing 

lg'Ibid., pls. 67-78. 

19'1bid.. pl. 72, column 6A-C & pl. 73, column 7A-C. 

'I'H.E. Winiock, Bas-Rrliefifiom che Temple of Ramtisesiar Abyhs, (New York, 
192 1 ). pls. 1 - 1 1, passim. While it is true t h  these reliefs are exquisitely nnished, particularly 
the texture of the pleated linen robes and wigs of the figures, other detds such as the broad 
collars. bracelets and a d e t s  are generally not indicated. See supra 14.1. 



of the reliefs having b e n  largely completed in each chapel."" Likewise the reliefs in the Osins 

suite seem to have been cornpleted before Seti's death."' Late in the reign, the painters began 

to color the reliefs in this part of the temple. By the tirne work stopped. the reliefs in the 

chapels of h e n - R e  and O s i s  had been finished in polychrome dong with large portions of 

the Osiris suite. including the chapels of the Abydene triad w i t h  it. Some of the reliefs in the 

Osiris suite seemed to have been colored early in Ramesses II's reign, where he finished 

detads of some of the tableaux in paint which were nonnally carved in relief under Seti such as 

an inscription on the pole of a tent shrine of Osiris.'" It may be the case that the scuiptors had 

not );et applied the finishing touches to many of the reliefs in the O s i s  suite. In the Homs 

chapei. the scuiptors had lefi the detailing of the north wall Uicomplete at Seti's death. 

Ramesses LI seems to have had a nurnber of these reliefs coiored after his accessio~ adding 

the final embellishments in pair~t.'~' 

'Y4CaJverley & Broorne, Ahy<ios I-II, pusim. 

"5~alverley & Broome, Abydos 111. p s i m .  

'%Ibid.. Calverley & Broome, Abydos III, pl. 52a; A. el-Sawi, "Ramesses I I  
Completing a Shrine in the Temple of Sety L at Abydos," SAK 10 ( l983), 307-3 10. Beginning 
under Ramesses LI, rnany details that were engraved in the bas relief under Seti 1 were now 
only finished in paint. Even the outiines of broad collars and bracelets were lefi out. Such 
detads were then rendered meticdously in paint. CE painted reliefs ûom the temple of 
Ramesses II at Abydos (e.g. Omrn Sety & el leini ,  Abycios: Holy Ci& of Aricirnr Eap t .  2223, 
fig. 2 4 4  (located in room W. west waJ= PM VI, 38). So too at Medinet Habu (see supra 
chapter 1. n. 1 53). This practice aiso extended to bas reliefs Born Ramesses' Abydos temple 
that lack the extensive detailing in relief found in Seti's aearby temple. 

'"Calverley & Broome, dbyhs  111, pl. 33; A el-Sawi. "A Note on the Northem Wall 
of the Lnner Chape1 of Horus in the Temple of Sety I at Abydos." G2.f 95 ( 1987). 67-72 



3.46.6 South W ing of the Temple 

The unusual L-shaped south Hing of  the temple consisted of a number of suites of 

related chambers. "'' ~ h e  Gallery of the Lists ( x ) ' ~  leads to the butchers coun wth its four 

subsidiq rooms (rooms A'-D').'"" A door through the W e s t  wall of the Gallery leads to the 

Comdor of the Bull (Y)")' followed by a staiway exiting through the West wall of the 

building. South of this exit was anothe: door leading to an antechber with four more doors 

opening into storerooms (E'-I ' ) ."~  A doorway in the south West corner o f  the second 

hypostyle hall leads to the suite of Nefenern and Ptah-Sokar (T-v)? This now consists of a 

large chamber supponed by three pillars. A pair of chapels are entered via doorways in the 

West wall. Baines has shown that the original design of this suite would have included three 

chapels and a laryr antechamber supponed by s i i  columns. This was compressed to make 

room for the Comdor of the Bull and its connecting stainvell."" Finaliy, a second door 

through the West wall of the Gallery of the Lists leads to the Hail of  Barques, this in tum has a 

stainvay leading to the temple rooF. 

'YuPI.M VI, 22-27. The lenered designations for the rooms are those of Manette. 

lWPM VI, 24-25. 

'"PM IV, 26-27. 

"'PM VI, 25-26. 

'"'PM VI, 27 

"PM VI, 23-24. 

"'I Baines et. al.. "Abydos, Temple of Sethos 1: Prelirninary Report." ./Li 70 ( 1984). 
L6-IS 



3.46.7 Layout of Decoration in Paint 

I t  appears that thettecorative program of the entire southem wing of the rçmple was 

laid out in the  form of polychrome cartoons during Seti's reignLCh Most of thesc were never 

convened into relief before his death, their purpose was io serve both as a ternporary 

substitute and a guide for the reliefs to be carved later. 

3.46.8 Reliefs in South Wing Finished by Seti 1 

3.46.8.1 Nefertem-Ptah-Sokar Suite 

By the end of Seti's reign, the sculptors had completed their work in the U e f ertern- 

Ptah-Sokar suite. Athough the fine detading of the tableaux had been engraveci, none of t hem 

were ever co~ored.'~' 

3.46.8.2 Gallery of the Kiogs 

This charnber contains some of the most famous and historicaily important reliefs in 

the temple. Besides the invaluable king list, several of the tableaux ponray the &ture 

Ramesses II as a prince officiating in the ntuai alongside h s  father (PLATES 53B & 78) "'* 

He is entitled "Hereditary Prince, King's eldest son of tus body. Ramesses tnie-of-voice ( i ry -  

prr s$ t1sw .msw rt bn.fRCms-sw rnT-!lm)." Ramesses is invariably depicted on a smaller 

seale than his father as a prince with the side-lock. His naine (without cartouche) and titles 

aiso mark hun as a prince. Exceptionally, the double cartouche of Ramesses as kuig occurs in 

LU61bid., 18; J.  Baines, et. al., JEjl 75 ( 1989). 13-30; PM VI. 26-27; For descriptions 
of these murals see David, A (Ni& io Religious Riiual ai AbyCtOs, (Hall of Barques), 152- 
1 5.1, Slaughter Co- 154- 1 5 7; Store rooms leading off Slaughter Court, 1 5 7- 1 59; South 
western store rooms, (= E'-1'). 1 59- 16 1. Cf. Omm Sety & el-Zeini, Abyhs: Holy C'dy of 
rlrzcier~t EIgypt, 1 7 1 - 1 75. 

"'Cf Ibid., Omm Sety & H. el-Zeini, 140- 153, figs. 1 1 .1  - 1 1.26; K. Lange & M. 
Himer, &yp: A rchrtrcture, h ip tur r .  Pairltitlg i ~ t  firer Thousmd Y w s .  ( London., 1 96 1 ), 
pis. 2 18 & 222. 

'"Ph! VI, 25 (223), (224-225). (228). (229-230). Murnane, JiVI.3 34 ( 1975). 163. fig 
ja-b. Ibid.. Omm Sety & H. el-Zeini. 154- 155, figs. 12.1- 12.2; K. A. Kitchen, Pharuoh 
Irrirmyhur1t: I k  Li& uirl I imrs of Kmrssus II, ( Warminster, 1 982). 1 2. ii y. 4. 



one case on a pendant hangin8 fiom the end of his sash, with the shon form of his prenorncn 

being employed (PLATE 79).'" There is  no reason to believe this feature was added 

subsequent to the original edition of the relief Since the overwhelming preponderance of 

evidence indicates that he was stiii only a p ~ c e  at the t h e  these reliefs were carved, we may 

conclude that the cartouches were prospective ones already chosen before his accession as 

so vereign. 

The reliefdecoration in the Gaiieiy of Kings encompasses di but its çouthemmost 

ponion. The final tifth of the eastem waii was lefi blank, dong with the space to the south of 

the lefi jamb of the doorway into the Hall of Barques. Likewise, the sourhern doorway 

leading to the Butcher's Hall was never decorated. In the last tableau on the east hall, the 

king lays his hands on a table of otferings dedicated to Amen-Re ( P U T E  53A). The space - 
beyond it is blank; the fneze of cartouches and !th-friezes, dong with a ribbon pattern and 

L-4-sign below it and the dado below the tableau. aii stop at the nght edge of the scene. No 

trace of decoration is found to the left of this vignette. but it must have once existed as a 

polychrome cartoon."" It has since faded away,"' and the area was covered with graffiti 

during the Roman period."' The scene to the south of the dooway into the Hall of Barques 

is aiso bl& but Like the east wdi, must have been laid out in paint and lefi uncarved at Seti's 

death. Adjacent to this, the leA jamb of the door into the Hall of Barques bars a figure of 

pharaoh wearing the White Crown entenng the temple. The bas relief is completed in raised 

relief with Seti's protocol but Ramesses II has added lus cartouches in sunk relief below those 

S b i d . ,  Mumane, 163, fig. Sb. 

"'Baines notes that many of the painted cartoons in this ponion of the temple have 
faded substantiaiiy since they were photographed in the 1930's. Baines, et. of.. J U  75. 14. 
The roof was missing at the southem end of the Gallery admitting sunlight which bleached the 
painted decoration away. On the roof of the southem end of the Gallery of Lists see Baines. 
J U  70, 20-2 i . 

"'Ornm Sety & H. el-Zeini. A bydo.~: Holy ( *ity of A I I C A ~ I I I  Egypt, 1 5 8 & f i y s  1 2 4 A-b. 
160. fi+ 12.6-12.7. 



of his father."' Baines suggests that the relief may have been completed by Ramesses. w ho 

added his name as evidence of his filial piety2" 

€rom the above, it is apparent that the south end of the Gaiiery of Lisrs remained 

incomplete at Seti's death, whch implies that it was among the last parts of the temple to ba 

decorated at the end of Seti's lifetime. This. in tum, would imply that the episodes depicting 

Ramesses LI as stiU a prince are indicative of his status shortly before h i s  father's death. 

3.46.8.3 Slaughter Court 

This area of the temple remains iargely unpublished.'" Its decoration is executed in 

sunk relief naming Seti 1,"" ths being the only work in this medium narniny him in the temple. 

3.46.8.4 Corridor of the Bull and Staircase Y' 

Seti seems to be responsible for a handful of reliefs on the doonvay leading from the 

Comdor of the Bull to staircase Y'. A double tableau over the luitel of the doonvay inside 

the Comdor has Seti running with the hpt-oar to Osiris and Sokar.'" The shadow of the door 

is inscribed in raised relief with SeCs protocol, with latter texts at the base of these in sunk 

relief naming Ramesses 1 1 . " ~ e t i  is responsible for two of the panels in Staircase Y' Two of 

these featwe long speeches of Thoth and Sefekhet-abu on the eastem end of the south and 

non h walls respectively ."' 

'" R. David, A Gui& CO Kdigious Hi& as Abydos, 1 1 O. 

"'John Bahes by personal communication. 

'"Pkf VI, 26, (243-244). David, op. cit., 154-157. 

'16~ohn Baines by personal communication. 

"'PM VI, 26, (?Ma-b); David, op. cit., 1 15. 

'"PM VI, 26m (238e-f); Lbid., David, 1 15. 

'"PA4 VI. 76 ,  (239) & (24 1 ); Ibid.. David. 1 15- 1 17. 
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3.46.9 Work in the South Wing Cornpleted After Seti's Death by Rnmesses U 

In addition to fimshing and usurping his father's partially completed decoration in the 

first hypostyle and outer courts. Ramesses 11 undenook the completion of reliefs in parts of 

the sourhern wing. Most of this work is characterimi by the use of sunk relief and the longer 

form of his prenomen, (style R'), indicating that it was done sometime &er year two Al1 

such reliefs were laid out in paint by Seti 1 and feature the kmg bowhg. That Ramesses was 

following such cartoons left by his father is proved by reliefs in the Hall of Barques. 

3.46.9.1 Gallery of the Kings 

As noted above, Ramesses may have completed a relief on the lefl jarnb of the 

entrance to the Hall of Barques that was dready pmially carved by his father. Ramesses 

added his cartouches in sunk relief bearing the long form of his prenomen. (R'). below those 

of his father. This work was presurnably done sometime after year two when he did most of 

his work in the temple. 

3. 46.9.2 Corridor of the Bull 

Al1 the tableaux in the Comdor of the Bull are finished in R' by Rarnesses I I .  Only the 

lower regisister rernains substantiaily intact, but traces of panels on an upper register are also 

preserved in a few instances. h nurnber of the tableau depict hm dong side his eldest son 

Amenhirkhopeshef. including the celebrated bu11 lassoing episode on the nonh ~ a l l . ' ' ~  iUso 

on the nonh waii, Ramesses drags the boat shrine of Sokar towards Thoth and the deified Seti 

1. while a smailer, mostly destroyed figure, undoubteâly the prince, follows behind.'" Two 

other scenes depict only the monarch sacrificing an oryx and offering to Ptah and Sakhmet.'" 

"'PM VI, 26 (236-23 7). 

'"Omrn Sety & H. elleini, Abydos: Hu& (-19 ofAncirni Empî. 163. figs. 13 4 -  13 5 

. 3 *  

---1bid.. 162. fis. l3  5 & 163, hg. 13.6. 



On the south waii, the easternmost panel features Ramesses dnviny the four cakes 

towards Khonsu and the deified Seti 1.'" The middle tableaux has Ramesses mmng with &Y- 

vases bafore a laryely destroyed figure of a murnrniform deity. In the next episode he is 

accornpanied by three deities snaring waterfowl in a clap net?' In the final scene, the king and 

prince Amenhirkhopeshef present captured waterfowl to Arnen-Re and  ut. '" 
The two episodes featuring the dei6ed Seti 1 are probably alterations made by 

Ramesses 11 to the original design that his father had laid out în paini. In both cases, the 

figures of the dead mler hold 1-sceptn and y-signs in their hands2'VThis is not the typical 

iconography of a deified king, who is usually shown holding an . (ofien with a mace as ? 
well), in one hand and a crook and Bail in the other.'" Presumably the painted version of Seti 

included two deities in each tableau. Ramesses altered the second one into a fiyure of his  

father rnerely by substituting the head of the deiiy with that of the sovereign and adding the 

royal titles. "' l'he t hree figures of prince Amenhirkhopeshef accompanying Ramesses were 

surely based on the painted tableaux of Seti 1 with Ramesses as the prince. Athough 

Ramesses' sons and daughters are depicted on many of his monuments, he 1s rarely shoun 

"'PM VI? (234);Ibid.. Omrn Sety & H. ei-Zeini, 166, fig. 13.8. 

'24PM VI, 25-26, (235); Ibid., Omm Sety & H el-Zeini, 167, fig. 13.9; 1. S. 
Westernan "The Fowling Scene in the Temple of Sety 1 - Abydos," Grtl 103 ( 1988). 9 1 

-"'PM VI, 25-26, (235); Ibid., Omm Sety & H. el-Zeini, 167, fig. 13.10; K. A. Kitchen. 
Pharaoh l riumpham, 34, tig, 12. 

'%d., Umm Sety & elleini, 166, fig. 13.8, right edge of photo. 

'"cf GHHK 1.1,  pis. 42, 48, 53 (= without crook and Bail), 57, 61 & 72. So 
too in the vestibule to the Ramesses 1 suite in Seti's Gumah temple. See i~lfro 3.83.3.3ff 

'"On the lowermost scenes on the interior jambs of the south gate of the Karnak 
Hypostyle, the second divine figure. (which may have been a goddess or a mumrmform deity 
like Ptah), was, in each case, entirely replaced by a figure of the defied Seti before Ramesses 
had Seti's painted canoon sculpted in relief Cf. Nelsoa GHHK I. 1, pls. 57 & 6 1 with the 
interior jambs of the nonh gate, (Xbid., pls. 184 & 187). and with the scenes on the exterior 
jambs of both yates: (nonh yate: Epigraphic Sumey. nrr Burrlr Rrlirjs uf ki~rg S q  1. pl. 19C 
& NF;  wuth gate Phf 11'. 50, (lo.lGg]). 



actiny in concen with  theni.'" The jambs of the doonvay leading into staircase Y' are 

inscribed w ith the titulary of Ramesses II, while the thchesses are inscribed with elonyated 

cartouches of his in bas relief:."" 

3.46.9.3 Staircase Y' 

As noted above. Seti rnay have completed the two vignettes bearing long speeches of 

Thoth and Sefekhet-abu, but two other scenes in this chamber feature Ramesses 11 as Lny 

ofenng to the deified Seti dong with [sis and the Ennead ((PLATE 80-al)."' His titulary 

also appean on the jambs of the doonvay leading into the Corridor of the B ~ l l . ' ~ T h e s e  

reliefs are the only ones featuring Ramesses as king with the shon fom of his prenomen and 

are in bas relief (style RI). The fact that Ramesses is not show bowing in these scenes 

indicaies rhat he was not following a design laid out in cartoon by Seti. 

3.46.9.4 Hail of Barques 

Like the other rooms in the southem wing, the waiis of the Hall of Barques had bceii 

covered with polychrome cartoons during Seti's reign. J3 Decoration in this charnber is 

executed in R3 indicating that it was never visited by the sculptors until sometime after 

Ramesses II's second regml year. The cartouches of Seti were aitered to those of Ramesxs 

II in paint before they were cut in relief Ramesses never completed the work, and the ~arious 

tableaux include exarnples of every stage in the decoration process from the %ii cartoon. ro 

the eariier and later stages in the xxilptor's work, thus leaving an invaluable record of the 

"%.g., from the later part of the reign when Merenptah served as heir apparent. See 
H. Sourouzian, Les monuments du roi Mimrptah, (m 1989), 1 ff with figs. L -2 & pls I - 
2. 

J''PM V1, 26. (238c-d); Ibid.. David, 1 1 5 

' 3 1 P M  VI, 26, (240) & (242); Mumane, JNES 34 ( 1979, 162 & 164, fig. 6a-c 

""J. Baines et. ai., .hl 75 ( l989), 13-30. 



procedures used to decorate temples in the New ~ingdorn.'' ln panicular they indicate that 

portable scaffoldiny was used and that sculptors of various levels of expertise worked on the 

same reliet'CJ5 

That Seti laid out the decoration as polychrome cartoons is proved both by the 

survival of his painted cartouches on the uncarved columns in the chamber."" and by the 

occurrence of bowing figures of the rnonarch that were being camed into sunk relief by 

Ramasses. This is significant because Ramesses did not employ this iconography beyond the 

earliest months of his reign?' 

3.46, t 0 Reliefs in the South Wing Completed by Merenptah 

Merenptah made a halEhearted attempt to complete the decoration of part of tus . 
grandfather's temple."' In antechamber E' in the south-west corner of the temple he beyan to 

carve some of the painted designs into relief. Oniy parts of the east wall and dooway iato 

storerooms F' and H' were w e d .  A double panel of the king adoring Osiris is tlanked on 

the right by a carved figure of   ho th. "' On the nght side of the double scene. part of a figure 

of the king was cut before the project was abandoned. On the jambs of the doonvay into 

>-"Ibid., pis. 2-1. 

'"lbid., 24-98 

36David, A Gui& fo Religrous Wtual ut Abydos, 1 52. 

'-"Cf. Baines, J U  75, pis. 2-4. See mpra 1 .L6 .  Ramesses seems to have been 
following painted cartoons of hs father on many of the columns and on the south gate of the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall. See rrfru 3 69.3.6. 

"'H. Sourouzian, Les rnotnrmenis du roi Mrrr,iptah, 133- 1 34; A. Zayd, A U E  65 
( 1983). 19-27. 

""PM VI. 27 (250); I Capart, A~vdos, Ir trmplr ck Siti P: c'rude gL;tvrolz, (Bmssels. 
19 12). pl. 50; Dabid. rl (iurd. ro Rrfjg1ou.s Riluul uf Abydos, 160. Seti II uas not responsible 
for these reliefs as C a p a  asserts. 



storerooms F'"" and H'"' Merenptah's titulary occurs. marking him as responsible for the 

project. 

3.46.1 1 Temenos Wall, Palace and Magazines 

The entire temple complex seems to have b e n  enclosed by a mud brick temenos wall 

interspersed with tower-shaped b~ttresses.~" A complex of magazines with a Forma1 palace- 

style reception hall was b d t  in the south-east quadrant of the temple precinct The reception 

hall was supponed by ten columns. with a throne dais set in the east wall of the room. Six 

doorways in the hall gave access to vanous suites of rooms and store rooms."' Most of the 

structure was yiven ovcr to storage magazines. which consisted of long barrel-vaulted 

galleries.'" The building is entirely unlike the model palaces attached to the Theban royal 

mernorial temples of the Ramesside age, including the prototype structure w i t h  Seti's own 

memonal temple at Gurnah.'" 

Despite the presence of the reception hall, and perhaps a window of appearances as 

well, the Abydos structure cannot really be comparai to model temple palaces of the 

Ramesside peri~d."~ Aithough it is situated in the position usually occupied by such 

" David, A Guide to Relig~ous Kiiual ai A bydos, 1 60. 

"'E. B. Ghazouli, "The Palace and Magazines Attached to the Temple of Sety 1 at 
Abydos and the Façade of this Temple," AS* 58 (1964), 1 1 1, fig. 2, 156- 157. 

"'R. Stadelmann, ~LfL)rliK 28 ( 1972); idem, MDAIK 3 1 ( 1975); idem ~bfDrllK 38 
( 1982); idem. in I+ugmt!rlrs of a Sha~ferecl! luge, 254-25 5 .  

'"E. g. Medinet Habu: PM 11'. 522-525; U Holscher, ficavatiori of hïedi~ttrt Hubu 3 .  
( Chicago. 1 9 3 J), 49-5 9; idem. Drr Wit!ukrgewi~uiutg votr 12.1erlr~~~t Habu im ~~r~~t/ichr!tl 
fiebol. (Tubinyen, 19%). Rarnesseum: PM II', 442-43 ; Holscher. kLrc*avurrorr c$WrJimir 
Hubir 3. 77-78.  



buildings, its layout is almost identical to the magazine complex in Seti's Gurnah temple.'" 

Similar magazine complexes with formal rntry halls are found in other Ramesside memonal 

temples. :" The presence of the throne dais in the reception hall, dong with the position of the 

magazine cornplex adjacent to the east side of the outer courts, suggest. perhaps. that the 

Abydos structure was meant to hnction as a kind of abbreviated temple palace. 

3.46.12 Coaclusioos: The State of  the temple ai Seti's Death 

Seti had finished constmcting dl the roofed portions of the temple including the sourh 

*kg. the Osiris Suite, the seven chapels and the two hypostyle halls. In the irzscr-rplrut~ 

di'rlwrroirr Ramesses claims that he found the fiont and back portions of the temple 

uncompleted. Specifically he notes that the pillars had not been erected on its terrace. The 

reference to the back portion probably refers to the incomplete state of the carved decoration, 

not to constmction. The ponico at the back of the second court, which adjoins the east wall 

of the tirst hypostyle hall, is decorated with reliefs of Ramesses II including his uzscripliorr 

&dicuturoire. Ln this inscription Rameses daims to have erected piliars on the portico. 

iüthough it has been claimed that these were the pdars on this very ponico. it is perhaps more 

likely that he was referring to the portico at the back of the first court. 

At Seti's death, pharaoh's artisans had sculpted ail the reliefs in the Osiris suite, the 

seven chapels, the second hypostyle hall and the Nefertem-Ptah-Sokar suite. In the Osiris 

suite and the chapels of Amen-Re and Osiris, the painters had largely or entirely complet4 

coloring the panels. In the second hypostyle, only parts of the west wall were tinted and the 

painters had just begun work on the West end of the north waii. The sculpting of the relief 

was apparently a two-stage process. At the end of the f i t  stage, the reliefs cornpared well 

with al1 but the most ornate bas relief of the New Kingdom in their level of invicacy. Nem, 

however, the draflsmen laid out minute details of the figures such as their jewehy, costume, 

and other minutiae normaiiy rendered only in painted outlines. Large portions of the 

'"lbid., Stadelmann. in Frapwnt.s tflu Shtered hage, 255.  269, fis. 2 

'"E y ., Ramesseurn: PM II-'. 442. 



decoration in the second hypostyle still aïaited ths detail work. and the draftsmen's outlines 

rernain on some of the colurnns and on the doorways leading into the seven chapels. 

Elsewhere, in the seven chapels and the Nefertem-Ptah-Sokar suite, the finer details had been 

engraved, but the reliefs remain untinted. In the first hypostyle hall, Seti had managed to 

came oniy a fraction of the decoration In complethg it, Ramesses ofien followed hs father's 

painted decoration. This is attested in the survival ofhis name on the shrine of Wepwawet in 

a scene entirely carved by Ramesses, and by the presence of bowing figures of Ramesses 

where he *as clearly following a design laid out by h s  father. B y  contrast, when he usurped 

hs father's extant reliefs, Ramesses replaced them with new scenes of h i s  ohn composition. 

Seti had laid out the decoration of the entire south wing as polychrome cartoons, and 

had begun to convert some of them into relief. He had completed al1 but the southemost 

portion of the Gallery of the &n%s at his death. He may have aiso begun work in staircase Y' 

and was perhaps also responsible for sunk reliefs naming him in the Slaughter Coun. 

Throughout the southem wing, his cartouches suMve in the painted cartoons, even in a 

h a n a l  of instances in the Hall of Barques where Ramesses replaced most of them before he 

began to render the cartoons in sunk relief 

It is apparent that the Gallery of Lists was among the last portion of the temple to be 

decorated before Seti's d a t h  and its southem end remained uncarved. Ramesses may have 

completed one vignette on the Ieft jamb of the d w r  into the Hall of Barques to whch he 

appended his cartouche below those of h s  father. His sculptors also carved some decoration 

at the western end of the Corridor of the Bull above the doorway leading into Staircase Y' 

dong with parts of the walls in the stairway itself Since the Comdor of the BuU and the 

Gallery of Lists represent the latest portions of the temple to be decurated while Seti yet lived, 

the appearance of the future Ramesses iI as a prince, not as a king, both in the reliefs in the 

Gallery and doubtless in the onguial painted decoration in the Corridor argues that Ramesses 

remained a crown prince on the eve of his father's death. 



From the Temple 

3.47 Statue fragment of Seti 1 (Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum AS 5910) 
Black yranodionte: H. 77 cm, W. 70 cm; D. 52 cm 
PM VI. 9; A. Mariette. (-7ufaluggL')ILIruI des mutiumerlts d'Abydos, (Paris, 1880). no. 35 1. 
idem. A bydus* descrrprrut~ &s Fburllrs 1, (Paris. 1869). 28 [8]; idem fourl1e.s rxicui&.s rtr 
/I~)'yrr, ri, Xubir. rr uu 3Uurla11 2,  (Paris, 1867). 99 [clx]; E. Rogne, (;M. Slufuetr des , l kue~ i  
Hziches und &r Llnftrri Zwischrii-r if, K u ~ s ~ ~ ~ i s ~ o r i s c h e s  Musrum. Wie~r 6. (Maioz, 1 9 90 ), 
67-73. V Solia, J M C L  29 ( 1992). 12 1- 122, fig. 27; H. Sourouzian, itfUcllK 49 ( 1993). 154- 
255, pl. 5 1.  

This fragmentary bust of a black granodiorite statue is the "colossus" uoearthed by 

Mariette in Seti's Abydos temple."" Ongindly, it represented the ruler seated on a throne 

holding a ?-scepter in his nght band? and is one of ody two extant statues of Seti depicting 
I 

him with the long military wig first wom by the sovereign of the early Nineteenth Dynasty "' 
On an historical grounds, Sourouzian dates the piece to late in Seti's reign.'" Solia 

also notes its close affinity to the New York and Dallas busts of Seti from Abydos,'" On 

stylistic and iconographie grounds. the statue c e d y  carmot be dated to the reign of 

Thutmose I I I  as Altenrnulter contended? 

''O~imilar to other statues of the period including a fiagrnentary statue of Seti I from 
Heliopoiis and TUM 1380 the famous statue of Ramesses ii fiom the earliest years of his 
reign. See supra 3.22. 

L 5 1 ~ h e  other is Cairo CG 75 1 also Frorn Abydos ( h j a  3.57). On this wig see .supra 
1.2.10. 

' 5 ,  ---H. Sourouzian, "Statues et représentations de statues royales sous Séthi 1." M l - l l K  
49 (1993), 255. 

"'v Solia, -'A Group of Royal Sculptures fkom Abydos.'. ./AR( 'II' 29 ( 1992). 122 



3.48 Statue Bust of Seti I (Dallas ~Museum of Art 1984.50) 
Black granodiorite. H. 36.2 cm, W. 29.9 cm; D. 18.65 cm 
S. Nash, iloflus .Llusc.utn oj2ri Bulieri11 (Fail. 1984). 1 & frontispiece; V Solia . lAM 'Li 29 
( 1992). 107- 122, fi ys. 1-6. 18a. 19a. H. Sourouzian. hD111K 49 ( 1993). 250-25 1. pl. 49 a-b 

This fragment consists of the head and upper torso of the kkg wearing a i k m r s -  

headdress. The upper portion of the dorsal pillar bears the epithet tifr-tif, follo*ed by hs 

prenomen. Solia has demonstrated that ths bust was once part of a kneeling figure of the 

pharaoh prcsenting offerings. S tylisticaiiy, it is related to two other kneeling statues fiom the 

Abydos temple (see nen two entries). "' Athough its provenance is unknown. Solia 

convincingly argues for an Abydene pr~venance.'~ Sourouzian dates the piece to the latter 

part of the reign on stylistic gounds and concurs that it probably belonged to a keeling 

statue presentiny offerings."' T w o  other kneeling statues of the king from Abydos seem to 

have b e n  pendants.'" and it is quite possibie that another statue, along with the lower p a n  of 

this one. has been lost. 

3.19 Kneeliog Statue of Seti 1 (New York MMA 22.2.21) 
Black granodiorite. H. 1.14 m; W. 35 cm; D. 75.5 cm 
W.C. Hayes, Skepfer 2,33043 1. 335. fig. 2 10; V. Solia, JARCE 29 ( 1992). 1 13- 120. tigs 7- 
L 2. 18c, 19c, H. Sourouzian, ILIDAIK 49 ( 1993), 253-254, pl. 50a-b. 

This statue represents the monarch kneeling aiid presenting a table of oîTerings 

supponed by a papyrus blossom. Much of the table. along with the king's arms and 

'"H. Sourouzian. M l A  IK 49, 250-25 1 

''*.LI. di Savoia-Aosta-Habsburg, "1 monumenti faronici di Sorrento: La statua di Seti 
1" r la Recrntemrnte ritrovata statua di Padimenemipet." SC'U 24 ( 1575). 2 1-1. 



shoulders. is now rnis~ing.'~~ The head was Found broken off, and large portions of the riyht 

side of the hce and both sides of the ~Vrmes-headdress are lost. 'w 

Sourouian would assign this statue to an intermediate phase in the sculpture of the 

king, eariier than the Dallas b u d 6 '  The differences in style between the two sculptures are. 

however, slight. and they are more than likely contemporary works by diRerem hands "' If 
niuch of the statuary for this and other temples was begun rather late in the reign as 

construction of the building neared completion., which Sourouzian herself posits, then they are 

probably more or less contemporary. The piece appears to be a cornpanion to a fragmentary 

statue now in Sorrento (see next entry). The table of the latter is supponed by a lotus stalk. 

both sculptures being identical in their sale, iconography and materid .2b3 

3.50 Statue Fragment of Seti I (Sorrento, LMuseo Correnle di Terranova 74) 
Black granodiorite: H. 76.1 1 cm; W. 35.5 cm; D. 6 4 . 5  cm 
PM VII, 4 19; M. di Savoia-Aosta-Habsburg, SC0 24 ( 1979, 2 1 1 - 15. pls. 1-7; V. Solia, 
JMCE 29 ( 1992). 120- 12 1. figs. 13- 1 7, 18b, 19b; H. Sourouzian, h D d K  49 ( 1993 ). 25 4. 
pl. 50~-d.  

Cornpanion to New York MMA 22.2.1. this piece has sustained greater damage. Only 

the battered lower half of the statue remains, now broken into two pieces. The larger 

fiagrnent includes the base, the sovereign's legs, the lower half of the lotus stalk that suppons 

the ofenng table and the lower part of the back pillar b e a ~ g  an inscription. The second 

fragment consists of the support for the offering table, in the fonn of a papyrus stock and a 

portion of the table itseif. The two pieces are broken dong the line of his lap A detaded 

2'9Solia, JARCE 29, figs. 7- 12. 

Sourouian, MDAIK 49, pl. 50a-b. 

'6'Solia notes oniy minor differences between the two works and considers them to be 
of one school. JARC'E 29, 1 13- 1 18, 122. 



history of the sculpture was published by Savoia- ost ta-Habsburg?' Soiia and Sourouzian 

have both recently considered the piece fiorn an art hstoncal perspective. noting its affinity 

wit h ot her Abydene sculptures of the reipn. 16' 

3.51 M a r  Pedestal of Seti 1 (Cairo JdE 4743; SR 12018) 
Sandstone: H. 90 cm, W. (at base) 75 cm 
PiL1 VI, 27, A. Mariette, Caiuiog g211irai &s rnot~umrt~~s d'A bbvJos, (Paris. 1 880). no. 1 3 65, 
idem, d hjdos, &scrrpiao~i des h u i k s  1, (Paris ,1869)- 28 [ 9 ] ;  idem, I-Ouilles z~L;~ute'r.s et, 
k J ~ p i e .  et1 iVubrr, r f  au Sou&ti 2, (Paris ,1867). 99 [9 1; (PLATE MA). 

This is the lower ponion of what appears to be an altar pedestal. Its Four sides rise up 

frorn a square base, narrowing towards the top. The decoration of each face consists of a 

vertical inscription with elements of the royal titulary Banked at the base of the pedestal by 

reliefs of two fecundity fiyures bearing trays laden with offerings.'" The upper portion is now 

largely missing. On one side of the table, traces of two m - s i g n s  can be seen on w hich sat 

Scti's canouches. The latter are rnissing dong with most of the cavetto comice that 

supporteci the now missing table top. 

The texts on the sides are as follows: 

The epithet beloved of Osiris is spelled with a -sign and two reed leaves. In the other \ 
three cases, only the --sign is used. The original provenance of this aitar stand within the 

temple is unclear. 

'"Solia, ARC%' 29, 120- 12 1 ; Sourouzian, MDAIK 49, 254. 

'%iot four as Mariette States. ( ùtalug gimiral d e s  morrumem- cl 'A b-y&. ( Paris. 
1580). no. 1365. 



PM t', 29-3 1. M. Murray, Iht, Osrreiur~ 01 Abydos, (London, 1904); H. Frankfort t i r  d., /he 
(-'r~~uiuph of Sefi 1 ur Abydos 2 vols, EES Memoir 39, (Londo~ 1933). 

This celebrated monument is known by various names, including Strabo's WéIl. the 

Tomb of Osiris and the Osireion. It is a royal cenotaph of Seti 1. The practice of building 

such cenotaphs among royalty and cornmoners in Abydos predates Seti by hundreds of years, 

as does that of building royal memonal  temple^.'^' The Osireion was first excavated at the 

tum of the centuq by i ~ u r r a ~ - ' ~ ~  and work continued off and on until 1926,'"~ 

The date of the building has been the subject of controversy. Junker drew attention ro 

the sirnilarity of the building's construction to that of the w-called temple of the S p h  at 

Giza and the lack of Ramesside parallels to date it to the Founh ~ynast~," '  and his view was 

once widely accepted.'" Frankfort has proven beyond al! doubt, however, that the Osireion is 

the original work of Seti 1. He pointed out that the similarities between it and the Giza temple 

are quite superficial, arising in part from the former's unfinished state. Seti's canouches are 

found stamped on mud bricks'" and carved in relief on the w d s  of t he sarcophagus chamber. 

Yoreover, large portions of the building are b d t  of limestone and sandstone; neither of w h c h  

were used in the Giza monument.'" Likewise, the granite columns and lintels sit upon 

sandstone blocks identical to others joined with cramps inscribeci for Seti."' Even the notion 

'""Cenotaph," LA 3, 387-39 1 ; "Abydos," W 1, 2 8 4  1.  

"'MM. Murray. 7he Osireion al Abydos, (London, 1904). 

'%. Frankfon ri al., 7he C1et~oioph of Seri I ai A bHos 1, (London, 1 93 3 ), 1 -8. 

"OH. Junker, "Von der agyptischen Baukunst des Mten Reiches," 63 ( 1928). 1 - 
L 4. 

'"se Frankfort, C*etioiaph 1, 23 n. 2 for references. 

,?-l 

- -1bid.. 24; vol. 2, pl. 1 1. 

'-'lbid.. vol. 2. pls. 2-3 

'-'lbid.. vol 1. 4 & W wi  pl. 8 



thai Seti was working with the "kernel" of a granite construction of the Foonh Dynasty aas  

reîùted when a number of granite cramps inscribed with his name were found withn the 

walis.'-' 

If the Osireion rnay be dated absolutely to Srti's reign. its date withn the reiyn is 

somewhat more problematical. Frankfort concludes that the limestone retaining uall must 

firçt have been constructed before work could have proceed fùrther on both the rest of the 

cenotaph and the rear podons of the nearby mernorial temple lest the latter collapse into the 

pit sunk to receive the subterranean Osireion. He also posits that the sarcophagus chamber. 

the only other portion of the cenotaph constructed in limestonz. must have been built at 

roughly the same time as the retaining wall."' 

At some point. the decision was taken to b d d  the rernauiing portions of the cenoiaph 

largely in sandstone and granite. By good fortune. we possess a hancihl of documents 

apparently touching on the construction of the Osireion. Two of the three ostraca found at 

~ h e  site of the Osireion by ~rankfon contribute little to our understanding of how it was 

built.'" A third, however, is in~duable."~ It is the only record of what is apparently the 

ancient name of the building # Mn-rn W R  3 n Wsir "Beneficid is Menrnaatre for Osiris. " The 

work described on this ostracon includes the transport of two shipments of various Stone 

blocks, apparently colurnn bases and paving slabs. from the quay to the south of the building 

Since these shipments were destineci for the Osireion and included paving Stones and colurnn 

bases. they would have consisted of sand~tone."~ All these are described as having corne 

from the quarry. 

"'Iûid., vol. 1, 24, vol. 2, pl. 8.1. 

'"lbid., vol. 1, 9-10. 

"B. Gunn. in Ckiotczph vol. 1, 94; vol. 2 pis. 90/92. nos. 2-3; KRY 1, 128, $72. Ki12 
1. 108, $72, R l T ' V C  1, 105, $72. 

"gibid., Gunn, in Cenotaph vol. 1. 92-94. vol. 2, pis. 90/92, no. 1; kïU I ,  127- 128. 
$30; RITA 1, 107. $70; RITUCv 1, 103- 105. $70. 

7 -, 
- Frankfort. ( 'rmioph 2. pls 2-3 



The samr document records work done that day for the excavation of a canal "whjch 

is on the south of (the building) 'Benrficial is Mrnmaatre for Osiris'." The blocks descnbed 

here were prabably destined for the foundations and lower courses of stonework in the main 

çhamber as they included column bases and paving stones. This might correspond to the 

earliest p a n  of what could be called a second phase in the construction af the  edfice. Duriny 

the îïrst stage. the limestone retaining walls, whch aliowed safe access to the site. dong with 

the sucophagus chamber, had been instded. The blocks used up to this point were fairly 

srndl. and could be transponed by men overland from the quay, apparently located n a  the 

front of the memorial temple, to the site of the Osireion. Yet once the foundation, paving 

stones and piiiar bases were in place. the third stage of construction began. This involved 

installing the huge granite monoliths for the piliars and architraves and large sandstone blocks* 

for w d s  of the cenual chamber. To faciiitate this, a canal was being extended to the south 

end of the site, and this was still under construction whea ostracon Osireion no. 1 was witten. 

It was situated so as to avoid the site of the temple that was also under  construction.^"^ 

But when might ths second phase in the construction of the Osireion have taken 

place? A quarry inscription of Seti 1 from estern Gebel Silsila may provide the answer. The 

stela dated to year six, IV & 1, commissions a royal messager and a task force of 1 000 men 

io yo to East Silsila to produce sandstone for monuments "on behaif'of Amen-Re dong with 

Osiris and his Ennead."'8' The stone procured for Amen-Re was destined for Seti's memorial 

temple at Gumah. Some of this stone was earmarked for the Abydos temple, but much of it 

went into the Osireion.'" The new quarry at East Silsila was cornmissioned in year six, a linle 

more than half way through the king's reip. Ostracon Osireion no. 1 dates to IV prr, day 22. 

''('David maintains that tius canal was located on the site of the temple. She maintains 
that the canal was Wed in and the temple built on top of it. She attributes subsidence that 
dmaged the temple to the earlier existence of the canal here. Ln fact, the temple lies to the 
north of the Osireion, while ostraca Osireion no. 1 states that the canal was to the south of the 
Osireion. C'utrna David, A Gui& /O Religious Ritual al il bydm, 18. 

"'A reference, perhaps, to the gods honored in Seti's temple? 



No year is gmn. but if it was in year six. then some four months and 22 days uould haie 

elapsed between the dispatch of the quarrying expedition by Seti and the a m d  of the 

shiprnents mentioned on the ostracon. The next possible date would be in year seven. oier 

sixteen months afler the expedition set out. Given the relatively small sùe of the blociis. 

mostly paving Stones and colurnn bases. it is conceivable that the first shipments of stone 

could have arrived at the site within four and a half months of Seti's de~ree.'~' 

We may then date the beginning of the second, major, phase in the construction of the 

Osireion to the monarch's sixth regnal y e a r  Thus at the end of the season ofprt of that year. 

the retaining w d  and sarcophagus chamber had been completed and stone for the foundations 

and lower courses of the central chamber was just begiming to arrive at the site. Meanw hile, 

a canal was being dug in preparation to receive the huge granite blocks for the waiis. pillars 

and architraves of this chamber. 

The decoration of the cenotaph was never completed in Seti's lifetime. Reliefs naming 

him are found only in the sarcophagus charnber, and these were left incomplete at his death."' 

it is impossible to say when these reliefs were carved, but it need not have been whle the rest 

of the building was under constniction.'85 These reliefs were carved in limestone, and are of 

the same high quality as those found in the nearby temple. Presumably the temple was Seti's 

first priority, and decoration of the cenotaph wodd have drawn sculptors away from their 

work at the former site. Thus the carving of the reliefs in the sarcophagus chamber rnight 

post-date its constmction by a considerable period. 

There is evidence that the decoration of the cenotaph was largely, if not entirely, laid 

out in paint uader Seti 1. Baines has shown that the decoration of the Hd of Barques in the 

'"A contemporary document from Abydos, O. Berlin P 1 1292, is dated to X t 2  month 
ofprt. day 13. possibly nine days before Osireion No. 1. Hirratische Papyrus uus &ri 

Koruglrchrn hiuserri zu B e r h  3, (Berlui, 1 9 1 1 ), pls. 30-3OA; KRI 1, 128. $7 1; RITA 1, 108, 
$71, R17;tYc I, 105, $71. 



nearby temple was laid out as a polychrome cartoon before it was car~ed.' '~ A simplifiecl 

polychrome palette in this and probabiy other chambers was employed ro that these cartoons 

miyht serve as a temporary measure until the sculptors were able to conven them into fine bas 

relief. This practice was apparently used eisewhere during the later New Kingdom."? In the 

reign of Merenptb most of these designs were convened into sunk relief The palette used 

in the Osireion, as in the temple. was not eiaborate?   ou ch es of red, blue and geen paint 

were added to the figues that were outlined and detaded in black ink. Y ellow, which was 

found in the temple murals, does not seern to have been used h the Osireion. Aithou& Seti's 

name has been replaced by that of Merenptah in the reliefs and even in the extant polychrome 

cartoons in the rooms beyond the sarcophagus ~harnber,"~ cenain iconographie features of 

these tableaux points to Seti as their author. Throughout these scenes, many standing royal 

figures lean forward, while kneeling ones have their torsos inclined fonvard, often with their 

knees splayed? Moreover, in one case Seti's name was wriaen without a cartouche and this 

was overiooked when the sculptors replaced Seti's name with that of Meren~tah.'~' 

By the end of Seti's reiw construction of the Osireion was largely cornpleted with 

the tableaux laid out in polychrome throughout. The sculptors apparently had little time to 

convert the mur& to relief while he was aiive. Such work was cof ied  to the hestone 

w d s  of the sarcophagus chamber. Years later, Merenptah began to convert the paintings into 

'a6J. Baines rf .  al., J U  75 (1 989). 13-30, pls. 24. 

"'E.g, in the Colonnade Hall at Luxor and in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Cf supra 
2.38. I and infra 3.69.3.6 respectively. 

"'Baines, et. al., JE4 75 ( 1989), 14, 18-20. 

'F%f Horemheb's alteration of existing cartoons of Tutankhamen in the Colonnade 
Hall at Luxor, which were not carved in bas relief until Seti's reign. Epigraphic Survey, ïhc 
F W  val Yrwessiorz of Opei irl the Culotu>acir Hall, xvii & 22-2 1, (=commentiuy on pl. 5 8). 

'~rankfon, Cmotaph 2, pis. 50-5 1, 73, M. Murray, Osireiori 2, pls. 2, 3, 5 See 
supra 1.2.5 & 1.2.8. 



relief after replacing the painted cartouches of his gandfather with his own. Work reached 

the entrance comdor before the project was finaily abandoned. 

3.53 Chape1 of Ramesses I 
PM IV. 3 1 /3 3.  H.E. W inlock, Bus-relir/ssfrom the fimpfe of Rumrssrs 1 or Abydos. (New 
York, 192 1 ); Idem, The Tkrnpk of Rumrssrs l m Abydos, (New York. 193 7); J J Clére. ML:' 
I l  (1957). 1-15. figs. 1-6, W C .  Hayes. Sceptrr2. 331. fig. 208, 333, Eg. 209. S. Schott. Der 
Ilrnksrri~r S r h s  ' i. für die KqefIe Ramsds * 1. in Abydos, (Gottingen 1964). 9- 14. pls. 9- 10; 
KRI 1, 108-1 10. $53; HITA 1, 91-93, 953; RITANC' 1, 92-93, 953. 

This small building hnctioned as a mernorial temple in miniature for Ramesses 1 who 

died before he could build one for hirnself2" The dedication texts on its doo jambs descnbe it 

as a "Mansion of  Milions of Years" the term used by the Egyptians to describe such 

temples.'" The shrine was located imrnediately to the nonh of the north-east corner of the 

precinct wall of Seti's temple. It sat w i t h  a small mud-brick walled precinct of its own, 

perhaps 25 m long x 15 rn wide entered via a lirnestone portal? The chpel proper was built 

of lirnestone, measuring sorne 7 m long x 4 m wide aad consisting of a single room. The 

façade of the temple was flanked by either a mud brick pylon tower or a small complex of 

service rooms of the sarne medium.g5 h o n g  the himishings Seti provided for the chape]. 

cataloyed below. were a large dedicatory stela in the courtyard, a black granodiorite statue of 

Ramesses 1 as Osiris and an offenng table. 

The decoration of the shrine was limited to its interior walls and the façade. The jambs 

of the doorway into the chape1 are inscribed with dedication t e ~ t s . ' ~  To either side of these 

29-%.E. Winlock, The Trmpfe of Ramrms I af Abp'os. (New York, 1937). 12- 1 5 wl 
pl. 2 & figs. 2 & 5 .  

'"G. Haeny, "La Fonction Religieuse des 'Châteaux de Millions d' Aneeés' ." 
L 'É~p~olog i r  err 19 79 vol. 1, (Paris, l982), 1 1 1 - 1 16. 

'wIbid.. 10 w/ pl. 1 & fig. 2. 



on the façade of the chapel are figures of Seti 1 on the iefi and Ramesses I on the ri&. Trxts 

in front and below the two monarchs record Scti's speech to Ramesses in which he describes 

his beneficence to his father. and the latter's response acknowledging this generosity and 

entreating the gods to bless his son.'" 

lnside the chapel, the reliefs were arrayed on two registers of scenes. On the l o ~ e r  

register of the South wail Ramesses 1 is shown offering to Osiris, Isis and Hathor-  mi stress of 

the West. 19' Behind him are his queen dong with three female and two male relatives, perhaps 

his chifdren and Seti's siblings, but aii, sadly anonymous due to the loss of the top of the 

register. From the upper register only a single fragment depicting Ramesses driving the four 

calves before Osiris-Wennofer (lost) is preserved? Of the rear (= west) wall, the lower 

register is perfectly intact with a m@cent double scene of Ramesses and Seti oRering to 

the ponable reliquas, of Osiris, the w-cailed fetish of the goci.")(' Also from the upper reyister 

are two c o ~ e c t e d  blocks of a second double scene?' On the lefi Seti offers a tray of 

offerings to Osiris behind whom stands Homs. On the Right Ramesses I (lost) offers 

bouquets to Osiris attended by Isis. In the center of the vignette is a personified fpi l lar  

representing Osiris. The lower half of the nonh wall bars  a representation of Ramesses 

sitting before several tables and piles of offerings with a large offering list arrayed before 

him."' Traces of a second offering list above the first also sunive. Two sub registers below 

the offenng list depicted rows ofpriests aiakuig and punfjmg fùnerary offenngs. Belou ihe 

enthroned p haraoh hiinself. two fecundity figures perform the sniM3wy rituai w hile six o t h m  

S g ~ H . ~ .  Winlock, Bas-reiiefsfrom the Temple ofRamesses I ai A byJos, (New York, 
192 1 ), PIS. 6-8. 

2wlbid., pl. 5 .  

' ~ i n l o c k ,  Bas-Rclirfsfrom the temple of Rmesses I ar Abydos. pls. 1-3. 

""&id., pl. 4. 

""Ibid., pls. 9-10 



bring srays of oflenngs. This episode recds a number of rlemenis found in the decorative 

program of Old Kingdom royal mernorial temples. such as those of Sahure and Pepi 11. 

Perhaps Seti deliberately emulated an ancient thematic program in having this scene depicied 

on his father's memonal chapel. but it does not occur in his own nearby temple. 

Stylisticdy. the reliefs in the chape1 bear sihilaritics with exarnples dating to Rarnessrs 

1's own reign, such as those on the vestibule of the Karnak Second Pylon and with others 

from the earliest pan of Seti's own reilpi.'" In several instances, the eye is rendered with a 

naturaily modeled brow. and lacks evidence of cosrnetic bands behind the eye and on the 

brow. Such cosmetic lines are, however. indicated as oftzn as they are not. both in the reliefs 

in the chapel and in examples fiom the Second Pylon's v e s t i b ~ l e . ~  By contrast, reliefs in 

Seti's Abydos temple consistently portray the cosmetic bands and the treatment of the corner - 
of the mouth differs somewhat. ln most respects, however, the reliefs from both these 

Abydene monuments are nearly identical in both their style and proportions. and the chapel 

reliefs lack oiher ovedy post-Amma traits such as narrow shodders, distended paunches 

and the rather block-like proportions found in the reliefs of' Horemheb. The only oiher 

significant point of departure benveen the two sets of Abydene reliefs is tiïe Iack of fine 

detailing found in reliefs fiom the Ramesses t chapel. We have seen, however, that the hiyhly 

embellished reliefs of Seti's temple are the exception not the In most respects, the 

reliefs from the chapel have more in cornmon with those from Seti's temple than they do with 

reliefs linown to date to Ramesses 1's own reign and the earliea years of his son's, suggesting 

that they date to the penod in between. 

Winlock averred that the chapel was undertaken by Ramesses I whiie he was alive, but 

was oniy just begm at his death and that Scti obviously completed it." It seems more likely 

3wCf Winlock, Bas-Reliefifrom the Temple of Ramrss i ot Abydos, parsim. For the 
Second Py ion reliefs see supra 1.2.1. 



that the shrine was completely the product of Seti' s efforts. The location of the chapel and its 

s d  prechct was govemed by the emplacement of his wn's temple precinct. rather than the 

other way round."" Stylistically. it seems unlikely that the chapel reliefs date to tt.9 beginning 

of Seti's reign. The onhography of Ramesses' nornen and prenornen on the monument are 

entirely consistent. Moreover. the prenomen is aiways rendered with the 
CY -si@ on the 

bottom, reflecting the standarduied fonn used throughout Seti's reign. "%wlier in the reign, 

Seti wrote h s  Father's name, and somethes his own, in a manner reflecting the predominant 

usage during the latter3 brief tenure with the L 
in the central position. Thus while the 

chapel of Ramesses 1 rnight easily date fiom the first half of Seti's reign, it was probaoly not 

b d t  at its very beyinning. 

3.54 Offering Table for Ramesses 1 
Black granodiorite: L. 83 cm; W. 43 cm, H. 34 cm 
A El-Khatib, GM 1 33 ( 1993), 67-77, figs. 1 - 10. 

This well preserved o f f e ~ g  table was diswvered in 1992 some eight km e s t  of the 

site of ~ b y d o s . ~  It is intact except for the spout which is oAen broken off on monuments of 

this type. Its decoration is well preserved. The upper surface has a group of food and drink 

offerings rendered in bas relief of high quality. This is surrounded by a border Fille. with 

incised texts. The area of the food offerings Lies in a shalbw depression wmected to a 

shallow channel that ran through the spout aiiowing liquid offerings to pour off the table via 

the spout. 

The sides of the table are decorated with two horizontal bandeaux inscriptions 

descnbing provisions Seti made for his father's cult &er the old king's death."' The epithet 

lit RC has been appended to the prenomen of both d e r s  in each instance. 

308 See supra 1.4.5 

I U 9 ~ .  El-Khatib, "A Recently Discovered Offenng Slab fiom the Reign of Seti 1," <iM 
133 (1993)- 67. 

"'lbid.. 67. upper line of text on the side. 



3.55 Osiride Statue of Rmmesses I (Cairo: JdE 89525; SR 15522) 
Black gramdionte: H. 175 cm 
PM IV, 33. H. Gauthier, A U 6  3 1 (193 1). 192-197; J. I.  Clère, I U  1 1  (1957). 33-36, figs. 
13-16, S. Schott, Derrksrrirr. 15, pl. 1 ;  kW 1, 108, 952; RITA 1, 90-9 1, $52, HlTAAt' 1, 90-9 1, 
$52. 

This statue was first published by Gauthier in 193 1 when it was nill in the possession 

of an antiquities deaier in Baliana. '" By 1947 it had passed to a dealer in Cairo wiiere Clere 

found it. It has since corne into the possession of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. The piece is 

mummifom with its hed, anns and base missing. Traces of a divine bard remain. 

The statue's interests derives from its dorsai pillar inscription comrnemorating the provisions 

Seti 1 made for the cuit of his d e c d  father at Abydos. Despite the lack of a provenance, i r  

has aiways been thought to have corne b r n  the chapel of Rarnesses 1."' The text clearly 

States that the statue represents Ramesses 1."' 

This piece may have served as  the cult statue of Ramesses 1 in the chapel Seti erected 

for him. A waU relief corn this monument does show Ramesses I as a cuit statue seated on a 

throne receiving offerings, but this need not reflect the actual fom of his cult statue. The yod 

Osiris is show in the sarne manner as the statue in several reliefs in the ~hapel.~'' The statue, 

therefore, like the chapel itself, may have serveci a dual funaion. Most of the tirne it would 

represent the deceased king, but during the festival of Khoiakh, when the ponable reliquary of 

Osiris made a stopover in the chapel, it could serve as the cuit statue of the god himself. 

"'H. Gauthier, Wne statue de Ramsés 1" défunt originaire d'Abydos," AME 3 1 
(1931), 194. 



3.56 Stela for Ramesses 1 Chape1 
/+LI IV. 3 3 ,G. Lefebvre, ASAL 5 1 ( 195 1 ). 167-200 & plate; 
J .  J .  Clère. M E  1 1 ( 1957). 15R& plate; S. Schott, Drnksrriri. pls. 2-8; kïU 1, 1 i O- I 14. $54; 
RI12 1, 93-96. $54; RlTiVI17C 1, 93-94, 95.1. 

This fragmentary alabaster stela was unearthed at the site of the chapel of Rarnesses i 

!ts upper portion is missing includhg the vignette and a significant portion of the text. The 

latter would have included the dateline, royal titulary. and an encomium of the sovereign. The 

swiving text picks up at the end of the fkst part of the main text. a histoncai retrospective on 

the &nama period put in the mouth of Seti 1. He goes on to describe Ramesses 1's accession 

and his own role as prince regent. The next section dexribes Seti's accession after his father's 

death and his own filial piety in building a memonal temple for his Eather and his devotion to 

Ramesses' memoiy. 

This text has been considered in detail on a number of occasions and a text critical 

analysis lies beyond the scope of this work.'" It is apparent that Seti's description of his 

activities d u h g  his father's brief reign are in keeping with the notion that he was prince 

regenr, but not a fidi coregent."%oreover, it is abundantly clear that Ramesses' mernorial 

chapel was commissioned only after his death 

"'Jean Jacques Clère, "Notes sur la chapelle funéraire de Rarnesès 1 à Abydos et sur 
son inscription dédicataire,“ RrlE 1 1 ( 1957), 1-38; Siegtned Schoa, Der DetIkrteitj Srthos ' I 
Jur &Y Kqxile Rumesa ' I il> rlby&.s. NAWG l964/ 1. (Gottingen, 1964). 



Uncertain Provenance within Abydos 

3.57 Statuette of Seti 1 (Cairo CG 751) 
Grey schist: H. 3 1 cm 
PM V. 17. L Borchardt. Stutuen III. 74. pl. 139; V. Solia. JARCX 29 ( 1992). 12 1 n. 30. fig, 
26; KRI 1, 126, 968; HITA 1, 107. $68; R/TAIV(.' 1, 103. $68. 

This statuette of Seti I is said to derive from the "metropolitan" temple of Osiris at 

~ b ~ d o s . " '  It may, however, corne fiom Karnak, perhaps from the temple of Mut. "' The 

king's legs are missing below the thighs dong with parts of his m s .  The head is well 

preserved except for the very tip of the nose3I9 and damage to a portion of the wig. Othewise 

it is largely intact. 

Seti wears the long military wig with a uraeus on his brow."' This exainple indicates 

that the wig was made up of long, wavy tresses gathered into tight braids near the bonom of 

each strand. He is garbed in a long pleated gannent that seems to have replaced a much older 

costume to become the official Heb-Sed garrnent under Amenhotep 111. "' 
Only a section of a thick pole held in the king's lef€ hand is preserved. This was 

undoubtedly a divine standard of the type borne by many royal and non-royal statues of the 

"'A. Mariette, CataIogue des monuments, Abydos, cat. no. 3 52, 3 2; L. Borc hardt. 
Statuen und Stazuetten III, Cairo CG 75 1, 74, pl. 1 3 9. 

"'Acwrdtng to the journi Jknne 2078. this statuette was registered from the 
rvs~ibuie de Pachrt which rnay correspond to the temple of Mut. 1 am grateful to May Trad 
of the Egyptian Museum for this domation.  

"W. Solia, JARCE 29 ( 1992), 12 1 n. 30, fig. 26. 

"'H. Sourouzian, "Inventaire iconographique des statues en manteau jubilaire de 
l'époque thinite justqu'i leur disparition sous Amenhotep ILI," Hommages à Jean Lrckz~~t 1 
&ides pharau~iiqires, (Cairo. 1994). 499-530 Cf. Vienna AS 59 10 (sipro 3 47) and Turin 
1 280 both of which Wear t his sarne costume. 



new Kingdom. Standard bearer figures are known from the New Kingdom, as both statues 

and  statuette^.'^ 

3.58 Statue Fragment of Seti 1 (Dcwsbury Museum) 
Limestone: H. 3 5 .5  cm; W. 20.3 cm 
PM V. 47. Unpubiished. 

Only the back half of this limestone statuette is preser~ed.'~ It appears to represent a 

seated deity. The back of a tripartite wig is preserved on the right side of the figure. The 

ample curve of the lower waist and hips suggest that it is fernale, akhough this is by no means 

certain. It could ais0 represent some deity . The figure sits on a block throne with a dorsal 

pilar rising above the seat back. This is inscribed with a damaged texr: ///// n [dr(?) f n k$ n - 
Wsir nsw Mn-m3Ct-Rc / / / l /  Y/// of [his &]thet(?) for the Ka of the Osiris-king Menmaatre ////." 

3.59 'Portai Temple" 
D. O'Connor, "Abydos: A Prelunuiary Report of the Pennsylvania-Yale Expedition, 

1967," Erpedrtiun 10, no. 1 (Fall, 1967), 12-14. 

This temple was largely built and decorated by Ramesses LI.'" D u ~ g  excavations in 

the late 1 960's. however, several architectural elements and fragments inscribeci for Seti 1 

were found It rnay be that these were brought in h m  somewhere else as r w d  material was 

incorporated into the structure.325 Subsequent archeological investigations have revded that 

3rC. C h a d e f d  Les statues porte-enwignes 1 I ' & + t e  ancienne, (Paris, 1 982). See 
aiso H. Saîzinger's review in Bi& 4 1 (1 9W), 375ff & M. Eaton-Krauss, "Concerning 
Standard-Bearing Statues," SAK 4 ( 1 W6), 67-70, The earliest example of this type seems to 
be a statue of Thutmose IV, Cairo JdE 4361 1. See. B. B r y q  "Portrait Sculpture of 
Thutmose IV," JARCE 24 (1987). 13E. 

am grateful to Brian Haigh of the Bagshaw museum for idormation on the piece. 

j2'D. O'COMO~, "Abydos: A Preiilninafy Report of the Pemsylvania-Yale Expedition, 
1967,,' -dition 10, no. 1 (Fall, 1967). 12- 14. 



the temple's lay atop a mud brick platform cornposed of bricks naming Seti 1. so he does 

indeed appear to have founded the 

3.60 Lintel of Seti 1 (Cairn JdE 32091) 
Red granite: H. 72 cm; W. 154 cm 
PM V, 59; PM VI, 27; A. Maspero, GUI& du visiteur ou Musée du Coire, (Cairo, 1914). 173 
[703]; Idem, Guide du visiteur orc Musée c6< Caire, ( 19 15). 185-6 [703]; K. MySIiwiec, Le 
portrait royal, figs. 2 19 & 223; (PLATES 9 8  & 56B). 

The exact provenance of this tintel within Abydos is unknown. It is decorated in sunk 

relief with parailel vignettes of Seti I offering to Osiriç. tn their details, the two scenes are 

identicai, with only stight variations in the t x t .  Seti kneels fully upnght holding a pair of 

mt-vases up to the god (PLATE 568). He weao a kiit, a Nemes-headdress and an artificial 

beard, while the vulhire goddesses Nekhbet hoven above him. Osis sits on a throne with 

hands projecting from the fiont of his cloak. He holds a -scepter, a crook and flail. On his a 
head is the *crown. Bmeen the figures are two offering stands beanng a pair of lotus 

blossorns. A winged wn disk with pendant mei labeled as the Behdetite hovers above the 

center of the iintel. 

MySliwiec contends that this piece dates to late in the reign, during Seti's dleged 

coregency with Ramesses II. He likens the style of the facial features to examples of 

Rarnesses II fiom Tanis whicb, in kct, date to more than two decades after Seti's dath,  

including the lunene panel on the 40-year stela" (PLATE 9B) Thus there can be no 

stylistic link between this lintei and reliefs of Ramesses II such as the 400-year stela.ln The 

''6David O'Connor by pmod communication. 

'*'~ydiwiec, Leporfrit royal, 103. CE fie. 219,223 of Seti with figs. 224, 232. 

32gStylistically, the facial fatures of Ramesses II on the 400-year aela resemble those 
of reliefs that cm be dated to the later half of his reign. In these reliefs the lY,hepresh-crown is 
often taller than in earlier examples, while the bridge of the formerly aquiline nose is now 
depicted with a straight line that is uninterrupted between the brow and the tip of the nose, 
thus giving the face a chsel-like sharpness. CE MySliwiec, Le portrait royal, figs. 226,228, 
250.  253-254 (= first 20 years of the reip) with figs. 224,229,232 & 233 (= later halfof the 
reign). A wholesale stylistic reappraisal of this king's reliefs is in order. 



workmanship, executed in sunk relief, is far superior to that of the stela and other reliefs from 

the later years of Rarnesses LI'S reign. Stylistidy, the reliefs are treated in a manner 

consistent with the mature Ramesside style of the later years of Seti's reign. 

3.61 Fragment of Seti 1 as a Sphinx (Pennsykania University Museum E. 12469) 
Limestone(?): H. 36cm; W. 20cm. 
PM V. 47; (PLATE 54). 

This fragment stems fbrn a small lirneaone statue of the king as a sphinx with human 

anns that he uses to proffer a vessel to the god. Ody a portion of the vessel, in the shape of 

an ointment jar with a stopper probably in the shape of a rads h a d  rmiains. Traces of  the 

animal's wig are preserved3" Of the der, only the tips of the fingers and thumb of one had 

remains. The extant side of the vessel is Uiscribed with a text: m - b i t y  Mn-m3%Rj [mr] 

Wsir, "The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Mmmaatre [beloved of] Osiris." Sphmxes of 

this type are weil known fiom the new Kingdom. Larger ones, of pertiaps a meter or so in 

length were placed near the mtrances of pylon g a t e ~ a ~ s , ' ~  such as a calcite exarnple of post- 

Amama date in the First Court at Karnak'3' and another of Rarnesses II now in Cair~ . )~ '  

Srnaller examples, which perhaps served as votive pieces, are laio~n.,'~~ and reliefs in Seti's 

'"Only part of the wig rcmains, but sîmilar rm-headed stoppers are weil attested. 

'%.g., a relief depicting the Second Pylon Epigniphic Swey,  7ne Temple of Khom 
1, pl. 52. 

331G. Legrain, Les temples de K&, 67, ng. 49; E. R Russmarm, E m t i a n  
Sculpture: Coiro d Luxor, cat. 64, 139- 142. Legram attributs it to Tutankhamen, but 
Rusuriann posits it wuld as easily belong to Tutankhamen, Ay or more kely Horemheb. 

'"E.g., a sandstone statuette of Ramesses II. Cairo CG 42146. R E  Fr- &messes 
the Great, cat. 6 and a s d  calcite example of Tutankhamen recently found in the Luxor 
Cachette. M. El-Saghir, The Discovery of the Staturqy Cachette of Luxor Temple. (Mainz, 
199 1 ), 42-43. 



Abydos temple suggest they could also be made in gold."' Presurnably. jars of the latter type 

actuaily sezved as  repositories 5 r  unguents. 

3.62 Rdief Fragment of Seti I (British Museum EA 609) 
Limestone: H. 49 cm; W. 64.5 cm 
British Museum, Scuipture Guide, (London, 1909), 159, no. 57 1 ; M. L. Bierbria. M T  1 O 
(l983), p. I l  & pl. 13. 

This fragment preserves the upper podon of a scene depicting Seti facing Homs- 

protectorsf-his-father. At the extreme ight, a Wepwawet standard is preselved. This 

tableau is much like one origuially carved for Ramesses 1 in the eastern passage of the Second 

Pylon at Karnak portraying the king led by Monthu who touches an to Ramesses' nose. In ? 
both scenes, pharaoh wears the I+crown, and the twc figures are preceded by a Wepwawet 

standard.'" A second stancîard, bearing the s o d e d  royal placenta, probably once pmeded 

the Wepwawet standard as in the Kamak relief Above the pichire, extensive traces of a 

L-4-~ign with nbbon bandeau and & -fi-ieze can be m. 

The bas relief is carefùily rendereû, but lacks the extensive detailhg found in Seti's 

work 60m his Abydos temple. This more simplifieci style of relief is in keepi& with the 

Ramesses 1 chapel although the scale of reliefs from that monument seems to be larger than 

that of the present example. EA 609 may corne from the "metropolitan" temple of Osiris 

instead, or some other construction of Seti at Abydos, and perhaps dates to the earlier half of 

the king's reign kfore decoration of his main Abydos temple had begun. 

3 Y ~  similat example, this time holding up a bowl of faad is depicted in the chape1 of 
Re-Horakhty at Abydos. Calveriey and Broome, Abycdos 4 pl. 18. 

'"PM 11'. 42, ( 148G). 



3.63 Stela of M iya 
PM V. 99; L Speers, R T 3 9  (1921). 113-144 & pl. 4;KRI I, 342-344, 8142, 1; WTA 1, 279- 
28 1 ,  4 142, 1 ; RlTANC I, 238-239, 5 142, 1; (PLATE 91). 

This stela of the scribe of offerings in Seti's Abydos temple Miya depicts the king 

o f f h g  to Osiris. H e  is accornpanied by his son and succesor Rimesses II who is entitled 

"the King's first bodily son Ramesses." He wears the side lock and carria the 

iconography consistent with the roie of a prince? 
P-" 

3.64 Relief Fragment of Seti I (Glyptothek Ny Carbberg AEIN 42/A 730) 
Limestone: H. 41 cm; W. 52 cm 
M. Mogensq La gljptothéque Ny Cmisberg: La cdlection é ~ p f z e m ,  (Copmhagen, 1930) 
vol. 1 ,  100 (A730), vol. 2, pl. 108; 0. Koefd-Petersni, CotcIogue des bas-reliefs et 
prinîures emtiens, (Copenhagen., 1956). 37-38, m. 40; K. MySliwiec, Le portrait royal, 98- 
99, & fig. 205; (PLATE 3). 

This degant piece shows the head of S n i  1 wearing a round bottomad wig with a 

diadem (PLATE 3).'" A a n  disk with pendant uraei floats above his head, whiie his 

prenomm cartouche, preceded by the title "good god" identifia him. Behind his head, traces 

of the fonnuia "[gim] aU W' arc pexmed. 

The technique used is the fine bas relief found in die& fiom Seti's Abydos temple and 

the chapd erected to his father's mcmory. MySLiwiec amibutes the fragmern to the latter 

m ~ m i m e n t . ' ~  Facial details such as the modded brow with a cnase beh~cefi the eye and the 

brow, and the tips, which are roundad at the tips with a down-cuning crease at the corner of 

the mouth, r d  pst-r\mania feaiirrs of reiiefs h m  the RMnsses 1 chapei, frorn which the 

fragment pmbabty ocigh~ttes.~~~ Anodm hattmark of this piece s h  with the retiefi h m  

360n the significance of d i s  sane see in* 4.6.3.2. 

"'M. Mogenscn, Lu &totfséque Ny Cmkberg: i,u collection -tienne, 
(Copmhagm, 1930) vol. 1, 1ûQ (A730), vol. 2, pl. 108; 0. Koefoed-Pet- Cataiogue des 
bas-reliefs eer peintures égptiens, ( C o p h g e q  1956), 37-38, no. 40. 



the Ramesses I chape1 is the lack of extensive detailing of features such as the hierogiyphs, the 

hoods of the uraei and of the wig and diadem. This contrasts sharply with the omate detailing 

of reliefs in the Seti temple.3a 

Coptor 
3.65 Base of Sphinx of Seti 1 
Sandstone 
PM V, 13 1 ; W. M. P. Petrie, Koptos, (London, 1896), 15. 

This srnall piece has been lost since Petrie discovered it. Unfomtnately, he did not 

publish any photographs or drawings?' It remains the only known monument of Seti 1 fi-om 

Coptos. Its present whereabouts are unknown. 

Nagada 

3.66 Offenng Table of Seti I for Seth (New York MMA 22.2.22) 
Black granodiorite: H. 15.8 cm; W. 105 cm; D. 53.3 cm 
A. Badawy, "A Monumental Gateway of Sety 1 - An Ancient Model Restoreâ," 
Miscelhea W ~ l b o u r i ~ ~ ~ ~  1 (1972), 10, fig. 14; KRI 1,234-235, 5 103; RITA 1.20 1-202, 5 103, 
RITANC 1, 153, 3 103; (PLATE 55). 

This well preserved offering table resembles two others produced for Horus and 

Anim-Khepn by Seti (PLATE S S ) . ~ ~  It lacks a spout, although it is not entirely clear that it 

e v a  had one. Where the spout would normally be there is a concave depression with a 

srnooth finish idemical to that of the rest of the table. It may have k e n  broken off subsequent 

to the table's cornpletion. The carefùi finishing of the concave depression is hard to explain if 

the piece was reused as a building block. Perhaps the depression renilted âom an ancient 

repair afta the spout had been broken off during the ancimt service Me of the table. 

The layout of the decoration is identical to that of the Ny-Carisberg table dedicated to 

Homs. The table top is decorated with two pairs each of conical and round bread loaves and 

- --- 

MU Calverley and Broome, Abydos 1-IV, F m .  

YIW M .  F Petrie, Koptos, (London, 1896). 15. 

j4'CE supra 3 20 & 3 2 1. 



a pair of jars. On the front side of the table. two miniature offenng scenes flank the concave 

depression. On the ri& Seti kneels with his legs spiayed out and his arms upraised in 

adoration of Seth who sits mthroned on a plinth. The act of the king is labeled "adoring the 

god four times." Seth's figure has been hacked out in antiquity, but its outline as well as many 

intenial details, can easiiy be made out. 

On the left hand panel, pharaoh kneels in the same position before Nepthys, with his 

arms holding aloft a m - j a r  and a pot of incetl~e. The scme is mtitleû "giving Libation." 

Nepthys also sits enthroned on a piinth. She has a tripartite wig, but no other distinguishing 

headgear. Both deities hold 1-scepten and f -signs. In both epirodes, the king wears a 

Shen&-kilt and a Kh-headdress and his head is bowed down somewhat. No other detailing 

of his costume is apparent. 

The extreme ends of the front side and the other three sides are occupied by a pair of 

bandeau texts giving Seti's titulary. The incisai tem are of high quaiity. The lefi hand text is 

conventional, but the right hand bandeau gives a variant of Seti's titulary: "Live the Horus, 

Mighty bu11 of Re, Contented with Maat, Two Ladies, Great of splendor in the minds of the 

patncians, Golden Horus, Content4 with Maory, beloved of Re, King of Upper and Lower 

Egypt, Menmaatre, Son of Re, Seti-Merenptah, beloveâ of Seth son of Nut, may he live 

forever." The Seth animal was hacked out of the epithet following the nomen on the right 

bandeau text, but was lefl intact in all four occurrences of Seti's nomen in the bandeau texts 

and in the tableaux. In both instances, where the prenomea occurs in the bandeau, the 

orthography is such that the - tlement is placed high in the cartouche. In the Ieft hand 

example, an ,, was added below it, while on the right, the iower space at the end of the 

cartouche was lefi biank. From other offering tables of Seti I, we would n o d y  expect an 

additional epithet nich as rit RC or hvC RC to occupy this space? 

Although the table has no provenancei the epithet of Seth, "the Ombite Lord of the 

Southland," points to the site of ûmbos. Hayes identifies this with Nubt, which he believed 

'"Cf. the two offering tables &om Heliopolis, and another fiorn the Ramesses 1 chape1 
in Abydos. Supra 3.20, 3.21 & 3.54. 



was Iocated at modern Tukh on the West bank of the Nile, 32 km north of Luxor?' Nubt. 

however, was probably located at the site of Nagada 26 km north of ~ u x o r . ~ '  

Meâamud 

3.67 Statue Base Naming Ramases 1 and Seti I (IFAO CAVES 42) 
Sandstone: H. 5 cm; L. 16.5 cm; W. 8 cm 
M. F. Bisson de la Roque, Rapport sur les fauilles uk Mékmd 1925, (Cairo, 1926). 46, 
Inv. (M) 20; A.-P. Zivie, BIFAO 72 (1 W2), 99- 1 14, figs. 1-2, pl. 28; KRI 1, 200, $8 1; RiTA 1, 
171, $81; MTANC 1, 131-132, 581. 

This miniature statue base had been cited at evidence for the hypothetical coregency 

between Ramesses I and Seti LM It is made of sandstone and is of rather crude 

workrnanship. Two parailel inscriptions on its sides narne Ramesses I and Seti 1. The former 

is described as "the good god, the likeness of Re who illuminates the Two Lands like 

Horakhty." Seti is temieci "the good god, star of the land; he mises and everyone tives." The 

uppet surface of the object is inscribeci with the prenomen cartouche of Seti 1, but the mFt- 

figure seems to have been altered. Zivie contmds that the glyph was uiitially 0, thus naming 

Ramesses I?' 

As Kitchen notes, it is most likely that Seti dedicated the statue shortly after 

Rarnesses' death? Every 0th monument thaî associates the m e  of these two monarchs 

can be show to date to the sole reign of Seti. The orthography of both king's prenomens, 

giving the c3 -sign in the centrai position, confonns to the standard onhopphy of the 

prenomen dunng Ramesses' brief tenure and in the earliest portion of Seti's reign, especially 

%ayes, Scepter 2, 332; RITRNC 1, 153, §305(b). 

-9. I. Kemp, Ancient E-t: Amtomy of a C M h î i o n ,  (New York, 1 %9), 3 5-3 7. 

M ~ . ~ .  Zivie, "Une monument associant les noms de Ramsès I et de Séthi 1," BlFAO 
72 (1972), 99-114, esp, 109-1 14; W. J. Muniane, Coregencies, 183485,234. 



in monuments dedicated to his fatl~er?~ Given the large number of monuments dedicated by 

New Kingdom pharaohs such Tutankhamen, Ay, Seti 1 and Rarnesses Il in memory of their 

irnmediate or recent predecessors, this small piece offers oniy feeble evidence of a coregency 

between Ramesses 1 and his son. 

3.68 Rcuseâ Blocka of Seti I 
M. F. Bisson de la Roque. Rapport sur les fouilles de MéItamoud (1 9.?5', (Cairo, 1 926). 3, 
fig. 4; idem.. Rapport sur les fouilles & M é c t P n d  (1926). (Cairo, 1927), 127, fig. 75; LDT 
II, 260. 

At least two dozen or more sandstone blocks with raised relief decoration of Seti 1 cm 

be found in the blockyard at Medamud. Others are built into the gateway of Tiberius. Al1 

these blocks are decorated with fine bas relief which on stylistic grounds date to the later pan 

of Seti's reign. They ail seem to derive from his memonal temple in Gumah. At least two 

blocks have texts referruig to this building. One of these stems h m  a vignette with the 

sovereign and Thoh, and refers to a deity, (name lost), "residing in the Mansion 'Beneficial- 

i s - [ S e t i l - M m e n p t a h - [ i n ] - t h e - D o m a i n e f - A .  "' S M  another block 

with an image of the monarch leaning close to an enthroned male deity, has a .  fiagmentary 

text with part of this name "[Almen-Re on the West of Thebes." 

A handfùf of these blocks aiso make rdérence to the god Osiris or to Abydos. One of 

these, now built into the top of the Tiberius gateway, probably cornes h m  part of a doonvay. 

The fhgmentary text includes traces of his cartouches with the epithets ''[Beloveci of] Osiris 

Lord of Abydos the [great(?)] goci," and "Heir of Wennofer lord of the H[oly]-Land." 

Another loose block nom the blockyard also makes reference to Osiris. 

Most, if not ail, of these blocks would have corne corn the rear (=west) portions of the 

G d  temple. The four roorns giving off the piiiared chamber behind the barque sanctuary 

of Amen are only partiy presaved; their outer waiis bemg denuded almost to the 

MgCf the pedestal Seti dedicated to Homs of Mesen in memory of Ramesses. See 
supra 3.9. 



foundations3" The two large sancaianes to either side of the three chapels of the Theban 

Triad are also much reduced dong with the outer walls of the chapels of Mut and Khonsu and 

those of the two side chambers of the Amen chapel."' Room 19, moreover, was dedicated to 

the Osirian fùnerary mysteries.3s2 Thus the blocks refedg to Osiris need not corne frorn 

some other site. Ctearly, then, the Gumah temple was used as a quarry in late antiquity to 

supply stone for the Greco-Roman temple at Medamud. 

3%elson, Key P h ,  pl. 3 7, fig. 1, rooms 1 7-20. 

"'fiid., roorns 9-12, 14-15. 

'"PM II', 41 6 (83). 



Thebes 
Kamak 

3.69 The Great Hypostyle 8a.ü 

hterior Wall Surfaces 
PM 112, 42 (148i-j)46 (1 56), 49 (161 )-( 163). 59 (1763-60 (179b); H. H. Nelson, Key P1m.q 
pl. 4 = KB 32-38, 65-67, 170- 17 1,174- 176, 178- 1 80, 183- 186, 190- 193, 197- 199, 202-209, 
2 16-256, 266-297, 301-344,352-390; H. H. NeIson, W. J. Murnane, editor, The Great 
Hypostyle Hull at Kaniak vol. 1. part 1 , 'The WuiI Reliefs, OiP 1 06, (Chicago, 1 98 1 ), pls. 1 -7, 
31-33, 117, 121-129, 131-135, 137-257,261-265; Schwaiier de Lubicz, Les remplesde 
Kaniak 1, (Pans, 1982), 75, 6g. XLVIII, O ~ S .  22-33, VOL 2,  pl^. 39-52; KRI 1, 206-208, 
5583-84; RiTA 1, 179- 183, 9983-84; RITANC 1, 135-136, $883-84. 

Columns (nos. 74-134) 
PM LIL, 50-5 1; Nelson, Key P i m ,  pl. 3, nos. 74-134; L.-A Christophe. Les divinités des 
colonnes de la gran& safie hypostyle et leurs épifites, (Cairo, 1955), pis. 26-28; R.A. 
Schwaller de Lubicz, Les temples dp K d  1, fig. 43, vol. 2, pls. 4 0 4 ,  48. 

Architrnvea and Soffits 
PM I I ~ ,  5 1; V. Rondot, The Great Hpstyie  Hail ut K& Les architraves, forthcoming; 
L-A. Christophe, MFAO 60 ( 1 960). 69-82; Schwalla de Lubicz, Les temples de KPniaG 1 
fie. 3 3-3 5, vol. 2 54-5 5; KRI 1, 20 1-206, $82, 4 14-4 1 5, 0 176; RITA 1, 172- 1 79, $82; 
IUTANC 1, 132-135, 982. 

Clerestory 
PM II2, 50; Nelson, Key Plans, pl. 4 = KB 400-426; R.A. Schwder de Lubicz, Les temples 
Je Karnak 1, figs. 35, 38, vol. 2, pls. 53, 55. 60, 62-63, 70-71. 

North Extcrior WiU (Seti 1 Battle Rdiefs) + Thicknas and Extcrior of North 
Gateway 
PM II', 53 (166)-57 (169); Nelson, Key P l . ,  pl. 10, fig. 5; Epigraphic Survey, nie Bade 
Reliefs of King Sety 1. Reliefi and Xnscriptions at Kamak 4, (Chicago, 198 5) ;  KM 16-3 2, 
passim, 55 18-26, 29-3 1, 38-47,49-64; RITA I, 6-26, passim, $9 18-26, 29-3 1, 3847, 49-64; 
RITANC 1, 10-35, pruim, $9 18-26. 29-3 1 ,  38-47, 49-64; additional f h p e n î s ,  KM V 2, 12, 
5 185. 

SEE (PLANS 1-3) & (PLATES SA-%, 6A-B, 8A-B, 9A, 11B,13B, 148,16B, 5743 & 
65A). 



3.69.1 Extent of the Decoration of the Bali undtr Scti 1 

3.69.1.1 Intenor Wall Surf'aces 

Seti 1 dwrated  the entire northern half of the Hypostyle Hall;"' i.e.. the nonh wall.'" 

the nonhem half of the east wall,"' including the northern halfof the vestibule of the Third 

~ ~ l o n , ' ~  and the north half of the western w d  (PLAN I).'~' %y the end of the reign. his 

decoration had also spilled into the southem half on the wea ~ a l l ' ~ '  and spread as far as the 

west corner of the southern half of the vestibule of the Third Pylon.'" Al1 Seti's decoration 

inside the building was done in r a i d  relief. 

3.69.1.2 North Exterior Waii 

The northern exterior w d s  were inscribed with a series of sunk reliefs 

commemorating Seti's Asiatic and Libyan c a m ~ a i g n s . ~  These have raceiveci a great deal of 

"'7he locations of these xenes can be found in H. H. Nelson, Key PIPN ShOWing 
I.ocations of ? % e h  Temple Becorutionc, OIP 56, (Chkago, 194 1 ), pl. 4. Hereafier. Nelson. 
Key Plans, KB + location mimber. The actual swes are published in H. H. Nelson, edited by 
W. J. Mumarip. 7 7 ~  Great H's-tyie Hdll at Kmnak vol. 1, part 1, Tne Wall Reliejs, OIP 
1 06, (Chicago. 198 1 ), (hereafter Nelson, W H K  1.1 ), which uses a Merent nurnbering 
systern for the scenes fiom that used in Nelson, Kpy Plam. A concordance of these can be 
found in Nelson, GHHK 1.1, xv-xvii. 

3Y~elson, Key P l m ,  KB 266-297; Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 263 

3s)Nelsoq Key P h s ,  KB 30 1-344; Nelson, GHHK 1 .1 ,  pl. 264. 

"?4elson Key P h ,  K B  20 01 -209, 2 17-256; Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 262. 

3S%ielsoq Key Plans, KB 32-38-6547; Nelson, GHHK 1.1 .  pl. 258 = pls. 1-7. 3 1-33 
& 41. 

"%elson, Key P l m ,  KI3 1 70- 1 7 1,174- 1 76, 178- 180, 183- 1 86, 190- 193, 1 97- 199; 
Nelson., GHHK 1.1, pl. 26 1 d-f = pls. 1 1 7, 12 1 - 129. 

YDPM LI2, 53-57; Nelson, Key P h s ,  pl. 10, fig. 5; Epigraphic S w e y ,  7he Bude 
Rrliefs of King Sep I, Reliefs and inscriptions at Karnak 4, (Chicago, 1985). 



attention h m  historians and art historians seeking ro elucidate the events they record. "' 
They raise issues that lie beyond the xope of the present work. 

3.69.1.3 CoIumns 

Seti also decorated aU the s d e r  columns in the nonhem part of the Hall (PLAN 

l)." Most of these were inscribed with a single ntual scene orientai towards nonh-south 

axis. Those to the West  of the north-south axis had vignettes on their east face, while ones to 

the east of the axis had them on the west side ( PLATE 6A). The vignettes on columns 74-80 

wme visible fiom the main east-west axis. Columns 77 and 78, at the crossing of the two 

axes, had two panels each, one facing each axis. In addition to these, each c o l m  was 

inscribed with a papyrus bundle pattern, bands of cartouches and other stermtyped designs 

such as uraei between the cartouches near the tops of the columns, and rekhyt-birds a d o ~ g  

the royal cartouches at the column bases. 

Ramesses II later usurped his fàther's tableaux on colunms 74-80? Subsequentty, 

Ramesses IV covered the bundle pattern on al i  the s a  culumns in the nonhem part of the 

building with ritual episodes and cartouche fhezes, so that they now bear three rinial scenes 

spanning their entire cirairnferences. 

There is no aiidence that Seti ever inscribed the shafis of the two rows of great 

c o l u m  in relief? These sean to have been first carved for Ramesses II in bas relief dunng 

"IR. O. Faulkner, "The Wars of Sethos 1," JEA 33 (1947), 34-39; G. A. Gabaiia, 
N m a ? i w  in Emtian Art, 1976); A Spalinger, "The Nonhmi Wars of Sety 1: An 
Integrative Study," JARCE 16 ( 1979). 29-47; C. Broadhufst, "An Amstic Interpretation of 
Sety 1's War Relief3," JE4 75 (1989), 229-234; W. J. Mumane, The R d  ro &sh2, SAOC 
42, (Chicago, 1990); H. el-Saady, "The Wars of Sety I at Karnak: A New Chronological 
Structure," SAK 19 (1 9W), 285-294. For further referaces see ibid., Murnane, 40, n. 8. 

-A. Christophe, Les dvinités des colomres ck. la gran& d e  hypostyIe et leurs 
épithètes, (Cairo, 1955). 89, and pl. 26. 

"lbid.. pl. 26. 

3 a ~ e  may. however. have laid the decoration out in paint. See in fa  3.69.3.6. 



the earliest part of his reign in style Seti also decorated the abaci of both rows of great 

colurnns. 366 Each of the larger columns originally had a vignette facing the east-west axis. 

with the four columns at the intersection of the two axes having two, one facing each a i s .  

Both Ramesses Il's final alterations and Ramesses IV's additions to the columns are in sunk 

relief FUially, both Ramesses IV and Herihor added texts to the column bases."' 

3.69.1.4 Arc bitraves 

Seti 1 engraved the architraves above the central row of great columns and the imer 

faces of those sumounting the 6rst row of smaller colurnns on either side (= 67-73 and 74- 

80) (PLAN 3).= He also decorated those lying on a north-south axis in the northem half of 

the WI, most of which are no longer in situ? His  work included the sotnts of dl these 

architraves that bear elements of his titulary including nurnerous variants of his Homs name? 

Ramesses U later usurpeci the south fices of the architraves over columns 74 and 80, both 

"'Sec W. J. Mumane, "The Earlier Reign of Rarnesses Ki and his Coregency with Sety 
1," JNES 34 (1975)- 1 72, n. 63. 

%Sec V. Rondot & J . 4 .  Golvin, "Restaurations antiques à l'entrée de la salle 
hypostyle ramesside ciu temple d'Amon-Rê a Karm&" 1MDMK 45 (1989), 250 & pl. 3 1 .  

M Roth, 4bS~rne New Tacts of Herihor and Ramesses [V in the Great Hypostyle 
Hall at hd~," JNES42 (1983), 43-53. 

*L.-A. Christophe, "La fâce sud des architraves surmontant les colornes 74-80 de la 
gande salle Hypostyle de ICam&" BIFAO 60 (1960), 69-82; V. Rondot, The Great 
H'style Hal! ut Kun&, Les architraves, (Manuscript, 1995),2-3; Nelson, Key P h ,  pl. 3, 
faces 430436,476480. 

%id., Rondot, 5-8. 

37"Tbid., chapter 1. 



faces of those over the two rows of great colurnns, the no& faces of those over colurnns 67- 

73, J71 and thesr soffits (PLATE GA). '" 

3.69.1.5 Clerestory and Roof 

Al1 the intenor and extenor surfaces of the derestory were origmdiy inhbed by Seti 

1 (PLAN 2-31." The piers and lintels on the exterior, which framed the window grilles, were 

decorated in sunk relief (PLATE  SA)."' The lintels were dwrated with a continuous heze 

of altemathg falcons and vultwes facing south and perched on the m - s i g n  (PLATE 

SB). Above this was a continuous L-4-bandeau running the length of the clerestory. 

sunnounted by a fùll version of Seti 1's tihilary which was in tum smounted by another 

L-d-sign.375 Each falcon protects one of these cartouches with its outstretched wings. The 

piers are inscribeci with two vertical columns of hieroglyphs, the one on the lefk begins with 

the h g ' s  Homs name foliowed at $s base with eRher his nomen or prenomen, altemating 

from pier to pier, followed by various epithets. The nght column contains a speech of Amen- 

Re addressed to pharao h. 376 

"'W. J. Mumane, JNES 34 (1  975), 180; Nelson. Key Pfmrc. pl. 3, nos. 430, 432. 43 3, 
435, 436; Christophe, BIFAO 60 (1960), 69-82. 

'7"rhis applies to the sofnts of the architraves over the two rows of great columns and 
over the first row of s m a l l  columns on the nonh. Rondot, Les mchiirmes, pls. 20-22. Seti 
never decorated the soffits of the architraves over the first row of smaller cdumns south of 
the central axis, although he did Uiscribe the north face of these architraves. Ibid., pl. 4 1 .  

'"Neison, Key P h ,  pl. 4, figs. 1-4. 

'"R. A. Schwaiia de Lubicz, Les temples de K d :  contribution ci I 'éh& de h 
pensée pharaonique 2, (Paris, 1982), pl. 71. 

'"Ibid.. pl. 7 1 ; B. George and B. Petmon, Die K;ranaA-Zeichmrngen w n  BaItzar 
C r o n s t r d  l836f837. Medelhavsrnuseet Mernoir 3, (Stockholm, 1979), no. 7. 

'"fiid., George and Peterson, no. 17; Schwaller de Lubicz, Les temples de K m i a k  2, 
pl. 71. 



On the interior of the clerestory, Seti decorated the caveno comices and al1 the 

surfaces above them. The comices were engraved with altemathg nomen and prenomen 

cartouches arrangeci at intervals. The intenor faces of the piers between the window piiles 

bear scenes of the king standing face to face with Amen-Re (PLATE 57 & 59A). Al of these 

were originally executed in r a i d  relief by Seti 1, but were subsequently usurpai by Ramesses 

II. On the north side. Rarnesses merely substitutad his cartouche in sunk relief, while on the 

south side each tableau was entirely recut in sunk relief3" He usurped every other interior 

sudace of the clerestory as well, including the ~ornice~~' and the interior faces of the lintels 

above the window pilles.'" 

Little evidence remains of the roofing slabs, and none are stiii in situ. There had been 

a partial coliapse of the roof at the western end of the clerestory in the Late Period that was . 
repaired in the Ptolemaic era.3m Substantial portions of the roof over the central aisle were 

still intact in the late Sixteenth Century of the present era."' Currendy, none of the roofing 

slabs are in situ and little is known about them. In 1954 a sandstorie block was discovered in 

'"For an example of only the cartouche being usurped see J. Lauffkay et. ai., "Les 
travaux du Centre ~ranco-Égyptien de 1972 à 1977," KmnorL 6, pl. 3a. For a cornpletely sunk 
relief example, cE Schwder de Lubicz, Les temples & KaniaA i, 1 1 7, fig. 3 8. In the scenes 
that have been recut in sunk relief, the origuial raised relief is betrayed by the presence of 
register lines and a L-4-sign which were left in r a i d  rebec and by the Faa that the figures 
protrude out farther than the background sufice. Elsewhere in the building, this is a hallmark 
of the conversion of r a i d  relief into sunk reliâ. Seele, Coregency, 53 -56, 8 83. 

"Ibid., Laufnay et. al., K d  7, 9. In 1995, this was checked in the field by myself 
and wnfirmed by William Mumane and Lorelei Corcoran. The presence of the (-.. -sign 
was visible on some prenomen cartouches in raking light. 

3mKRi 1, 20 1 : 13-1 5,203: 1 1-1 3; Schwder de Lubicz, Les temples & K& 2, pl. 60. 
Ramesses usurped the titulary and cartouches in aink relief leaving the original raised relief of 
the dedifatory inscription. See Laufliay et. al., Xamat 6, pl. 3a. 

'v. Rondot, & J-C. Golvh, 'Restsurations antiques à l'entrée de la salle hypostyle 
ramesside du temple d'Amon-Rê à bmaiq" MDAIK 45 (1989). 249-259. 

"'C. Burri. et. al., Voyages en cies anées 1589, 1590 et 1591: le vénitien 
mronyne. k Seigneur de Cïlhont ,  le holIandLns Jan Sommer, (Cairo, 1 97 1 ), 1 0 1 - 1 0 3 .  



the foundation of a statue of ~inodjem."~ This was inscribsd in ra id  relief with part of a 

royal titulary and the lower tips of the outstretched whgs of a vulture or fdcon. The 

cartouche contains the nomen of Ramesses iI, but this has obviously been unirped in sunk 

relief Clear traces of Sry underlie the wnk relief R%m-W. The nomen is compounded with 

the epithet "beloved of Amen.'' Seti 1 gaierally used the standard fom of his nomen 

compounded with "beloved of Ptah" at Karnak except in the Great Hypostyle Hall where Mn- 

m F M r  mr-n-7m is generdy foundW From this, we may conclude that the block derives 

from the roof of the Hypostyle Hall, probably fiom the roof of the derestory which was 

insaibed for Seti and usurped by Rameses KI. 

3.69.2 k i o u s  Thtories on the Date of the Baîl 

It has been argued by several scholars that the central row of great columns in the 

Hypostyle itall bean a striking resemblance to the Colonnade Hall at Luxor temple, and that 

p&ps the twelve great columns at Karnak originally f o d  a similar colonnade built as 

early as the reign of Amenhotep III.'" There are reaoons for doubting this assesment. 

A p a h ~ g  fiom the Theban tomb of Neferhotep (TT. 49) reputedly shows the temple 

of Ka& as it appeared during the reign of Ay. Immediately to the west of the outer pylon is 

a T-shaped canal."' Chevrier did find esidence of such a canal benesth the foudations of the 

'W. Hammad, "Zwei von Ramses il Neuhutze Steine," ASAE 55 ( 1958), 199-203. 

jUC. "À propos de la graphie du nom de Séthi 1 à bm&" Kmnort 8, (Paris, 
1987), 225-228. 

' W s  idea was Grst put fonvard by Mariette and was later followed by a number of 
scholars: R. Engelbach, "Ongin of the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak," Amient Egypr 
(1925). 65-71; H. Chewier, "Chronologie des wostructions de la Salle Hypostyle," A M  54 
(1957), 35-38. 

"'N. de Garis Daies, The Tom& of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, (New York 1933). pls. 
41-42. Discussed by Seele, Coregency, 5, $10. 



Second Pyion." Much of the decoration of the Second blon seems to have been 

accomplished under Ramesses f and was later usurpe- by Ramesses LI.'" Seele proved, 

however, that the earliest decoration was done by Horemheb, who was therefore responsible 

for constnicting it."' Furthmore, the Pylon c m o t  have been initiateci by Ay, since rnany of 

the blocks reused in its foundations and intenor stem from the "Mansion of Nebkhepunire," a 

structure built and partiaily decorated by Tutankhamen and completed by ~ y . ' "  

If the outer pyion in the Nefethotep mural is the Third Pyioh then both the Second 

Pyton and the Hypostyle Hall must date to some point later than the reign of Ay. Haeny 

contends that the scene from Nefhtep's tomb is not a reliable source for the appearance of 

Kamak during Ay's reign, pointing out that although the vestibule of the Third Pylon cenainly 

existed by the eariiest period of Akhenaten's reign, it is not portrayed in the Neferhotep 

mural.3w To this one might respond that other elernmts of the temple are not illustrated in 

detail. ûniy one obelisk, or pair of obeüsks, is shown in fiont of the Founh Pyl~n,'~' while in 

reality two pairs stood there, the work of Thutmose 1 and III. The object of the 

3a6Chewia, A U E  27, pl. 1 ; idem, ASAE 33, 1 75, and ASAE 38.605; Haeny, 
BasiiikaIe Anlogen, 40. 

'%egra.in, Les Temples de Kmmk. 136-57; PM II2, 38-39. 

3mSeele, Coregency, 7-8 and figs. 1 & 2. 

jmPM II, 40-4 1. 0. J. Schaden, "Repori on the 1978 Season at Kanak," NARCE 127 
(Fall, 1984), 50 & 52, n.8; M. Eaton-Krauss, "Tutankhamm at Karnak," iMDAlK 44 ( 1988), 
1 - 1 1 ; L. Gabolde & M. Gabolde, "Les temples 'mémoriaux' de Thoutrnosis U et 
Toutâdchamon (un rituel destiné à des statues sur barques)," BIFAO 89 (1989), 12% 178; M. 
Gabolde,  étude du monument de Toutankhamon et Ay," Mission Epigruphzque à Karnak 
c6r I" Juin 1987, rapport d'activité, (unpublished). 

3mG. Haeny, BasiMde Anlagen in &r ~g@xhen &NAumt &s Neaen Reiches, 
BÂBA 9, (Wiesbaden, 1970), 46. 

39'There is no question that the gate behind the obelisk in this scene is the Founh Pylon 
as it is depicteci with a kind of awning supponed by Papyrus wlumns that was erected by 
Thutmose IV. PM II2, 72, 79; J. Yoyotte, "Une porche doré: La porte du IV pylone au grand 
temple de Karnak," C a  28 (1953). 30-38; B. Bryan, n>e Monuments of Thuimow n', 
(Baltimore, 199 1 ), 1 70- 17 1. 



representation fiom TT. 49 seems to bave been to give an o v e ~ e w  the whole temple and its 

gardens. with some details being !efi out. Recently Loeben has claimed that the outer pylon in 

the sene fiom TT. 49 could repremnt the north-south axis of the temple. and there is sorne 

evidence that a canal was located here as weU? But again, if the southeni a i s  is being 

represented. then one of the three pylons which exiaed dong this route before Horemheb's 

accession is rnis~ing.'~~ Although the testimony of the Neferhotep mural is not unequivocal, it 

is rasonable to conclude that it does indicate that the ground imrnediately to the West of the 

Third Pylon was still occupied by a canal during Ay's reign. If a colonnade of the Luxor type 

did exist before the rest of the Hal was constructeci, it could not have been installeci eulier 

than the reign of Horemheb. 

Regardless of who is givm credit for this phantom colonnade, Amenhotep III or 

Horemheb, there is linle archaeological evidence and no epigraphic data testifymg to such a 

notion. Chevrier, Nims and Seeie nipposed that traces of the foundaUons of a wall in the 

nonh eastern sector of the Hall corresponded to ones they believed flaaked a central row of 

columns in a construction similar to the Luxor Colonnade Hal,3M but Haeny dernonstrateci 

that these belonged to some eariier structure that had already k e n  rernoved by the time the 

Third w o n  was ere~ted. '~ It has now been determined that they belonged to a court fionted 

by a srnaii pylon erected by Tmitrnose II in fiont of the Fourth Pylon that was later removed 

by Amenhotep III to maLe way for the Third Py10n.~% Nims also seems to have mistaken 

modem renovations of the foundations of the Hall as evidence of ancient ones belonging to 

3y. Loebm "Der Zugang zum Amuntempe1 von Karnak Un Neuen Reich: Zum 
Verstandriis einer zeitgen6ssischen ArchiteknudarsteUung," The Inte llecnrol Heriicge of 
E m t ,  Studia Aegyptiaca 14, (Budapest, 1 W2), 393-40 1. 

"The Seven, Eighth and the Tenth Pylon which was begun under Amenhotep III. 

3% Seele, Coregency, 18. 93 1 and n. I 1 ; Chevrier, ASAE 54, 3 5-36. 

' % J - C  Golvh, "La restauration antique du IIIc Pylône," KmnaC 8, (Paris. 1987). 190 
and Pl. 1; L. Gabolde, "La 'cour de fêtes' du Thoutmosis II à -" Karnak 9, (Paris, 
1993), 1-100. 



this phantom colonnade." Pooriy documented repain to the ancient foundations carried out 

in the earlier part of this century have led to great confusion regarding the nature of the 

origids, leading some to contend that fired bricks were used to make foundations in the 

Eighteenth Dynasty! jW 

Mumane, objecting to the "phantom" colonnade, notes that the colonnades 

Amenhotep actually built at Luxor temple, his mernorial temple in Western Thebes and at 

Soleb al1 ffont open courts, W e  Karnak where the Hypostyle Hall was built in front of the 

Third Pylon, the main façade of the temple. '" Haeny has outhed M e r  rasons why no 

Luxor style Colonnade Hall could have been buikua In the end he accepts the painting from 

Neferhotep's tomb as evidence that no part of the Hypostyle Hall was built before the reign of 

Horemheb. Findy, he rejects the notion t h  Horemheb 6rst built a colonnade basing his 

judgernent on the lack of credible evidence for side walls of such a structure."' He concludes 

that the Hypostyle Hd was conceived and built as a single unit. Nevertheless, a variant of 

this theory has nirvived to this day, promoted by none other than the Centrefranc* 

39'G. Haeny, BasilMe Anlagen, 46. 

'W. Chevrier, A M  54 (1 957), 35; idem, "Rapport sur les travaux de Kaniak 
(Novembre 1926 - Mai 1927)'" ASAE 27 ( 1927), 149- 150 & pl. 5 ;  P. Gilbert, "Remarques 
sur l'architecture de la Salle Hypostyle de C& 35 (1943). 38. These brick 
foundations under the great columns probably represent modem replacements of the original 
talatat which had cnimbled. It is quite possible that these repairs were effected by Legrain at 
the tum of the century. CE Chevrier, A M  27, pl. 5 where the installation of s d a r  brick 
foundations in the southaa part of the building is documented. Altematively, they could stem 
ffom repairs in Ptolernaic or Roman tirnes whm extensive repairs to the building were made. 
J . C .  Golvin, KmMk 8, (Paris, 1987) 189-205; V. Rondot, & LC. Golvin, MZ)AIK 45 
( 1989), 249-259. Repairs of the foundations and lowest courses of the side walls in this period 
are attested aiong the exterior of the north wali and interior of the south wall. 

'W. J. Muniane, "Dans le domaine d'Amon: l ' m e  d'Aménophis III a Karnak et A 
Louxor," Dossiers htstoire et archéologie, no. 1 80, Amenophis III: L  te à son apogée, 
(March, 1993), 34. 



igyptienne pour ï ëtu& des temples de Koniak who argue that Horemheb was responsible for 

erecting a Co l~nnade .~  This hypothesis ignores the matter of the side walls that would be 

expected if a Colonnade Hall had been b ~ i l t . ~  There is absolutely no epigraphic data to 

support the colonnade theory. The earüest preserved decoration on the great columns and the 

clerestory dates to Seti 1's reignuY These reliefs are pnstine and there is no sign of 

reworking. One final objection is the presence of two "throne shrines" of Ramesses I that 

were blocked by the £irst pair of great wlumns. The placement of these shnnes makes litt le 

sense if one assumes that a colonnade was in place when they were instailed since the great 

columns of the central axis block the approach to them (PLAN 3).- 

Construction of the Ha& Uicluding the central columns, could have ocnirred only der  

the Second Pylon had been built, since earlier sunk reliefs on its eastern face depiaing a 

voyage of the great river barque of Amen-Re, the Userhet-Amen, had first to be erased when 

this surface became the West interior waU of the Hypostyle Hall,- PLATE 59B), and because 

the method used for joining the Hall's architraves and roofkg slabs to the Second Pylon were 

obviously an afterthought." Hamy would place the construction during the reign of 

?VI. Albouy, et. d., Katnak: Le temple d 'Amon restitué pm I 'ordinaleur, (Paris, 
l989), 103-109 & 114-1 18. 

a3cu.rtie rnissing side walls would have presented a senous challenge to Seti if he 
intended to add smaller columas to an extant colonnade hall. The existing building would 
have had to be buried in ernbanlanents and then the roof and side wails would have been 
removed and the inscriptions on the wlumns erased. Only then could the process be started 
over again to build the rest of the hypostyle including the new clereaory roof 

*PA4 II2, 43 (1 49); Legrain, Les temples & K d ,  149- 1 52. 

-Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 266-267; Schwaller de Lubic~ Les temples de K&mù 1, 
104- 106 & figs. 24-26, 2, pl. 42. 

a7~aeny,  Budikale Anhgen, 49-50, and n. 156. Hamy asserts that if the Hall and the 
Second Pylon had been buiit at the same the ,  the incorporation of the architraves into the 
pylon would have been better designed. Other factors betray the fact that the pylon was built 
and decorated before the Hall existed. A ledge was cut into the pylon to support the roofing 



~oremheb." He notes that reliefs on the western wall include several episodes featuring 

Ramesses I. Since he reigned for less than two years, Haeny argues that construction of this 

huge structure could not have b e n  completed during Rarnesses 1's bnef tenure on the throne, 

so it must have been fira undertaken by H ~ r e m h e b . ~  Aithough he admits that Seti I could 

have executed the reliefs on behalf of his deceased father, he thinks it unlikely "O Seele 

iikewise believed that Rarnesses 1 was responsible for the reliefs in question and avers that 

perhaps Horemheb, though more likely Rarnesses i, was responsible for the conception and 

building of the HalL41' 

This view has been challengeci by other scholars who have argued that Seti 1 was 

responsible for building the structure in its entirety."* Mumane doubts that the reliefs in 

question portraying Rarnessx I were carved whiie he was alive. arguing that they were a 

posthumous mernorial made by Seti."' It now seems likeiy that the episodes with Ramesses 1 

on the east face of the north tower of the Second Pylon, as weii as some newly dirovered 

tableaux of Ramesses I alternathg with others of Seti I fiaming the eastem face of the passage 

slabs as were the large dots cut into the pylon's fàce to receive the architraves. Ibid., n. i 56. 
A Eue of uraei that was once part of the orignal nink relief decoration on the east face of 
the pylon stiU rernains on the nonh tower. Since this decoration was wvered by the 
architraves and roofing blocks at this juncture, it was neva erased. Nelson, GHHK 1.1 , pl. 
1 3 7 above the architrave dot; Nelson, Key P h ,  KE 2 21 6. 

"'%id., Haeny, 50-5 1 . 

"2~egrain, Les temples de K d .  1 80- 1 8 1 ; Barguet, Le Tempfe d 'Amon-Rê à 
K d ,  5963; P. Gilbert, "La conception architechirale de la salle hypostyle de Karnak," 
CdE 34 (1 942), 169- 176. 

"JW. J. Mumane, JNES 34 (1975). 170- 171; idem, "Ramesses 1 and the Building of 
the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak Revisited," Fs. k&k,  forthcorning. 



through the Second Pylon, were originally carved by Seti d e r  Rarnesxs 1 had died."' A 

comprehensive epigraphic analysis of the decorative program of this huge monument grearly 

elucidates the problem of its date. 

3.69.3 Chrooology o f  the Decontion and Epigraphir Evidencc for the Date of the Hall 

3.69.3.1 The Eadicst Reiief Work in the 8aN and the Rccutting of Figuns of Seti 1 
on the North Gateway 

On the northern side of the clerestory some original raised relief of Seti 1 has been 

preserved on the piers between the window griUe~,~'~ although the cartouches have been 

usurped in sunk relief by Ramesses II (PLATE 57). These Mgnettes depict Seti I standing 

before either Amen or Mut, and are ahost  the only ntud pictures in the Hal carved for Seti 

in which he is not shown bowing in the presence of the god. Oo the south side of the 

clerestory, vignettes on the piers were origuially finished in r a i d  relief by Seti, but they roo 

were usurped, and were entirely converted into sunk relief by Ramesses II (PLATE 5 9 ~ ) " ~  

Here the monarch is shown bowing slightiy. 

Seele maintaineci that the reliefs in the Haü were sculpted in a top to bonom fashion as 

the earth fiil used in conmcting the building was removed. As we shall see, there is now 

strong evidence that ponabie w d e n  scaffolding was used to decorate moa of the 

~rfaces.~" The older theory does. however, hold m e  for the cleregory, since Seti is 

responsible for its decoration but not for the great columns and the southem range of smaller 

'141bid., Fs. Sactek. See inja 3.69.3.2. 

*')Nelso~, Key Pkms, KB 400-45. These rmiain largely unpubiished. For a view of 
NO of these p i a s  see I. Laufhy et. al., "Les travaw du Centre fianco-égyptien de 1972 à 
1977," K m M k  6, pl. 3a. 

"'?lus dichotomy arose because the northeni half of the Hal remainexi in raised relief 
In the south wing, most of Ramesses' work was in sunk reliec and he later convertecl aIl of his 
eariier raised relief here, dong with that of his father, into sunk. See Muniane, J E S  34 
(1975), 179-180. 



columns which support it. lnscribing the clerestory before removal of the earth fill proceeded 

would have made sense for a couple of reasons. First among these was the daunting prospect 

of raising 25 meter hi@ scaffolding. Secondly these wouid have had to be rnaneuvered 

around the great umbels of the papyrus colwnns. It is telling, then, that Ramesses I does not 

appear in any of the reliefs on the clerestory. 

There is a pecuiiar abnormality of the reliefs on the nonhem gateway of the building: 

many of the sovereign's figures on the interior and exterior jambs and the thickness of this 

portal have been extensively reworked (PLATES 6û-61 & 62A). The outer jambs and moa 

of the :hicknesses were midied and published by the Epigraphic Suntey in connection with 

Seti's battle reliefs on the nonh exterior wall."' In an excursus, the Survey noted that in 

every case the royal figure had been remit so t h  an erect stance was replacd by a stooped 

one vis à vis the deitya9 

The episodes on the gateway's exterior jambs were origuially carved for Seti in raised 

relief and subsequentiy usurped by Ramesses II, who converted them to sunk relief, whiie 

leaving scenes on the thickness as they were and expropriating only the cartouches. Changes 

to the r a i d  relief on the thckness and intaior jambs of the gateway, however. indicated that 

it was Seti hiinseif, and not h e s s e s  II, who was responsible for the alterations to the royal 

figures on this g a t e ~ a y . ' ~  The Epigraphic Survey also noted that the dacoration of exterior 

doo rjambs in r a i d  relief was a routine exception to the d e  that exterior tableaux were 

carved in sunk relief4*' 

It seems Wtely that every d a c e  of the no& gateway was sdpted at one t h e .  

Multiple instances of rwtting and adjustments to the royal figure can be o b s e d  on its 

''8pigraphic Survey, nie &Inle Reliefs of King Sefy I, pis. 19-21, Two partialy 
preserved scenes on the emtern thickness were not included in the Survey's publication and 
are to be pubtished by die Hypostyle Hall Roject ofthe University of Memphis (= Nelson., 
Key P h ,  pl. 10, fig. 5,no. 13). 

*l%pigraphic Survey, 7he Banle Relie/s of King Sety 1, 77. 

"'%id., 47 and n. 1 



interior and extenor jambs as well as the thickness. In some scenes there are no alterations'" 

or much less drastic o n e ~ , ~ ~  but at least one episode on the exterior jamb exhibits no less than 

three separate adjustments to Seti's figure before it was recut in sunk relief by Rames~es.~" 

Likewise. two vignettes on the intenor jambs of the gateway were recut at least three times."' 

Seti is also shown bowing in two episodes from the battle reliefs where he presents booty and 

captives to the Theban Triad (PLATES SA & 9 ~ ) ?  Here his fikenesses have not been 

altered in the sarne manner as those on the gateway, which suggests that the reliefs on the 

exterior doo jarnbs are contemporary with those on the thickness and interior jambs but not 

with the battle reliefs. '" 
Both the alterations to and the Final venions of the royal figures on the surfaces of the 

nonh gateway are by no means uniform. As noted by the Epigraphic Survey. in the final 

version on the thickness, the king's figures are not so rigid and upright as before.**' The 

fonvard inclination of some of them is much less dramatic t h  that of others in the H ~ U . ' ~ ~  

Scenes on the exterior jambs aiso show a considerable variation Ui the degree of the der's 

'%elson, Key P l m ,  KB 280 bd; idem, GHHK I. 1, pl. 184. 

**Epigraphic Survey, 7he &ritle Reliefs of King Sety 1, pl. 20E. 

'"Ibid.. 69 and pl. 19F. 

'2'~elson, Key P l m ,  KB 22Oe-i; idem, GHHK 1.1, pls. 186-187; Schwaller de Lubicr, 
Les remples & KmMk 2, pl. 47. 

'"Epigraphic Survey, lk B d e  Reliefi of King Seiy IV pls. 14 & 3 6. 

'"The Epigraphic S w e y  noted that the foreign name rings on the large smiting scenes 
flanking the gateway were 'lpdated" to reflect Seti's wars, possibly indicating that these 
scenes were carved before the battle reüefk. Battie Reliefs of King Sety 1, 47. The figures of 
the king in these scenes do show cosmetic adjustments to his face in several instances. 

'%id., pl. 20A D and E. Cf. pl. 208 where the inclination forward is similar to other 
scenes inside the Hall. 



a ~ o p . ' ~  Of those on the intenor jamb of the gateway. only one is substantially preser~ed.~" 

it is on the bottom register of the east jamb and is key to elucidating the sequence of these 

successive modifications to the royal figure on the north gateway (PLATES 6Ml).*" Seti 

dedicates a temple to Arnen-Re and Mut in this episode. The two deities show only cosmetic 

alterations. but the royal Figure displays evidence of two major changes to the original with 

subsequent cosmetic adjustments. The first transmutation was the most sigiilficant. 

ûriginally, the king stood erect with his head cocked so that he looked up slightly. *" 
His Iefl ami was straighter and raised higher than in the later version. In the second edition 

the figure is nooped with its legs shifted forward. The head was completely recut with a long 

rnilitary wig replacing the Nemes-headdress. The second version also lacks a fdse beard . 

Subsequent alterations were largely cosmetic, being focused on adjusting Seti's back, mmp, 

lefi shoulder and the backs of his legs and feet. These went through three versions as did the 

streamers dangling corn tiis wig. The apron and belt show two venions as does the nght m. 

The second version of the head also seems to have been altered once. III the one above, only 

his fwt are prese~ved,'~ but they bear traces of three distinct versions, indicating that this 

image m u a  have been subject to same drasiic alterations as the one below. 

Taken as a group, the representations of the king on the airfaces of the northern 

gateway display a large amount ofreworking that is not seen in other standing figures of Seti 1 

within the Hall. This suggests that the gateway was perhaps the first part of the structure to 

be decorated by him once the eanh ernbankments had been removed and the walls had been 

'%id., cf. pl. 2OA-F. 

43'Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 182- 1 87. 

4321bid., pl. 187. Schwder de Lubicq Les temiples de K d  2, pl. 47. 

"'This gestue of the king's head can be found many Mies  at Seti's Abydos temple, 
both when he bows and more commonly when he does not. Cf Calverley and Brwme, 
Abydos 1, pl. 18 top, second scene fkom the nght, 23 top, second nom the right; Lbid.. vol. III. 
pi. 16. rniddle top register and bottom left. 

'Ytbid.. pl. 186. 



dressed. Presumably some of the tableaux on the no& gateway had aiready been carved with 

the rula standing erect before it was decided ro pomay him in a nooped posture in all the 

reliefs and to rework thom already carved. It is possible that the original plan was to depict 

only Mme of his figures with inched torsos. Once the decision to have him bow in al1 the 

scenes was taken, the sculpton had to make several alterations to at least three of the royal 

figures on the north gateway along with other cosmetic changes before their superiors were 

satisfied with the sovereign's pose."' 

One other curious fact about the recut figures of Seti on the north gateway remains to 

be considered. The Epigraphic survey noted that his orignal posture in panels on the 

thickness of the nonh gateway was not upright, the conventional stance used in Egyptian art 

for thousands of years; instead he stood overiy erect and seemed to be leaning backwards . 
slightly with his head cocked as though he were lookuig up to the god before h i ~ n . ' ~  The 

same rigid stance with an upturned head can be seen in the onguial version of the episode on 

the bonom of the east interior jamb." It would seern that this overiy r d 8  posture with 

upturned head was deemed an inappropriate or unsuccesdd meam of portraying the royal 

image. Nonetheless, it was probably rneant to serve the same iwnographic purpose as the 

bowing stance that sücceeded it. 

Elsewhere in the HA, standing figures of Seti 1 have not been altered in such a drastic 

manner. It is tme that some of these on the eastern haif of the north waii have been revised 

more than other scenes in the Hall, but these are cosmetic modifications, (PLATES 13B, & 

"?bid., Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 186- 187; Epigraphic Swvey, The Batde Reliefs of 
King Sefy I, pl. 1 9F. A sidar situation obtained on the east wall of the sanchiary at Luxor 
temple, where two bowing figures of Amenhotep III were adjusted a number of times to rehe 
the angle at which the king leaned fonvard. M. Abdel-Raziq, Dus S z n h r m  Amenophis III 
im Luxor Tempel, (Tokyo, l986), east wall: 85, IO 1; west w d :  53. These adjustrnents have 
been dated to the Post-Amama era by Christian Loeben. C. Loeben by personal 
cornrnuiication. 

*'6Epigraphic Suwey, The Bank Reliefs ofKing Sefy 1, 73-75 and pl. 20A-F 

'37Neison, GHHK 1.1, 187; Cf. Schwaller de Lubicz, Les temples de K d  1, 107- 
108 & fig. 28. 



83),*'8 mostly of episodes in which he kneel~ ."~ An exception is a panel immediately to the 

east of the north gateway where he offen incense to the barque of Amen-Re in procession 

(PLATE 14B). The reworking is largely confined to the position of the king's arm and the 

size of his cap crown and it is purely c o ~ m e t i c . ~  ûther adjustments to Seti's figure within the 

Hall are both scattered and rninor, while the vast mjonty of thmi were never alteredul It is 

most teliing that no other standing figures of Seti carved during his reign in the Hall show the 

son of drastic adjustment of his posture that we see on the nonh gateway (PLATES 6A-B). 

It seerns Iikely, then, that they were the first to be carved once the construction embankments 

had been removed. *' 

3.69.3.2 Reliefs Portraying &messes I h i d e  the EaIi 

Ramesses I is portrayed in s e v d  tableaux on the upper register of the nonh half of 

the east wallu3 and in four "new" scenes on the jambs of the West gateway (PLATES SB, 

62B & 63~-B).* His presence in the latter relief% had escapeâ notice und recently, but those 

on the upper register of the north tower have been a source of much speculation as to what 

'"AS noted by the Epigraphic Survey, The Battle Reliejs of King Seîy 1, 77 a. 1 

*3?Jelson, GHHK, pis. 1 89- 1 95. 

Wid., pl. 197. 

L<'E.g, the large scene on the north tower of the Second Pylon in which the king's 
profile shows three versions. Nelson, Key P h T  KB 2 16, idem, GHHK 1.1, pl. 137. See 
Schwaller de Lu bicz, Les temples de I, 1 05, fig . 23. Other scenes show w smet ic 
adjustments to Seth  figure, mostiy in scenes where he kneels. CE Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 
143, 164, 176 & 210. 

U2The derestory had already been decorated. See injFu 3.69.3.3 

U3~elson, Key Plans, KB 2 17, 2 19-222; idem, GHHK 1.1. pls. 138, 140- 142. 

"%elson, Key P h ,  KB 32.34-202 &204; idem, GHHK 1.1, pls. 1, 3, 13 1, and 13 3.  
The scenes of Ramesses 1 on the gateway altemate with ones namùig Seti I. AU of them were 
subsequentiy usurped by Ramesses II. nie cartouches were examined in h g  light William 
Mumane, J e d e r  P h e r  and myself d u ~ g  the 1994 season of the K d  Hypostyle Hall 
Project . See Murnane in Fs. Sadek, fonhcorning. 



they might reveal about the monument's architecturai history and the testimony they give to 

the hypothetical coregency between Ramesses I and Seti 1. Legrain believed they were carved 

d e r  Ramesses' death as  a r n e m ~ r i a l . ~ ~  SeeIe maintained that Rarnesses 1 rnust have 

commenceci the decoration of the Hall on the top of the west wall, and that these reliefs were 

the first carveâ in the Hall. Given bis brief reigri probably less than two years, the structure, 

Seele beiieved, must have already ka under consmiction during Horemheb's final y e a r ~ . ~  

Haeny concurred, finding it untikely that Seti I would have executed these reliefs after his 

fatfier's deathu7 Mumane took issue with Seele's contention that several of these tableaux 

naming Rarnesses 1, which do not describe him as m F - W .  m u a  date to before his death? 

In fact, a frieze of nomen cartouches and prenomen rebuses above these vignettes contains 

elements of Seti's titulary only (PLATE ~ S A - B ) . ~ ~  If these reliefs were the 6rst to be carvN 

in the Hall using a method proceeding from top to bottom, as Seele believed, one would 

expect this frieze to have Ramesses 1's cartouche alone, or at least a combination of his 

cartouches alternating with those of Seti.'% 

Ramesses 1 need not have had anything to do with the execution of these reliefs. 

Despite Haeny's objections, there is no reason to doubt that they could have been carved fier 

Ramesses' death sime Seti is known to have erected s e v d  posthumous monuments to his 

U'~egrain, Les Temples & Karnak, 1 56- 1 5 7. 

"Seele, Coregency, $83136.  

U7Gerhard Haeny, Basi Iikaie Anlrrgen, 43 -44, 50-5 1. 

U?rlelson, Key P h ,  KB 2 17-22 1 ; idem, GHHK 1.1, pls. 1 38- 14 1 ; Murnane, JNES 
34, 1 70- 17 1 ; idem, Es. Sadek. 

u%elson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 1 36, 1 3 8- 143. 

'"See now T. Ling, "Ramesside Filial Piety," BACE 3 (1992), 59-66; Mumane. Fs. 
SadeR. Ling also believed that the decoration was carved f h m  top to bonom, but it is now 
clear that scaffolding was used. See in* 3 6 9 . 3 . 3 .  



father, including a chapel within his own Gumah temple and a cult chapel at ~bydos."' 

Moreover reliefs from the Abydos chapel show both nilers officiating in ritual scenes. 

aithougb the monument was clearly built aAer Ramesses' death.*52 A similar instance of such 

posthwnous representations occurs at Luxor where Tutankhamen and Ay juxtaposed 

vignettes of Amenhotep UI with ones namiag themselves on the interior walls and façade of 

the Colonnade Hall.*" Thus while it is possible that the scenes on the walls and gateway of 

the east face of the Second Pylon could be takm as evïdence for a coregency between 

Ramesses 1 and Seti 1, the mere presence of the names or even the figures of two kings on a 

single monument is no proof of such an arrangement given other clearly posthumoos 

representations of deceased kings in association with their succesors; viz. scenes of 

Amenhotep Ui with both Tutankhamen and Ay at Luxor and Ramesses 1 with Seti 1 at 

Abydos.'% 

Further evidence that the reliefs depicting Rarnesses 1 on the top of the West w d  and 

west gateway are posthumous cornes by comparing thern with others known to date to his 

lifetime such as those on the interior SUrf~ces of the Second Pylon's vestibule which are 

cleariy pst-Arnama in m e r  (PLATE lB).'" A similar pst-  Amma style can be seen on a 

'5'~onument to Horus of Mesen on behalf of Rarnesses I (supra 3.9); Abydos chapel 
of Ramesses 1 (supra 3.53 ); Ramesses I suite in Seti' s mernorial temple at Guniah (infra 
3.83.3.3). 

"'Cf. Winlock, BmReliefssfrorn the Temple of Rameses I a! Abydos, pis 1.4-6. The 
deceased Ramesses 1 is show throughout the reliefs without the use of the t e m  mjc-hnv or 
any other indication that he is dead. 

'"Discussed by W.R Johnson, "Honorific Figures of Amenhotep III in the Luxor 
Temple Colonnade Haii," For His Ka: Essqys Offered in Memory of Klms Baer, D. P. 
Silvennan. (ed. ), SAOC 5 5 ,  (Chicago, 1994), 1 3 3- 144. Johnson notes that the epithet m3C- 
& is never used in association with Amenhotep 111 or any other iconographical or textuai 
indication that he was dead when the reliefs were carved, despite the fact that only a portion 
of the façade was laid out in paint during Amenhotep's Lifetime. 

IYCf posthumous reliefs of Tutankhamen in decoration of Ay. See O. J. Schadeq 
NARCE 127 (Fall, 1984), 44-64; L. Gabolde & M. Gabolde, BIFA0 89 (1989). 12% 178. 



figure of the sovereign on the no& side of a "throne shnne" Ramesses 1 set up againa the 

north east end of the south tower of the Second Fylon." By cuntrast. the reliefs fiom the 

West wall belong to the mature Ramesside style found in the rest of Seti's work in the Hall, at 

Abydos and Gusnah."' They lack any fatures of the late post-Amama style employed by 

Ramesses I and by Seti hirnself in the earliest years of his reign. The iconography of the west 

waîi tableaux also dBers from any contemporary with Ramesses brief reign; for they show 

him with a stooped posture, a stance newr observed in any reliefs carved during his iifetime 

(PLATE 8B). Fuially, ail the reliefs on the west wall were cut after those on the clerestory 

and north gateway, and Rarnesses 1 was never named in any of these. They mut,  therefore. 

date to severai years after the death of Rarnesses 1. 

3.69.3.3 The Procedurt Used to Decorate the EIdi 

In the past, the chronology of the decoration and construction of the Hall has been 

considered cornplex and problem&cal because the assumption was made that the reliefs were 

carved from top to bottom sirnultaneously with the dressing of the w d s  and columns as the 

earthen embankments were remove~t .~~  This was Seele's assumption, and he used it to 

bolster claims that Ramesses 1 cornmenced the decoration of the Hall d u ~ g  his brief reign 

and that S a i  1 took Ibnesses II as coregent.*" This theory has produced chronological 

problems and Seele was perplexeci whni he realized that if this construction met hod was in 

fact used, then tableaux on the south half of the west wall were king carved when it should 

*%PM ,, 43 ( 149); Legrain, Les Temples & K d ,  149- 1 52. 

''%id., 933-37 on reliefs portmyîng Rarnesses 1. Doubted by Muniane, JNES 34, 
170- 17 1. and Ling, BACE 3.60, and now disproved by Murnane, in Fs. W k  ûn the notion 
that a scene from the bottom register of the north wail showing Seti and "the king's son of the 
starboard side" is indicative of a coregency between Seti and Ramesses II see Legrain Les 
Temples de Karnak, 2200-209, and Ibid., Seele, 940 and iig. 8. Muniane has disproved this 
idea beyood al1 reasonable doubt. ibid., Mumane, 156-158. 



have still been buried. His elaborate theory, that a system of earthen ramps was later erected 

to serve as scaffolding for the sculptors, is uncon~incing.~ He a h  a h t s  that the 

"stratification" of the reliefs on the south waiI changes not fiom top to bottom, as he 

supposed it did in the nonh part of the Hall, but lateraily, moving fkom West to east along the 

south ~ a l l . ~ '  

All these problems are, 1 believe, iUusory. A number of independent epigraphic 

features of the decoration indicate that the scenes on most of the interior surfàces of the Hall 

were laid out and carved onIy der the w d s  and columns were dressai, and that the earliest 

decoration was Seti's alone. Several aspects of the decoration seem consistent with the use of 

portable wooden scaffolding set up along one section of wali, with each level of a section 

being carved, and the s d o l d  then m o v d  along to the next section. 

On the north gateway, the aiteration of royal figures on two separate registers 

indicates that the sailptor or sculptors had access to them at roughiy the same time (PLATE 

60). Elsewhere in the Hall, inciined figures of Sai have not been reworkbd in this maMer and 

so must have been carved after the north gate, including those faturing Ramesses 1 on the top 

of the west w d .  The same is tme of panels featuring Ramesses altemathg with those of his 

son on the jambs of the west gate, which likewir rnust date later than those on the nonh 

gateway. If the Hall was stiii largely burieci. and messes I was only jus begmnhg to 

decorate the upper register of the West waii at his desth, as Seele argued, the panm of 

decoration observable on the west gateway would be diff idt  to e~p1ai .n.~~ 

It seems hard to deny thet scaffoldmg was used on a! least a few occasions during the 

Hall's history. Both Ramesses II and Ramesses IV usurped or made additions to many of the 

columns. Unies one bdieves the Egyptians flooded the Hall with eanh each time a king 

<69Ie had to admit that a different method for c&g the reliefs might have been us& 
in the south part of the Hall. Seele, Coregency, $837, 1 19- 125. 

"'%id.. 4 1 20. An identical situation obtains on the wuth haif of the east waii. 

M'~nless one accepts Seele's highly implausible theory that tunneis and shafts were 
sunk into the embankment to decorate individual portions of the walls. 



decided to add or alter reliefs within the building, one is forced ta conclude that portable 

xaffolding was used. 

There is evidence that sculpton used scaffolding in the Colonnade Hall at Luxor, a 

building similar in size and height to the Karnak Hypostyle. The Epigraphic Survey has show 

that the decorative program was laid out in cartoon at one tirne under Tutankhamen, but that 

the sculptors proceeded from nonh to çouth and top to bonom as they carved the reliefs 

d u h g  the reigns of Tutankhamen and Seti 1, with a hiatus under Ay and Horeml~eb.~ 

Findy, definitive proof that wooden scaffolding was usai to dmratz a temple of 

s idar  date is now forthcoming from Seti 1's Abydos temple. Baines has shown that several 

hands were simultaneously at work on different levels of one section of wall space in the W 

of Barques at Abydos before the project was abandoned." To this one might respond that 

the wails of the Hypostyle Hall were too high for wooden d o i d i n g .  But at Abydos, Baines 

observed that border elements and Wezes along the top of the w d  were carved first, wMe 

scenes along the bottom of the wali, which did not require scaffolding, were compieted before 

others that clid,- and some epigraphic feahires of the reliefs on the south half of the west wall 

of the Karnak Hypostyle suggea that a similar procedure was used at Karnak. Here Seti 

completed a Frieze above the large presentation scene on the south tower and three of the five 

vignettes below it?' 

-~egrain was an eady proponent of the notion that wooden scaffolding was used to 
decorate the wdls &et the constmction embankments were removed and the wails dressed. 
Les Temples& Karnuk, 181-182. 

*Epigraphic Survey, The Fesrivai Procession of Opet in the ColommaCte Hall, Reliefs 
and Inscriptions at Lwor Temple 1, (Chicago, 1994), xvü, xix. 

"'John Baines et. al. "Techniques of Decoration in the Hall of Barques in the Temple 
of Sethos I at Abydos," JE4 75 ( 1989). 24-28. 

 elson son, GHHK 1.1. pls. 7 (top). 3 1-33, 



It 1s clear h m  the three periods of Rarnesses Il's decoration in the south half of the 

building, (R1 - R3)." that the sculpton were working lateraliy dong the w d s  and not top 

to bottom. Seele admitted as much but tned to solve the problem by advancuig a 

cumbersome theory invoiving ramps and even t u ~ e l s  which he himself found deficient?j9 

This pattern of decoration is more in keeping with portable scaffolding than his dubious notion 

of ramps and tunnels. 

The clerestory seems to have been the one a r a  decorated while the edifice was still 

buried under the construcîion embankments (PLANS 2-3). Its reliefi were completed before 

any of those on the w d s  and columns below. as the conventional, erect stance of the figures 

of Seti on the nonh aisle indicate (PLATE 57). Cleariy, the reait figures of Seti on the north 

gateway would have been done subsequently. before any other part of the Hall had been 

s ~ u l p t e d . ~ ~ ~  But what of the bowing figures of the monarch on the southern piers of the 

clerestory (PLATE 59A)? Field observations conducted by mernbers of the Karnak 

Hypostyle Hall Projea with the aid of binoailars has failed to r e v d  any aidence that the 

royai figures on these piers were converteci fiorn erect to bowing when they were transfomed 

into sunk relief by Ramesses 11. It is unlikely that they were ever altered by Seti, as the scenes 

on the north gateway had beeq since t hose on the north haif of the clerestory were never 

recut. Therefore it seerns most Uely that these vignettes portrayed pharaoh bowing when 

they were first carved. It may be that when the decoration was first planned, the intention was 

not to show the king standing, either with an erect or incluied torso in every xene, but a to 

have a rnix of both."' 

469 Seele, Coregency, 8 120- 125 & figs. 17A-B. Cf Mumane, AIES 34 (1975). 169, 
figs. 11-12. 

" ' ~ t  Abydos, nich a plan seems to have remained in effect, where scenes with the 
king bowing were intersperseci with those showing hùn erect . Cf Calverley and Broome. 
Abydos 1-IV, Pussim. 



If such a plan remained in effect until work on the nonh gateway \ras already 

underway. it could expiain why some figures on this portal exhibit drastic recutting while 

others do not. In the tableaux on the West interior jamb of the north gate. he leans fonvard 

but thwe is no evidence of recutting so it mua have been initidly sculpted in this pose.*" 

Apparently. then, the original plan was to have bowing figures on the west jamb of the 

gateway and e r w  ones on the east jamb. When this scheme was abandoned, the panels on the 

east jamb were reworked. 

3.69.3.4 Epigraphic Evideace for the Date of the Architecture 

Various scholars have put fonh evidmce for dating the hypostyle Hall to the reigns of 

Horemheb and/or Ramesses 1 based on the latter's presence in a handfùi of scenes on the West 

wall." As we have seen, however, there is strong evidmce that these vignettes are 

posthumous. It has also been clairneci that the north haif of the structure was built by Seti and 

the south half by Rarnesses LI."' in fàct, Seti origmdy deçorated the mtire clerestory, the 

abaci and architraves surmounting the great colwnns (PLANS 2-3). Therefore he mua have 

a h  been responsible for their erection. F ~ h e r m o r e .  since his decoration eaends to the 

architraves of the tirs two rows of columns in the southeni half of the building, the southem 

row of which aippon the crucial juncture of two perpendiailariy arranged series of 

'RObservation in the field has yielded no evidence of recutting on the preserved 
portions of Seti' s figure in these tableaux. Nelson, Key P h ,  KI3 280a-d; idem, GHHK 1.1, 
pis. 183-184. While only the king's head is preserved at KB 280b-d and only the lower part 
of his forward kg and foot at KB 280% ôoth of these would exhibit traces of reaitting if t heir 
poses had ever been reworked. Likewise, the deities in these scenes show no cosmetic 
adjustments. CE the reworked scenes on the east jamb and thickness of the north gate: 
Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 187 & Epigraphic S w e y ,  17w Bunie Reliefs of King ,529 1, 73-75 & 
ph. 20-2 1. 

'%ele. Coregency $5 37; Haeny, Basdikale Anfagen, 43-44, 50-5 1. See supra 
3.69.3.2. 

"4Lauffray argues that a slight difference in height, (= 36 cm), between the norihem 
and southem halves of the clerestory occurred because the two halves of the Hall were built 
separately. Karnak 6. 9. Neither the epigraphic nor the archaeological evidence wppons t h s  
notion. 



architraves resting on their abaci,"' it would seem most logical to conclude that the entire Hall 

was erected at one time, and was at the very least completed under Seti 1 ifnot initiated by 

him. 

3.69.3.5 Chronology of  the Relief Decoraiion under Seti 1 

From the evidence cite. above, the probable chronology of the decoration of the Hall 

cm be reconstmcted as follows: The architects intended to dress the w d s  and co~umns in a 

separate operation before inscribing them. When aU the biocks had been set in place and the 

elements of the roof and clerestory were being dressed, they decided to decorate the interior 

and exterior surfaces of the derestory as weU as the architraves and abaci surmounting the 

twelve great columns before fùrther removing the consmiction embankments (PLANS 2-3) 

This would have made sense for two reasons. Beyond the obvious factor that the height 

involved was particularly great, sorne 25 meters, the builden also recognized that 

maneuvering wooden scaffolding around the wide umbels of the twelve great columns would 

have been tricky at best. Far better to d p t  the Bat d a c e s  of the clerestory and the abaci of 

the great columns as they were dressed and while the Hall was d i  conveniently buried under 

the earthen ernbankrnents used to corilrtnict it.'76 This wodd explain the vertical demarcation 

between Seti' s decoration of the clerestory and the abaci of the great colurnns and that of 

Rarnesses II on the capitals and shafts of the great colurnns (PLAN 2-3). Presumably the 

scuiptors never got around to decorating these columns in relief More Seti's activity in the 

Hall ceased. The architraves surmoun~g them, as weli as those over the first hvo rows of 

s d  colwnns to the wuth, were decorated by Seti 1. in fact, these six north-south 

architraves in the cmta  of the Hall, which run easi-west dong its main axis, are ioscribed 

'''S. Clarke & R. Engelbach, Ancient E~vptiun Co-ction md Architecture, (New 
York 1990), 152; D. Arnold, Builcirng in E g p :  Pharaonic Stone Mmont-y, (New York 
1991), 117 & fig. 4.33.  

"6~urnane, ES. Sudek, forthcoming . 



with a series of dedication texts apparently composed as a set."' Perhaps Seti wished to have 

these texts executed as soon as posssible since the task of insaibing them was obviously given 

a high priority."' Thus the architraves ova  the four central rows of smaii columns were 

perhaps among the earliest parts of the Hall to be sculpted once the walls had been d r e s d  if 

indeed their decoration was not concurrent with that of the clerestory. 

By the t h e  Seti's active participation in the decotation of the Hypostyle Hall ceased. 

his reliefs encompassed the entire nonh wali, the north halves of both the east and West waiis, 

and had begun to spill over into the south haif of the West wall and the south half of the 

vestibule of the Third Pylon (PLAN 1). He had also inscribed al of the s d l e r  columns in 

the nonhem half, but none farther south. The earliest reliefs detectable on the shafts and 

capitals of the great central columns are in raised relief and bear the earlier form of Rarnesses - 
II's prenomen (R'). It seems clear that the waU scenes of  Seti in the south halfof the building 

were king laid out by the draftsmen immediately before they were sculpteci. So on the wea 

face of the south corner of the vestibule of the Third Pylon, aU the scenes show the king 

bowing. Some of these had been first carved by Seti and usurped by Ramesses II, while 

others were fia sculpted under u am es ses.^ On the adjacent, south face of the corner, three 

of the four scenes show the king bowing, wMe a founh does not AU these were est 
carved under Ramesses. ûther reliefi of Ramesses II on the south wing of the Third Pylon 

show him upright in every case.u' AU this suggests that in the process of decorating the wail 

surfaces of the Hall, the draflsrnerï were working one step ahead of the sculptors." 

*"V. Rondot, The Great Hypostyle Xoll al KmnnA: Los mchitraves, fonhcoming. 

"%is impression is also shared by V i t  Rondot. Personal communication. 

'%elson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 1 17-121. 

%id., ph. 1 12- 1 16. 

I8'lbid., pls. 88- 1 12. 

"'The same would be true of the south halfof the West wd. CE 



3.69.3.6 Exteot of P h n c d  Decoration Executed 
in Paint by Seti 1 and Carved by Rames= il 

We have seen that the method used in decorating buildings Like the Kamak Hypostyle 

was first to lay the tableaux out as painteci cartoons, then to scuipt them in relief Evidence 

from the Hall of Barques in Seti's Abydos temple Uidicates that such designs could sometimes 

be finished in polychrome. Most extant cartoons are done in black and red paint. in the 

tombs of Horemheb and Seti 1, red paint indicates the basic layout and proportions of a scene, 

which was subsequently refined and corrected with black paht. The correcteci version then 

served directiy as a guide for the s ~ u l p t o r s . ~  

Why, then, were polychrome cmoons sometimes employed? Their use may have been 

rnotivated by the the-consuming process involved in creating bas reliefs. Buildings such as 

the Abydos temple and the Hypostyle Haii were only decorated after the waiis had been fully 

dressed and the &ce itseif' disencunbered of its construction embankments. Once this was 

done, the building would have been funaiohal structuraUy. One gets the impression that 

pharaohs were often impatient to complete their large ceremonid monuments, but an essential 

aspect of such buildings, and one without which they were incomplete, was the decoration. It 

has ofien been suggested that the use of sunk relief by Alchmaten and Ramesses il was 

motivated by the desire to complete th& building projects as quickly as possible?' The 

painstaking care Seti lavished on his monuments through the use of raisecl relief has often been 

contnisted with his son's typically crude and quickly-executed wnk reiief. Perbaps Rarnesses' 

- ~ r i k  Homung, nie W e y  of the Kings: Horizon ojElernity, translateci by D. 
Warburton, (New york, 1990), 72. Cf figs. 50-52 on pg. 80 and 55  on pg. 81. 

IUSeele believed that Ramesses' was influenced by a school of sculpture that preferred 
nink relief to r a i d  relief Sale, Coregency, 3 129. This seems unlikely. It is more plausible 
that the greata speed with which sunk relief could be exeaited was the motivating factor. In a 
similar way, Akhenaten's use of taatat was surely prompted by the ease with which these 
small blocks could have been camed by a single man, thus speeding up construction. Witness 
the large buildings that Akhenaten threw up in his fira yean at Km& and the entire city of 
Akhetaten constmcted in only a few years. Donald Redford, by personal communication. 



motivation in switching to sunk relief was to avoid the same misfortune that befell his father in 

leaving large portions of his buildings undecorated at bis death. 

In his study of the Hall of Barques at Seti's Abydos temple, Baines contrasteci the 

carefbl laying out of the polychrome canoons under Seti with the rapidity with which 

Ramesses conve~ed it into sunk relief*' Given the amount of time it twk to complete raised 

relief. the use of polychrome rnurals throughout the building could have been motivated by the 

desire to make these roorns fiiily fùnctional ifnot M y  complete. Cwld not the sarne situation 

have obtained at Ka&? 

As noted earlier, Rameses discontinued the practice of having his figure portrayeci 

bowing in ritual episodes very early in his reign, and that in rnany of the vignettes in the south 

half of the Hall where he ben& forward, he does so for practical reasons or because there was 

a more ancient precedent for doing so out of reverence in a particular rituaLa There is an 

anornaious cluaer of tableam in the wuth gateway of the Hypostyle Hall faturing him 

bowing for purely hononfic reasons on the nirfaces of the south gamay. These seem to 

have been laid out under Seti 1 (PLATES 12A & MA).'" 

An examination of the scmes on the large colurnns on the east-west axis and on many 

of the smaller ones throughout much of the southeni half of the Hail shows that again, 

Ramesses' figure bows for purely honorific reasons in nearly aii of them. What is even more 

revealing is that when one plots the Iocatioas of the c o l m  scenes in which Ramesses does 

not bow, it becornes apparent that two of the four areas are adjacent to wail surfaces that 

were in the process of being sculpted at the end of Seti's reign, namely the columns near the 

U%aines, JEA 75, 28. 

"Se supra 1 .M.  

U71n support of this it should be noted that during the 1995 season, members of the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall Roject discovered that Seti I was 0rigmal.i~ featured in iwo of the six 
scenes, (= the aiddle register of both jambs), on the exterior jarnbs of the south gateway. 
These reliefs were carved during Ramesses Il's R1 phase of decoration. Presumably these had 
been laid out in paint by Seti but never carveâ before his death. in having them carved, 
Ramesses poahumously honored Seti on the middle registas. Cf. Seti's mernorials to 
Ramesses 1 on the West wail. See supra 3.69.3.2. 



south corner of the vestibule of the Third Pylon and those adjacent to the large panel on the 

south half of the West w d .  The only other grwp of columns that do not show the king 

bowing are found in the NO southernmost rows of smaller columns in the Hall, exclusive of 

the two columns lying dong the north-south axis. As for the relief work of Ramesses 11 on 

these columns, one finds that it dates to di three phases of his relief work in the Hall. 

Furthemore, as Seele first pointed out, work in R' is concentrated on the two rows of great 

columns, the first row of sd ler  columns to the south of these, and on the columns adjoining 

the north-çouth axis of the Hd. From this it is apparent that completion of the decoration of 

the nonh-south axis was a prionty early in Ramesses' reign. It is dso the case that al1 the 

columns decorated with vignettes in which the pharaoh stands erect were first executed in R'. 

From this evidence, we may conciude that many of the colurnns in the southem 

portion of the Hd had been laid out in paint before Rameses II abandoned the use of bowing 

figures eariy in his reign. Furthemore, since Seti managed to carve the decoration of the abaci 

of the two rows of great columns, as weil as all the architraves in the Hali as far south as the 

north face of the architraves surmounting the fira row of srnall colurnns to the south of the 

great one, he obviously had a clairn on the decoration in this portion of the Hail. It is iikely 

that before he dieci, Seti's draftsmn had managed to complete the layout of the two rows of 

great wlumns, the columns adjoining the north-south axis in the southern halfof the Hall, the 

interior and exterior surfaces of the south gateway, and most of the other smali columns in the 

southern portion of the Hall except for those in the two southernmost rows, and a handful of 

othen that lay adjacent to waU surnices thai were king sculpteci et the very end of the king's 

reign. It is aiso possible that at least some of these areas were completed in polychrome paint, 

especidy dong the NO main processional axes through the buildllig. 

3.69.4 Summaq and Conclusions: 
Chrondogy of the Decorrition of the HiII ander Seti 1 

It has been establistied that the reliefs on the w d s  and colunms were not carved untii 

they had been dressai, and that some kind of portable d o l d i n g  was used to give access to 

the upper reaches of the waIis. Further, the eariiest decoration has been shown to date to the 



latter half of S a i  1's reim the scenes of Ramesses 1 b e i i  posthumous mernorials executed by 

Seti. 

3.69.4.1 Summay o f  the Relative Chronology o f  the Decorative Procem 

The construction of the building is cornpietai with al1 architectural elements in 

place. With the Hall entirely filied with earth, the 4 s  and colwnns are dressed as the 

embankments are gradually removed. 

When the base of the clerestory is reacheci, it is decided to lay out and sculpt the 

decoration on its interior surfaces, on the abaci of the twelve great colwnns, and on the 

architraves surmounting the great columns, dong with the cornice and perhaps the architraves 

surmounting the first two row of smaiia colwnns on either side that support the clerestory 

This operation would save the trouble of having to manoeuver d o l d i n g  around the giant 

capitds of the great columns. 

AU the original decoration of the clerestory was done for S*i. The presence of royal 

figures with inclined torsos on the piers between the window @es on the south aisle of the 

clerestory and of  erect ones on the north side suggests that this was the eartiest decoratioo to 

be carved. Although the figures on the south side were usurped by Ramesses in sunk relief. 

there is no evidence he ever altered their poses. Unlike figures on the nonh gateway, the erect 

ones on the north aisle of the derestory were never converted into bowing ones, presurnably 

because it was considered too much trouble to put Wolding up for this operation while so 

many undecorated surfaces yet remained. 

Mer the waiis and colurnns haci bem dressed, layout of the decorative program in 

cartoon began. A system of portable wooden scaffoldmg was devised to ailow the drafhmen 

to lay out the first tableaux in paint and for the sculptors to carve them. 

The first ana of the building to be inscribed aiter the clerestory was the north 

gateway. nie decorative scheme on its interior and exterior surfaces was laid out and 

sculpted. At this point, the program included a rnix of scenes juxtaposing bowing and erect 

figures of the der .  

Before work had proceeded to the adjacent wails, howwer, it was decided to 

portray al1 his figures with inclined torsos. The sculpton were cded back to the nonh 



gateway to modify the panels in which he did not already bow. Most of these seem to have 

gone through two or more revisions More his pose was deemed satisfactory. Minor, 

cosmetic adjustments to the divine figures were also made in rnany instances. Tnis retouchmg 

was presumably contemporary with the fïrst alterations 

Cosmetic adjustments of both royal and divine figures are found in many of the 

reliefs on the nonh wall. Although nom of these modifications were on a scde equivdent to 

the drastic reworking of royal images on the no& gateway, they rnay reflect the "growing 

pains" of the sculptors as they undertwk this huge new project. Moa of these alterations are 

found on both the east and West haif of the nonh w a  but they are most cornmon on the 

scenes directly east of the nonh gateway. 

By contrast to the north waii, the east and West w d s  are relatively free of recutting. 

Presumably, when the d p t o n  reached these areas, they had refined their techniques to the 

point where fewer miaakes were king made r e q u k g  arrection. Sirnilarly, the decoration 

of the columns shows few signs of revisioq aiggesting that sculpting of these episodes only 

began in eamest after much of the north w J  had been completed. 

Towards the end of Seti's reign, work had begun to spiil into the southem portion 

of the Hall. His workmen had complered the northenunoa faces of the south vestibule and 

reached the west face of the corner whai he died. The draftsmen had managed to lay out al 

the scenes on the west face of the corner and the three lower registers on the south face by 

this point before the work was imempted by the king's death. On the south haif of the west 

waii, several tableaux had been completed when he died. 

Sai's artisans had completed work on al1 of the srnail columns in the north part of 

the Hali but rhey never laid a chisel to the great colunms or any others in the south half during 

his l i f h e .  Yet the drafksmen had laid out the cartoons on these columns and probably on 

moa of the s d e r  columns in the south part of the &ce as wel particularly those fàcing 

the north-south axis. The south gateway aisa seems to have been laid out before he died. The 

work dong these axes, at least, rnay have been laid out in polychrome. In this state, they were 

hnctionafiy complete and the time-coasuming process of converthg them into relief could 



await completion of the wall reliefs. Mer the smaller columns in the nonh wing had been 

carved. priority was apparently given to sculpting the wall surfaces in the south portion. 

3.69.4.2 Conclusions 

It is apparent that the Great Hypostyle HaLi in Karnak temple was built between the 

Third Pylon of Amenhotep III and the Second Pylon of Horemheb as a single unit during the 

reign of S*i 1. There is no evidence for the outmoded theory that the centrai row of great 

columns once c o n n i ~ e d  part of a colonnade buih prior to Seti's reign on the mode1 of Luxor 

temple. In fact, Chewier found that a canal existed immediately west of the Thud Pylon on the 

future site of the Hall. This c d  rnay be the one portrayeû in a mural fkom the tomb of 

Neferhotep (TT. 49) dating to Ay's reign. Excavations of the founâations fded to show 

credible evidence for such a colonnade, and foundations of fireû brick under the great columns 

on the main axis belong to modern repain conduaed early in the 2W ce- or in the 

Greco- Roman era. 

The eariiest deconition of the Hall dates not to the reip of Ramesses I, as Seele and 

othen believed, but to Seti 1's. Reliefs portraying Rmesses 1 on the West wali and gateway 

are certainiy podhumous, leaving no evidence for his participation in the construction of the 

Hd. In fact, his two throne shrines, set at the innemost edges of the Second Pylon's east 

face, make bea sense ifwe conclude they were erected before the Hypostyle Hall had yet 

been conceiveci. Although construction of the Hail could have begun as early as the latea part 

of Horemheb's reign, it was probably Seti 1 who inwgurated this the moa arnbitious of 

brulding projects Egypt had s e m  since the pyramid age. His decuration of the entire 

clerestory, and of the abaci and architraves of the six cenaal rows of columns, shows that 

construction of the entire structure rnust have been completed during his reign. 

Seti's influence on the decoraîive program of the monument probably extended much 

farther into the s o u t h a  portion in the H a l  than was thought More. He seems to have laid 

out cartoons on many of the coirunns in the south wing and on the south gateway. The layout 

of extensive decoration in polychrome paint as a temporary substitute for relief would explain 

two curious anomalies corinected with his work on the edifice: the fact that his relief work 



breaks off neatly with the southemmost row of small columns in the north half of the Hall and 

the fact that he never urrved the twelve great columns lying dong the important east-west axis 

in relief. Mer his accession, Rarnesses II both completni the decoration of the building and 

usurped much of his father's decorative program in it. Consquently, he has often been given 

credit for an achievement which was fùndamentally that of his father's. 

Karnak Precinct of  Amen-Re 
Stelae of Scti I 

3.70 Alabaster Steia of Seti 1, Yeir 1 (Cairo CG 34501) 
Calcite: H. 201 cm; W. 105 cm; D. 38 cm 
PM II', KR! 1, 38-39. $19; RITA 1, 3 1-32, 8 19; RITANC i, 43-45, 5 19; (PLATE 65B). 

This once rnagdicent stela is made of a single block of white calcium calcite. It was 

found in the Cour de la Cachette. It is dated to Ii 3St 1 in Seti's fint regnal year, and cornes 

some two months or so after his acce~s ion .~  The text states that it was erected "opposite the 

Mansion of the Prince. at the Place of Appearances of the Incarnation of Re." According to 

Barguet, this location was a rooftop shrine that served as the principle sanctuary of Re in 

Karnak where the morning form of the sun god appeared." It was accessed by a aairway 

near the north-east corner of the main temple. Knchen posits that the nela may have been 

decreed while Seti was in Thebes overseeing the burial of his father. 

The scene on the Lunette has the king standing face to face with Amen-Re who grasps 

one of his hands. B e h d  the god stands his consort Mut who holds a +cepter extended 1 
behind Amen to the king. From this dangles a &sd group which the king cups in his free 

hand. Behind the king, Khonsu stands on a -,-piinth. The upper part of the lunette is 

rnissing, taking with it the tituiaries of the figures and their headdresseo. The king is gahed in 

a long pleated ceremonid robe and is coiffed with a long miïtary wig sunnounted by a pair of 

long rads horns whicb are only paxtidy preserved. 

"'If Seti's accession date is LLI Srnw 24. See inpu 4.2.2. 

9. Barguef Le temple d 'Amon-ré ci Karnak, (Cairo. I962), 776, n. 5 .  



The spaces for the figures were uniformiy cut depressions in outline fom designeci to 

receive inlays of colored glass. This would have consisted of colored glass and semi-precious 

Stones. Fine semiprecious inlay of a similar type is known from Sets's reigdgO Traces of 

plaster cernent which held the inlay in place may be found on parts of the four male figures. 

most extensively on the head and upper torso of Khonsu. 

In contrast to the preswned fineness of the Urlays on the lunette, the text was rendered 

in shallow etching in the carefully hished alabaster surface. The etching is not deep enough 

to have received blue colored paste that was used on sirnilar stelae, although it is possible the 

hieroglyphs could have been painted. 

3.7 1 Ptah Temple Stdm of Seti 1, Year 1 
Sandstone: 
PM II2, 198 (8); KRI 1, 40-4 1, $20; RiTA 1, 32-33, 520; RITANC 1.45, $20; (PLATE 66). 

Only the upper W o r  so of this stela is presewed. The round-topped lunette has a 

double scene. On the right, Seti, followed by the goddess Hathor, offers mFt to Ptah who 

stands in a shme (PLATE MA). On the lefl, the sovereign offas two mv-jars to Amen-Re 

and Mut (PLATE 66B). A winged nin disk hovers above the vignette. ~ h e  composition of 

the two vignettes is not symmetricai and the quality of the bas relief is rather mediocre. The 

figures of both Amen and pharaoh have narrow shoulden ofien characteristic of proportions 

for male figures in the post-Amarna ma.*>' 

?4n exquisite red jasper inlay of the king's face is in the collection of the Museum of 
Fine A n s  in Boston has been dated to Seti's reign on stylistic grounds. The shape of the hair 
line, which suggests the king was wearing the long military wig first adopted in the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, would tend to c o b  this. W. S .  Smith, Amient Egypi as Represented in the 
Museum of Fine Arts. Boston, (Boston, 1960). 144 & fig. 93. 

"'G. Robins, Proportion mid Sgfe in Anczent Emtian AH, (Austin. 1994), 1 52 & 
figs. 6.41 & 6.47. 



3.72 Fragmtntary Stda of  Scti I(?) 
D.B. Redford. Orirntalia 55  ( 1986), 2-3, fig. 1, KRi W, 8, (J 182. 

This once large stela is reduced to only a handful of srnaii Lt was 

unearthed in chape1 J in the north-east quadrant of the precinct of Amen at Karr~ak.'~' 

Although none of Seti's narnes and titles ocnir in the preserved text, according to Redford the 

phraseology of the rhetoncal text is distinctive of the king. It seerns to have been a rhetorical 

treatment of his military exploits in Ana.'% 

3.73 BIock(s) Reused in the Temple o f  Khonsu 
Sandstone 
Unpublished 

These blocks were reused in the lowest course of stone in the pylon of the Khonsu 

temple. The decoration is cut in su& relief. The first block has two Iwn-mwrf-priests 

standing to either side of a heraldic device givhg the royal titulary. In the middle are two 

serekhs with variants of Seti's Homs name; K3 r@t sw TIwy on the left and K3 @t hr rn CC. I sr 

on the right. Flanking these are two Lines of text. The lefk hand text rads  "words spoken by 

the Iwn-mwtfipriest 'twice punfying lang Menmaatre given Me."' On the right is "words 

spoken by the 7wn-mwrf-priest 'twice p u m g  the son of Re. lord of crowns, Seti- 

Merenptah given Me. '" 

Possibly related to this block are two others to either side of it bearing a fneze of$ 

a I 
and -signs surmounting --baskets. Above the f i u e  on one are two lines of text giving 

the narnes and tities of Amen-Re, Mut and Khoosu as part of a stereotyped text that once 

included a royd tit~lary.'~ The fine cuning of the relief on these 1 s t  two blocks and their 

'%.B. Redford, "New Light on Temple J at Karnak," Onenlalia 55 (1986). 2-3, fig. 
1. 

'"The places referred to are very generalized. Redford, On'entatia 5 5, 2-3 

'9'~he verb mry and the formula di 'nh mi Rr occurs d e r  the names and epithets of 
the deities. 



paleography is consistent with the reign of Seti 1, although another Rarnesside date cannot be 

mled out. it is not clear from which building these blocks derived. Kitchen published the text 

of yn another block built into the pyion of Khonsu temple bearing his cartouches. He 

suggests that it may have derived from a statue base. but tkiis is by no means certain.4% 

Statuay of Seti 1 ai Karnak 

3.74 Alabaster Statue of Seti I (Cairo CG 42139) 
Calcite: H. 238 cm; W. 73 cm 
PM 11'. 140 (c ) ;  G .  Legrain, Stutues et statuettes I I ,  1-4, pl. 1; J .  Vandier, Mmruel 
d'mchéolog'e égypienne 3, (Paris, 1958), 390. pl. 125(4); M. Saieh & H. Sourouian, 
Offic~aI C1utaIogue ofthe Egyptiun Museum C h i r o ,  cat. no. 20 1; E. R. R u s s ~  Egypt>m 
Sculpture: Cairo d Luxor, (Austin, l989), cat. no. 67, 146- 148; H. Sourouiah MDAlK 49 
(1993). 244-246, pl. 45; KRI I, 212, 985% RiTA I, 183-184, éj85a; RlTANC 1, 137, fj85a. - 

This magntficent composite statue consists of six pieces of calcite johed together?' 

Separate appliqués of various precious and semi-precious materials would have been added to 

ornarnent the statue. These probably included a Nemes-headdress, inlays for the eyes and 

eyebrows a broad collar, sandals, a plaited kilt and an apron.'* The statue rested on a 

separate base and was supporteci by a back pillar. This dorsal piiiar and a plinth joining the 

two legs are înscribed with texts of Seti 1. 

Although the statue has been ascribed to an earlier pst -  Amama phara~h.,'~ 

Sourouian has show that it is stylistically consistent with the eariiest sculpture of Seti Lm It 

'%KN 1,415, 177; RITA I, 342, end, $177; RITANC 1,305, $177 

'!%grain, Stufues et muettes U, 1 -4, pl. 1. 

'=M. Saleh & H .  Sourouzian, Oflcîul CataIogue of the Egyptiun Museum C a h ,  
(Mainr, l987), cat. 20 1. 

*Tegrain, S~orues et statuettes II ,  4 .  He bases this on the poor quality of the 
inscriptions as compared to the rnagnrficent worlmuuiship of  the statue. The paleography of 
the inscription on the king's "Nabaster Stda" of year one is identical to this statue, as is the 
carving. Russmann suggested it may have bem begm for Ramesses 1. E. R Russma~,  
Amient Egyptsan Sculpture: Cairo a d  Luxor, (Austin, 1 989), 1 48. See supra 3.70. 



probably served as an ofticid cult statue of the d e r  at Karnak and would have been dedicated 

early in his reign, perhaps during the firn year. 

3.75 Croup Statue of Amen, Mut and Seti 1 (Cairo CG 39210 + 927) 
Black granodiorite: H. 78 cm; W. 46 cm 
PM II', 127; G. Daressy, Stutues dos divinités 1, 299-300; L. Borchardt, Statuen und 
Statuenen III, 158- 159 8 n. 1 (= Cairo CG 927); A. el H. MaCarouf, Karnak 8, (Paris, 1987). 
174- 177, pl. 4; KRI 1, 2 12-2 13, §Wb; RITA i, 184, (j85b; RlTANC 1, 137, § W b .  

This piece was long known nom two separate fragments that were eventually 

unitedM1 Three new fragments belonging to it were recently found in the db-rnnw in Karnak. 

Fominately. two of these fil1 in some of the lacunae in the text on the back pillar?' 

The statue g o u p  represents Amen-Re and Mut seated on a double throne with a 

much smder figure of the king standing between their legs. The back paar contains a long 

inscription referrhg to the benefàctions. @W. the sovereign had done on behalf of Amen-Re. 

The final part of the text states that he "ha9 made mighty monuments of beautiful black 

granite." This text is not the ir.n.frn mnw.fformula, since part of this formula is inscribeci on 

one of the new fragments near the top of  the finai üne of the inscription. Sourouzian notes 

the similarity between this statement and that of the two year nine nelae 6om ~ s w a n ~  

describing the production of numerous "great statues in black granite" which suggests that the 

statue group may have corne from late in the reign?' The relative paucity of stahiiuy for this 

king, might tend to confimi her hypothesis. 

w'G. Daressy, Stafues des drvinités 1,299-300 (=Caire CG 392 L O); L. Borchardt, 
Sfamen undslatuetten tII, 158- 159 & n. 1 (= Cairo CG 927). 

XnA. el H. Macarouf "Un groupe statuaire de Sethi I, X W  dynastie," K .  8, 
(Pans, l987), 174- 177, 187 & pl. 4. 

'Ollbid., 176, line 7 & 177, larger new fiagrnerît. 



3.76 Croup Statue of Amen & Mut (Cairn CG 3921 1) 
Black granodiorite: H. 80 cm; W. 42 cm 
PM I I ~ ,  285; G. Daressy, Statues de divinités 1, 300, pl. 56; B. Homeman, Typs V, pl. 1 208; 
KM 1.213, 98%; RlTA 1. 184, $85~;  RIWNC i, 137, 5 8 5 ~ .  

This statue is weil preserved lacking only the plumes of Amen-Re's crown and the tip 

of Mut's nose? There seems to have been three wlumns of text on the dorsal pillar, but 

these have been erased. The only texts remaining on the statue are the nornen and prenomen 

cartouches of Seti 1 inscribeci on the fiont of the double throne. Daressy believed that the 

prenomen cartouche had been usurpeci from Amenhotep III, and that the m e  of Amen had 

been restored in the epithet mry 7mn. This seems unlikely as one wodd expect the whole 

statue to have been srnashed during the Amarna period. Styliaically. the piece does net 

resemble known statuary of Arnenhotep III. Finaily there is the onhography of Seti' s 

prenornen. It is arranged with the D -sign in the central position. If the cartouche had 

been usurpeci from Arnenhotep UI's Nb-rn3Ct-Ry one would that only the -4gn 

would have been added over the --basket. The latter is ahost always found on the 

bonom of Amenhotep III's ~ a r t o u c h e . ~  The statue is probably the onguial work of Seti, the 

orthography of the prenomm and the simple, unonhodox form of the nomen., 

suggest a date early in his reign. 

3.77 Fragment of a Group Statue of Amen & Mut (CPVO CG 39212) 
Black granodiorite: H. 41 cm; W. 44 cm 
PM 11'' 285; G. Daressy, Stutues de dimites 1, 300; KM 1, 2 14, 985d; RITA I, 185, $854; 
RITANC 1, 137, 5 8 5 ~ .  

Only the lower portion of this statue is preserved? Its width is n e d y  identicai to 

Cairo CG 392 1 1 and it is likely that the two are pendants. The onhography of Seti's 

%G. Daressy, Statues & abinités i, 300, pl. 56; B. Homeman, Types of Ancient 
Egyptcm Staiumy 5,  pl. 1208. in Daressy's plate it is wrongiy labeled Cairo CG 392 10. 

exception is the Alabaster Barque Chape1 of Thutmose IV that was finished early 
in the reign of Amenhotep m. PM U2, 7 1-72; B. Bryan, n>e Monuments of Tlnrtmose IV. 
171-174. 

'~aressy, Smues de div»tités 1, 300. No photo is provided. 



cartouches on the statue would tend to confirm this. The prenomen is again arranged with the 

r""l -sign in the middle, while the nomen is written Sty-mr-pth wrinen with The 

unorthodox form of the cartouches again suggests an early date for the piece.kwhile Cairo 

CG 392 1 1 and 392 12 are Iikely pendants, Cairo CG 392 10 is apparently unrelated to them 

and dates to later in the reign. The exact provenance of Cairo CG 392 1 1 & 392 12 within 

Karnak is unclear. 

3.78 Black Granodionte Head of Amen 
H. Sourouian, MOAlK 49 ( 1993), 246, pl. 46a; Centre ~ranco-É~~~tien des Temples de 
Karnak, fort hcoming . 

Discovered in 1 982 muth of  the granite sanctuary in Karnak, this anepigraphic head of 

Amen-Re bears a striking resemblance to two lirnestone heads f?om the Ptah chape1 of Seti 1 

at Mit Rahineh. Like these two Memphite heads, it features hooded, almond-shaped eyesSl0 

with modeled brow, and a similar treatment of the mouth with slightly pu@ cheeks and 

triangular grooves at the corners of the mouth creating a shght s d e  that became 

characteristic of Nineteenth Dynasty royal stahiary. " ' Ali thne heads are oval in fom. The 

similarity behueen them suggests a point eariy in Seti' s reign as the most kely date for the 

Karnak head."' Part of the dorsal piiiar inscription bars his protocol. This inscription 

includes the prenomen cartouche of the king wntten 

style of the head. "' 
onhography of the prenomen is linked to a date 

"See supra 1.4.5. 

5 ' 0 ~ s  deîined by B. Bothmer, in L. Berman (ed. ), Tne An of Amenhep 111: Art 
H i s t m c d  Amfysis, 89, figs. 7 & 9. 

"'C. Aidred, E m t i a n  Art, (New York, 1980). 189. 

512Although it couid have been made under Rarnesses 1, a date earlier. (i.e. under 
Horemheb), or later, (under Ramesses II), may be excluded b a d  on known stylistic criteria 
for the statuary of these d e n .  



3.79 Sphinx ia the Name of Seti 1 (Late Period?) 
PM 11'. 143; G. Legrain, Archaeo/ogtcal Report, Egypt Exploration Fund 1904-1905. 24; 
WU 1, 2 14, 5262e; MTA 1, 1 85 5262e; RITANC 1, 137. 5262e. 

This piece is said ro date to the Late Period, but is inscnbed for Seti 1. To date only its texts 

have beem adequately published. 

3.80 Statue Base of Seti 1 
PM II', 24; H. Chevrier. ASRE 3 1 ( 193 1 ), 83. 

The present whereabouts of this piece is unknown. According to Chevrier, it joins 

with another Fragment belonging to the lower pan  of the statue. No fùrther details were ever 

published. 

Karnak, frecinct of  Moatbu 
3.81 Sm3-T?wy Stda o f  Seti 1 
Sandstone 
PM II', 9; A. Varille, Km& 1, FIFAO 19, (Cairo, 1943), 19, pl. 49. 

A piece described by the excavator as a stela was found broken into several pieces "' 
Its design features two fecundity figures perfoming the smj-Thvy nnial. Above this is a 

heraidic device featuring Seti's cartouches flanked by winged uraei. Two separate groups of 

6agments bear part of the king's Horus narne and a lintel decorated with hawks protecting the 

king's cartouches. Part of a toms molding remains which would have had a caveno comice 

above it. The piece may have served as a stela or perhaps as a decorative element in aone 

fitted into a mudbrick building. 

3.82 Bases of G m i t c  Colossi of Seti I 
PM Il2, 1 1 (30-3 1 ); R. Robichon & L. Christophe, Kamcli( Nord 3, FIFAO 23, (Cairo, 1 95 1 ), 
10- 12, fig. 2, pl. 47. 

These granite bases apparently served as pedestals for two granite colossi. 'lS They 

were Installed by Seti in fiont of a gateway built into the 

'"A V d e ,  K d  I, FIFAO 19, (Cairo, 1943) 

"'R. Robichon & L. Christophe, KmnaR Nord 3. 
2, pl. 47. 

south side of the temenos waki of the 

19. pl. 49. 

FiFAO 23, (Cairo, 195 1). 10- 12. fig. 



Monthu complex leading to the temple of Maat at nonh Karnak and were later usurped by 

Ramesses III and IV 

West Bank of Thebu  
3.83 Gumah Mernorial Temple o f  Seti I 

The temple and its pminct 
PM II2, 42042 1 ; R. Stadelmann, MDAlK 28.2 (1972), 293-299 & pls. 68-70; idem, MDAIK 
3 1.2 (1975). 353-356 & pls. 108-109; idem, MDAIK 33 (19771, 125-1 3 1 B: pls. 39-43; J. 
Osing, Der Tempe! Sethos ' I. in Gurm: Die Reliefs und lmhnflen 1, (Mainz, 1 97 7); R. 
Stadelmann & K. MySliwiec, MDAIK 38 ( 1982), 395-405 & pls. 95- 10 1; K. MySliwiec, Der 
Tempel Sethos ' 1. in Gum:  Die Fu&, (Marnz. 1987); R. Stadelmann, in E. Bleiberg and R. 
Freed (eds. ), Fragments of A Skttered Visage: Proceedings of the h i e r n a t i o ~ f  Symposium- 
on Ramesses the Great, (Memphis, 1 99 1 ), 25 1 -269; Idem, Der Tempel Sethos ' 1. in Gurno: 
A rchitekhrr und Deutmg, forthcoming; (P U N S  4-8). 

Reliefs Featuring Seti 1 (Hypostyle, Rooms LI-V, X-Xi, XIV-XX, XXIX)"~ 
PM II2, 4 1 1 4  16.4 18; J. Osing, Der Tempel Sethos ' I. in Gum:  Die Reliefs und Imchtifreen 
2, forthcoming; (PLATES 10% 13B, 67-74A & 8586). 

3.83.1 Architectural Coiiccption 

Seti deliberately chose a site immediately opposite the main sanchiary of Amen-Re at 

Karnak as the location for his mernorial temple, site of the modem village of çniniah. In 

antiquity this locale was known as hfr-hr nb.s "opposite its lord," a reference to the placement 

of the temple directly opposite the Karnak precinct of Amen-Re "' It was located on the 

processional route fiom Karnak to the memord temples of Nebhepetre-Menthuhotep II and 

Hatshepsut at Deir eCBahari. ïhe latter temple was the primary vmue for celebration of the 

Beautfil Festival of the Vaiiey, the second-most important feast in the Theban calendar. A 

J'6Nl referenca to the reliefs d be cited Born Nelson, Key P l m ,  pl. 27, fig. 1 ,  
abbreviateû Q + location number. 

'"E. Cho. Topographie des ihebcmischon Gares, u G ~  16, (Leipzig, 1 932). 56; R. 
Stadelmam, "Tempel und TempeInamen in Theben-Oa und -West," rl.tDAlK 34 ( 1  978). 174- 
178. especially 175, n. 42. 



canal terminating at the front of the Gurnah temple aiiowed the great barges of the Theban 

triad. led by the huge barque Userhut-Amen, to reach the edge of the western desert from 

~arnak.  

Having chosen a prestigious site for his temple, Seti planned a large memorial 

foundation centered on a building of imovative design. Fominately. it is one of the best 

preserved in al1 of Thebes, aliowing for close study. In 1970, the German mitute  of 

Archaeology began a irajor arc haeological and epigraphic survey at the site. 

The main building is laid out along the classic tripartite design of Theban memorial 

temples with a back portion housing the b e r  cult rooms, preceded by two open courts 

fronted by mud brick pylon gateways and enclosed by side w a l l ~ . ' ~  The whole cornplex was 

surrounded by a massive series of enclonire w d s  of mud brick."' Towers were built at the 

four corners along with a *ries of tower-tike buttresses set at intervals dong the walls. This 

type of temenos w d  is not found prior to Seti's reign in Theôan memorial temples. Gurnah, 

then, was a ventable divine fortress. This design may recail archatc and Old Kingdom 

enclosure walls such as that of the pyramid cornplex of Djoser at Saqqara, suggening a 

conscious revival of ancient traditions. 522 

"9R. Stadelmann, "Der Tempel Sethos. in Gunia (Erster Grabungsbericht)," MDAIK 
28.2 ( 1972). 293-299 & pls. 68-70. Subsequent reports can be found in idem, MDAlK 3 1.2 
( NE) ,  353-3356 & pis. 108-109; idem, iMDAIK 33 (1977), 125-13 1 & pls. 39-43; R. 
Stadelrnann & K MyiLiwiec, MDMK 38 (1982), 395405 & ph. 95-101. 

'2DR Stadelmann, The Mortuary Temple of Seti 1 at Gum: Excavation and 
Restoratioa," in E. Bleiberg and R Fr& (eds.), Fragments of a Shrmered Yiscge, 25 1-269, 
esp. 25 1-252 & 269, fig. 2. 

"'fiid., 253, pis. 2-3 & 269, fig. 2; R Stadelmann & K. MySliwiec, IMDAiK 38 
(1982), 395-397, pls. 96-98a; R Stadelrnann, "Totentempd und MillionenjaMiaus in 
Theben," MDMK 35 (1979),3 10. 

'UStadelrnann in Fragments of a Shattered Fisage, 253. Still later examples such as 
the wails and high gates at Medinet Habu, obviously modeled on Migdol fortresses. suggests 
an Asiatic inspiration. 



The gateway through the fint pylon was built of limestone and sandstone. The 

passage through the gate was h e d  with finely sculpted limestone blocks, while the roof was 

supporteci by a massive sandstone architrave.'" 

A dromos leadhg &om the firn to the second pylon was paved with sandstone slabs. 

Immediately to the West of the first pylon, jua ùiside the court, Seti had two colossal sphinxes 

installed.'" Although linle more than their bases now rernain, they preserve invaluable 

topographical lists of foreign place na me^.'^^ The pedestals of two s d e r  hestone sphinxes 

were found guarding the entrance through the nonh wall of the fira court.s26 They appear to 

date late in the reign, as they were never finished. 

On the south side of the first court Seti had the eariiest known version of a model 

royal palace built. ''' This type of symbolic palace became a standard fixture of royal memonal 

temples in the Ramesside era. In tems of its scale and design, it is closely related to the 

model palaces in the Ramesseum and at Medinet Habu. Thus Seti established the prototype 

for this sort of building. The hçade of the palace, as at Medi.net Habu, was decorated with 

the head-smiting motif and other iconography of triumphant a d 2 '  

Stadelmann & J. Osing, "Konigliche Votivestelen aus dem Torraurn des 
Totenternpels Sethos' 1. in Gurna," MDAIK 44 (1988). 255, pl. 46b. 

"'PM II2, 408(3a-b, d-f); KM 1, 33-35, 5 13-14; R K A  l, 26-28, 13-14; RITANC 1. 
36-38, 9 13- 14; Stadeimam, MDAlK 44, pl. 76a-b; idem, MDMK 35, 3 12. 

'26Stadelmann in Fragments of a Sbnered Viscrge, 254-255, pl. Sa. 

'27Stadelrnam, MDAiK 28.2, 293R idem, MDAlK 3 1.2. 3 53ff wl pl. 1 O8a; idem, 
MDAIK 38, 395 & pl. 95a-b; idem, "Goumah: glorieux est Séthi a l'ouest de Thèbes," 
Dossiers histoire et urchioiogie, ''Thèbes: les temples de millions d'années," no. 1 36, (Marck 
1 989), 20-2 1 ; idem, "Tempelpalast und Erscheinugsfenster in den thebanischen 
Totentempein," ItWAIK 29 (1973). 22 1ff; idem, MDRlK 35.3 12 & n. 68. 

""id.. UDAIK 3 5.  3 10 Br 3 12. Part of the window of appearances was decorated 
with Asiatic and other prisonen of war: Ibid., MDAlK 3 1.2, pl. 10%. 



Gumah also included a complex of storage magazines, located in the north-west quadrant 

of the precinct? The main series of magazines was accessed by a colmecf hall as in the 

Ramesseum. At some point a fire inside the magazine hardened the mud bricks, p r e s e ~ n g  

the name of the king stamped on rnany of them, proof that the complex had been completed 

by Seti and not under Ramesses II, who fuiished inscnbing it and claimeci to have built it as 

well." South of the main temple, there was a sacreci lake, which included a small O s i d e  

I sland. 53' 

Practically nothing remains of the second court walls and pylon."* Cailed the festival 

court, its West end consiaed of a ponico supporte. by ten lotus-bundle colurnns, the 

southernmost of which is now missing. ïhe court's funnion is clearly indicated by the reliefs 

on the wall behmd the portico depicting episodes nom the Feast of the Valley in which the 

barques of the Theban uiad, of the deified Ahmose-Nefertari and of Seti himwlf 

parti~ipated.'~' This decoration was exeaited afker Seti's death by Ramesws 

The back portion of the temple, built entirely of sandstone, is laid out in a tri-partite 

design. The southeni wing consists of two separate sets of rooms dedicated to the memonal 

cults of both seti,"' (rwms 34-37), and his fatha Ramesses 1, (rooms 28-3 1.) (PLAN 4). '" 
Rooms 34-37 are dedicated to the offering cult of Seti's statue. They had no comection with 

52gStadelmann, MDNK 33 ( 1977), 125- 129 & pls. 39-4 la; idem, Fragments of o 
Shttered Visage, 255 & pls. 6a-b, fig. 2. 

510Stadelmanq MDAi.. 3 3, 128- 1 29, pl. 4 1 a. 

53'lbid., 257 & fig. 269. 

"*fiid., 255 & fig. 2; idem, Dossiers histoire et mchéoiogie 136, "Thebes: les temples 
de d o n s  d'an&," 21 top; i d e m m N K  3 1.2 (1975). 353-354 & pl. 108b. 

"'PM II'. 4 1 1-412; Stade- MDAK 35,3 18-3 19. 

5xP.bf LI2, 4 174 18; Ibid., Stadelmann, 3 14-3 1 5 



the royal barque, which was lodged in room three. because it could not actually fit in this 

suite "' The decoration of room 34. exeaited by Rarnesses II, is typical of the 

O p f e r t i s c ~ l ,  which serves as the antechamber to the chapel of the royal cult statue."' 

The Ramesses I suite is virtudy a separate mernorial temple built into his son's larger 

one. As Ramesses did not have the to build his own mernorial temple, Seti provided one for 

him. A foundation deposit in the south-west corner of the building under the suite of rooms 

dedicated to Seti's own cult, included plaques inscnbed with Ramesses' name among a larger 

number of objects bearing S d ' s  cartouches.'39 The Ramesses 1 suite includes a vestibule 

supponed by two columns, a large barque chapel with a fdse door, and two side roomsW 

In one sense, the Rarnesses I chapel was not an innovation. Rulers before and after 

Seti provided rooms in their memonai temples for the cuits of their fathers or other royal 

an~es ton .~ '~  Still, the Ramesses 1 suite is  the most elabrate of these and it fwictioned as a 

temple within a temple. Its chamber, indeed, were multi-fhctional. It served as a reposoir 

for the barques of Amen and Ramesses 1, an offaing chapd for his cult ame and the venue 

for his false door, al1 of which are located in separate rwms in the main temple?-' On both 

side walis, Seti is portrayeci offerhg to the barque of Amen-Re. Behind these episodes he is 

537Dieter Arnold, WMeI ie f  und Raumfinkion, MAS 2 (Berlin, 1962), S7ff 

53'~tadelmann, M A I K  35, 3 18-3 19; Ibid., Arnold, 42ff 

'39S tadelmann, MDAIK 3 3 ( 1 977), 1 29- 1 30 & pl. 4 1 ; idem, Fragments of a Shattered 
Visuge, 256 & pl. 7. 

%e last two rooms. (nos. 3 0 and 3 1), were not decorated und relatively late in 
Ramesses II's reign. They are distinguished from the earlier reliefs of Ramesses by the 
mdeness of their exeaition and the later f m  of the king's nomen RCms-sw. PM II', 4 18- 
4 19. See supra 1.4.6. 

%lE.g, Hatshepnit, Thutmose iII and Ramesses ILI who provided a barque chapel for 
his "father" Rarnesses iI. Stadeimam., MDAIK 3 S. 306-308, figs. 1 a-b, 2c. 



seen again, anointhg a statue of the deified Ramesses I (PLATE 68B)."' In each case, the 

figure of Rarnesses is depicted wearing a combination divine kilt with Shendy-kilt, and 

holding an y and a staff He wears a wig with square-bottomeci lappets and a uraeus. this 

being surmounted by a homed <@crown on the north wall whiie on the south wdl the homs 

support a sun disk flanked by ta11 plumes. The only names surviving in these panels are those 

of Seti as officiant. Still, the iconography of the two divine figures leaves no doubt they 

represent Etamesses 1 as Osiris,% and he is aiso idmtified with Osiris on two panels of the 

faise door at the W e s t  end of the roow where he sits on a block throne within the Lower 

Egyptian shnne, wearing a close fitting garment with the white crown and a faise beard, 

holding a crook flail and -scepter. Y' These reliefs show that Ramesses was assimilated a 
both with Arnen-Re and Osiris, as was Seti himseif' in other parts of the temple. 

The nonh part of the main temple was ocaipied by a suite dedicated to Re-Horakhty 

and dorninated by a large sun coun (roorns 22-27,42)." To the west are a set of five senice 

rooms and a stairweil leading up to what mua have been a rooftop shrine to the sun god. 

These chambers were accessed by a long service comdor, which ans parailel to the sun 

court's south ~ a l l . ~ '  

The central door thorough the portico leads h o  a hypostyle hall supponed by six 

columns, with six chapels lining its north and south sides." The four western chapels are 

Y3PM II2. 4 1 8 ( 106- LW); R Freed, Rumesses the Great, (Memphis, t987), 27 upper 
left (= Nelson, Key Plcmr, K 349). 

IUln the vestibule Ramesses iI is shown o f f e ~ g  wine to Osiris who appears in 
precisely the same guise as the two figures of Ramesses 1 in the chape1 but without a uraeus. 
Nelson, Key P l m ,  Q 307; PM 11~, 4 17 ( 100). 

"'PM U2, 4 18 (108); Nelson, Key Pl', Q 348. 

%PM II2, 4 16,420-42 1; R Stadehanu, "hvr-RCw als Kultstiite des Sonnengottes im 
Neuen Reich," A4UA.K 25 ( 1969), 167- 169; J. Osing, Der Tempef Sethos ' 1. in Guma: Die 
Reliefs und imhr~fien 1, (Mauy 1977), 3 8ff & pls. 24-36. 

'*'Stadelmann in Fragments of a Shattered Visage, 256-257. 



dedicated to various aspects of the royal cult. The reliefs in chapel 2 indicate that it was 

dedicated to the a i l t  of the deifîed rn~narch. ,~~ whde chape1 3 is consecrate- to the royal 

barque. On the north side, chape1 4 associates pharaoh with Osiris. '" It is the reliefs and 

teas in chapel 5 ,  however, that are most sigrilfiant for here the king is assimilateci with the 

god Amen.'" On the north wali, the king and Amen., standing side by side, are purified by 

Homs and   ho th."' The deified sovereign reuzives offerings on the west wall from the 7wn- 

mwtfipriest, while on the east w d  there is a manifestation of Amen-Re-Karnutef native to the 

temple standing before an offering lia. As Nelson and Christophe have s h o w  this 

regenerative form of Amen was assimiiated with the king to becorne a specific form of Amen 

called "Amen-Re-Kamutef who is within the temple (named) 'Benefiaal is Seti Merenptah in 

the Domai. of Amen on the West of Thebe~.'"~~ 

A transverse hall located at the West end of the hypostyle hall gives access to five 

sanauarie~."~ A prominent feahre of this hall are two episodes in which pharaoh is suckled 

by a goddess.'16 These scenes served to nourish the de& monarch rebom through 

merging with Amen in the purification cerernony that took place in room 5.  '" 

5'9PM II', 4 1 1 ; H. H. Nelso~ "The Idrntity of Amon-Re of United-with-Eteniity." 
JNES 1 (1942), 127-155. 

'%4 II', 4 1 1 ; Stadelmann, MDAK 35, 3 14. 

"2PM II', 4 12; L. B. Christophe, "La salle V du temple de Séthi 1" à Gurnah." BIFAO 
49 ( 1 950). 1 1 7- 1 80; Stadelmann in Fragments of o Shnttered Yiscge, 256-2 5 7; idem, MDAK 
35 (1979), 3 13-3 14. 

''3PM u', 412 (50); Sourouian, MDAIK 49 (1993). 247, fig. 5.  

sYNelson, JNES 1 (1942), 132c Christophe, BIFAO 49 (1950), 1 17- MO. 

'Wathor in the north wing, Mut in the south wing. Hathor: PM Il2, 4 10 (26) (=Q 
126). Mut: PM II2, 410 (2 1)  (=Q 136). 



The larger, central portion of the temple house is occupied by a suite of rooms 

dedicated to the Theban Triad (rooms 10-20). '" Of the five chapels accessed through the 

transverse corridor, the three central ones were cosecrated to the barques of the Theban 

triad, with Mut on the south and Khonsu on the nonh. The central shrine, dedicated to 

Amen-Re, is much larger than the other four. Supponed by four square pillars, it leads to two 

smail rooms (14- 15) to the nonh and south, and a much larger suite of rooms (16-20) to the 

west.'" The large room immediately to the west ( 16) is also supported by four square pillars. 

1 t was dedicated to four manifestations of Amen : Amen-Re, Amen-Kamutef, Amen-Re- 

Horakhty, and Amen-Atum-Osiris. Each of these, in turn, was honored in one of the four 

chapels to the nonh and south of this room. On the West wail there was a large false door 

through which the spirit of the d e r  could pas  fiom his tomb into the temple? The two 

outer chapels were dedicated to the cults of Re and Monthu representing Heliopolis of the 

nonh and south respeaively. 

3.83.2 Building Histo y 

It is likely that the consuuction of the Gurnah temple had been completed by the end 

of Seti's reign, although much of its decotation was realized by Ramesses LI. Beyond the rear 

portions of the temple, Seti decorated parts of the gate through the first pylon and the temple 

palace façadesM2 Moreover, he built most if not all the mud brick magazines and temenos 

-PM n2, 4 1 5 (79); W. Holscher, Excmatiom of Medinef Hak 3, nie Mortum 
Temple of RamesesIiI, pt. 1, (Chicago, 1941), 25, fig. 14. 

562S tadelma.  MDAIK 3 1.2 ( 1975). pl. 1 O9a & c; idem, Dossiers M o i r e  et 
archéologe 136 ( 1989), 22-23 (= block kom first pylon gateway). in the area of the first 
pylon, Seti had already instailed and decorated the two large sphinxes with their invaluable 
topographicai tists as well as a group of votive stelae. On the latter see kfka 3 34.  



wdl? Construction of the sandstone temple would have necessitated the use of construction 

ernbankments and ramps, which would have occupied the site of the magazines and temenos 

walls. Presumably, then, these outbuildings would have been raised only &er the temple itself 

had been hished. A rock stela of the king's year su  at Gebel Silsiia raises the possibility that 

work on the Gurnab temple rnay not have begun until midway througb his reign? 

Many stone tllnushings in the temple, such as a pair of sphinxes flanking the north-east 

gate of the k t  court, were never completed."' The apparent lack of royal statuary from the 

site also suggest that it was buiit late in the reign." Moreover, the pattern of the temple's 

relief decoration fùnher indicates that it dates to late in the reign. 

3.83.3 Description and Chrooology of the ObscntaMe Phases 

in the Decorritive Program 

Much of the scholarly attention directeci at the Guniah temple has been focused on the 

question of what the reliefs contribute to our understanding of the alleged coregency between 

Seti 1 and Ramesses IL%' Beginning with Seele, it has been claimed that Seti joùitly decorated 

part of Gumah temple with his son. More recently, however, Stadelmann opined that 

Rarnesses' work here came only a f k  his father's death? What follows is an epigraphc 

anaîysis of the reliefs at Gu& aimed at elucidating the chronology of its decoration and the 

roles the two kings played in this process. 

"Seti completed the brickwork of the paiace, magannes and temenos wail as 
indicated by bricks stamped with his name. Stadeimam in Fmgments of a Shattered b'isage, 
255 & pl. 6b. 

"'Stadelmann in Fragments of a Stmttered Viwge, 254 & pl. 5 a. 

"Sourouzian, MDAIK 49 ( 1993), 243. 

567 E-g., Seele, Coregency, 27-3 1.40-45; M m e ,  JNES 34 (197). 165-170; idem, 
Coregencies, 70-7 1. 

'6gStadelrnann in Fragments of a Sbttered Usage, 252 & n. 7; KRI 1, 634-637 



Several phases of relief work have been identified here that can be diainguished by a 

number of features. Two have bem pointed out before; the use of raised or sunk relief and 

the occurrence of bot h the long and short form of Rarnesses ii' s prenomen. s69 Still other 

cnteria can be identlfied. The onhography of Ramesses' nomen as either RC-ms-s or Rims-  

nu. for one, indicates that the reliefs were cut either before or afler his year twenty. 

respe~tively,"~ but only when found in conjunction with the long form of the prenomen as 

both fonns of the nomen were used during the first hvo y-. Likewise, differmt phases in 

reliefs pomaying Seti 1 can also be seen; these uiclude the use of raised or sunk relief in panels 

featuring Seti, the juxtaposition of decoration naming him with that naming his son, and the 

posture of his figure, which was depicteci both standing or kneeling, with his tom either hlly 

upright or inclined fonvard, sometimes dramatically (Cf. PLATEs67-68A with 69B-70). '" 
As we shall see, these later features, not previously disasseci, also bear on the chronology of 

the reliefs at Gurnah. 

3.83.3.1 Decontion Futuring Seti Alone 

LogicalIy. the earliest reliefs feanire Seti alone, as they would have bem carved before 

the accession of Ramesses II as the result either of a coregency or the former's death ( P W N  

4). They are found clustered in a few distinct areas: in the urnauaries of the Theban triad. in 

the two sanctuanes flanking them and in the rooms behind and beside the Amen chape1 

(=roorns 9-20). Likewise, in the four western chapels off the hypostyle there is no indication 

of Ramesses II's involvement (=roorns 2-5). Fuially, Seti alone is present with h s  father 

Ramesses 1 in the latter's chape1 (-mm 29). 

This early work can be disthguished nom later reliefs by the presence of a 

combination of two fatures. It is mecuted entirely in raised relief and representatiom of the 

""Kitchen in Actes ciu prirn ter congrés internatio~o~i d 'égptofogze. 2- 10 octobre 
1976, 838-387. 

"'Sec supra 1 2 . 5  & 1 .Z.7 



king, both standing and kneeling usually have inclined torsos in ritual scenes (Cf. PLATES 

lOB, 13A & 67A-B). 

Kneeling figures can be found in lintel scenes, the spaces above doonvays and in wall 

panels (PLATE 108). In some cases. the torw may bend forward only slightly,'" more oflen 

its inclination is pronounced," especiaiIy when the monarch extends his hands forward in 

adoration of the god. "* Seti kneels mostly when presenting offerings, but in one case he does 

so while receiving Heb-sed's from the Theban Triad. When standing, he almoa always bows 

in worship of the gods, with varying degrees of ~toop.'~' Fully erect standing figures of Seti in 

these rooms are e~ceptional."~ This pattern is consistent with reliefs in the Karnak Hypostyle 

Hall were he is almost invariably depicteci with inclined torso, and at Abydos where this 

iconograp hy predominates. 

'"E.g., room 14, west waii, Q 242,(=PM II2, 414 [7 1)); Amen chapei, south wali. west 
end above doonvay, Q 228, (=PM II2, 4 14, [70a-b]); room 15, south wali above dooway, Q 
240, (=PM IIZ, 4 1 4, [72 C-dl). 

573E.g., room 15, north wall, above doonvay, Q 22 1-223, (=PM II2, 4 14 [72 a-b]); 
room 16, nonh waii, lower register, Q 256, (=PM II2, 41 5 1781); room 16. east wall, north 
end, upper register, Q 249, (=PM II2, 4 15 [77]); room 16, east wail, south end, upper register, 
Q 263. (=PM 11'. 4 15 [75]). So too on the column scenes in room 16, PM II', 4 15. pillars A- 
D. 

s74Room 17, north wall, east of dooway, Q 285, (=PM u2, 4 15, [8 11). Paralleled by a 
votive aela fkom the gate of the first pylon. Staûelmann, MDAlK 44 ( 1988). fig. 4 & pl. 78. 

'"E.g., in rooms 4, 10-13, 16 and 20 at Q 175-176, 216-217, 219, 230, 235, 249-251, 
253-254.257. 261, 263,265-266,346,350; PM LI2, 4124 18, p s i m .  

5761n ody a handful of scenes, mostly nom the cuit roorns off the side chapel and the 
Ramesses 1 chapel. E.g, room 4, east wall, Q 174, PM II2, 4 12 (45). See Stadelmann in 
Fragments of o Shûitered Visage, pl. 8% room 5, east w d ,  Q 168, PM II2, 412 (49); Khonsu 
chapel south shadow of the door, Q 2 13, PM I I ~ ,  4 13 (6%); room L 2. south thickness of the 
door, Q 2 14, PM II2, 4 14 (67c); Ramesses 1 chapel, two xenes at West end of side walls, Q 
347 & 349, PM U2, 418, (106-107). A standing figure of the king king purifid with Amen- 
Re by Horus and Thoth does not bow: Q 169, PM II2, 4 12, (50). Another purincation scene 
from the Karnak Hypostyle Hall is practically the only one carved on its walls in which he 
stands fùlly erect. Nelson, Key Plans, KB 230; Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pl. 148. 



3.83.3.2 Rdief Futuriag Seti 1 and Iùimests Il ia the Hypostyle Kaii 

Reliefs naming Seti are jwtaposed with ones naming Ramesses [I in the Guniah 

hypostyle haii, the adjoining transverse corridor, the vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite, room 

34 and the rear wal  of the portico. They date to various phases of Ramesses II's earliest 

relief work."' As Seele and Mumane have pointed out, the earliest work is in bas relief where 

the short fon of Ramesses' prenomen occurs (=RI). These are confineci to the hypostyle, 

transverse comdor and portions of the vestibule and, since they were completed entirely in 

raised relief, elsewhere known to be the earliest stage of Ramesses' royal career, they mua 

have been the first part of Gumah immibed once Ramesses began his work here (PLATES 

6957OB). Oniy one element of the hypostyle M i ' s  decorative program feahires Seti's name 

alone, a tneze of his canouches along the top of the east, nonh and south walls, including the 

imer face of the northem architrave where it passes over the transverse hd (PLATE @A). s7g 

Evidence from Abydos indicates that the stereotyped decoration along the tops of w d s  was 

executed before the scenes below were carved.'" That this method was prefmed at Gumah 

is confirrned in severd instances where this fneze was done in an eariier style than the wall 

reliefs below it . '" Thus Set? s craftsmen had aiready completed part of the eariiea stage of 

decoration in the hypostyle before Ramesses had his fÙst opportunity to inscribe his name 

anywhere at Gurnah. 

The so-cded joint decoration of the hypostyle consisn of a mLu of vignettes 

portraying either Seti or Ramesses II (PLAN 5). Sornetimes they altemate from =ne to 

scene, other times reliefs naming jus one king are lumped together. Th& tinilaries are 

j ~ p o s e d  on four of the doorways into the six side chapels. The one leading to room six is 

sn See supra 1.4.7. 

"W. Mumane, ALES 34 ( 1979, 166, fig. 7. 

' 7 9 ~ .  Baines, JEA 75, 25 & pl. 2. 

'%.g, in the vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite, over the West and east walis. Murnane, 
JNES 34 ( 1975). 166, fig. 8, B & D; .Usa in room 34 where a fneze in R2 SUrmounts reliefs in 
R3 on the West wdl. Ibid., 169. fig. 9 D. 



Seti's alone, while that into room ihree names only rama se^.^^' Seti dominates al1 the reliefs 

on the north and those on the upper registers of the south wdl. Each king appears in one of 

the lower panels of the south w&. In two of the upper tableaux on the south wall, the royal 

names have been lost and it may be that Ramesses was named in both these scenes. On the 

east wall, only Ramesses is named, although the titularies are rnissing !Yom two of the wall 

scenes and eom the panels on the lime1 of the doorway into the inner court. 

Upon closer examination, a pattern rweals itself. On the north wail Seti is narned in 

al1 the tableaux, with Ramesses' protocol appearing on one jarnb each of the two western 

doonvays leading imo roorns 4 and 5. On the south wall, Seti again predominates on the 

upper register, with a more even mVc on the two eastem doorways. Ramesses. however, is 

narned in two of the three larger scenes of the lower register and on the whole of the doonvay 

into room 3. The decoration is more baianced on the doorways into roorns I and 2. On the 

east wali, Save only for the eariier fiieze of Seti,  al1 the panels appear to name Ibnesses. 

In the transverse comdor, Rarnesses dominates the preserved tableaw on the south 

and east walls (PLAN 6). The north wd is rnissing. On the west wali, five doorways lead 

into the chapels of the Theban Triad and two other deities. Here Seti's name is preserved on 

seven of the wdi panels and doorjambs, (PLATE fOA), whiie Ramesses appears in only Bve. 

Fully nine of these scenes and bandeau texts are now anonymous. Still it would appear that, 

by cornparison with the other walls in the comdor, if' Etamesses was not named in a rnajority 

of these, then each king was named approrcimately the same number of tir ne^.'^ 

The decoration in the transverse conidor was largely overiooked by Seele and 

Murnam. Rarnesses' predominance on some of the wds in the comdor and adjoining 

hypostyie seems at odds with the theory that the two kings were equal coregents, particularly 

since b e s s e s  was the junior partner while Seti was the owner of the temple! 

"'Ibid., 166, fig. 7. 

"The cartouche is misshg from a number of these scenes, Q 128, 133 and 187. Seti 
features in one scene on the West wall Q 1 8 5 ,  and on the nght jarnb of the door into room 1 2. 
Ramesses II is found everywhere else. CE Q 129- 1 34, 18 1 - 190 (=PM 11'' 4 134  14, [55-671. 
passim). 



3.83.3.3 The Vestibule of the Ramesses 1 Suite 

in the vestibule of the Ramesses I suite in Gurnah temple, reliefs namiRg Rarnesses II 

outnumber those of his father (PLAN 7)? These date later than those in the hypostyle. In 

the latter. much larger chamber, ail the reliefs are raised. By contrast. in the vestibule, a much 

smaller room, the style quickiy changed fiom r a i d  to sunk relief. with the second medium 

occuning more 6equently (PLATES 72A & 73A-B). This suggests that r a i d  relief was 

being phased out shortly after work in the vestibule had begun and that the hypostyle was 

cornpleted first. 

In ail but t hree scenes in the vestibule, Ramesses II is shown as the active officiant in 

the tableau& while his father and grandfather a a  as passive recipients or witnesses to the 

ritual and cerernonies. The only exceptions are found over the doonvay to the chapel of 

Ramesses t, where Seti I is faturd as an active participant t h m  tirnes, offering wine to 

Amen in a vignette pendant to another featuring Rarnesses II as officiant over the lintel of the 

doonvay leading into the Ramesses 1 chapel, and as officiant in the two middle registers on the 

same doonvay (PLATE 72). ûthenvise, Seti is featured oniy as a deified sovereign 

standing bebind Amen and other gods in a passive role in offering and coronation episodes, 

where he serves in precisely the same capacity as the d d  Ramesses 1 (Cf. PLATES 71, 

72B & 73A-B). 

The decorative program of the vestibule itself has not heretofore k e n  comidered by 

scholars, and most attention fmsed on an isolated "coronation~' scene on the north wail that 

portrays Rarnesses U receiving years and Heb-sed' s in the presence of the Theban Triad and 

Seti I (PLATE 7 1 ~ ) . ~ ' ~  The decorative program of this room consists of a series of tableaux 

depicting cult rituais and royal investitures. In the ritual episodes, Ramesses II, and, in ody 

the three cases cited above, Seti I, rnakes offenngs More Amen and members of his tnad, to 

Ig3PM f12, (4 1 7-4 18); Mumane, JNES 34. 16, fig. 8A-D. 

5U~elson, Key Plans, Q 304 (=PM II2, 4 18 [ 1 Osa-b]). Mumane, JNES 34, 16. fig. 88.  
Seti appean in the second register on the right jarnb. 

585 Seele. Coregency. 27, $44 with n. 14 & fig. 9. 



Osiris and the deified Ramesses 1. The othen depict Rarnesses II led into the presence of 

Amen to be invested with regaha and other emblems of kmgship. 

3.83.3.4 Checklist of  Sceats in the Vestibule 

The foliowing is a checklia of the w d  scenes in the vestibule. and names the 

participants and major iconographid and stylistic elements of each tableau as they relate to 

the date of the reliefs. The phase of Ramesses U's relief decoration, (Ri - R3), and the 

iconography of figures of his two predecessors will also be noted. 

3.û3.3.4.1 South WIU, Raisrd Reüef/Short Prmomca (=Ri) 

AU the decoration on this wall is raised relief with the shorter from of Ramesses II's 

prenornen occwing. Seti's titulary alternates with that of his son on the doorway,'" and in a 

fneze of cartouches dong the top of the wail, but Seti is othenvise entirely absent from ths 

decoration that, since only raised rélief are used here, must be among the esriiest in the 

c h b e r .  "' 

Upper Register Q 307-309 

Ramesses II offers wine to Osiris (Q 307) 

Here Ramesses II rnakes offerhgs to a fonn of Osiris ideritical to unages of the deified 

Ramesses I on the side w d s  of the latter's sanctuary (room 29)."' 

Ramesses II offers food to the Theban Triad (Q 308) 

This panel has Ramesses II offering before a large table laden wit h food offerings 

5MP.M p, 4 1 7 ( 1 03 a-b); Seele, Coregency, 3 1, fig. 1 0. 

'"~urnane, JNES 34 ( 1975). 166. fig. 8 k  

"%elson, Key Plans, Q 347 & 349. 



Rarnesses II offers flowers to Amen (Q 309) 

Here again Ramesses II is the officiant, this time before the ithyphaiic forrn of Amen- 

Re to whorn he offers two bouquets of flowers. 

Lower Register Q 310 

Ramesses U censing and libating to Theban Triad and Rarnesses I (Q 3 10) 

Rarnesses censes and libates to the Theban tiad and Ramesses 1 who stands behind the 

shrine enclosing the deities. Rarnesses I holds a crook and flail in one hand and an 

mace in the other. 

y and a 

3.83.3.4.2 West wa+ Raised & Suok ReIicffShort & Long Prenomeo (=R1 - R3) - 
The frieze over the central doonvay is exeaited in r a i d  relief and Sai's cartouches 

alternate with those of his son, the dia form of whose prenomen appears. Everywhere else 

on this wall nink reliefis ernployed. nie fneze over the right doorway is destroyed, while 

over the left doonvay, the longer form of Rameses II's prenomen appears alongside his 

father's  cartouche^.^^ The decoration on the northem doonvay and the panels above it, and 

again on the doonvay into the Ramesses I chapel is in R'. 

Sceoa over the lioteis of  t h m  doorways (Q 302,304305) 

Above lintel of doonvay into room 3 1 (Q 302) 
h e s s e s  U offers fiowers to Amen, Khonsu and Seti I 

The vignette is in sunk relief with the shxt fom of Ramesses II's prenomen (=R2). 

Seti is depicted in a passive role as the recipimt of offerings. 

Above lintel of doonvay into Ramesses I chapel (room 29) 
Double scene: Seti 1 (left) and Ramesses II (right) before Amen and a goddess (Q 304) 

'g~urnane, JNES 34, 166, fig. 8B. 



A double tableau in sunk relief with the &on form of Ramesses Il's prenomen."" 

Amen is accompanied by the goddess Mut on the lefi and Isis on the right. The lefi-hand 

panel represents one of ody three in the entire room in which Seti is given an active role. h 

with the reliefs in the hypostyle, and by contrast to those carved dunng his lifaime in the 

temple, he kneels with his torso niily erect, and in another on the right jamb of the central 

doonvay (-+ 304) he stands, again fùiiy upright. 

Above lintel of doonvay imo room 30 
Ramesses II thurifies Amen, Mut and Seti 1 (Q 305) 

This episode is su& relief. with the longer fom of Ramesses II's prenomen. Seti 1 is 

again show in a passive role as the recipient of offerings. He holds a -scepter in one hand 1 
and an in the other. 

1 

lambs of doonvay into room 29 (Q 304) 
Ramesses and Seti 1 offer wine to Amen 

These are in the R' style. Seti appears as the active participant in the two scenes on 

the middle registers of the doorjarnbs."' Muniane's diagram of the wall decoration on this 

jamb erroneously assigns aii these tableaux to Seti (PLATE 7 2 ~ ) . "  

3.83.3.4.3 East wP11, Raiscû & Sunk Rdief/Sbort & Long Prcnomcn (=R1 - R3) 
Ody part of the Meze of cartouches over the central doonvay is in rais4 relief, and 

juxtaposes the cartouches of Ramesses I., Seti 1 and Ramesses II. The rest of the decoration, 

including the fiieze of cartouches at the top to ei tha side of the doonuay, is in sunk relief 

The Weze over the no* end has oniy the cartouches of Ramesses II, while that over the 

'90Neisor1, Key P l im .  Q 304; PM I I ~ ,  4 1 8 ( 1 Osa-b); Mumane, JNES 34, 1 6, fig. 8B. 

59'Nelson, Key Plans, Q 304; PM II', 4 1 8 ( 1 OS). 

'92Mumane, JNES 34, 166, fig. 8B. 



374 

south end had Seti's. altemating with his son in R3. Moa of the scenes are in RL except for 

one in the upper right-hand corner of the wail and the frieze above it that are in R ~ .  s93 

Ramesses II led into the presence of Amen and Mut by Monthu and Ahun (Q 295) 

This is in uuik relief and bears the short fom of the king's prenomen (=R2). 

Double Scene: Rarnesses II as 7wn-mwrfipriest consecrates offerings before Ramesses I (Q 
294) 

Executed in R', Rarnesses 1 is shown hvice as a murnmiform king in a double shrine. in 

the guise ofOsiris wearing the Red crown in the north panel and the White in the south. 

Between the two figures there is a vertical text describing Ramesses II's work as a renewal of 

monuments (smjwy-mnw) on behalf of his gandfàther, "in the monument (mnw) ofhis father, 

the Lord of the Two Lands Menmaatre." 

Ramesses II offers a tray of food to Amen, Khonsu and Rarnesses I (Q 3 12) 

Again Rarnesses appears in sunk relief, with the long prenomen (R3). Ramesses 1 

stands behind the two deities holding a crook and flail in one hand and an in the other His 

epithets include mjc-tvw and np 9 as weii as di snb 9@ &i w3s nb'')! 

Lowcr Rcgister Q 2% & 313 

Ramesses U ninning with b-vases before Osiris and Seti 1 (Q 3 13) 

Executed in R3, Seti I is portrayed standing behind Osiris with crook, Bail and 

is emitled nfr mF-@ and np C3 (PLATE 738). 

y. He 

Ramesses II led into the presence of Amen and Rameses 1 by Monthu whiie Thoth 
enurnerates r@ years (Q 296) 

593Mumane. JNES 34, 1 66, fig. 8D. 



Carved in R3, Ramesses 1 is again s h o w  standing behind Amen holding a crook and 

flail and an y. His epithets inciude rnF-&w and '< th Ihjw followed by a di %!z mi RC 

formula (PLATE 73A). 

3.83.3.4.4 North Wd, Raiseâ & Sunk Relief/Sbort Renomen (=RL & El2) 

The upper half of the first register and the fkieze at the top of the wall are now rnissing. 

Al1 but the jambs of the north doonway are decorated in r a i d  relief'. The lintel of the 

doonvay has titles of Ramesses II and Seti 1 in raiseci relief (Ri & S1).'" Ramesses II's titles 

appear in sunk relief on the lefi jamb while those of Seti appear Ui the same medium on the 

ight(R2 & S2) (PLATE 718). 

Upper registcr (Q 297-299) 

King (Ramesses II?) offers before Amen-Karnutef (Q 297) 

Only the lower portions of the scene are preserved. The god, who is mummifonn, is 

presumably Amen-Kamutef. since the god's distinctive ribbon hangs behind his back. The 

absence of the combination w9s-&-stafFsuggests that he cannot be either Khonsu or Ptah 

who generally hold this s~epter."~ Behind him is a kind of pedestal in the shape of a 

monumental gateway on a plinth that usually supports a plumed aaffassociated with 

Kamutef The monarch is presumably Ramesses II since he appears as the officiant in nearly 

all the vignettes in this chamber. 

King (Rameses II?) offers before Khonsu(?) and deified king (Q 298) 

M y  the legs of the king and god are p r m e d .  The god is mummifonn and stands 

on a ,-plinth. The base of his scepter is preserved. It takes the fom of an elongated 8- 
a LL 

pillar with the bottom of a -scepts protmding fiom the base. This iconography is consistent 

with both Khonsu and Ptah. Given the Theban venue and the lack of other episodes feani~g  

'"Murnane, JNES 34, 166, Bg. 8C. 

"'Cf Nelson, GHHK I.  1, pls. 18 27 & 30 for the iconography of these three deities. 



Ptah, it is likely that the god was Khonsu. Behind him, the deified d e r  is preserved as far as 

his lower torso. sporting a kilt with an elaborate apron that became a mark of the deified king 

in the later years of Amenhotep EL5% He holds an y in one hand and r -scept er in the 

other. This figure, whose name is los, is either Ramesses 1 or Seti 1. 
7 

King (Ramesses II?) offers Maat to Amen-Re and deified king (Q 299) 

Al1 but the heads of the figures and main te* of the scene are preserved here. A 

ribbon dangiing from the back of the god identifies him as Amen-Re (PLATE 728). The 

lower ponions of the officiant's heaâ cari be seen. He sports a wig otherwise found only in a 

handful of other tableaux at Gurnah in the hypostyle hd .  Behind Amen stands a deified king, 

either Rarnesses I or Seti 1, holding an 

Lower rtgister (Q Ml )  

Ramesses 11 graated Heb-sed festivals and years in the presence of the Theban Tnad and Seti I 

Seele considerd this "coronation" scene to be one of the definitive "prwfs" of a 

hypothetical coregency between Seti 1 and Ramesses LI (PLATE ~ I B ) . ' ~  As in other 

examples on this wali, however, Seti is portrayeci in the guise of a deified king or cult statue 

holding a ?+cepter and an (PLATE 72A) The image is generic and of ideological rather ? 
than historkal value. The insertion of a figure of the recipient's father in such episodes is less 

cornmon, but it is in keeping with the themes of legitimization by association with his royal 

anceston found on the walls of the vestibule. Reswnably, if Seti had deconited this chamber, 

only Ramesses 1 would have been show as the royal ancestor. Mer his father' s death, 

'%W. R. Johnson in L. Bennan (ed. ), The Art of Amenhotep III: Art Historical 
Amlysis, 35.  CE the Mt on the magiu6cent quamite cult statue found in the Luxor cache. M 
El-Saghir, n e  Discowry of the Statuq Cachette of Luxor Temple. (Main, 1991), 21-27, 
esp. fig. 5 1. 

597 Seele. Coregency, 27, 944. 



Ramesses II chose to emphasize his tink to both his father and grandfather, in order to 

highhght his own royal lineage. 

3.83.3s Antechamber (Room 34) to the Cult Rooms of  Seti I (=R2 & R3) 

Rooms 34-37 were dedicated to the statue cult of Seti 1, but their decoration was 

never finished in his lifetime (PLAN 8). Instead it fell to Ramesses II to complete them. The 

three western rooms are much denuded, and no reliefs survive on their w d s .  By contrast, the 

decoration of room 34 is largely intact." It is entirely in sunk relief, with both the longer and 

shorter forms of Rarnesses II's prenomen appearing (R2 & R3) (PLATE 74A). 

The frieze dong the top of the w d s  has Seti's cartouches alternating with those of 

Ramesses II in R2. The doorways into rooms 35-37 are dl in R' except for the right jamb of 

the south doonvay where Seti's titulary appears, again in sunk relie@S2). The dead ruler's 

protocol also appean on the right jamb of the dwrway in the south wall." Othenvise he 

serves as the officiant in only four of the eleven preserved waii mes .  

3.83.3,6 Later Reliefs of Ftamesses II at Gurnrb 

Ramesses seems to have abandoneci work on his father's memonal temple shody after 

the adoption of the long form of his prenorna sometime in year two. At this point, he seems 

to have Ion interest both in mernorialking his father and in decorating the temple. Then, 

sometime after the adoption of the later fom of bis nomen, R%s-nv shonly afler year 20, the 

sovereign revisited the project and ordered the completion of reliefs in the sun L mrt,  exterior 

waiis and other undecorated portions of the temple.- hhny of these are extrernely crude and 

some were never finished (PLATE 74B).*' Mer neglecting to compete this temple for at 

least two decades, he may have resumed it in preparation for one of his Heb-Sed festivals. 

'welson, Key P h ,  Q 390-400; PM II2, 4 19-420, (12 1- 123). 

'%furnane, JNES 34, 169, fig. 9C-D. 

Osing Der Tempel Sethos ' I. : Die Reliefs und lnschrrfin 1. (Mainz. 1982). 

"'tbid.. pussim. 



3.83.4 Summary of the Chronolagy of Relief Decoration at Gurnah Tempk under Seti 1 
and Ramtsses 

The construction and decoration of Seti's Gumah temple dates to relatively late in his 

reign. Indeed a quarry inscription of year six fiom Gebel Silsila might suggest that 

construction began only halfway through the reign." It is clear that its earliea decoration is 

found in the rooms where Seti I is featured alone. These are solely in r a i d  relief and 

pharaoh is generally portrayeci with an inciined torso both in the standing and kneeling 

position. They are scanered throughout the temple, but are concentrateci in what might be 

dexribed as its most important chambers, Le. the barque sanchiaries of the Theban Triad. the 

suite of rooms behind the Amen sanctuary, the four westemmoa rooms leading off the sides 

of the hypostyle hall dedicated to various aspects of the royal wlt, and the chape1 of the 

Ramesses 1 suite. The presence of Seti in these roorns alone, with no trace of Ramesses 11, 

marks them as king earfier and not lata than others that always portray Seti upright."' The 

second group is intermixed with decoration naming Ramesses II, in both r a i d  and sunk 

reliefs (R' - R3). Moreover, Ramesses officiates in the lion's share of these tableaux in the 

vestibule to the Ramesses 1 suite and in room 34. In the hypostyle hall, Seti predominates on 

the nonh w d ,  whde the south w d  seems to have an approximately even mix of both rulers. 

On the east wall, Ramesses is appears to the exclusion of Seti! In the transverse hall, 

Ramesses eclipses his fàther on the east wali, with a more even rnix on the wea waU, although 

the names are Mssing from many of the panels then. 

Sele and Murnane have taken the Gurnah reliefs as evidence tfüit Seti decorated his 

mernorial temple jointly with his son during a hypothetical coregency. This now seems less 

plausible. Close inspection shows thaf as one progresses fkom the north wd to the south 

waii of the hypostyle hail and then on to its east wd and transverse wmdor, the munber of 

603Contra Epigraphic Survey, n e  Bonle Relie@ of King Sety 1. 77-78. Here it is 
argueci that the Gurnah reliefs featuring the upright stance date eariier than ones where the 
king bows. But these same reliefs, f e a t u ~ g  Ramesses II, must date later than those in which 
only Seti appean. 



vignettes featunng Seti steadily diminishes so that on the east wall he is entirely absent.* 

Moreover, he is never show bowing in any of these scenes, although that iconography is 

found in the latest phases of his decoration of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and in his Abydos 

temple, as weii as t hose areas of Gumah he decorated himself One also fin& that the fneze 

of cartouches dong the tops of the w d s  name Seti alone on the nonh south and east walls. 

This suggests that they were the first reliefs to be carved here, and probably the last p a n  of the 

work done before Ramesses U began participating in the decoration. 

The pattern in the hypostyle hall and transverse corridor makes better mnse if it is 

underaood as work done by Ramesses II immediateiy after his father's death. One can follow 

Ramesses' filial piety as it steadiiy waned over his fbst two regnal years, so that by the time 

his sculpton reached the ean waü of the hypostyle, the young monarch is seen to the 

exclusion of his deceased father. 

This pattern was continued in the vestibule to the Ramesses I suite that appean to 

have bem the second are- to be decmated under Ramesses U. Here, raised relief gave way to 

the R2 style, and Seti appears ody twice as the officiant in two rninor tableaux decorating the 

doorway into the Ramesses 1 chapel. Otherwise he is fèatured in the vestibule only as the 

passive recipient of offerings or accompanying members of the Theban Triad or 0 t h  gods in 

investiture scenes and the Ne.  Here he plays the same role as Ramesses I, both of whom are 

represented with the iwnography of deifïed king$ i-e. holding and -septers, in the ? 1 
Company of the gods. Both are given epithets like m F - - h  and nfr-9 appropnate to this role. 

Seti's image appears for the last time in reliefs decorahng rwm 34. Thereafter he is 

named only in stereotyped decoration on the wails and columns of the portico where his 

cartouches aiternate with those of Ramesses in R~."' ln rwm 34, ai l  the decoration is in nink 

relief and was w e d  during the latest portion of R* and shortly after the adoption of R3. Here 

again, Seti is fatured as the officiant in a minority of the tableaux and never with inclined 

torso whether standing or kneehg. He never used interior nink relief at Karnak or Abydos, 

-Sec supra 3.83.3.2. 

605Mumane, JNES 34, 168 



indeed he only rarely used this medium for interior decoration at a11.606 Moreover even when 

he was show fully erect in some tableaux at Abydos, these vignettes were always juxtaposeci 

with ones in which he bows. AU these factors nippon the notion that reliefs in rooms where 

Ramesses appears were made &er Seti's deaih despite the latter's appearance in rnany of 

them, both with his son and alone. 

A combination of features, the absence of bowing figures, the uneven distribution of 

decoration in the name of the two aUeged coregents. Ramesses II's domination of such scenes 

even in the fin and second periods, (R' & R~), the aimost universally passive role Seti plays in 

the tableaux from the vestibule of the Ramesses I suite, and findy the use of sunk relief. a 

medium which Seti clearly did not favor elsewhere during his Metirne, al1 represent major 

stumbling blocks for the coregency theory. We are asked to believe that Seti aiiowed his son 

to make the major decisions on the style and iconography used to embellish his own buildings. 

He ~ p p ~ s e d l y  pennitted Ramesses to overshadow hm, as the younger man named himseif in 

most of the wai  decoration carved during the deged coregency, while he himself adopted a 

passive role in the decorative program in the vestibule of his own Fdther's memarial suite, 

w here by tradition he should have played the role of officiant. Moreover, th io  so-cdled joint 

decoration is not in keeping with what is found elsewhere; no such pattern is fonhcoming in 

Seti's Abydos temple, in the Karnak Hypostyle HaU or in the two temples Ramesses erected at 

the outset of his reign at Abydos and Beit el-Wali. Indeed, Seti is recorded only in passing at 

Abydos and not at al1 at Beit el-Wali. This state &airs, a gross imbalance in favor of the 

aiieged junior psrtner in a hypothetical coregency, mains c r e d ~ l i t y . ~  

If we assume Seti had died before any reliefs faturing Ramesses II were cut. then the 

pattern of dbcoration in all these buildings makes M e r  sense. G d  temple was dediuited 

to Seti's memorid cult, but oniy a srnail hction of its decoration was complete at his death. 

At Abydos, by contrast, he had finished a larger portion of the decoration, and Ramesses II 

aso. exceptionaiiy, in his speos at Kanais where swik relief was used exclusively. See 
znfa 3.125. 

bO'~espite W. K. Simpson, "The Single-Dated Monuments of Sesostris 1: An Aspect of 
the Institution of Corregency in the Twelfth Dynasty," ALES 1 5 ( 1956). 2 1 4-2 1 9. 



preferred to focus his energies on his own newly built temple there. In western Thebes. 

Rarnesses' fïra years saw the earliest stages in the construction of the Ramesseum, so there 

was little else for the sculptors assigned to the Guniah temple to do beyond continuing with 

the project. Thus Rarnesses felt obliged to complete some of its decoration in the name of his 

father while at the sarne t h e  intermixing himself into the dmration. He soon tired of his  

filial duties and, hcreasingly, he began to ovenhadow the mernory of his fatha in its 

decoration. As his second regnal year came to a close. Ramesses abandon4 the project 

entirely only to revisit it some two or more decades later when he completed the decoration in 

Gtimah, in coarse su& relief, he named only hirnself. 

3.84 4 Votive Stelae of  Seti 1 fmm Gurnah Temple 
R. Stadelmann & J. Osing, MDAlK 44 (1988). 255-274, Bgs. 3-6 & pls. 78-79, 8 1 a-b. 

These four sandaone votive stelae of Seti 1, dong with another of Ramesses II. were 

found reused as paving stones in the passage through the outa  pylon of the Seti temple? 

Three of thern feature Seti standing before the deity with a stooped posnire. The fourth 

depicts him Imeehg, his t o m  bent down and his anns extended in adoration to the sun god 

Re-Horakhty. This gela has the only substantial text of any of this group, a h y r ~  of praise by 

the sovereign to the god? 

All four stelae, as weU as a 6fth one belonging to Rarnesses II, are identical in their use 

of sunk relief of mediocre quality. ui contrast to those of his father, however, Ramesses' stela 

ponrays him standing fully erect before Amen-Re. It also bears the shorter fom of his 

prenomen, so it must date to the first year or so of his reign. Seti' s stelae probably date to 

near the end of his reign. 

6aR Stadelmann & J. Osing, ''Konighchen Votivestelm aus dem Tomum da 
T otentempels Sethos' 1. in MDAK 44 ( 1988), 255-274. 



Double Temple of  Seti 1 North of Ramesseum 
'. 442; U. Holscher, Etcavatiom of Medinet Habu 3, The M o r t u q  Temple of R m s e s  

1. (Chicago, 194 1 ), 75-77, pl. 40 [ A-BI, 75, figs. 48-49. 

The building seerns to have been a slightly smder predecessor to the later one that 

Ramesses adjoined to his own mernoriai temple the R a m e s m .  It is known only from the 

plan of its foundation trenches and foundation deposits bearing Seti's name.6'0 It is not clear 

who the or ipd  recipient of the cult was, but the latter building seerns to have been dedicated 

to the cult of Ramesses II's mother and Seti's wife queen Tuya. 611 

Deir &Medina 

Geaeral and Uncertain Provenance Within the Town 
3.86 Jamb of Seti 1 (Turin No. 6005) 
PM 1:2l, 738; S .  Bruyère, Meret Soger, (Cairo, 1 930)' 285. 

This jamb was reused in antiquity. Its o n g d  dedication mentioned Ptah-Lord-of- 

Tmth. It was reiascribed under Ramesses II with his prenomai and that of his father, both 

htroduced by the title nb T?wy. Ramesses' prenomen, which precedes that of his father, 

includes the epithet stp-na: thus even proponents of a coregency between these two 

pharaohs would tend to date this object to after Seti's 

3.87 Stela Naming Scti I and Ramasa 1 (no. 122) 
Linestone: H. 33 cm; W. 84 cm 
S. Bruyère, Rapport sur les fariiles cde Deir ei-Médmeh (1 935-40) fasc. 2, (Cairo, 1 95 2), 86- 
87, fig. 162. 

61('LJ. Ho1 scher, E x ~ ~ o n s  ofMedinet Habu 3, The Morhuq~ Temple of Rameses 
Ili, pt. 1. (Chicago, 19411, 75-77, pl. 40 [A-BI, 75, figs. 48-49. 

61 'ûn the queen see K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Tn'umpht, 97 wrth refk 25 1-252. Her 
public role during Seti's Metirne was v W y  ni1 so fu as the pre~erved monuments attest. 
She rose to prominence in the role of Queen Mother during her son's reign. 

6t2Seele and Murnane concluded that the long fom of the prenomen came into general 
use d e r  Seti' s death. Seele, C'oregency, 93, 9 13 5; Mumane, Coregencies, 80. 



Carved in hgh r a i d  relief, this stela is finished in the mature Ramesside style. Its 

double scene ponrays Seti 1 standing behind Osiris on the left and Ramesses 1 behind Re- 

Horakhty on the right613 Both ders  bear the epithet "given life." The stela could be seen as 

weak, (but previously unmmtioned), evidence for a hypothetical coregency between the two 

kings. lt is more likely, however, that it was set up during Seti's lifetirne in honor of the 

reignhg sovereign and his deceased father, given the considerable nurnber of posthumous 

monuments of Ramesses 1 dating to his son's reign. 

3.88 Stela of Seti 1 (no. 422) 
Limestone 
S. Bruyère, Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el-Medrneh (1935-40) fasc. 1, (Cairo, 1 95î), 
149, no. 422; KRI 1, 225, 828%; RITA 1, 194- 195, g289ü; RITANC 1, 146- 147, 928%. 

This piece is mentioned only in passing by Bruyère, and no photograph or drawing of 

it was includeû in the publication. Its present location is ~nknown.~" 

3.89 Stda of Seti 1 (Turin N. 50090 [former 14663) 
Limestone: H. 56 cm; W. 65 cm; D. i l  an 
M. Tosi, A. Roccati, Stefa e ahre epigrafi 1 Deir el Medna, n 50001 - 50262, (Turin, 
1972), 126, pl. p. 301; KM i, 226, g28sÜi; MTA l, 195, 528%; RITANC i, 146-147, S289iii. 

niis iirnestone votive stela depins Seti 1 and an anonymous vizier venerating the 

deified Amenhotep 1 and ~hmose-Nefkrtari.~~~ It has been cut down fiom its original s k e ,  so 

that the lowm portions of the figures, dong with any on@ main text, are loa. The round 

top of the stela is also the resuh of trimming it down at some later point, resulting in the loss 

of portions of the tities of the two bgs,  Ahmose-Nefh' s plumeci headdress, and, most 

613S. Bruyère, Rry>port sur les fouiles h Deir el-Mécilneh (1935-40) fax. 2, (Cairo, 
1 %2), 86-87, fig. 162. 

'"S. Bruyère, RaT,port an les fouilles & Dezr el-MeriZ'neh (193540) fasc. I, (Cairo, 
1952), 149, no. 422. 

6 1 5 ~ .  Tosi & A Roccati, Sfela e ulne ep@fi di Deir el Medina, n 50001 - 50262, 
(Turin, 1972), 126, pl. p. 30 1 



unfortunately, the vizier's name.6'6 Seti leans foward slightly as he libates and thurifies the 

divine couple, his censer being hdd in an odd way. The vizicr is even more stooped. 

3.90 Fragment of an Altar Stand 
Limestone 
S. Bruyère, Rupport nrr les fimilles de Deir cl-Médineh (1  935-10) fax .  3, (Cairo, 1 95 2). pl. 
5 .  

Onh 

of the shaft. 

the upper part of this dtar stand is preserved, encornpassing the comice and part 

.4 horizontal cartouche of Seti I is inscribed just below the toms molding at the 

base of the corni~e .~" 

3.91 Cornice of a Doorpost 
Limestone: H. 1 5 cm; W. 30 cm 
S .  Bruyère, Rapport sur les fmilles de Deir el-Medneh (1 93540) fasc. 2, (Cairo, 1 %Z), 
150, no. 42. 

This fragment of the cornice and part of the doorpoa of a small broken lintel doorway 

bears the prenomen of Seti I that is presened below the comi~e.~" It is unclear &om what 

stmcture this piece derives, although it rnay have belonged to the s d  mud brick temple of 

Hathor Seti built for the village. 

6L6There is some debate as to who was southern vizier duing the eariier years of Seti's 
reign. Paser built his tomb at Thebeq whiie the only other iîzier known to have served Sa 
Nebarnun, is attestai in the Memphite palace accounts f?om eariy in Sai's reign. Kitchen 
maintains that Nebarnun was Paser's predecessor as southeni virier, although Hekk places 
him in the nort h. R I T M  1, 1 87- 1 88; W. H e 1 4  Zur Yerwaïtung &s Mittferen und Neu~n 
Reichs, (Leiden, 195 8), 3 1 1. 

"'S- Bruyère. Rupprî sur les fouilles de Deir ri-Meaheh (1 93540) fasc. 2, (Cairo, 
1952), pl. 5 .  

6i81bid., fasc. 2, t 50, no. 42. 



3.92 Stcl. Fragment with the King Libating the Barque of Hathor (no. 237) 
S. Bmyère, Rapport siir les fouilles de Deir el-Médineh (1 935--tO/ fax. 2, (Cairo, 1 95 2). 
104, fig. 178. 

This eagmentary bas relief depicts pharaoh iibating to the barque of Hathor. The aegis 

of her craft, along with the heads of two priests carrying it, are preserved dong with the 

king's head and torso. He is coiffeci in the long military wig favored under Seti 1 H i s  

features include a large, aquiline nose and a srnall mouth in a style rerniniscent of his best 

reliefs. The excellent quality and extensive detailing of the relief also suggests that it dates to 

Seth reign, although no cartouche or other defining titles are ~reserved.~'~ The piece may 

have belonged to a stela, royal or private, associated with his nearby Hathor temple. 

Otherwise it could be part of a tomb relief. 

3.93 Hathor Temple 
Mud Brick: 
PM 1: 2'. 694-695; S. Bruyère, Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el-Méaïneh (1935-40), fw. 1 .  
(Cairo, 1952), 18-19, pls. 10, 13-15, 99- 104. 

This srnd mud brick processional temple consisteci of a s&es of terraces with a 

courtyard, two-colmeci hall and a chapel, also with two colurnns. A smali mud brick pylon 

formed the main façade of the whole building. In addition to the items found within this 

shnne, a number of other objects from the dage  associated with the goddess may also have 

been associated with her temple (see the following entries). 

3.94 Aitar Stand of Scti 1 (no. 303) 
Limestone 
PM 1 : 2', 694; S. Bruyère, Rqport sur les fa i l les & Eeir e l W i n e h  (1 935-40) k x s .  1 -3, 
(Cairo, 1952): fasc. 1: 103, fig. 55, 102- 103; fasc. 2: 127, fig. 208 & pl. 2 1 ; fasc. 3: 42-43, 5 1 
& fig. 2, p. 42; KRI 1,225,995a. i; RITA I, 194, 595% i; N T ' C  1, 145-146,§95a, i. 

- . - - 

"%id., fasc. 2. 104, fig. 178. 



3.95 Mtar Stand of Seti I (no. 304) 
Lirnestone 
PM 1 : 2'. 694; S. Bruyère, Rapport sur /es fouilles de Deir el-Médirteh (1 935--/O) fascs. 1 -2. 
(Cairo, 1952): fasc. 1 :  102-103 & fig. 55: fax .  2, pl. 21 & fig. 209; KRI 1, 225, 995& ü; R1TA 
i, 194, $95a, ii; RITMC 1, 145- 146, 595% ü. 

Two altar stands were discovered at the foot of the aairs leading up to the pronaos of 

the Hathor temple. Both are inscribed with the protocols of Seti 1 naming him as beloved of 

Amen (no. 303) and Hathor (no. 304). 

3-94 Frrgmentary Libation Buio for Hathor (Cairo JdE 72010) 
PM I : 22. 746; S. Bruyère, Rapport sur iesjiiIIes de Deir ef-Médneh (1 935-40) fax .  2. 
(Cairo, 1952), 51, 126, pl. 8, figs. 139-140; KRI 1, 225,9954 iii; RiTA I, 194, 595a, üi; 
R I T M  1, 145-146, f395a. üi. 

Only a fragment of this once rnagnrficent libation vesse1 now rernain~.~~'  It is 

decorated with the protocol of Seti-1 and seems to have been donated by him to the Hathor 

temple. 

3.97 Steh of Seti 1 (no. 414) 
S. Bruyère, Rapport sur les fouilles dp Deir el-Médneh (1 935-/O) fax.  2, (Cairo, 1 95 2 ). 
149:4 14; KRI 1, 225, 928%; RITA 1, 194, 528%; RITrLNC 1, 146- 147, 528%. 

This fragmemary stela was mmtioned in passing by Bruyère, without a photo or 

dra~ing.~' '  Its current whereabouts are unknown. Presurnably, it too m e  &orn the Hathor 

temple. 

'"%id., fasc. 2, 5 1, 126, pl. 8, figs. 139- 140. 

4L1[bid., fax .  2, 149, no. 414. 



Town cemetery 

3.98 Tomb Relief of Amencminet (JdE 43591 ) 
Limestone: H. 60 cm; W. 80 cm 
PM 1:2'. 699; G. Foucart, BIFAO 24 ( 1  924). pl. 1 1, R. Freed, Ramesses the Great, 
(Memphis, 1987), 142. cat. no. 1 1 ; KM 1, 403, 9 17 1, 1 ; corrections, KfU ViI, 43 1 5-6; RITA 
1, 333, $171. 1; RITANCI, 296-297, 8171, 1. 

This fine bas relief stems from the tomb of Ameneminet. The upper register shows the 

monarch garbed in a long pleated gown and a long military wig holding an incense censer and 

bowing in adoration before the barque of ~ m e n - R e . ~ ~  Stylistically and Iconographical, the 

piece was long beiieved to date to Seti's reign. A pair of faded cartouches in paint were 

assumed to be his until Kitchen reexamined the piece and found that they belong to Ramesses 

II giving the early tom of his prenomen Wsr-mYt-Re." A rebus with the short prenomen 

was also worked into the decorahon of the v d  shrouding the cabin shke of the barque. 

The relief must &te to the eariîest pan of Rarnesses' reip before the bowing 

iconography was abandoned." It may be thaî the vignetîe was laid out in paint and perhaps 

even partiaily carved while Seti was alive, since the cartouches which decorate the pyion of 

some temple in the scene are rendered ody in paint . More teüing, however, is the rebus on 

the barque canopy that is carved with Ramesses' prenomen. There is no indication of Seti' s 

name in the design, even though this relief wodd date to the period of the alleged 

%. Freed, Ramews the Greai, (Memphis, 1987), 142, cat. no. 1 1. 

'%itchen dates it to the prince regency period while Seti was NI1 alive. RITANC' 1. 
297. Only a handful of reliefs depict Ramesses bowing. See supra 1 .2.6. 

6'sSee &fa 4.6.3.9 and Appendix B 



3.99 Tomb Rdief Naming Seti 1 (Turin N. 50081) 
M. Tosi & A. Roccati, Stefa e a h  epigr@ di Deir el Me di^. n. 5OOOl - 90262. (Turi& 
1972). 1 19- L 20. pl. p. 297; KRi 1, 226, 528%; RITA 1, 195, 028%~; WTANC 1, 146- 147. 
5289iv. 

The piece is not part of a stela, as Kitchen noted, but cornes rather from a private 

source. possibly the tomb of Neferhotep (no. 216)." Executed in cmde su& relief, parts of 

several columns of tex-t mentions the divine couple Amenhotep 1 and Ahmose-Nefenari as 

well as the prenomen cartouche Seti I foiiowed by the epithet mjC-hm. 

Medinet Eabu 

3.100 Head of Amen Statue (Port Said Museum P. 4035 = former Cairo temp. no. 
23.8.22.4) 

Limestone: H. Ca. 20 cm 
PM 1:2', 775; unpublished (PLATE 7SA-B). 

Texts on sides of dorsal pillar: 

This small limestone head of a statue of Amen may be dateci to quite early in Seti's 

reign based on an hiaorical and epigraphic criteria. The nose is quite srnall, while the ears are 

both oversized and pierced (PLATE 75B). Moreover, the nose, which is entirely preserved, 

is straight and rather flat with wide nostds, &e the aquiline noses characteristic of 

Rarnesside royal ~tahiary.~ The eyes are narrow, almond shaped and slanted down towards 

the nose. These characteristics are in keeping with stylistic criteria for pst-Amarna sculpture. 

The mouth is straight and lacks depressions at the corner of the mouth found in other 

6Z6M. Tosi, A. Roccati. Sfeh e aiae epigruj? cb Deir el Medm. n 50001 - 50262, 
  TU^ 1972). 1 19-1 20 & pl. p. 297. 

6"CE Cairo CG 75 1 a statuette from the later parî of Seti's reign. V. Solia, JARC1E 29 
( 1992). fig. 26. See Supra 3.57. 



Nineteenth Dynasty royal statuary. It also lacks the slight s d e  characteristic of Ramesside 

royal sculpture. The head is weli preserved, except for the top of the plumes which are 

somewhat darnaged. Traces of the base of the god's beard are preserved as weU. The fom of 

Seti's prenomen, 

the reign (PLATE 7 5 ~ ) ~ ~ ' ~  The right-hand inscription m e s  the god " Amen-Re who hears 

the cry of woe" or something similar." 

3.101 Statue of Amenhotep 1 as Amen (Port Said Museum P. 4020 [= former Cairo CG 
12441) 

Lirnestone 
PM 1 : 2 ~ ,  775; L. Borchardt, Statuen IV, 127, pl. 127; KRI 1, 224 993; RITA 1, 193, 693; 
RlTANC 1. 144-145, 993. 

Like the previous piece, this statue of Amenhotep I in the guise of Amen was found at 

Medinet Habu." In its treatment of the nose, mouth and eus,  the piece closely resembles 

Port Said 4035, both sculptures likely dating to the f h t  year or so of Seh's reign. The statue 

may have been set up in the Eighteenth Dynasty temple at Medinet Habu or perhaps in some 

temple ddicated to Amenhotep 1 at Medinet Habu, or in a shrine near the temple of 

Amenhotep son of ~apu." '  The prenornen is given conventionally as 

VPUey of the Kings 
3.102 Tomb of Seti 1 (KV 17) 
PM 1.2', 535-545; E. Homung, Dus Grub des Sethos' I. im Tai& Konige, (Basel, 1990). 

Seti' s tomb in the Valley of the Kings, KV 17, is weil known as arnong the largest and 

moa extensively decorated royal sepulcher in the valley. The quality of the painted relief 

6WSee qm 1.4.5. 

6L9W3[~j(?).  Wb. i, 245 : 1 .  Perhaps related to Amen-who-hears-prays. 

6)OL. Borchardt, Sfutuen IV, 127, pl. 127 



decoration is exquisite. KV 17 features many innovations in the design and decoration of the 

royal tomb of the New Kingdom. Horemheb was the fira monarch of the age to embellish his 

tomb with painted r a i d  reliet but this was limited only to the weil room and the 

sarcophagus ~hamber."~ Seti now filleci the previously blank descending corridors, 

antechamben and side roorns with painted reliefs."' Although no royal tomb ever included an 

unabridged edition of these compositions, Seti's contains among the rnost complete versions 

of a nurnber of the undmorld books including The Am& and The Book of G a t e . ~ . ~  

Architecturally. the overd design of the tomb was based on that of Horemheb. but 

Seti's huge burial chamber is the first to bear a hi& vaulted ceiling."' The most shgular 

feature of the monument is, however, a descending passageway leading down from the flwr 

of the burial chamber to an as yet undetermined depth. This ainous structure has ni11 not 

been adequately explained. It has been variously described as a conidor leading to the "tnie" 

buriai chamber and as an attempt to reach the mythical waters of the primeval ocean Nun? 

There is evidence that Seti's architects o r i g d y  foresaw a decorative program for his 

tomb dong the lines of Horemheb's final resting place, with reliefs to be limited oniy to the 

well room and burial chamber. In any case, it now seerns iikeiy that the well r w m  was the 

fkst part of the sepulcher to be decorateda7 ïhe proportions and style of the figures in this 

room are in keeping with examples in the royal tombs of Horemheb and Ramesses 1, having 

the same longer kilts and short legs and straighter noses."' These traits contrast with the 

63%. Homung, The CWey of the Kings: Horison of Etemity, (New York, 1990). 27- 
28; J. Romer, Ancient LNes: nie Story of tire Pharaoh 's Tombmakers. (London, 1984). 1 1 . 

" 'fiid, Homung, 29-3 0. 

-Sec discussion in I. Romer, Vuffey of the Kings, (New York 1989), 74E 

"'E. Homung, Das Grub des Sethos ' 1. in, Tai der Konige, (Basel, 1 990). pls. 54-5 7. 

638 G .  Robins. Propurtïou d S ' e  h Ancient Emtian An, (Austin, 1 994), 1 5 7- 1 59 
& fig. 6.47; idem "Anomalous Proponions in the Tomb of Haremhab (KV 57)," GM 65 



taller figures elsewhere in the tomb. the Mer being namped with the aquiline nose and other 

distinctive features of the high Ramesside style. 

The orthograp hy of the king's cartouches is also suggestive of an early date for the 

reliefs in the well room. The prenomen is witten - . In keeping with other 

monuments associateci with Osiris, such as reliefs in C t e ng s monuments frorn Abydos, the 

nomen is not written with . Elsewhere in the tornb. it is w-ritten with the &ph, but @ 
d 

8 
here in the weki room, a plain seated god figure, , is employed. The costume of the seated 

divine figures in both cartouches is white, while it is always red in al1 the other chamben The 

only other incidence of the earlier writing of the prenornen is found in a scene uver a dooway 

into room N in the burial chamber that coincides with figures rendered in the holdover style of 

the royal tombs of Seti's two immediate predeces~ors.~~ In every other case, the decoration 

reflects the mature Ramesside style found in reliefs at Gurnah, Abydos and the Karnak 

Hypostyle Hall. It is apparent kom al1 these criteria that the well room was the fim chamber 

to be inscribed and that its decoration rnay represent an eariier scheme for its embeliishrnent 

It is also the case that the reliefs in royal tombs were not aiways carved fkom the entrance 

back, since rehefs in corridor B near the entrance have ody been laid out in monochrome 

cartoon form, and the sculptors having left th& work unfinished on these w d s  at the king's 

death. 

The tomb was plundered during the late New Kingdom. It also served as a temporary 

cache for other despoilod royal m u h e s  before these were tranderred, dong with Seti's own 

mummy, to the royal cache at Deir el-Bahari during the reign of S i a m ~ n . ~  Little of Seti's 

original grave goods remaineci intact when Belzoni cleared the tomb in 1817."' Among his 

( 1983),9 1-96; i d a  "The Canon of Proportions in the Tomb of Ramesses 1 (KV 16)," GM 
68 (1983), 85-90. 

63%ornung, Dar Grab des S e t h  ' 2 im TOI der Konige, pl. 162. 

N .  Reeves. 71re C7alIey of the Kings: The Decline of a Royal Necropoliis. (New 
York, 1990), 92-94. 



fin& was the lower halfof an exquisite anthropoid coffin of calcite aloig with fragments of its 

iid. According to Dodson, it represents the outermost of the standard set of t h r e  cuffins."' 

The middle coffin, made of wood, was found in the Deir el-Bahan cache with the royal 

murnrny inside."l This coffin retains little of its former glory, the embossed gold foi1 that once 

covered it having been stripped away in antiquity and the face being crudely remodeleci in 

stucco. No trace of the innemost c o f b  has Survivecl, perhaps indicating that it, like that of 

Tutankhamen, was of solid goid!" The calcite CO& is not, strictly speaking, the royal 

sarcophagus, which was aiways box-shaped. Dodson posits that this may have been made of 

W O O ~ . ~ ~  The coffins and sarcophagus wouid have been surrounded by a series of nested 

wooden shrines covered with sheet gold and engravai with episodes fiom various undenworld 

b o ~ k s . ~  

Seti's is one of a few royal tombs that was Wniaily complete at the death of its owner. 

B y contrast to Ramesses LI and Ramesses III, however (both of w hom had several decades t O 

finish their iombs), Seti's misans largely complaed his in only a decade. This is aii the more 

remarkable considering the fact that the decoration of KV 17 is among the most intricate and 

carefùliy painted in the valley, consiniog emirely of bas relief except for the ceilùig which was 

only painted. Romer notes that the tomb of Horemheb represents a break with the old 

tradition of completing the decoration of the royal tomb in hastily executed wall paintings in 

"'A. Dodson, The Cmopic Equipment of the Kings of E m r ,  
& by personai communication. 

6<3PM L22, 66 1, 1 8; Daressy, Cercueils des euchettes royales, 
pis. 16, 18 & 19. 

%idan Dodson by personal communication. 

'%idan Dodson by personal cornmunication. 

(New York, 1993), 70 

(Cairo, 1909) 30-3 1 & 

attested fiorn the tomb of Tutankhamen, (A. Piankoff, fie Shrrnes of Tutakh- 
m o n .  [Princeton., 19771). and on a papyrus ground plan frorn the Egyptian Museum in Turin 
depicting the tomb of Ramesses IV (E. Homung, & Ibliey of the Kings, 42). 



only a handful of rooms during preparations for the monarch's fimeral."' Although the 

decorated charnbers in Horemheb's tomb were w e d  and painted in exquisite bas reliefs. the 

decoration in the sucophagus chamber had only been laid out and was in the process of being 

carved when worked aopped at the time of his buriaLw Even more incomplete and humedly 

prepared was the tomb of Ramesses LW9 In order to filfil his pians for a vast and elaborately 

decorated tomb. Seti reorganized and expanded the workforce of the royal tomb makers 

based at the village of Deir el-Medina.m His reform of the village was highly successful, for 

he was intemed in one of the Iargest, most exquisitely decorated and most completely finished 

tombs in the Valley of the Kings. 

Uncertain Provenance within Thtba 

3.103 Fragmentary Stela o f  Seti 1 (British Museum EA 1665) 
Sandstone: H. 67; W. 55 .5  cm 
A. W. Shorter, JE4 19 ( 1933). 60-6 1, fig. 1; M. L. Bierbrier, BMHT 10, 1 1, pl. 9; KRI 1, 23 1, 
$99; RITA 1, 198- 199, $99; RITANC 1, 15 1, 599. 

This gela fiagrnent of an uncertain Theban provenance presewes about two fifths of 

the main text and nothing of the vignette except the base of the king's tU1 and the back of his 

heeL6'' Unfortunatdy the upper left portion of the text is missing which once included the 

date and titulary. What is preserved includes a bnef encomiwn in praise of the sovereign and 

a rhetoncal statement lauding his superior leadership of the chariotry. Finally, the Iast two 

"'Romer, Ancient LNes, 1 1. 

6<9PM 1 . 2 ~  5 3 4 5 3 5 ;  Reeves, The Vaky of the fings, 91-92. 

6%omer, Ancient L w  1 1- 12,2 1-22. This rmrganization semis to have taken place 
under the direct supervision of the Vkier Paser. It was more extensive that the expansion of 
the village when the workmen retumed to their ancestral home after the Amama pend in the 
seventh regnai year of Horemheb. See W. J. Mumane, TensJrom the Amurm Period in 
Egypt, (Atlanta 1 995). 234-23 5,  Nr. 107-C. 1. 

65'M. L Bierbrier, BMHT 10, 11, pl. 9. 



h e s  record his decree for the re-institution of some festival, the name of which is lost, at 

Thebes on IV prt 10. "' 

3.104 T h m  F n p e n t s  of a Theban Votive Temple Modd 
Dark grey granite 
A. Badawy. "A Monumental Gateway of Sety 1," as a separatum and in Misceffimea 
Wilbuuriam 1. (1972). 1 1, figs. 15- 16; D. Berg, SAK 17 (1990). 8 1 - 106. pls. 2 4 .  

ïhese fragments stem kom a votive tempk model similar to the Heliopolitan temple 

model of Seti 1 now in ~ r o c k l y n . ~ ~ ~  The names and titles of Amen on the various Fragments 

often mention Karnak. Aithough this might indicate that Karnak was the venue for the actual 

stnicnire, (presumably the Great Hypostyle Hall), Berg rnakes a case for the arnbiguity of the 

p hraseology , leaving open the possibility that some O ther Theban monument was intended. 6M 

He posits that it depiaed Gu& temple. Another possibility is that it represents the 

Ramesside court at Luxor which was also begun under Seti 1. As presemed, however, the 

sockas on the Theban mode1 Mer fiom those on the Heliopolitan example that clearly does 

represent a monumental pylon gateway sunilar to the Luxor 

3.105 Statue of Seti 1 Pmtected by Amen (Louvre A 13û) 
Black granodiorite: H. 69 cm 
PM II2. 533; J Vandier. Mamei 3.390. 408. 410. 419; H. Sourouian, MDAIK 49 (1993). 
246-247, pl. 49d. 

This small group depicts Seti kneeling in fiont of an enthroned Amen-Re!' The royal 

figure is presewed, except for his bead and neck, but only the god's feet and part of his legs 

suvive. The statue can be assiped to Seti because his two cartouches are inscnbed on fiont 

6520n the date see RITANC 1, 1 5 1. $298. 

653D. Berg, "Some Ramesside Fragments," SAK 17 (1990). 8 1 - 106. See supra 3.29. 

6YPerhaps the king's mernorial temple at Gumah. lbid., 10 1- 102. 

"'Brand, JARCE 34 (1997), 101-1 14. See infia 3.119. 

'%H. Sourouzia~ MCk4IK 49 ( 1993), 216-247, pl. 49d. 



of the upper sdace of the pedestal to either side of his knees. The pedestai. which is rather 

deep, is otherwise uninscribed. 

It rnay be that it was not completed, but it is more Iikely that the existing pedestal 

fitted into the socket of a sepanite. larger pedestal in the manner of several examples found in 

the Luxor cache of stat~es.~'' It may be just such an anangement that is depiaed in a relief 

from the Hypostyle Hd at Karnak where Seti kneels before Amen. The two figures rest on a 

low platform or mat which in turn is supporteci by a larger platfo~m.~'~ Sourouzian posits that 

Louvre A 130, which has pharaoh holding an . represents the deified king, and that f 
therefore it rnay have corne from Seti's Gurnah mernorial ternpldw 

El Kab 
3.106 Lion Figure (Cairo JdE 89120) 
J .  Capart et. al., Fouilles d 'Ef-Kab, Documenfs, (Bnissels, 1954)' 1 O6:A. pl. 33; KRI 1, 226, 
996; RIW I, 195, $96; R I T M  1, 147, 596. 

This statuette represmts "Homs-who-wards-off-evil" in the form of a lion. It was 

deâicated to the temple of Nekhbet.660 This fom of Horus was more commun in later 

penods, but is known from the shrine of Amenhotep ILI at El-Kab simply as "Horus-who- 

wards-off' and h m  Seti 1's temple at Kanais at "Homs-lord-of-the-desert." The texts dong 

the sides of the base give Seti's full titulary with the epithet "beloved of Horus-who-wards- 

oEevil. ""' 

6 s 7 ~ .  El-Saghir, Tne Discovery of the Sfafuury Cacktte of Luxor Temple, (Mainz, 
199 1): statue of Aturn and Horemheb, 3 5K 

6welson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 150. 

659H. Sourouzian, MDAIK 49 (1993). 247. 

6601. Capart et. al, Fouifies d 'El-Ka&, Documents, (Bnissels, 1954). 106: A pl. 33. 



3.107 Reused Bloch of Seti 1 (Columo Drums) 
PM V, 173; S. Clarke, JGI. 8 ( 1922), 37. 

Clarke noted several reused blocks in the temple complex of Nekhbet at El-Kab. 

Among these were what seem to have been column drums inscribed with the names of 

Amenhotep 1. ïhutmose U, Thutmose III and Seti I . ~ ~ ~  

Hierakonpolir 
3.108 Statue Base Fragment o f  Scti I 
PM V, 1 96; 1. E. QuibeU & F. W. Green, Hierukunpolis 2, ERA 5 ,  (London, 1 902). 5 3 

Little can be said about this piece beyond noting its apparent existence. Quibell and 

Green failed to provide documentation of relevant details of the monument or its decoration 

and no photographs or drawings of it are known. Its present whereabouts are unknown. 

Gekl Silsîh East 

3.109 RockStelri, Year6 
PM V, 220; LD III, 14 1 e-g; LD T IV, 97 : 5-98; de Rougé, Imct@tions hiérogfphiques 
copiées en Éme pendant la mission scienhfique 1 M. le Mcompie, (Paris, l879), pls. 262- 
265., pis. 262-265; KRI 1, 59-6 1, $26; RlTA 1, 5 1-53, 926; R i T m C  1, 56-57, $26. 

This gela is known only fiom various Nineteenth century copies, al1 of which are 

marred by various erron. Unfortunately. no reliable edition of the lunette panel was ever 

recorded. The present location and condition of the steia are unknown. 

The main text of the stela, including its dateline, is well pmerved. It cornmernorates a 

quarrying expedition sent to East Silsila in year six to procure sandstone for building projects. 

The date @en is rnpt-@bt 6 3bd 4 3& sw 1. This is followed by a full royd titulary and brief 

encomium of the king. Next cornes the main subject of the tw: 

"Now when ffis Majesty, L.P.H., was in the Southem City doing 
what he, (namely) bis fatha Amen-Re king of the gods, praises, he lay 
awake seeking out what-is-beneficial for al1 the gods of Egypt. Dawn 
broke and the nextm day came. and p s  Majesty], L.P.H.. caused a royal 

"S. Clarke, "El-Kab and its Temples," JEA 8 (1 922). 37. 

663iw rn-nw n h m  bpnv.  KRI 1.4 16: 1 5 .  correcting Ibid.. 60:9; RiTmC 1. 57. 5 102. 



messenger of His Majesty's. L.P H., to be sent with a corps of 1000 men 
of the  army; likewise [. . .reference to ships.. .la with crews in order to 
feny monuments, for his father Amen-Re (and for) Osiris together with 
his Emead, consisting of fine hard ~andstone.~~' 

The rest of the main text records how the d e r  provided generous rations and supplies 

to his workmen and that in tum 'Yhey worked wiLlingly for H i s  Majesty. L. P. H." The practice 

of supplying liberal rations to such expeditions is mentioneû in at least one other eariy 

Nineteenth Dyhasty text.- 

The text does not spece which building project(s) were to receive stone fiom the 

expedition. It States variously that pharaoh is acting on behalf of "al1 the gods of Egypt," and 

that he is procunng stone for Amen-Re, (dong with) Osiris and his Ennead." In the 

accompanying scene, the king worships Amen-Re, Ptah and an unidmtified goddess." 

Kitchen suggeas that the stone was being procureci for various building projects in 

Upper Egypt including the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, the Gurnah memorial temple and the 

Abydos temple. Although the latter was built pnmarily in limestone, sandstone was used as 

well? It is far more likely, however, that the intended Abydene venue was the Osireion in 

which a great deal of sandstone was u ~ e d ? ~  

*CE the larger year nine stela of the king from Aswan recording quarry work, injra 
3.120. KWI, 74:13. 

666CE Etamesses I?' s year nine stela fiom Manshiyet es-Sadr, KRI II, 3 60-362. 

667KRI i, 59: 12- 13. Unfomuiately, the =ne was never acçurately copied. E. de 
Rougé, Inscriptions hzérogfyphipes copiées en Emre pendant b mission scientrfiqe de M. 
/e vtcompte, (Paris, 1879), pls. 262-265. 

-The first pylon was constructeci of sandstone, although it may have been built under 
Ramesses II. E. B. Ghazouli A M  58 ( 1964), 167; MTANC I, 52-53. This material was 
used in other portions of the temple, such as in the fint hypostyie hall, but most of the temple 
was limestone. See znfa 3 .M. 1 & 3 A6.3. 

M9See supra 3.52. 



The destination for most of this sandstone, however, wouid sureiy be Theban. Year 

six cornes a little more than haif way through the reign, and one would expect that 

construction of one if not both of Seti' s main building projects at Thebes, the Karnak 

Hypostyle Hall and the Gurnah memorial temple, would have been undemay by this time. Of 

these, the Karnak Hypostyle Hall was both the larger and the most complete at the king's 

death. By contrast, the Gumah mernorial temple would have required considerably less 

sandstone than the Hypostyle Hall, since only the rear portions of the temple ernployed this 

material in any quantity, with other portions of the temple king largely constructeci of 

mudbrick with some additional sandstone and lirne~tone.~'~ Moreover, the process of 

decorating it seems to have begun quite late in the king's reigh and less than haif the reliefs 

were finished at his death. This, in mm, points to a relatively late date for its construction. 

Thus although the Karnak Hypostyle Hall may weli still have been under construction in year 

sbq  it was surely begwi much earlier."' Work on the Gumah temple. on the other hand, may 

have just begun at this point. 

The present stela records the opening of quarrying operations to procure sandstone for 

a nurnber of building projects in Thebes and Abydos. Although the Gurnah mernorial temple 

and the Osireion were probably the main projects supplieci by this new quarry. Othen, 

including the Karnak Hypostyle Kail, may have aiso received stone as a result of the 

expedition recorded here. 

The scene on this stela shows the official Hapi adoring the cartouches of Seti 1.6z The 

texts describes him as "The Chief of Retahers, f'âvorite of Kis Majesty, L.P.H., and 

'"Sec supra 3.83.1. 

67'LDT IV, 97:6; F LI. Griffith, "Notes on a Tour of Upper Egypt," PSBA 1 1 ( 1889), 
234. pl. 3 .  



Superintendent of the task-force for the monuments of the Lord of the Two Lands." As 

Kitchen points out, he may not have been the leader of the quarryuig expedition 

commemorated by Seti's year six stela? That text records that a messenger, ~ p w t y ,  was 

swunoned by the iung to lead the e~pedition.~" StiU. Hapi's titles seem too hi& flown CO be 

thase of anyone but the leader of such an expedition. There would have ceflainiy been other 

expeditions to the Silsila quarries before year s k  to acquire stone for the Karnak Hypostyle 

~ a l l . ~ ' '  Others rnay have corne after year six. Hapi, if not the leader of the year six 

expedition, was perhaps at the head of one of these other missions. 

Gebei Silsila West 
3.1 1 1 Rhetoricaî Steia of Seti 1 
PM V, 2 18; J. de Rougé, Inscriptions hiérogl'hipes, pis. 265-267; KRI 1, 80-8 1, $43; RITA 
I,68-70, $43; RITANC 1, 68-69, $43. 

This nela is known only from a hand copy made by de Rougé. Kitchen posits that it is 

incornplete at the end? îhe preserved text bears the royal tituiary foUowed by a long 

encomium to the king. Any mention of the s p d c  event king recorded was lost or lefl 

unrecorded by de Rougé. A pair of vertical snokes preceding the titulary might be part of a 

dateline, but the space is unusuaily small for this, and the temi !zr (&n.n) is missing. De 

Rougé's copy is liabie to be inaccurate in some way. and the text may have been damaged at 

this point, so it is possible that year two was meant. This interpretation is admittedly 

hazardous, since the strokes could just as easdy d e r  to the day or even the month in the date 

h e .  On the other han& the srnala year nine quany text of the king ffom Aswan gives a bare 

hrl-sp 9 n.sw-blty Mn-mTt-RC.. . as the date line without the phnise hr hm n.6T7 

6 " ~ ~ ~ C  1, 58, 8104. 

674KRI I, 60: 10- 

675See next entry. 

b76R1TA l, 69, 5 139. 

677m 1, 73 : 1 1 - 



The long rhetotical text suggests a major event was king cornmernorateci. If the stela 

recorded a quarrying expedition and, fiutfier, if it be dated to year two, then it might once 

have recorded the opening of a quarry to supply stone for the Kmak Hypostyle Hd. This is. 

adminedly, pure speculation. 

3.1 12 Hapi Shnne of Seti 1 
PM Vl 2 i 8; P. Barguet, BfFAO 50 ( 1952). 49-63' pl. 2; KRI 1, 8 1-9 1 944:A; RITA 1, 76-80, 
$44; RITCC 1-69-77, 944. 

This rock stela was the first of a s4es of four Ramesside monuments dedicated to 

Hapi. god of the Nie in~ndation.~'' Unfortunately, Seti's stela is badly damaged, with the 

scene, the date and much of the main text being los. The other three were dedicated by 

Ramesses U, Merenptah and Ramases I l l .  The first two of these are dated to the king's first 

regnai year. while that of Ramesses III is h m  year six. Aithough the date of Seti's 

inscription is lost, it was alrnoa cenainly in year one by cornparison with the next two shrines 

which are very similar to it. The endowment, or re-endowment, of new cuits with provisions 

rnay have been a pnority for the king eariy in his reign. 

Edfu 

3.1 13 Steh of Seti 1 to Bnthor (Edinburgh RMS 1907.632) 
Sandstone: H. 42.5 cm, W. 34.6 cm 
H.M. El-Saady, JE4 76 (1990), 186-188 & pl. 20.1. 

f i s  round topped votive stela is of unknown provenance.679 It is carved in sunk relief 

with no aaces of paint. The entire surface consists of a tableau depicting Seti 1 offering two 

mv-jars to the goddess Hathor who stands before him on a plinth. 

The t ~ s  are straightfonvard. The a a  of the king is "makng libation." Over the 

king's head the text rads  "The perfect god, Me~iaatre, Son of Re, S&-Merenptah, &en 

'"P. Barguet, "Les stèles du Nil au Gebel Silsileh," BlFAO 50 (1952). 49-63, pl. 2. 

6"%. M. El-Saady. ' 7wo Minor Monuments of Sety 1," JG4 76 ( 1990). 1 86- 188 & pl. 
20.1. 



life." The goddess is titled "Hathor who resides in Behdet." The toponym Behdet c m  refer 

to a number of ancient sites, but El-Saady has argued that, of all  these, Edfù is the most likely 

candidate. Hathor had a cult center there by the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and she 

played a major role in the f ~ i v a l s  of Homs of Edfu as his c o n s ~ n . ~ ~  
- JI_ A -  

The onhography of the prenomen, i- - - .+- - *  - .& - 1, is highly peculiar. The 
- ----id 

phonetic writing of mTt in particular is unusual. Ai the pardels collected by El-Saady for 

this were in hieratka' The most iikely explanation for this curious writing is that the 

draftsrnan rendered the prenomen according to the hieratic onhography of the king's 

prenomen by miaake. 

The workmanship of the stela is of medium quality. Stylistically, the relief shows 

characteristics of a mature Ramesside style of carving. The nose is somewhat aquiline and the 

beiiy is flat. The pose of the figure betrays a very slight forward inclination, and this efkct is 

heightened by the lefl shoulder that is somewhat higher than the right." The stela probably 

dates to the middle or later years of the king's reip. 

Elephantioe 
3.114 "Nilometer" Stclr o f  Scti 1 
Siiiceous sandstone: H. 167 cm; W. 65 cm 
PM V, 226; Champolion, ND I, 223-5; W. Kaiser,UDAIK 26 (1970), 113, 138 & pl. 43b; F. 
Junge, Eiephantine M: Funde und Bauteile, (Maim. 1 W), 49-50, no. 4.2.3, pl. 3 1 ; KM 1, 
97-98, 545; NTA 1, 8 1-82, $45; RITANC 1, 78, v5. 

This large stela Sagrnent was found on Elephantine where it had been set in the coping 

of the Niiometer of the Satet temple,6a but was probably k a  erected in the Khnum temple of 

w i d . ,  106; See H. W. 
(Manchester, 1954), 196-200. 

FaUman, Worship cmd Festivals ~n an E w m  Temple, 

"'Ibid., El-Saaây, 186, n. 6; KRI 1, 2435, 244: 11, 2605, 274:8, 369: 12. 

**Cf. Leiden V. 16 Inv. # AP6 1, the king's votive stela from Saqgara in which his 
back shoulder is higher although his t o m  is M y  erect. Supra 1.2.3 & 3.3 7. 

(j8'F. Junge. E k p h t i n e  M: Funde utd Bauteile, (Mai% 1987). 49. 



the New K i n g d ~ r n . ~  An unknown number of lines of the text are missing 60m the bonom of 

the stela and its on@ height is unclear. Its width can be estimated by the dimensions of the 

double scene and the layout of the myal titulary in the 6rst line. About six groups are missing 

from either end of the fint line which is the widest of the preserved text."' 

Carved in sunk  relief: the lunette consists of a double scene with a short rhetotical text 

mnning down the center of  the lunette dividing the two vignettesa On the right. the king 

stands before Amen-Re offerhg two mu-jars. He wears a triangular kilt, bracelets, and a 

broad collar. Only traces of his headgear remain, but it appears to be the Khepresh. Part of 

the right foot is al1 that suMves of the royal figure in the left panel the object of his worship 

being the god Khnum. The two divine figures stand on ,-plinths and hold 7-scqters and 

I 
Severai features point to an early date for this aela. The figures conforms to a late 

post-Amar~ style of relief m e n t  in the earliest yean of Seti's reign. Thus the image of the 

king has a long, siender ne& narrow shoulders and s h  anns and legs. The lips are full and 

the mouth is marked by a down curved grwve denoting the cheeks and the brow is modeled 

The king's posture is M y  upright. 

In the main text, the nineteaith line of the main inscription bean a prenomen 

cartouche with the epithet rit RC. While wch epithets were occasionally used with the 

prenomen in the texts of later aelae, they are most cornmon in the eariiest years of the 

reign6" The stela records a "conversation," reaiiy a pair of speeches. between the king and 

the god ~ h n u m . ~  The presaved d o n  of the text cornains the king's speech. Here Seti 

thanks Khnum for ha* enmisted him with the kingship of Egypt, and assures the god that 

-F. Junge, Elepht ine  M, pl. 3 1. 

687 See supra 1.4.5. 

"'For translations see Breasted, ARE III, 89, $82034 (lines 14- 16 ody); F Junge. 
EIephantine .a, 49-5 1; RITA 1, 8 1-82. 



he has heeded his guidance. The text breaks off at the very beginning of Khnum's response. 

Based on art hinorical, epigraphic and textuai evidence, the most tikely date for the text, then, 

would be year one or NO, but cenainly within the first haif of the reignW 

3.1 15 Relief Fragment o f  Seti 1 
Sandstone: H. 35 cm; W. 50 cm; D. 62 cm 
F . Junge, ElephPntme M: Funde und Bauteile, 49, 4.2.2.2, pl. 29d. 

Carved in raised relief. this block originates from a rihial scene 6om the New 

Kingdom temple of Satet6% The preserved decoration includes the tops of two canouches, a 

uraeus surmounting a cluaer of lotus blossoms, part of the name of the goddess Nekhbet, and 

traces of a Golden Horus title which best suit Seti I.@' 

3.1 16 Wall Relief o f  Seti 1 Offering Wine to Khnum 
Sandstone: H. 96 cm; W. 64 cm; D. 18 cm 
F. Junge, EIephmrtine M: Fun& und Bmeife, 48-49. 4.2.2.1,  pl. 30a. 

This block was found in the northeast side gateway of the Roman phod temple of 

K h . n ~ m . ~ ~ *  It presemes a @ment of an oEering scene in sunk relief. The rather m d e  quahty 

of relief is more characteristic of the work of Ramesses II, but a cartouche identifies i t  as 

belonging to Seti. Of the kmg, oniy one upraised arm holding a nw-jar is preserved. The 

angle at which this arm projects upward indicates that he was kneehg. h u m ,  identified by 

an inscription in fiont of hm, is enthroned on a high ,-plinth m o u n t e d  by a reed mat. 

Only the god's left a m ,  right hand and legs and the tip of one of his homs rernain. The style 

of relief and diminutive side of the composition suggests, perhaps, thaî it came £tom the 

-Contra Habachi, who erroneously associates the stela with quanying operations 
recordecl on Seti's two year nine stelae from Aswan. BIFAO 73 (1973), 125. 

""Junge, Elepht ine  M. 49 & pl. 29d. 

69'~lthough the fiqpentary prenomen and Gold Horus name could belong to 
Amenhotep KI, the traces at the top of the nomen cartouche match the name of Ptah as in 
Seti-Merenptah. Ibid., 49, 4.2.2.2 note d. 

'=Ibid.. 48 & pl. 30a. 



uppermon register of an exterior wall of the Khnum temple comparable to vignettes fiom the 

upper registers in the Karnak Hypostyle ~ a l l . ~ ~ ~  

3.1 17 Fragments of Thru Sandstone Doorways 
F. Junge, Elephmtine M: Funde und Buuteile, 48. 4.2.1.14.2.14, pls. 294 cg. 

AU four of these gateway fragments are of sandnone dearated wit h incised text S. 

Two can be assigned to the same doorway by their dimemions and the similarity in the c-ng 

of the glyphs?' A third block cornes from the upper right hand portion of another doorway. 

its workmanship being the coarsest of all these b i o ~ k s . ~ ~  By contrast. the fourth block is 

more wefûily finished than the other three. 696 These blocks would seem to correspond to 

three separate dooways of modest dimensions. AU are decorated with elements of Seti's 

titulary, and they rnay have belonged to some mud brick structure aow los, such as tempie 

magazines of the kind Seti erected in the Ramesside temple complex at ~ k s & ~  and to a 

gateway Seti added to the mudbnck Sphinx temple of Amenhotep II." 

3.1 18 Temple WaU Rdief (Louvre B 61, E 12921 BIS C) 
Painted sandstone: H. 143 cm; W. 115 cm; D. 18 cm 
Unpublished; (PLATE 76). 

This wail relief was excavateci by Clermont Ganneau from the temple O h u m  on 

Elephantine and was donated to the Louvre in 1908.~'~ Divided into hvo pieces, its 

693CE N e l g o ~  GHHK 1.1. pis. 8 1-86. 

6w4.2. 1 and 4.2.1 2: Junge, Efephtine M, 48 & pl. 29 a & e. 

m4.2. 1.4: Ibid., 48 & pl. 298. 

6964.2. 1.3 : Ibid., 48 & pl. 2%'. 

697See infa 3.136. 

supra 2.4 & 2.5.  

6 v r o m  the Louvre's records graciously sent to me by Christirne Ziegler. 



decoration is executed in fine sunk relief which is painted, and consias of figures of Amen-Re 

and Mut siting inside separate shrines. Only the plumes, back of the modius and shouider of 

Amen is preserveû. He sits in a shrine with a double roof and two sets of nippon poles. 

Behind hirn is part of the titulary of Seti 1: Mn-rn3Cr-RC rj  RC Sry-mr-n-Pth km3 #w n mss 

[sw?]. b ' M e ~ t r e  son of Re Seti-Merenptah who produces what-is-beneficial for the one 

who bore [him]." The Seth-animai glyph has been bashed out at some latter date. 

Only the face of Mut, dong with portions of her headdress and front shoulder remains, 

dong with the top half of her papyri-form scepter. She is in a pavilion sîmilar to that of 

Amen, except that it has only a single roof and one set of support poles. The accompanying 

text with restorations is perhaps: "Words spoken by Mut-the-Great, lady of heaven in the 

midst of Ishmi, lady of heaven, mistress of the gods: [O my son] of (my) body Menmaatre: 

[my heart is @ad at seeing your] beauties.. ." 

Above the scene, nirmounting a --sign border painteci blue with yeUow nan, is a 

ribbon border nirmounted by a &-fkieze. AU these elements are in bas relief while the 

figures of the deities and the text are executed in nink refief The quality of workmanship is 

far superior to most of Seti's other reliefs fiom Elephantine. The style of Mut's features are 

cleady Ramesside, in particular her large, aquiline nose. It ~ m i s  more Wtely that this relief 

cornes fiom an interior waiI surfàce. Despite the "de" that wik relief was used ody on 

exterior surfaces before the reign of Ramesses II, other cleady intenor sunk reliefs are known 

korn Seti's reign, including ai i  the decoration inside his rock shriae at Kanais. Altematively, 

the relief may be Seti's restoration of a Thutmoside origuisl. Light traces of chisel marks and 

three small plaster patches to the wall surface might support this notion. The background 

surface is evenly dressed, making the second hypothesis less likely, as one generally finds the 

surface of restored tableaux to be irregular. 



Aswnn Regioa 
3.1 19 Smaller Steia of  Seti I, Year 9 
Rock stela: H. 172 cm; W. 150 cm 
PM V, 247; L. Habachi, BIFAO 73 (1973). 1 14- 1 17, fig. 1, pl. 1; KRI 1, 73, $36; IUTA 1, 62, 
$36; RiTANC 1, 64, $36. 

This stela was engraved in sunk relief on a cliff some 150 m West of the Unfinished 

~ b e l i s k . ' ~  The inscription is somewhat eroded, particularly at the top of the lunette, where 

some of the titles and epithets of the king and Amen-Re are largely wom away."' The text is 

also erodeû, and Lepsius' copy records only the first line and about halfof the second along 

with only traces of the other two." 

The stela records an expedition to procure colossal statues: 

"Regnai year 9 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Menmaatre, son of 
Re Seti-Merenptah. His Majesty, L. P. H., ordered the making for himself 
of colossal statues of black (stone). Then His Majesty diçcovered a new 
quany for geat statues of black (stone), the aowns thereof king 6om 
the Red Mountain, the mountain of 'quanrite' (=bl3).'O3 See, never had 
their like ever boen seen since the time of Re. The name of the quany 
which fis Majesty, L.P.H., discovered: 'The quarry of Menmaatre-Ruler- 
ofithe-Two-lands. "* 

The present author has recently shown that the statues rcferred to are probably the 

four seated colossi in and in front of the Rarnesside court in Luxor ten~ple.'~ The smafler year 

nine text furiher specifies that the crowns of the coloui will be of b h t o n e  of the Red 

'%. Habachi. "The Two Rock-Stelae of Sethos 1 in the Cataract Area Speahg of 
Huge Statues and Obelisks," BIFAO 73 (1973). 1 14- 1 17, pl. 10. 

'O'lbid., 115, fig. 1. 

' 02 'u ,  III, 141i; WTlV, 118-1 19 (4) with a. 

703KRI 1, 73 : 12. The Manshiyet Es-Sadr stela of Ramases 11 aiso cds  for "'great 
statues, their crowns. thereoc king of bii of the quarry of Usennaatre-setepenre Ruler-of- 
the-Two-Lands," KM II, 362: 10- I 1 .  

"P. J. Brand, "The 'Lost' Obetisks and Coiossi of Seti 1,'' JARCE 34 ( 1997), 101 - 
114. 



~ountain.  T b  statement has caused some confusion among scholars as to the nature of 

the statues described, since no colossi inscribed for Seti 1 are preserved. Debate has focused 

on the description of the crowns. Sethe had argueci that the statues were monolithic, noting 

that contiguous veins of black and red granite are found in the Aswan quarrie~.'~ This idea 

was rejected by Harris, who befieved the crowns came from a Merent quarry." 

The confusion arose kom the phrase bcw.sn iry m &v &r)t dw bi3wt. Habachi took 

this as "the crowns thereof from the Mountain of Quamite of the Red Mountain." Kitchen 

translates it as "whose crowns were (to be) of red quartPte from the Red Mountain (Gebel 

Ahmur)." Habachi's translation is superior to Kitchen's, but neither's conclusions regarding 

its meaning is correct. 

One of the four great seated Luxor colossi, the western one in fiont of the pylon, does 

indeed have a r d  c r o ~ n . ' ~  The statue was cut so that the modius of its red crown would be 

carved in a vein of r d  granite ninning through the contiguous black granodiorite of which the 

rest of the statue is compo~ed.'~ A vein of red granite nw through the back part of the 

'%. Sethe, "Die Bau - und Denkaeine" Sitzngberich~e &r Preusstschen Akadernie 
akr Wissemchujlen, PM-ffist . Klasse XW. 

"J. R Hams. LWcogrciphicaI Shrdies in Ancient Egyptian Minerufs, 75. Followed 
by Habachl BlFAO 73, 117. and Kitchen, R I T M  1-64. 

"'1 am indebted to Dr. Raymond Johnson for this information. His observations were 
made &er a thunderstom at Luxor where the rainwats brougbt out the lighter r d  color of 
the stone of the crom Once noticed, it is quite apparent. This material must be red granite. 
which occurs in veins contiguous with veins of black granodiorite at Aswan (James Harrell by 
personai communication). This was calleci bi3 in the d e r  year nine sela. Like modem 
Egyptologists, the ancients seem not to have disthguished bmueen red hard stones and used 
the term bi3 for different types of stone. 

7 0 9 ~  similar case is the "Young Memnon" statue of Ramesses II in the British 
Museum. The body is of black grandorite while the head and crown are of a separate vein 
of red granite. Aldred, Egyptian Art, (New York 1980), 194. So too a small black 
granodiorite head of Ramesses LI wearing a Nemes-headdress sunnounted by the Double 
Crown has a patch of pink granite covering the brow of the Nemes and the front of the Red 
Crown. Russmann dates the piece to the earlier part of the reign. E. R. Russmam, Eglpnan 



Nemes-headdress of the eastern colossus. This state o f  aEain is precisely what is described in 

the text of the stela. The original plan for the embeiîishment of the Luxor forecourt probably 

includeâ only the four seated colossi of black granodiorite and two ~belisks."~ A relief 

accompanying the year three dedication t a  portrays the façade of the pylon with two seated 

colossi and a pair of obelisks without the other four smaiier standing colossi, which were 

added later. '" A second depiction of the façade, (this time showing al six colossi), was 

carved on the interior south-west waU of the court.712 

These statues, dong with the two Luxor obelisks, were commissioned by Seti in year 

nine. scarcely two years before his death. Ramesses II had the good fomine to inherit a 

nurnber of monoliths and the partiaiiy built Lwor forecourt and pylon, which were still 

undecoraieci and probably stiil unda construction at his accession. The colossi would have - 
been transponed to Luxor in the rough, with the court being built up around the southern 

pair. which are now inside it.'" 

There is also textual evidence to support the notion that the fow Luxor colossi were 

first commissioned by Seti 1. Habachi first pointed out that such monuments were gigantic 

Sculpture: W o  md Luxor, cat. 68, 148- 149. Leblanc insists that the dual coloration of the 
Young Memnon was irrelevant because it was p d e d .  C. Leblanc, "Diodore, le tombeau 
d 'Osymandyas et la statuaire du Ramesseum," Mélmiges M o h  I I ,  80 & n. 46. Both the 
pains the Egyptians took to came such colossi fiom separate veins of stone and the texnial 
references to ths practice, are, however, in keeping with a deliberate effon to emphasize the 
dual coloration of the stone. Moreover. paint was often used only to highlight features of 
granite statuary as with the intact granite statue of Thumiose DI fkom his temple at Deir el- 
Bahari when yeiiow paint highlights the stripes on the Nemes-crown and traces of rd paint 
remain on the face. J. Liphka, nie Temple of 7htmosis III: 9utwu-y and Y '  
Monuments, ,DeV el-Bahri 4, (Wanaw, 1984), cat 1 w/ pls. 68-74. 

''me four seated colossi are made of granodionte called kn, "black stone," in the 
srnaller year nine aela (James HarreU, personal communication). 

"'Kuentq La/uce sud, pls. 21 & 26. 

'12PM IL 308. (30); J. Capart, Thebes: Glory of O Great Past. (New York, 1926). 4 1 .  
fig. 23 : Dossiers histoire et mchéologre: Émte 1 O 1,  (January, l986), 3 7. 

"3See Brand. JARCE 34 ( 1997). 1 1 O- 1 1 1. 



cult statues dedicated to the cult of the royal ~a ." '  As such they were generdy gtven 

na me^.^" The eastem seated colossus in kont of the pylon at Lwcor was n d  "Usermaatre- 

setepenrmesses-miamen Xuler-of-the-Two-Lands." On the present stela, the phrase 

"ruler of the Two Lands," hk3-Thvy, is appended to Seti 1's prenomen in two cases. One of 

these is found in the lunette scene where the royal protocol is depiaed in huge glyphs b e h d  

the king's figure.'16 This anornalous use of the royal cartouches in the vignette may have ben 

intended to emphasize the divinity of the proposed cuit statues, with the caption perbaps being 

the prospective narne for one of the statues. In the last line of the main text, the quarry is 

narned "the quarry of Menmaatre-Rulersf-thcTwo-Lands given Me." By contrast, the 

epithet does not appear in the prenomen cartouche in the tinilary sequence at the beginning of 

the text. This epithet is quite rare in contexts other than on royd colossi. The eastern 

colossus from the façade of Luxor temple is the earliest example fiom Ramesm II's reign to 

bear the epithet "Ruler-of-the-Two-Lands." and is the only one made for him in black ~tone.~'' 

From the evidmce of the smder Aswan text of year nine and its striking parallels to the four 

seated colossi at Luxor temple, we may safely assume that the latter were cornmissioned by 

Seti I in his year nine but none were completed und fia his death."' 

'"L. Habachi, Features of the Deifcation of Rameses II, (Glückstadt, 1 969), 19. 

716Machi, BIFAO 73, 1 1 5,  fig. 1 . 

"'Similarly, the great recumbent colossus of Ramesses II carved fiom indurated 
limestone at Memphis bean on its left shodder the eady fom of his prenomen as does the 
dorsai pillar inscription on a nearby black granite statue of the king. KM II, 494:4 & 4952. 
This monument would not have corne fiom Aswan, but from a nearby locale. The black 
granodiorite colossus would have corne fiom Anvan and was perhaps also commissioned by 
Seti in year nine. Perhaps the limestone colossus was also commissioned laîe in Seti's reign. 
Other, as yet unidentified colossi might have been ordered for the pylon gateway Seti erected 
at Heliopolis. Badawy, MiscrlImea Wilbmtiana 1, 3.  



3.120 Larger Steia of Seti 1, Year 9 
Rock Stela: H. 2 15 cm; W. 142 cm 
PM V, 245; L. Habachi, BIFA0 73 (1973), 118-124, fig. 2 pl. 2; KRi  1, 74, 937; RITA 1.63- 
64, 537; RlTANC I, 64-65, 937. 

This larger rock stelq also fiom year nine, is carved on a large boulder. The scene 

depias the king bowing with an exaggerated aoop holding an incense censer with both hands. 

He pays homage to the Elephantine triad of Khnum, Satet and An~kis."~ FoUowing a 

dateline, tihilary and a royal encorniun, the main text records that: 

"His Majesty, L. P. H., has ordered the cornmissioning of multitudinous 
works for the making of very great obelisks and great and wondrous 
statues in the name of His Majesty, L. P. H. He made great barges for 
transporthg them, and ships crews to match them (for) fenying them to 
the quarry while the officiais and transport-men hastened and his eldest 
son was before them doing what-is-beneficid for His MajestyWTm 

Of the monuments referred to here, only the Fiaminian obeli* now in Rome, can be 

identified.R' The Flaminian was ody partialiy decorated at Seti's death and it was left to 

Ramesses Il to complete it. To date, no trace of the Raminian obelisk's cornpanion has ken 

identified. lt camot have been the silicpous sandstone obelisk hgrnent,  also firom ~ s w a n . ~  

Neither are e i tha  of the two frasmentaq obelisks found recently in the harbor at 

Alexandria. Accordhg to the larger year nine stelg Seti appears to have cornrnissioned a 

"multitude," W w ,  of obe l i~ks .~~  Like the four seated colossi of Ramesses LI from Luxor. it 

seems that the two Luxor obelisks also date a bit eariier than is usuaiiy thoughtRS On the one 

- -- 

"9Iabachi. BlFAO 73 (1973). 1 19. fig.2 and pl. 1 1 

I, 74: 12-14. 

supro 3.16. 

'%ee in* 3.120. 

"See supra 3.17 & 3.18. 

''*Sec Brand, JARCE 34, 104ff 



now in Paris, the decoration of ail but the western face of the pyrarnidion and shaft exhibits 

the early form of Ramesses Il's p r e n ~ r n e n . ~ ~  On the other, the short form is found ody on 

the west face of the pyramidion and shafkm the rest bear the longer form. The evidence on 

the Luxor obelisks suggest that their faces were decorated in turn over the course of the firn 

regnaî yearm AU the exposeû faces of the western shaft and one face of the eastern 

monument had been completed before the order to adopt the long fom came down sometirne 

during his second regnal year. This would imply, in tua that the monuments themselves, if 

they were not produced specifidy for Ramesses II at the very beginning of his reign, 

assuming there would have been t he ,  might be nill earlier. 

That work on the Luxor obetisks couid have proceeded so far during Rarnesses Ii' s first 

year or so suggests that they had almost ceminly been in the works before he came to the 

throne, and that they and the four black granodiorite seateâ colossi could be among those 

referred to on Seti 1's year nine stdae fiom Anvan., where he ordered the procurement of 

several, (i.e. a? least two pairs), of obelisks and cofossi. The evidence from the Luxor obelisks 

lends fuxther weight to a suggestion made by Redford that the Luxor court was planneci, if not 

begun, under Seti I? 

3.121 Obelisk Frnpent of Seti 1 
Siliceous sandstone: 
L. Habachi, Drevnia Egpet, (Moscow, 1960). 224-235, figs. 9- 15; R. & D Kl- Dze 
Steine cler Phmaonen, (Munich, 198 1 ), fig. 40; Brand, JARCE 34 ( 1997), 104- 107, figs. 3-7 

LI, 601:L5, 602:3, 6, 13, 16 & 603:3 

"'HU L 598: 10 & 599:6. 

"'Brand, JARCE 34, 108- 109. 

"*edford, J U  57. 1 18. 



This f?agrnent of the upper shaft and pyramidion of a medium sized obelisk was first 

published by Habachi?' It lies in an ancient quarry for siliceous sandstone at Gebel Guiab 

near ~swan.  "' The fiagrnent seerns to have been extxacted and partialIy dressed. Some 

decoration was also carved on three faces of the upper shaft immediately below the base of 

the pyramidion. This consiaed of tableaux of the king kneeling before various manifestations 

of the Heliopolitan sun gods.n2 The shaft broke off just below these scenes. A founh side 

remains only partially dressed. 

It has been suggested that the fiagrnent rnight represent the intended mate for the 

Flarninian obelisk of Seti I.'~' This now E m s  impossible. Habachi estimatecl that it was a 

relatively small obelisk about 12 meters high to judge by both the size of its pyramidion and a 

nearby quarry face which is 12 meters i d e ?  At only 12 metm high, it would have been 

dwarfed by the 23 meter Flaminian. Egyptian illustrations of obelisk pairs always shown them 

as king of the same height. In reality, some pairs could dSer measurably in height. A 

dramatic example of this is the two obelisks set up by Ramesses II in nom of Luxor temple. 

The eastern monument is 25 meten hi@, wMe the western one, (now in Paris), is 22.5 meters 

Given the unique problems associated with quarrying such huge monuments. this 

difference is not surprising. SUU, they are on roughly the same d e .  Mon pairs, however. 

'%. Habach "Notes on the Unhished Obeiisk of Aman and Another S d e r  one in 
Gharb Aswan," in Rrevnia Espet,  (Mosqow, 1960) 224-23 5, figs. 9- 1 5 .  See now R. & D 
Kiemm, Die Steine der Pharaonen, (Munich, 198 1). fig. 40; Brand, JARCE 34, 103, fig. 3-6 
& 104 fig. 7. 

7 3 1 ~ . ~ .  Klemm, et. ai., "Die pharaonischen Steinbniche des Silifizierten Sandsteins in 
Àgypten und die Herkunff der Memon-Kolosse," MDRK 40 ( 1 984), 207-220. 

7321bid., Habachi, 227-230 and figs. 1 1 - 13. 

'"~abachi, nie Obeiiskr ofEgypt, 6g. 33. 



were aimost exactly the same height.'" Moreover, the Aswan fiagrnent is made of red 

siliceous sandstone."' By contrast, the Rome monument, lÎke others of its magnitude, is pink 

granite. Thus the Aswan fragment was probably destined for some other Heiiopolitan venue 

before it was abandoned, and the Flaminian obeiisk's mate is still missing. 

In fact, thae is evidence fiom a nearby quarry face that this obelisk hsd a mate of its 

own. This quarry face, Frorn which the broken obelisk was undoubtedly removed, shows signs 

of continued workmanship beyond what would have been necessary to extract one obelisk. 

The top of the face has been panly smoothed down dong its whole iength. fhe side of the 

face has also been smoothed down. Moreover, at one end, the side turns in and the top of the 

smoothed down portion narrows to a point. The impression given is that of an obelisk with 

pyrarnidion, and this is undoubtedly what it is. Presumably one obelisk had been extracted . 

and production of the second one was undenvay when the first broke, so the project was then 

abandoned. The siliceous sandstone fiom Gebei Gulab is of infenor quality to that found at 

Gebei A h .  near Cairo. n' 

M ~ s  amng several pairs of obeiisks of Ramesses II at Tanis, all  of which were 
between 10 and 14 meters high, the dflerences between each of the paired obelisks was less 
than Sm, with the diffaence between one pair being only .03m P. Montet, "Les obetisques de 
Ramsès 4'' Kemi V (1936). 104-1 14. 

"'1 am g r a t a  to Dr. James HarreN for this information as well as for photos of the 
O belisk and its quany site. Habachi, Drevnia Egpet,  230-23 1. Siliceous sandstone is 
wongly called quartzite by many Egyptologists. Most of it was quanied fiom Gebel Ahmar 
near Cairo. Beds of the same material at Gebel Gulab near Aman was of inferior qualrty and 
was little used in pharaonic times. The Aswan oklisk fhgment of Seîi, which came from this 
quarry. may have broke because of the poor quality of the aone. James Kaneil, personal 
communication. See D. D. Klemm, et. al., MX>AIK 40 (1 984), 207-220. 



Dewrts outside of Egypt 
Wadi Barnmamat 

3.122 Rock Stcia of Seti 1 (Couyat-Moatet no. 94) 
PM W, 333; Couyat-Montet, IHHOH, 69, pl. 23, no. 94; KR? 1, 64, 93 IA, RITA 1, 5 5 ,  
$3 1 RITANC' I,60, $3 1 A. 

3.123 Rock Stda of Seti 1 (Couyat-Montet no. 213) 
PM MI, 333; Couyat-Montet, IHHOH, 105, pl. 4 1. no. 2 13; KR? 1-64. $3 IB; R1TA I. 5 5 ,  
53 1 B; RlTANC I, 60, 53 1 B. 

3.124 Rock Stda of Seti 1 (Couyat-Montet no. 214) 
PM W. 333; Couyat-Montet, I m ,  105, pl. 40, no. 214; KRI 1, 64, $3 1C; RlTA 1, 55, 
93 1C; RITANC 1, 60, $3 1 C. 

These three rock inscriptions of Seti I are the only known evidence of the king's 

activity in the Wadi Hamrnarnat. They presurnably anest to quarrying activity there during his 

reign. AU three inscriptions consist of purely formai rituai scenes. 

No. 94 depicts Seti kneeling on a tail plinth before the enthroned Amer~-Re.~~ An 

offering stand bearing a ~lsr-jar and a tail bouquet of flowers sits betweem the two. The relief 

has been inserted over an earlier inscription of Akhenaten, and the tities of Amen, written 

directly in front of the god's face and tom, obliterate part of the earlier h g ' s  inscription. A 

sun disk with pendant uraei and solar rays termuiating in human hands is the only part of the 

original inscription left intact. 

No. 2 13 depias Seti offerhg a figure of mFt to the ithyphalic form of Amen." The 

inscription is delineated by engraved lines without modeliag. 

No. 2 14 shows the king standing before hem-Re offering a pair of papyrus stalks."' 

This inscription s b m  a numk  of mties with no. 94 suggesting thaî they were made on 

the same occasion. The style of the facial features and careful modehg of the figures in both 

scenes is identical. The epithets of Amen-Re in both cases are given as "Lord of heaven, d e r  
-- - -  

"9Couyat-~ontet, I H .  69. pl. 27, no. 94. 

'%id., pl. 41, no. 213. 

'%id., pl. 40. no. 213. 



of Thebes," and the paleography of the glyphs are identical. Nos. 2 13 & 2 14, which are 

stylistically dBerent share a curious atfinity: Seti's nomen is rendered in both cases with a 

peculiar double - at the bottom of the cartouche. It is not clear if 2 13 & 2 13 are 

contemporary, but it is iikely that 94 and 2 14 are. 

Kanais 
3.125 Kan& Temple of Seci 1 
PM VII, 323-324; A. Weigaii, ASAE 9 ( 1908). 7 1-84; H. Gauthier, BIFAO 17 (19 19). 1-38, 
pls. 1-20; S. Schott, XoMis - Der TempelSethos I. im Worl Mia, NAWG 1961/6, 
(Gottingen, 1961); KRI 1, 65-71, 932-33; RITA 1, 56-61, 532-33; RIi74K 1,60062; 832-33. 

This rock shnne was carved into a mountain at Kanais in the Wadi Abad some 55 km 

east of the Niie fiom Edfù. It was founded, dong with a weLî and a s d  settlement, to 

support mining operations initiated by Seti 1 to provide gold for the adornmmt of his temple 

at Abydos. The shrine consids of a speos fiomed by a portico supponed by four columns. A 

square piliar was later added to help support the roof. Two niches with engaged OUnde 

statues of the king fl ank the main entrante. The speos has a main hall with four square piîiars. 

The back w d  has three sanctuaies while two niches give off the side w a k  of the hall at the 

back. 

The temple is bea known for its celebrated "three-fold inscription, found on the left 

jamb of the main doorway and on the north wall of the main bal, which has received much 

scholarly attention.742 Most sigdicant is text B, dated to year Nne, LU fmw 20. It gives an 

account of the king's inspection tour of the eastern desert to examine the gold muiing 

operations there, and relatesi how he despaired over the ditnculty of the jomey to the site in 

the summer heat. Mer contemplating the matter, he sought for a good location to dig a welî, 

and decided to estabüsh a senlement for the miners complete with a temple. Stonemasons 

"'Cf. Breasted. ARE III. 8 1-87. P§ 169- 195; B. Gunn and A. H. Gardiner, "New 
Renderings of Egyptian Texts 1. The Temple of Wâdi Abbâd," JEA 4 (19 17), 24 1-25 1 ; S. 
Schon, Kamis: &r Tempef Sethos 1. im Wadi Miu, (Gottingen, 1% 1); M. Lichîheim, Ancient 
E ~ t i m  Literature 2, (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1976), 52-57; KM I, 65-70, $32; RITA 1, 
56-60, $32; RITANC 1, 60-62, $32. 



accornpanying him on the joumey were ordered to stm work on the shrine. Once it was 

completed, Seti retumed to the temple to dedicate it. 

The date is followed by the stock phrase "on this day" and an account of the king's 

fist visit to the site. It is almost certain. however, thar the date refers to his second visit.'" 

The text notes that "afler the monument was finished and its inscriptions engraved, His 

Majesty retumed to praise his fathers al the gods." Schott posits that the date line was lefl 

open until the king's amival, or u n d  the whole of text B was w e d  during the royal Msit .'& 

Althougb Gwui and Gardiner cast doubt on the hiaoricity of the two royal visits, in particular 

the king's speech during the fira joumey, Schott dernonstrates its veracity."' 

The ruiso~t d 'êne for the Kanais settlement was to support mining operations that 

provideci gold for Seti's temple foundation at Abydos. Text C takes the form of a decree in 

which he eaablishes a new troop of "gold-washen" to mine and transport the precious metal 

to his temple in Abydos. He insists that he has not taken worken from another gang of 

miners, and wams both contemporary officiais and royal posterity not to interf' with his 

establishment. This mandate includes an order of exemption and pr~tection'~ and a religious 

malediaion on any who would despoil or intefiere with the miners. 

'?3. Gunn & A H. Gardiner, JG4 4 (19 17),24 1-25 1; Schon. Kanars, 164. Fu~her  
confirmation of royal progresses during this period are legion. E.g., a reference to 
Horemheb's resumption of an muai tour of inspection inaugurated by Thumiose III: Urk. 
IV, 2 150: 7-8, 12- 14. See Leprohon in Méhges  Mokh- 4 101; Seîi's own travels about 
his kingdom are record4 in the palace accounts of years two and three: KM I, 243 -28 1, 
5 1 12, passim. For a recent commentary and references see RITANC L, 1 59- 1 85. fj 1 12, passim. 
Seti's journey to the Aswan quarries is r d e d  in two aelae of year nine. See supra 3.1 19 & 
3.120. Finaily, the extensive travels of Ramesses ii in his eafliest yean has been discussed by 
Redford inJEA 57 (1971), 110-1 19. 

"A. Théodondès, W' 24 ( 1 972). 1 88- 1 92. 



The temple is dedicated to several gods, including the great imperid triad of Amen-Re, 

Re-Horakhty and Ptah who are named in the dedication texts on the architraves."' The 

central sanctuary niche in the south w d  is occupied by a statue of Amen flanked by Seti to his 

right and the falcon-headed Homs of Edfu to his left crowned with a solar d i ~ k . ' ~  The West 

niche is occupied by the king and Isis betweai an unidentifid deity the upper part of whose 

statue has been destroyed, but who was probably ~e-Horakhty.'~~ The eastem niche has 

Osiris with the king to his right and Ptah to his left.'" 

Of the shrine, text B States that "Amen is in it, Re is within it, Ptah and Osiris are in its 

sanctuary and also Homs, Isis and Menmaatre, the Ennead which is in this temple." It should 

be noted that the seven deities honored in the Kanais shrine are the same ones with chapels in 

the Abydos temple. Presumably this "Ennead included three sepmte manifestations of the 

king represented by the three statues in the sanctuary niches for a total of Mne gods. In 

addition to these, the deified aspect of Seti was also represented by NO Osinde nanies 

engaged in niches flanking the main'entrance on the south wail of the porti~o.'~' 

From dl this, it is apparent that a major focus of the shrine was the cult of the deified 

king. In this way, the Kanais temple fûnctioned dong the lines of New Kingdom temples in 

Nubia nich as those of Thutmose ill at Ellesiya, Amenhotep III at Soleb, Tutankhamen at 

Faras and several temples of Ramesses u.'" Another indication of the importance of the royal 

cult here is the use of variant Horus names of the king similar to ones found on the soffits and 

7UGauthier, BIFAO 17 ( 19 M), pl. 14; Schott, Kanars, pl. 9. 

'JOIbid., 1 36. The plates in Gauthier for the side chapels are both very dark and show 
aimon nothing of the figures in the two niches. BIFAO 17 (19 19), pls. 1 5- 16. 

'"Gauthier, BIFAO 17 (19 19). pls. 2-3; Schott, Kamis, pl. 7 

7 s 2 ~ s  noted by Kitchen RITANC I, 6 1. 5 1 1 5. See now 1. H e i ~  Die Rmnesiciiche 
Baurùtigkeii in Nubien. (Wiesbaden, 199 1 ), 144- 1 1 7, 1 2 1 - 122; L. Habachi, Features of the 
Delfication of Rantesses ii. (Glücknadt, 1969). 



architraves of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and Abydos temple, both of which were also 

dedicated, in part. to the deified king."' 

In contrast to the emphasis placed on the royal cuit is the exceptional piety of the king 

as demonstrated by the iconography of his figure in the ritual scenes.'" In wery episode, he is 

show bowing in deference to the gods. There are no erect figures here, unlike the Abydos 

and Gumah temples where one finds a mUr of upright and stooped ones. In this way, the 

Kanais s h e  is more like the Ka& Hypostyle Hall, where bowing figures are alrnost 

universal. 

3.126 Stela of Aneaa and Another 
PM VII. 325 (27); U T  IV, 83; W. Golénischeff, RT 13 (1890), 79. pl. 3; KRI I, 72 934; 
R1TA 1, 6 1 ,  934; RITANC 1, 62-63, 934. 

This stela cornmernorates two men who were associateci with gold mlliing operations 

in the region of Kanais under Seti 1. The first of these, Anena, was a troop commander who 

oversaw the transport of gold &om the region to Seti's temple at Abydos. The second man, a 

crewman on the ship "<Appearing> in Tmth'' Nebseny is desaibed a s  king "[chargedl to 

excavate the Weli of Seti-Merenpa" i.e. the one at Kaoais. 

3.127 Rock S t e h  of Puiub 
PM MI. 325 (29); LD 111, 138 O; J. Leclant, 5'' 37 (1960), fig. 5, pl. 2; k W  1, 72-73, $35; 
RITA 1, 61-62, $35; RITANC 1, 6364, $35. 

This stela is divided into two registers. On the upper one, Seti is depicted wonhiping 

a company of six go&: Amen-Re, Mut, Re-Horakhty, Osiris, Isis and Horus, the latter being 

represented as a large falcon."' The king is portrayed with a stooped posture as he offers two 

mu-jars. There seems to be damage of the surfkm below the chin of the king in Meyer's 

'"~bydos: Calveriey and Broome, Abjwbs IV. pls. 63-65. Karnak: V. Rondot. llre 
Great Hyp.s@e H d l  ut Kmnak: Les architraves, forthwming. 

%authier, BlFAO 1 7 ( 19 19). pls. 2-20. ~ i m .  

 or other references on this stela and its gods see S. Leclant. "Astarté à cheval 
d' après les représentations égyptiennes," Syra 3 7 ( 1960). 3 2, n. 1 . 



photograpb7" and it seerns unlikely that Seti wears a false beard as is s h o w  in Lepsius' 

drawing. "' 
On the bottom register a stable master of Amen and chef of troops Panub kneels in 

adoration of Astarte who is mounted on a gdoping horse bearing a shield and ~pear.'~' 

Between the two is a text in which the official praises the six go& pictured above dong with 

Hathor-Lady-oGBehdet, Ptah-Lord-of-Truth, and Sakhmet -Beloved-O f-Ptah. He ent reat s 

hem to bless the h g .  Most of these gods are associated with Seti's nearby shrine at Kanais 

and with his temple at Abydos. Hathor is often associated with desert and foreign locales, 

while Homs the Behdetite is concerned with the eastem desert and the Kanais shrine. 

Astarte herself is not named in the text, but seems to have been persody Favored by 

this rmlitary official. It seems likely that Panub's inscription was made in connection with the 

nearby Kanais shrine. He may have b a n  part of the escort that accompanied the king on one 

of his excursions to Kanais. 

Ncar Kurkur Oasis 
3.126 Boundi y Steh, Y e u  4 
Sandstone: H 72 cm. 
Elephantine DlAK archive photos F. 38758-6 1; d e d  Wünenstde 4/92.I. Nebe, 
Forthcoming. 

This stela was discovered in the desert near the Kurkur oasis in 1992, and is now 

kept in the inspeaorate magazine on Elephantine.'" It is carved 6om a slab of sandstone that 

is perfectly intact, the workmanship king of high quality in sunk relief Its scene occupies the 

upper half and ponrays the king bowing in homage before the god Khnum. Profferhg two mv- 

jars to the goci, Seti is gahed in a kilt with trïangular flap over a second one with a sloping 

hem line. A bd's tail is attached to the back of his belt. Seti dso wears the Kbt-headdress, 

'"LD III, 13 8 o. The bard is seldom if ever wom with the Kkpresh-cown. 

758 Despite a defective writing of her Mme. Leclant S ' a  37 ( 1960). 34. M. 3-4. 

" 9 ~  am gratefùl to Ingrid Nebe for a photo of the stela and information on it. She 
intends to pubiish the nela in the near funire. 



broad collar and bracelets. Between the king and the god is an offering stand holding a nmsr- 

jar and a lotus blossom. Khnum stands on a plinth holding a oscepter and an . He wears 1 
an jrf-cown on his head and bars the epithet "Lord of the West. " 

e 
The text is manged in seven horizontal lines below the vignette, and is dated to regnai 

year 4, I I I  prr 20. The h g ' s  full titulary cornes next followed by a eulogy to him: 

"The good god who shields millions. a rampart for hundreds of 
thousands, who is in control of hs heart when he sees the multitude. 
He rejoices when one remembers banle. The sovereign, great of 
strength, who takes possession o f  the white crown he hahg caused 
his portion to flourish for the Two Lords like his father Re. The King 
of Upper and Lower Egypt Menmaatre-Image-of-Re. On this &y, 
now His Majesty he is joyful at establishing the borders of Ta-Sety. 
His father Re possesses the Two Banks while his true son repeats his 
plans eternally. " 

The vignetîe is the earliest dated exarnple of a ntual scene in which Seti is ponrayed 

bowing piously before the deity. It also displays the W y  Rarnesside style of draftsmanship 

including wider shoulders and a flat beily. 

Nubia 

k i t  &Wdi 
3.129 Block of Seti 1 
PM WI, 27; F.C. Gau. Antiquités de [4 Nubie. (Paris, 1822), pl. 13 [ f j ;  H. Gauthier, Le Liwe 
des Rois d 'Egipte III, 14, n. c; 1. Hein, Die Ramesidisck Bautdtigkeit in Nubien, GO 22, 
(Wksbaden, 199 I ), 6-7. 

This b l d  is known oniy Born an eariy copy by Gau. It bears a relief of Seti I king 

purifiai by Hom and seth?" Gau found the block in the entrance hall of the temple of 

Rarnesses LI, but it is now lost. Although it may have «>me from the pylon of the Beit el-Wali 

temple."* it muld also have corne fkom Kalabh,  300 meters muth of Beit el-Wali where a 

- 

'69.~. Gau, Antiquités de lu Nubie, (Paris, 1822), pl. 13 [ f l .  

7 6 1 ~ .  Hein, Die Ramrssidischr Bautaiigkeii in Nubien, GO 22, (Wiesbaden. 1 99 1 ), 6-7. 



New Kingdom temple seems to have e~isted."~ Gau's copies contain some inaccuracies in the 

spelling of the king's nomen and prenomen in a couple of instances, but other examples on the 

block are perfectly clear, and lave its attribution to Seti 1 beyond dl doubt. 

El Dakka 
3.130 Bloclu of Seti 1 
PM VIL 4 1 ; fQ T V, 75 [top]; G. Roeder, Der Tempel von Dakke 1, (Cairo, 1930). 1 3- 1 4;  1 
Hein, Die Ramessidsche Bautcitigkeit in Nubien, 1 1 - 1 2. 

Lepsius noted the existence of several fiagmentary sandstone blocks Uiscribed with 

traces of Seti's ~artouche.'~ Perhaps there was a 18- 19th Dynasty temple on the site that was 

later de~troyed.'~ Altematively. they may have corne form a temple in the fortress of Kuban 

opposite El Dakka. 

Kuban 
3.131 Iostallntion of Stti 1 in the F o m  of Kuban 
W. B. Emery and L. P. Kinvan, Excuvatiions Md Surwy between Wadi es-Sebua and A d i h  
(1929-1931) vol. 2, (Cairo, 1935), 26, 28 & pl. I I ;  1. Hein, Die Ramessidrsck Bautdtigkeit 
in Nubien, 1 3.  

Emery and Kirwan dated stratum D in the fomess at Kuban to the reign of Seti I . " ~  

Hein posits that blocks of Seti found across the river at El-Dakka may have come from 

here. ''' 

7621bid., 8-9. 

"LDT V. 75 [top]. 

"Hein, Die Ramesidk sche Bautatigkeit in Nubien, 1 1. 

76w. B. Emery and L.P. K i r w a  Excavations and Sziney ûetween W d  es-Sebua md 
A d i h  (1929-1 931) vol. 2, 26, 28 & pl. I 1. 

7MHein Die Rumess;dische Bautaiigkeit in Nubien. 1 3.  



Sayda 
3.132 Steh Fragment of Seti 1, Y u r  3 
Sandstone: H. 22 cm 
H .  Satzinger, Kunsthisrorisches Museum Wien Fun& a s  A'gypten: Osterreichische 
Ausgrubungen Seii 1961, (Vienna, 1979). cat. no. 1, fig. 9, Inv. No. A 594; I. Hein, Dle 
Ramessidzsche Bautatzgkeir in Nubien, 17; KRI W, 8. 

This fiagrnent preserves the lower right-hand corner of a smdl royal votive nela 

dedicated to Monthu. The scene and text are rendered in crude sunk relief, with oniy the feet 

and part of one leg of the h g  rernain.'" Below the lunette are two hobntai lhes of a 

purely fomal text: "Regnal year three, ~ c o n d  month of pri Repeating-of-(births of the King 

of Upper and Lower Egypt Menrnaatre] son of Re Seti-Merenptah, [beloved of] Monthu 

El/////]. " 

The nela, dong with other Ramesside fragments, probably attests to rnining activity by 

Seti and his successors in the arm although no senlements have yet been found there.'a It 

may have been set up on the occasion of some official expedition, military or othenuise, to the 

site in yesr three." 

Amada 
3.133 Kiork Fragments 
H. Gauthier, ASAE 10 ( 19 1 O), 122- 124; L. Borchardt, ~ m t i s c h e  Tempe1 mit Umgmg, 
B& A 2 (Cairo, l938), 9% 1. Heh Die Ramessidsche Bmrmgkeit in Nubien, 2 1 -22. 

Gauthier assigned responsibility for this chape( to Seti 1. He based this assessrnent on 

eight blocks with traces of a heze of fdcoas altemathg with cartouches of Seti I, and on two 

other blocks with his canouche as weU as an architrave f ragned7*  Borchardt maintained 

767H. Satzinger, Kuristhistoriscches Museum Wien Fu& aus Agypten Seii 1961, 
(Vie- 1979). cat. 1 & fig. 9. 

'%id., cat. 1 

'6%ein, Die Rmnessidische httitigkeit in Nubien, 17. 

"%. Gauthier. "Quelques fragments trouvés à Amad&" A U  10 ( 19 10). 122- 124. 



that the structure was a "Landungskapelle" dating to the earliest part of Akhenaten's reignnl 

His argument is weak, however, since Akhenaten dedicated so few monuments to Amen, even 

in the earliest part of his reignmrn 

Qasr Ibrim 
3.134 Rock Stela o f  Seti 1 with Vicemy of Kusb Amenemopet 
Sandstone: H. 286 cm; W. 39 1 cm 
PM M, 94; F. Hinue, ZkS 87 (1962). pl. 3; R A. Carninos, JE4 52 (1966), 65-70; Idem, 
Shrines and Rock Imcrjptiions of Ibnm, EEF Memoir 32, (London, 1968). 83-90, pls. 39-40; 
1. Hein, Die Rmtess~dsche Bauf&gkeit in Nubien, 30; KR! 1,9849. $46; RITA 1, 82-83, 
$46; RITANC 1, 78-79, $46. 

This weii known rock stela is one of several monuments carved in the m e  of Seti I 

by the viceroy of Kush ~ r n e n e m o p e t . ~  The scene ponrays the king lancing his Nubian foe 

with a javelin. The accompanying text is highly hetorical and lacks a date, and thus cannot be 

assigned to any specific event, such at Seti's year eight foray in hem, with any certainty. S till 

this rnay have b e n  the occasion for which it was made. 

Fa- 
3.135 Block of Seti 1 
Sandstone: H. 24.5 cm; W. 36 cm 
J. Karkowski, The Phmaonic I~tscrrptiomfrom Faas ,  Faras 5, (Warsaw, 198 1 ), 290, cat . no 
3 19; 1. Hein, Die Ramessidsck Bautatigkeit in N'bien, 3 7. 

"'~orcharcit, ~gyptische Ternpef mit Urngang, BU A 2 (Cako, 193 8). 99f FoUowed 
by Hein, Die Agptische Bautützgkeif in Nubien, 2 1-22. 

%g.. the stela at Gebel Silsila: Urk IV. 1962; G. Legraul A W  3 ( 1903). 262-266. 
For blocks at Karnak which derive fiom a monument dedicated to Re-Horakhty and Amen- 
Re: see D.B. M o r d ,  Akknaten the Heretic King, (Princeton, 1984), 62 & 64, w/ figs. 4.4- 
4.5. 

mF. Hintze, "Die Felsenstele Sethos 1. bei Qasr Ibrim," Z.iS 87 (1  962), 3 1-40 & pl. 3; 
R. A Carninos. Shnes m d  Rock Inrcriptions ojIbrim, EEF Memoir 32, (London, 1968), 
83-90 & pls. 39-40; Idem, The Talbotype Applied to Hieroglyphics," J U  52 ( 1966), 65-70. 



Seti's activity near Faras is known only kom one sandstone block insctibed with part 

of his c a r t ~ u c h e . ~ ~  This was found reused in the Christian cathedra1 at the site. Karkowski 

opines that it may have corne from Aksha where other material of this reign is found. 

Aksha 

3.136 Subsidiary Buildings of Seti 1 in the Ramesside Temple Complex 
Lintels and jambs: J. Vercouner & A Rosenvasser, Kush I 1 (1 963), 134, 140, pl. 34; A- 
Rosenvasser, Kush 12 (1964), 96-98, pl. 28-29; I.  Hein, Die Rarnessidsche Bou~atrgkit in 
Nubien, 38; KRI 1, 227, 597a; RITA 1, 195-1%, 997a; RITANC 1, 147-148, 997a. 

A total of five htels, dong  with poRions of the corresponding doorpons, beanng 

decoration of Seti 1 were found in the niins of subsidiary mud brick buildings in the south- 

West portion of the New Kingdom temple cornplex at ~ksh?"' These five charnbm probably 

served as storeroorns and not chapels as Rosenvasser c~aims."~ They face a corresponding 

row of such rooms whose Coonuays were inscribed for Rarnesses U. 

Seti appears to have established a fortifieci t o m  site here late in his reign. At his death 

the mud brick work had been largely completed and the site was fùnctional, but construction 

of the temple was apparently not finished, since it was decorated by Rarnesses II in the early 

part of his reign. 

Kitchen suggests that the temple may have originally been dedicated to either Min- 

Amen or =me form of Horus who apparently served as a co-templar deity with l skm Under 

"'J. Kadtowski, The Ptrarraonic Illscriptiomfrom Fwas, Faras 5, (Warsaw, 198 1 ), 
290, cat. no. 3 19. 

"'J. Vercoutter & A Rosenvasser, "Excavations at Aksha, September 1 96 1 -January 
1 962," Kush 1 1 ( 1 %3), 1 34, 140, pl. 34; A Rosenvaser, "Prelunuiary Report on the 
Excavations at Aksha by the Franco-Argentine Archaeological Expedmon, 1962-63," f i s h  12 
( 1 964), 96-98, pl. 28-29. 

n 6 R i T ~ C  1, 148, 8294. Contra Rosenvasser, Kush 12 ( 1964). 96-97. The 
dûo jarnbs and chambers they give access to are similar to magazines manected to the so- 
calkd temple palace at Seti's Abydos temple. See supra 3 . 4 6 1  l .  

'"RITANC 1, 148, $294. Presumably Horus of Buhm who is narned on one of the 
jambs. Rosenvasser, Kush 12 ( 1964), 97. 



Ramesses U, it became a temple dedicated to "Usennaatre the great god lord of Nubia." 

Spalinger dates its connruction to sometime before year fifleen, but after year two, based on 

the fom of the king's nomen and other criteria? Hein would date it to between yean five 

and fifteen. Stiil, it cm be shown elsewhere that planning and initial construction of some 

monuments which were entirely decorated after Ramesses II's second regnal year would have 

taken place under Seti 1, oo it is likely that Seti undertwk the construction of the Aksha 

temple late in his reignm 

3.137 Block with Knuling Captive 
Sandstone 
A. Rosenvasser, Kush 12 (1964), 99, pl. 32c; Ibid., Hein, 38. 3. Vercoutter, in Liwe du 
Ceritenuire, MIFAO 104, (CÛiro, 1980). 175, fig. 7c. 

This block was buitt into a pillas in the south-west corner of the o u t a  hall.'" 

Although it is anepigraphic, Rosenvasser dates it to S e t h  reign. It portrays the king spearing 

a Nubian captive w M e  a divine vulture or falcon, of which only the wing's are presecved. 

hovers above him. The king's pose is similar to the traditional smiting scene except that he 

dispatches the enemy, not with a mace, but with a spear. This variant of the smiting motif 

Spalinger, "Historical Observations on the Military Reliefs of Abu Simbel and 
other Ramesside Temples in Nubia," JEA 66 ( 1980). 95-98. Ramesses' second Irem war 
apparently took place betwem years fifteen to twenty. K. A. Kitchen, "Historical 
Observations on Rarnesside Nubia," Amen und Kusch, E. Endesfeider et el. (eds.), (Berlin, 
1 977), 220-22 1. Accordhg to both Kitchen and S palinger , the militaq reliefs in the temple 
showing a Nubian war, refer to Rmesses' participation in a campaign against Irem during 
Seti I' s eighth year. Ibid, Spahger, 98-99. 

n9.g.. the Ramesside court at Luxor. See supra 3.1 19. So t w  in Nubia at Amara 
where Seti is responsible for the mud brick town wall. S e  in* 3.14 1. It has also been 
argued by some that Beit el-Waü was begun for Seti. See Hein, Die Rcanessidische 
Bautdtigkeir in Nubien, 107 and references. 

"A. Rosenvasser. Kush 12 (1 964). 99 8r pl. 32c; J. Vercoutter, "Le pays [rem et la 
pénétration égyptienne en Afnque (stèle de Sai S. 579)," in J. Vercoutter, (ed.). Livre chr 
Centenaire, MIFAO 104, (Cairo, 1980), 175, fig. 7c. 



appears fint under n ai."' As with other Nubian monuments, the king's headdress. in this 

case a round-bottomed wig with diadem, is surmounted by rarn's homs which support a suri 

disk flanked by pair of ta11 plumes and two uraei. 

3.138 Block Firgmcnt with Cartouche of  Seti I 
A. Rosenvasser, Kush 1 1 ( 1964), 140; ibid., Hein, 38. 

This block apparently cornes fkom a group of fragments belonging to a vignetîe 

depicting a procession. According to Rosenvasser, Seti was responsible for some kind of 

building on the site, perhaps the maui temple othenvise known to have been complaed by 

Etamesses II. 

Buhen 
3.139 Luger Steia of Seti i, Y w  1 (British Museum EA 1189) 
Sandstone: H. 126.5 cm; W. 83 cm 
PM VII, 129 (3); M.L. Bierbrier, BMHT 10 (London, l982), 1 1, pls. 10- 1 1; 37-38, 8 18; KRI 
1, 37-38; RITA 1, 30-3 1, $18; RITANC I, 42-43, 918. 

The decree for this stela, and for another smaller one afso found at Buhen, is dated to 

IV jmw las- &y in the king's îïrst regnal year when he was in Memphi~."~ The decree is 

dmost identical to another issued by Ramesses 1 in his second r@ ~ e a r . ' ~  Both record the 

king's order that a new endowmmt of various priests, slaves "of His Majesty's capture" and 

foodstuffs be granteci to the temple of Ptah within the fortress of Buhen. Unlike Ramesses 1's 

stela, in which he clairneci that he built the temple, Seti states only that he dedicateô the 

"'CE the Qasr Ibrim stela of Seti, (se supru 3.134), and a scene £iom the Libyan 
campaign in the king's Kamak battle reliefs: Epigraphic Swey,  7 7 ~  Banle Reliefs of Khg 
Sety I, pl. 29. In the latter scample Seti tramples another Li&yan even as he dispaîches the 
chef with his javelin. 

7EVercoutter and Rosenvasser, Kush 1 1 ( l963), 140. On the temple see Hein, Die 
Ramessidische Bautcftigkeit in Nubien, 3 8-39. 



  te la.'^^ Seti's tablet vas set into the southeni niche in the front inner waii of the f~recoun.''~ 

The date on the stela is the earliest one known fkom Seti's reign and probably cornes some 

seven months after that on ~ L S  father's decree, the latter's death and Sai's accession having 

corne during this interval.'" 

The stela is worked in rather cnide sunk relief."' in contrast to both the paraliel stela 

of Ramesses 1 and the lesser stela issued by Seti on the sarne day? Moreover it is on a 

srnaller sale than Ramesses 1's monument. Seti's figure in the scene marks the earlien 

datable example of the long military wig with uraeus in his reign. Previous to this. it is 

attesteci only once under Ramesses I. Although the workmanship is cnide. the narrow 

shouldas of the figures are in keeping with the post-Amarna style of relief employed early in 

the reign. 

3.140 SrnaMer Steh o f  Seti I, Ycar 1 (Pennsyîvania University Museum E. 10988) 
PM VII, 1 29; D. Randall-Maciver & C. L. Wooiiey, Buhen, (Philadelphia. 19 1 1 ), 92-93, pl 
34; H. S. Smith, Tne F0rtres.s of Bukn: Vol. 1 i e  Inscriptions, &ondon, 1976), pl. 60, no 
7; 1. Hein, Die Rumessidrscche BuuüttigReit in Nubien, 42; KRI I, KRi I, 100, 447; R U A  1. 83- 
84, $47; RITANC 1, 79-80, $47; (PLATE 77). 

7851bid., Mumane, 48; RITANC 1-43. 978. Still, the text recording the temple's 
construction by Ramesses 1 lies in the last three lines of the inscrimon that were carved at the 
behea of Seti 1 to replace five eariier lines of text in the onguial edition. See L. -A 
Christophe, "La carrière du prince Merenptah et les trois régences ramessides." A U E  5 1 
(195 l), 355. This perhaps indicates that the nonh temple was not completed d early in 
Seti's reign. Ibid., Christophe, 3 55 .  

7wf?iTRNC ï, 3, §Sb; H. Smith, The Fortresr of Bukn: Vol. 1 7ne I&ptium, 
(London, 1 W6), 2 1 1, n. 3, correcting PM W, 120, plan 

7*RlTANC I, 3. §Sb; A Spalinger. "Traces of the Early Career of Seti 1," JSSEA 8 
( 1978). 23 1-232 w/ references n 8. 

"'M. L. Bierbrier, BUHT 10. pl. 10. 

'"See next entry. 

790 See n i p  12-10. 



This aela was found with the left one third of the slab rnissing. Its execution is 

markedly superior to Seti's larger B~ihen stela. For although the paleography of the signs is 

nearly identical, the lunette scene is rendered in fine bas relief and the overd surface has been 

more carefully finished. Its text consists of rhetoricai praise of the king. 

In the vignette, the king stands to the right holding an in one hand and an W- Y 
scepter in the other with which he consecrates a pile of offerings. He wears a Nemes- 

headdress surmounted by a crown made up of two ta11 plumes and a sun disk supponed by 

r a d s  homs and flanked by ~raei."' To the lefi of the offering table. Ptah stands in a shrine 

that also encloses a single offenng stand with a nmst-jar and lotus blossurn. A winged nui 

disk hovers at the top of the lunette. Pendant uraei dangling f?om the sun disk Bank Seti's 

prenomen written without a cartouche. As with the larger Buhen stela, the figure of the king - 
is disthguished by its narrow shoulders in keeping with the post-Amarna style of relief 

Amara West 
3.141 Town Enclosure Wall 
PM VII, 164; H. W. Fairman, JE2 25 ( 1939), 142 & pl. 13; idem, JEA 34 (1 948), 9; 1. Hein, 
Die Ramessiriische Bauzdtighit in Nubien, 5 2. 

Seti seems to have founded this settlement and had complaed much of the town waU 

as indicated by mud bricks stamped with his name." He may have also initiated construction 

of the temple on the island as the focal part of this oew fortifieci town. Like so many other 

buildings the king began, this was Iefl unhished at his  death, leaving Ramesses to complete it 

after his accession?' Rarnesses LI named it the Pr-Re-m-sw-mry-7mn. but Fainnan avers that 

"'This combination of royal headgear was fàvored in 0th representations of the king 
in Nubia ïhus on scenes accompanying the Nauri decree and the year eleven stela âom 
Gebd Barkal. F. LI. GrifInth, JE4 13 (1927), pl. 39; G. A & M. B. Reisner, Z& 69 (1933). 
74. 

'W. Fairman, "Preliminary Report on the Excavations at Amarah West, Anglo- 
Egyptian Su&n, 1938-9," JE4 25 (1939). 142 & pl. 13; Idem, " P r e ~ w y  Report on the 
Excavations at Amarah West, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 1 94748," JE4 34 ( 1 W8), 9.  

"'Fairman insists that the temple was not built until Ramesses iI's reign and laves 
open the possibility that Seti had built an eartier temple on the site. Ibid.. 142. 



the original foundation would have been caiied something like the Pr-Mn-rnjCt-RC baseci on a 

damaged inscription found at the site? Likewise, the west gate of the enclosure may have 

been erecteù by Seti but was decorated by Ramesses II? 

3.142 Stela o f  Seti 1, Year 8 (Brooklyn 39.424) 
Sandstone: H. 96.5 cm; W .  76.5 cm; D. 14 cm 
PM VII, 159; KM 1, 102- 104, $9; replaced and improved, KR! VII, 8- 1 1 ,  9 184; RlTA 1, 85- 
87, $49; RITANC ï, 8 1-90, 949; 1. Hein, Die Rantessidsche Bmtütiggke in Nubien, 52. 

This stela records a carnpaign against hem? The entire surface is badly weathered. 

A depression in the middle of the stone was anciently mled with plaster and bas largely 

disappeared. Much of the text was inscribed in this medium and moa of this has been loa." 

The upper portion of the year date is wom away, with four strokes preserved below. 

Although a higher date has been proposai, it is more iikely that the date is year eight? 

Faiman, JEA 34 ( 1948), 9. While his interpretation is possible, the broken 
inscription could dso refer to the pr Imn instead of the pr Mn-nrjCt-RC. Stili, one would 
expect Seti, who founded the site, to have named it after humeif so Fairman's solution may be 
the best one. 

 r rom the Brooklyn Museum's records kindly sent to me by Dr. R. Fazzîni. 

'%tchen, R I T M  l, 82. He notes that the only other possibility would be year nine, 
with five strokes above. Vermutter would date the stela to fl I 1 (year 12) on epipphic 
grounds, but this seems doubdul. Contra J. Vercoutter, "Une campagne mili tah de Séti 1 en 
Haute Nubie, " RUIE 24 ( 1972). 207; idem, "Le pays irexn et la pénétration égyptienne en 
Afhque (stèle de Sai S. 579)," in J. Vercoutter, (ed.). Livre clL Centemke, MIFAO 104, 
(Cairo, 1980). 1 76, n. 2 & 1 77 w/ n. 2. Veicouîter reiied on photographs, wMe the stela itself 
was checked by R F e  and W. Mumane in 1982, who found no evidence of a hypotheticai 
year 12, leaving (year 8) as the most reasonable solution. From the Brooklyn Museum's 
records iundly sent to me by Richard Fazzini. 



Another text found some ten d e s  to the wuth of Arnara West at Sai records the same 

event. The piece rnay join with Khartoum 3063 (see next entry). 

3.143 Steh Frapent of Seti 1 (Khartoum Museum 3063) 
Sandstone: H. 59.7 cm; W. 70.3 cm, D. 14.6 
PM W, 16 1 ; H. W. Fairman, Discowry NS 2 (August 1939), 390; idem, The Connorsseur 
1 O3 ( 1939). 327; 1. Hein, B e  Ramemuische Bmttitigktt in Nubien, 52; D. Wildung (ed. ), 
Sudan: Antike Konigreiche am Nil, (Munich, 19%), 140, cat. 142; KRI i, 104, $50; RiTA 1, 
87-88, $50; RITANC 1, 90, $50. 

This fiagrnent consists of only the lunette scene depicting Seti srniting Nubian f o e ~ . ~  

It is. perhaps, the top of Brooklyn 39.424 which has a text but no scene?'* In wppon of this 

contention, it should be noted that the thicknesses of these two stela flagments are identical. 

The width of the present stela is about 6.5 cm less than the Brooklyn stela, but the former is 

broken off at its ri& hand side, with O* the arm of Amen-Re, extending a hpf-sword to the 

king, being preserved. Seti wears the Nubian wig ninnounted by a pair of ram's homs 

embellished with uraei, tail plumes and a s u a  disk. The stela was found in the pillard hall of 

the Ramesside temple at A r n ; u a - ~ e s t . ~ ~  

3.144 Block with Cartouche of Seti from the "Govtmor's Palace" 
Sandstone 
PM Vil, 1 63; H. W. Fairman, JE4 34 ( 1 948), 6-9, pl. 6.2; 1. Hein, Die Ramessidsche 
Bautdtigkeit in Nubien. 52. 

This sandstone block is decorated in crude relief with the upper part of what appears 

to be an offering scene, probably feahiruig Re-Horakhty as indicated by a large sun disk on his 

mMTANC 1, 8 1 ff See infiu 3.145. 

9. Wildung (ed. ), Su&: Antik Konigreiche mn Nil, (Munich, 19%). 1 40, fat. 

142. 



headW3 Traces of Seti's prenomen mark him as responsible for the block. Fairman suggested 

t hat it stemmed frorn a small chape1 on the site erected prior to the main Ramesside temple. 

Sai 
3.145 Frapentaty Stela of  Seti 1 ( M M  F.25. LI+) 
Sandstone: H. 54 cm; W. 98 cm 
J. Vercoutter, RdE 24 ( 1972). 20 1-208, pl. 1 7; idem, in Liwe c6r CenteMire. IFAO, (Cairo, 
1980), 157-163, fig. 1. pl. 21A/B; 1. Hein, Die Ramessidische Bmtotgkeit in Nubien. 59; 
KR1 1, 102- 104, $49; replaced and improved, KRI W. 8- 1 1 ,  5 184; RITA 1, 85-87, $49; 
RITANC 1, 8 1-90, $49. 

In 1970 Vercoutter discovered a stela of Seti 1 similar to one found at Amara West? 

The two texts are not identical. but are pardel accounts of the h g ' s  year eight carnpaign 

agaioa ~rern.~" The lunette scene, dong with the uppermost lines of the text bearing the date. 

are lost, as is the lowermoa part of the text. 

&bel Dosha 
3.146 Steli of Seti 1 with Victmy of Kusb Amenemopct 
PM VII, 167; W III, 14 1 k; L B  T V, 230; 1. Hein, Die i?amem.drsche Bautatigkeir ~n Nubien, 
60; KRI 1, 100-101, $48; RITA 1, 84-85, $48; RIïANC 1, 80-81, 548. 

This nela was w e d  on the rocky cli& at Gebel Dosha on the west bank of the Nile 

above the Eighteenth Dynasty speos of Thutrnose LII. It was made at the behest of the 

Viceroy of Nubia Amenemopet who seems to have wrved in this capacity throughout most of 

Seti's reign. The tableau depias the king offerhg incense and pouring Libation for the 

Elephantine tnad of Khnum, Sata and ~ n u k i s . ~  

' 0 3 ~ .  W. Fainnan, "Prelunuiary Report on the Excavations at Amarah West, Ando- 
Egyptian Sudan, 1947-48," JEA 34 ( 1 W), pl. 6.2 

mJ. Vercourter, RaE 24 ( 1972). 20 1 -298; id- Livre ch CenieMe, MlFAO 1 14 
(1980), 157-163. 

sOsSee RITANC 1, 81ff 

III, 141k. 



Sesebi 
3.147 Block of Seti 1 
PM VII, 174; H. W. Fairman, JEA 24 (1938), 152-153. 

This biock, decorated with the cartouches of Seti 1, was found reused as the threshold 

in the door of a house. No photograph or drawing was published and its present whereabouts 

are unknown. "' 

3.148 Pminct Wafl of Sun Temple 
A. M. Blackman, J U  23 ( 193 7). 148; H. W. Fairman, J i 3  24 ( 1938)' plan; 1. Hein, Die 
Ramessidische Bautatigkeit zn Nubien, 62. 

The small temple to the sun god seems onginally to have bem built by Akhenaten. 

Seti rebuilt it and surrounded it with a mud brick enclosure ~ a l l . ~  

3.149 Blockof Seti 1 
A. M. Blackman, J O  23 (1937), pl: 19; H. W. Fairman, JE4 24 (1938). 153; 1. Hein, D r  
Rmessidzscchr Bautdtigkeii in Nubien, 62. 

This sandstone block is decorated with a fine bas relief of a goddess holding two rnpr-gaves 

behind a h g .  Of the latter, only his shodder is preservedW The piece can be dated. 

perhaps, to Seti's reign on stylistic critena.'1° 

8mH. W. Fairman, "PreLiminary Report on the Excavations at Sesebi (Sulda) and 
Amarah West. Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 1937-38," JE4 24 (1938), 153. 

-A. M. Blackman, "Reliminary Report on the Excavations at Sesebi, Nonhem 
Province, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 1936-37," JE4 23 (1937), 148. 

'%lackman, JE4 23, pl. 19.4. 

""The in-curved tragus of the ear marks this relief as dating to the post-Amima period 
(W. J. Mumane, by personai communication). The piece lacks any 0th- characteristics of the 
art of either this king or any of his Amama or post-Amama successon. The use of bas-relief, 
moreover, indicates that the piece probably dates to no later than the first year of M e s s e s  II. 
&er which the use of this medium became quite rare during the rest of the New Kingdom. 



Nauri 

3.150 Stela of Seti 1, Year 4 
PM W. 174; F LI. Griffith, JEA 13 (1927). 193-208. pis. 37-43; 1. Hein., Die RmnPssidiscrch 
Baututrgkeit in Nubien, 62; KRI 1, 45-58, $24; HTA i, 38-50, 824; MTANC' 1, 48-55, $24. 

This well known rock stela is considered one of the mon important texts of Seti 1's 

reign."' It preserves an edict issued by the king to protect the property and labor force of a 

foundation he had established for his Abydos temple fiom abuse by various classes of offi&ls 

operating in Nubia."' The text belongs to a smd group of similar decreesg" issued in the 

post-.&nama period to address official comption, which seerns to have become a serious 

problem during the reign of ~khenaten."~ Further anaîysis of the legai portions of this text 

are best lefl to those with more expenise in this topic than the present author. Stili, a few 

observations can be made on portions of the text as they relate to Seti's plans for his Abydos 

temple and its foundation. 

It is apparent from the text that Seri considered the establishmmt of a large foundation 

for his Abydos temple a high priority early in the reign. The far-flung agricuitural estates, 

gold mines and other economic concerns maintained by the Abydos foundation had been at 

lest in part enablished by year four, the date on the aela, if not earlier. Ln the Nauri decree, 

an account of the temple and its estates takes the form of a eulogy."' The description of the 

temple proper is fanciful when compared to the actual building preserved at Abydos. As the 

"'F. LI. W t h . ,  "The Abydos Decree of Seti 1 at Nauri," JEA 13 (1 927). 193-208. 

''*For hterpretatiom of this documents see William F. Edgerton, "The Nauri Decree 
of Seti 1: A Translation and Analysis of the Legal Portion," J ï K S  6 (1 947), 2 19-230; A. H. 
Gardiner, "Some Reflections on the Nauri Decree," JEA 3 8 (1 9 52), 24-3 3. 

"%.g., the decree of Horemheb: J.-M. Kmchten, Le &et d 'Horemkb: Trahction. 
commenroire t!pzg~aphique, philogique et imtitufiomef. (Brussels, 198 1 ) .  For a text similar to 
the Naun dmee, also fiom Seti's reigh see H. Bmnner, "Das Fragment eines Schutzdekreten 
aus dem Neuen Reich," MDIK 8 (1939), 16 1 - 164. See supra 3.43. 

" ' ~ e e  RJ. Leprohon. "The Reign of Akhenaten Seen through the Lats Royal 
Decrees," Mélanges MoHiar U, 93- 1 04. 

'''KRI 1: 46: 1 O f f  



text dates to year four. when the structure can scarcely have been begun if at dl,  it is at any 

rate prospective. The descriptions are largely hyperbole, and even the more specific details do 

not correspond to reality.816 Although they are described in the same glowing tems, the 

enurneration of the various personnel and properties that were assigned to the temple's 

holdings is perhaps more accurate, as these were protected by decree. Thus Seti established 

estates to provide fowl, cattle and other tivestock and plantations to raise grain and other 

herbage. Moreover, personnel were assigned to it including various classes of priests, 

agricultural workers and prisoners of war, the last being described as coming corn 

 etc chenu."' Among the other personnel and properties cited in the text are fleets of ships. 

Not mentioned in the eulogy, but described as protected by the decree, are other temple 

persorne1 wch as bee keepers, vintners, desert traders and gold washers."' Al1 these 

properties and personnel are described as fiinctioning in Nubia, but the eulogy of the temple 

foundation States that the king had estabtished estates throughout Egypt to provide foodstuffs 

to the Abydos foundation. "9  

In addition to the Nubian concerns of the temple, we know that Seti established gold 

mining operations in the eastern desert at Kanais later in his reipaO in addition. wine jar 

dockets fiom Abydos and Reqaqna mention vineyards, at Ieast one of which was probably in 

the Ilelta."' Thus despite the hyperbole of the rhetorical portion of the decree, it seems clear 

"The pylons are described as being of "Tura ibnestone with thickness of granite.'' 
KRI 1.47: 12. in fact, the outer pylon, largely built under Ramesses iI, is const~cted of 
sandstone. See mpra 3.46.1. 

"'KM 1. 59. 525a-b. The Abydos jar, Cairo amphora 2789. rnakes reference to the 
Har-canal in the Delta. Kitchen doubts that a Wieyard was to be found at Reqaqna, 24 km 
north of Abydos, as the best vineyards were in the north. See RITANC 1, 55-56, 599. 



that by year four. Seti had already begun to establish a huge foundation on behalf of hs 

Abydos temple with holdings dispersed throughout Egypt and Nubia. 

3.15 1 Fmgmentary Stcla of Seti i, Year 1 1 (Khartoum 1856) 
Sandstone: ca. H. 170 cm; W. 1 10 cm; D. 12 cmm 
PM Vil, 220; G. A. Reisner & M. B. Reisner, ZkS 69 (1933), 73-78. pl. 8; 1. Hein, Die 
Ramessidische Bautatigkeir in Nubien, 66; KRi 1, 75-76, $38; RiTA 1. 64-65, $38; RiTANC 1, 
65-66, $38. 

It is a great pity that this inscription is so fiagmentary." Fortunately. the dateline is 

wholly intact, as it rernains the highest known date in the king's reign, IV fmw 1 2 or 1 3. "' 
The scene depicts Seti offking incense to Amen and a goddess." The king wears the Nubian 

wig surnounteci by a pair of ram's homs with sun disk, tali feathen and two uraei. Three 

slender offering stands that support a large pile of offixings stands between him and the two  

deities. Seti's posture is upnght. Although it is more c o m o n  to fhd inclined figures of the 

king laia in the reim the conventional stance is aiso found at this time and one need not 

conclude that Seti ceased to employ the bowing stance at the end of his reign.'" 

In the main text, the dateline and royal tihilary was followed by a eulogy of the 

sovereign which is almoa cornpleteiy Iost. Next cornes the main reportm It describes a 

series of building projects the king had initiated on behalfof the various gods of Egypt. The 

822G. A Reisner and M. B. Reisner. "Inscribed Monuments from Gebel Barkal Part 3 
The Stela of Sety 1," ZkS 69 (1 933), 75. 

"'Reisner & Reisner, Z& 69. pl. 8. 

*%Se(! supra 1.2.5. 



first mentioned is a broad hall of appearances. (wsht hrw), built of sandstone. for   men."" 

This is probably a reference to the addition Seti made in the temple of Amen at Gebel Barkd. 

Following the bief description of tks  building cornes an extended testimonial to the king's 

prowess as a military leader, followed by an aii to bnef description of his building aaivities in 

Heliopolis." Precisely what sort of &ce the king erected there is 10% but it was. perhaps. 

a reference to the forecoufi with pylon gateway. colossi and obelisks he is known to have built 

there. It is described as being in the temple of the Benben-stone. The final section of the 

text calls on ai i  the gods to celebrate the h g ' s  accornplishments as a builder ùnce "he has 

built for you a temple anew, of fine, hard white sandstone." This is presumably a second 

reference to the Gebel Barka1 temple, since no other site is mentioned. 

Although a great deal of the text is missing, the larger portion of these lacunae seem to 

be in the rhetorical sections. Thus foilowing the description of the hall of appearances, the 

long encomium in praim of Seti's rnilitary leadership seems to have uicluded the middle lines 

of the text which are either largely or wholly loa. Where the text picks up again in lines 16 

and 1 7, the reference to Amen-Re niggeas that the rhetorical theme hss not changed. 

Therefore, nothmg with historical value seems to be misshg fiom this part of the text, such as 

a description of building adVities elsewhere, say in Memphis. 

Thus in a i i  likelihood, only two building projects are mentioned in this text. One on 

behaifof Amen is mentioned twice."' Moreover, the type of building is described as a broad- 

hall of appearances.*' The Heliopolitan building was located in the Mansion of the Benben- 

Stone, but precisely what sort of edifice it was is los, although it may very weli have been a 

forecourt with pylon gateway, obelisks and colossi Seti appears to have built diere. 

agKRi 75: 14-76: 1. 

I, 76:6-7. 

'?ke supra 3.29. 

"'KRI 1, 75: 14-76: 1; KRI 1, 763-9. 

"'Spencer, The Egyptim Temple. 77 & n. 148. 



3.152 Haii of Appearanccs, (Wshr hrw), of Seti I 
G. A. Reisner, JEA 4 ( 19 17), 220tf; 1. Hein Die Ramesicfische Boutd@eii in Nubien, 66. 

Reisner excavated the remains of a pillard hallway. (B 503 on his plan), in front of the 

onpa l  Eighteenth Dynasty sanctuary of the main temple of Amen-Re at Gebel Barkal. Lt 

was much denuded, only the lowermost portions of the columns and walls being preserved. 

Despite the lack of textual evidence to indicate who built it, Reisner was able to narrow the 

field of possible candidates to Horemheb and Seti.')' With the discovery of the latter king's 

fiagmentary dela of year eleven in B 503 some years later, Reisner concluded that Seti indeed 

was responsible for erecting this pillard hall.'Y 

-. - - - - - - 

8 3 3 ~ .  A. Reisner, "The Barkai Temples in 19 16," J .  4 ( 19 1 7). 222-223 

8Y~eisner & Reisner, U S  69, 77. 



CHAPTER 4 

STUDLES ON THE HISTORICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SETI I'S MONUMENTS 

4.1 The Intemal Cbrooology of Seti 1's Reign 

The present chapter aims to increase our current understanding of a number of key 

chronological and historical problems of the reign of Seti 1 that fnistrate those seeking to 

establish a more secure chronology for the New Kingdom. The length of Seti 1's  reign 

remains one of the more controversial problerns in New Kingdom chronology; the number of 

yean he reigned is stiii open to question as are the accession dates of the first three kings of 

the Nineteenth Dynasty. The issue of the hypothetical coregencies of Seti 1 with Ramesses 1 

and Il is less pertinent, as no one would now advocate the notion of double dated coregencies 

in the Nineteenth üynasty.' It is hoped that the following analysis can provide a more m r e  

intemai chronology of Seti's reign, but absolute chronology lies beyond the scope of this 

work. 

4.2 Accession Dates of the First Thrtc Ramasidu 

4.2.1 The Accession date of Ramasa 1 

There is no direct aidence for the accession date of Ramesses 1. Anempts to isolate a 

time frame for his accession have been made by ~rauss' and Von ~eckerath,) but the results 

are highly spmlative, based on estimations of how Ramesses' shon reign rnight fit into their 

modeis for absolute chronology between the reigns of Amenhotep III and Ramesses II. The 

highest date known for this king is 11 pn 20 in year t w d  Although this provides a terminus 

'R. h s s ,  Das Ende der A m ~ n t ~ z e i t ,  HÂB 7 (1978), 185- 189'20 1. 

'Sometirne during I/n pn. I. Von Beckenth, Chronologie des iigyptischen Neuen 
R e i c h ,  HAB 39, (Hildesheim, 1994), 106, & 117. 

*From his Buhen stela (= KRI 1, 2-3). 
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post qurm for the accession of Seti 1, by itself does not shed iight on the accession date of 

Ramesses 1. 

4.2.2 The Accession date of Seti 1 

The first attempt to isolate an accession date for Seti 1 was made by Helck in 1959.' 

By arranging the various dates in the Rechmgen from the palace in Mernphs from regnal 

yean two and t h e  in their calendrical order, he arrivecl at an interval berneen U prt 17 and 1 

.fmw 17 during which the nan of the new regnal year could have occurred. As he later 

admitted hirnsell; this rnethodology was flawed. The dated entries are not derived from a 

single papyrus, and there is no proof that they once forrned a consecutive series of dates! 

Helck later proposed I l l  fmw 24, describeci as the "waterborne procession," hnw, of Seti on 

O. Gardiner 1 1, as the accession date.' Mumane reappraised the material Eom the 

Rechmngen, and by arranging the dates which overlap he was able to isolate a continuous 

series of dates on which the accession could not have occurred. The redting window during 

which Seti could have corne to the throne lay between UI Smw 1 8 and IV fmw 1 7.' 

Although it did fail within the interval he had established, Mumane rejected Helck's 

revised date. He asserted that the events called h C f - w ,  although they could refer to 

anniversaries of the royal accession, also dmoted the public appearance of the royal cult 

figure on other occasions. Moreover, the events of III fmw 24 were described as a hnr, 

"waterborne procession," and therefore did not betoken Seti's accession date.9 Redford has 

shown that during the New Kingdom the term S C i - w  was used to refer specificaily to the 

'W. Hel& "Bemerkungen ni den Thronbesteigungsdatai im Neuen Reich," Smda 
Biblica et Onendia  3, Analecta Biblica 12, (Rome, 1959), 1 17- 1 18. 

6W. Hel& "Chronologische Kleinigkeiten," CaE 4 1 ( 1966). 233-234; W. J. Mumane. 
"The Accession Date of Sethos I," Serqis 3 (1975-76). 23. 

'Murnane, Serqis 3, 23-24. 



h g ' s  accession date or its anniver~ary.'~ Festivals in honor of individual deceased kings 

were celebrated only once a year, in contrast to holy days of the Theban Necropolis' two 

patron deities. the deified Amenhotep 1 and Ahose-Nef&." Moreuver hCi seems to have 

been interchangeable with the term hntlSnw in describing festivities surrounding the 

anniversary of the king's accession in material fiorn Deir el-Medina.I2 A hnt nonnally refen 

to a waterbome procession," but Like rnany other festal days at Thebes during the New 

Kingdom, the anniversary of a king's accession mua have included some kind of waterbome 

procession involving the royal cult statue. 

Mumane's primary objection to Helck's date was that it was not consistently a holiday 

in the Ramesside period, since a worlanan was recorded as king absent on III rmw 24 on an 

ostracon of Ramesses II's year 40, which, he reasoned, must have tberefore been a workday." 

ï h i s  conclusion is misleadhg, as it is now apparent that workers who were il1 or away for 

enended penods of t h e  were noted as absent for the whole period even if some of the 

intervening days were in fact officiai hoiidays." Helck also cumpiled several other examples 

where ILI fmw is logged as a holiday, dthough no reason is specified in any of these.I6 Thus 

'9. B. Redford History und ChronoIog), of the EIghteenth qynan). of Egypi: Scvcn 
Studies. (Toronto, 1967), 22-25. The Turin Work Joumai describes III fmw 27 as the hCi n 
nsw Wsr-rnFt-R'11/ (= KRI VI, 697:2). P. Bib. Nat. 23 7 describes 1 fmw 26, which is 
incontrovertibly the accession date of Rarnesses UI, as [_hci] m W~r-m3~t-R%zr-?mn (= KRI 
VI, 340: 1). A notation foilowing this date in ODM. 55 fiom year 21 of Ramesses III 
describes it as irt h C i - ~ n v  n pr-9 C. W.S. (= KRi V, 557:7)/. 

"W. HelcL. "Drei Ramessidische Daten," SAK 17 ( 1990). 2 1 3, n. 3.  

'*In connedon with Ramesses II, O. Cairo CG 25503 (= KRI IV. 425 : 10- 1 1 ) and Seti 
1 on III Smw 24: p3 hnw Sry, O. Gardiner 1 1 (= KW VI, 249: 7). 

"Wb. UI. 3755-12. var. h: Wo. III, 375: 13. 

I5Helck SAK 17 (1990). 205. n. 3; J. J. Jansen, "Absence nom Work by the 
Necropolis Workmen," SAK 8 ( 1 %O), 127- 1 52.. 



while Seti's accession could have fallen any time between III Smw 18 and IV Smw 23, Helck's 

date II1 .fmw 24 seems the most likely solution, thme being no clear evidence against it. 

4.2.3 The Acctssion date of Ramus- iX 

Various data have been proposed over the years for Ramesses II's accession. A 

range of dates in ail three seasons of the Ancient Egyptian calendar has been advanced, and 

the question has been even more controversial than the accession date of Seti 1. Sethe noted 

that a stela attnbuted to Ramesses' eighth year describes how work on a colossal statue was 

carried out between year 7, II1 jbt 21 and year 8, III @t 8.'' This 363-day interval was 

described as consisting of one year and t h e  days (w' rnpt hno 3)". The curious writing for 
- 

Ibt in the dateline, y , however, could also represent Smw, which Sethe himselfseems to 
- " 
d -' 

have prefmed. The gela itself was dated to II pn 8 in year eight. Sethe concluded that the 

accession date could not have faiien betwm III #t (or Smw) 18 (= the day on which work on 

the colossus was completed in year 8 )  and II prt 8 the date of the stela itselE19 Mead it must 

have occurred Eom between II prt 8 and II through N pn 20, the latter figures being the 

range of possible date on a stela Born Giza which appears to date f?om year one? Seele later 

narrowed this tirne span to between II p n  8 and III p n  1, the latter date king the fist given 

on a calendar fiom the ceiling of the ~sunesseum." Doubt was cast on the conclusions 

advanced by Sethe and Seele when Von Beckerath, aided by a superior edition of the 

"K. Sethe, "Die Iahresrechnung unta Ramses II. und der Namenswechsel dieses 
Konigs," 24s 62 ( 1927), 1 10- 1 14; 

"lgnoring the five epagomenal days. 

'Vhe reading @ is perhaps more iîkely than fmw in this instance. Seele, Coregency. 
80. If the Eirst date is reaû as fmw, then the dates between II prt 8 and III fmw 18 would have 
lain in the same regnai year if one accepts this accession date. J. Von Beckenth, "Das 
Thronbesteigungsdatum Ramses II," 8 1 ( 1956). 2. 

"Sethe, US 62, 1 12- 1 13. The stela is in bas relief and s e m i s  to bear the shorter fiom 
of the king's prenomen. See Murnane, Coregencies, 64-65. 



Manshiet es-Sadr stela, pointed out an error in Sethe's theory. Sethe had misread the years 

between which the statue was carved. They are in fact b e ~ e e n  years eight and nine, not seven 

and eight. Since the dateline on the statue was in year eight, Von Beckerath concluded that it 

mua have been backdated? Von Beckerath p l a d  Rarnesses' accession between 1 prr 17 - 

n prt 8? But in reconstructing the new king's itinerary during year one, Redford has called 

attention to a senous flaw in any proposed accession date dunng prt, whereby Rarnesses 

would have beem to Gebel SiMa, which he visited on III jmw 10, before the festival of Opet 

in the second rnonth of #r, but this would mean that he had passed tbrough ïhebes before 

the festival which is describeci as his lira visit to the city as king." 

Larson advocated two ranges of possible accession dates based on oaraca from Deir 

el-Medina containing dated listq which include regnai year dates, from Messes II's reign. 

(A) III $& 5 - ïïI @t 1 1. or (B) I @ 16 to iïl j& 5 ." His case depends on the 

interpretation of absentees noted on a work list from Deir el-Medina. These dates were 

subsequentlycondensed by Wente and Van Siclen to between III ?ht 5-1 1." In a detailed 

criticism of this methodology, Krauss seriously undemiined Larson's ~onclusions.~ Since 

Ramesses left Thebes for the north on III @t 23 in year one after celebrating the Opa festival 

which began in the midde of Ii @f. In order to arrive at Thebes in time for Opet, Krauss 

posits that he must have left Memphis no later than the end of 1 jb, thereby reducing Larson's 

=Von Beckerath, ZAS 8 1,2; A. Hamada, "A Stela f h m  Manshiyet esSadr." ASAE 38 
( 1938), 217-230 & pl. 30; KRi II, 36017-362: 12. 

UJ. von Beckerath, 24S 81.3. 

"Redford, JE4 57 (1971). 110, n. 3. 

?John A. Larsoq "The Date of the Regnal Year Change in the Reign of Ramesses II." 
Serapzs 3 ( 1975-76)' 17-2 1. 

16E. F. Wente & C. C. Van Sicien, "A Chronology of the New Kingdom, " in 
Honor of George R Hughes, (Chicago, 1976), 234. 

"R. Krauss. "Untersuchungen zu Konig Amenmesse," SAK 5 ( 1977), 147- 148: 
Followed by W. Helck, S4K 17 ( 1990), 205. M. 1 & 3. 



window for the accession date drarnatically. Von Beckerath had show that the accession 

could not have occorred between II prt 8 and III tmw 2 1 .'' Taken together with Krauss' own 

conclusions based on the king's travels during his first regnai year. this lefl an intervai between 

III Smw 22 and the end of 1 @t when he must have lefi Memphis for Theôes for the Opet 

festival, but based on the date of the king's death Ui the middle of 1 %t and some ancient 

confusion as to whether he had ruled for a full 66 or 67 years, Krauss concludes that 

Rarnesses could not have corne to the throne in the later part of jbt? 

Helck had long maintaineci that Ramesses II's accession date was III fmw 27. " He 
based this on the recurrence of this date as a holiday firom the attendance journais and other 

sources fiom Deir el-Medina. Not ali these attestations of III fm 27 as a holiâay are certain, 

some being quite fiagmentaryl or d~ubtful . '~  Others, however, are quite clear," and even 

when the reason for the holiday was not given, it was consistently obxrved on this date? It 

seems clear that III fmw 27 was generaiiy a holiday. and in partidar one in honor of 

Ramesses il. M m e ,  in support of larson's date, objected to Helck' s date, noting t hat the 

"von Beckerath, U S  8 1. 86. 

'('W. Helck "Bernerkungen ni den Thronbesteigungsdaten im Neuen Reich," Studia 
Bibiica et OrientaZia 3, Anaiecta Biblica 12 (Rome, 1 959). 1 1 8- 120; idem "Drei 
Ramessidische Dateq" SAK 1 7 ( 1 990), 205-2 14. 

"O. Cairo CG 25503 (=KR1 IV, 425: 10-1 1) describes a holiday due to the hnit of 
some king. Of his prenomen, only the sun disk is preserved. The date is also Ion. but it came 
shonly after III Smw 20 in year 1 of Siptah. 

"E.g.. an absentee List fkom year one of Rarnesses V: O. Cairo CG 25609, (= KM VI, 
245: 13). There are two hgmentary dates between the 21 and 28 of III S m .  nie specific 
notations for these dates are completely lost. 

')O. Cairo CG 25533 a work journal fkom year 3 of Ramesses IV describes TII Snnv 27 
as free for the [hci or hnit] of Wsr-mFf-[Rq-stp-n-RC. KM VI, 176:s. The Turin Necropolis 
Journal describes a date (lost) between III Smw 26 and 28 as fiee for the hri n n w  Wsr-mTt- 
Rr / / / / / .  KRI VI, 697:2. 

%e Lia compiled by Helck, SM 17, 207. 



tenn hCi could be used to refer to any occasion on which the king's cuit statue appeared in 

public, and not just to the anniversary of his accession, although this is contrary to what 

Redford had concluded &out the tenn." ~ r a u s s ~  has offered hrther chronological evidence 

in suppon of III fmw 27 as the accession, and this date has gained widespread acceptance as 

the most likely solution to the problem and is advocated here." 

4.3 The Lcngtb o f  Seti 1'3 Reip  

The highest attested date for Seti 1 is regnai year 1 I l  IV fmw 12 or 13 on his 

fragmentas, stela from Gebel ~arkal." Stil). it has often been claimed that he reigned longer 

than this. The various copyias of Manetho credit hirn with a long reign of between 5 1 

(Afîicanus) and 59 (Josephus) years. Although Manetho cm be quite accurate with regard to 

the length of çome reigns, the figures quoted for Seti are impo~sible.'~ Stiîi one classical 

source seems to have preserved a more plausible span of 10- 1 1 yean for Seti's reign." 

"~urnane, Serapis 3 (1 975-76)' 25-26; Redford, History and ChronoIogy of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty of Egvpt, 22-25. 

"For references to those adopting this solution. see Helck SAK 17, 205-206. So too 
Von Beckerath, renouncing his e a r k  view (= ZkY 8 1 [1956], 1-3). now supports Helck's 
date. See idem, Chronologie &s Ügyptisckn Neuen Reiches, 69-70. 

YG.A Reisner & MB. Reisna, "Inscribed Monuments frorn Gebel Barical Part 3. The 
Stela of Sety 1," U S  69 (1933), 73-96; KRI I, 758. See supra 3.15 1. 

3PThe task of unmambling the Manethonian tradition has long exercised scholan. 
With regard to his treatment of the Eightemth and Nineteenth Dymuhes, cf. R Krauss, DPî 
Ende des Amumaeit, H& 7, (HiideshW 1978), 204-256; D.B. Redford, Phmaonic King- 
LISIS, Annais and Dq-Books, (Mississauga, 1 !?86), chpt. 7,23 1 E & 8, 302-305; 1. Von 
Beckerath, Chronologie des agptischen Naren R e i c h ,  54-6 1. With regard to Seti I in 
particular, see Redford, King Lists, 303; idem, History and Chronofugy, 208-2 15. 

'@Theophilus or "Pseudo-Eratosthenes." See Redford, History a d  Chrondogy, 2 1 1 ; 
Krauss, Das E~tde der ilmantazeit, 274-276. 



Nineteenth cenNry scholars, although rejecting the Manethonian tradition. still tended 

to assign a considerable span for the king's d e .  of between twenty and thvty y-. These 

figures. however. were highly impressionistic. By the tum of the century. thinking on this 

subject was moving towards a figure of twelve to thirteen years." 

There was linle origuial evidence to support any of these dates. The highest known 

date for the king was year nine untii Reisner's diswvery in the 1930s of the Gebel Barka1 stela 

of year e l eve~  IV fmw 12 or 13. This remairu the highest known date for Seti L but 

evidence for a longer reign has been put fonvard based on antient materiai. Bierbrier avemed 

that the autobiography of Bakenkhonsu, the Hi@ Priest of Arnen-Re of Karnak under 

Ramesses 14 indicated that Seti had d e d  for fourteen or fifieen years." Eleven years of his 

career are ascribed to Seti's reign fdowed by a second, four year segment. His third post is 

said to have corne under Ramesses II. So. Bierbrier concluded, Seti must have ruieû 15 years. 

His assessrnent was disputed by M m e  who round4 the figure quoted by Bierbrier d o m  

to ten." Kitchen, in turn. called Muniane's methodology hto question." Most recently, 

Jansen- Winkeln has demonstrateci t hat Bakenkhonsu' s autobiography is moot as a 

chronological source." He argues convincingly that the two positions that Bakenkhonsu 

seems to have held during Seti's reign could have been serveci concurrently. 

The lack of a date higher than year eleven led Helck to point out that if Seti had ruled 

for fourteen to £%teen years, then he is alone among the Ramessides in havùig u, many 

'2M.L. Bierbrier, "The Length of the Reign of Sethos I," E A  58 (1972), 303 

'3~umaw. Coregencies, 86; idem, JNES 34 ( 1 975), 1 88- 1 89. 

W M S  39 ( 1980), 170- 17 1. Murnane still defends his onguial conciusions. See now 
The Roadto Kadesh2, 110, n. 28. 

"K. Jansen-Winkeln, "The Career of the Egyptian Hi@ Priest Bakenkhoas," JNES 52 
( 1993), 22 1-225. 



unattested regnal year dates, in particular successive ones." Such an argument ex silrntio 

must be viewed with caution, however. A useful caveat for citing such gaps as evidence is the 

problem of the length of Horemheb's reign, which remains highly controversial." Still, only 

year ten of Seti 1 rernains unattested between his first and eleventh regnal years and many of 

the intervening years are attested in multiple instancesu Although a weak argument by itself, 

Helck's contention adds some weight to the notion of a ten- to eleven-year reign. 

Kitchen argued for a longer reign based on a number of events that he believed must 

have transpired between the hypothetical accession of Ramesses as coregent and SA'S 

death.19 He avers that it would have taken a few years for the young d e r  to produce his fira 

four sons and for the two eldea to have reached an age whereby they could be taken on a 

inilitary campaign depicted in reliefs from Ramesses' temple at Beit el-Wali. He further 

opined that only d e r  these events had transpired did the viceroy of Nubia, Arnenemopet, die, 

to be replaced by Yuni, who is also attested under Seti 1. KitchenYs arguments are highiy 

speculative and reiy on the dubious veracity of Ramesses II's claims in the inscription 

*W Helck, "Zur Chronologiediskuuion über das Neue Reich." Agyp~en und Levmte 
3 (1992), 63-65. 

"The highest uncontrovenial date for Horemheb is year 13, but seven of these are 
unattested, inciuding a three-year intewal between 9 and 12. J. Von Beckerath, Chronologe 
des d g p t i s c b  Neuen Reiches, 1 03. But see W. Helck, ~ ~ p t e n  und Levunte 3, 64, who 
claims only year eleven is rnissing. Two highly controversial d a t a  have also ban put 
fonvard: a year 16 on a stone libation vesse1 @.B. Redford, "New Light on the Asiatic 
Carnpaigning of Horemheb," BASOR 2 1 1 [Ocîober 19731,3649) although it has been 
dismissed as a forgery by others: (W. J. Mumane, n>e R d  to Kclrtesh2, 3 0-3 1 with nn. 149- 
1 52) and a year 27 in a gratnto inscribeci on a statue fiom Horemheb's mernorial temple, (U. 
Holscher, nie Eumation of Medïnei Hah, vol. 2: nie Temples of the Eighteenth Dynaszy, 
[Chicago, 19391, 106- 1 O8 w/ 6g. 90 & pl. 5 1 c), which may in fm refèr to the reign of 
Ramesses II. See most recently Von Beckeratb, Chronologze des @ptischen Neuen Reiches, 
104; idem, "Das Problm der Regieningsdauer Haremhabs," SAK 22 ( 1995),3 7-4 1 for an 
oveninu of this controversy. 

%id., Helck, Agyptc?n und Levante 3,64. 

'%. A. Kit chen, "Review of William J. Mumane, dncieni E~ptimr Coregencies. 
(Chicago. 197 J)," JNES 39 (1980). 170. 



&dicatoireJO and the notion that the Beit el-Wali reiiefs faithf'ully reflect events vis à vis the 

Nubian carnpaign, al1 of which is highly ~nlikely.'~ H i s  reconstruction rnay be dismisseci as a 

chronological fantasy, leawig no proof for a long, fifteen-year reign. 

With his death, Seti I lefi a number of large projects unfinished, these being compleâed 

by his son. They include the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and its counterpart ùi Memphis, his 

Abydos temple and his mernorial temple at Gumah. AIso lefi incomplete were a number of 

colossi and obelisks that are mmtioned in two year nine quarry inscriptions fkom Aswan. As 1 

have shown elsewhere, the four seated colossi and two obelisks that Ramesses II set up in the 

pylon and forecourt of Luxor temple were origuially conceived by Seti 1. The larger text of 

year nine records that Seti had ordered a "multitude, (33~) .  of works for the production of 

very great obelisks and great and wondrous colossi." Despite this vow, there are few obelisks 

and apparently no colossi inscnbed for Seti 1. Ramesses U, however, was able to complete 

the two obelisks and four seated colossi fiom Luxor within the fist years of his reign the two 

obelisks in parcicular beuig partly inscribeci before he adopted the finai fonn of his prenomen 

some time in year two." This state of affavs stroogly implies that Seti died after ten to eleven 

years. Had he d e d  on mil his fourteenth or memth year, then surely more of the obelisks 

and colossi he commissioned in year nine would have been complaed, in particular those from 

Luxor. If he died after little more than a decade on the throne, however, then at most two 

years would have elapsed since the Aswan quamies were opened in year nùie, and ody a 

fiaction of the great monoïiths would have been complete and inscribecl at his death, with 

others just emerging nom the quamies so that Ramesses was able to decorate them shortly 

lDOn the reliability of the inscription &&catoâre as evidence for Ramesses' early 
career see infia 4.6.2 

"0x1 the sigiuficance of Amenanopet's appearance in the Beit el-Wali reliefs see infa 
4.6.3.10. 

'9. J. Brand. "The 'Lost' Obelisks and Colossi of Seti 1," JARCE 34 (1997), 101-1 14. 
See supra 3 . 1  19. 



afler his accession. The state of the Luxor obelisks. the% lends fwther weight to the case for 

a shorter, ten- to eleven-year reign for Seti 1. 

It now seems ciear t h t  a long, fourteen- to Meen-year reigi for Seti 1 cm be rejected 

through lack of evidence. Rather, a tenure of ten or more probably eleven years appears the 

most likely scenario. Precisefy how long the reign was depends on the accession dates of Seti 

and his son Ramesses II, and how these fd relative to the datehe on the h g ' s  last known 

monument, the Gebel Barka1 stela of year eleven, which is dated to TV fmw 12 or 13. Thus 

Seti could have reigned for a full ten years and about three months if the &te on the stela 

cornes between an accession date for Seti in lII Smw and Larson's accession date for 

Ramesses II in III $Sr. Seti could also have died shonly after the begnning of his hueifth year, 

having completed a f u U  eleven years as king. This second reconstmction., based on Helck's - 
more plausible accession dates for the two kings, is the one preferred here. 

4.4 A Reassessment of the Bypothetieal Coregcncia of the Earty Nineteenth 
D~naso' 

Egyptologists have long bem exercised by the notion that, at certain intervals in 

Egyptian hinory, pharaoh mifit take his eldest son to rule jointly with him in order to 

parantee the succession. This p d c e  has most ofkn been labeled a coregency. Such 

arrangements have been assume- to be most cornmon in the Twelfth Dyhasty,% but it has been 

argued that the first three rulers of the Nineteenth Dynasty fonned a senes of interlockhg 

coregencies, with the one aiieged between Seti I and Ramesses II pointed to as being better 

attested than perhaps any other in Egyptian History. Even before Seele's work on the issue, 

scholars had long t m e d  the association of Seti I and Rarnesses II a coregency. 

More recemfy, the temi coregency has corne into disfavor arnong audents of the 

Ramesside era in describing the alleged joint d e  between its fint three dynasts. Chnnophe 

and Spaiinger prefer the label "regency," and Kitchen "prince regency." NI three object to the 

term coregency because of the lack of evidence that the junior paruier had an independent 

"But see now C. Obsmer. Sisostris fer. fide chrotiologrque et historique du règne, 
(Brussels, 1999, pt. 1 .  



system of regnal years before his father's death. On this point Seele agrees, with oniy 

Mumane arguing for double dating. More recently he has retracted this proposal, leaving it 

without a champion. 

Still, d l  these scholars maintain that, near the end of their reigns, Ramesses 1 and Seti 1 

niled jointly with their eldest sons, allowing them all the trappings of full kmgship, including 

replia and titularies, excepting oniy an independent dating system. One may question the 

aiieged distinction between "coregmcy" and "regency" based solely on the presence or 

absence of double dating. Such a dichotomy refiects, perhaps, the historian's obsession with 

dates and chronology, a major focus of proponents of coqencies. Seele, Kitchen and othen 

would argue that Sai denied his son the ri& to tally his own regnal years during the regency 

as a way of exerting bis primacy as the senior partner. KSeti had aiiowed his son the right to 

don the crown and regalia, imbued with al1 the sacred potency of the divine office of kingship 

itse& and to proclaim in fuU an equaîiy sacred tituiary, it is unliisely that denying him an 

independent system of dating would have marked Ramesses as the infaior partner. The 

system of regnal years was simply a means of reckoning the  and lacked the divine potency 

associated with the regaüa, titulary and other f o d  trappings of kingship. Thus the modem 

distinction h e m  regency and coregency would rnake iitiie sense from the Egyptim 

perspective. 

If Ramesses II had been crowned while his father still iived, he was nomhally an q u a i  

partner to his father and would not have lacked any of the prestige enjoyed by the younger 

coregent of the 12th Dynasty, even though they dso had independent dating systems. The 

salient question, then, is not whether Ramesses had his own dahg system, but was he 

crowned as king before Set? s death? It m e r s  not w h e h r  this is called a regmcy or 

coregency: if he was allowed ail the dignity and splendor of the pharaonic office, then he was 

by definition a king and thus tans like "princcregency" and "regency"cannot be us& to 

describe his association with his fàther. 



4.5 The Eypotheticd Coregency of  Ramesses I and Seti 1 

Maspero was the first to suggest that Rarnesses I mled jointiy with his son Seti I for at 

least part of his brief reign and since then, a number of scholars have maintained the same 

p~sition.~' Still. it has remained the vaguest of notions with little hard evidence to support it. 

and was considered only hypothetical in Mumane's study of this phenornenon." 

Early proponents of the coregency theory had only Ramesses 1's stela of year two 

from Buhen, Louvre C57, as eviden~e.'~ The last five hes of the original text were 

suppressed by Seti I who added three in their aead bearing his own titulary. The argument 

that this somehow proves Seti becarne coregent lacks ment, rather the stela must have k e n  

reinscribed when Seti issued a vimiaiiy identical decree on a aela of his own year one." 

The mosi extensive source we have for Seti's position during Ramesses' reign is the 

fiagmentary dedicatory stela unearthed in the niins of the chape1 he built for his father at 

~ b ~ d o s . ' ~  In describing his own duties during Ramesses' reign Seti makes it ciear that they 

took place "before I ruled the Two Lands," nfryt r w.i T3w-y.' While Ramesses' kingship is 

explicitly des~ribed,~' Seti's role was to be "with him iike a star at his side." None of the 

duties he performs are strictly those of a king, but are consistent with sewices pdorrned by a 

prince or even by Horemheb in his capacity as "deputy of the Lord of the Two Lands" under 

Tutankhamen when he was considered the heir prenimptive. Nowhae in the text does Seti 

"See L.-A. Christophe, "La carrière du prince Merenptah et les trois régences 
ramessides, " ASAE 5 1 (1 95 1 ), 3 52 with references. 

%Murnane, Cwegencies, 1 83 - 184,234. 

"lbid., Christophe, A M  5 1, 354-3 56. 

59S. Schoît, Der Denkstein Sethos ' Ifir die Kapelle Rameses ' I in Abyhs,  NAWG 
1964 1, (Gottingen., 1964). See supra, 3 3.3-3.56. 

6a4bSo my father began (discharging) the kingship of Re, sitting upon the dias like him" 
M I .  111:3-5. 



daim to have acted as king, instead he States that his duties under Ramesses took place before 

he assumeci the throne? 

In his study of the Karnak Hypostyle Haii, Seelr caiied attention to a series of reliefs 

on its western wall depicting Ramesses 1 intermixeci with others of Seti L6' These canot be 

taken as evidence of a coregency as it now seerns undeniable that they were carved long after 

the old king's death." 

The sandstone base of a small statue fiom Medamud, published by Zivie, remains the 

most substantial bit of evidence for a c o r e g m ~ y . ~ ~  It is inscnbed on one side with the titulary 

of Ramesses I and on the other with that of Seti. At the front of the upper sudace, the 

prenomen of Ramesses 1 appears to have been surcharged by ~ e t i  ' S." Despite Zivie' s view to 

the contrary, this object represents only tlimsy evidence for a coregency. Mwnane was more 

cautious, and termed this coregency only hypothetical." while Kitchen posits that the statue 

was most likely comrnissioned by Seti afler his father's death and that he subsequently 

appropriated the cartouche on its f?ont." Given the number of monuments posthumously 

dedicated to Ramesses by his son, Kitchen's conclusion seems the most plausible. Seti was 

probably not his father's wregent; rather he remained a crown prince s e h g  as his father's 

"staff of old age7'until the old king died. 

6 5 ~ . - ~ .  Zivie, "Un monument associant les noms de Ramses 1 et de Séthi 1." BlE4O 72 
(1972)' 99-1 14. See supra 3.67. 

66Zivie, BIFAO 72, pl. 28. 



4.6 The Hypothetical Coregency of  Scti 1 witb Ramesses II 

4.6.1 Scholarship on the Coregency 

A subtle bias pervades most scholarship on this topic; the interests of historians have 

tended to focus largely on the coregency as the earliest stage in Rarnesses II's career and as a 

chronological marker for the sarne." The issue is ofien presented from his perspective. with 

less attention being paid to Seti's role. [ndeed, one gathers fiom much work on this topic that 

the two most important actions Seti took in the latter part of his reign were to appoint his son 

as coregent and then to die! As we s h d  see, this partiaity has led these scholars to overlook 

inconsistencies in their theories that would tend to make Seti the infenor partner. What 

follows is a brief thumbnail sketch of the views of a number of scholars who have considered 

the issue in detail. 

Seelc 

Seele postulated a relatively long coregency. which he believed lasteci for several 

y-, perhaps even a decade, the &e he thought was needed to complete the large corpus of 

temple reliefs carved duhg the alleged period of joint de."  He was the first to study the 

phenornenon of the different phases in Ramesses' earliest monumental reiiefs through 

observation of the style of relief used and the onhography of the king's prenomen." 

Christophe 

Christophe maintaineci that there were no tme coregencies during the Ramesside era " 

He tmed the role of Seti I, Rarnesses II and Merenptah during their respective father's 

@Note the tides of Seee's monograph and Mumane and Spalinger's micles on the 
subject where Rarnesses is mentioned first: Seele, 7ne Coregency o f h e s e s  II with Seti I 
and the Dute of the Greut HjpmtyZe Hall ut Kanrak, Mumane, "The Earlier Reign of 
Ramesses II and his Coregency with Sety I, " JMS' 34 (1975). 153- 190; and Spalinger, 
"Traces of the Early Career of Ramesses 9" J W S  39 (1979). 27 1-286) 

70 Sede, Coregency, 29. 

"~lthough Sethe was the first to point out the chronolo@cal significance of the short 
f o n  of Ramesses' prenomen. Z4S 62 ( 1 927). 1 10- 1 14. 

%.-A. Christophe, ASAE 5 1 (1951 ). 335-372. 



reigns as regencies, since, he argued. they had neither an independent system of regnai years 

before theû sole accessions. nor the right to enclose th& names in cartouches. He 

considered the inscrrptzon dédrcatoire ffom Abydos to be highiy unretiable as evidence, rather 

he characterireci the young prince as play-acting the role of king when according to the text 

Seti had hm crowned. an event he describes as coming early in the reign.'' Christophe places 

the true beginning of the regency near the end of Seti' s tenure, in year eleven, when Ramesses 

allegedly took responsibility for managing the kingdom because his father was supposed to 

have been enfeebled by old age and illne~s.'~ 

Murnane 

Murnane contends that a coregency began sometime in Seti's year ten or late year nine 

and ended with his death eariy in year ele~en.'~ He once maintauid that Rarnesses began to . 
count his regnal years upon his accession as coregent before his  father's death, a notion Seele 

had rejected on chronological grounds." Mumane believed that Seti died sometime during 

the second half of Ramesses' second regnai year, an event that coincideci with the adoption of 

the longer form of the new king's prenomen." More recently, he has revised his view of the 

coregency, abandoning the notion that Rarnesses began to count his regnal years while Seti 

was alive? 

Spalinger 

in his treatment of Rarnesses U's early career. Spalinger stressed that his joint nile 

with Seti 1 was not a coregency but a regency, because the junior partner did not begin to 

%id., 355 & 361-363. 

"Ibid., 360-36 1. 

"Ibid.. 361 & 363. 

76~urnane, JVES 34, 190. 

"S eele. Coregency. 78 ff 

'wumane, JNES 34. 1 88. 

'W. J Murnane, The Rwd 10 ka des^. SAOC 42. (Chicago. 1 985). 93, n. 90. 



enurnerate his regnal years until after his father's death." Spalinger's examination of this 

penod focused largely on the young regent ' s alieged participation in Seti's rnilitary carnpaigns. 

In particular he tried to show that the battle reliefs inscribecl on the walls of Ramesses' Beit el- 

Wali temple could be linked to Seti's carnpaigns comrnemorated in his own war monument at 

Karnak and through various other sources. He concluded that this regency lasted two years 

or less, beginnuig shortly after year nine." 

Kitchen 

Like Spalinger, Kitchen rejects the tem coregency in connection with the dynastic 

policies of the Ramessides because no system of double dating, as found in the Middle 

Kingdom, was then in use. Rather he terms the earliest phase of Rarnesses II's career a 

"prince regmcy." Still he maintains the notion that the young prince had di the outward 

trappings of kingship including the regalia and a full royal tit~lary.'~ Ln a review of Mumane's 

study, he claims that the regency lasted from sorne tirne d e r  year nine untii a hypothetical 

year 14/15 of Seti LU 

4.6.2 The Abydos Dtdicatory Inscription and the Kubin Stela of 
&messa Il as Evidence for a Cortgency 

These two inscriptions of the fin decade of Ramesses II's reign have long been taken 

as evidence of his officiai role during his Mer's lifetime. In them some would see proof that 

Ramesses acted as Seti 1's cotegent. Accordhg to the inwnption dedcatoire: 

"Tt was Menxnaatre who n - i e d  me. The AU Lord magmfied me while I 
was a child und  1 muld d e .  He gave the land to me while 1 was in the 
egg. The officiais kissed the earth before me as 1 was inducted as eldea 
king's son and hereditary prince upon the throne of Geb and when I 

a~ J. Spalinger, "Traces of the Eariy Career of Ramesses II,'' JïWS 3 8 ( 1979), 
271-286. See idem, "Traces ofthe Early Career of Seti I," JSSEA 8 (1978), 229, n. 3 .  

%. A. Kit chen, Pharaoh Tr iumpht :  Lge md Times of Ramesrrs 11, 
( W d n s t e r ,  1983). 27-30. 

"Idem.. JNES 39. 1 70- 17 1 



reported on the [affairs] of the Two Lands as chef of the  infàntry and 
chariotry. When my father appeared before the people, 1 being a chdd in 
his embrace, he said conceniing me 'crown hirn t h  1 might see his 
beauty wMe I am alive.' w e  caused that] the chamberlairu [might be 
summoned] in order to set the crowns upon my forehead (saying) 'place 
the Great (crown) upon his head' so he said concerning me while he was 
on earth 'that he might administer this land, that he rnight care for [Egypt] 
that he rnight command the people. "' (KRI 11, 327: 12-3283) 

As Christophe has pointed out, much of this statement describes Ramesses' role as 

heir apparent and crown pruice? Mumane initidy beiieved that two stages in Ramesses' 

earliest career were being described, crown prince and full coregent." The titles ascribed to 

the young Ramesses are consistent with the station of crown prince, i.e. king's eldest son and 

hereditary prince (s j  m smnv iry-pCt)'6 and ,me miiitary titles." 

Next it is claimed that Seti had his son crowned (-3. In Christophe's estimation., this 

was merely play-acting carrieci out unda the watchfùi eye of Seti 1. Seele, by contrast, took 

ths assertion at face value." Spalinger and M u m e  also took the passage literally." 

Mumane later admitteci that many of the clairns made in the znrcrpfion dedcatoire were pure 

hyperbole. in particular the assertion that he held key rnilitary posts in the goverment." How 

seriously, then, can we take Ramesses' highly self-serving c l a h  that he was crowned king by 

" Mumane. Coregencies, 5 8 .  

'W. J. Murnane "The Kingship of the Niietmnh Dynasty: A Study in the Resilience 
of an Institution," in D. Silverman (ed), Ancient E~ypt im Kingship. (Leiden, 1995), 202 and 
references cited there. 

"Seele. Coregency, 26-3 0. 

"S palinger, JNES 3 8, 283 ; Murnane, Coregencies, 5 8. 

wumane in S i l v e m  (ed.). Ancient Egypticm Kingship. 207-208- He long 
maintained that there was some degree of exaggeration. Idem, Ancient EWprm Coregencies. 
59; idem 7he R d  ro Kadesh'. 109. 



Seti, even as a child in his arms! Perhaps the most reliable and concrete portion of this 

statement are the enurneration of Ramesses' titles as eldest king's son and heir apparent. 

The Kuban stela clearly describes Ramesses not as a coregent, but ody as crown 

p r i n ~ e . ~ '  He is cded the "child-heir" (&d iry-p?). Agah exaggerated claims for his 

involvement in the military and other high circles of the govenunent are made, but no account 

of his coronation is given. 

In addition to being given these titles, Ramesses was doubtless given some training in 

the civil and military spheres as preparation for the kingship, but these two inscriptions of 

Ramesses' eariiest reign, being exaggerated and patently self-serving accounts, are of dubious 

value as evidence for Ramesses' eariiest career during his fatha's reign, and cannot be taken 

at face value. One only need compare the fictitious accounts given by both Hatshepsut9' and 

Thutmose IIP3 of their "coronations" d u ~ g  the lives of their fathers Thutmose I and II. 

4.6.3 Survey o f  Monuments Touching on the Hypotheticd Coregency 
o f  Seti i and Ramusu II 

4.6.3.1 Stela of Asbahebused (Sinai 250) 

This steia has long been considered ventable proof of the alleged coregency between 

Seti 1 and h e s s e s  IL% The much-damaged upper scene ceriainly depicted the younger man 

as kuig offering to bis deified father." The text consins largely of an encornium in honor of 

Seti, but it also mentions "his royal son UsimaatreM" Aithough such texts are usually 

directeci at living kings, there is no reason this example could not have been wmposed to Iaud 

the memory of a recently deceased Seti 1. Indeed, if it dates to the earliea months of 

91KRI II, 356: 1-6. 

%Urk. IV, 259: 1-262: 1. 

93Urk. N. 180: 10-12 

94 Murnane, Coregencies, 62-64. See supra 3.7. 

''Helck, ,iLiDAIK 37 (1981). 212-213. 



Ramesses II's tenue, it might have b e n  intended to associate the Young, as yet untned d e r  

with his illustnous father in the time immediately foiiowing the latter's death. There cenainfy 

is no dearth of other posthumous mernoriais to deceased kings dong these lines Corn the New 

~ingdom. % 

4.6.3,2 Two Private Monuments Depidiog Ramcsses as Crown Prince 

A tomb relief of the royal scribe Amenwahsu from Saqqara and the Abydene stela of 

the scribe Miya, (PLATE 91). both depict the future Rarnesses [I as a prince alongside his 

father." In both cases Ramesses plays the wune role as his father: as the passive recipient of 

ofFerings in the Amenwahsu relief and as officiant alongside his father on Miya's stela. In both 

cases he spons the typical garb of a prince found in countless representations of his own sons, 

a side lock, a kdt with a long sash and a : -fan? In both cases, he is entitled "king's son of 
- 7 

his body:" the "first," (tpy), on the Miya sela. and on the Memphite relief as "his beloveci." 

No further titles such as "eldest king's son" (s3 ~ n v  smnv) or heir apparent (iry-prt) are given 

Since, however, no other son of Seti 1 is known, the earliest datable reference to Ramesses 

dates to Seti's year nine, it seems moa likely that both these inscriptions date to the later pan 

of Seti's reign when Ramesses's groorning for the succession became a public &air. 

4~5.3~3 Abydos Temple of Seti 1 

The most explicit evidmce of Ramesses' official status before Seti's death is to be 

found in reiiefs fiom the Gallery of the Kings and the Comdor of the Buil. In the Gallery. 

Ramesses is depicted in a number of tableaux as a prince alongside his father, entitled 

"Hereditary Prince and King's eldest son of his body" (PLATES S B  & 78). in one case his 

%Sec supra 3.69.3.2 for a discussion of this phenornenon in the 18" and early 19' 
dynasties. 

"E. g., Luxor temple. PM II'. 3 O6( 1 7) & 308(30). There are many other examples 
from Abydos, the Ramesseum and elsewhere. 



sash bears a pendant decorated with the early fomis of his cartouches (PLATE 79)? 

Othenvise the iconography is entirely consident with his role as crown prince. 

It is apparent that the reliefs in the Gallery were among the last ones carved before 

Seti died? In the adjoining Comdor of the Bull he lefl the decoration laid out in paint but 

uncarved."' These scenes were cornpleted in sunk relief by Ramesses II. In a number of 

these. including the farnous bull-lassoing scene, Rarnesses' own eldest son, 

Amenhirkhopeshef, is depicted alongside his father with the same titles as p ~ c e  Ramesses in 

the Gallery. Al1 this suggests that Ramesses was still being depicted as a prince in the official 

record on the eve of Seti's dcath. 

Since king Seti and prince Ramesses are both s h o w  as protagonists, we may be sure 

that these tableaux reflect the laner's role while his father lived. By çontrast, a pair of seenes . 
in staircase Y' adjoining the Comdor of the Bulls depict h g  Ramesses oflering to his deified 

father,lm (PLATES 80-al), a motif which wuld easily beposr mortem Seh, as are a pair of 

scenes in the Comdor of the Bds,  exenited in the styie R1. whete Ramesses and his son act 

on behalf of the deceased Seti and other deities. 'O3 

vumane, JNES 34, 163, fig. Sa-b. 

'OISee supra 3.46.8.4 & 3.46.9.2 

'''Mumane. JNES 34. 164. fig. 6a-c. See supra 3.46.9.3. 

'03See supra 3 A6.9.2. The figures of the deified Seti had been altered by Ramesses 
from cartoons laid out by Seti which originally represented other deities. 



4.6.3.4 Abydos Temple of Rmmesses II 

Although it has often been claimed that the decoration of this building dates to the 

alleged coregency. very few references to Seti I are to be found here. He appears once in a 

statue groupl" and again in a relief fiom room 1 where he is depicted as a cult figure. 'O5 Far 

from indicating that m e s s e s  was his coregent, the paucity of references to Seti 1 in the 

temple presupposes that he was dead. Why else would Seti have been so rarely present in his 

junior partner's temple at the same time that the latter was degedly playing such a prominent 

roie in the decoration of his father's monuments? 

4.6.3.5 Karnak Hypostyle Ad: Interior Rcliefs 

Seele and Murnane both argued that reliefs fkom the Karnak Hypostyle pronded 

ample evidence of a coregency. Their assessments were made largely on the basis of reliefs in 

the suuthem portion of the building. No evidence supporting a coregency is forthcornhg 

from the northem portion of the Hall.lM A fiesh look at material 6om the southern half casts 

fûrther doubt on their conciusions. 

Although the reliefs in the south wing were largely mecuted in Rarnesses' name, both 

Seele and Mumane saw evidence there that Seti was still alive and able to exert his influence 

on the decorative scheme. Stdl, the ovenvhelmuig predominance of Ramesses here forced 

Seele and Muniane to conclude that his hher had "turned ove?' responsibility for decorating 

it to him.'" Seele believed that the Hall was largely buiit by Rarnesses 1 and that Seti and 

Ramesses il divided responsibility for decarathg it amongst them~elves.'~ 

lWPM M, 38-39; k W  II, 5495. 

10sPM VI, 35 (23); KRi Il, 542:2. 

'06See Mumane, JAES 34 ( 1975). 153- 1 58; Contra Seele, Coregency. 50. 

I 07 Seele, Coregency, 86 & 93; Mumane, Coregencies, 76. 

1 08 S eele. Coregetrcy. p s i m .  



Despite the obvious supremacy of Ramesses in the south wing, both Seele and 

Mumane put fonvard evidence for their contention that Seti was alive and able to assert hs 

authority when it was decorated. This may be outlined as foliows: 

1 ) In no less than 8 tableaux, Seti is portrayed as a cult figure receiving offerings fi-om 

his son (PLATE 64A).Ia> It should be stressecl that in each case, Seti's role is entirely 

passive, and he is clearly deified. As such, these tableaux are but slim evidence that he was 

aii ve . 

2.) Seti officiates in one panel mixeci in with others dating to phase IZ2 of his son's 

decoration of the West w d  (PLATE 648).'1° Seele quoted this episode in support of his 

c l a h  that Seti was dive d u ~ g  the period R~.''' A number of objections to this notion can be 

r a i d  on art historical grounds. 

As we have seen, there is every reason to believe that Seti always had himself depicted 

with a stwped posture in al1 his relief decoration in the Hypostyle Hall. This stance is found 

in the king's latest work at Gurnah temple and at Abydos as weii. By con- the present 

exarnple is renderd in sunk relief and the king stands fully upnght. Moreover the scene is 

entirely isolated without sirnilar examples naming him. Despite the active role played here by 

Seti, this vignette is surely a posthumous hommage sunilar to ones that Seti made on behalf of 

Ramesses 1 on the northern portion of the west wall.''* 

It should aiso be pointed out that members of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall Project 

recently found evidence that Seti was named in additional reliefs 6 0 m  the middle registers of 

the exterior jambs and thickoesses of the south gateway. I l 3  These were juxtaposed with 

'@%JeIsoa Key P i m .  KB 86,92,99-100, 1014 lOli 105. 113, 117-1 18; Idem, 
GHHK 1.1, pls. 42, 48, 53, 57, 61, 65, 72, 76. Seele, Coregenq, 3889-95. 

"%elso~ Key PI- KB 61; GHHK 1.1, pl. 27. 

l1 ' Seele, Coregency, 60, $87. 

"'Cf. posthumous reliefs depiaing Amenhotep III in the Luxor temple Colonnade 
Hall. Johnson in Fs. HUUS Baer, 133- 144. 

"'Nelson. Key P I m  KO 29-30 & 45; PM II2, 49-50 (164f-g). 



others above and below them naming Rarnesses II (PLATE 12A). Unlike the scene just 

mentioaed, these were consistent with the style of Seti's work in the building; they were 

initially m e d  in raiseci relief and depicteci him bowing, as did the adjoining scene featu~g  

Rame~ses.'~" They are not convincing as evidence for joint nile, however, as Seti appears in 

only a fiaction of the decoration on the south gate and Ramesses seems to have been 

transfoming cartoons laid out in paint by his father into reliefs mostly Illtming himself. '" The 

most economical explanation for these reliefs is that Ramesses took the opporhinity to 

complete a handfùl of these scenes as a posthumous memonai to Seti, in keeping with the 

latter's hommages to Ramesses 1 on the West wall. 

3.) Elements of Seti's prenomen seemed to be intermixed with those of Rarnesses in 

the form of rebus decoration on the canopy of the sacred barque of Amen-Re in scenes on the 

south wail (PLATE 87).'16 Seele believed that their prenomens were juxtaposeci in the rebus 

decorations in both scenes. Later Murnane showed that only Seti's is found on the eastern 

panel.ll' Stiil, he maintained that nich a juxtaposition is to be fowd on the westm one. It 

now seems clear that when the western barque canopy was carved in R'. that once again only 

Seti's prenomen was reflected in the rebus pattern. At some Iater point, rnany but not al1 

distinctive elements of his prenomen were suppressed while elements indicative of Ramesses' 

tituiary were added. As argued elsewhere in this work, a s w e y  of the development of rebus 

decoration on barque canopies during the latter half'of the New Kingdom indicates that 

elements distinctive of one king's protocol might be retainad by his successors while others 

were replaced by new ones denoting the cmmt occupant of the throne. Even &er Seti's 

death, a number of B -signs, in the Nineteenth Dynasty unique to his prenomen, d l  

"'AM these scenes were later converteci to It3 and Ramesses replaced his father's name 
with his own. 

"'Sec supra 3.69.3.6. 

116~e1soc Key P l m .  KB 99- 100 & 1 17- 1 18; Nelso~ GHHK 1.1. pls. 53 & 76; Seele, 
Coregency, 7 1-75; Murnane, JNES 34, 1 73; idem, Coregencies, 77-78. 



occurred in representations of the canopy as late as the reign of Seti 11 (PLATE 90A). "* 
Dunng the R' and R' phases. the barque canopy was depicted to show Seti's titulary alone. 

Later the exarnple carved in r a i d  rebec which was easier to rework. was altered to reflect 

more closely the prenornen of Ramesses II whiie many elements distinctive of his father's 

titulary were suppressed, even ones retained in other examples from Pzzxss& reign and 

later. lkY Ali this suggests that Rarnesses' alterations of the barque scene to the West of the 

south gate had little to do with the aileged coregency or even the iconographical configuration 

of the actual barque of Amen-Re early in his reign. l M  

The epigrapbic history of the Karnak Hypostyle and the alleged coregency between 

Seti 1 and Ramesses II have been closely linked by scholars, but is this alnnity credible? From 

the perspective of Rarnesses Il's reign, the vantage point s h e d  by previous scholars 

examining the question, it does. But what of Seti I? We are asked to believe that he "turned 

over" the southem portion of the Hall to his junior p m ,  satisfjmg himself with the 

northem aisle. Yet this generous concession hcluded the columns dong the paramount east- 

west axis with its gigantic papynfonn columns, since these were decorated in Ramesses' name 

done.'*' Given the importance of this processional route and the trouble Seti had taken to 

decorate the clerestory and architraves, why should he have done this? As demonarated 

earlier, the epigraphic data from this building suggests that Seti's work in the Hall stoppai not 

when he turned over responsibdity for the project to his son, but with his death; it is clear that 

the decuration of the south portion of the edifice was proceeding on several fronts when it 

suddenly came to a hait to be continued by Ramesses. Moreover, evidence for Seti's 

"9E.g. the barque scene in the Triple Shrine at Luxor. See intu Appendix B. 

"CE Seti 1's alteration to a barque scene on the east tower of the Eighth Pylon at 
Karnak, which he usurped fiom Tutankharnen to give his own prenomen rebus, which 
nevenheless did not reproduce the actual iconography of the barque at that tirne. See rnfa 
appendix B. 

'"The abaci of these columns were decorated by Seti dong with the architraves they 
supponed and the whole derestory . See mpra 3.69.1 . 3  - 3.69.1 . S .  



influence over the decoration of the south wing, (assurning he was still dive), is tenuous at 

best. Rather it was the rnemory of a deceased predecessor t b t  Ramesses invoked in 

presenting his father in several tableaux as a cult figure and inserting a handfùl of ot her 

posthumous scenes with Seti as t'ie officiant. 

4.6.3.6 Karnak Hypostyle Hall: Battie Rdiefs of Seti 1 

In a number of episodes fiorn the battle reliefs of Seti I on the nonh exterior wall of 

the Karnak Hypostyle, a diminutive figure following in the wake of the king has been 

supplanted by a second one portraying Ramesses II in the guise of a crown prince. lu Once 

thought to be representations of a phantom older brother of the future m~narch, '~ the 

Epigraphic Survey has proven these to be representations of a military officer m e d  Mehy - 
who had been granted the high honorific title of "Fanbearer on the King's Right Side." While 

opinions on the role of the offiaal Mehy do Vary, and his precise role in the political hinory of 

the earliest Nineteenth Dynasty remains cloudy, the revised version of these reliefs offer us yet 

another ghpse of Ramases in the role of crown prince, and again it is only in this capacity 

that we find Ramesses depicted acting in concert with his father, neva as king. 

4.6.3.7 Luxor Obelisks and Colossi of Rameau II 

It is now apparent that the two obelisks and four seated colossi f?om the Ramesside 

coun in Luxor temple were origudy commissioned for Seti I."' Bearing the short form of 

Ramesses II's prenomen, the two obelisks in particuiar were decorateû dwing the period of 

the alleged coregency whm the shon form of his prenomen was stiu in use. Since there is no 

reference to Seti on these monoiiths, proponents of a coregency would be forced to conclude 

t hat he tumed the project over to his junior partner. Given the importance of the project, to 

lz~pipphic Survey, n e  B d e  Reliefs of King Sety I,  (Chicago. 1985). pls. 6. 1 O, 
12,23 & 29. 

'"J. H. Breasted, "Ramses U and the Princes in the Karnak Reliefs of Seti 1," ZAS 37 
(1899), 13GI39. 

"'Brand. JNES 34 (1997). 108E 



the cult of the deified king in particular, it seems highiy unlikely that the elder king would have 

voluntar-iiy relinquished it to his partner, a scenario resorted to by Seele and Mumane to 

explain Ramesses' prominence in reliefs in the southem half of the Karnak Hypo~tyle.''~ 

4.6.3.8 Gumah Menorid Temple of Seti I 

The constmction and decoration of Seti's Gumah temple dates to a tirne relatively late 

in his reign. Indeed a quany inscription dated to year six from Gebel Silsiia hmts that 

construction began only halfway through the reign.126 tb we have sa& it is possible to 

isolate severai distinct phases in the decoration of the Gu& memonal temple based on the 

style and iconography of the reliefs."' It is clear that its &est decoration is found in the 

rooms where Seîi I is featured alone. These exarnples are ail  in raised relief and the king is 

generally portrayeci with an inclined torso in both the standing and kneeling position. They 

are scattered throughout the temple. but are concentrateci in what might be describeci as  its 

most important chambers, i.e. the barque sanctuanes of the Theban Triad, the suite of roorns 

behind the Amen sanctuary, the four s o u t h m o a  roorns leading off the sides of the 

hypostyle hall dedicated to various aspects of the royal cult, and the chape1 of the Ramesses 1 

suite. The presence of Seti in these rooms alone- with no trace of Ramesaes II- marks them 

as being earlier and not later than others that always portray Seti upnght.ln The second 

group is interrnixed with decoration naming Rameses 11, in both raiseci and sunk reliefs (Ri - 
R3).lW Moreover. Rarnesses officiates in the lion's share of these tableaux in the vestibule to 

12'see n. 105 above. 

'"See supra 3.109. 

' "se  supra 3.83.3 & 3.83.3.1. 

lBConira Epigraphic Suxvey, The B d e  Reliefs of King Sefy 1, 77-78. Here it is 
argued that the Gumah reliefs faturing the upright stance date eadier than ones where the 
king bows. But these same reliefs. feahving Rarnesses II, must date later than those in which 
only Seti appears. 

"%us assumes that Seti had not laid out the decoration of the hypostyle hall in paint 
as he seems to have done at Abydos and in the Karnak Hypostyle on columns dong the main 



the Ramesses 1 suite and in room 34. In the hypostyle hall, Seti predominates oniy on the 

north wdi, while the south wall and transverse hall seern to have an approximately even rnix 

of both kings. On the east wali, Ramesses predominates apparently to the exclusion of Seti! 

Seele and Mumane have taken the Gurnah reliefs as evidence that Seti decorated his 

mernorial temple jointly with his son during a hypothetical coregency This now seems highly 

unlikely. Close inspection shows that, as one progresses from the north wall to the south wall 

of the hypostyle hall and then on to its east wall and transverse corridor, the number of scenes 

featuring Seti steadiiy diminishes SQ that on the east w d  he is not found at a l l . lM Moreover. 

he is never s h o w  bowing in any of these, although that stance is found in the latest phases of 

his decoration of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and in his Abydos temple, as weU as those areas 

of Gumah he decorated himself. One also finds that the ûieze of cartouches dong the tops of 

the walls are in the name of Sai  alone, on the norih, south and east walls. This niggests that 

they were the fira reliefs to be carved hem, and probabIy the last part of the work to be done 

before Ramesses Ii began participating in the decoration. 

The pattern in the hypostyle makes better sense if it is understood as work done by 

Ramesses U immediately after his father's death. One can thus foflow Rameses' filial piety as 

it steadily waned over bis fira two regnal years, so that by the time his sculptors reached the 

east wall of the hypostyle and adjoining transverse corridor, the young king is seen almost to 

the exchsion of his d e c e a d  father. 

This pattern was continued in the vestibule to the Raniesses 1 suite that seems to have 

been the second area decorated under Ramesses II. Here, raised relief gave way to the R2 

style, and Seti appears only three times as the officiant in two minor tableaux decorating the 

doonvay into the Ramesses I chapel. mherwise he is only depicteci h m  as the passive 

recipient of offerings or accompanying rnemben of the Theban Tnad and other gods in 

investiture scenes and the iike, where he plays the same role as Ramesses 1, both of whom are 

axis and those in the southem wing and the southem gateway. Still, the evidence fiom 
Karnak also suggea that the waii xenes at Kamak were king laid out by the draftsrnen 
directîy in advance of the sculptors. See supra 3.69.3.5. 



represented with the iconography of deified kings, i.e. holding and -scepters, in the 
I 

Company of the gods. Both are often given epithets like rnF-&w and n p c 3  appropnate to this 

role. 

Seti's image appears for the last time in reliefs decorating room 34. Thereafter he is 

narned only in stereotyped decoration on the walls and columns of the portico where his 

cartouches altemate with those of Ramesses in R3."' In room 34. aii the decoration is in su& 

relief and was carved near the end of the R phase and after the adoption of R3. Here again, 

Seti is featured as the officiant in a minority of the scenes and never with inclineci torso 

whether standing or kneeling. ûthenvise he is oniy represented in sunk relief on the intenor 

w d s  of Gurnah in the vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite. Seti never used interior sunk relief at 

Karnak or Abydos, indeed he only rarely used this medium for intenor decoration at dl."' 

A combination of features, the absence of bowing figures, the uneven distribution of 

decoration in the name of the two alleged coregents, Ramesses II's domination of such scenes 

even in the fin and second periods, the almost univedy passive role Seti plays in the 

tab leu  60m the vestibule of the Ramesses 1 suite, and finally the use of sunk relief, a 

medium which Seti clearly did not favor elsewhere dunng his Lifetime, ail represent major 

sturnbiing blocks for the coregency theory. We are asked to believe that Seti allowed his son 

to make ail the major decisions on the style and iconography used to ernbeilish Seti's own 

buildings. Furthemore, he is alleged to have permitteci Ramesses to dorninate this process, 

giving Ramesses responsibility for most of the wall space in his own temple while he himseif 

adopted a passive role in the decorative program in the vestibule of his own father's memonal 

suite where by tradition he should have played the role of officiant. Moreover, this alleged 

joint decoration is not in keeping with what is found elsewhere; no nich pattern is to be found 

in Seti's Abydos temple, in the Kaniak Hypostyle Hd or in the two temples Ramesses erected 

at the outset of his reign at Abydos and Beit el-Wali. 

13'So, exceptionally, in his speos at Kanais where sunk relief was used exclusively See 
mpra 1.4.1. 



If we assume Seti had died before any reliefs featunng Ramesses II were cut, then the 

pattern of decoration in al1 these buildings makes berter sense. Gurnah temple was dedicated 

to Seti's mernorial cult, but only a s d l  fiaction of its decoration was cornplete at his death. 

At Abydos, by contrast, he had finished a larger portion of the reliefs, and Ramesses 11 

preferred to focus his energies on his own newly built temple there. In western Thebes, 

Ramesses' first years saw the earliest stages in the construction of the Rames~eum."~ so there 

was little else for the sculptorç assiped to the Gurnah temple to do beyond continuing with 

the project. Thus Ramesses felt obliged to wmplete some of its decoration in the narne of his 

father while at the same time intermixing himself into the decoration. He soon tired of his 

filial duties and, increasingiy, began to overshadow the memory of his father in its decoration. 

By about the end of his second year, Ramesses abandoned the project entirely only to revisit it 

some two or more decades later when he completed the decoratioa in Gumah, in an often 

coane style of relief This t h e  he named only himself. 

4.6.3.9 Tomb relief of Ameneminet (Cairn JdE 43591) from Deir etMedina 

This fine tomb relief was once thought to date to Sai 1's reign on stylistic grounds. 13* 

More recently Kitchen dernonstmted that it was made early in Ramesses II's reign based on 

faded cartouches in paint and rebus decoration on the veil of the barque of Amen-Re that 

gives the early fom of his prenomen  sr-m3Ct-RC. 13' As noted earlier, this relief must date to 

the very earliest part of his kingship. We know Born other reliefs at Karnak and Luxor that 

early in Ramesses' reign, the rebus decoration fkom the canopy of Amen-Re's sacred barque 

reflected Seti's prenomen.'" This scene, then, does not retlect the a d  iconography of the 

133Thus foundation deposits giving the early fom of his prenomm indicate that work 
began on the Ramesseum very eady in the reign. KRi LI, 667: 10- 13. 

IYR. E. Freed, Ramesses the Great, (Memphis, 1 987). 142, cat. 1 1. 

'"See supra 3.98. 

'"Se in@ Appendix B 



barque shonly after Ramesses' accession. It does suggest, however, that he was, in faa, the 

only regnant king at that tirne, namely when the coregency is aiieged to have been in force. 

This piece may be weighted as funher evidence against the notion of a coregency. 

4,6.3,10 Beit el-Wili Temple of Ramesses il 

Although this temple ceflainly dates to the earliest part of Ramesses II's reign, there is 

no unequivocal evidence for a coregency here. Seti 1 is never mentioned in any of the texts or 

scenes, and there is no reason to believe that the building was decorated before his death. 

Much has been made of how banle reliefs within the main hall might coincide with the young 

monarch's early career while Seti was dive. 13' A scene depicting the viceroy of Nubia 

Arnenemopet is offered as proof of joint d e ,  since he is apparently atteaed under both kings, 

as is his successor Yuni. It would seem that these viceroys are anested under both Seti 1 

and Ramesses II, a state of affairs that implies a coregency. '" Yet this, too. is open to 

question; if the Nubian war scenes represent an actuai battle, then it can be none other than a 

skirmish in Irem commemorated by two stela of Seti 1 âating to year eight14' and perhaps in a 

series of rock inscriptions of the viceroy Amenernopet."* In di Wtelihood this campaign. in 

which the king himself'did not partalce, occurred in regnal year eight and was a small f la ir .  

1 3 ' ~ .  Spalinger, "Traces of the Early Career of Ramesses II," AKES 38 ( 1979), 
27 1-286. 

'"G. A. Reisner, "The Viceroys of Ethiopia," JEA 6 (1 920). 38-40. Seele. Coregency. 
36. Spaiinger, M S  38, 275-276 with funher references 276, n. 23. 

'"Sec supra 3.142 & 3.145. 

?Sec s u p  3.134. For other monuments of Amenemopet see KRI 1, 302-303; 8 1 17, 
1-5; R1TA 1, 246-247, $1 17, 1 -5. Cornrnentary and additionai references can be found in 
RITANC 1. 199-200, $1  1 7, 1-5. See too, 1. Hein, Dle hmessidische Baurcïhgkuit in Nzhen, 
especially 86-87. 



With the exception of Seele, proponents of the coregency. (or regency), would place its 

commencement in or after Seti's year nine. '13 

In the Beit el-Wali reliefs depicting the Irem campaign, it is king Ramesses bearing all 

the insignia of that office who charges the Nubian foe in his battle chariot and then receives 

the viceroy Amenernopet and two of his own sons bearing Nubian tribute in another wall 

relief. Moreover, he depicted himself as king participating in past events that transpired when 

he was still only a prince. Since Yuni had replaced Amenernopet sometime in year nine. 

before the coregency is alleged to have begun, it is apparent that the old viceroy was dead and 

buried when the reliefs at Beit el-Wali were carved. As for his own two sons, h s e  can have 

been only infants at the time a indeed, they were yet born at all. All this casts grave doubt on 

the historical reconstructions of Kitchen and Spalinger as well as  undermining another support 

of the coregency theory, since Ramesses was obviously misrepresenting a historical event for 

ideological reasons. 

4.6.4 Coaclusions 

The interest of scholars in the history and chronology of Ramesses 11's reign has 

tended to skew their perception of the evidence for his alleged coregency with his father. and 

their investigations have centered on the former's role. When examined fkom the perspective 

of Seti 1's r e i n  disturbing inconsistencies arise. The notion that Seti and Ramesses jointlv 

decorated buildings at Gurnah, Kamak and Abydos does not hold up under closer scrutiny In 

every case where this is alleged to have occurred, one must admit that Seti would have made 

drastic concessions to his junior partner, by allowing him to take the more salient role in the 

decoration, and to make al l  the key decisions as to the style and iconography of the reliefs. 

We are asked to believe that Ramesses was allowed to eclipse him in the decorative program 

of his own memorial temple at Gumah. At Kar~& he is afleged to have assigned 

responsibility for decorating not only the whole of the south wing of the Hypostyle Hall, but 

also the &important main axis of the edifice with its giant columns, to his son At Seti's 

'"Mumane, JNES 34, 18% 1 90; idem, Coregencies, 86-87; Spalinger, JNES 3 8 
( 1979). 384-286; Kitchen, JNES 39 ( 1 %O), 1 70. 



Abydos temple. we find that the only tableaux feahiring Ramesses that cm be said with 

cenainty to date to his father's lifetime are those where he is stiil a prince. 

Reliefs in which one king is show o f f e ~ g  to his father or a predecessor depict the 

recipient as a deified monarch who is Gable to be dead. Thus reliefs depicting Seti receiving 

o f f e ~ g s  from his son at Karnak, Abydos and Gumah are but dubious testimony to a 

coregency. Likewise. givc.-. î ~ h î  posthurrious s e i s s  of deceased miers depicteci in the roie or 

officiant as if they were aiil alive can be found juxtaposed with decoration of living rnonarchs. 

(e.g. Amenhotep III with Tutankhamen and Ay at Luxor, Ramesses 1 with Seti I at Karnak 

and Abydos), the value of such evidence feahiring Ramesses II with his father at Gumah. 

K a m e  and staircase Y' in Seti's Abydos temple is likewise highly equivocal. The most 

reliable sort of anistic confinnation ofjoint rule would be scenes in which both d e r s  were - 
shown side-by-side performing the same an. as Hatshepsut and Thutmose LI1 are show in 

any number of reliefs on the chuplle rouge,'* and in the sanctuary at the queen's temple at 

Deir el-Bahari. '" The only tirne we see Seti and Ramesses acting in concert is in the Gallery 

of the Kings at Abydos where the younger man is in the guise of a crown prince. The only 

known private monuments depicting Ramesses during his father's reign, a relief of 

Amenwahsu fkom Saqqara and the aela of Mya fiorn Abydos. also show hirn as prince 

alongside his father, as do reliefs on the nonh exterior wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. It 

now seems likely that the reliefs in the Gdery of the Kings were carved at the very end of 

Seti's reign and that others in the Corridor of the Bull had aiready been laid out in paim with 

scenes again featuring prince Rameses alongside his father, which suggests, in turn, that 

Rarnesses was still crown prince at Seti's death. Another problem with the theory of joint 

decoration is the absence of Seti in Ramesses' temples at Abydos where the former is referred 

to only in passing, and at Beit el-Wali where he is never rnentioned at all. This whole pattern 

of temple decoratioa, assuming there was a coregency, represents a gross imbalance in favor 

of the alleged junior partner, which strains credulity. 

IUP. Lacau & H. Chevrier, Une chapelle d 'Hatshepsout à K d ,  passim. 



The textual evidence for the coregency is highly unreliable. Ramesses' daim that he 

was crowned by Seti is pure hyperbole. and about the only tnistwonhy claims in the 

inscriphon ciédca~orrr and Kuban stela are his assertions to have been a crown prince. 

Likewise. Sinai 250 is not the definitive proof some would daim it to be, and could easily date 

to shonly &er the eider king's death. Another lynch pin of the case for a coregency, the 

notion that the two viceroys of Nubia Amenernopet and Yuni are both attested under Seti 1 

and Ramesses II, does not hold up under close scnitiny. The only reference to Amenemopet 

under Ramesses is found in reliefs at Beit el-Wali. These transfonn the histoncal role of then 

prince Ramesses in the Irem campaign of Seti's year eight into a fictitious incident whereby he 

appears as king defeating the Nubians and then receivhg tribute preserxted to him by 

Amenemopet. who was, in any case, dead when the reliefs were canied. The Beit el-Wali 

reliefs, then, are highly dubious as evidence of the coregency. 

"The entire problem surrounding the regency is one of vagueness." '" In fact. bot h 

Mumane and Spalinger lament the dearth of soiid evidence in support of the deged joint rule 

of the two kings. and hoped that new evidence would be forthwrning in support of it. In the 

nearly two decades that have passed since the last major appraisal of the coregency was 

penneci. no such evidence has come to light. Imtead, the present reappraisal casts grave 

doubt on the known evidence. Coregencies in g e n d  have received much support f?om 

Enghsh-speaking scholars, and the Seti-Rameses case is considered by many to be the most 

secure. French and Gerrnan Egyptologists have tended to discount the notion of coregencies 

altogether, casting doubt on even the more solid testimony of double-dated monuments for 

the coregencies of the Twelfth Dynasty . Outrigitt dismissals of al1 coregencies remains 

unconvincing, and some. such as the joint rule of Hatshepsut and Thutrnose III are undeniable. 

147 See most recently N. Grid ,  "Corégmce et association au trône: l'Enseignement 
d'Amenemhat Y," BIFAO 95 (1995). 273-280; A Sckfer ,  "Zur Entaehung der 
Mitregentschafk als Legitirnationsprinip von Herrschaff" 1 13 ( 1986), 44-55; C. 
Obsorner. "La date de Nésou-Montoy" RdE 44 (1 993), 103-140; idem, Sésosnis P: Etude 
chronolo@p et historique du r w e ,  (Brussels, 1 999, 3 5- 145. 



Stiil, in the past, a great d d  of w w  arnbiguous or circumstantial evidence hss been offered 

by proponents of many coregencies, in particular the highly doubtful notion that Amenhotep 

III and Akhenaten were coregents. The case for the coregency of Seti 1 and Ramesses II is 

built on two pstfacfum texts of Ramesses U dating with certauity to afier Seti's death, and a 

large corpus of reliefs which seemed to show that the two men ruled as king at the same time 

which now aiso seem to date to d e r  Seti's death. More definitive evidence, such as the 

double-dated inscriptions of the Twellth Dynasry and the kind of iconographie evidence from 

the reign of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III showing them acting in concerf is lacking from the 

early Nineteenth Dynasty. 

Cenaidy there was some kind of association between Seti and his son. Crown prince 

Ramesses was given a highiy prominent role in his father ' s later years. dong with carefbl 

training and groorning in anticipation of the day when he would become king. One 

Egyptologia has remarked that no other pharaoh was better prepared to succeed his father 

than Ramesses. The crown p ~ c e  gained practical expexience in religious, civilian and mditary 

affairs. Evidence for his training coma not only from the inrcrption dëdicatoire and the 

Kuban stela, but also from Seti's reign, Uicluding the larger year nine gela from h a n ,  the 

south wing of the Abydos temple, and two private monuments. Evidence fiom Seâi's battle 

reliefs at Karnak and those of Ramesses at Beit el-Wali also niggest the prince played a 

military role. Even those who would dismiss the idea of a coregency admit that late in the 

reign he served as an exceptionaily iduential and conspicuous heu apparent. Gnrnai 

describes this arrangement as "association au trône. " and terms Ramesses' office as that of 

Dauphin. '" Rernaioing heir apparent umil Seti I died, Rarnesses placed a heavy ernphasis on 

the mernorial cult of his father. As a young and untried king, Ramesses constantly ernphasized 

his connedon to his highly niccessful father. 

The early Ramessides do not seem to have whoUy established the legitimacy of th& 

dynasty by the end of Seà's reign, and their nght to the throne may N11 have been in 



question. '" Moreover. Rarnesses may have felt threatened by the influence of a military 

oficer cailed Mehy.lW This man seems to have had influence with Seti and some would see 

hm as the original heir apparent. "' It is not clear whether Mehy outlived his king, but no 

later than the accession of Ramesses to the throne, representations of him following afler Seti 

in the Kaniak war reliefs were suppressed and replaced by those of prince Ramesses. Thus 

the new king's accession rnust be the termimspoJ? quem for Mehy's disgrace. 

Given such political controversies, it is not surprising that Ramesses would choose to 

associate himself closely with his deceased father, just as Seti himself had done with Ramesses 

1. ' To these ends he made exaggerated daims to have been associated with !is father at an 

early age and even to have been crowned. The inscripnon dédica~oire and the Kuban aela, 

taken with the reliefs from Ramesses' earliest years have led many to envision a coregency. 

Seen fiom his perspective, the evidence is quite persuasive, but when examuied from Seti 1's 

point of view, this political arrangement seerns to be dramatically unbaland in favor of his 

son I f  one keeps in mind the notion that Seti was dead when reliefs dating to the first two 

years of Ramesses n's reign were made, the pattern of monumental decoration makes bener 

sense. Nor is it any coincidence that the only glvnpses we have of the younger man acting in 

concert with his father aii  portray him with the iconography of the crown prince. 

"%umane in O'Connor and Sherman, (&S.), Ancienf Egilptimi Kingship, 1 85ff 

1 5 4  See moa recently Ibid.. 199-203. with references. 

"'Helck MDNK 37 (198 1). 212. 

" '~ee  T. Ling. "Ramesside Filial Piety." BACE 3 ( 1992). 59-66. 



CHAPTER 5 
THE BUILDING PROGRAM OF SET1 I 

5.1 Introduction 

The mammoth size of Seti 1's building program is ai! the more remarkable in light of 

the brevity of his reign; only eleven yean. In this chapter the program as a whole and its state 

at his death are examined. A relative chronology of the various projects the king engaged in 

during his reign at major centers Ote Memphis, Abydos and Thebes is offered; the scope of his 

activity in these places, and in larger areas such as Nubia. appears to be greater than 

previously thought . 

5.2 Western Asia and Sinai 

Seti 1 is perhaps best known for his aggressive foreign policy in Asia, annual militaq 

campaigns that continued from the fint year until weU into the reign. Much of the evidence 

for these stems from a number of aelae the king left in Palestine and Syria. Four seem to date 

from early in the reign, and were pmbably made in conneetion with the carnpaign of year one 

and were in Palestine and Lebanon,' a fifh was dedmited after the king recaptured Kadesh in 

his rniddle or later years.' In S M ,  he lefi a handfd of monuments attesting to ongoing 

activity in the turquoise mines at Serabit el-~hadirn.' 

5.3 Lower Egypt 

Unfominately, Little remains of Seti 1's activity in the Delta. Much of what is there is 

in the Eastern Deltq particuiarly in the vicinity of Qantir, site of the ancient cities of Avaris 

and Pi-Rarnesses. But it was Seti who founded the great residence of the Ramesside kings 

and developed the ancient cult center of the dynastic god Seth at Avaris. He probably rebuiit 

'Istanbul 10942. Jemyelem S. 884 & S. 885A/B. Seesupra3.2-3.5 

'~ leppo 3 84. See supra 3.1. On this ûunpaign see Mumane, R d  tu Kadesh', 52-58 
wi th references. 

'Sinai nos. 247. 249 & 250. Seesupru 3.6-3.8. 



the god's temple there. but a barque socle dedicated to hm is al1 that survives.' It is certain 

that he founded a royal palace nearby at  ant tir.' Major economic and rnilitary development 

of the area was also undertaken, including a workshop for producing fâïence, a huge fadory 

complex for rnetaiworking and production in other mate rial^,^ and a large chariot base was 

located nearby, suggesting that the industrial site was dedicated to m s  production. Located 

as it was on Egypt's north-eastem fiontier. the gateway to Sinai and Western Asia, Seti's plan 

for turning his family seat into a military base makes perfect sense in light uf his war record 

abroad. 

During the course of bis long reign, Ramesses II continued the development of this 

new city. which he soon renarned after hirnselt and his achievements there have tended to 

overshadow Seti's role as the ultimate founder of Pi-rames=. Although Seti dedicated other. 

monuments to the gods here, aside from the barque pedestal for Seth only a few stray blocks 

naming him have been found in the a m '  Elsewhere in the Eastern Delta he dedicated a 

siliceous sandstone pedestal ~rmounted by a hawk figure to Horus of Mesen on behalf of his 

deceased father Ramesses 1. It was found at Qantara.' 

5.4 Memphis 

Like other pharaohs, Seti 1 made extensive use of locally available materials in his 

large building projects. At Memphis it was limestone, pariicularly the fine quaixty stone of 

Tura but unfortunately this is the prime ingredient in making lime. and aocient sites were 

plundered from poa-antiquity to the end of the Iast century as convenient sources of stone to 

feed the lime kilns. Blocks fiom Memphis its necropoli at Saqqara, and elsewhere were also 

'See supra 3.12. 

'See supra 3.11. 

%ee supra 3.10. 

7 See supra 3.13-3.15. 

'See supra 3.9. 



used to supply Medieval Cairo with building material. As a result, few traces of the vast 

constmctions of Egypt's ancient capital remah, and its architecturai history is poorly 

understood. Investigations of the site are fùrther hampered by the fact that Memphis lies on 

the site of the modem settlement of Mit Rahneh. Oncc a village, Mit Rahineh is expanding 

rapidly and is already part of the sprawiing suburbs of the modem megalopolis of Cairo. 

Memphis was the capital of Egypt in the New Kingdom and the home of the god Ptah, 

and one would expect a great builder üke Seti 1 to have developed the city extensively. Still. 

there is relatively linle evidence for his activity there. Early in his reigh he seems to have built 

at lem two small chapeis. The one to Ptah is well preserved and includes three exquisite 

statues of Ptah and two goddesses with figures of the king sitting on their knees. Both the 

statuary and the reliefs are finished in a post-Amama style, indicating an early date.9 A 

second chapel apparently dedicated to Amen-Re and Mut of Thebes is known only frorn a 

lintel inscribed with an early variant of Seti's prenomen and the names of the two Theban 

deities.I0 A limestone cornice inscribed with the king's cartouches may have corne from the 

Ptah chapel near which it was found. " A lintel faturing the king mnning before an 

unidentified goddess may come fiom some other chape1 but the relief is unrelated stylisticdy 

to that of the Ptah chapel and it does not belong to the earliest part of the reign.12 It is unciear 

what monument it came fiom or when it was dedicated. 

Later in the reign, Seti appears to have undertaken major ccnstructions at Memphis, 

but Little direct evidence of these remains. Probably the larges was the hwt-np @ Sry-mr-n- 

Pth m pr Pth, the "Temple (called) ' Beneficial is Seti Merenptah in the Domain of Ptah. "' 

known only by two inscribeci pieces from a foundation deposit. It was quite possibly a large 

hypostyle hall added to the main sanctuary of Ptah. Like so many of the h g ' s  other 

monuments, it remained unfinished at his death, to be completed and usurped by Ramesses II, 

9 See supra 3.34. 

l~ennrylvania University Muswm E. 13 5 73. See supra 3 -3 5. 

"See supra 3.36. 

"See sirpro 3 . 3 3 .  



who renamed it for himself " No architectural trace of it has yet been found; but it was 

almost surely quarried away in post-Antiquity. l4 

Two other establishments of Seti 1 at Memphis, which have also disappeared, are 

known only from a couple of fleeting references in later texts. A certain Sayempeteref serveci 

as the chief goldsmith in the hwr-Mn-MjCt-RC. "Mansion of Menmaatre" in Memphis." which 

may have been the king's "Mansion of Millions of Years," (ive. his memonal temple). in the 

city, or merety an abbreviation for the hwt - rn  3-  SI^-mr-n- th? Alternatively. then, another 

edifice of the king, known only from another textual source. the pr Sv-mr-n-Prh, could have 

been his mernorial temple. " 

Only one statue of black granodiorite inscribed for the king is known from Memphis." 

It may be the case that, as  at Heliopolis and Thebes, colossal statues of the king were in the 

works late in his reign to embellish the temple of Ptah. l9 The huge recumbent indurated 

limeaone colossus of Ramesses II is inscribed on its k i t  with the early form of his prenomen, 

indicating that it was being completed during his second regnal yearB A black granodiorite 

"A festival hall of Ramesses II at Memphis is presmred ody in the lowea courses of 
its stone work which were made of grey granite. Ody a handfii1 of limestone blocks 
pertaining to the main superstructure escaped the lime kilns. 

I5k Badawi, Memphis ais meite Landeshauptstadt Nn Neuen Reich, (Cairo, 1947), 
14 1 - 142' Y. J.-L. Gourlay, "Trois stèles memphites au Musée de Grenoble," BIFAO 79 
( 1 979). 93. 

16A sinUlar abbreviation, with the prenomen. was used to refer to the mernorial temple 
of Seti I at G d  even though the official name, the hwt-np 3b Sv-mr-n-7mn m pr 7mn hr 
imntt WCst, ernployed the nornen. KRI 1,223 : 1 1 - 13. 

"~adawi, Memphis, 1 08. 



colossus of Ramesses. also Rom Memphis. features the earlier prenomen on its dorsal pillar." 

Could it be that both of these were commissioned by Seti at the end of his reign? It is clear 

that Seti did build extensively at Memphis, including a large addition to the main sanctuary of 

Ptah and a memonal temple. The former stnicture was later usurped by Ramesses 11. Fufiher 

evidence of h i s  activity at the site probably awaits fùture excavations there. 

5.5 Heliopoiis 

As at Memphis, Seti made use of locally available building matenal at Heliopolis, in 

this case, siliceous sandstone quarried at nearby Gebel Ahmar. The site of anCent Heliopolis 

is even more pooriy understood archaeologically than Memphis. In fact, harâiy a trace of 

Seti' s activity there has been found in situ. Great quantities of srone were used in the 

construction of Medieval Cairo, and have largely disappesred without a trace. Today the site 

is enBulfed by a suburb of modem Cairo that bears its m e .  By good f o m e  for Egyptology, 

however, the holemsic h g s  transporteci great quantities of material from Heliopolis to their 

capital at Alexandna for reuse, and thereby preserved a good sample of the city's pharaonic 

hentage. Recently, a wealth of new material has been recovered f?om the modem harbor of 

Alexandria in a submerged area corresponding to the ancient city center, wbich was 

apparently destroyed in an earthq~ake.~ A handful of Seti's Heliopolitan monuments have 

been raiseci from the harbor of Alexandria in recent years. Among thousands of fragments still 

lying on the sea flocr there may be others belonging to him. 

A corpus of at lean lifteen of his monuments is presentiy known &om Heiiopolis, 

an esting t O extensive building activity there. These include obelisks, statues offering tables 

and other stone hnisiungs that would have embellished major constructions within the great 

precinct of the nin god at Heliopolis. Only a haadfiil of Fragments corne from the buildings 

=W. La Riche, Alemnakiicl: 7 k  Sunkon City, (London, 19%); J.-Y. Empereur, 
"Aiexandna: The Undenvater Site near Qaitbay Fort," Egyprimr Archueologv 8 ( 1 W6), 7- 10; 
idem "Raising Stanies and Blocks 60m the Sea at Alexandna," E W m  Archaeology 9 
( l996), 19-23. 



themselves. including a doo jamb and a block of siliceous sandstone." a small octagond 

~ i l l a r , ~ *  and an exquisite black granodiorite lintel." Ai these are fiom smailer constructions, 

and they surely do not attest to the huge additions the king must have made to the sancniary 

of Re and his circle of deities. We know at the very least that Seti added a large pylon 

gateway and coun fronted by colossal statues. obelisks and sphnxes This is known only by 

the votive temple mode1 from Tell el-yahudia16 and the FIaminian obelisk in Rome." No 

other trace of this edifice is known. Since the decoration of the Flaminian obelisk was 

completed by Ramesses II, it is probable that the whole project remained unfinished at Seti's 

death. 

No other major buildings of the king at Heliopolis are known even by name. One 

would expea Seti to have built a mernoriai temple there, and that a major addition to or 

reconstniction of the main temple of Re at Heliopolis would have been built and named 

something like "Beneficiai is Seti-belovd of Re in the domain of Re," on anaiogy to his 

Memphis and Karnak buildings. ~ h e  official name of the pylon and forecourt represented b y 

Brooklyn 49.183 is unknown. Perhaps it was called the # Spmr-n-RC rn pr RC like the 

hypostyle halls at Memphis and Karnak. By analogy with the Ramesside coun at Luxor. it 

could have been a later addition to Re's precinct, which would mean that Seti plmed or built 

at least three major buildiigs at Heliopolis. AU of this, unfortunately, is pure speculation. 

Although it is, perhaps, impossible to know more about his buiidings at Heliopoiis. the 

numerous statues. obelisks, offering tables and other monumental funiishings and 

embeilishments t e s t e  to his activity there and keen interest in Re's cult center. In addition to 

the large Flaminian obelisk, Seti planned or erected at least two pairs of siliceous sandaone 

%lexandria nos. 420 & 26290. See mpru 3.19 & 3.27. 

'*~erlin 2888. See mpra 3.26 

 o or mer Brussels E. 407. See supra 3 -23. 

16~rooklyn 49.183. See  pro 3.29. 

7 7  - Seesupra 3.16. 



obelisks and another pair in black granite. for a total of at least eight of these monoliths Two 

of these never lefi the quarries at ~swan," while fragments of the other pairs were plucked 

from the sea floor at Alexandria recently? Only the Flaminian was a great obelisk the others 

dl seem to have been about twelve meters high. Still, we may take seriously a text on the 

Roman monoiith that Seti "filled Heliopoiis with obelisks." A siliceous sandstone block also 

brought up from the sea may have belonged to the pedestal of one of these? 

Seti I also donated three granite offering tables: one to Homs-in-the-Great-Mansioc" 

another to  hepr ri." while a fiagrnent of a thid" must have been dedicated to Atum or Re- 

Horakhty There rnay have been still another. if the king granted one to the three primary 

manifestations of the Heliopoiitan wn god as well as Horus. Two moi were also made for 

these gods." We might wonder if the king cornmissioned other statuary to decorate these 

constructions, including at least two colossi as represented by the temple model, but ody  one 

battered statue Fragment s u ~ v e s . ' ~  In faa. there is a dearth of statuary of this niler, and 

much of it is from quite late in the reign? The granite colossi in particular were only begun 

near the end of his life." In conclusion., Seti had a partidarly strong interest in the site of 

Heliopolis, and seems to have lavished a great deal of energy in enlarging the cult center of the 

'%ee mpra 3.12 1. 

19See mpra 3 1 7  & 3 18. 

30 See mpra 3 .B. 

" ~ y  Carlsberg Glyptothek E. 11 S/AEM 4/A 742. See supra 3 2 1 .  

j2Cairo CG 23090 See supra 3.20. 

"See supra 3.30. 

"See supra 3.24 & 3.25. 

3 5 See supra 3 22. 

%ourouzia MDAIK 49 (1993), 243. 34-257. 



Sun god Re. The lack of evidence for the actuai buildings at the site is, then, particularly 

unfortunate. 

5.6 Abydos 

Seti's main achievement in the home of Osiris was his splendid temple dedicated to al1 

the major gods of the Egyptian pantheon. It is justly famous for its exquisite reliefs. The 

redevelopment of the site was one of his major preoccupations as early as year four, when the 

king issued his famous decree, fouad at Naun, to exempt the huge and diverse properties of 

the god in Nubia." It was probably just one of a number of such decrees to pratect the 

revenues and chatte1 of the Abydos foundation fiom abuse. It may be that a fragmentary 

decree from Hermopolis was aiso issued on behaif of the Abydos fo~ndation.'~ The resources 

Seti lavished on this foundation were enormous, and included the revenue of gold mines in 

Nubia and the eastern desert of Egypt itself, where he founded a senlement and speos temple 

at the site of Kanais, and dug a wefl to supply water to the miwrs.' Here again, the 

threefold dedication inscription states that the gold supplied by this mining senlement was to 

go exclusively to the Abydos temple, and issues maledictions on any who would divert this 

supply to other ends." 

Construction at Abydos was probably first undertaken in the earlier years of the reign, 

but certainly aot at its very beginning. The Osireion was also undenvay during this time. In 

year six Seti dispatched a quany expedition to Gebel Silsila to procure sandstone for various 

proje~ts,*~ and some of it may have been destined for portions of the Abydos temple and for 

the Osireion if a number of ostraca describing the transportation of aone for the column bases 

"See supra 3.43 

"See supra 3.125. 

" S. Schon. Kamis, &r tenipel Sethos 1. im Wadi Mia, NAWG 196 1 /6. (Gottingen., 
196 1). 



and floonng of the monument also date to year six." It was d e r  the midpoint of the reip, 

then. that huge granite rnonoliths for the Osireion's pillars and waiis would have arrived at the 

building site by a canal that was being dug at the same time as the paving nones for its floor 

were aniving by ship from Gebel Silsila. 

Meanwhile consvuaion of the temple was proceeding from the sanctuary outward. 

The roofed portions, including the wui&es. south wing, Osiris complex and the two 

hypostyle halls rnay have been erected first, the two courts and pylons being added later. 

These outer sections of the temple may have stiii been under constution at his death, for 

they were completely decorated by Ramesses II. who also claimed to have set üp the pillars on 

the portico in the first court? 

In the roofed portions of the temple, Seti's sculptors seem to have proceeded kom the 

Osiris complex and seven main chapels outward to the second hypostyle and then on to the 

first hypostyle and south wing. The temple's decorative program was fin laid out in a series 

of polychrome cartoons. By his death, the artisans had begun to sculpt the Gallery of the 

Kings and the outer hypostyle hall, and had also fuished a group of at 1- four black 

granodiorite statues for the temple. dong with an altar pedestal? 

To complete parts of his father's work, Ramesses LI employed the painteci cmoons as 

a guide, although he erased the extant reliefs in the outer hypostyle and replaced them with 

designs of his own. Ramesses faiied to cornplete the reliefs in the south wing. Merenptah 

briefly resumed that work, but then quickly abandoned it. 

It has been thoughr that the chape1 Seti erected on behaif of his father dates to the 

eartiea part of the reign.' This conclusion rnay be rejected for two reasons. Stylistically, the 

reliefs reflect both the post-Amma style from his earliest years and the mature Ramesside 

')~a supra 3.52. 

U See .supra 3 46.1 

*'The statues are Vienna AS 5910. Dallas 1984.50, New York MMA 22.2.21 and 
Sorrento 74. The altar pedestal is Cairo JdE 4743. See supra 3.47-3.5 1. 

445 See supra 3 . 5 3  



style used in his nearby temple. They may. therefore. date to the middle years of the reign. 

This shrine was certainly positioned with reference to the main precinct wall of the Seti 

temple, but was surely built after it. The chapel, then, probably dates to the earlier half of the 

reign, but not to its beginning. 

Seti also made some additions to the "metropolitan" temple of Osiris at Abydos. from 

which a limestone relief fiagrnent and a granite h te l  presumably corne." There are other 

items of less certain Abydene provenance, including a fiagrnent of a sphinx and two statuettes 

of the kingu Seti aiso appears to have undenaken constmction of the so caiied "portal 

temple" completed by Ramesses II." 

It is obvious that Abydos was a major focus of his building program. It may actually 

be the case that Seti envisioned a grand design for the holy city. The old sanctuary of Osiris in 

the "metropolitan" temple and Seti's temple may have formed the ends of a processional route 

sKnilar to the temples of Kamak and Luxor at Thebes, with the route running along the desen 

edge. Cenainly the chapel of Ramesses 1 and the temple of Ramesses U Lie along this 

hypothetical axis. In fact, both structures may have serveci as wayside shrines where the 

barques of the Abydene triad and the portable reiiquary of Osiris could have stopped during 

processions between the two main temples during Khoiakb and other festivals. The Ramesses 

1 chapel, as indicated by its decorative program certainiy played a dual fiuiction, as the 

mernorial temple of the king and as a repository for the reliq~ary.~ It has also been pointed 

out that the temple of Ramesses U is designed dong the sarne tines as the temple of Ramesses 

III in the First Court at Ur& which fùnctioned as an elaborate wayside shrine." Ramesses 

"See supra 3 .a, 3 -62. 

"See supra 3.59. 

%e supra 3.53 .  

"K. P. Kuhlmann, "Der Tempe1 Rameses II. In Abydos: Vorbencht über eine 
Neuaufnahme," MDAIK 35 (1 9 ), 189- 194. 



II began to decorate this temple very early in his reim" which is probably why he expended 

so little energy on completing reliefs in his father's mernorial temple during his own R' 

period. '' 
As it now seems clear that there was no coregency between Seti 1 and Ramesses 11. 

and temple decoration featunng Ramesses LI as king appeared only after his father's death it 

may be the case that Rarnesses U's Abydos temple was under construction near the end of 

Seti's reign and that he intended to decorate it in his own name. Construction of this edifice 

and the so-called "portai" temple probably began only when much of the work on the Abydos 

temple had been completed late in the reign. In addition to the renovation the "metropolitan" 

temple of Osiris, Seti I undertook construction of a least three and perhaps four new buildings 

as part of a grand design to transfom Abydos into a large cult center to rival those at Thebes. 

Memphis and Heliopolis. 

5.7 Thebts 

In Thebes, as elsewhere, Seti's primary focus at the outset of his reign was on 

restoring exiaing monuments vandahed at the behest of Akhenaten, aithough in many cases 

he chose to alter repairs effected by Tutankhamen. Completion of reliefs in the southern 

ponion of the Colonnade Hall at Luxor temple also dates to the earhest part of the reign. A 

number of steiae, statuary and other new monuments also date to this period, including the 

alabaster gela 6om the solar tempie at ~ a r n a k ~  and another erected in the Ptah temple." A 

small cluster of statuary at Karnak rnay also be dated early in the reign, including the beautiful 

"Sec M m e ,  Coregencies, 7 71 -73 8r references. 

"AS suggested to me by John Baines, personal communication. Murnane posits that 
Ramesses ' work on his own nearûy temple during a hypothetical coregency largely precluded 
his participation in the decoration of his father's temple at that tirne. Coregencies. 75. 

%ee supra 3.70. 

"See supra 3.7 1. 



alabaster composite statue of the king" two group statuettes of Amen and Mut." and a black 

granodiorite head of Amen. '' Cairo CG 42 139 and the Amen head exhibit post-Amarna 

stylistic traits, while the latter and Cairo CG 392 11 & 392 12 aii bear variant foms of Seti's 

cartouches typical of monuments from his earliea years. Two other sculptures from Medinet 

Habu. a statue of Amenhotep I as Amen-Re and a statuette head of Amen also date to the first 

year based on the same stylistic and epigraphic  riter ria.'^ 

Work on Seti's tomb in the V d e y  ofthe Kings (KV 17) seems to have begun very 

early, as soon as Ramesses I was interred in his hasrily finished sepulcher. As with Ramesses 

II's t~rnb.~' early variants of Seti's prenomen cartouche indicate that decoration of part of his 

final resting place was achieved in the earliest part of the reign. In fact, these early reliefs. 

which are clustered in the weU room, indicate that the original design of the tornb was to . 
follow Horemheb's in having decoration confined to a handful of its many chambers and 

c or ri dors.^' Although its excavation and decoration began very early in his reign, work was 

still ongohg when Seti died. 

Contrary to the views of many scholars over the past century, no part of the Great 

Hypostyle Haii at Karnak, such as a hypothetical grand colonnade on the mode1 of Luxor 

temple, existed or was in the works when Seti came to the throne!* He probably undertook 

it quite early in the reign. Sandstone for the Hall would have beea procurai from the quames 

at Gebel Silsila. In faa, a quany inscription of year six records that he dispatched an 

expedition to procure stone for his building projects at Thebes and elsewhere. Although some 

%Caire CG 42 139. See supra 3.74. 

@Mumane. Coregencies, 79-80. 

6'See supra 3.102. 

"See szrpra 3 69.2. 



of this may have been emarked for the Karnak Hypostyle, year six seems too late in the 

reign to be the starting date for work there. There is another stela at Gebel Silsila that may 

cornmernorate the opening of quarries to supply sandstone for the ~ a l l . *  It is a large stela 

bearing a long rheiorical encomiurn of the king, but the event it comrnemorated is 

unfominately lost. The dateline in the sole copy of the text by de Rougé is garbled, although 

it may correspond to regnai year two. Such an elaborate stela at Gebel Silsila is liable to 

cornmernorate quarry work for some great monument, and it is ternpting to conclude that it 

heralds the beginning of work on the Karnak Hypostyle in Seti's second regnal year Work on 

this edifice was to occupy the king for the rest of his reign. At his death the ectire structure 

had been built and almoa halfof it was inscribed in relief. Painted cartoons to guide the 

sculptors had been laid out on the great columns dong the main axis, on rnany of the columns 

in the south haifand on the south gateway. It was left to Ramesses II to complete them. 

It is clear that the pharaonic state could fiord to undertake multiple large building 

programs simultaneously. In the earlier haif of Seti's reigq major constmctions were 

underway at Karnak, Memphis, Heliopolis, Abydos and elsewhere. Still, a project as vast as 

the Karnak Hypostyle Hall must have strained the state' s resources of manpower and the 

means to support the hundreds of workers engaged there. ïhere is reason to believe that the 

king's second major building project at Thebes, his memonal temple at Guniah, had been 

started in year six. Its construction was barely finished," and only a h a i o n  of the relief 

decoration had been carved when he died6' ?bat the work on this highly important project 

began so late in the reign suggests that the Karnak Hypostyle required al1 the resources and 

manpower that Seti could muster in the Theban region. The Hall was probably not finished by 

year s i x  but work may have proceeded far enough for some resources to be diverteci into the 

Gumah project. Since only the rearmost portions of the memonal temple are in Stone, the rest 

being construaed largely of mud brick. work on the shrine may have proceeded relatively 

6. 'See~pru3.1 11. 

"See supra 3.83 -2. 

"See supra 3 - 8 3 . )  1 & 3.83.4. 



quickly. Moreover. the temple as a whole was considerably smaller than the great mernorial 

temples of Ramesses II and III, which were built of stone throughout. 

In the last three years of his reign, Seti1s quarrymen were ordered to procure 

numerous obelisks and colossi at Aswan, and some of these were destined for a new building 

project at Thebes, the Ramesside Court at Luxor temple. The Luxor obelisks were decorated 

in the fira year or so of Rarnesses II, so they, dong with the four great seated colossi of black 

granodiorite, would have arrived at the building site in about the 1st year of Seti's reign. 

Thus, we may surmise that, by year ten or eleven, constniction of the Karnak Hypostyle and 

Gumah mernorial temple would have been cornplae and pharaoh's tireless builders would 

have begun work on the Luxor forecourt. Normallyl statuary for a new temple was 

commissioned only afler construction was fairly cornpiete. ln the case of colossal statuary, 

however, it was often necessary to manoeuver the roughed-out monoliths into their h a 1  

resting places and then to build the structure up around them. Even in the case of the two 

colossi in front of the pylon, this rnay have been the prefmed method. the Luxor obelisks and 

colossi may have been commissioned in year nine, in anticipation of building work projected 

to begh a couple of years hence. It would appear, then, that building work on the king's 

major constnictions at Thebes was conducted in thme stages. 

Seti was active elsewhere in Thebes and left a series of other, mostly smaller 

monuments there. At Deir el-Medina he built a temple for Hathop and lefi a number of 

votive objects including stelae;' three aitar standsa and a libation basin." Several private 

monuments naming the king also stem Born the village.70 Elsewhere at Thebes. he undenook 

- - - - - - - 

'%ee supra 3.93 & 3.9 1. 

"Sec supra 3 88,  3.89, 3.92 & 3.97 

"See m p  3.90, 3.94 & 3.95. 

69 See supra 3.96. 
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construction on the site of the double temple of Ramesses II at the ~amesseum." An unsolved 

mystery is the fiagrnentary votive temple mode1 of Seti 1 from Thebes, which cannot presently 

be identifieci with any of his buildings, although it probably represents one of them." 

5.8 Upper Egypt 

ûutside of Abydos and Thebes. Seti's building activity in Upper Egypt is not well 

attested, although he seems to have been active at many sites. in the Fayum and at Minya in 

middle Egypt. he left two boundary stelae early in his reign." Oniy a Fragmentary decree of 

exemption and part of a doo jamb were found in the cuit center of the god Thoth at 

Hermopolis. Likewise at Coptos, Petrie found only the base of a sphinx, which is now lost." 

A fine offering table dedicated to the monarch's patron deity, Seth, probably cornes from the 

god's Upper Egyptian cult center at Nubt. modern Tukh." Seti's only known monument 

£?om Medamud is a srnall statue base from the earliest part of his reign, dedicated to the 

memory of his deceasai father, Ramesses LT6 ~eused blocks fiom this site were removed 

fiom his Gu& temple in late antiquity." From El Kab. only a lion figure and some reused 

blocks date to the reign." At Hierakonpolis Quibel reports that he found a statue base 

nagrnent naming Seti. but this has since disappeared." 

"See supra 3.85. 

"See supra 3.104. 

"See supra 3.4 1 & 3.42. 

"See supra 3 -65. 

75See mgru 3.66. 
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Considering Seti's huge building program at Thebes, it cornes as no surprise to find 

that he was also active in the quarries at Gebel Silsiia. It was almost cenainly in year one that 

he dedicated a rock shrine to the Nile i~undation god, Hapi, on the West side of the river?' 

As mentioned earlier, the large rhetorical stela at West Silsila probably dates to year two and it 

would have commemorateâ the openhg of quimies to procure stone for the Karnak 

Hypostyle Hall." In year s k  another quarry expedition was recorded on a stela on the east of 

Gebel Silsila." A supe~tendent of task forces named Hapi was also sent to east Silsila to 

oversee q u q  work, but it is unclear when this was or if he superviseci the expeditions of 

years two or six." One may be certain that the work of these expeditions, particularly that of 

year two, would have been ongoing for a number of years. 

At EdfÙ, only a small votive stela dedicated to Hathor testifies io Seti's interest in the 

site." On Elephantine in the Aswan regioc Seti is known to have been quite active. His 

"NiIometer" stela was dedicated early in the reighg' and German excavations have turned up a 

nwnber of kagments of docnvays ind wd reliefs,& although these are of a rather poor 

quality, which seems more in keeping with work of Ramesses II. By contrast, a wall relief 

unearthed by the French at the turn of the century is of admirable quaiity. " In the Aswan 

granite quarries, the two rock stelae of year nine record the establishment of new quarries to 

- - 
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produce obelisks and col~ssi. '~ Also in the Aswan region Seti commissioned a pair of 

siliceous sandstone obelisks, one of which broke shody after it was extracted. The other is 

stiii engaged in the quarry face." 

5.9 The Deserts outside Egypt 

From Kurkur oasis, a recently discovered rhetorical stela of year four bears the earliest 

dated example of a ritual scene in which the king bows in the presence of the godsvW Three 

rock inscriptions left in the Wadi Hammamat seem to stem bom two separate visits to the site 

by someone on official business of the king.9' Seti traveled to Kanais in the eastem desen on 

two occasions.92 On the first, he reco~oitered the eastem desert route to the goid mining 

regions and decided to found a weli and a settlement for the gold mlners complete with a 

shrine to the gods at Kanais. He returned in year nine to dedicate the shrine. A number of 

officiais iefl their own inscriptions at the site including Anena, Panub and the newly appointed 

viceroy of Nubia,  uni.^^ 

5.10 Nubia 

Seti was particularly active in Nubia near the end of his reign. At Beit el-Wali only a 

decorated block was found belonging to some unknown building of his. It has also been 

suggested in the past that he initiated work on Ramesses Il's temple thereaw The king 

"See supra 3.1 19 & 3.120. 

"See supra 3.121. 

'?"Sec supra 3.128 

"Sec supra 3.122-3.124. 

9'See supra 3.125. 

"Sec supra 3.126, 3.127. For Yuni's stela see KM L 303-304, $1 18'1; RIZ4 1, 247, 
51 18,l; R?TANCT 1, 200-201, $1 18,l. 

94 On the question of precisely when construction of the Beit el-Wali temple began see 
1. Hein. Die Romessidische Buutatzgkeit in h'ubien, GO 22, (Wiesbaden. 199 1 ), 107- 109 with 



appears to have been responsible for an installation in the fortress of Kuban and loose blocks 

found nearby at El Dakka probably attest to some shnne at ~ u b a n . ~ '  At Sayda he lefk a 

fragmentary votive stela of year three? From Amada corne fragments of a kiosk narning the 

m~narch.~' A rock stela fiom Qasr I b h  which also features the Mceroy of Nubia, 

Arnenemopet. may cornmernorate the year eight campaign against Irern? Only a single 

inscribed &agment of the king is known from  aras,^^ but this may have come from Aksha, 

where he established a fortifled town site that Uicluded a number of store roorns with inscribed 

sandstone doonvays.'"" He left a number of other tiagments at A k s h  including a block 

depicting him spearing a Nubian captive and a Fragment of w d  decoration.lO' He may also 

have begun work on the temple there inscribecl by Ramesses LI.lQ 

At Buhen in year one he reinstated an endowment for Min- Amen established jus 3 few 

months earlier by Ramesses 1 and dedicated a stela to cornmernorate the event. 'O3 A second 

votive stela was a h  commissioned on the same day.lD< and his father's stela of year two was 

reuiscribed with his own tihilary."" 

references. . 
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The town enclosure wall at Arnara West also dates to Seti's reigdM Here too. he 

seems to have left a stela commemorating the Irem campaign of year eight.lo7 and an inscribed 

block 60m a cmde s h ~ e  to the sun god. Re-Horakhty.lm The hem campaign is also 

recorded on a Fragmentary stela unearthed at Sai.'OP 

A votive inscription of the viceroy Amenemopet features the king ofTering to the 

Elephantine triad. At Sesebi the pharaoh usurped Akhenaten's temple1" and rebuilt the 

precinct wall. Il' At least two loose blocks there date to his reign."' Further to the south, at 

Nauri. the king had his exemption decree for the Abydos foundation inscribed atop a gebel.'14 

At the southemmost part of his empire, Seti added a hypostyle hall to the shnne of Amen-Re 

at Gebel BarM. I l 5  Aiso from here cornes the 1st known text of his reign, the fragrnentary 

building inscription of year eleven. I l 6  It is possible that Seti was aiready planning a mries of 

new temple toms in Nubia late in his reign, a vision realized under Ramesses II. Seti du, 

founded the Aksha and Arnara West settlements, and he seems to have made additions to 

several extant settlements throughout Nubia. 

"'%ee supra 3.141. 

'07seesupra 3.142 & 3 143. 

'"Sec supra 3 .1  44. 
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5.11 Paralld Foundations jh Sv-rnr-n-Pth m gr N 

Egyptian temples were generaily named by the pharaohs who buiit them. In some 

cases, two or more of these foundations shared names based on a common model. Seti's two 

major constructions at Thebes. the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and Gumah mernorial temple are 

arnong the best known exarnples of this practice. The Kamak Hypostyle is called @ Sry-mr-n- 

7mn m pr Imn, while the Guniai temple is like-named but with the added phrase hr irnntt 

Wjst. I l 7  At least NO other buildings erected by Seti bore similar names, the @ SQ-mr-n-Prh 

rn pr Pth at Memphis and the Osireion at Abydos, called jb Mn-mTt-RC n Wsir It is quite 

probable that other, now destroyed buildings would have borne names on the came model, in 

particular at Heliopolis. 

The names pharaohs gave theù large ceremonid buildings in the New Kingdom 

generaiiy made a theological or ideological statement of some kind."' Often, a number of 

foundations were given parallel na~nes."~ In rnany cases these narnes express4 some notion 

of the king's divinity. often through his being "wiited," h m .  with a g d m  or a toponym. "' 
As demonstrated above, it seems clear that the term 3h as used in texts of Seti I means 

something iike "beneficiai," "usetiil" or "effective." There is no raison to bekve it meant 

"'R. Stadelmann, "Tempe1 und Tempelnarnen in Theben-ûst und -West," MDAIK 34 
(1978), 171-180. 

"'H. H. Nelson, "The Identity of Amon-Re of United-with-Eternity," JNES 1 ( 1942). 
127-155; G. Haeny, "La fonction religieuse des 'Châteaux de Millions d'Années,"' 
L 'ÉWptologie en 19 79, vol. 1 (Paris, 1982), 1 1 1 - 1 16; R G. Morkot, "Nb-MFt-RCUnited- 
with-Ptah," JNES 49 (1990), 323-337. 

'19 R. Stadelmanq "Totentempel und Millionenjahrhaus in Theben," MDAIK 3 5 
(1979), 303-32 1. 

"'%. g., Amenhotep with Ptah in his Memphite temple Nb-MTt-RC hnmr Pth. Morkot, 
JM3' 49,325-327. 

"'Both the Ramesseum and Luxor temple forecourt of Ramesses II are called htirnr- 
W3st. 



"glorious." In fact ihis translation is impossible in some instances.'" The t em is used to 

describe the king or his actions, but aiways in relation to his actions on behalfof the gods. In 

particular, construction of monuments, mnw, is describeci as jb, "beneficial." The same is 

certainiy tme of his parallel foundations. 3 h  Mn-mTr-RC n Wsir. the Osireion, is an example 

where the translation of @I as "g!orious" makes no sense: "Glorious is Menmaatre for Osiris." 

whereas "beneficial for'' does. As for the other three like-named foundations, "beneficial" is 

the preferred nuance for @. By making additions such as the Kamak Hypostyle and Gumah 

mernorial temple to the greater "domah," pr,'" of Amen, the king was certainly "beneficent." 

The names given these parallel temple foundations, and the ubiquitous occurrence of the term 

@ in building inscriptions, dedication texts and other rhetorical texts of Seti 1's reign sound a 

cornmon theme: he meant to express his se~ceabiiity to the gods through his building 

program. 

5.12 Conclusions 

Seti is well known as a great builder. The truly colossal magnitude of his building 

program, however, has not been W y  understood until now. In a short decade, he 

transfomed the major centers of the Egyptian kingdom with a series of often gigantic, and 

always elegant new monuments: two great Hypostyle Halls were added to the main temples of 

Amen-Re at Karnak and Ptah in Memphis, with perhaps a t h d  at Heiiopolis; late in the reign 

two pylon forecourts were under construction at îhebes and Heliopolis and these were to be 

fiunished with colossal statuary and obeiisks. Perhaps a half a dozen pairs of obelisks were 

Gnished or in the works to embeiiish the city of Heiiopolis. At lest three temples of the type 

the Egyptians called "Mansions of Millions of Years," (i.e. mernorial temples), were built at 

Memphis, Th* and Abydos. At Abydos, he was in the prucess of transforming the holy 

city of Osiris into a large cuh center on par with those of Amen, Ptah and Re. In addition to 

his exquisite temple dedicated to 

'"Sec supra 1.3.8. 

123Spencer. fie Egypirm 

the Theban triad, the great Unperial triad of Amen, Re and 

Tmple. 14-20 & 27. 



Ptah1'* and to his own cuit. he also built the Osireion. made additions to the temple of Osiris. 

and undenook construction of one or two other buildings. including, perhaps, the temple of 

Ramesses II. The new royal residence city, later nmed Pi-rarnesses in the reign of his soc 

was begun by Seti. Remains of other monuments scattered throughout Egypt, Weaem Asia 

and Nubia attest to his far-flung building program. 

Seti I died. probably rather suddenly and doubtless unexpectedly. shonly after the 

twelfih anniversary of his accession. As a result, every one of his large building projects was 

left unfinished in some way. Ramesses II had the good fortune to inherit a number of large 

ceremonid buildings, colossal statues, obelisks and the like, which were largely built or 

completeâ, but as yet rnostly undecorated. In completing these monuments, and in some 

cases by usurping his father's decoratios as in the Karnak Hypostyle. which., dong with Seti's 

addition to the Ptah temple, he renamed for hunself, we have been left with the impression 

that Ramesses was largeiy or wholly responsible for monuments built or at Ieast cornmissioned 

by Seti 1. In fact, some of the most colossal monuments of Ramesses' reign, which in large 

masure define him as the greatest pharaotic builder, were conceived by his father. What 

makes Seti's accomplishments aU the more remarkable is the shon duration of his reign when 

compared to the 67 years granted to Ramesses or the nearly four decades to that other great 

New Kingdom builder. Amenhotep LU, &er whom Sai modeled himself. 

"9. Yoyone, "Les grands dieux et la religion officielle sous Séthi 1" et Ramsès II." 
BSFE 3 ( 1950)' 17-22. 



APPENDW A 
METHODS USED LN RESTOiUNG RELEEFS 

1. Hard Stone Reliefs 

The restoration oCdarnaged reliefs carved in harder stone such as granite. basalt and 

diorite posed a dflerent set cf challenges from the restoration of softer media like sandstone 

and limestone. These arose not oniy from the hardness of the material, but also from the 

manner in which hard stone monuments were finished. To begin with, the Egyptians preferred 

to emphasize the texture and finish of hard stone. and rarely masked reliefs in these media 

with paint and plaster. Thus in restorhg these reliefs. the use of plaster and paint to mask 

damage does not seem to have been an acceptable or feasible option. 

To restore a damaged hard stone relief, the sculptor was obiiged to cut back the 

original surface to elirninate al1 traces of even the deepest hack marks. Traces of Atenist 

hacking are a h o s  never fowid on such monuments. Fomihately for the restorers, the 

vandai's chisels do not seem to have cut deeply hto hard stone monuments. 

The lunette scene on the granite steh of Thutmose III from Gebel Barkal was never 

restored.' ïhe  images of Amen were methodicaliy rmioved, apparently by pecking them out. 

Next, the surface was smoothed dom. As a result, the god's figures were almost cumpletely 

obliterated, with only scant traces remaining.' Yet the deepest hacking is not deeper than the 

base of the cut h e s  of the original relief and this pattern of damage would have facilitated the 

restorer's work. A similar case are blocks îrom the chapeIfe rouge where Hatshepsut's names 

and figures have been eraseû (PLATE 16A). The defment of hard aone reliefs is 

'G. A. Reisner & M. B. Reisner, ''Inscribecl Monuments from Gebel Barkal Part 2. 
The Granite Stela of Thutmosis LU," L4S 69 (1933). pl. 3; R.J. Leprohon, CAA. Museum of 
Fine AN Boston: Stehe TI, @hm, 199 1 ), 23.73 3,4/5. 

'On the right figure. only traces remain of the feet and lower calf of the extended leg 
as weU as of the fist of the extended am holding the %cepter. On the 1eft figure, oniy the toe 
of the extended leg can be made out. 1 am gratefiil to  Tirnothy Kendall of the Museum of 
Fine Arts in Boston for checking the sela for me and sending photos of it. 



characterized by uniformiy deep pitting of the surface. achieveâ by pecking at the relief 

Substantial traces of the original cut lines can often be made out 

The easiest son of relief to restote was one of large sale in which the area 

surrounding the vandalized divine figure was relatively free of undamaged texts and reliefs 

belonging to the original eâition. On granite doo rjambs, for instance, there tended to be a 

relatively large amount of blank space surrounding the figure of the god (PLATE ZIA).' The 

sculptor had ody to came back the surface creating a pan-like depression in the area occupied 

by the original figure. Once the surface was smoothed back deeply enough to eliminate al1 

traces of hacking, the new divine figure, dong with the text giving his protoco!, could then be 

laid out and caved in swik relief In this way. an aesthetically pleasing result could be 

achieved. Moreover, when a larger area could be p m e d  down, the depression became less 

obvious so that in some cases it c m  only be daected on closest inspection. The almon 

exclusive use of sunk relief for hard stone monuments also greatly facilitateci their restoration, 

since l e s  of the original surface had to be nit back than in a raised relief 

On monuments of a smaller sde ,  such as most s t e k  and lintels,* or on Iarger 

monuments where the density of the inscribed tex-t and figures is higher, such as the scenes on 

some obelisks,' it was often necessary to r e a i t  the entire sur&, including areas that had not 

been vandalized (PLATES 19-20). On the lunette scenes of rnany stelae, the entire surface of 

the scene was cut back to create a more subtly graded depression and to avoid giving the 

impression that the restored figure was lying in a hollow (PLATES 31A & 33B)! As a result. 

'Karnak on the south jarnbs of the Seventh Pylon, (PM II2, 169- 170 [498e] & opposite 
jarnb). and on the jambs of a gateway benveen the Fifth and Sixth Pylons (PM LI: 86 [223- 
2241). See supra 2.14 & 2.19. 

'E.g. a lintel of Amenhotep LI from Tell el-Basta, BM 1 103 (Bierbrier. BMHT 10. pl. 
12). See supra 2.2. 

' ~ h e  obelisks of Hatshepsut f o n  central Karnak (Schwaller de Lubicz, K m R  I, 123, 
figs. 60-6 1, II, pls. 1 00- 1 0 1 & 1 08; 1. -y, K&mk d  te: Domaine m( divin, [Paris, 
19791, 27, fig. 12). See supra 2.1 1. 

'E.9, the Historical Stela of Amenhotep II from Memphis (E. Edel, ZDPV 69 [1953], 
p l  3 ,  [see supra 2 3 3) and the Ptah temple aela of Thutmose III  from Karnak, Cairo CG 



undamaged portions of the scene. such as the royd figure, offering stands and accompanying 

teas. had to be shaved down, vi-ally erasing them. In such cases the sculptor followed the 

iines of the original text and figures as a guide in reworking them at a deeper level (PLATE 

17B). 

2. Soft Stone Reliefs 

In repairing soft stone monuments, the restorer was faced with a somewhat different 

set of challenges, but he had additional means at his disposai to set the damage right. 

Limestone and sandstone are much easier to sculpt than hard stone like granite and one might 

expect their restoration also to have been much easser. Faced with these sofier media, 

however. Amarna iconoclasts had often exercised great zeal, le-g very deep gouges in the 

stone, paniculady in areas such as the god's name, face and headdress. Such hacking 

generaily penetrated the surface fùnher than even the deepest sunk relief (PLATE W B  ).' 

While hard stone reliefs are aimost always en c m ,  r a i d  relief was often used on 

sandstone and limestone monuments. As a resuh, the sdptor  had to shave the surface back 

deeply to eliminate the hachg to the original if his new figure were to stand out. However, 

oflen when he shaved the damaged surface down to obtain a unifody smooth ninace on 

which to cane a new figure, he found the most severe hackuig tw deep to obliterate without 

creating a surface that was itself too deep in cornparison with the original, undamaged surface 

(PLATE 34A). Even with sunk relieç substantial traces of hacking could remain (PLATE 

30A & 3tA). 

Fortunatdy, die restorer of soft stone reliefs had paint and plaster at his disposal. 

Hard stone reliefs were seldom painted. and then only to highhght prominent Feanire~,~ never 

340 13, (Lacau, Stèles, pl. 9, [see supra 2.281). 

'~.g, on the Xstorical Stela of Amenhotep II a trace of the caif'of the king's fonvard 
leg on the lefl hand scene is a rare example of the recut figure of the kmg going outside the 
line of the original (K. MySliwiec, Le portrait royd, fig. 1 00. See supra 2.3). 

%. g, on the Eighth Pylon a? Kzaak. See supra 2.2 1-2.22. 

%.g, the figures and text on the lowennost course of the c h p l l e  rouge. composed of 
black granodiorite, were tinted yellow. 



to tint the background. Limestone and sandstone reliefs, on the other hand. were, as a d e ,  

entirely painted over. A coat of whitewash, generdy tinted a light biue up until the first half 

of the Eighteenth Dynasty, was applied to the background. The hieroglyphs and figures were 

individually colored. often in meticulously detailed polychrome. 

Plaster was comrnonly used in relief sculpture of al1 periods to correct flaws in material 

or workrnanship and to fil1 cracks between joints in the blocks. During restoration, the 

surface of a damageci relief was smoothed down as fkr as was judged prudent. and any 

remaining chisel gouges, be they a few stray marks or large patches of hacking, would be 

filled with plaster (PLATES 4A, 18A & 26). It is likely that the plastering took place before 

the actual recarving of the reliefs proceeded.1° Completad. such fully plastered. recarved and 

painted reliefs m u a  have lwked more aesthetically pleasing in the low Light of roofed 

buildings than they do today, stripped of paint and plaster and exposed to bright sunlight. 

Often the restoren were able to shave the Surface down to wch a point that Little 

plaster was required to fdi in the rimaiain8 hack marks." The worst hacking might have been 

limited to one area, especiaily the name or face of the god, and only these areas needed 

plaster. 

As an alternative, the surface in the area of the most severe gouging could be shavd 

down fbrther than others. A pan-like depression was oflm created with borders often 

extended to the regista lines, scene dividen or the --ter generally c h e d  by the deity 1 

'"On the use of plaster as a relief medium and the shaliow. uneven lines it produced in 
the stone where the sculpter's chisel penetnued, see W. J. Murnane, "The Bark of Amun on 
the Third Pylon at Kim&" JARCE 16 (1979), 1 5 & pl. 6. in the Rarnesside age, plaster was 
oflen used as a medium when the masons did not botha to dress the stone carefûlly. in such 
cases, the quarry marks would have beea similar to hack marks in vandalized relief On the 
south exterior waii of the Karnak Hypostyle, the wall surfhce was never carefully dressed 
before the reliefs were carved. Instead, a layer of plaster was smeared on the wall. As a 
result, many of the nit lines on the s d e r  figures and glyphs are only lightly incised. where 
the dptor ' s  chisel barely penetrated the layer of plaster. 

"E.g, at Luxor temple, reliefs on the east interior wall of the hypostyle hall adjoining 
the Sun court. PA4 11'. 3 18 (102). See supra 2.42-2.54. 



(PLATE ~ I A ) . "  Where there was no such boundary, the edge of the depression was made 

shallower so that it faded into the rest of the backgrowid. When the average depth of the 

hacking was relatively shallow and the area to be restored was large, the eflect could be so 

subtle as to be vinudly undetectable (PLATE 37A). This was especiaily true for low 

reliefs. " Ln some cases, however, the entire d a c e  of the figure was covered wit h plaster and 

recarved largely in this medium. Where the plaster has by now fallen away, such areas look as 

though the hacking had been p ~ i a l l y  smoothed away, but iittle or no restoration of the 

originai figure or glyphs is apparent (PLATE  SA).'^ 

In more compact areas of intensive hacking that had undamaged relief close by, the 

challenge was greater. So, for example, the figure of Amen embracing the king rnight be 

carved with a shallow trough surrounding it, thereby resembling a sunk relief without the . 
sharp edge.15 In some cases. the hacking was most severe in a particular ara wch as the 

plumes of Amen, so the area had to be cut back more deeply.I6 On smaller monuments, such 

as the limestone stela of Amenhotep LU fiom his mernorial temple in Thebes, a large pan of 

the lunette had to be cut back and undamaged portions, wch as the king's hands. reworked. '' 
As a result of the diffenng procedures used in the restoration of sofi and hard Stone 

reliefs, the amount of epigraphic U i f o d o n  they might convey also varies. Although the 

repairs to sandstone and limestone reliefs often appear aestheticaiiy unappealuig today, the 

in a scene fiom the nonh waU of the Karnak Eighth Pylon depicting the Theban 
triad inside a shrine, the d a c e  was cut back to the lefl of the text divider jua outside the 
front edge of the canopy pole. PM LI2. 174 ( 5  17.n). Se- supra 2.2 1.4. 

I3E.g, again with reliefs in the Luxor temple hypostyle. PM II', 3 18 ( 102). 

'TE blocks with both sunk and r a i d  relief from the memorial temple of Amenhotep 
DI reused in the memorial temple of Merenptah. Jaritz & Bickel, BiFAO 94 (1994), 483 & 
485. See supra 2.67. 

" ~ . g ,  W. Kaiser et. a l ,  MDAlK 27.2 (1971), pl. 48a. 

%id., pl. 48a; C. Desroches-Noblecourt, et. al., Une siecle cle fouilles en Égypte 
i 880-1 980, (Paris, 198 1 ), 242, cat. No. 262 with color plate on 23 1. See supra 2.75.1. 

"~acau. .stèles. pi. 20. See supra 2.65. 



loss of the paint and plaster used to mask the remnant traces of hacking and reworking often 

yields volumes of information on the history of these carvings. By contrast, the carefùl 

refinishing of granite reliefs. which usuaiiy involved the total removal of all traces of both 

hacking and any earlier version@), generaiiy reveals fewer dues to the epigrapher. This is an 

important factor to keep in mind for, as discussed in chapter two, many of the restorations of 

Seti I had a more complicated history than has previously been understood. 



APPENDiX B 
ICONOGRAPEN OF TEII.I BARQUE OF AMEN-RE 

UNDER SETI I AND RAMESSES n 

1. Eariier reign of Seti 1 

As anested in a handfùl of reliefs from the esrliest pan of his reign, Seti 1 made few if 

any changes to the iconography of the barque of Amen of Karnak as it had appeared in reliefs 

of Horemheb. In the Co lo~ade  Hall in Luxor temple, he convened existing painted cartoons 

of TutanWiameo into relief' In so doing, he immortalized aiterations to these designs made 

unda Horemheb. Horemheb had altered these designs so that a rebus of his nomen replaced 

an earlier arrangement fegturing Tutankhamen's prenomen on the veil shrouding the cabin 

shrine.' The Epigraphic Suwey has published evidence suggesting that Seti hcorporated 

elements of his prenomen into the decoration on the upper part of the cabin shrine.' Thus it 

would seem that Seti was attempting to associate hirnself with his recent predecessor.' It is 

obvious, however, that this does not represent evidence of a coregency between these two 

kings. It is less clear whether these iconographid changes to the images of the barque 

corresponded t O genuine alterations to this sacred O bj ect itselt 

At Karnak on the east tower, (north face). of the Eighth Pylon, Seti altered a barque 

scene that had initially been restored by Tutankhamen (PLATES UA-% & 82).' Here Seti 

'See supra 2.38 & 2.38.1. 

'Epigraphic Survey. 7he Festival Procession of Upr. pls. 43. 50 & 58. 

'Ibid., 2 1. & pl. 50, fiagrnent 10 17. See supra 2.38.1 

'Jus as Tutankhamen sought to aflXate himseifwith the deceased Amenhotep II1 by 
including a cryptographie rebus of the latter's prenomen on the exposed portion of the cabin 
shrine. Cf. ibid., pls. 7, 49, 50, 58 & 110 and iconographie comments on pls. 50 & 58, pp. 21 
& 23. 

'PM II. 174 (51 7); Nelson Key Plans, KG 104; Claude Traunecker et. al.. Lu chapelle 
d 'Achoris à K& I,  (Paris, 198 1). pl. 33 (2). Discussed by Traunecker, vol. II, 78 no. i 00. 
Horemheb had previously aitered the barque scene on the West tower. Mumane, LA 1,60-63 
with close up of canopy 62, fig. 2. See Stlprtz 2.21.1. 



made two changes to the iconography of the veii: he substituted a rebus of Tutankhamen's 

prenomen with that of his own between the wuigs of the two kneeling goddesses while erasing 

a second prenomen rebus of Tutankhamen on the biUow of the veil (PLATE 82)? 

The details he did not supplant are of equal interest. The decoration of the upper part 

of the veil and the exposed portion of the cabin was left alone, as were the vulture-shaped 

clasp dong the top ofthe veil and the fnezeofcrowned cobrasaiternatingwith combined - 1 
and L -elements. He also ldt the two winged m9ct-figures as he had found them. By contrast, 

Horemheb, who had respected this scene, had altered or eliminated many of these same 

elements on a pendant scene fiom the wea tower.' Seti's primary motive, then, seems to have 

lain in replacing the prenomen rebus of Tutankhamen with his owm m e .  And while he made 

other rninor adjustments to the image of the barque,g he respected daioration on the upper 

part of the canopy that was apparently oow o b ~ l e t e . ~  From al this, it is apparent that, 

although the scenes fiom the south end of the Luxor Colonnade Hall mighr reflect the 

barque's actuai appearance early in S a i '  s reign, the scene on the east tower of the Karnak 

Eighth Pyion certainly does not. 

2. Later Reign o f  Seti 1 

At some point duMg S d ' s  tenure, but certaidy by the tirne the Karnak Hypostyle 

Hall and the Gumab manorial temple wae  king decorated during his later years, the 

iconography of the barque of Arnen-Re had been redesigned so that the decoration on the veil 

and cabin shnne would refiect the titulary of the current occupant of the throne. We next 

encounter the barque in the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak where it appears in five scenes 

6For other alteratioas to the barque see supra. 2.2 1.1. 

'~pigraphic Survey, The Festival Procession o f w t ,  19-20, iconographic cornments 
to pl. 43. 

Qoremheb presumably had redesigned the iconography of the cabin and veil during 
his own reign. Ibid., 23, iconographic cornments to plate 58. 



carved at Pharaoh's behest in the nonhem haif of the b~iiding,'~ (PLATES &84), and in 

four scenes from Gurnah temple (PLATES 8S86).11 

Although the canopy iconography was "updated for S e t i  several elements were 

carieci over Rom Horemheb's version. Thus the upper portion of the veil retains a fneze of 

uraei an8 lotus petds, while its lower hem still has a fneze with nomen and prenomen rebuses, 

the former aill in cartouches flanked by uraei (PLATE 84).12 These scarabs, which occurred 

under Tutankhamen and Horemheb, origuiauy reflecting Tutankhamen's prenomen, were now 

replaced by squatting figures of the hawk-headed Re-Horakhty sitting on - --signs and 

clutchkg P -fcathers in th& fins." 

The center of the veii is stdi dominateci by two winged mFt-figures; they no longer 

kneel on --baskets, but on --signs - instead, and aiso wear sun disks on their heads in 

piace of -feathen. In their fias they hold the same combination of glyphs as under P 
Horemheb, but -signs extending fiam the bottom of thei. lower wings have beai added 

(PLATE 84).14 with ïutankbamen and Horemheb, these two goddesses protect a rebus of 

the royal prenomen, (nomen in the case of Horemheb), with their wings (PLATE 86A). In 

the nonh part of the Karnak Hypostyle Hail, the prenomen rebus consists of a large figure of 

Re-Horakhty squatting on a --sign, - and holding a -fkather in his fist (PLATE 84). Thus P the three main figures on the veil fonn rebuses of the king's pcenomen Menmaatre. Behind 

'%lelso~ GHHK 1.1. pls. 152. 178, 180, 197 and 226. Idern, Key Plans. KB 234. 275. 
278, 29 1, 334. 

"In the main chapel of Amen-Re. (= PM II2, 4 14 (68-69); Nelson, Key P l m  Q 2 1 9- 
220 & 230-23 1) and of Rarnesses 1 (PM II2, 4 18 ( 106- 107); Nelsoq Key P h ,  346 & 349). 
See supra 

"Cf. the plates cited in the preceding note with Epigraphic Survey, me Festival 
Procession ojOpet, pls. 43, 50, 58 (=Horemheb) and 1 10-1 1 1 (temp. Tutankhamen). 

"A similar prenomen rebus without cartouche can be found in fiiezes dong the tops of 
the waüs in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 136- 143. 

'"Cf Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pl. 1 80 and Epigraphic Survey , Tne Festival Processmn of 
Uper, pl. 58. 



each goddesses. d e h g  the corner edges of the cabin, is a marguial space framed by a border 

elernent at its outer edge and beyond this the poles that nippon the comice. This rnargin is 

occupied by a rebus consisting of a sign supported by flower stocks, (lotus blossoms on one 

side, papyrus on the other). The --si= in tum, supports t h e  -signs with a - . l 5  A "6è; 
The uppermost edge of the veil is without decoration (PLATE 84)." 

The billow of the veil now fames a kneeling mFt-figure with curved wings. Her 

right a m  is folded across her chest, holding a -scepta while her left a m  lays across her lap ? 
grasping an y-rign." Above her head flaats a sun dirk with N o  pendant uraei supponed by 

her (PLATES 83A & 86B ). She squats on a - s i @  flanked by P I ?- and !Ygns To 
the lefi of this goddess, kneels a figure of a king wearing the white crown and offenng an 

image of ." This corresponds to a statuette that sat on the deck of the barque, not to t h e  
- 5 
d 

iconograpFof the veii itself 

The decoration of the exposed upper part of the cabin is entirely new. It is dominateci 

by two winged mFt-figures whose outstretched wings prote* a squaning figure of the ram- 

headed Amen-Re (PLATE 83, BSA & MA). They stand on - s i g n s  and have sun disks 

on their heads, each holding a O-feather in ha upper fist and an -sign in the lower one. $ 
Between the cnix of their winis, a figure of the king bends on one knee, holding aloft a - Tz 

"The F-signs -i rometimes have pendant uraei. both with and without crowns on their 
heads. Cf Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pis. 180, 197. & 226; (PLATES S 8 4 ) .  

161n two of the examplcl 60m the north wd of the Hypostyle HA. traces of an earlier 
version of the canopy and veil s u ~ v e d  &er the final version was shifted higher. These do not 
refl ect the decoration of the upper edge of the veil. Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 180 and 197. CE 
pl. 226 where this space is blank. 

" ~ h i s  figure is well preserved in only one case. KB 278. (=Nelson. GHHK 1.1. pl. 
1 80). Examples corn Seti's Gumah temple show her with outstretched anns grasping 2- 
çigns, kneeling on the - s i n  but without the 2- and "-signs in front of her hee .  kf at 
Gurnah the barque sari@ of Amen-Re and the kames& I chape!: P M  II2, 3 14, (68-69) & 
4 1 8, ( 106- 107); Nelson, Key P l a s  Q 2 19-20.230-3 1,346 & 3 50. 



supporteci by a -. They proffer these to the squatting Amen-Re who surmounts a lotus 

blossom growing out of a ,- canai. The deity grasps an -sign in his fia and wears an P 
V 

The middle and lower portions of the cabin shrine were almoa completely screened by 

the veil. In two cases, however, we are given a partial glunpse of what lay behind it. As it 

dopes down towards the front of the cabin, a small ponion of the lower cabin is sometimes 

exposed. In one scene there appears to be a ûieze of winged goddesses holding their wings 

open in fiont of them.19 They W e a r  no fom of headdress. In another m e ,  a similar fiieze of 

goddesses occurs, this tirne with - f a e r s  on their heads grasping -signs in their fias with P 
i -signs wedged between their wings (PLATE 84). Between each is a cobra 

wearing an& 
-crown with a -septer in fiont of him.m 1 

Abofe the cavetto cor&, the hump-siaped roof of the canopy is screened by a frieze 

of prenomen rebuses, without cartouches, altemting with a second element. These rebuses 

always consist of hawk-headed Re-Horakhty figures squatting on , - -signs and clutching 

P -fathen. The second element is made up of rearing uraei with nin disks on th& heads 

surmounting either - or --sips." 

Another distinctive iconographie elernent of the barque's decoration under Sni 1 that 

reflects his tituiary can be found occasiodly on the collan of the a e g k  at the prow and 

sometimes at the stem? h i d e  the h m o a  strand of the triple-stranded fbyw-coiiars are 

kneeling mi%figures with outstretched amis and mrved wings. They have sun disks on their 

heads and hold -signs while kneeling on - s i g n s  and are thus prenomen rebuses. ? 

*%Jelson, GHHK 1.1, pl. 226. 

'%id.. pl. 1 80. These elements are not clearly defined in Nelson's drawing. 

'lThe - -signs occur in two of the scenes, the - - signs two othen one. CE 
Nelson, GHHK 1.1, pls. 1 78, 1 80, 197 and 226. 

"Nelson, GHHK 1.1. pls. 180 (fore and &). 197 and 226 only stem preserved. So too 
at Gumah, prow ody: Q 2 19-220, 230-3 1 ,  346 & 350, Cf Epigraphic Survey, The Fesiird 
pro ces si or^ ojUpet, pl. 58 with a similar figure under Horemheb. 



The scenes Eom the north part of the hypostyle Ml show minor variations and 

iconographie inconsistencies from scene to scene. So. for example, in the fneze on the upper 

part of the cabin, the uraei can be shown surrnounting either - or - -signs." Likewise 

the papyrus and lotus adks that support the column of rebus elements betund the two 

kneeling goddesses on the veil may Vary. In four scenes, these stalks curve upward like a 

%&ph, (PLATE 84). whiîe in a third scene they are upright like a 

84). '' Finally, on the east wall of the northern half of the Hall. the rn 

hold -feathers. while those on the upper part of the canopy hold -signs. an arrangement P 
that is reversed in the scenes on the east haif of the north wd. goddesses hold 

feathers in the scene on the West end of the north waii. 

Four detaileû representations of the Barque of Amen-Re dating to later in Seti's reign 

can be found at Gu& temple; wo each in the chapels of Amen-Re and Rarnesses 1.'' The 

iconography of these representations is nearly identical to that at with the sarne kmds 

of minor variations (PLATES 8 ~ 8 6 ) .  These can be sumecl up as follows. in the two 

barque scenes on the north and south w d s  of the chapel of Amen-Re. the flower stalks on the 

the re-g cobras sit atop -- signs. The sarne iconography is present on the nonh wall of 

the Ramesses I chapel, while the outer margins of the veil on the south wall have been left 

blank. In ail four represemtations of the barque of Amen in Gumah temple, the four rn j r r -  

3Cf ibid.. pls. 180, 197 and 226. 

"CE ibid.. pls. 152. 178. 180. 197 and 226. Evm among the three examples with the 
bowed stocks, the amount of curvature may vary. In one case* the innermost stem curved in 
on itself 

  men chapel: PM II'. 4 14 (68-69); Nelson, Key P I .  Q 2 19-220 & 230-23 1 
Rarnesses 1 chapel : PM I 1'. 4 1 8 ( 106- 1 07); Nelson, Key Plmts, 3 46 & 3 49. 



figures on the canopy and veil hold -signs. Finally. in every case, the top of the veil is ? 
lower and more horizontal than examples carved for Seti at 

3. Ramesses U 

Ail of the most detailed examples of reliefs portraying the barque of Amen-Re of 

Kamak carved in Thebes that s d v e  fiom the reign of Ramesses 11 date to bs eariiest years. 

Two of these are found in the Hypostyle h a  flanking its south doonvay (PLATES 87 & 

%8)? A third example p c e s  the west wdl of the chape1 of Amen-Re in the Triple Shrine at 

Luxor temple (PLATE 89)." A founh. less detailed example. is included in a xene on the 

south half of the west wall in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall." The Kamak reliefs date to no later 

t han the second haif of Ramesses' second regnal year. although as we shall see, one of these 

was subsequently altered. " The example from the Triple Shrine at Luxor may date as eariy as. 

Rarnesses II's t k d  year. although it was probably carved somewhat later." 

The rebus decoration on the canopy and veil of Amen's sacred barque depicteci on the 

south half of the west wali in the Kamak Hypostyle displays elements of Seti's titulary alone. 

the only significant variation being the presence of a --si@ in place of a ----board .- 

beiow the kneeling goddess on the billow of the veil. 

'This conforrns to the two barque scenes on the south w d  of the Kamak Hypostyle 
Hall that were carved under Ramesses LI but possibly laid out in paint under Seti. Cf. Nelson, 
GHHK 1.1, pls. 53 & 76, (=Nelson, Key Pians, KB 1 16- 1 17 & 99- 1 OO), with the Gurnah 
reliefs. 

2welson, Key Plans, KB 99- 100 (west) and KI3 1 17- 1 18 (east) Idem, GHHK 1.1. pls. 
53 (west) and 76 (east). 

'?rlelson. Key P&ms, LB 30-3 5 ;  PM II, 3 10 (3 9); D. Arnold, W h e l i e f  und 
Raurnfunkiim in agyptisckn Tempfen des Naren Reiches, MAS 2 (1962), pl. 20. 

%elson, GHHK 1.1. pl. 38; idem, Key PIans, KB 72. 

"Sec D.B. Redford. "The Earliest Years of Ramesses II. and the Building of the 
Ramesside Court at Luxor," JEA 57 ( 197 1 ), 1 10- 1 19; P. J. Brand, "The 'Lost' Obelisks and 
Colossi of Seti 1," JARC*E 34 (1997). IO14 14. 



The scene on the east side of the south gateway was executed in sunk relief, but the 

figures inside the cabin and veil are in bas relief following the standard practice for rendering 

such details (PLATE 88Af. Seele had thought that the titularies of Seti I and Rarnesses I I  

were rningled into the rebus decoration in this sceneJ2 but. in fact, only that of Seti appean 

here." Still. this relief dates to the second phase of Ramesses' relief decoration, R'. while he 

was stiU using the shorter form of his prenomen in combination with sunk relief 

This image of the barque diEm from examples carved for Seti in only a few minor 

detads. Thus the M~goddesses that appear on the m e r s  of the sledge no longer stand on 

the r n - s i g n .  On the veil, the papyrus and lotus stalks at the rnargins are in the fom of 

D signs. The kneeling goddesses on the veil Wear -feathers on theu heads in place of the su 

disks found under Seti. Despite these changes, h l y  Seù 1's titulary is preserved in rebus 

form. Thus the rebus of Menmaatre on the center of t he veil and on the fiieze above the 

cornice remains intact, while al1 four mFt-gocidesses rest on - s i g n s .  - 
in the scene to the west of the south gateway, the situation is somewhat diierent 

(PLATES 87 & ûûB ). In its final form, the rebus decoration does include elements of 

Rarnesses II's prenornen, whiie the --glyph, distinctive of Seti's prenomen, remains. It - 
had been t hought that the elements distinctive of Ramesses iI' s titulary were integrai to the 

original raised relief version of the scene cornpleted in R'." 

This scene, dong with di the r a i d  relief in the southem haif of the building was later 

converted from r a i d  into sunk relief Seele beiieved that the onguial version of the canopy 

and veil were left unaltered in r a i d  relief since they were interior elements customarily 

finished in this rnanner in swiL relief compositions. Mumane subsequently established that 

alterations were indeed made to the iconogniphy of the canopy and veil &a it was îirst 

'*Sede. Coregency, 68-75. 

'%fumane. JNES 34 ( 1975). 1 73. 

* 1 
"Seele, C1uregemy 7 1-72, 5 102: Mumane. JNES 34 ( 1 975). 1 73. 



carved." He noted that three of the four goddesses on the canopy now hold -staves in their 4 
upraised hands. while an added next to the -feather grasped by the squatting P 
figure of Re on the that the inclusion of only Seti's tituiary in the original 

composition reenforces the notion that he was aiive and aiso supponed the notion that he was 

involved in a coregency at the time this scene was carved3' 

Before this reworking ocmeci, the iconography of the veil in the westem scene was 

identicai to the one to the east of the south gateway. Ramesses' alterations to this scene are 

more extensive that Mumane realized. Beyond those noted above* several more are to be 

found here. Thus on the billow of the veil, the winged mFt-figure now kneels on a ,- 
platfom and clutches an -staff. thus spelling Ramesses II's prenomm. The body of the 9 goddess herseif consias ot the raised onguial, but her 10" wings, solar disk and the ,- 
platfom were di recut in wnk relief. Traces of the onguial wing remain as do t h  bases of 

the pegs on the - b o a r d  - which have been suppressed. Above here, the fneze of uraei and 

tlower petals fiaming the top of the veil has also bem largely suppressed where it crosses the 

billow . 

On the central part of the veil, the squatting figure of Re holds an -staffin his hand. 9 
It appears that this glyph has suppressed the original -fkather and not rne;ely adjoined it as 

-- 
P 

Seele and Mumane s~ggest.~' The --sign on whch the god squats has been altered to a 

D -platfom by the addition of an engraved h e  slanting dom nom the left end of the sign, 
while some of the pegs on the board have been shaved down. Presurnably these changes were 

masked with plaster. 

On the exposed upper portion of the cabin, there is evidence bat, here too, the relief 

was extmsiveiy recut. There is a tnangular shaped ana to the lefi of the canal sign on which 

3 5 W. J. Murnane, "The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II: Two Addenda," GM 19 ( 1976), 
42-43. 

"~eele. Corege>rcy. 72: Mumane, GM 19 ( 1976). 42 



the Amen figure squats. Embedded in this area. which resembles a ramp, are traces of the cut 

lines of the original -si@ which touched the bonom of the left goddesses' wing. On the & 
right side, this area has been shaved down more evenly, but traces of the cut lines of 

more extensive. Unlike the other srnall elements, these signs are no longer raised. 
1 

staves in the upraised hands of these goddesses are in raised relief. with few signs of the 

original 9 -signs remaining. As with the squatting Re figure below. the ---signs -A upon 
I 

which the goddesses on the upper cabin stand, have been converted to ,-platforms by the 

addition of a s h e d  line at the front, but without further suppression of the --- 
-- A sign 

through the erasure of the pegs. Again this m u a  have been finished with plaster. Finally, on 

the heze above the cornice. the -staves held by the Re figures have suppressed the original 4 
I 

Al1 these alterations seem to have been aimed at suppressing elements of Seti's 

prenornen so that, in its final form, Linle trace of the earlier king's prenomen would have been 

visible until the plaster masking had fallen away. The only unaltered element of Seti's titulary 

are the two -- - s i g n s  supporthg the goddesses on the veil. it would seem, then, that dl the 

reworking the western barque scene came only after the death of Seti, and that the inclusion 

of elements of Ramesses' prenomen came always at Seti's expense. Once these alterations 

had been completed, no cornplete rebus of the dead king's prenomen remaineci intact. Even in 

their origuial fom, the eastern and western barque scenes on the south w d  featured rninor 

iconographical differences f?om examples c w e d  for Seti I at Karnak and Guniah. Thus the 

mFt-figures on veil have feathers on their heads instead of solar disks and the Re figures on 

the ûieze above the cavetto cornice squat on - p l a t f o r m - ~ i g n s . ' ~  Gold signs have been 

added below the nomen cartouches on fneze at bottom of veii and -- signs have r e p l a d  

the - s i g n s  - below the cartouches found in examples cafved for Seti. 

In the Triple Shrine at Luxor it is undeniable that the barque scene carved on the West 

wail of the Amen chapei was carved only after the death of Seti 1 (PLATE 89). Yet here, 

too. elements of the deceased king's prenomen appear in the rebus decoration on the veil as 

39Although they still rest on i -signs in the scene east of the south gateway 



Murnane first pointed out? The ---signs that suppori the four goddesses are the most 
- - -- -- 

distinctive elements. since the winged mj't-figure had been a standardized element of the 

rebus decoration on the vd since at least the ràgn of Tutankhamen. Such figures graced both 

the upper part of the cabin and the veil in Theban representations of the barque of Amen into 

the Ptolemaic period. 

The retention of various iconographic elements in the rebus decoration of the canopies 

of Amen' s barque t hat were distinctive of individual kings &a their demise has not been 

considered by those who assert that such decoration is evidence of coregencies. While it is 

quite tme that reliefs portraying the decoration of these barques could reflect the titulary of 

the current occupant of the throne, they are not completely retiable as evidence for the 

genuine appearance of t hese processionai icons. As we have seen, even in a panicularly large 

m p l e  of contemporary representations of the barque, viz. nine reliefs of Seti 1 portraying it 

at Karnak and Guniah, minor variations in the iconography ocair from scene to scene. 

Moreover, examples from the earlis part of his reign, on the Eighth Pylon and the Luxor 

Colonnade Hall, do not always closely reflect the barque's decor at that tirne. 

Most if not al1 of the distinctive iconographic features of the decoration on the cabin 

and veil originated as a distinctive fature of some king's titulary. Yet as king succeeded king 

some of these elements were kept while others were replaced. Among the best exarnples of 

the former are the winged rn3ct-figures on the veil anci, later, the upper cabin first adopted by 

Tutankhamen and Seti 1 respectively. Even rather singular elements, however, could be 

retained long after the death of the king who adopted them. Such, indeed, was the case of the 

--signs suppohg figures on the veil and canopy. These were adopted by Seti and they 

replaced the --baskets employed by Tutankhamen and Horemheb. Yeî they were retained 

by Ramases ïI in a relief f?om Triple Shrine in Luxor temple carved der his M e r ' s  death 

(PLATE 89). More than 80 years later, in the barque station of Seti II in the first court at 

the - s i g n  s a  b a r s  the squathg figure of Re on the veil and the winged mFt-  



figure on the billow (PLATE ~ O A ) . ~ '  Although they seem to have been replaced by -- 
siens under Ramesses III." they occasionally reappear under later king~." The suppression of 

some of these same giyphs in the scene to the wea of the south gateway in the Karnak 

Hypostyle probably does not reflect a genuine alteration to the actual barque (PLATES 87 & 

88B). Stilî, Ramesses does seem to have made distinctive changes to this processional icon. 

including the 7-staves. 

Frorn this we may conciude that the appearance of elements of Seti's titulary in 

representations of the canopy of Amen-Re's sacreci barque carved under Ramesses II is at best 

very weak evidence for a coregency between these monarchs. Inaead, it seems that while 

each successive pharaoh altered the rebus decoration on the veil and cabin of the Amen 

barque to reflect his own tituiary, he also respecteci some of the decorative features added by 

his predecessor. In this way the iconography of the barque graduaiiy evolved over the course 

of the later New Kingdom. Several rebus elements innoduceci by Seti I, (the standing mFr- 

figures on the upper cabin and the squatting figures of the gods Amen and Re king the most 

important), became permanent fatures of its iconography, wMe the --signs, distinctive 

of his prenornen, were retained for at least 80 years &er his death. 

"PM 11: 26 (32-33); Nelso~ Key P ~ ~ ,  KA 24 & 15 (= much destroyed). Poorly 
published in watercolor renderings in H. Chevrier & E .  Drioton, Le Tempfe reposoire & Séthi 
II à K ' ,  (Cairo, 194û), pls. 9- 10. E.g, at K 24, the winged goddess on the biilow of the 
veil and the squatting figure of Re in the center of the veil m o u n t  -signs, while the four 
standing goddesses on the v d  and upper cabin do not. 

'9 .g  in his barque station Ui the First Court at Karnak. See Epigraphic Survey. 
Ramses 111's T2mple withn the G m  E ~ C ~ O S L I F ~  of Amon, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak 
1-11. (Chicago, 1936), passim. 

')E.g, in the temple of Khonsu they are depicted apparently without the pegs. They 
are certainly not mr-signs. Epigraphic Survey. K h o m  1, pls. 21, 53 & 69. 
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PLAN 1 

Karnak Hypostyle Haii ground plan. 



PLAN 2 

Karnak Hypostyle Hail clerestory elevation 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall Clerestory Elevatioi 
Facing South 



PLAN 3 452 

Karnak Hypostyle Hali. Cross section of the clerestory Iooking W e s t  

t 

-N 
FYLON 

Karnak Hypostyle Hall: Cross section of the Clerestory Looking West 



P W i  4 

Gumah temple ground plan. 

Portico 

Gurnah Temple of Seti I Main Saoctuary 



PLAN 5 

Gumah temple hypostyle hall Wall Plans 
humbers refer to Nelson, Kt)). Phuw, pl 37  

South Wall 

North Wall 

East Wall 

Gurnah Temple Hypostyle Hall 



PLAN 6 

Gurnah temple transverse hall. Wall Plans. 
Numbers refer to Nelsor 

3 

Key Plans, pl. 37. 



Gurnah temple vestibule of the Ramesses I suite. Wall Plans. 
Nurnbers refer to Nelson, Key Plam, pl. 37. 

Gurnah Temple Vestibule of Ramesses I Suite 

South W al1 West Wall 

North Wall 



PLAN 8 

Gumah temple Room 31. Wall Plans. 
Numbers refer to Nelson, Key Pl", pl. 37. 

Gumith Temple Room 34 

North Wall East Wall 

South Wall West Wall 



PLATE 1 458 

A) Relief of Horemheb on a loose 
block fiorn the 1 0Ih Pylon at 
Karnak 

B) Relief of Ramesses 1 fiom the 
1"" Pylon ai Karnak. Nelson, 
Key Plmrs. KA 1 8 7 



A)  Relief of 
of Hatshepsi 

B) Relief of 
edifice of AI 
court cif the 
Nelson, Key 

Seti 1 
ut. 

Seti 1 
nenho 
10" pi 
Plans 

A) 

on obelisk "F" 

from the 
ltep II in the 
yIon at Karnak. 
. KG 250. 



PLATE 3 460 
Copenhagen AElN 42/A 730. Relief from the Ramesses 1 chape1 built by Seti I 

at Abydos. Photo courtesy Glyptothek Ny Carlsberg. 



A) 
A )  Relief of Seti 1 fiom the 
b Pylon at Karnak. Face of 
Amen with traces of earlier 
version of Tutankhamen covered 
in plaster. Nelson, Key Plans, 
KG 103. 

B) Relief of Seti 1 From the 8' 
Pylon at  Karnak. Amen and 
Mut. Nelson, Key Plans, 



A) Relief of Seti 1 from the 8' 
Pylon at Karnak. Nelson, Key 
Pians. KG 102. 

B) Relief of Seti 1 from the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hail showing mature 
Ramesside style. Nelson, GHHK 1.1, 
Pi. 169; Key Plans, KB 2%. 



A)  Column relief of Seti I from ; 
the Karnak Hypostyle Hail. l 

B) Relief of Seti 1 from the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall W e s t  
wall. Nelson, GHHK 1 . 1  . pi 
145; Key Pians, KB 226 

PLATE 6 463 



Former Bruxelles E. 407. Lintel of Seti I from Heliopolis (detail). 
Photo courtesy institut royal du patrimoine artistique, Belgium. 



A) Figure of Seti 1 from battie 
reliefs on the north exterior wall 
of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. 
Epigraphic Survey . Banle Reliefs 
of King Sery 1, pl. 36. 

B) Postfiumous scene of 
Ramesses I from the West 

wall of the Karnak Hypostyle 
Hall. Nelson, GHHK 1 . 1  , pl. 
138; Key Plans, KB 217. 

PLATE 8 465 



A) Figure of Seti I from banle 
reliefs on the north exterior wall 
of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. 
Epigiaphic Survey , Banle ReZiefs 
of King Sety 1, pl. 14. 

B) Relief of Seti 1 on a granite 
lintel frorn Abydos. Cairo, JdE 
32091. 



A j  Amenhotep II I  leaning forward 
to fan a brazier. Relief from Luxor 
temple. H. Bninner, Die sïdiChen 
R h r n e ,  pl 141 

E3) Relief of Seti 1 from the 
barque sanctuary of Amen in 
Gurnah temple. 
Nelson, K q  

/ ' lm, Q 22 1 



A) Recut figure of Amenhotep 
I I I  from the main sanctuary of 
-4men in Luxor temple. PM II'. 
324 ( 1 3 8). Mahmud Abdel-Raziq. 
I)ns Sanhar A mrmpkrs 111. 5 3 
and 101. 

B) Relief of Seti 1 from the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall show ing 
an ointment jar in the form of a 
king kneeling with splayed knees. 
Nelson. GHHK 1.1.  pl. 153; Key 
Plans, KI3 335. 



A )  Relief of Rarnesses II  fiom the 
south extenor gate of the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hall onginally laid out 
in paint by Seti 1. West jamb, 
bottorn register. Nelson. Key 
Yirn~.~, KO 45. 

B) Seti f kneeling with splayed 
knees. Vignette fiom offenng 
table for Horus fiom Heliopolis. 
Copenhagen. Ny Carlsbers 
Glyptothek E.  1 15/AEiN 44/A 
742. 



YLA 

A) Relief of Seti 1 fiorn Room 
16 at Gurnah temple. Located at 
Nelson, Key Plans, Q 256. 

B) Relief of Seti I fiom the north 
interior wali of the Karnak Hypostyle 
Hall exhibiting cosmetic recutting of the 
king's arms. face. chest and wig. Nelson. 
(;HM 1.1.  pl. 192. Kqv P h s .  KB 286.  



A )  Relief of Rarnesses III  from 
Medinet Habu kneeling with his knees 
splayed. PM II'. 505 ( 1  14). 

B) Relief of Seti 1 from the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hall exhibiting cosmetic 
recutting of the king's headdress, 
forward a m ,  chest and shoulder. 
Nelson, GHHK 1.1, 197; Key Plans, 
Ki3 391. 



Long rnilitary wig of Seti I 
type A. 

Long military wig of Seti i 
type B. 

Long military wîg of Seti 1 
type C 



A )  Damnario Memoriae of Hatshepsut on a block from the chapelle rouge. 
An example of hacking pattern on a hard Stone monument. 

B) Prow of the barque of Amen-Re form a relief of Seti 1 in the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hall. Nelson. GHHK 1.1, pl. 197; Key Plans. KB 292. 



A) Restored figure of Amen-Re 
from the 6" Pylon at Karnak 

Originally restored by 
Tutankhamen, it has been recut by 
Horemheb who usurped 
Tutankhamen's cartouche in the 
renewal text. Nelson, Key Plam 

KD I6Oa-b. 

0)  Lunette of the Histoncal 
Stela of Amenhotep II from 
Memphis Cairo JdE 66763 
Note recutting on the legs of 
Amen and the king on the lefi 
side. 



A )  Relief of henhotep  II 
Restored by Seti 1 on the south- 
east gate of the d&- hall at 
Karnak Nelson, Key Plans, 
KC 35. 

B) Secondary restoration of Seti I 
on the 4Ih Pylon at Karnak with 
recutting on the goddesses' figure. 
Located at KC 1 18- 1 19. 



A) Shaft of obelisk "E" of 
Hatshepsut at Karnak. The 
lighter colored areas have been 
recut during restoration. 
PM 11'. 81-82 (E). 

B) A scene on the upper shaft of 
the failen obelisk "F" of 
Hatshepsut from Karnak. Seti 1 
has added his titulary to the royal 
figure by shaving down the area 
surrounding it without altenng the 
figure itself. PM 11'. 82-8 1 (F) . 



A )  Restored figure of Amen with 
renewal text of Seti 1 on the failen 
oheiisk "F" of Hatshepsut from 
Karnak 

B )  Obelisk "F" of Hatshepsut. The 
entire surface of its upper shaft has 
been shaved back during its 
rcstoration. panially erasing the 
prenornen of Thutmose III in the 
process. Seti 1 has added his 
protocol to the royal figures 
wit hout altering the figures 
t hemselves 



A )  Restored figure of Amen fiom 
a gate between the Yh and 6'" 
Pylons. The figure seems to have 
been restored hy Tutankhamen 
with Seti I adding a renewal text 
without altenny the figure. 
Nelson, Kejl P h ,  KC 48c. 

B )  Lunette of Cairo CG 340 1 1.  a 
stela of Thutmose II[ The k w  
traces recutting of the divine 
figures seem to be cosmetic 
adjustments. not secondary 
restoration. 



A)  Restored scene on the south- 
east jamb of the gate through the 
7' Pylon restored by Seti 1. 
\elson, Pimrv, KG 86 

B)  Hathor, Weret-hekau and 
Thiitmose II on the north face of 
the 8'' Pylon, east tower Hathor's 
figure has been restored twice in 
the post-ilmarna penod. 
Y eison. Kq*  PIans. KG 104. 



A )  Barque of Amen-R on the 8' Pyion. Tutankhamen usurpeci hy Seti 1. Nelson, Key Plans KG 104. 

B) Row of the barque. Note Seti's prenomen rebus on the veil. usurped from Tutankhamen. 



A) Amen-Re and Seti 1 tiom the 8' Pylon east tower. Note the secondary restoration of 
Amen ' s  figure and protocol and earlier king's crown. Nelson. Key Plar~.~. KG 102 

B) Closer view Note the reciitting of Amen's pliimes. ampit and face. Darker areas are 
discolored plaster. The oval in the 'ni1 below the cartouche is part of Thutmose II's prenomen 



A) Recutting of Amen's plumes 
at KG 102. Discolored plaster is 
evident along with ear1ier plumes. 
Final version crowds earlier text . 
Traces of original text behind 
shah of the left plume. 

B)  Seti I offering wine to Amen. 
Amen's figure and protocol 
exhibit seconda. restoration. 
While in front of his face is 
plaster. Nelson, Key Pkrns. KG 
1 03. 



Recuning from the secondary restoration of Amen's fist with %!t, patched with 
discolored plaster in KG 103. Note earlier Ct2h below and left of final version. 



A )  Recut figures of the Lesser Ennead on the top register of KG 102. The Heliopolitan Sun god 
Atum was never vandalized by the Amama iconoclasts. 

B) Figures of the Greater Ennead in the middle register of KG 103. The rear shoulder and leg of 
Nemty 's fi y re was partially covered hy a wall in the Amarna era and escaped damage. Tutankhamen 

shifted it to the right where it was recut by Seti 1. 

- - - . . . -- - 



A)Recut figure of Nemty at from 
the 8Ih Pylon at KG 103. The 
shoulder and leg at the lefi edge 
of the scene was covered by a 
wall added by Thutmose II1 and 
was never vandalized. The post- 
Amarna figure was shifted ?O the 
right by Tutankhamen and recut 
by Seti 1 

B) Seti 1 led by Monthu on the 
west tower of the 81h Pylon north 
face at Nelson, Key Plans, KG 
108. The original royal figure 
was Thutmose I I .  Traces of his 
Horus name, ~ 9 1 .  ph?, cm be 
made out in that of Seti 1. The 
protocol of Amen-Re behind the 
vulture goddess was restored 



West tower of the 8Ih Pylon at Karnak, north face, upper register. Seti 1 led by Monthu, = 

Nelson. Kedv Plms, KG 108 and Thutmose II presented to Amen by Weret-hekau while 
Thoth enurnerates regnal years, = KG 1 09. None of these deities, al1 of which are animal- 
headed, were recut by Seti The cartouches of Thutmose II in the text above Thoth's head 

have been usurped by Seti, but much of the plaster has fallen away revealing extensive traces of 
the original version. Earlier traces of the extended a m  of Weret-hekau are evident . 



A) 8Ih Pylon, east tower, south 
face. Secondary restoration of 
the Amen figure with renewal 
text of Seti 1. Extensive 
remnants of Amarna hacking 
were once covered with plaster. 
Nelson, Key Plans, KG 143. 

A) 

B )  KG 109. Weret-hekau 
presents Thutmose I I  to Amen- 
Re and Khonsu. An earlier royal 
figure knelt In front of Amen 
facing the gaddess. The earlier 
version of Amen's hand which 
rested on the king's head can be 
made out in the midriff of the 
final king. Amen's figure has 
been rewclrked by Seti 1. The 
figure of Khonsu is a post- 
Amarna addition to the scene. 
Elements of a di Cnb mi RC 
formula are embedded in his 
buttocks and thigh . 



A )  Secondary restoration of 
Amer. figure from south face 
of 81h Pylon. West tower at KG 
145 

B) Stela "R" of Amenhotep II. 
PM II'. 177 (R).  The entire 
surface of the stela was shaved 
down and reinscribed under Seti 1. 
The surface of the lunette scene 
was cut back hrther than the rest 
of the  tablet N o  traces of hacking 
or the original version are evident. 



A) Amen figure and 
renewal text of Seti 1 on 
Amenhotep Il's stela "R" 
in front of the south face 
of the 8' Pylon's east 
tower. Note the Post- 
Amama style of the face. 

B) Stela "Q" Amenhotep 
I I  in tiont of the West 

tower of the 81h Pylon, 
south face. PM II', 177 
cQ> - 



A) Pillar 3 7 in the Edifice of 
Arnenhotep II in the court of the 
10" PyIon at Karnak. Nelson 
Key Plarls, KG 37. Note the 
secondary recutting of Amen' s 
a m ,  forward kneecap, belt and 
herniine of his kilt. 

B) Stela of Thutmose Cl1 From the 
Karnak temple of Ptah. Cairo 
CG 340 1 3. PM 11'. 198 (6 ) .  
Lighter colored areas represent 
reworking of the surface which is 
less polished than the original, 
darker areas. Recutting of the 
back and buttocks of the Ptah 
figure on the right side is apparent. 
So too, on the left. 
Faint diagonal lines between legs 
of the king on the nght correspond 
to the legs of the original royal 
figure, which, like the deities, was 
considerably srnaller than the 
orisinal version. 



A) Piilar 36 fiom the edifice of 
Amenhotep II in the court of the 
10" Pylon at Karnak. Traces of 
a secondary restoration of the 
.4men figure include the knees and 
shins, hem of the kilt and belt, and 
the belIy 

B) Unpublished block of 
.4rnenhotep III fiorn the south 
blocicyard at Karnak. The titulary 
of Seti 1 on the lefi edge of the 
block has suppressed the original 
&î nidir. formula. Traces of an 
original recd leaf can be made out 
in the upper ri&? corner of Seti's 
prenomen. Photo counesy of 
Christian Loeben. 



D l  A T U  2C . .A. L * L. "-. . - - 
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A) Pillar 323 in the Edifice of 
Amenhotep I I  in the court of the 
I Pylon The figure has been 
substantially cnlarged by Seti I 
afier Tutankhamen restored it . 
The face is rendered in a post- 
Arnarna style. 

B) Face of Amen on the east tower 
of the 8" Pylon at Karnak. north 
face at Nelson, Key Pim. KG 
IO2 In front of the final version 
are traces of the profile 
which corresponds to 
Tutankhamen's original repairs 
These are now largely masked by 
discolored plaster Traces include 
the throat, brow, and much of the 
nose. Recutting of the streamer 
danding fiorn his modius 

wn is also visible. 



A) Secondary restoration of a 
figure of Arnen-Karnutef on the 
east wall of the hypostyle hall 
adjacent to the sun court of 
Amenhotep III in Luxor temple. 
Nelson, Key Plans, LD 42. 
The shins. instep, chest, back and 
beard have al1 been extensively 
reworked. 

B) Amenhotep III pouring 
ointment over Amen-Re in Luxor 
temple hypostyle Nelson, Key 
Pluns. LD 3 1 



A )  Amenhotep III  driving the 
four calves before Amen. LD 44 
Trace of secondary restoration 
include the chest, hemline and 
back kneecap. A Coptic cross 
engraved between Amen's 
legs is contemporary with the 
hackins to his face and arms. 

B)  Amenhotep with divine figure 
libating Amen. LD 35-26. The 
deity has been extensively 
reworked around the ams. legs 
and ctiin. 



A) Amenhotep III embraced by 
enthroned Amen from hypostyle 
adjoining the solar court at Luxor 
temple. Nelson, Key Plans. LD 
42. Recutting of the god inciudes 
his chest, and arms, 
including an original flail held 
behind the king's head which was 
suppressed in the final version 

B) Lintel over east doonvay in 
the Luxor hypostyle at LD 30. 
The two divine figures were 
extensively recut. 



B) Reworked Nile god with 
renewal text of Seti 1 at LD 46 
Earlier traces dong arms. profile 
and belt. 

A)  Piiaster at south east corner 
of the Luxor temple forecourt, 
middle register. LD 50. 
The front of the leg and the 
neckline have been retouched. 



A) Statue pedestal for Horus 
of Mesen dedicated by Seti I on 
behalf of Ramesses 1 PM IV ,  6- 

7 

B) Relief from a granite obelisk 
fragment of Seti 1 from Heliopolis 
featuring the king as a sphinx with 
the head of the Seth 
animal. 



Scene fiom the top of the black granite obelisk fragment o f  Seti I from Heliopolis recently 
discovered in the harbor in Alexandria. The king is depicted as a sphinx with the Seth-animal 
head He sits on a plinth with the epithet "beloved of Ptah" witten inside a box below him. 

The whole group foms a rebus writing of his nomen Seti-rnerenptah. 



Flaminian obelisk of Seti I .  
PM VII, 409; 0. Marucchi, 
Gli Obelischi egiziani di Roma, 
pls. 3-4. The obelisk was 
completed by Ramesses II who 
added the marginal texts. 



A) Fragment of the upper shaft 
of a black granite obelisk of 
Seti 1. Orighally From 
Heliopolis, it was recently found 
in the harbor at Alexandria. 
The scene depicts Seti as a 
sphinx offenng to Atum. 

B) Siliceous sandstone block 
from an obelisk pedestal of Seti I 
recendy found in the harbor ai 

Alexandria, originally from 
Heliopolis. 



A) Fragment of the shaft of a 
siiiceous sandstone obelisk 
fragment of Seti 1 frorn 
Heliopolis found in the harbor 
at Aiexandria. The main text 
give a variant of his Horus narne 
"Beneficial for Re," j!l n Rr. 
The badly eroded scene features 
the king kneeling before a solar 
deit y. 

B) Side of the obelisk pedestal 
of Seti I from Heliopolis. 



A) Siliceous sandstone doo jamb 
of Seti I ffom Heliopolis. 
Alexandria museurn no. 420 
The middle register features 
Atum touching an Cti!i to the 
king's face. 

B) Closeup of the king's face 
from the same doojamb. 



A) Side view of Alexandria no. 
420. 

B) Black granodiorite offering 
table of Seti 1 for Horus-who- 
-in-the-Great-Mansion. 
Copenhagen E. 1 15/.4..EIN 44. 
Photo courtesy Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptot hek. 



A) Offering scene on the offering table for Homs, Copenhagen E. 1 1 S/AEiN 44 . 

Photo counesy Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek. 

B) Part of the bandeau text on the back of the same offering table 
Photo courtesy Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek. 
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Former Bruxelles E. 407. Black granodionte lintel of Seti 1 fiom 
Heliopolis. Photo courtesy institut royal du patrimoine artistique, Belgium. 



Penn 
nr r - r v  r n  
L u n a b  T H  

isylvania University Museum E. 13 573. Limestone lintel of Seti I 
frorn Memphis. Photo courtesy University Museum. 



PLATE 5!? 50 7 
Leiden V. 16 Inv. AP 6 1 .  Votive stela of Seti 1 for Renenwetet h m  Saqqara. - - 

Photo courtesy Rijks Museum van Oudheden. 



A) Boundary stela of Seti 1 of 
year two from the Fayum. Cairo 
CG 34502. 

B) Ptah chape1 of Seti 1 from 
Memphis. 



Brooklyn 6 9  1 16.1. Boundary stela of Seti 1 of year 1 D. Kessler, 
SAK 10 (1982), pl. 4a. Photo courtesy Brookiyn Museum. 



A) Relief of Seti 1 from the 
Gallery of the Kings in his 
Abydos temple. The dado 
Pattern below the king and the 
iibbon bandeau and cartouche 
fiieze above him al1 stop at the 
back edge of the scene. The 
blank space behind the scenr 
had been laid out but never 
carved before Seti's death. 

B) Seti 1 with prince Ramesses 
in the Gallery of the Kings at 
Abydos. The prince is entitled 
Heir apparent and king's eldrst 
bodily son, his beloved, 
Ramesses-bue-of-voice . 



Pemsylvania University Museum E. 12469. Fragment of a 
sphinx of Seti 1. Photo courtesy University Museum. 



New York MMA 33.3.2 
Photo courtesy k 

?!*A 
!3. ( 
let rc 
- 
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!TE 55 
Mering table of Seti 1 for Set 
~politan Museum of Art 

- 



A) Altar pedestal of Seti 1 
from his Abydos temple. 
Cairo JdE 743. 

B) Granite lintel of Seti 1 from 
Abydos. Cairo JdE 3209 1 



Relief of Seti I on the interior face of a pier on the noith aisle of 
the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Executed in raised relief with the h g ' s  

figure standing fully upright, the cartouche has been usurped by Ramesses II 



A) Kamak Hypostyle Hall. View of the south extenor face of the clerestory. 

B) Bandeau with titulary of Seti 1 surmounting the north side of the clerestory. 



A) Relief of Seti I on the intenor 
of a pier on the south aisle of the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall. The 
scene has been usurped by 
Ramesses II who converted it 
fiom raised to sunk relief 
Elements of the original raised 
version such as the figures project 
beyond the recut background. 
The original text dividers are 
still in raised relief 

B) Huge rani-headed stem figure 
head of the barge of Amen-Re 
fiom original sunk relief 
decoration of the east face of the 
2" Pylon at Karnak. This was 
suppressed by Seti 1 and recut 
in raised relief. The overlying 
scene is located at Nelson, Key 
Pfms KB 232; idem, GHHK 1 . 1 ,  
pl. 150. 
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North gate of the Karnak hypostyle, east interior jamh, lower register. Recut figure of Seti 1 
shifted from an upright to a bowing stance. Similar recutting on king's foot above. 

Location Nelson, Key Plans, KB 280; idem, GHHK 1.1, pi. 1 87. 



Drawing of the recut figure of Seti 1 at KB 280 



A) Recut figure of Seti 1 on the 
West exterior jamb of the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hall's nonh gateway. 
The original and revised versions 
of Seti were in raised relief. This 
was converted to su& relief by 
Ramesses who also usurped the 
cartouches. Epigraphic Survey, 
The Barrie Relie$ of King Sety I,  
pl. 19F. 

B) Relief of Seti 1 depicting 
the deceased Ramesses 1 ninning 
with hs-vases before Amen-Re. 
Located on the West intenor wall 
of the Kamak Hypostyle Hall at 
Nelson, K2y Plans, KI3 22 1 ; idem, 
GHHK 1.1, pl. 141. 



A) Detail of KB 22 1 .  Note the fneze with Seti 1's nomen cartouches flanked hy uraei 
and rebuses of his prenomen above the scene. 

B) Detail of another posthumous representation of Ramesses 1 adjacent to KI3 221. 
Located at Nelson, Key Plans, KB 222; idem, GHHK 1 . 1 ,  pl. 142. 



A) Relief of Ramesses II from the 
west interior jamb of the south 
gate of the Kamak Hypostyle 
Hall, bottom register . Onginally 
laid out in paint witb Amen and 
another deity , It was fust carved 
in R' with Ramesses worshiping 
Amen and the deified Seti 1. 
Subsequently it was converted to 
R3. Finally , Ramesses substituted 
his father's name with his own 
over the deified king's figure. 
Located at Nelson, Key Plans, 
KB IOld; idem, GHHK 1.1, 
pl. 57. 

B) Posthumous scene of Seti 1 
made by Ramesses II. Carved in 
sunk relief with the king standing 
upright. the iconography of this 
scene differs from reliefs of Seti 
in the Hall. Located at Nelson, 
Key Plans, KB 61; idem, GHHK 
1.1, pl. 27. 



A) Cartouche of Seti 1 usurped by Ramesses II on an architrave 
in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. 

B) Alabaster stela of Seti I of year one. Cairo CG 34501. 



A) Detail from the Ptah temple 
stela of Seti 1. 

B) Lunette of the Ptah temple 
stela of Seti 1. 



A) Reliefs of Seti I in Room 16 in Gurnah temple. Located 
at Nelson, Key Pluns, Q 2.54-25 S. 

B) Reliefs of Seti I in room 16 in Gumah temple at location 
Q 256-257. 



A) Relief of Seti 1 from the main chapel 
of Amen-Re at Gumah temple. Located 
at Nelson, Key Pians, Q 220. 

B) Seti 1 anointing Ramesses 1 in the 
guise of Osiris from the chapel of 
Ramesses 1 in Gumah temple. Location 



A) Cartouche frieze of Seti 1 along the top of the south wall of the Gurnah 
temple hypostyle hall. Located at Nelson. Key Plans, Q 136 

B) Relief of Ramesses II f e a t u ~ g  a posthurnous representation of Seti 1 on the 
south wall of the Gurnah temple hypostyle hall at Q 136 



A) Relief of Ramesses II with a 
posthumous scene of Seti 1 
offering incense to Osiris from 
the West wa1I of the transverse 
hall of G m a h  temple. Nelson, 
Key Plans, Q 185. 

B) Posthumous scene of Seti I 
offering flowers to Amen-Re 
h m  the hypostyle hall in 
Gumah temple. Located at Q 
123. 



A) Detail of Q 30 1 showing the 
deified figure of Seti 1 holding the 
crook. flail and 

A) Relief of Rarnesses 11 receiving 
hb-sd' s fiom the 
Theban Triad in the presence 
of the deified Seti 1. Gurnah 
temple, vestibule of the Rarnesses 
I suite, north wall. Located at 
Nelson, Kt-, Plmu, Q 30 1. 



A) Posthumous scene of Seti 1 
on the east jarnb, middle register 
of the door leading into the chape1 
of Ramesses I at Gumah temple. 
Located at Nelson, Key Plans, Q 
304. 

B) King (Ramesses II)  offerhg 
to Amen-Re and deified king 
( Seti I or Rarnesses 1). Gurnah 
temple, north wali of the vestibule 
of the Ramesses I suite. Location 
Q 299. 



A) Relief of Ramesses II 
featuring the deified Ramesses 1 
fiom the east wall of the vestibule 
of the Rarnesses I suite at Gurnah 
temple. Located at 
Nelson, Key Plans, Q 296. 

B) Rarnesses II ninning with 
!,.+vases before Osiris and 
deified Seti I on the east wall o f  
the vestibule to the Ramesses 1 
suite at Gumah temple. Location 
Q 3 1 3 .  



A) Relief of Ramesses II  from room 34 of Gumah temple with a posthumous scene 
of Seti 1 dedicating the four mrt-boxes to Amen and Ramesses II running with the hpr-oar 

on the left. Located at Nelson, Key Pians, Q 392-393 

B) Incomplete reliefs of Ramesses from room 26 of Gmah temple. Located at Q 449-45 1 .  



A) Side view of the head of a 
statue of Amen from Medinet 
Habu done in a post-Amama style, 
with an early variant of Seti 1's 
prenomen. Port Said Museum 
P. 4035. 

B) Front view of the statue head. 
Note the almond-shaped eyes and 
small nose. 



Louvre 9 6 1/E 1292 1 .  Relief of Seri I fiom Elephantine. 
Photo counesy the Louvre. 
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Pennsylvania University Museum E. 10988. Smaller Buhen nela of Seti 1 of year one. 
Photo counesy the University Museum. 



Relief of Seti 1 fiom the Gallery of the Kings at Abyd~s .  The future Rarnesses II 
is depicted as prince and heir apparent. On his sash is a pendant with his cartouches. 

He is entitled "heir apparent, and king's eldest bodily son Ramessu." PM VI. 25 (229). 
Photo courtesy WiIliam J .  Mumane. 



Detail of prince Ramesses' sasii xith pendant giving the earlier form 
o f  his prenomen fforn the Gallery of the King's at Abydos. There is 
no reason to believe this is anything other than the original edition of 

the relief Ramesses probably had a prospective prenomen. but it did not 
appear in officia1 inscriptions. 



Relief of Ramesses IJ depicting the deified Seti 1 beinp ofFered to by 
King Rarnesses. This and a pendant scene on the opposite wall are the only 

reliefs in Seti's Abydos temple carved by Ramesses II in his period R1, in the 
earliest part of his reign. Located in staircase Y' adjoining the Corridor of the 

Bull. PM VI, 26 (240). Photo courtesy William J. Mumane. 



Relief of Rarnesses II fiom comdor Y' in Seti 1's Abydos temple depicting him of5enng 
to Seti 1, (see previous plate), a goddess, and the Ennead. PM VI, 26 (240). 

Photo courtesy William J. Murnane. 



Cabin shrine and veil of the barque of Amen-Re from the east tower of the 8" Pylon at 
Karnak, north face The onginal version featured a rebus of Tutankhamen's prenomen 

lodged between the wings of the two goddesses. The final version has Seti 1's prenornen, 
hacked out in post-antiquity. Depressions to either side of it represent the bpr-beetle of 

Tutankhamen's prenomen. Located at Nelson, Key Plmrs KG 1 04. 



Cabin shrine and veil of the barque of Amen-Re fiom the nonh wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hdl. 
esst of the north gateway. The relief has beer; adjusted so that the figures on the cabin and 

veil have been shified and the forward canopy pole has also been recut. No iconographie changes 
are evident, and the reworking appears to be casmetic.. Located at Nelson, Key Plans, KB 292; 

idem, GHHK 1 . 1 ,  pl. 197. 



Cabin shrine and veil of the barque of Amen-Re frorn the north wall of the Karnak 
Hypostyle Hall., wea of the north gateway Here again, cosmetic adjustments 
were made to refine the proportions of the barque canopy. Note the fneze of 
winged goddesses and uraei peeking out fiom behind the top of the veil as it 
dams d o m  towards rhe front of the cabin. Located at Nelson, Key Plms, 

KB 277-278; idem, GHHK 1.1, pl. 180. 



A) Canopy of rhe barque of 
Amen-Re on the north wall of the 
main sanctuary of the god in Seti 
1's Gurnah temple. The 
iconography varies siightly from 
contemporary examples at 
Karnak. Located at Nelson, Key 
Plans, Q 2 1 9. 

B) View of the sarne barque. 
A rebus of the king's prenomen 
has been worked into the billow 
of the veil and inside the Shyw- 
collar on the foward aegis. 



.A) Canopy of the barque of 
Amen-Re froni the soutli wall of 
the main sanctuary of the god in 
Seti 1's Gumah temple. The 
iconography varies slightly from 
contemporas. examples at 
Karnak. Located at Nelson, Key 
Piam, Q 230 

B) Foward half of the same 
barque. Note the reous of Seti's 
prenorren on the billow of the 



Canopy of the barque of Amen-Re from the south wail of the Karnak Hypostyle 
Hall West of the south gateway. Carved under Ramesses II, the rebus 

decoration originally featured only elements of Seti 1's prenomen. 
Sometime &er he converted the reliefs on this wall fiom raised to sunk relief 

Ramesses suppressed eiements of Seti's prenornen and replaced them with elernents of 
his own, including the wsr-staff in the fist of the squatting Re figure on the veil, 

and those held by three of the m.lrt-figures. The mn-boards were also suppressed. 
Located at Nelson. Key Pians. KI3 99- 100; idem, GHHK 1 . 1 ,  p l  53 



-4) Canopy of the barque of Amen- 
Re in a relief on the south wail of 
the Karnak Hypostyle Hall east of 
the south gateway Carved in 
phase R%f Rarnesses Il-s relief 
work in the Hall. it contains only 
elements of Seti 1's Frenornen 
in the rebus decoration. Located 
at Nelson, Key P h s ,  KI3 1 1 7- 
I 1 8, idem, GHHK 1.1, pl. 76 

B) Billow of the veil on the barque 
of .Amen-Re at KB 99 in the 
Karnak Hypostyle Hall Ramesses 
II has suppressed the raised ,nt,- 
board supporting the winged mTr- 
figure and ciit a n~?~r-platform 
The goddess has been recut in 
incised relief and an wsr-staff has 
been placed in her fist. 



Canopy of the barque of Amen-Re in the Tnple Shrine of Luwr. chape1 of 
Amen-Re, West wall. Carved sornetime aRer year two of Rarnesses II, 

the rebus decoration on the veil and cabin shrine in this scene still reflects the 
titulary of Seti 1. The only element refleairig the prenomen of Rarnesses 

is the wsr-staffheld by the squatting figure of Re on the veil. 
Located at Nelson, Key Pltms. LA 34. 



A) Canopy of the barque of Amen- 
Re on the West wall of the barque 
shrine of Seti II  in the court of the 
First Pylon at Karnak. Many years 
afler h i s  death, Seti's titulary is still 
reflected in the rebus decoration of 
the veil. The sqilatting figure of 
Re surrnounts a m-sign, as does 
the winged mFt-Eyre on the 
billow of the veil. The four 
standing inirt-figures on the 
veil and upper cabin shrine no 
longer stand atop mn-siyns. 

B)  An unrestored surti ce on piiiar 
14. east face form the prtico of 
the edifice of Amenhotep 11 in the 
court of the 10"' Pylon The 
deeper gouges cut much fanher 
into the original surface than most 
of the damage These would have 
remained even if most of ihe 
surface had been srnoorhed back. 
Traces of the original surface still 
remain in some places. Located at 
Nelson. Ke-r-. Pfum, KG 1.1. 



Bruxelles E. 5300 Stela of Miya featuring Seti 1 with prince Ramesses. 




